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Introduction

Spiritual Window Shopping

Tliese spiritlral window shoppers, zoho idly ask.
"How rnllch is that?" - "Oh, 1 was only looking".
They handle a hundred items, aiid put them down again,
shadows with no capital.
What is spent is love, and tzvo eyes wet with weeping.
But these walk into a shop, and thew whole lives pass suddenly,
in that moment, in that shop.
"Where did you go?" - "Nozuhere".
"What did you have to eat?" - "Nothing rnllch".
Even i f y o u don't know what you waiit, buy sonlething,
to be part of the exchangingflow.
Start a huge foolish project, like Noah.
It inakes absol~rtelyI I O difference what people think of you.
Jalaal'uddin Ruini (translated by Coleman Barks)

Like Noah, 1began a huge foolish project. Ark building has never been easy, especially
when you have to do it alone, and when the summer days are long and the seasons
appear to be in order. When questioned by consensus reality as to why one has undertaken such a seemingly endless task, Noah knew well the only answer. Vision is sometimes a terrible thing.
Ideas are easy to come by, they spring effortlessly out of the vacuity of the mind and
cost nothng. When they are held and projected onto one's self or others they become a
project. When the project is enacted it becomes the work, and when the work is completed
it appears to be self-existent. Creation is the process of form manifesting from emptiness,
where that which arises from the mind comes into existence. Yet the distance between
conception and realisation may be enormous, as vast as the distance between stars.
The drawings contained within this book took almost eight years to complete, and
form part of a larger series of drawings that span eighteen years of my life. One has to
be very careful about what one chooses to trade one's life for, and there were many
times when I doubted my own sanity in having undertaken this work. For me the price

was high, it wasn't bought cheaply. There was no short cut, no-one to assist, and no-one
to refer to. Solitude and despair are close emotional companions, and for me there was
much despair in the process. Solitude and joy are close spiritual companions, and simultaneously there were prolonged periods of inspiration, intuition and ecstatic love.
Both states - of the most intense visionary luminosity and its absence - are difficult to
live with, and always cause insomnia. Like pearls of joy and despair, the necklace of
creativity was strung on the continuous thread of perseverance. I was driven by the
strength of passion, the work came through me, not of me, like the clear piercing thread
of tradition.
Having spent the last thirty years painting, drawing and studying Tibetan art, I am
invariably asked the same group of questions:- "How long have you been doing this?
How did you first get interested? Where did you learn? How do you manage to make a
living? Are you a Buddhist, and do you practice meditation? What does it all mean?"
The first of these questions is easily answered above in a few words, and the last
question is perhaps partially answered in the long text of this book. As to the second
question, personal history is something that tends to become erased as one focuses upon
the aspiration of the present moment. It is inevitably too long a story, and it is only
another lifetime. Ultimately anyone's life story is a mythology of dreamlike experiences
in time, they have a beginning and an end, but the colour in between is modal. It was
my destiny to become involved in Tibetan art, in retrospect I can modally see that the
entire universe conspired to make it so. There are meetings, omens, events in each individual's life that clearly point towards the direction in which one's destiny unfolds. We
have a choice, we can either follow or ignore them.
But for me personally one specific experience that occurred in time marked a distinct point of change, where there really was no choice. In 1969 and at the age of twentyone I had already developed an understanding of both Eastern and Western esoteric
traditions, and was already painting oriental style imagery. In the autumn of that year I
underwent a full blown 'Kundalini crisis' and was catapulted into another reality. This
was the end of life as I had previously known it. I spent a large part of the next decade
trying to survive the psychic onslaught that spontaneously arises when one loses that
seemingly solid sense of self-identity called 'me'. For several years it was relentless,
with every aspect of the personality continually disintegrating. There is no language to
describe this reality, and the threshold of fear that it evoked was far beyond any existential state of being that I could previously have conceived of. To me, at this point in time,
the wrathful deities of Tibetan art were the closest mirror to my internal process. The
destruction that these deities inflicted upon the ego was exactly what I was undergoing
in my 'divided self'. They automatically became a vehicle of self-expression. The decision to begin to paint them was not academic or philosophical, it was instinctive, intuitive and primordial. This is a short mythology of 'how it all began', the rest is internal.
The answer to the third question - "Where did you learn?" -is that I am essentially
self taught. As a child growing up after the second world war my prized possession was
a sketch book entitled 'Tanks and How to Draw Them'. From repeatedly copying these
drawings until they had been committed to memory the qualities of patience, a sense of
perspective, and a meticulous attention to detail began to develop. At sixteen and living
'on the road' I applied to enter art college, but was refused admission because I was redgreen colour blind. At this point destiny conspired to introduce me to my first and
greatest artistic mentor, John F.B. Miles. John's best friend had committed suicide the
week before we met, and I looked just like him. Thus was our destiny sealed. Without
doubt, John was the greatest living artist that I ever met. With a passion that transcended
insanity, he lived, loved and died for art, leaving behind an as yet unrecognised legacy
of the most potent visionary art. The inspirational reality we shared was extreme. John
was far larger than life, and he knew it. Until his death in 1997 at the age of 52, we
remained the closest of artistic allies.
In 1970 1 travelled to India and spent the next five years living there, with a year in
Nepal. At Dharamsala in the Himalayan foothills, I lived initially for a year in the same
compound as the artist Jampa from Lhasa, painter to H.H. the Dalai Lama. From Jampa's
sketches 1 first learned the iconographical rudiments of the Central Tibetan style. But
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these were mere preliminaries that I would have to penetrate to a far deeper extent in
later years. It wasn't what Jampa did that impressed me, it was who he was. In the early
hours of the morning, whilst dogs barked at the moon, ours were the only windows
illuminated in the whole valley. Jampa died from cancer and overwork in 1987, but his
beaming smile and glowing heart live on with the bodhisattvas.
h Nepal 1 studied the iconographical grid structures (fib: thig tslmd) of the major deities, as compiled by the yogin artist, Gomchen Oleshe of Sola Khumbu. Although I never
actually met Oleshe his artistic precision essentially defined my style, and with his death
in the late '70's I felt that 1had to take on his artistic baton and continue the drawings that
he had begun. My last year in India was spent living in the Tibetan Craft Community of
Tashi Jongin the Kangra valley. Here I was adopted by my main Tibetan teacher, Khamhul
Rinpoche, and worked for him for a year creating an extensive series of small paintings
known as tsnhli, and used for initiations. Khamtrul Rinpoche was the personification of
what many people conceive of as a 'Tibetan Master', except he was the genuine article,
and as always huth was far more vivid than fiction. A master of all the Tibetan arts thangka painting, sculpture, sacred dance, architecture, etc. - Rinpoche was first and foremost a highly realised being, an embodiment of wisdom and compassion. Although
Rinpoche had few Western students, amongst them were four ordained nuns; Ani Jampa,
Ani Tenzing Palrno, Ani Lodro Palmo, and Ani Zimba. The very existence of these four
spiritual ladies has always been of the greatest inspiration to me, and although they
wouldn't like to hear me say it, to me they have the purest realisation of all Western dharma
practitioners. Khamtrul Rinpoche died in 1980, but his immaculate presence and impeccable activity continue to blossom in my awareness and memory.
In 1976 and back in England I began incorporating airbrush technique into Tibetan
imagery. To some this innovation was untraditional, but since these images were primarily created for book illustrations, their purpose was to inspire. In 1980 1 began this
'huge foolish project' of iconographical drawings, and this is when the real work of
learning actually began. Working with a friend and Tibetan translator, Edward Henning,
we set out to produce a work entitled, 'The Deities of the Karma Kagyu Tradition'. From
Edward's translations of deity practices (Skt. sadhntzas) and art commentaries, we began
to illustrate and explain the descriptive symbolism of around seventy of the major deities. After two year's work with no funding this project had to be shelved. This pattern
of working on various projects without financial recompense or funding was to repeat
itself over the next twelve years. Which leads into the fourth question - "How do you
manage to make a living?" -The answer is simple - "With great difficulty."
Working independently as a committed artist often carries the stigma of financial
struggle. This is amplified a hundredfold within the field of Tibetan Buddhism, where
the main emphasis is often on fund raising, and undertaken for the benefit of all sentient beings and the cause of the holy dharma. Although the motivation may be pure its
application is often hazardous, resulting in the repetitive strain injuries of exhaustion
and poverty to an individual upon whom it is continuously projected. An endless stream
of well-intentioned requests for paintings, drawings, logos, designs and information
led me to understand the plight of the fruit-laden tree which consistently receives the
stones of the passers-by. Eventually it felt like I was being continually asked for glass
trinkets, whilst inside diamonds were crystallising. It took me a long time to realise that
I should do what I knew I had to do and not what others thought I should do. In 1991 I
applied for and received a two year scholarship from the Harold Hyam Wingate Foundation in London, which marked a distinct change in my material destiny and enabled
me to bring this work to fruition.
The final question - "Are you a Buddhist, and do you practise meditation?" - is
perhaps best answered by silence. Things change, thoughts and appearances incessantly
arise and fade, sometimes one is wise, sometimes one is foolish. Essentially one is a
human being and aspires to open the human heart to its own infinity, and to accept
every affliction of fate as a wound rather than an insult. Geshe Wangchen once said,
"Dharma practice is not about sitting quietly on one's bottom somewhere in a corner.
It's about living one's life to the full. It's about having the courage to make mistakes and
the wisdom to learn from them."
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The drawings illustrated in this book attempt to cover the whole spectrum of 'Tibetan
Buddhist symbols and attributes. Many of the individual images I have based upon the
finest representational examples found in Tibetan art, yet each of them - being drawn
by the same hand - has undergone some degree of stylistic innovation. Much thought
went into the layout and design of these illustrations, which are drawn as full compositions rather than assembled collages. The majority of the plates are reproduced in the
same size as the originals, but some of the more complex compositions in the first half
of the book were drawn slightly larger and reduced to scale. All of the illustrations were
drawn with a f i e brush and Chinese ink onto art paper, a technical drawing pen was
only used for straight lines and circles. Each of the plates took between fifty and two
hundred hours to draw. The original drawings have more 'life' than the illustrated reproductions, as the tonal gray or 'soft' lines of the original come out black in mechanical
reproduction and some dimension is lost. The 'life' embodied in the originals emanates
a peace and stillness which 1 was never able to attain, and looking at them now is like
reading one's diaries from previous years.
The oriental technique of drawing with a line brush rather than a pen is a skill that is
virtually unknown in the world of contemporary western art, and I have only come
across a few western artists who understand the processes involved. The 'perfect brush'
is the Tibetan artist's most important tool, and traditionally each individual artist would
make his own brushes from selected hairs. Some people claim that oriental artists use
one-hair brushes or the single eyelash of a camel. But this is a myth, the single hair of
any animal is not porous and is incapable of holding colour or ink; the liquid pigment is
only held within the brush by the surface tension created between a converging group
of hairs. Tibetan artists use the hairs of a wild cat, marmot or sable for their brushes, and
Indian miniature painters use the curved hairs of a squirrel. The brush that I used for
these drawings was of sable hair, which had been broken down to a fraction of its original thickness by previously being used as a shading brush for painting. By the time the
brush had been broken down to around thirty hairs at its tip it would become incapable
of retaining enough ink to create even a short line. Consequently I would have to load
the brush with ink many times to create a long cunred or continuous line. To pick up a
line exactly where you left off and continue it in precisely the same curve requires much
skill and long periods of breath retention. A pen cannot be used successfully for Tibetan
art; it is too rigid, picks up the minute vibrations of the hand which the brush's flexibility absorbs, and gives an even thickness of line. The line-weight of a brushstroke is
controlled by pressure, creating a thicker line at its curved centre and thinner lines at its
tapering ends. Although the proverb says - 'It's a poor workman who blames his tools'
- the fluidity of a perfect brush is a delight to use, whilst the stubbornness of a bad
brush is extremely frustrating.
In contrast to the many years spent drawing the illustrations, the text for this book was
written over a much shorter period. To complicate things, destiny - as it always has in my
life - threw a hand of wild cards into the equation, and every distraction that possibly
could have arisen during this period inevitably did, usually with relentless complexity.
The text of this book is not an academic work or a thesis. I have no credentials and
no lineage of transmission from which to feel the securih of traditional descent. The
text 'just came into existence' in the same way that the drawings had come into existence, and essentially represents my own understanding of Buddhist symbolism at this
time. Most of this information has arisen from four converging avenues of investigation. The first is the intellectual aspect of having read a large amount of often obscure
literature on the traditions, history and development of Hinduism and Buddhsm. The
second is the visual aspect of having studied many thousands of Tibetan thangkas.
The third is the intuitive aspect of repeatedly drawing these symbols, where the visually impressed images 'reveal their nature' in the same way that an explorer begins to
map unidentified areas through h s expanding familiarity with the terra incognito in
which he finds himself. The fourth is the spiritual aspect of understanding what these
symbols really mean as pure expressions of the Buddhist teachings.

Introduction
The rich assembly of Tibetan Buddhist symbols are purely an encapsulation of the
rnanjfold qualities of the enlightened Buddha-mind, manifesting as the absolute realisation of wisdom and compassion. Like a perfectly cut and many-faceted jewel that
refracts a myriad rays of light throughout the universe, the nature of the light is one,
although its aspects of illumination appear to be many. Most of the symbols that arise in
Tibetan art are of Indian Buddhist origin, and many of these symbols already existed in
ancient India prior to the advent of Buddhism itself. I have tried to explain the origin of
these ancient symbols and their incorporation into Mahayana and Vajrayana Buddhism,
along with the various esoteric levels of symbolic interpretation placed upon them.
The indisputable Indian origin of most of these symbols inevitably poses the question - "What is it that distinguishes Tibetan Buddhism from early Indian Buddhism?"
h his book The Jezoel ill the Lot~ls(Wisdom Publications. London. 1987), Stephen Bachelor writes, "In their presentation of Buddhism, then, the Tbetans did not diverge greatly
from their Indian forerunners in terms of doctrinal content but in the ways in which
they organised this content into systematic stages leading to enlightenment. It is the
logic of the Buddhist path which is Tibetan, not the individual doctrines or insights
which are arranged in the light of this logic. What gives Tibetan Buddhism its own
peculiar flavour, therefore, is not any uniquely Tibetan ingredient, but the way in which
these common Buddhist ingredients have been blended together in the Tibetan mind."
As a westerner practising Tibetan art another cultural ingredient has inevitably been
added to this unique blending.
Vajrayana Buddhism is one of the most complex of all metaphysical systems known
to man, and to try to explain its symbolic content with clarity and simplicity is certainly
not an easy task. There are now believed to be more than two thousand extant Tantric
Buddhist texts, which makes the Vajrayana the most voluminous of all the Buddhist
traditions in its textual source material. Although none of the Vajrayana deities are illustrated or described in this work, the conceptual setting in which they arise - their landscape environment and thrones, their gestures, ornaments, attire, attributes and offerings - are all explained in detail. In essence what is presented in this work resembles a
certain kind of thangka known as 'an assembly of offerings' (Tib. rgynrl tshogs) where
the whole spectrum of peaceful and wrathful attributes and offerings to the deities are
represented, but the images of the deities themselves are absent.
Starting with landscape elements, flora, fauna and narrative subjects, the first four
chapters begin to introduce the reader to the background composition of a Buddhist
thangka. A section at the end of Chapter Three introduces the conceptual framework of
the Five Buddha Families, an understanding of which is vital to the mandala principle
on which the foundations of Vajrayana Buddhism rests. Chapter Five concerns cosmology, and the last section on the Buddhist channel-wheel systems - where the tantric
theories of human conception, embryonic development, maturation, the death process
and rebirth are explained in relationship to the 'generation and completion stages' of
the profound 'Highest Yoga Tantra' systems - essentially forms the key to an understanding of the deep inner symbolism of Vajrayana Buddhism. The complexity of this
subject - which is in practice only fully understood through experiential realisation
rather than intellectual comprehension - is extremely difficult to convey, and I have
tried to explain it in as clear and simple a manner as possible to enable the reader to
have at least some insight into the incredible beauty, richness and sophistication of these
Vajrayana practices.
Chapters Six to Nine describe hand gestures known as nrrrdrns; the possessions of
the clmkmz1nrtirl or 'universal monarch'; and the various groups of auspicious symbols,
offerings and ritual implements that are generally associated with peaceful deities.
Chapter Ten, on ritual implements and weapons, is the longest chapter of this book
and is divided into three sections. The first section describes the four important ritual
objects of the vnjrn, crossed-vnjro, ritual bell and dagger. The second section describes
the tantric yogin and yogini attributes of the tantric-staff, hand drum, thigh-bone trumpet, curved-knife and skull-cup. The third section describes thc array of hand-held weapons, beginning with the bow and arrow, and cnding with certain obscure or magical
weapons of specific deities.
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The main part of Chapter Eleven describes the charnel-ground attributes, attires,
ornaments and symbolic offerings associated with wrathful deities. The following section covers in some detail the visualisation practices, symbolic meanings and possible
sources of origin of the extremely esoteric 'inner offering'. This chapter concludes with
the various hearth designs employed in the sacred f i e rituals or homn. The final chapter
of this book consists of twenty-four full page drawings of various border patterns, designs and motifs.
Throughout the text I have used the traditional English terms found in many of the
'classical' translations of the Buddhist scriptures to describe the various listings of enlightened qualities. These terms -such as wisdom and method (or skilful means); the six
perfections of generosity, morality, patience, effort, concenkation and wisdom; the four
'irnrneasurables' of compassion, love, sympathetic joy and equanimity - are all 'relative'
with no verbally definable 'absolute'. Their meanings are essentially inspirational, and
continually deepen in interpretation to accord with the Buddhist practitioner's emotional,
mental, psychological, philosophical and spiritual capacities. Their 'absolute' meaning
exists only within the enlightened mind, where they spontaneously manifest as the innate
radiance of the Buddhas' infinite clarity and boundless love.
Most probably this book cannot be assimilated in its entirety in a single reading.
Readers with little knowledge of Buddhism may find much of it complex and dense reflecting perhaps the commonly held perception that Tibetan Buddhism is ritually complicated, too colourful a subject to be readily accessible to the western mind. It is hoped
that, for those who persevere in their personal study of Buddhism, the incredible depth
of the symbolic meanings discussed here may increasingly clarify over the course of
time. The most excellent reference source for concise explanations of Buddhist terminology employed within my text is to be found within the 'Glossary of Key Tibetan,
Buddhist and Sanskrit Terms' in A Handbook of Tibetan Culture (Rider and Shambhala.
London and Boston. 1993), compiled by Thubten Jinpa and Gyurme Doje. I am also
greatly indebted to Martin Willson for allowing me to use his 'General Index and Glossary' (compiled for a forthcoming volume on a collection of tsaknli paintings), which has
been of invaluable assistance in my writing of this book.
When I first began studying thangka painting in India during the early '70's textual
information and visual reference material were not easily obtainable. The language barrier was a great obstacle as few Tibetans spoke English, and many competent refugee
scholars and artists were forced to work as manual labourers on Indian road crews in
order to earn a livelihood. Over the last three decades Tibetan Buddhism - with its
infinite gradations of penetrative insight into the layers of self-centred 'human conditioning' that veils our essential nature - has had a potent impact upon the existential
intelligence and inquisition of the western psyche. Many books have now been published on Tibetan Buddhism and culture. In the field of Tibetan art there are now quite a
few beautifully illustrated books on Tibetan thangkas with full-page colour reproductions. Although I have many of these books in my own private collection and have
spent many hours 'absorbing the essence' of the finest and most favoured of these irnages, the text that accompanies these illustrations is often disappointing.
The trend amongst western scholars and dealers in Tibetan art has been to approach
the subject from the conventions of art history and criticism - where the provenance,
identification, dating, style and cultural influences are discussed, along with an often
unnecessary verbal description of the painting -but very little is written about its iconography, symbolism or real meaning within a purely Buddhist context. Often these
thangkas are incorrectly identified, and where the deity's often highly specific attributes
are listed many errors and omissions may occur. Deity identification is essentially of
little value without an understanding of the qualities of the deity, and these qualities
have everything to do with the Buddhist teachings, yet little to do with art history. 'Naming the names' is perhaps akin to trainspotting, or to knowing the names of everyone in
a crowded room and something of their dress sense or style - but unless one goes beyond
the superficial and gets to know these people in their full and unique individuality, they
will always remain strangers. Pablo Picasso once said, "There is no such thing as ancient or modern art. There is only good and bad art." A Tibetan artist would readily
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agree with this statement, knowing that a thangka is good when it is iconographically
correct and painted with patience and devotion, and bad when it contains iconographical errors and is poorly painted.
Vajrayana Buddhism is little understood in the West, yet there is hope for the future.
m e transmission of the teachings is still in its infancy, but many seeds of wisdom and
compassion have germinated, taken root and begun to blossom into maturity. Tantra is
eve11 more misunderstood, often being equated in the Western World with hedonistic
sexuality and the dynamics of interpersonal relationships. One of the meanings of the
word tantra is 'weaving', and one of the meanings of the word slrtra is 'thread'. This
implies that the 'expansion' (Skt, t a n ) of weaving depends upon the establishment of a
continuous thread. Without a deep and firm grounding of the Buddha's spoken discourses or s1rtr.a teachings as the 'thread', one may easily end up weaving a veil of illusions as insubstantial as the fabled 'Emperor's new clothes'.
It must be emphasised again that the understanding presented in this book is my
own understanding at this time of my life, and is in no respect a 'definitive truth'. In
many sections of the texts I have thrown caution to the wind and gone out on a limb in
introducing certain controversial theories. In all humility I accept full responsibility for
these theories, which are based upon an extensive network of tangential information
which is only briefly alluded to in the text. At the worst these tangents may be ridiculed,
at their best they may inspire further research.
The possession of an extensive knowledge of Vajrayana Buddhism is commonly held
in awe by a newcomer to the Tibetan teachings. Yet the difference between an accumulation of knowledge and the development of wisdom may be enormous - 'there are the
learners and there are the learned; memory maketh the one, philosophy the other'.
Knowledge is communicable, wisdom is not. The content of this book represents a body
of knowledge that can lead to the development of wisdom. Yet paradoxically, although
it has been my destiny to live within and explore this knowledge, I am strangely detached from it. Much speech leads inevitably to silence, and when I repeatedly penetrate to the depths of these symbols and the truths that they point to, I feel that in front
of all this divine beauty I really understand nothing.

Robert Beer
Oxford
Midsummer's Night 1999

Too mud1 good luck no less tllan nrisey
May kill a man condemned to mortal pain,
If. lost to hope and chilled in mery zleirr,
A sudden pardon conres to set himfree.
Beauteous art, whkli, brouglrt ulitlr us fronr In.averr,
Will conquer nature; so dizline a power
Belongs to lrim idto strives ioith R Y I ~I C ~ J P .
I f 1 was made for art,,fronr cllildhood given
A preyfor blrrrling beauty to deoorrr,
1 blnme tile nristress 1 was born to serve.
Attributed to Michelangelo (1475-1564).

Chapter One

Landscape Elements

The drawings on Plates 1 to 24 illustrate examples of the five
great elements: earth, water, fire, air, and space, as they are
represented in the landscape of Xbetan art. The element earth
is depicted by rock formations, caves, meadows, mountains,
and simulacra in landscape; water by lakes, rivers, and waterfalls; fire by flame motifs and aureole flames; air by cloud
formations; space by sky, aura lines, and rainbows.
Plate 1 depicts an abstract composition of these landscape elements, with turbulent water in the foreground; rock
formations, water, trees, and waterfalls in the middle
ground; clouds and mountain peaks in the far ground; and
the sun, moon, stars, and entwining rainbows in the sky.
Although such an abstract and dense composition would
never be compounded within the spacious landscape of
Tibean art, all of the individual elements are drawn in a conventional Sino-Tibetan style.
Anatomically earth represents the skeletal body of nature, water its life veins, fire its warmth and complexion, air
its breath, and space its consciousness. As pure symbols
earth is represented by a yellow square, water by a white
circle, fire by a red triangle, air by a green semi-circle or
crescent, and space by a dissolving blue drop (Tib. tlliy Ie).
Three-dimensionally the elements are represented by a yellow cube (earth), a white sphere (water), a red conical pyramid (fire),a green hemisphere (air),and an ethereal dissolving drop or vanishing point (space). Esoterically earth is
represented by the yellow Sanskrit syllable Lnni, water by
,
by the red syllable Rnirl, air by
the white syllable V a ~ nfire
the green syllable Yoiii, and space by the blue syllable Hnili.
There are few rules that govern the painting of landscapes. Other than the fact that the landscape should be
beautiful, pleasing, inspiring, and in accord with its
compositional subject, the artist is given free rein to express
his vision.

The simplest rendition of a landscape may consist only
of a tonally shaded background, from green at the bottom
through to the deep blue of the sky at the top. This gives the
impression that the deities in the composition float in space.
Mandalas, too, may be painted against such a gradated background, and above a low horizon; this creates the impression of the mandala appearing in the clear space of the sky.
A common rendition of a landscape usually places the
horizon roughly in the centre of the painting, with a subtly
gradated sky ornamented with cloud formations rising to a
deep blue at the top. The lower foreground consists of sloping green meadows or hills, often with grassy tufts along
their ridges, and lakes, low clouds, rocks, flowers, and offerings strategically placed amidst the shaded meadows. The
hills on the horizon are sharply defined against the paleness of the low sky; clouds and snow peaks may rise behind the hilly meadows.
Paintings depicting biographical subjects, such as events
in the lives of lamas or y o p s , will usually have recognisable sites or buildings painted in a stylised form. In the case
of wandering ascetics, who travelled widely through the
Himalayan areas, these representations could be purely
imaginative as the artist would rarely have visited or recorded these places. The very fact of the artist's geographical confinement within the Tibetan plateau gave Tibetan art
its unique and specific visionary quality. In a landscape
dominated by vast empty spaces, under a deep azure
cloudscaped sky, with the contrasting terrain of deep valleys and high mountain peaks, with lakes, waterfalls, cliff
and rock outcrops, the soul of the landscape itself became
the essence of the artist's inner vision.
As breathtakingly majestic as the external world appeared, it was still but a pale reflection of the internally visualised worlds of the deities' paradise realms. Descriptions
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of dimemions which were permeated with rainbow light,
iridescent colour, divine perfume, and heavenly music, only
served to heighten the perceptions of an artist's visionary
reality. Here, in a landscape which was lit up from within,
perspective, scale and shadow lost their logical solidity. A
distant mountain peak possessed the same clarity and importance as a foreground flower. Nothing was hinted at or
alluded to: everything in a composition existed in a state of
independent 'Is-ness' and the same meticulous detail and
clarity was applied to each component. Yet the whole is always more than the sum of its parts.
Visualised descriptions amplify nature's creations by
enhancing the intensity of colours. Objects appear as selfilluminated and composed of the five precious substances
of gold, silver, coral, pearl and gemstones. Gemstone comparisons include emerald, beryl, crystal, diamond, sapphire,
lapis lazuli, amber, turquoise, and ruby. "A glint of red appears in the rock face, and suddenly the whole cliff is lit up
with ruby" (Rumi).
The most finely painted thangkas display much of these
other worldly qualities, the whole composition possessing
a highly integrated structure and sublime grace. Such works
are described as 'divinely inspired'; they radiate an innate
tranquility where the deities' qualities s h e through. In this
respect they may also be classified as the 'self-consecrated'
works of a divine artist, yet in reality they are essentially a
product of much time, patience, and attention to detail.
Paintings of the Sixteen Arhats made in the 'Chinese
style' are prime examples of such visionary works. The choreography of movement and of spatial relationships between
the figures, landscape, flowers, trees, wildlife, and offerings,
exhibit a fluent vocabulary in the language of line. The colours are exquisitely shaded, rocks glow with an inner
warmth, a flower radiates an inner purity, an image of divine grace has been captured and held in a stolen or frozen
moment of time.
Wrathful forms similarly exhibit such refined qualities.
The dynamic movement of a wrathful deity's body is echoed in its flowing hair and the twisting mass of flames which
engulfs its form. Mountains, clouds, rocks, and water may
be more angular, billowing, convulsed or turbulent, yet their
expression reveals an equally infused grace. Whether dynamic or static, visions of the divine are infinite, reflecting
that pure, still moment of 'seeing'.

ROCK FORMATIONS
The depiction of rock formations and landscape elements
in Tibetan painting reveals a strong influence from Chinese
art. During the fifteenth century an artist named Menla
Dondrup from Eastern Tibet developed a painting style
known as the Mcnri, which emphasised a far more realistic
treatment of landscape than the previously ornate styles
from Nepal, Kashmir, central and Western Tibet. During the
sixteenth century three further styles developed in Eastern
Tibet, known as the Mensar or 'New Menri', the Khyenri,
and the Karma Gadri. Each of these styles incorporated

elements of Chinese Ming style painting with its spaciousness and natural depiction of landscape elements. From the
late seventeenth century cultural ties with China brought a
stronger parallel between Eastern libetan and Chinese artistic influences.
Under these influences landscape composition moved
from a static ornate tranquility into a dynamic vehicle of
poetic expression, through the medium of line and form.
The most potent representation of this dynamism is found
in the depiction of rock formations, outcrops, and cliff faces.
The most favoured colour scheme for shading these rocks
was with blue and green. Azurite blue and malachite green,
the two mineral pigments derived from natural stone deposits, were symbiotically suited to rock shading. Each of
these mineral pigments produced three colour grades in
their grinding process - a light, middle, and dark hue. Rocks
were predominantly shaded in dark blue tones on their extremities, fading to a light blue or green tone in their interior. The rock outlines and inner striations would be defined
in a dark indigo outline, using bold, angular, and tapering
brushstrokes. Individual striations could be shaded with
colour dyes, or alternated blue and green, to produce a jewellike glowing texture. Brown, ochre, or grey rock-shading
could complement the blue-green shading of rock areas to
create a s p e c t m of various hues, the hard edges of the rocks
seeming to solidify as they emerged from their amorphous
light interiors. The outline brushstrokes of the rock striations
revealed the bold thrusting tectonic movements within the
rock faces. Gold highlight lines, running parallel and inside
of the dark indigo outlines, gave the rocks a luminosity, enhancing their appearance as precious stones.

2 and 3
Illustrated here are examples of rock formations drawn
mainly in the Karma Gadri style. Fantastic rock shapes have
always held a fascination for the human imagination, their
sculptural forms evoking mythological legends or episodes
in local folklore. Ornamental rocks are a feature of oriental
gardens, such as Japanese Zen gardens or miniature bonsai
tree arrangements.
Natural spiral structures in rocks, such as those which
resemble the twist of a conch shell and especially those
which spiral to the right, are regarded as being highly suspicious. Caves that bear a resemblance to the opening or
lip of a conch shell, or the marks of some other auspicious
sign, are regarded as highly sacred. The sanctuary of a
cave's orifice symbolised the womb of earth, and the presence of a freshwater source nearby rendered it fertile. The
location and naming of caves by their natural signs, historical or legendary occupants, and their affiliation with
local animal or spirit entities, were usually firmly established. Many caves were famous, particularly those associated with great masters such as Guru Rinpoche, Yeshe
Tsogyel, or Milarepa, and became places of pilgrimage.
Sometimes paintings of rock orifices or fissures reveal hidden treasures in their interiors, such as texts, vases or jewels;
Plates
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these often allude to the 'concealed treasure' traditions (lib.
gtpr ma) of Tibetan Buddhism.
The interior lines in the drawings are the rock striations,
which would be both shaded and outlined in gold and dark
indigo. The tops of cliff or mountain buttresses could be
capped with snow or grass turf.

Plates 4 and 5
These drawings illustrate examples of 'vajra-rock' formations. These are the rocky islands or promontories on which
rest deities and their lotus seats. Wrathful deities in particular are usually depicted on vajra-rock islands or cliffs. The
visualisation practice (sadhana) of Vajrakilaya describes the
vajra-rock as the seat of all wrathful deities, composed of all
kinds of precious substances. In the sadlmnas of wrathful
deities such as Vajrakilaya, Mahakala, and Ekajati, the triangular vajra-rock - shaped like the wrathful element of fire
- arises as the 'reality source' (Skt. dhartnodaya; Tib. chos
'byuiig) from the syllable E, which arises out of emptiness
(see page 348). The syllable E forms the first letter of the
Sanskrit word Evam, which appears in the opening stanza
of many early Buddhist scriptures: "Ezlaiil [thus], have I
heard". The dharmodaya emerges from the syllable E in the
empty expanse of space as a vast inverted pyramid - like
the triangular blade of a ritual dagger (Tib. phur bu) or the
tapering expanse of Mt Meru - indicating the pinning down
and stabilising of the earth element.
At the top of Plate 4 are representations of Mt Meru, the
axis-mundi of the universe. Below on either side are protruding cliff buttresses. The complex vajra-rock at the bottom has many orifices with springs from which water pours.
Water often surrounds these vajra-rock formations, creating
an island.
Ln the upper area of Plate 5 are examples of snow or
grass-covered hills with tapering cliffs. The sharply pointed
mountain ranges in the upper background are characteristic of wrathful-deity landscapes. The irregularly formed island rocks in the lower half are typical of the elevated rock
formations on which siddhas, arhats, guardian kings, peaceful, and wrathful forms may appear. Occasionally the top
surface of such rocks may be painted in a light tone with
cloud-shaped marbling decoration; this indicates that the
rock is formed of an opaque or translucent precious mineral, such as crystal, agate, ruby, or turquoise.

Plate 6
Illustrated in these drawings are some specific aspects of
landscape illustration. At the top of the left-hand column a
mythical white snow-lion makes an auspicious appearance
amongst snow-capped peaks. Below this are two representations of Mt Himavat, the personification of the Himalayan
mountain ranges. The four snow-melt rivers which emanate from the snow peaks are symbolic of the four rivers
which spiral around Mt Meru. Below this are a glacial
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crevasse on the left, and Mt Kailash on the right. Four great
rivers which encompass the Indian subcontinent emanate
from the Kailash and Lake Manasarovar region. The
striations on itu southern face form the arms of a natural
swastika. Mt Kailash in western Tibet is sacred to both Hindus and Buddhists, who consider it the abode of Shiva and
Chakrasamvara respectively.Since Chakrasarnvara tramples
on the Hindu god Shiva, any site or shrine sacred to Shiva
is also sacred to Chakrasamvara. Below this are three examples of auspiciously spiralling conch-shaped mcks, and below this again are interpenetrated horizontal and vertical
rock formations. At the bottom is a fourfold triangular zwjrarock on which very wrathful forms, such as Mahakala, stand.
At the top of the right-hand column are sharply pointed
mountain peaks which make up the encircling horizon in
certain wrathful images, where they form an impenetrable
'iron-wall' of razor-sharp spikes. Below t h s are a squaretopped rock pile with conch-like formations, and a protruding cliff face with multiple buttresses. Below are two hill
escarpments with examples of tufted vegetation along their
ridges. In the bottom three rows are examples of conifer tree
plantations growing along hilltops.

Plate 7
This page of drawings illustrates some examples of the
plants, flowers and shrubs that grow around rock forrnations. Foliated rocks are commonly placed in the foreground
of thangkas, particularly in the lower corners, to create vitality, beauty and perspective in the composition. These
small rock outcrops are most expressively painted in the
Karma Gadri style, with curving or angulated striations.
Leaves usually emerge from behind the rock edges, giving
the illusion of depth to the meadows in the foreground. Vibrant flowers may also be depicted amongst the foliage,
adding grace, harmony, and light to the composition. Where
these rock formations appear in the low or mid horizon their
bases are usually flat or merge into the meadows. Rolling
clouds along low foreground hills are also a favourite embellishment. Small mosses or lichens are sometimes placed
along rock edges or cave entrances; these may be depicted
as a single, triple, or multiple cluster of dots.

SIMULACRA IN LANDSCAPE
Many of Tibet's sacred sites are geornantic power places
endowed with strange landscape, rock, and cave formations.
Siddhas who practised at such often remote places would
leave evidence of their miraculous accomplishments: imprints of their hands, feet, or ritual objects can be found
impressed into rocks or cave walls. Often these imprints
appear as if they were virtually fused into the rock whilst it
was in a plastic state. There are a large number of such sacred places scattered throughout Tibet and the Himalayan
foothills. Many of these sacred sites are attributed to Guru
Rinpoche and his consort Yeshe Tsogyel, who performed
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miraculous acts across these regions. Caves, grottoes, hot
springs, oracle lakes, hidden valleys, and places with
fantastic natural geological anomalies are often identified
with miraculous activities. 'Self-generating' images also
occur at such places.
At Parping, in the Kathmandu valley, are several caves
which bear miraculous handprints, bodyprints, and the imprints of Guru IZlnpoche's ritual implements. Also to be seen
here are a self-manifesting rock image of Ganesh, and two
small images of Tara which emergc in clear relief from the
rock formation. These Taras appear in reverse as mirror images, their clarity of detail changing perceptibly over the
years. At a temple set in a surreal landscape nearby, a large
right-spiralling conch shell thrusts itself from a small rock
formation. The strange rock formation behind this knuckled white conch is hollow, and the conch can be blown easily. Mt Kailash in western Tibet is endowed with a large
number of impressed footprints (Tib. zllabs rjrs), handprints,
and other miraculous signs. In certain areas of this mountain it almost appears as if every other rock is impregnated
with some enigmatic quality or simulana, the surrounding
cliffs assuming the forms of temples, forts, or deities. Such
imprints have also been left in the Western World. At a site
in Scotland clear footprints of the Sixteenth Gyalwa
Karmapa have been left on a boulder. These imprints did
not manifest immediately but appeared slowly, year by year,
on a rock where he had been light-heartedly requested to
leave such a sign.

Plate 8
Illustrated here are some examples of simulacra forms
which occasionally appear in paintings, especially those
depicting the life stories of various siddhas. At the top is a
cloud formation which is copied from a thangka depicting
the wrathful mandala palace of the goddess Palden Lhamo.
The billowing clouds assume the form of caricature spirit
faces, representing the ethereal presences which emanate
from her domain. In the central cloud are two specific cloud
faces, the kivtimuklia or 'face of majesty' above, and the
siii~lrni~~~rkhn
or 'lion face' below. On either side dragons
descend from the clouds causing a storm of hail, lightning
and thunderbolts.
Below this are illustrated three auspicious cloud formations of a parasol and two conch shells. Cloud simulacra of
auspicious symbols, or 'seed-syllables' in Tibetan script, are
familiar occurrences in miraculous Buddhist legends. Acmss
the middle row are knot, cloth, and flower simulacra in rock
formations. Below these, on the lower left, are three examples of conch-shaped rock formations. The conch-shaped
rock is considered a highly auspicious natural geomantic
sign; monasteries, stupas, and temples are often established
in the vicinity of this natural phenomena. Next are a selfmanifested ~ ~ j r ~tnjrn
n , and bell, bell, ritual dagger and banner, all formed or fashioned from rock. In the lower left corner are two animal-head rock formations, from which emanate springs or ri\.ers. These originate in the sources of the
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four great river6 - the Sutlej, Indus, Brahmaputra, and
Kamali - which ari-se in the Mt Kailash area. The sources of
these four rivers were believed to issue from mck formations resembling the heads of an elephant, lion, horsc, and
peacock respectively. At Gangotri, the source of the River
Ganges in northern India, the river emerges from a glacial
outcrop known as Gomukh - the 'cow's head'. This glacial
formation, which collapsed several decades ago, took on
the simulacra of a cow's head. To the right of t h e m k
facesarr the two syllablcrsHunl and A fashioned out of folded
rock. Syllabic rock simulacra are preserved at several temples in libet. They usually take the form of the rnani rrrantra
O m Mani Padme Hum, and are composed of two very distinct minerals, such as white quartz in a black granite stone.
In the bottom right is a bear-like creature which represents
the mineral magnetite, magnetic iron oxide. Since magnetite attracts other ferrous-based ores, the creature is depicted
in the act of devouring rocks. The mysterious propertie of
magnetic iron, especially meteori te iron, have always been
regarded as a magical phenomena.

WATER
Pure water is said to possess eight qualities: it is clear, ccnd,
healing, soothing, odourless, delicious, light, and soft. Rivers, streams, waterfalls, and lakes invariably occur within a
landscape composition. The simplest form of representing
water consists in painting downward-pointing triangular
lakes or pools, which are formed by the intersection of two
sloping hills. Such lakes are usually shaded in several horizontal layers, h-om dark blue at the base into middle blue at
the top. These layers display waves, eddies, and small wave
crests along their tops. The Linear shading of these small
waves is from dark blue into light; white highlights may be
emphasised on the wave tops. The deep blue of these lakes
naturally accords with the reflection of the sky on its calm,
mirror-like surface.
Shallower moving waters, such as streams and waterfalls, are usually painted in a lighter blue tonality. Fast-moving streams, descending through mountainous terrain, are
often formed of a series of small arcs with light wave crests
at their tops. Rivers exhibit a slower motion, often with long
wave-formations intempted by swirling eddies and crests
where the river bed is shallower. Waterfallsconsist of slightly
curving parallel lines, which descend like a curtain from
the precipice above, their parallel lines straightening as they
fall vertically. At the baseof a waterfall is usually a seething
mass of wave crests.
Turbulent waters, with long, twisting, or spiralling wave
motions and complex wave crests, are extremely difficult to
draw. Their colour shading requires much patience. The depiction of turbulent water in Tibetan art is quite realistic.
Minute obsennation of the natural movement of water descending or cascading reveals a complex interplay of changing f o m . Wave crests are thrown up by the force of the water
and cume into scythe-like shapes, w h c h fall back upon themselves by their own weight and loss of momentum. Little
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Fire (Flames)
spheres of water are thrown out by these crests, which for
an instant appear to hang in space. The subtle shapes of
wave crests amidst long gracefully-curving wave lines can
be very expressive: one can almost feel the pull of the currents in the water. Wave crests which fall to the left are far
easier to draw than those which fall to the right. The tip of
each wave crest is usually white; as it recedes deeper into
the wave its shading becomes darker. In the painting of
turbulent water each individual wave form is usually
shaded separately, making the whole process very time
consuming.

Plate 9
Illustrated here are various stylistic representations of water. At the top of the left-hand column are details of turbulent water, showing the long curving waves ending in wave
crests. Below this are various methods of depicting horizontal wave formations.
A whirpool created by the impact of a descending waterfall is shown at the top of the right-hand column. Below
tlus are details of the seething water at the base of waterfalls. Below this, curtains of mist drift across the faces of
waterfalls. The waterfall on the left shows empty spaces
across its descending parallel lines; in Chinese art this technique of illustrating empty cloudbanks in front of a waterfall is known as 'cloud bridge'. Below the waterfalls are rivers and tumbling mountain streams. Below again is a horizontally stepped waterfall or weir, its cascading overflow
creating a central dome effect. Underneath are two more
wave crest formations. At the bottom are whirlpool eddies,
and ripples emanating around a lotus stem.

Plate I 0
This drawing depicts extremely turbulent water. Billowing
wave crests are massed above the larger wave lines, the crests
appearing like clawed hands and fingers. The wave formation near the centre is an extremely graceful passage of
movements, with its eddies and whirlpools forming very
subtle curves. The billowing band of repetitive waves just
above the bottom centre shows the counter formation of
waves against the wind. The complex serpent-like waves at
the bottom cast out a multitude of water globules and bubbles. Such detailed methods of illustrating turbulent water
were influenced by Cliinese Ming artists, who excelled at
evocative landscape painting styles.

Plate I l
Illustrated here is a complex abstract composition depicting waterfalls cascading through rock formations. This brush
drawing was one of the most time-consuming images produced for this book, having taken at least a hundred hours
to draw.

FIRE (FLAMES)
The billowing mass of flames that surrounds wrathful deities is described as a 'blaze of awareness fire'. The wisdomenergy of wrathful forms blazes like the sun's inexhaustible
fire. The sun, as a symbol of pure wisdom, is consumed with
fire, yet is not itself consumed. Its eternal fire is inexhaustible. Like the sun, wrathful forms abide in the ultimate emptiness as the immovable sphere of dhrrnadhtu (Skt. chos
dbyings), the expanse of absolute reality of the enlightened
Buddha mind. The wrath of these deities is not ordinary
anger, but wisdom-anger manifesting in its most indeshudible or vajra nature, with the capacity of terrifying all evil
spirits such as maras and rudras.
The twisting and blazing fiery aureole of wrathful forms
is also described as knlagi~i,meaning 'the fire of time'; kalagni
is literally the 'fire at the end of time', the ultimate conflagration of the universe at the end of this aeon. Each kalpa, or
cosmic cycle of the universe, is believed to end in a penultimatedeshuction by flood, wind, or fire. Kalagni is also identified astrologically as the 'tenth' planet. Its yellow disc is
the uppermost of the four planetary discs o n which the deity Kalachakra stands, the three other discs being a black
Rahu disc (eclipse planet), a red sun disc, and a white moon
disc. ln the inner yoga practices of the Kalachkra Tailtra,
kalagrli is identified with the central channel below the navel centre, and Rahu with the central channel above. The
internal fire below the navel centre, awakened in the yoga
(Tib.gtrirn mo), meaning
of 'inner heat', is known as dlflr1dfl~I'
the 'fierce woman'.
Like water, flames are also depicted in a realistic manner in libetan art, the twisting tongues of fire rising to a
point and reddening at their tips as they cool. Aureole flames
can be drawn with much grace and expression of movement, the flames curling to one side and leaping out at the
other. This transverse movement of the flames usually enhances the dynamic body posture of the wrathful deity at
its centre. The flames may also emanate from the deity's
heart, with the tongues of fire r e a c h g out towards the ten
directions. Inverted horseshoe-shaped auras of flames can
also encircle wrathful forms, but are more common with
semi-wrathful or tutelary deities (lib. yi danr), such as Hevajra, Kalachakra, or Chakrasamvara.
In the painting of flames a base of minium orange is usually applied, then each individual flame is shaded with vermilion or red towards its tip. U-shaped folds occur where
several flame-tips emanate from the same bank of flames;
the tear-shaped centres of these folds are painted in a dark
tone to give body to the flame mass. The curling roots of the
flames are also shaded into red, as are the inner areas of the
U-folds. The outlines of the flames are decorated with matt
gold lines, wluch enhances their luminosity and fiery quality. Thangkas painted on a black background either have
vermilion-shaded flames with a gold outline, or gold-shaded
flames with a gold outline.
Certain deities, such as Palden Lhamo, are encircled by
a mass of wind rather than flames. Wind is coloured and
shaded in green, this being the colour of the element air.

Plate 12: Fla~
n e formations

Wind is very much like fire in shape and formation, but it
has thicker billows than fire and less slender tongues. Consequently it is usually painted with more density and less
complexity than flames. Amongst the swirling green winds
there usually appear friction sparks, like the lightning produced by crashing thunderclouds. These sparks, often described as radiating in all directions, are painted as small
tongues of bright red fire w l c h sporadically lick around
the edges of the green winds. On less wrathful forms the
element of air may be represented by cumulus cloudbanks
outlined with blue and indigo. Flames may also circle around
the edge of haloes, such as in paintings of the four guardian
kings; the circle of flames usually envelops an inner halo of
green, representing the element air. Without air fire would
not exist, as wind gives life to fire. The great 'wind at the
end of time' causes the kalaglli fire to blaze ferociously.
Flames also emanate from wrathful offerings, the hot
hells, and cremation ground scenes. The sacred fire (dhuni
or ognikund), often kept perpetually alight by ascetics who
practise fire rituals, is believed to 'speak' with six or eight
voices, the crackling, roaring, snapping flames revealing the
prophetic voice of the fire god, Agni.

Plates l 2 and 13
Illustrated in these two drawings are examples of flame formations. Sparks are illustrated in the lower left and centre

of Plate 13, where they appear as thin tapering tongues of
fire. Flames are not difficult to draw and shade. As with
clouds, the curving base lines of flames should always have
a rounded edge and not come to a sharp point. Flames gracefully drawn with long slender tips are believed to increase
the wisdom of the artist, a belief inspired by the sharp, flaming tip of Manjushri's sword. A stylistic innovation, present
in both my flame and cloud drawings, is the addition of an
inner crescent-shaped line to the 'U-shapes' in flames, and
the 'comma-shapes' in clouds. These inner lines are never
illustrated in painting, as the colour contrast between the
dark nucleus of the flame or cloud interior and its lighter
surrounding areas creates the requisite harmony and depth.
I habitually use these inner crescent lines in drawing, as I
find they increase perspective, gravity, and complexity, giving a sharper definition to flame and cloud designs.

Plate 14
Illustrated in this drawing is a composition of various flame
elements. At the top centre are double-outline flames. These
are time-consuming to shade, as their thin outer bands are
vermilion-shaded whilst their inner areas are red-shaded,
the duo-tone shading blending together at their tips. Their
visual effects are both elegant and complex. Across the centre of Plate 14 are examples of the aureolc flames which
encircle semi-wrathful deities. In the lower area are long

Plate 1 3: Flame formations

Plate 14: Flame formations, haloes and aureoles

Plate 15: Flame aureoles and haloes

Plate 16: Symmetrical flame aureoles as 'mountains of fire'

serpent-like flames, which are commonly painted around
wrathful offerings. Ln the bottom centre are circulating halo
flames.

protective deities (dharinnpnlns) or guardian kings. Interspersed throughout these illustrations are individual examples of flame motifs.

Plate 15
Shown here are examples of flaming aureole and halo designs. At the top are two complex masses of 'blazing awareness fires', symbolic of the kulagni aspect of extremely wrathful forms. At the centre are two inverted horseshoe-shaped
flame aureoles, which predominantly surround semi-wrathful deities. Usually the broad inner area of the aura is painted
dark blue, or sometimes dark maroon, depending on the
and colour of the deity depicted.
textual description (sadlini~n)
Radiating gold aura lines emanate from the deity's heart
centre, terminating just inside of the outer flame aureole.
Illustrated here are two rare methods of decorating the inner aura. The drawing on the left shows small, golden, serpent-like tongues of flame radiating from the deity's cenha1 or 'brahrrrn axis': these represent tiny wisdom flames
emanating from the pores of the deity's skin. The symmetrical golden dot pattern on the right represents emanating
sparks of wisdom. At the bottom are various examples of
the flaming haloes which surround the heads of certain

Plate 16
Shown here is a detail of a symmetrical flame aureole on
the right and left sides. These aureoles often consist of repeat pattern flame sections. They are quite difficult to draw,
especially as their sections frequently taper progressively
from the apex to the base. Back-tracing or a pinhole pounce
(stencil) are commonly used to create symmetry between
the two sides. At the top centre is a detail of a complex
flame aureole, showing how the two symmetrical sides
meet in a single 'S-shaped' flame crest at their apex. The
two lower central drawings illustrate the meeting of two
continuous, yet separated, flame friezes at their apex.

Plate 1 7
Illustrated in this drawing are some complex examples of
highly ornate flame aureoles, known as 'iirflknrfl-tail' desibms.
The ~rmknmor crocodile is a mythological sea-monster with

Plate 17: Mokoro-tail aureoles as 'rosaries o f I~ght'

an elaborate scrolling tail. These nmkara-tail patterns invariably consist of angled segments which form a repetitive design around the aureole. Commonly there are between eight
and twelve segments on each side of the aureole of a standing deity. For seated deities the number is usually between
five and eight. There are several methods of colouring the
segmenh. One method consists of shading the makara-tail
segments with vermilion against an inner background of dark
red, as if they were flames. The vermilion can be shaded
evenly from a darker tone on the aura's inside to a lighter
tone on the periphery. This can be simply acheved by applying a light shading over the whole aureole, whilst ensuring
that the original drawing can still be seen through the shading (see Plate 25). The inner background areas can then be
painted in dark red, the design lines outlined, and finally filigree gold lines applied decoratively over the vermilion. A
more common and lavish method consists in painting the
n~nkara-tailsin pure gold against a vermilion or red background. The gold is then outlined in vermilion and finally
skilfullyburnished with filigree lines, which follow the curves
of the nlnknm-tail designs.
Since the aureole represents the wisdom energy of the
deity it is frequently specified with deities of the Highest
Yoga Tantras (ail~itfaruyo,yntnntra), such as Kalachakra or

Chakrasamvara, that the segments are coloured to r e p r e
sent the wisdorns of the Buddha Families. h the case of
Kalachakra, each of the Five Buddha wisdoms is represented, the ascending colour sequence of the segments being yellow, white, green, red and blue. In other tantric traditions the central deity itself may embody one of the Five
Buddha wisdoms, resulting in only four colours being depicted in the aureole segments.
The same system of coloured wisdom-fi re energies is also
employed in mandalas. The outer protective circle of most
mandalas, known as the 'mountain of fire' (lib. rlre ri), consists of a similar series of coloured angular fire segments.
According to the description of the mandala they can either
incline towards the right or left in a clockwise or anticlockwise motion, and usually twenty-four or thirty-two segments are counted. In a four-colour 'mountain of fire' circle
the sequence is usually yellow, blue, red, and green. The
separate colour segments in both the deity's aureole and
mandala circle are shaded in a darker colour tone on their
inside, fading to a light tone at their periphery. The deity's
aureole is outlined in a darker-tone colour, whilst the
mandala is commonly outlined against a very dark background. h e r gold lines are finally painted, which follorv
the curves of the maknm-tail swirls.

Landscape Elements
AIR (CLOUDS)
nbet is a high altitude mountainous plateau with most of its
land over 12,000 feet above sea level. With such rarified air
and
atmosphere, the sky appears a very deep azure blue,
and the sun blazes with a searing white intensity. The clariv
of distant vision and the sharp contrast of light and shadow
light up the landscape, lending much magical enchantment
to the view. Colours are very intense in such a light, haloes
may appear around the sun, a distant mountain range appears in pristine detail, the proverbial silver lining of clouds
may suddenly refract all the colours of the rainbow.
All forms of magical cloud formations are to be found in
Ebetan art. They are never heavy or sombre, but always full
of light, colour, form, and movement. Clouds wreathe themselves around the lugh peaks, veiling them in mystery. The
convection caused by dramatic mountain rifts results in rapid
air curren ts producing an ever changing cloudscape. Lenticular wave clouds (Altocumulus lenti-cularis), formed by the
wave motion of rising and falling air pockets over mountainous terrain, create strange flying saucer or lens-shaped cloud
patterns. Wispy streaks of cirrus clouds create 'mare's tail'
streamers, and banks of long shatocumulus clouds produce
perspective lines or 'streets' of receding clouds.
Great slull is employed in the depiction of clouds in
thangka painting. Cumulus cloudbanks are drawn with a
series of stylised arcs which render each cloud as a separate
and clearly defined object. Symmetrical cumulus clouds
spiral outwards from several focuses, producing a series of
levels within each cloud. These focuses are painted as dark
'commas' or 'nipples' within the central spirals of the clouds.
This 'nipple', as it is described in Chinese art, is shaped like
half of a yir~yarlx symbol, and represents the vortex or 'seed
essence', which nourishes the cloud and renders it fertile
with life-giving rain. Symmetrical cumulus clouds with two
or three commas are very common in Tibetan art; they are
luiown as siri~l~onlukluo
or 'lion-faced' clouds because of their
resemblance to lion heads.
Clouds are usually shaded from a white base-colour at
the top to a slightly toned colour at the base. Many colour
schemes are used in the depiction of clouds, and their shading as three-dimensional integrated forms can be highly
complex (see Plate 25). Fla t-based cumulus clouds rest upon
a horizontal beam of cloud, w l c h is also shaded along its
length. Truncated mare's tails twist away below a cumulus
cloudbank, giving the illusion of the cloud moving across
the sky. The clearly defined edges of clouds contrast sharply
with the dark background of sky or landscape in which the
clouds float.
A technique of hard-edge outlining applied to certain
clouds involves painting one or more narrow bands of colour (usually light blue or pink) around the cloud's edge. An
outer outline of a darker colour - such as indigo - is then
applied, often with a serrated edge. Gold is also used within
the outlining of some clouds. Gold clouds, depicted on black
or vermilion background canvases, are shaded outwards
from their interiors using a gold wash technique. The cloud
outlines are then painted in thin gold line.

~

In the wrathful landscape illustration of the 'eight great
cemeteries' which are depicted around mandalas, eight specific storm clouds are listed. In the Vajrabllairova Tnntm these
clouds are known as: the proclaiming, the moving, the
wrathful, the great proclaiming, the stable, the filling, the
effortful, and the furious. Their inner symbolism represents
the white drops of bodlrichitf~which descend from the crown
centre in the head.
In very finely painted thangkas the choreographic movement of clouds can resemble a divine ballet of the heavens.
Dragons and gods, who glide through the clouds, entwine
in the passage of clouds across the skies. The delicacy of the
shading of clouds, sky, flowers, water, and rock formations
are often the most time-consuming aspects of thangka painting. A fine thangka, which took a year to paint, will inevitably display such exquisite shading.

Plate 18
Shown here are complex cumulus cloud formations. At the
top are truncated mare's tail cumulus clouds; the ends of
their tails can either blend subtly into the sky background
or be sharply truncated. Below these are a row of upwardbillowing clouds (known meteorologically as Altocumulus
castellanus, as they resemble castle walls). In the centre are
a stack of cumulus clouds bearing rainwater above their
spiral 'nipple' cenhes. In the lower area are examples of
drifting cumulus and cumulonimbus clouds.

Plate 19
Depicted here are mainly dense banks of cumulus clouds
interspersed with drifting mare's tail designs. Mare's tail
clouds resemble the body and swirling serpent tail of nagas.
In the upper right corner and mid lower left are examples
of Chinese-style 'hook' clouds, which take the form of
ghostly drifting mists. The flat-based stratocumulus clouds,
illustrated on each side of the middle section, are clouds
which are pulled or drawn out by the wind. Their horizontal bases are usually shaded to resemble a rainbow. At the
bottom cumulus clouds drift amongst mountain ranges.

Plate 20
Depicted here are examples of swirling clouds and elongated
mare's tail cumulus clouds. The linear passages of some of
the swirling cloud movements are similar to the drapery billows on the floating silk scarfs of deities. Their integrated
cloud components are refined to produce an e~rocative grace.

Plate 2 1
Illustrated in this d r a w i n g a r e exa~nplesnf liori~ontal
cloudbnnks. The upper half o f the drawing shows a variety

Plate 18: Cumulus and cirrus cloud formations

Plate 19: Cumulus clouds, cloud streets and mar-e's tall clouds

Plate 20: Mare's tail and sw~rlingcirrus clouds

Plate 2 1 : Cloud forrnat~ons,hor~zontalcloudbanks and cloud streets

Plate 22: Cloud forrnatlons around rnountalnous landscapes

Plate 2 3 : Cloud thrones

Rainbows

of flat-based stratocumulus and cirrostratus clouds, with
receding 'streets' of horizontal cloudbanks. The lower half
includes various examples of Chinese-style 'hook' mists.
Cirrocumulus or 'mackerel sky' patterns are shown on either side with elongated holes. Above the mountain peak
on the right are formations of lenticular wave clouds, shaped
like long French loaves or fishes. These surreal cloud formations are very rare, and only occur in the lee of mountain
valleys. At the bottom cirrostratus and stratocumulus clouds
wreathe among the mountains.

Plate 22
Shown here is a complex composition of all the main cloud
forms swirling and penetrating mountain landscapes.
Because of the high vantage point of Tibetan uplands or
mountain passes, clouds often appear below the visible horizon, and one can essentially look down on them.

Plate 23
Depicted here are examples of the 'cloud thrones' on which
deities, lamas, or gurus appear, seated and floating in the
heavens. These celestial thrones are borne aloft by billowing cloudbanks. The outline of the figures' aureoles are
shown in all the main cloud throne arrangements.

SKY
The distant planes of the blue sky and p e n landscape foreground are always the first areas to be coloured in thangka
painting. The sky is usually gradated from a very light blue
at the horizon to a deep blue at the top. The smoothest gradations are produced by fine wet-shading, where the colours imperceptibly blend from light to dark tonalities. Line
shading is also commonly used to create the sky gradation.
Here a series of short darker thin lines are applied from the
top downwards, the lines becoming more widely spaced
and progressively paler as they descend towards the horizon. Literally thousands of these short thin parallel lines
are applied to create the most subtle effect, and much time
is required in their rendition. Certain thangkas have skies
painted in other colours such as ochre, or with a pale green
or light yellow horizon blending into the deeper blues in
the upper area. Occasionally two levels of sky are painted
with a horizontal bank of cloud dividing them. This system
is used in paintings of 'assembly fields' where the paradise
realms of Maitreya and Amitabha are placed at the top.
The pure clarity of the sky is metaphorically an illustration of Buddha Mind. Clouds may come and go across the
heavens, like the transitory thoughts or delusions which
appear to obscure the mind's hue nature, yet the nature of
the sky remains unchanged. Like the mirror, which is always unaffected by the appearances whch arise in it, the
skv is clear, transparent, infinite, and immaculate.

RAINBOWS
The rainbow is eternity's expression of momentary delight.
It cannot but be auspicious, even if it portends the demi.w
of a great master. For such a master - now merged into the
'clear light' (Skt. prabhsvara; lib. 'odgsal)of the death process where the most subtle level of mind is experienced as
pristine inner radiance (see page 141)- there is no sense of
'leaving behind', the notion of self and others having been
transcended. For the 'others', the disciples orstudents, there
is inevitably a great sense of loss and grief. Yet the miracle
of the master's departing rainbow will always remain as a
great source of strength and inspiration for the devotees.
The vaulting arc of the rainbow is known as 'Indra's bow'
(hdrachapa or Indradhanus), one of the weapons of the
ancient Vedic sky god, Indra. Natural rainbows are created
by the prismatic effect of sunlight on raindrops, reflecting
and refracting the sun's rays into spectrums in each individual water drop. The seven colours of the rainbow - red,
orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet - naturally
blend from red on the outside to violet on the inside. When
a double rainbow occurs, the order of colours in the second
rainbow is reversed. On rare occasions a similar rainbow
effect is created by the moon's light at night, producing a
silver 'moonbow' on the opposite side of the sky. A circular
rainbow, known as a 'glory', can sometimes be seen from
high vantage points, such as hazy mountain summits, forming an aureole halo ring of rainbow light.
h Tibetan art the rainbow takes on a more supernatural
manifestation. Since light, colour, dimension, form. and emptiness are the five aspects of visualisation, spectral light becomes its natural essence. The divine forms of deities manifest and dissolve into emptiness, just as a rainbow appears
and vanishes into the sky. Rainbows in Tibetan art arise from
sacred places or objects, expanding outwards as they twist
and interweave with other rainbows or horizontal
cloudbanks. They originate from a point and eventually dissolve into space, like winding rivers of light. Multiple strands
of rainbows take on the appearance of a horse's tail, rarely
following their natural form as arcs. They are coloured in a
red, orange, yellow, green, blue sequence, often with alternating straight and wavelike threads of gold line running
through each colour.
A well known miraculous phenomena in the Tibetan tradition is the taking of the 'rainbow body' (Eb. 'jn'llrs) at the
time of death. This miraculous sign of realisation is known
as the 'body of light'. When a great master has attained the
realisation of Maharnudra or Dzogchen, the world is no longer
percei~redas a conceptual concrete dimension. Since all appearances have transformed into the ultimate nature of reality itself - as the fully enlightened 'body' of the Buddha (Skt.
dlmrmnknyn; Tib. clws sku), permeating space with a luminous
transparency, there is no solidity or separation. When the
notion of an individual self has dissolved, leaving no residue
of an intermediary 'I' between unrnmifest consciousness and
the appearance of a physical universe as light, the physical
body is likewise perceived as merely an appearance of light.
Such a master will leave instructions that his body should
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Landscape Elements

remain undisturbed for a period of days after his death. During this period rainbows emanate from the place where his
body rests, as his consciousness remains absorbed in the state
of 'clear light'. When the miraculous rainbows have ceased
all that remains of the master's bodily form are his clothes,
his hair, his Fingernails and toenails.
Rainbow phenomena are often witnessed at the cremation ceremonies of highly realised lamas, along with other
miraculous sky-signs such as the appearance of eagles, or
clouds which take on the colour of rainbows or the forms of
auspicious symbols. The lama's cremation ashes are afterwards sifted for relics such as small pieces of bone which
bear the images of stupas, deities, or mantras, small coloured
stones or jewels, and unburned organs or bones such as the
heart or skull.
Transubstantiation is not a phenomenon confined to the
Tibetan plateau alone. The Old Testament prophet Elijah ascended to heaven in a chariot of fire borne on the winds of a
storm. As an immortal Elijah remains ever present. It is his
task to announce the coming of the Messiah, and a goblet of
wine is always left for h m at the Jewish Pesach or Passover.
The Biblical stories of the prophets Elisha and Ezekiel abound
with legends of transmutation and resurrection. Likewise the
resurrected Jesus ascended to heaven on the third day. The
Catholic Church has a rich tradition of the incormptible relics or preservation of the bodies of several saints. The Indian
traditions are full of legends of the miraculous absorption at
death (innhasanuldhi)of its myriad saints. Kabir, the fifteenthcentury Indian mystic and poet, transformed his body into a
bed of flowers, whilst his Hindu and Muslim devotees were
disputing over disposal by cremation or burial. The Indian
siddhas Nandanar and Manikavasagar both dissolved their
bodies into blazing light. At Virupaksha Cave on Mt
Arunachala in south lndia a sackcloth lingnni is formed of the
compacted ashes of the saint Virupaksha. As burial on this
sacred mountain is not permitted, Virupaksha took 'fire absorption' (n,prrisarnadhi),dissolving his meditating form into
sacred ash (viblirtti).Ramana Maharishi, the great Indian sage
of Arunachala, said of this occurrence, "When the mind melts
away and blazes forth as light, the body is consumed in that
process". In the Indian tradition the strange phenomena of
'spontaneous human combustion' (ngiiisnniadki),in which a
person immolates from within the body leaving only ashes
and often unscorched clothing, is explained as the result of a
potent karmic imprint that occurred in a previous life.
Tibetan folklore ascribes various omens to the appearance of rainbows. At the end of every rainbow is believed to
be a wish-fulfilling jewel. A moonbow at night is believed
to be an ominous sign. A white rainbow augers the death of
a yogin. A rainbow around the sun is usually caused by ice
crystals, but in Tibet it is seen as an omen of the birth or
death of a great teacher.

Plate 24
Illustrated here are various examples of rainbow phcnomena. In the central circle is a specific form of the Buddha,

seated in the meditation posture of Amitabha and manifesting in a rainbow body, which radiates as a swirling
sphere of rainbow-coloured light. At his heart is the syllable Hum,from which the rainbow emanates. Each segment
of the radiating circle rotates clockwise in a progressive
spectrum of colour. A three, five, or six-colour sequence
may be used, a simple three-colour scheme being red, yellow, and blue. A five-colour scheme would rotate through
red, orange, yellow, green, and blue. Indigo could be added
as the sixth colour. Thin gold radiating lines are painted as
embellishments in each individual section. In painted depictions of rainbow-form emanations, the rainbow-circle
dominates the composition, the deity's bodily form appearing almost as a faint, yet defined, silhouette behind the
rainbow.
One of the most frequently painted forms of a rainbowbody emanation is that of Guru Rinpoche. When Guru
Rinpoche is represented as manifesting on the dhnrrnkaya,
san~bhogakayn,and i~irrnnilakaynlevels simultaneously, then
three rainbow sources emanate from his crown, throat and
heart centres respectively. These three rainbow-spirals merge
together very subtly to produce a harmonious triple whirlpool of blended rainbow-waves.
The outer rainbow-circle on the drawing encloses a
number of motifs. At the top and bottom straight rainbows
interpenetrate rainbow-arcs creating a woven effect. On either side multiple suns emanate on rainbow-arcs. The miraculous appearance of several suns in the sky simultaneously fortells a major event, such as the birth of a highly
realised being. The spheres of rainbow light positioned
around the outer circle are 'seminal points', known as biridu
(Tib. thig /c). The three upper spheres manifest the syllable
A, the three lower spheres contain variations of the spinning 'wheel of joy' (Tib. dgn' 'khyil).
In the upper area various rainbows twist and entwine.
On the left, mare's tail clouds are borne aloft by rainbow
tails. In the upper left and right are two rainbow thrones on
which deities sit.
At the top centre is a rainbow throne with a rainbow
emanating from the heart centre of the deity within. Rainbow thrones, which emanate from the hearts of gurus or
lamas, usually terminate in a small image of the tutelary
deity (Tib. !/i rfnrrr) of that particular lama. In the mid centre
the moon and sun are encircled by rainbow aureoles. Across
the bottom trom left to right are illustrated:
A treasure vase emanating rainbow light.
An example of a rainbow body (Tib. 'jo'l~is),which pours
out of the apertures of a lama's robes.
The Buddha's cremation casket, which manifests rainpyre.
bows from within the f~~ricral
The hair and nails, which alone remain after the attainment o f the rainbow hod),
At the centre, rainbows emanatc from within a cremation stupa (high lamas arc cremated in specially constructed stupas; the stupa's conical spirc is often
shortened or omittecl to form a chimney flue for the
flamc.~).

Plate 24: Ra~nbowphenomena
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Landscape Elements

On the right are three manifestations of rainbow bodies;

the central image depicts a legendary episode where
two masters took the rainbow body together.
Behind are a rainbow manifesting from a triple gem, and
a series of 'drops' (Tib. tllig L)strung along rainbows
like pearls.

AURA LINES
The aureole designs on Plate 17 also depict the extremities
of the radiating aura lines which emanate From a deity's
heart. These fine curving gold lines are applied over the
deity's inner aura, which is usually coloured dark blue, or
occasionally dark red. These fine gold lines alternate between straight and waving. They represent the natural radiance of wisdom and compassion from the deity's body.
Just as the sun, glimpsed through a gap in a tree's foliage,
casts a radiating network of rays into a shimmering moire
pattern, so are the deity's wisdom and compassion rays
made manifest. On some early thangkas the extremities of
the aura lines terminate in a curved-over hook on the straight
rays, and a small round lotus on the waved rays. The hook
represents the 'binding of awareness' or wisdom; and the
lotus, compassion or method. If all of the rays terminate in
small hooks it represents the deity's ability to hook and draw
all sentient beings to its heart.
In the Indian alchemical tradition the deep blue aura of
divinities is known as the 'mercurial body' or body of immortality. The beautiful ethereal blue of this aura emanates
as the pure consciousness of the deity abiding in the transcendent state of pure compassion and spiritual incorruptibility. The fine gold lines which radiate from the heart of
the deity represent the 72,000 purified psychic nerves (Skt.
riodi) of the deity's subtle or uajra body (see page 145).
When Buddhas or bodhisattvas appear in each of the
six realms of existence, their wisdom and compassion lightrays emanate from the different psychic centres of their bodies. Very rarely this scheme of assigning radiation aura lines
to different focii is depicted in paintings of the 'wheel of
life', where the Buddhas of the six realms are represented.
When Buddha manifests in the god realm his light rays
emanate from the crown centre; in the asurn realm from the
throat centre; in the human realm from the heart centre; in
the animal realm from the navel centre; in the hungry ghost
realm from the sexual centre; and in the hell realms from
the soles of the feet.
Because all Buddhas and bodhisattvas manifest for us
in the human realm, then the light rays always emanate from

their hearts. An exception to this rule is in the depiction of
certain dakinis, such as Vajrayogini, where the practice of
inner heat (Tib. gturn mo) is emphasised; here the light rays
may emanate From just below the navel centre.
Each of the six realms of existence have their ultimate
origin within the central channel of the subtle body. When
dreams arise in the dream state they are caused by the movement of psychic winds around the location of the channelwheel centres or chakms. When these psychic winds carry
consciousness up towards the opthalmic centre and crown
of the head, dreams of the god, paradise and asura realms
occur; one ascends or flies in the dream. When the winds
radiate outwards from around the heart centre, then dreams
of the human realm occur. When the winds descend near
the navel and sexual centres, or pass down through the anus,
then dreams of the animal realm, spirit realm, and the nightmares of the hell realms occur. One descends into the falling dreams of the three lower realms. A similar process happens during the experiences of the intermediate state (Xb.
bar do) at the time of death, where the Five Buddhas, the
peaceful knowledge-holders, and the wrathful Heruka deities emanate from the heart, throat, and crown centres within
the central channel.

Plate 25

This illustration shows examples of the tonal shading of
flames and clouds. The twisting tongues and swirling
scrolls of the flames in the upper half of the illustration are
shaded in progressively darker tones at their extremities,
with contrasting lighter shading in their central areas. The
tips of the flames are shaded to a deep vermilion or red
against their base colour of minium orange. The techniques
of shading the U-shaped folds are shown in the upper and
lower left and on the centre right of the illustration.
The lower half of this plate depicts the tonal shading of
clouds, with the cloud edges shaded from white into their
densest colour tones at their centres. The clouds emerging
above the hill on the top left of the illustration are simply
shaded in monotone towards their centres, whilst those
above the hill on the right are also shaded around their
central spirals. The horizontally based cloud-streets below
are likewise gradated from their edges to their centres or
bases, with the horizontal cloud bases of the cloud-streets
appearing at the left also shaded. In the bottom area are
examples of the more complex shading applied to dense
and continuous cloud formations, such as mare's tail and
cumulus clouds.

Plate 25: Shading of flames and clouds
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Lotuses and water l ~ l ~ e s

Chapter Two

l-lowers and l rees

THE LOTUS
(Skt. podmo, komolo: Tib. pad mo chu skyes)
The lotus is the symbol of absolute purity; it grows from the
dark watery mire but is untainted or unstained by it. As the
seed of the lotus grows from the water and not from the
earth's soil, it is a symbol of divine or spontaneous generation. The lotus seat or throne on which most deities sit or
stand symbolises their innate purity; they manifest into cyclic existence, yet they are completely free from its defilements, emotional hindrances, and obscurations.
The lotus opens and closes with the sun. In ancient Egypt
the sun was conceived as rising from an eastern lotus at
dawn, and setting into a western lotus at sunset. Similarly
Surya, the Vedic sun god of India, holds a lotus blossom in
each of his hands representing the sun's path across the heavens. Brahma, the Vedic god of creation, was born from a
golden lotus which grew from the navel of Vishnu - lotusborn from an umbilical womb. Padmasarnbhava, the 'Lotus-Born' tantric master who introduced Vajrayana Buddhism into Tibet, was likewise divinely born from a lotus
which miraculously blossomed from Dhanakosha Lake in
the western Indian land of Uddiyana.
Birth from a lotus implies immaculate conception and
that the being born is innately divine and uncontaminated
by karmic faults. Thus the lotus, as divine womb, becomes
a potent sexual metaphor. Pndnia or kainln, meaning lotus
in Sanskrit, is a synonym for the female lVagina- it is soft
and open. Vnjrn is a synonym for the male penis - i t is hard
and penetrative. The union of zlajrn and lotus is a sexual
metaphor for the union of form and emy tiness, compassion
and wisdom, blissfully uniting in divine embrace. The inner symbolism of sexual union refers to the psychic winds
entering and ascending the central channel of the subtle

body, and piercing the 'lotuses' of each channel-wheel and
causing them to open.
The alluring, wide-open eyes of goddesses and dnkinis
are described as being like lotuses. The most beautiful of
female consorts are known as padmini; they possess lotuslike fragrance, eyes, breasts, navel, and vagina.
Throughout Egypt, India, Persia, libet, China, and Central Asia the lotus was adopted as a sacred symbol. The blue
lotus (Nyrnphca caerulen)was especially venerated in Egypt,
its fragrant p e r h e and aromatic oil essence exuding the
scent of divinity.The Indian blue lotusor water Lily (Skt. utpupaln,
nilabjn, or i~ilakonmln),is held by deities such as Green Tara,
where it represents the deity's purity and compassion. The
Tibetan equivalent of the Sanskrit term rctpala (lib. ut pa /a)
most commonly refers to the blue lotus, but it is also used to
refer to a variety of coloured lotuses. The white lotus (Skt.
punhriku, krrrnuda; lib. pad nra dkur po) or edible lotus (Nyrirphnea esc~rlo~ta)
is held by deities such as WhiteTara, its sixteen
or one hundred petals symbolising her purity and the perfection of all her qualities. The red or pink lotus (Neleinbiurrr
speciosurii),known as the kuimla (lib. pud ma dnrnr po), is the
most commonly depicted of hand-held lotuses and lotus seats.
The yellow utpala lotus is actually not a water lotus or lily; it
grows as a small alpine flower throughout libet. The black
or 'night lotus' is a dark indigo species of the irilnkonmln or
blue lotus. In libetan iconography the colours assigned to
lotuses are white, golden, red, blue, and black.
The lotus in all its colour variations and stylistic forms is
one of the most common sacred symbols in
art. As a
symbol of purity, perfection, compassion, and renunciation
it is without parallel. Amitabha, the red Buddha of the west,
is Lord of the Lotus or Padma family; his fiery red sunset
colour and lotus emblem represent the transmutation of passion into compassion or discriminating awareness.

Plate 26
Depicted in this drawing are examples of lotuses and water lilies. Many innovative liberties are taken by artists in
their portrayal of heavenly lotuses. The central section illustrates typical stylisations of lotus blossoms which arise
from water. Here hybrid multifoliate leaves, derived from
the peony and chrysanthemum, replace the circular leaves
of the true lotus.
On either side of the drawing are illustrations of fullyopened lotuses, lotus buds, and leaves. Lotus leaves are circular; veined from their centre, they often have splits, and
usually float like discs on the water's surface. Yet stylised
leaves are often depicted rising on stems above the water,
with convoluted or folded forms.
The dark seedpods, illustrated on the middle right, contain circular seeds w h c h float on the water until they find a
place to root. Lotus seeds are used to make rosaries (rirnln).

LOTUS SEATS ORTHRONES
Some examples of the lotus seats or thrones on w h c h deities sit or stand are depicted in Plates 26 and 27. Viewed
from above, the lotus base forms a circular mandala of petals; within this the pericarp or lotus heart rests as a slightly
domed green disc. Above this are placed discs of the sun
and moon. Seen from the front the lotus seat appears as a
slightly cunred frieze, with the sun and moon discs forming a cigar shape due to foreshortening.
The lotus symbolises purity and renunciation; the sun
disc, ultimate bodhichittn; and the moon disc, relative or conventional bodhichittn. The Sanskrit term bodhichittn (Tib.byang
chub kyi senrs) means 'the mind of enlightenment', which is
the foundation of the Mahayana path. Conventional bodhichittn refers to the altruistic resolve to attain enlightenment
for the benefit of all beings, and ultimate bodhichittn refers
to the enlightened wisdom which directly realises emptiness through the perfection of this altruistic aspiration.
Within the tantras bodhichittn also refers to a subtle physiological essence which permeates the body as white male
and red female 'drops' of seminal fluids (see page 145).
The lotus also represents the fruition of the Hinayana and
Mahayana as renunciation and stainlessness, and the sandwiched union of the sun and moon discs represents the
Vajrayana as symbols of conjunct wisdom and compassion.
These two discs are described as being fashioned of sun crystal and moon crystal, or 'precious water crystal' and 'cooling
water crystal'. The sun disc is like a fiery lens which ripens
the 'sprout' of enlightenment; the moon disc, like a frosted
crystal lens which cools with its white rays of compassion.
In general an upper white moon disc, either alone or
placed above a sun disc, is assigned to peaceful deities,
where the 'father tantra' aspect of compassion or skilful
means is emphasised. A gold or red sun disc is usually assigned to active or wrathful deities, where the 'mother tantra'
aspect of wisdom or emptiness is emphasised. Certain

traditions assert that when the moon disc is uppermost the-,
the petals of the lotus point upwards, since the moon's notturnal influence is to partially open the lotus; and when the
sun disc is uppermost then the fully-opened petals point
downwards. Another tradition asserts that upward-facing
lotuses are assigned to peaceful forms, and lotuses with
downward-facing petals, to wrathful forms. As a general
rule this is somewhat applicable, yet the complexity of
Vajrayana imagery rarely accomodates rules of generality.
When a major meditational deity (Tib. yi danr) appears with
its retinue or with other deities placed in the cardinal and
intercardinal directions, it is described as being 'in mandala'.
Deities such as Vajrasattva, Vajradhara, or Guhyasamaja
when depicted in mandala are represented on either single
or double multicoloured lotuses with upward-pointing petals. Certain deities have specific lotus descriptions in their
sodlmirns. White Tara, for example, sits on a simple white
~ltpalalotus. Deities such as Green Tara, who sit in the
lnlitnsann posture of 'royal ease' with one leg pendant over
the lotus seat, are depicted with a small lotus cushion or
pedestal to support the foot.
The number of petals on a lotus seat mirrors the number
of petals which arise on the internal 'lotuses' of the chakras:
four, eight, sixteen, twenty-four, thirty-two, sixty-four, and
one thousand. Although descriptions allude to the deity's
seat as the eight-petalled lotus of the heart chnkra, lotus seats
are most commonly illustrated with sixteen petals. On seated
figures usually five full petals are shown at the front, with
two or four turning petals on each end. With standing figures, where often the legs are spread and consequently the
sun and moon discs elongated, seven or nine full petals are
usually depicted, with again two or four turning petals at
the edges.
The simplest form of lotus depiction is the downwardpointing monochromatic lotus. These are usually shaded with
pmk, either as individual petals shaded from their centres
outwards, or as a simple continuous band of shading from
the top downwards, with their individual petals outlined in
a dark red line. Monochromatic lotuses are commonly painted
on the small figures which surround a central image.
Multicoloured lotuses represent the wisdom aspects of
the Five Enlightened Buddha Families. Generally four colours are depicted on the lotus petals - red, blue, orange,
and green - but white may be applied to the inner lotus
petals behind the main petals. The pelal colours of a multicoloured lotus alternate. The double central petal is usually
painted red on its inside and blue on its outside. On either
side of the central petal are double petals coloured orange
on their i n s ~ d eand green on their outside. The next two
petals on either side would be red and blue again. These
colours can interchange, with the central petal being red and
green, or orange and green. The inner petals are shaded from
their centres to give them form; their central curving creases
are also delicately shaded. The outer blue and green petals
are shaded with indigo, either from their inner or outer
edges. A second row of petal tips appear behind the main
petals; these are usually suftly shaded from a white base to
a red, orange, yellow, green or bluc tip. Upward-pointing

Plate 27- Lotus thrones

Plate 28: Lotus thrones and their shading

Flowers, Flower Buds and Leaves
multicoloured lotuses often have a symmetrical row of
leaves at their base, which are painted in an alternating green
and blue sequence. Surrounding all of the outer and inner
petals is a thin band of gold, ornamented with small 'cloud'
or 'vine' scrolls at the sides and top. Simpler multicolourrd
lotuses are outlined with a plain gold line. The double multicoloured lotus (vishvapadma) has two rows of double petals; the main petals face upwards and the smaller lower
petals face downwards.
The pericarp of the lotus, which rises behind the lotus
petals, is usually painted in green with many parallel stamens painted in dark vertical lines. Lighter tonal lines of
white or gold are usually painted between these stamen
lines. The pericarp is frequently divided into sections, with
the bow-shaped bulges of its seed-head appearing under
the sun or moon discs.
Elaborate lotus thrones with multicoloured or multi-petalled lotus designs are very difficult to draw symmetrically.
Techniques of back-tracing or pinhole charcoal pouncing using a pinhole stencil - are used to draw them precisely.
The thousand-petalled lotus is particularly hard to draw.
The delicate shading of the lotus petals also requires much
time and patience.

Plate 27
From the top downwards are illustrated:

A simple double-petalled multicolour lotus design.
A monochromatic lotus with curved over petals and lower
petal formation.
A monochromatic lotus with downward-facing petals.
An upward-pointing, wide-base, multicoloured lotus, on
which standing figures are depicted.
A multicoloured lotus with lower leaves on whch seated
figures are depicted.
A simple upward-facing multicoloured lotus.

Plate 28
The upper half of this illustration depicts three examples of
multicoloured lotus thrones with their respective shading
techniques depicted below. From the top downwards are
drawn:

A simple, downward-facing, nlulticoloured lotus, on which
standing deities may be depicted.
A more complex form of the above, with gold cloud or leafscroll ornamentation around the petals.
An upward-pointing multicoloured lotus, ornamented with
cloud-scrolls on its petals and lower leaves.
The shading applied to the first lotus throne alternates
between a red and orange sequence on its inner petals,
which are shaded darker at their bulbous centres. The outer
petals are gradually shaded towards their centres in a blue

and green sequence. The small base petals behind are
shaded darker towards their centres, and may be shaded
in any colour of the artist's choice. The second lotus thrcnw
shows the alternating red and orange sequence of the inner petals shaded towards their edges, with the blue and
green sequence of the outer petals similarly shaded. The
gold cloud or leaf-scmll ornamentation is shown amund
the outer edges of the petals. The third lotus throne at the
bottom is shaded in the same manner of the petals on the
previous lotus, but with alternating green and blue horizontally shaded leaves at its base. Ornamental golden cloud
or leaf-scrolls are depicted around each prtal and lower
leaf, and the bulges on the central dais or pericarp and its
vertical stamen lines are shown.

FLOWERS. FLOWER BUDS. AND LEAVES
Flowers (Skt. pushpa; Kb. me tng) are a universal symbol of
love, compassion, and beauty. They are open, giving of their
glory and fragrance, they attract and nourish bees to pmduce
the nectar of honey. Essentially they are the sexual organs of
plants and their short season of love pmduces an abundance
of fruit which sustains the cycle of nature. Flowers abound in
Tibetan art. As symbols of the paradise realms they surround
deities and blossom profusely in the landscape.
Chinese art distinguishes four flowers to represent the
seasons: the peony for spring, the lotus for summer, the chqsanthemum for autumn, and the plum blossom for winter.
Tibetan art employs stylisations of these four flower forms,
whch are essentially modelled on the peony and chrysanthemum. Various hybrid forms of leaves and flowers are
thus combined, more as flowers of the imagination than as
true botanical representations. Other popular flowers which
inspire visionary creation are: the five varieties of lotus, the
flax lily, the daisy, magnolia, hollyhock, jasmine, poppy,
gardenia, wild rose, saffron crocus, peach, plum, and pomegranate flower, and species of exotic Indian flowers such as
the wild orchid, nslroka, coral, white and yellow clianipaka or
frangipani. Small Tibetan alpine flowers, such as the blue
Himalayan poppy, safflower, and 'flower of Tara', are also
painted as meadow flowers.
Certain deities have affiliations with specific flowers. The
goddess Vajravarahi, for example, wears a neck garland of
red karnvira (oleander) flowers, which in ancient India
adorned the corpse of a person slain by a king. Flowers of
the white cl~ainpnkaor naga (rlagak~sam)tree are an attribute
of Maitreya. The delicate flowers of the udrrnibnrr~or
glomerous fig tree, and the blue ~rtpnlalotus, are att~ibutes
of many deities such as Tara and Avaloluteshvara. Poisonous flowers, such as datura, wolfsbane, aconite, and the flow- whose
ers of the Upas or 'poison tree' (Skt. z~isl~nr~riks~~)
sap is used to poison arrow-tips- may be presented as flower
offerings to certain wrathful deities.
Hand-held lotuses are usually described as having eight
or sixteen petals, and are painted in a naturalistic form. The
pink lotus (lladia) is the most conunon hand-held lotus, but
the red lotus (knmala), the white lotus (puiidnrika), or blue

Plate 29:The shading o f flowers, buds and leaves

lotus (ufpala),may be specified. Hand-held lotuses are supported by a single, leafed stem held between the fingers of a
deity or lama. This single stem branches into three just below the lotus base. The central stem bears the fully opened
lotus, the right stem carries a fruit with discarded leaves,
and the left stem bears an unopened bud. These three stems
represent the Buddhas of the three times: the fruit of the
past (Dipankara),the open blossom of the present (Shakyamuni), and the potential bud of the future (Maitreya).
h painting, white usually forms the base colour of flowers, although a light blue, pink, or yellow undercoat may
also be applied. Blue flowers are often shaded with indigo
dye, pink flowers with lac dye or red sandalwood, and yellow flowers with saffron, wild yellow rose, or yellow utpala
dyes. The use of plant and flower petal dyes is appropriate
in the shadingof flowers. Each individual petal on the flower
is shaded separately, progressively blending the deeper
tones from the petal's centre to the white outer edges. Shading around the central crease of each petal is also sharply
delineated in light and dark shading. After shading, white
highlights are applied to the central creases of petals, and
the white petal edges are retouched with white to give a
clear and sharp definition.
Meticulous gradations on the shading of flowers,
clouds, water, rocks, and sky are invariably the hallmark
of a finely painted thangka. The most delicate shading of

these components take long periods of time to accomplish.
A painted flower is believed to be perfect if it has received a
hundred shadingapplications. As the visionary poet Waam
Blake observed, "A little flower is the product of ages, and
eternity is in love with the products of time".

Plate 29
Illustrated are examples of tonal shading applied to flowers, buds, and leaves. The upper three illustrations show
round peony or chrysanthemum blossoms. The lower t h m
illustrations depict two angular flower blossoms to the left
and right, and the middle one depicts three buds.

Plate 30
Illustrated are examples of fully opened flower blossoms.
Flowers are usually depicted with a dense central heart surrounded by a circle of fully opened petals. Often there is a
gap in the petals at the flower's base where the stem appears. Usually petals are drawn with rounded edges like
clouds, or with many points like leaves. The various flowers illustratedhere are mainly modelled on peony and chrysanthemum designs.

Plate 30: Stylised peony and chrysanthemum flower blossoms

Plate 3 1 : Flowers, buds and leaves

Plate 32: Compost~onof lotuses, flowers, buds. TI-UI~ and leaves

Plate 33: Flower buds

Plate 34: Leaves

Flowel-s and Trees

Plate 3 1
This drawing shows a composition of foliated flowers, buds
and leaves. The flower arrangements in the upper area are
typical of those placed behind the auras of deities. Buds and
leaves are illustrated in the two bottom rows.

Plote 32
Depicted here is an abstract composition of lotuses, flowers, buds, leaves, and fruit.

Plote 33
Illustrated here are many divergent methods of drawing buds
and budding flowers. Buds are a symbol of potential, of
growth, of the future. The compact grace of their forms and
bulbous weight emphasises the subtle curves of the stems
which bear them. As with flowers their base colour is white,
which is then delicately shaded in blue, pulk, mauve, red,
orange, or yellow. The shading emphasises their roundness
and the compactness of their folded secret petal interiors.
When the heart of the bud is revealed through a gap in the
petals, a darker colour tone indicates its density. In buds this
isoften represented as a small, dark, jewel-shaped recess. Buds
are rarely outlined, their sharp, shaded edges contrast strongly
with the background tones of sky, rocks, leaves, or ground.
Occasionally gold highlights are applied to buds.
The stem of the bud is often crowned by a darker seed
box where the base of the petals join. The casings which
enclose buds before they burst open are frequently shown;
these are usually painted in a darker tone of red, blue, violet, or green. The small petals that begin to unfold around
the bud's base are shaded like flower petals. In early Tibetan
art flowers, buds, and leaves were highly stylised and ornate, and the employment of conch-like spirals in these ornate floral designs was common. Two examples of buds with
spiral centres are shown in the lower left. To the right of
these is a convoluted 'vulva' shaped design.

Plote 34
Illustrated in this drawing are many of the leaf forms that
appear in Tibetan painting, although their scale may vary.
Leaves are usually painted in medium or dark malachite
green on their upper front surfaces, with a light green on
their under or folded surfaces. Their upper surfaces are usually shaded across half the leaf with a gradated indigo dye,
blending from the central stem to the upper or lower edges.
This creates theeffect of a natural indentation along the leaf's
central stem. Ribbed veins may also be painted in dark indigo lines, which gives texture to the leaf. These \,rins either emanate from the central stem likc ribs, or run parallt,l
to the central stem. Gold line is appliecl along the, central

stem and all around the outer edges of the leaf, which gives
it life and luminosity. Often gold is wash-shaded into the
green at the tips, which produces in it a bright lustre. ~ i nally the central stem and edges are outlined in dark indigo
line, which gives it definition. The stems that support leaves
and flowers are usually painted in a lighter green, which
blends into the leaf's base. Stems are also outlined in gold
and a lighter indigo. Leaves may also be painted in a variety of green tones by adding yellow to the green pigment,
or over-glazing with a yellow dye. Blue leaves may alsoalternate with the greens.
The top three rows of the drawing show a variety of
mainly single foliate leaves with veins, such as are found
on a wide variety of Indian trees. The middle five rows depict the multi-foliate leaves which surround open peonychrysanthemum style flower heads, typically those around
a deity's aura. The more convoluted of these leaf designs
are common in Eastern Tibetan painting, having been influenced by Chinese art. Stylisations of such multi-foliate leaves
in both Chinese and Tibetan art are derived from the shapes
of chrysanthemum and peony leaves, their lilting graceful
forms echoing their delicate movement.
The bottom two rows illustrate long composite leaves,
and varieties with serrated edges. These particularly occur
as decorative shrubbery around rock outcrops. In the bottom row are several stylised leaf tendrils, which are more
evocative of crests or floral patterns.

TREES. LEAVES.AND FRUIT ROUNDELS
Many ancient cultures worshipped trees as manifestations
or abodes of the divine. The D n ~ i d sdevised a sacred 'tree
alphabet', and the Egyptian, Christian, Hebrew, Kabbalist,
Zoroastrian, and Taoist traditions based many of their mystical teachings around the central 'tree of life'. From the
dualistic 'tree of knowledge' in Genesis, to Islam's 'tree of
blessings', the great 'world tree' was seen to ascend like a
pillar from earth to hea\.cn.
In ancient India the sacred qualities of trees were recognised long before the advent of Buddhism. Shrines were built
at the bases of certain trees to honour the tree spirits - the
rruXm, !/nkslms, and !/ukslrir~iswhich inhabited them. In e\"qr
Indian village the shadc of a largr central tree provides a
focus or meeting place, where people and animals can find
respite from the heat of the blazing sun. The bodhi tree,
which is sacred to both Vishnu and the Buddha, is also
known as the uslrunttl~ntree - meaning the trce under which
horses stand.
The universal motif of a great 'world tree' ascending
from a sacred mountain finds its expression in Buddhistcosmology as the famous 'wish-fulfilling tree'. TheChitraratha
Grove, the central of the five great paradise gardens of the
god Indra, is clescrib~das ha\:ing an arboretum of hea\,enly
trees with pfll.;jiltn, t h ~
'ivish-fulfilling
~
trt,c,', at its centre.
These cclcstial trees change thcir appcardncc in each seablossoms and fruit, radiate
son, are ladcn with b~~,lutiful
di\,ine pcrfunlcs, ,lnd art. as brilliant as prt'cious jcwcls.

Trees, Leaves and F r u ~ tRoundels

Parijata, the 'wish-fulfilling tree', is identified as hbeautiful Indian coral tree which was produced at the 'churning
of the ocean' (see page 109).Yet in Tibetan art it is usually
painted in the form of a white magnolia or c l ~ a m p a ht r e ,
with its trunk and roots in the jealous god (asura) realm,
and its fruit- and flower-laden branches in the god realm.
The asuras and gods continually wage war over the possession of this tree, the ambitious asuras always being jealous
of the delicious fruit and fragrant flowers which the gods
enjoy. For this reason the asuras are known as the 'jealous
gods', and their eternal battle against the gods is depicted
in paintings of the 'wheel of life'. The central wish-fulfilling
tree grows from the top of Mt Meru, with i t s axial hunk
being the central pillar of the universe. Our world system is
placed on the southern side of Mt Meru, on the great 'continent' known as Jambudvipa, the 'land of the rose-apple tree'
(Eugcnia jainbolaila).
Five of the Six Universal Buddhas (Skt. Manush Buddhas) of the previous epochs preceding Shakyamuni are believed to have attained enlightenment under dfferent trees.
The Buddhas and their trees of enlightenment are as follows:
I.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

Vipashyin, who attained enlightenment under the redflowered ashoku tree (Saraca irrdica).
Shikhin, who attained enlightenment whilst sitting before a prrii~iarikuor edible white lotus tree.
Vishvabhu, who attained enlightenment under the snl
or sala tree (Vaticn robusta, Shorca robusta).
Krakuchandra, who attained enlightenment under the
shirisha tree (Acacia sirissn).
Kanakamuni, who attained enlightenment under the
glomerous fig tree or udrrnrbara (Ficrrs glomerata).
Kashyapa, who attained enlightenment under the banyan
tree (Ficrrs iildica), a very well known tree across tropical
Asia. The banyan puts down many aerial roots which
grow into separate trunks; its labyrinth of roots often
forms a virtual forest of intertwined hunks and branches.
Maitreya, the Buddha of the next era, is destined to attain enlightenment under the white flower canopy of
the iiaga or chnrizpnka tree (Michelin clu~iirpnkn).One of
Maitreya's attributes is a sprig of the nag0 tree.

Shakyamuni, the Buddha of the present era, attained
enlightenment under the famous bodhi tree at Bodh Gaya.
The bodhi tree (Skt. aslrilntthn) is also known as the pippala
or 'religious fig' tree (Ficrrs rcligiosn). Shakyamuni symbolically described the bodhi tree as his 'permanent abode', and
the 'cult' of the bodhi tree was firmly enshrined in early
Buddhism. Cuttings and seeds from the original bodhi tree
were planted in all the regions to which Buddhism spread.
Early representations of Shakyamuni Buddha depict not his
human form, but that of a bodhi tree ascending from a
throne. The bodhi tree has pointed heart-shaped leaves, and
early figurative representations of the Buddha often represent his halo in a heart-shaped bodhi leaf design.
When Shakyamuni Buddha was conceivecl, his mother,
Mayadevi, retired to a grove of aslrokn trees in the royal gardens of Lumbini. The tall slender nslrokn tree is a very com-
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mon tree in Lndia. It has long fluted leaves which hang downwards, and produces an abundance of bright orange or red
flowers in April and May. Ashoka means 'without g r i d or
sadness'. As a symbol of love it is sacred to Kama, the god
of love. The tree is believed to be so sensitive in nature that
it bursts into blossom when touched by a beautiful or virtuous woman.
Mayadevi gave birth to the Buddha ten months later
from the right side of her btdy, whilst holding on to the
branch of a flowering tree in the Lumbini gardens. In the
Burmeve Buddhist tradition this tree is believed to have h
the red flowering ashoka tree, whilst certain other traditions
favour the sal tree.The sol tree (Shoren mbusta) is a teak-like
hardwood tree, which yields dammar resin - from which
wood varnish is manufactured. Since the ashoka tree has a
tall cedar-like trunk and does not produce lower branches,
the tree underneath which Shakyamuni was born is mow
likely to have been a sal tree.
Shakyamuni first practised meditation under the roseapple or janrblr tree. He attained realisation at Bodh Gaya
(Vajrasana) under the canopy of the sacred pippala or bodhi
tree, and he passed into Parininrana between the trunks of
two sal trees at Kushinagara.
Two other trees which were popular in early Buddhism
are the clra~npavidaln(Bartlriiiin ilariegnta), which appears on
early Buddhist carvings, and the rare white coral tree
(Erytlzrina iirdicn albn), w h c h graced the courtyards of monasteries or viharas. The common red coral tree (Erythrinn
indica), with its bright scarlet flowers, is one of the most beautiful of India's trees. The tree is a natural haven for all kinds
of birds, and it is virtually alive with birdsong through all
the seasons. I t is one of the trees which grows in Indra's
paradise garden., and its tlwe-stemmed leaf symbolises the
Hindu trinity of Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva.
In the Hindu tradition specific trees and plants are considered sacred to certain deities. The banyan, pippala, and
il~~ciir
trees, along with the sacred basil or trrlsi bush, are sacred to Vishnu. The bilia or wood-apple and the rudrakslla
tree are both sacred to Shi\~a.In the ShaiL~itetantric tradition m y wood which produces a white sap is sacred to Shiva,
and any wood which produces a red sap is sacred to his
consort Parvati. The white sap symbolises the semen of
Shiva, and the red sap Parvati's menstrual blood.
Myrobalam, the healing panacea derived from the fruit
of the cherry-plum tree (Terrnirrnlin rhebrrln), is sacred to both
the Hindu 'Lord of Physicians', Dhanvantari, and to the
Buddhist 'Lord of Physicians', the Medicine Buddha. Some
other flowering trees which share a common symbolism in
both the Hindu and Buddhist traditions are listed below.
The 'flame of the forest' tree (Brrtcn ii~orrosperiim),whose Latin
name means 'one-seeded', produces a lavish display of
bright orange tlowers in March and April, with few early
leaves to obscure their flame-like effect. The tree is believed to have originated from an amrita-laden feather
that fell from Garuda's plumage. Its wood is used for
making sacred utensils, the staff of a brahmin, and for
sacred fires. Three of its large oval leaves are pinned to-
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gether with thorns to produce the eating plates used in
temple feasts; here they again symbolise the trinity of
Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva. The rare white 'flame of the
forest' tree has very specific sacred qualities which are
'tapped' in Hindu tantric rituals.
Four separate species of lndian trees which produce highly
scented flowers are commonly known as the clrarilpa or
clrninpnka tree. The first of these is the frangipani (Pluincrin acutjfolia) also known as the 'temple tree', pagoda
tree, or white clznnrpa tree - which has beautiful yellow
and white waxy flowers that are extracted to produce
perfumes and incense. The second is the scented frangipani (Plumcria rubra) - also known as the nosegay frangipani or jasmine tree - which has yellow and white flowers tinged with pink. As the scented frangipani exudes
its fragrance mostly at night, its perfume is known 'night
queen'. The third variety of chnirrpa tree is the yellow
chnriipn (Michclia chnnrpnkn), which belongs to the magnolia family. Its fragrant yellow flowers are used both
for perfume and cloth dyes. The fourth variety of champa
is the ~~ngclinnipn
(Mcsun jcrrea) or nngkcsar, meaning
'snake hair'. The white flowers of the nagkcsar are an
attribute of the bodhisattva Maitreya, and they are used
to produce the famous lndian incense known as
nagchnrpa.
The gardenia (Gardenia resiiiifcra), the white jasmine, the
yellow silk-cotton tree (Cochlospern~umreligiosum), and
the g111n~ohtrr(Dcloilix regin) or peacock-rose tree, are all
commonly grown to decorate temple grounds and provide flowers for deity offerings. In India the red hibiscus flower is sacred to the goddess Kali.

whose abode is the Cool Sandalwood Grove (Sitavana) at
Rajghir - one of the eight great cemeteries, is described as
having a sandalwood tree (Tib. tsa?~
dan) supporting hsback,
Khadiravani Tara (Tara of the Khadira Forest) is described
with khadira trees (Acncin catechu) surrounding her, along
with other fragrant trees, such as the nutmeg, sandalwood,
and frangipani. 'Refuge' or 'assembly tree' thangkas depict
a vast assembly of deities grouped in rows to form the heart
or jewel shape of a giant tree. The t h c k golden trunk of this
tree arises from a lake, and symbolically divides into three
or five branches at its foliage base. A tree such as this is
mythologically described as emerging from the centre of
Lake Manasarovar in western Tibet.
Trees in Tibetan art are highly stylised, often bearing little resemblance to their true botanical appearance. As in
Indra's Chitraratha Grove they take on the qualities of heavenly trees of paradise. Leaf clusters or roundels are a common way of depicting foliage, particularly of trees belonging to the fig family, peach, mango, magnolia, and evergreen
trees. Other trees, such as the cherry blossom, citrus, pomegranate, myrobalam, fir, and pine, usually have more realistically painted individual leaves.
A simple way of painting leaf clusters is to outline in
dark indigo each individual leaf against a solid green background. An inner gold outline and central stem enhances
the tree's beauty. The most satisfying results, however, are
obtained by shading each leaf, roundel or cluster separately.
The Chinese-style depiction of trees is very graceful and
aesthetically expressive, the subtle movements in its composition often reveal the hand and eye of a master artist.
The drawings on Plates 35 to 40 are abstract compositions depicting a variety of identifiable and stylised trees.

The indigenous magc traditions of India embodied in their
lore beliefs that potent properties were instilled in plants at
particular astrological configurations. Talismans and ritual
objects fashoned at midnight under a particular lunar or stelPlate 35
lar influence, and in a haunted place such as a crossroad or
In the upper left corner are the hanging branches of the
cemetery, could be used for magical rites of subjugation or
weeping willow tree. The willow is a symbol of gentleness,
destruction. Ritual daggers (Tb.phur bu), for example, carved
its pliant branches are used for basket-weaving, and wilfrom the heart wood of acacia or from acacia thorns, or forged
low stems are used in the ritual sprinkling of consecrated
from meteoric iron, were t h u s astrologically a n d
water.
geomantically empowered. Different woods are prescribed
On the upper right are shown two trees with auspicious
for the four tantric rituals or activities (knrirms):for pacifying
intermingling branches: the mango tree with its fruit cenrites sappy wood should be used; for enriclung rites the woods
tred in a large leaf cluster, and behind a stylised fruit tree
of the slrrizrriksha or sl~irislinare employed; khadira (acacia) is
with dense leaf clusters. At the centre of each leaf cluster
used for subduing; and the metal iron for destructive rites.
are three small round fruits from which the leaves emanate.
Eight species of trees are listed in the landscape descripFruit trees with an upward-pointing triangle of three small
tion of the eight great cemeteries of early Indian Buddhist
fruits are common in Tibetan tree illustration. Hanging betexts. These are: iingkcsar (east); karayn (south-east); mango
low the mango fruits are the leafy fronds of the aloewood
tree (south); bataki (south-west); banana tree (west); nrjtrnn
or eaglewood tree, which is also known as the incense tree.
(north-west);bodhi kee (north);and walnut hee (north-east).
On the left side below the willow branches, are examOther lndian trees which are specified by name are: shaini,
ples of fir or pine trees showing several different pine-neeniadlr~~ka,
ti~rduka,karllikarn, badara, dcvndaru, and s l ~ i s l ~ ~A~ i i r . dle designs. The evergreen pine is a symbol of longevity,
great problem in identifying lndian trees from their origiand amber is obtained from its fossilised resin.
nal Sanskrit names arises in the vast number of names (SanO n the right side, below the mango tree, is an entwining
skrit and colloquial) these trees are given.
flowering tree with a double trunk. This stylised tree with
Buddhist deities such as Mahakala and Khadiravani Tara
trifoliate, peony-like leaves bears a resemblance to the silkare associated with specific trees. Six-armed Mahakala,
cotton tree or rhododcndron.

Plate 35 Var~oustrees (w~llow,Inango, aloewood, fir, rhododendron, banana, bamboos and grasses)

Plate 36:Vdl I O U S IIee: (fig, peach, iandalwood, cypress, f i a l - d e ~ ~rn~rlbrl.~-y,
~a,
onk, b < ~ n , l nvine,
~ ~ , w~sh-fulfillhngtl-ee)

Plate 37:Val-ous tl-ees [cypr-ess. fig. peony, bamboo, banana, planta~netc)

Plate 38:Various trees (palm, banana, planta~n,peony, persimmon, etc)

At the bottom, emerging from behind the rock, are the
large, long, convoluted leaves of the banana plant. One of
the meanings of the word 'banana' is finger, and the fruit
grows in clusters known as 'hands'. Appearing above the
banana leaves are three pink banana flowers. These large
tulip-like flowers actually hang downwards from the upper foliage of the banana plant, the bananas growing upwards from their long stems. Sprouting from the left-hand
corner on long slender stems are heads of knotgrass. Within
the rock formation are some species of bamboo to the left,
and tubers of cane sugar to the right.

Plate 36
In the upper left is a stylised example of a fig tree ~ r i t l i
large composite clusters bearing fruit, flower and seed simultaneously, and symbolising the three times of past,
present, and future. On the upper left, two birds of paradise perch and peck in a peach tree. On the upper right are
peach trees, with sa~idalwoodand cypress trees growing
behind them. A small pine-needle branch is to the left of
these peach trees. Below this and in the upper centre, is a
flowering peony or gardenia bush. To the lower right of
this is a dense mulberry bush, the leaves of which are used
in the cultivation of silkworms. On the mid-left sidc are
leaves and branches o f the Chincse oak tree, a symbol of

majesty and strength. Its acorns are used medicinally, and
its leaves provide nourishment for the wild uncultivated
silkworm. In the lower left corner, banana plant or plantain leaves curve from behind a rock outcrop. In the lower
right corner a twisting floral vine winds around the trunk
of a peach tree.
In the bottom centre are two drawings of the wishfulfilling tree, also known as the kalpatnru or knlpvriksl~n.
lndra is said to have five such wish-fulfilling trees growing
in his paradise groves. This miraculous tree was believed to
bear spontaneously an abundant supply of any kind of fruit
that one desired. The contemporary Indian saint, Sathya Sai
Baba, miraculously endowed a tamarind tree near his
ashram with the status of a knlpntnr~rtree, from which any
desired species of fruit would instantaneously appear,
whether in or out of season. The Tibetan wish-fulfilling tree
is decorated with silk scarfs and golden, jewelled pendants,
which hang in strands from its foliage.

Plate 37

At the top are many stylised pear-shaped leaf clusters of cedar-like trees such as the cypress, n,s11ok,1,or evergreen bushes,
where the leaf cluster itsclf forms a leaf shapc. Below and to
the left, is thc auspicio~lsentwining of 1' sncrtd fig tree with a

Plate 39:Varlous trees (mango, sandalwood. fig. plne. etc)

flowering peony-style tree. Behind their trunks are starshaped bamboo leaves. In the lower left corner split banana
leaves mingle with plantain leaves and small shrubs. In the
lower right is an elaborate flowering bush with lotus or peonystyle flowers. Profusel!~flowering bushes of this kind can represent stylised hybrids of the peony, gardenia, rhododendron,
azalea, or chrysanthemum blossoms. In the mid right is a triple fruited cluster with long overlapping leaflets. In the background are several trees with detailed leaf formations.

Plate 38
On the left hand side the waving fronds of a palm tree rise
behind banana or plantain leaves. In the centre are peony
blossoms and buds, which are depicted against a dense small
leafed tree. In the upper right is a fruit-laden persimmon
tree (Dlospyrosknki), an evergreen bearing yellow or orange
fruits which look like tomatoes. At the bottom right are long
sword-like leaves, similar to the iris or sweetflag.

Plate 39
In the upper left a sprouting creeper entwines with the
branches of a mango tree. Highly stylised fruit, flower, seed,
and leaf roundels dominate the four fig trees in the upper

right corner. At the centre are three sandalwood trees, with
the stylised appearance of drooping 'yaktail' foliage. Sandalwood is defined by the colour of its fragrant wood into
two species: white and red sandalwood. Fragrant red Sandalwood produces a red dye which is used in thangka
painting. Because of its fragrant and auspicious quality red
sandalwood has always been highly esteemed in the East.
Sacred images are carved from it, and it furnishes the wood
for many ritual implements and weapons. On the lower left
is a fig tree, and on the lower right a spring blossom tree
with flowers of the prunus or citrus families. In the bottom
centre is a Chinese pine with a hvisted trunk. In Chinese art
the trunk of the pine or peach tree, both symbols of longevity, are sometimes calligraphically twisted to form the character 'sllo~r',the Chinese symbol of longevity.

Plate 40
Interlocking trees, small trees, and leaf rotmdels are illustrated here. In the upper area are dra\vings of stylised trees
enhvined by the 'wish-fulfilling vine' (knlpnlntn or knl~mzmlli).
Like kr~ll~nr~r-iksl~n,
the wish-fulfilling tree, this legendary vine
or creeper is ever blossoming with leaf, flower, and fruit.
The depiction of trees embraced by vines is an auspicious
configuration, representing the union of male and female

['late 40 Entw~nlngtl ees, Iccrl and flower
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Plate 4 1 : Styl~sedleaf and fl-u~tclusters
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as method and wisdom. Trees with an entwining vine motif
are commonly depicted in Tibetan art.
In the central area are stylised examples of small bushy
trees; a sandalwood tree is on the far right. The two small
flowering trees are ashoka trees, whose vivid red flowers are
one of the attributes of the goddess Marichi.
In the lower area are complex examples of leaf, fruit,
flower, and .seed roundels. Beneath these are leaflet style
clusters of mosses, with beard-like hanging tendrils. ln the
lower centre are three sugar cane tubers. Along the bottom
are rock foliage, flowers, and mosses. At the bottom centre
are three stylised juniper trees. Juniper produces a very fragrant odour when burned. In Tibet it is widely used as an
incense (lib. bsarlg). Juniper is burned in large urn-shaped
incense burners (Tib. hsang khui~g)which are commonly constructed on the flat roofs of Tibetan houses or in the courtyards of monasteries or temples. Cedar wood also produces
a fragrant incense, and its branches are often used as kindling for powdered incense.

Plate 4 1
Some complex examples of leaf and fruit clusters are depicted here. In the top row are ornate fig-style clusters displaying leaf, flower, fruit and seed simultaneously. Above
these are two bunches of hanging berries or grapes. Along
the central axis are complex radiating leaf clusters, which

are commonly depicted as the foliageof wish-fulfilling hes,
On either side of these are various examples of leaf, flower,
and fruit compositions.
In the lower area are stylised examples of fruit. Fruits
are usually painted in a triangular group of three, representing the Three Jewels of Buddha, dharma, and sangha.
The fruit of the 'tree of plenty' symbolises abundance, maturity, and ripeness. Plums, apples, oranges, apricots, and
persimmons are depicted as round fruits; peaches and guavas, as oval fruits; mangoes, lemons, and figs, as pear-shaped
fruit; and bilvn fruit, pomegranate and myrobalam, as bulbous formations.
The pomegranate is illustrated on the lower left. Itsbright
red colour and bursting seeds are symbols of happiness,
passion, and fertility. The peaches, illustrated in the lower
left corner, are symbols of longevity and immortality. The
citron or lemon (jan~bhnra),depicted third up from the bottom right corner, is a symbol of prosperity and is held by
some wealth deities, such as Jambhala. In Chinese Buddhism
these three fruits - the pomegranate, peach and citron - are
known as the 'three fruits of blessings', symbolising happiness, longevity, and wealth.
The bilvn or be1 fruit (Bengal quince or wood-apple), is
depicted in the second row above the bottom right. The bilva
and the peach are probably the most common offerings
placed before deities. They usually appear in a triple fruit
formation connected by one branch, symbolising the three
jewels and the united fruition of the 'three vehicles'.

Chapter Three

Animals

ANIMALS MYTHOLOGICAL A N D REAL
As Mark Twain humourously reasoned, Noah's ark must
have been quite immense, d w a r h g even the Titanic in its
capacity to accommodate the millions of species of animals,
birds and insects that populated the globe, there being ten
thousand species of roundworm alone. The flies were Noah's
biggest problem.
In an even more remote beginning than Noah's eventual arrival on dry land, the agriculturalist Cain slew his
nomadic brother, Abel. Ancestral hunter-gatherers were displaced by settlers; the cultivation of land gave credence to
the notion of ownership. Private property gave birth to security, protection, and greed, and greed to the sense of power
-a ravenous mental hunger which swallows whole cultures
and rainforests in its search for an imagined satisfaction.
n7e meek may inherit the earth but never its mineral rights
- as John Paul Getty once prophesised. Jesus's parable of
the lilies of the field and the birds of the air was doomed
forever to fall on deaf ears, as somewhere along the line civilised man lost sight of the simple wisdom that even a millionaire can only eat a bellyful. Animals and their natural
habitat have always been the losers in mankind's eternal
war of acquisition.
The ancient world teemed with wildlife. Populations
were smaller then; mankind's needs and desires, fewer. Yet
even as Shakyamuni Buddha walked the jungle pathways
of forested India, the elephant was nearing the brink of extinction in nearby China. Species extinction is not only a
modern phenomena; the dodo had many distant ancestors
- unknown, uncatalogued, unidentified.
In days of yore there was certainly a far deeper instinctive rapport between man and the animal realm. Vedic Hinduism held a deep respect for the sanctity of animal life,

even though blood sacrifice was a scriptural necessity.
Within the Hindu theological framework Shakyamuni Buddha is popularly recognised as the ninth of Vishnu's ten incarnations (avataras), whose &vine mission was to delude
the demons and dispel the ritual of animal sacrifice. Buddhism, with its karmic conclusion that everything that lives
is holy, had an enormous impact on the preservation of the
natural world. Weaving legends of the Buddha's previous
Lives, the jatah tales revealed a deep compassion for animal welfare.
India was the cradle of vegetarianism. Tibet, paradoxically, was not. Tibet's sparse agricultural landscape ensured
that animal products were a necessary part of the national
diet. Yet respect for the slaughtered was of the highest order: the skulls of yaks and sheep were inscribed with
mantras and placed high amidst carved mani-stone cairns
as an act of prayer for the auspicious future rebirth of the
slain. The hunt of the wild yak was a challenge to life and
limb, where cowardice and not slaughter was the real transgression.
An enormous variety of actual, mythical, magical, and
hybrid animals are to be found in Tibetan art. The mounts
(valmnas)or animal vehicles of the deities, particularly wrathful protective deities, create an elaborate pantheon in themselves. Ferocious deities often possess vast retinues of animal-headed gods, local gods, demons, spirits, emissaries,
and animal messengers. Virtually every common species of
animal, bird, and reptile is adopted as the mount of one of
these deities. When colour variations and zoological mutations are included, the pantheon becomes seemingly endless, ranging from a vixen or black bear cub to a sevenheaded iron wolf, a nine-headed turquoise dragon, or a
meteoric scorpion with nine eyes, stings and claws. Sitatapatra, one of the most complex Vajrayana goddesses,

tramples on a thousand specified animals and minor gods.
There am also creatures with magical powers that can render
themselves invisible, read the hearts of aU beings, and speak
in the tongues of men.
The most important mythological Buddhist animals are
described and illustrated here. These comprise t h e
windhorse, dragon, garuda, makara, i~aga,unicorn, magical
deer, the fen8 lruurly or Chinese phoenix, the kirtinruktm, and
the three victorior~screatures of harmony. Other Indian
mythological animals which occur rarely in early Buddhst
art include the griffin, chimaera, oirnli, snd~rl,and yaynli. These
hybrid creatures, mostly formed from the various unions of
the horse, elephant, lion, eagle, serpent, boar, ram, and deer,
are usually grouped under the name of zyola.
Many of these mythical creatures occur in the mythologies of the whole of the pan-Asian and European continents,
their ancient origins and meanings shrouded in the mists of
antiquity of vanished civilisations. Any symbolic or adopted
representational meanings that a succeeding culture implants upon them inevitably leads to dilution. It is remarkable that the highly developed cultures of India and China
were able to maintain an almost consistent artistic and iconographic tradition over millenia. The kirtirrrlrklra, for example, due to its pre-eminence in Newari art is believed by
some to have originated in the Pala art of India. Yet its Chinese equivalent, the 'monster mask', can be found on excavated Chinese bronze vessels dating back to the sixteenth
century BC.
When these images are transposed to foreign cultures
a process of change may occur and the imagery may develop. Roman coins, bearing Caesar's profile, were minted
in various parts of the Roman Empire, and Caesar's image
became progressively more unrecog~iisablethe further the
mint was stationed from Rome. By way of contrast, the
first listing of the twelve Chinese astrological animals and
the twelve ornaments of the imperial emperor's robes are
believed to have originated in the Shun dynasty, circa 2250
BC; both animals and ornaments remained unchanged until the present culture adopted the 'foreign' iconoclastic
culture of communism.

THE WINDHORSE A N D T H E FOUR
SUPERNATURAL ANIMAL GUARDIANS OF THE
FOUR DIRECTIONS
The Horse (Tib. rta)
Before the development of the steam and internal combustion engines, the horse was universally relied upon as the
swiftest means of transport. To pre-industrial man tlie qualities of a horse were esteemed as much as those of the modern motor car. Native American Indians recognised the
steam train of tlie prairies as an 'iron horse', and the capacity of all motorised engines is still measured in horsepower.
Communities were separated by vast distances and difficult terrain and depended upon equestrian livestock which
possessed endurance, strength, swiftness, and obedience.

Competitive horse-racing developed thoroughbred strains
which were light, fast, and beautifully elegant, and just as
enlightened beings were endowed with the thirty-two ma.
jor signs of divinity, so were horses assigned the thirty-h.
marks of perfection.
The 'pearl' of the horse's eye is the chief of these thirtytwo signs. The eye should be round with a pure white colour, the pupil bean-shaped and of a deep colour, the iris
should have a hue of five colours. The niane should consist
of ten thousand soft hairs, and the upraised tail should flow
like a comet. The ears should be shaped like a willow leaf,
the tongue slender, pink, and clean like a two-edged sword,
the gums a light colour, and the incisor and molar teeth
spaced firmly apart. The neck, forehead, breast, bones, skull,
sinews, legs, knees, and fetlocks all bear similar signs of distinction. A particular mystique is also accorded to the colour marks of the forehead, hoofs, and body of a perfect thoroughbred steed, which though possibly highly strung is
never disturbed by sudden sounds or startling sights.

The Windhorse (Tib,rlung rta)
Wind is the natural element of the horse. As it gallops across
the plain the wind arises to meet it, its long tail and mane
flowing freely as it speeds through the stillness of the air, creating wind. The Chinese Manchu pony tail is said to have originated hi honour of the flowing tails of the horses that served
them. Both the wind and the horse are natural vehicles of
movement, the horse carrying material form and the wind
ethereal form. Prayers are carried on the wind, and in libet
the prayer flag is known as the windhorse (Tib. rlrril~rta).
Prayer flags consist of auspicious mantras, designs, syllables, and prayers which are woodblock-printed onto
squares of cotton cloth in each of the Five Buddha colours.
Most frequently they display the windhorse at the centre
with the four supernatural creatures at each corner along
with auspicious mantras. Also commonly printed on prayer
flags are the images of Padmasambhava; the three great
bodhisattvas - Manjushri, Avalokiteshvara, and Vajrapani;
the trinity of longevity - Amitayus, Ushnishavijaya, and
White Tara; and the syllables of the Kalachakra mantra.
The prayer flag is believed to have originated in the constant struggle of the osrrrns against the gods. Weary of this
relentless aggression the gods petitioned the Buddha to intervene, sending as their representative the goddess Gyaltsen
Tsemo. Buddha responded with the recitation of a prayer
which the gods then prhted on their battle-flags; by virtue of
this prayer the gods were victorious and peace once again
prevailed. The great Indian pandit Atish'i, who arrived in
Western Tibet in 1042, is belie\icd to have introduced the Indian Buddhist practice of printing prayer flags into Tibet.
I'rayer flags are strung in a five-colour secluence across high
auspicious placcs, such as templcs, stupas, rooftops, mountain passes and bridges. Tibetan nrw year (Tib. 10 ,vsnr.) is the
most auspicious time for renewing fadcd praycr flags, the
winds of the pre\,ious year having borne thr prayt,rs across
many lands. Their flapping and cracking in the prayer-ladm
wind is rerninisccnt of the clattcr of horses hoofs.
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Plate 42:The windhorse and the four supernatural creatures (garuda, dragon,tiger, snow-lion)
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The windhorse gallops towards the left at the centre of
the prayer flag. His saddled back carries the auspicious
faceted jewel or wish-fulfilling gem of the chakrnzlartin or
'universal monarch', radiating peace, prosperity, and harmony wherever it travels. The riderless horse speeds like
the wind across the heavens, its strength inexhaustible, its
hoofs like wings of the four winds. Tibet's epic hero, Gesar
of Ling, is sometimes depicted on prayer flags riding his
heavenly white steed Kyango Karkar through the billowing clouds.
The Tibetan medical and astrological systems define
four categories of personal health and harmony: life energy (lib. srog); health (Tib. lus);personal power (Tib. dban,~
tkang); and success (Tib. rlrtng rta). The windhorse itself
symbolises the combination of these four categories as the
positive personal energy, which eliminates all hindrances
caused by illness, misfortune, demonic, and planetary influences. The energy of wind equates with the unimpeded
movement of vital airs through the channels (nadi) of the
subtle body, creating a potent current of movement on
which the mind, as windhorse, can ride. This divinely creative force corresponds to what William Blake called 'the
body of imagination', whose nature is energy and whose
energy is eternal delight.
Invocation of the windhorse is performed with a 'smoke
puja' on the mornings of the waxing moon when juniper
incense (Tib. bsang) is burned to purify the psychic channels
and pacify the spirits of the locality.
The Supernatural Animals of the Four Directions

The four animals - garuda, dragon, lion, and tiger - that
surround the windhorse in the directional corners have their
origin in the ancient Chinese astrological and geomantic tradition. In ancient China the four cardinal directions were
equated with the four seasons: the rising sun of the east symbolised spring; the midday sun of the south, summer; the
setting sun of the west, autumn; and the sunless regions of
the north, winter. To each of these directions were assigned
one of the four 'supernatural' or 'spiritually-endowed' creatures. The blue dragon symbolised the eastern quarter; the
red bird of the sun or phoenix, the southern quarter; the
w h t e tiger, the western quarter; and the tortoise or 'dark
warrior', the northern quarter. The four colours of these
animals correspond to the Chinese geomantic mandala design of the four quadrants of heaven, with blue in the east,
red in the south, white in the west, black in the north, and
the yellow of earth at the centre. Injrng shiri (literally 'wind
and water') the four animals represent geomantic qualities
or characteristics of the landscape. These four crea tures with
their different characteristics originally symbolised the four
quadrant animals of the ancient Chinese zodiac. At a later
time their number was increased to encompass all twelve
animals of the Chinese zodiacal cycle, three of which still
remain - the dragon, bird, and tiger.
In Chinese geomantic symbolism the opposition of
dragon and tiger is a familiar motif. An old tiger gazes wistfully upwards towards a young dragon, symbolising both

the polarity and unity of the yin and yang principles. ~h~
tiger, as lord of terrestrial creatures, represents the dark
nine yir~principle of even numbers, and the dragon, as lord
of celestial creatures, represents the light male yang principle of uneven numbers. As emblems of the life force the
dragon of spring represents birth; the red bird of summer,
youth; the white tiger of autumn, old age; and the 'black
warrior', death. In Buddhist symbolism the four guardian
animals symbolise overcoming of the four great fears of
birth, disease, old age, and death.
The Tibetan tradition adopted and retained three of the%
four animals: the turquoise dragon, red garuda bird, and
yellow striped tiger. The tortoise or 'black warrior' - a national emblem of China, was replaced by the white snowlion - a national emblem of Tibet. This arrangement of
colours - blue, red, yellow, and white - with the green
windhorse a t the centre, corresponds to the Buddhist
mandala arrangement, with Amoghasiddhi representing the
green element of air at the centre.
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Here the windhorse is depicted bearing the wish-fulfilling
jewel at the centre, and the four supernatural guardian animals in the four corners. The Chinese orientated their world
axis on a north-south alignment, whilst the Ebetans adopted
the east-west alignment of Buddhist India. In the Tibetan
scheme illustrated the red garuda is in the west; the turquoise dragon in the south; the yellow striped tiger in the
east; and the white snow-lion in the north. Another tradition ascribes the snow-lion to the east; the dragon to the
south; the tiger to the west; and the garuda to the north.
Often the orientations of these animals are changed, with
either the positions of the garuda and dragon being reversed
or those of the tiger and snow-lion. As the garuda and
dragon are both airborne creatures they should appear at
the top; the tiger and snow-lion, being terrestial creatures,
should be positioned at the bottom.
Geomantically these four auspicious 'spiritually-endowed' creatures represent the harmonious configuration
of native earth spirits (Tib. grzyan) in the Tibetan landscape.
The red bird or garuda describes an area of red rock situated to the west; the turquoise dragon represents an area of
greenery, pasture, streams, and a river laying in the south;
the yellow tiger describes an incline of light earth or rock
towards the east; and the tortoise or snow-lion represents a
mountain situated towards the north. If these four earth
spirits or 'earth pillars' are in their correct directions they
indicate the perfect landscape setting in which to construct
a monastery, stupa or temple. Milarepa's ~ropheticdream
about a great mountain surrounded by four directional pillars, on which stood four creatures - a snow-lion, tiger, eagle, and vulture - symbolises these four supernatural creatures. Marpa's interpretation of the mountain as the
e s his four great
Kagyupa teachings, and the four c r e a t ~ ~ ras
disciples, foretold of the stability and unbroken transmission of his lineage of Maharnudra teachings.

The Dragon

THE DRAGON (Skt. vritra; Tib. 'brug; Ch. lung)
The monotheistic religious traditions of the Middle East and
Europe have portrayed the dragon as a ferocious satanic
monster, a guardian of hidden treasure, an abductor of children and a seducer of virgins. St Michael and St George are
the archetypal knights who destroyed the controlling primal power of the dragon, slaying that which was evil and
releasing that which was pure - in the form of childlike innocence, a maiden's chastity, or sacred treasure.
The oriental dragon is viewed in a far more positive light:
it represents the strong male yang principle of heaven,
change, energy, and creativity. The basic image of the Chinese dragon first appeared in unearthed carvings from the
neolithic period, dating back to around the fifth millenium
BC. As such the dragon is one of mankind's earliest representational symbols. The dragon is believed to have served
originally as a tribal totem, combining the head of a pig with
the body of the snake, and the mane of the horse. In this
aspect it is recorded that the Yellow Emperor Huang Di took
the cloud as his symbol, the Fiery Emperor Yan Di took fire
as his symbol, Emperor Gong Gang took water as his symbol, Emperor Da Hao took the dragon as his symbol, and
Emperor Shao Hao took the phoenix as his symbol. Each of
these dynasties were of different tribal origins yet their symbols are found to this day as emblems on Imperial insignia
and brocade designs.
The dragon and phoenix, which represented the Emperor and Empress of China as the union of heaven (dragon)
and earth (phoenix), are believed by archaeologists to have
their origin in the pig and pheasant. Fossil remains of dinosaurs found in China, and very commonly in the Gobi desert,
are more likely to have provided the inspiration for the dragon's gigantic serpentine form.
The earliest written description of the dragon occurs in
the l Ching (Book of Changes), where its elusive or hidden
creative nature is hinted at. The dragon is believed to be a
'shape-shifter' with the ability to transmute its form at will.
It can render itself invisible, decrease to the size of a silkworm, or expand its body to fill the skies. At the spring equinox it ascends into the sky, where it remains until the autumn equinox when it descends into a deep pool, encasing
itself in the mud until the next spring. As one of the four
supernatural animals of Buddhism the azure or turquoise
dragon represents the light-increasing power of springtime
and the easterly direction of the sunrise.
Like the Indian nngn, the legendary dragon of China has
always had a strong association with weather prognostication; in particular it is linked to billowing thunderclouds
and electric storms. Forked lightning emanates from its
claws and fiery ball-lightning blazes from its mouth. Its voice
is the roll of thunder, sheet lightning its restless writhing
amidst the dark storm clouds, and torrential rain the downpour from its glistening scales. The four jewels it grasps in
its claws produce dew and a downpour of rain when it
clenches them tightly. The shell of a tortoise was used for
weather divination and a jade dragon was prayed to in times
of drought. A waterspout was known as a 'living dragon',

and a tornado or whirlwind, W a 'hanging dragon', while
tidal waves and submarine earthquakes were viewed as the
anger of one of the four dragons of the (mans. Chinese annals record several instances of famous dragon painters who
were requested to paint dragons in times of drought - usually on the four walls of a special hall erected next to a
'dragon pool'. The painted dragons were so realistically
painted that they are said to have become living creatures,
destroying the wallsof the hall in a fury of thunder and rain
as they dived into the dragon pool. Dragon painting became
a major art form in medieval China, particularly during the
period of the Five Dynasties (AV gg-60)and Sang Dynasty
(AD $0-1279), when individual schools of both dragon and
fish painting evolved.
There are more than seventy different Chirme characters
for writing the word dragon. It k said to occur in nine distinct sub-species: the celestial, spiritual, winged, coiled,
homed, snouted, yellow, water, and treasure-guarding dragons. The typical dragon is said to possess three sections and
nine likenesses. The three sections an. its head to forelegs,
forelegs to waist, and waist to tail. The nine likenesses are as
follows: it has a head Like a camel; horns like a deer; eyes like
those of a demon, rabbit, or prawn; a snake-like neck; fish
scales; the beUy of a giant clam or frog; ears like a cow; the
forelegs and footpads of a tiger; and claws of an eagle. Along
its back it has a ridge of eighty-one dorsal Am like a monitor
lizard, and its coiled and flowing hair resembles a horse's
mane. Carp-Like whskers appear above i t s upper lip, the eyebrows flare upwards, a small beard hangs from the chin, it
has wild staring eyes, wrinkled creases above its frowning
snout, a flank of small pointed dorsal fim adorns its jaw, knees,
and tail, it has the cylindrical horns of a deer, and tongues of
lightning-flame emanate along the front of its legs. It writhes
in a billow of clouds with its claws grasping the four wishhlfilling jewels of the four limbs of magical attainments.
As an imperial emblem of the Chinese Emperor the celestial or palace dragon was represented with five claws.
Ministers of the Emperor wore an insignia of a four-clawed
dragon, and thoseof lower rank wore a three-clawed dragon.
The elitism of the Imperial five-clawed dragon became mandatory in the Yuan Dynasty (1271-1368), when the Emperor
issued a proclamation forbidding the depiction or wearing
of the dragon by the common people. Officially only five
claws constituted the true dragon; those with four claws
were knowm as pythons.
The magical number nine has a numerological affinity
with the dragon. It has nine varieties, nine likenesses, eightyone dorsal scales, and the yung or heavenly lines of the 1
C h i q formed by the number nine. Likewise the Chinese
Emperor wore nine dragons on his brocade robe, eight of
which were embroidered on the exterior with one 'hidden
dragon' on the inside of his robes. Yet there are only three
main species of dragons: the powerful homed lrrng, the deaf
thunder dragon of the skies whose roar and movement produce thunder and lightning; the hornless li of the ocean; and
the scaled chiao which dwells in mountain lakes and caves.
A separate emblem that accompanies the dragon is the
mystical flaming pearl or 'night-shining pearl', which is
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Garuda
depicted as a small red or white sphere surrounded by
flames. Legend relates that a certain Chinese minister of state
healed a wounded serpent, who was in actuality the son of
the dragon king. In return for this act of kindness the serpent disgorged a brilliant pearl from its mouth and plrsented
it to the minister, who in turn gave it to the Emperor. In the
Emperor's palace it shone with such brilliance that 'night
became as day'. Historically the Qianlong Emperor (173596) wore a rare freshwater pearl from the Songhua river as
the crowning ornament on his helmet.
In China it was believed that pearls were formed from
the mouth of the ocean dragon, whilst in India it was believed that they were produced by the fire of the sun. It was
an Indian belief that pearls protected against harm from fire.
A pair of Chinese dragons are often represented as fighting
for possession of the flaming pearl, or chasing the elusive
pearl across the skies. Momentary contact of the dragon with
the flaming pearl produces the lightning flash which illuminates the darkness of the black clouds, revealing the brilliant zigzag form of the dragon as white lightning and the
rolling roar of his voice as the crashing of thunder. The flaming pearl is in essence the egg of potentiality which is fertilised by the dragon. As a polarity symbol it is the negative
point or seed-essence which comes into contact with a positive charge during an electrical storm. Its rapid movement
across the skies is traced in the flicker of lightning and its
forked ascent and descent to earth. One form of lightning is
actually known as 'pearl lightning', where the fork tip explodes into a multitude of small white spheres. The flaming
pearl has been identified as ball lightning, the sun, the moon,
the essence of dragon seed, and 'the pearl of great price' as
the Buddhist wish-fulfilling gem.
In the Hindu tradition the dragon is not specifically identified; its qualities are fully expressed in the indigenous Indian iiaga. Perhaps the dragon's closest counterpart arises
in the Vedic legend of the sky serpent Vriha, the demon of
rain and drought, against whom Indra wages a continual
campaign in order to provide rain. Another Vedic legend
concerns Meghanada, the 'roarer of the thunderclouds', who
was the son of the demon Ravana and once overcame Indra
by becoming invisible. The Sanskrit term mcg11a meaning
'thunder' is also used loosely to refer to the dragon. The
Japanese adopted the form of the Chinese dragon, which
became known as Ryu-Jin, 'king of the seas'.
In Buddhism the dragon is the vehicle of Vairochana,
the white Buddha of the cenhe or east. The blue turquoise
dragon is the vehicle of many protective deities, aquatic or
storm gods, and guardians of treasure - where it is closely
identified with the rvlga serpent.
The Tibetan term for the dragon (Tib. 'brlrg) refers to the
sound of thunder. The Buddhist kingdom of Bhutan is
known as Druk Yul meaning 'the land of the thunder
dragon', and its inhabitants are known as Drukpas-named
after the Drukpa Kagyu lineage established by Tsangpa
Gyare, who had witnessed nine dragons ascending from the
ground into the sky oIrer the site of Ralung where he established the monastery of Ralung (circa I 180 .+U).The ascent
of a dragon or group of dragons is always an auspicious

s i p . Even in the last decade t h m have been several reported
sightings of dragons in Tibet, one of which is reputed to
have been filmed on video camera. The dragon is not wen
as a purely mythological creature in China or Tibet. Its a p
pearance was too frequently recorded throughout history
to have been assigned to the mythological or extinct species
of animals.
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Illustrated in this drawing are seven Tibetan and Chinese
style dragons. In the upper right a four-clawed dragon descends from the clouds grasping jewels in its claws. In the
upper left a five-clawed dragon splays its talon-like claws.
Across the mid centre three dragons writhe, clasping jewels
in their claws. Lightning, fireballs, and hailstones descend
from the dragon on the left. In the lower left is a water dragon
with a itmknra-like hunk and head. At the lower right the
head and forelegs of a four-clawed dragon emerge dynamically from the clouds. Placed between the dragons are six
examples of flaming pearls, appearing as a disc, jewel, and
spiralling conch-like sphere. The scales of the dragons are
painted in two different methods, either as reptilian scales
or as rows of variably sized circles or ellipses. These methods are applied to all the amphibians, fish and reptiles depicted in Tibetan art: turtles, tortoises, fish, frogs, lizards,
snakes, ilngos, nraknras, and dragons. In the lower left corner
are two examples of dragon feet, showing the soft tiger-like
soles and the scaled talons of the eagle or hawk. At the bottom centre I have included a small arched section of a scaled
dragon's body with one scale pointing backwards in the
opposite direction. In European chivalric mythology this is
the one vulnerable point on a dragon's body where a knight
must thrust his lance to slay the dragon.

GARUDA (Tlb. khyung, mkho' Idrng)
Garuda 'the devourer' is the mythcal 'Lord of Birds' in both
the Hindu and Buddhist traditions. In the Hindu Puranic
legends G a n ~ d ais the son of Kashyapa and Vinata, who
after five hundred years' incubation hatched fully-grown
from an egg, which his mother Vinata delivered at his 'first
birth'. As soon as he emerged from the egg his vast terrifying form filled the skies, the hurricane from his beating
wings shook the earth, and the unbearable luminosity emanating from his golden body caused even the gods to mistake him for Agni, the god of fire.
Garuda's mother Vinata had an argument with her sister Kadru concerning the colour of the tail of the horse,
Uchaishavas, which emerged from the churning of the primal ocean. Kadru was the mother of the serpents and, as an
act of vengeance, she held Vinata to ransom in her serpentpit prison. In order to free his mother Garuda stormed the
heaven of Indra and stole the sacred nrr~ritnas payment for
the ransom. Through subterfuge Garuda was able to liberate his mother, but during the hansaction a few drops of

amrjta fell from his beak onto some kusha grass. The serpents licked the grass and its sharp edges caused their
tongues to become forked. The gods, with great difficulty,
regained theamrita from Garuda's beak. Such was his power
that Even Indra's mighty rwjra was broken on Garuda's body.
Only Vlshnu was capable of subduing him and, binding him
by oath, Vislu~utookGaruda as his vehicle and granted him
the boon of immortality.
There were many variations of the legends of Garuda
contained in the Vishnrc Puranas and Garuda Puranas, yet
many of these texts are now lost. In later mythology, Krishna,
as the eighth incarnation of Vishnu, takes Garuda as his
mount to subdue the great nagn serpent Kaliya.
Garuda has always been the sworn enemy of snakes and
nagns. The archetypal legend of the enmity that exists between birds of prey and serpents occurs across a wide spectrum of transcultural mythologies. Such birds include the
Sumerian and Greek eagle, the poison-transmuting peacock
of Persia and India, the Chinese peng-rriao, and the gigantic
snake-eating siniurgh or rukh of Sinbad's adventures in Arnbinn Nights. Marco Polo recorded that the rrrkh (from Madagascar) was large enough to lift an elephant in its talons, its
outspread wings measuring sixteen paces. Both snake and
bird are 'twice-born' from an egg, and the image of a bird of
prey seizing a snake in its talons was probably a common
sight to a falconer. Garuda is also known as Supama (beautiful wings), Garutman (the solar bird), Sarparati (enemy of
serpents), and Khageshvara or Pakshiraj (lord of birds). The
female bird is known as a Garudi.
Originally the Indian Garuda, the 'chief of feathered creatures', was represented as a great bird. Later his form assumed that of a 'bird-man' - a creature half eagle and half
man, combining a human body with a bird's head, talons,
beak, and wings. Zoomorphic variations of the garuda's
artistic representation diffused throughout India, Nepal, Sri
Lanka, Burma, Thailand, and South East Asia. In Bali his
animalistic image assumed great popularity. Garuda is commonly evoked to ward off snakes, snakebites, and all manner of animal, vegetable, and mineral poisonings. In China
the gamda is identified with the god of thunder, who carries a hammer and chisel representing the roar of thunder
and flashes of lightning.
In Tibet the Indian garuda became assimilated with the
Bon Wmdiiig (Tib. n~klra'ldiirg),the golden 'homed eagle', king
of birds, and the Bon bird of fire. The white klradirr~is identified with the swan, the king of water birds. In Tibetan,
two words are used for the transfigured Indian garuda (Tib.
klryrrng and rnklia' Idirrg).
Tibetan iconography depicts Garuda with the upper
torso and arms of a man, the head, beak and legs of a bird,
and large wings which unfold from his back, shoulders, or
forearms. Below the waist his feathered thighs terminate
in ostrich-like lower legs, with large clawed feet ending in
sharp talons. His back is feathered, with long tail feathers
which reach to the level of his feet. His curved beak is like
that of an eagle, falcon or owl and, like his talons, has a
71ajr.n nature comparable to indestructible meteorite iron.
N o nnga serpent is able to survive his iron grip or bite.

His wings and eyes are commonly golden, the hair on his
head blazes upwards, and his eyebrows twist like fire,B ~ .
tween his sharp horns, a head protuberance conceals a nagajewel in his skull. This jewel, stolen from the king of the
nagas, is sometimes represented as a head ornament placed
above the sun and moon on his crown. An alternative legend relates how he took this jewel from Mt Meru and, ha"ing secretly swallowed it, vomited it back into existence,
The vomit of an eagle is a Tibetan folk remedy for poisoning. The jewel is more likely to be a riaga-king treasure
which grants the possessor the power, or siddhi, of having
control over all snakes.
In his sharp beak Garuda devours a naga king. Textual
sources usually describe Garuda as biting on the head of a
serpent whilst holding its tail in his hands. However Gamda
is usually illustrated with a long snake held between both
hands and biting into it in the middle. He is also described
as wearing the eight great nagas as ornaments. One binds
his hair, two others senreas earrings, two as bracelets, two
as anklets, and one as a belt or necklace.
Garuda appears in many forms according to different
traditions and lineages, perhaps assuming greatest prorninence in the Dzogchen transmissions of the Nyingma and
Bon traditions. He is commonly the velucle of Arnoghasiddhi
- the green Buddha of the north, and crowns the apex of the
Buddhas' enlightenment thrones. In the Nyingma tradition
he personifies certain wrathful forms of Padmasambhava,
and in the hidden treasure (Tib.gter nra) tradition he is often
known as a guardian of treasures. He is also strongly associated with Vajrapani and Hayagriva; a triple sadhann of
Vajrapani, Hayagriva, and Garuda is specified in removing
obstacles and illnesses, especially rrnga-related afflictions
such as kidney failure, plague, and cancer. In this triple
sadhana of Vajrapani, garudas are visualised in various forms
at many different points in the body.
A group of five garudas commonly represent the
wisdoms, elements, and qualities of the Five Buddha Farnilies: a yellow garuda stands for earth, a white for water, a
red for fire, a black for air, and a blue or multicoloured for
space. The multicoloured garuda is yellow from the waist
downwards (earth), white from the hips to navel (water),
red from the navel to throat (fire), black from the chin to
forehead (air), and blue or green on his crown (wisdom).
The wings of the multicoloured garuda have feathers of five
colours, which symbolises the element of space scintillating rainbow light rays in all directions. Sometimes the ends
of the wing feathers are riajra-tipped. The ~ e l l o wor golden
garuda is probably the most frequently represented form;
he has a yellow jewel-body that blazes like fire; he spreads
his golden wings and tramples on the eight great naps. The
gamda can have two or three eyes, which are usually golden.
The auspicious crest of jewel, sun, and moon on his crown
symbolises the union of the solar and lunar winds dissolving into the fire of the subtle body's central channel. His
two wings represent the union of method and wisdom. His
form symbolises the transmutation of poison into fllllritn.
His emergence fully-fledged from the egg symbolises the
birth of great spontaneous awareness.
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fish-tail there now emerges a complex spiralling endlessknot pattern known as a 'mnkara-tail' design.
Crocodile heads and skins were worn during ancient
warfare to instil fear in the opponents. Vestiges of animal
headdress survive ill the armour depicted on warriors in
Tibetan art, such as the four great Guardian Kings -particularly Virudhaka, the blue Guardian King of the south,
who wears a rnnkara or crocodile helmet. Ancient battlestandards frequently bore the skin of a crocodile, tiger, wolf,
or bull. The riiakarndhuaja or crocodile-headed banner, such
as is carried by Rahula, was originally the battle standard
of Rudra or Shiva. It also formed the battle standard of
the hosts of Mara, who attacked Buddha under the bodhi
tree in the hours before his enlightenment. Militarily the
term inoknrn also refers to a specific battle formation of
troops, which take the shape of a innkarn during battlefield
manoeuvres.
The ~nakarn,as an ancient Indian symbol of power, was
adopted by early Buddhism. It is commonly found on early
south Indian temples and occurs on the earliest cave pillars
at Ajanta, which date back to the second century. The nrakara
motif assumed wide usage in Vajrayana Buddhism. The
prongs of the zlajra, the triangular blade of the ritual dagger
(Tib. phur btl), and a host of other weapons and ritual objects emerge from the decorative mouths of nmkarns. Here
the symbolic meaning of firmness and unshakeability are
implied, as the crocodile proverbially will not release its jaws
until its prey is dead. On temple roofs rnakaras form the corner projections from which rainwater descends. A i~rakara
head, frequently with a virile ram's head emerging from its
mouth, may form the spout of a water source or spring.
Mnknras, along with nngas and the garuda, form the arching
upper tornila of gateways, doorways, and the surrounding
throne of enlightened beings. Many variations of tornna designs are found throughout Tibet, India, and especially Nepal, where it developed as a highly favoured motif amongst
Newari craftsmen. The n~akaraas guardian of gatewaJrsis
echoed in the unjrn prongs, which encircle the four gateways
of the two-dimensional mandala.
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Fi\*egarudas are illustrated here, three of which are airborne
and hvo of which strut dynamically on the ground. Four of
the garudas devour serpents in their oajra-beaks, whilst the
fifth has transmuted the body of the serpent into a string of
jewels with a yaktail tassle for the serpent's head.

THE MAKARA (Tib. chu srin)
The Sanskrit word mnkara (and the Tibetan clr~rsrirl) refer to
a water or sea-monster. Mythological sea-serpents or monsters occur in the symbolism of the collective unconscious
of many ancient cultures. The rnaknra is the vehicle of the
river goddess Ganga, and by association has sometimes been
identified with the freshwater dolphins that inhabit the river
Ganges. Varuna, the god of water and the ocean, also has a
nlabra as his vehicle. The tenth 'sign' or rnsi of the Indian
zodiac is the irlnkarn, which corresponds with Capricorn the
sea-goat in the Western zodiac. The iiinkarn is also an emblem of Kama, the Indian god of love and desire. Kama is
also known as Makara-Ketana, the innbra being a symbol
of his sensual energy. Kama has also been identified with
Aphrodite or Venus, the Greek or Roman goddess of love,
who was born of the sea and whose principal attributes are
the scallop shell and the dolphin.
The inaknra is an ancient Indian symbol formed of a
number of animals which together possess the nature of a
crocodile. The nzakara has the lower jaw of a crocodile, the
trunk of an elephant, the upper tusk and ears of a wild boar,
the wide staring eyes of a monkey, the scales and flexible
body of a fish, and the extended tail feathers of a peacock.
This composite creah~repersonifies the ferocious nature of
the crocodile. In its stylistic evolution to its present form the
irrnkara has gained a lion's forepaws, a horse's mane, the
facial gills and tendrils of a fish on its jaw and trunk, and
the horns of the deer or dragon. From its once feathered

Plate 45:The rnakoro
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T h e Face o f Majesty

demonic friend Ibhu to demand Parvati's favour. In an infernal rage, Shiva creates horn the blaze of his third eye another horrific demon, which rushes to devour Rahu. Terrified, Rahu begs for mercy and Shiva accepts hi repentance.
Ravenously hungry and d q r i v e d of its prey, the demon
turn upcm itself, and devours its own body until only the
head remains. Pleased with this manifestation of his supreme
power, Shiva n a m e him kirtinrukha - 'the face of glory'
and bids him remain for all eternity as a guardian to the
thrrshold of his door.
In Tibetan art the kirtiniukh forms an heraldic device on
armour, helmets, shields, and weapons of war. A connected
frieze of kirtinlukha faccs, forming a continuous net of jewels, is often painted across the upper beams of temple walls.
Tasselled hanging banners (lib. ka 'plran),which decorated
temple pillars, alp often crowned with a dome-shaped irnage of the kirtirnuklla face. Architecturally they form a familiar motif on lintels, archways, and pillar cornices, echoing
their incorporation into three-dimensional mandala palaces.
As door handles or knockers, often festmned with white
scarves (Tib. kha b t q s ) , they commonly occur on temple
doors. A frieze of six, or eight, kirtimukh faces, bearing nets
of jewels in their mouths, circulates around the upper section of the ritual hand bell (Skt. gbaiita; lib. dril bu).
Variations on the kirtinrr~klzainclude the sirnhamlcklla (lion
head), garudaniuklta, kalanlukha (the devouring head of time;
Rahu), slzankhmrrkl~a(the conch, or alligator head), and the
kalamakara (the nmkara whch devours time). The lion head,
as a symbol of Shakyamuni, is also fashioned into temple
door handles, and may easily be mistaken for the kirfitrrrtklza.
The association between Rahu and kirtimukha as disembodied and voracious heads is quite apparent.

Plote 45
Shown here are examples of makara motifs. On the left is a
typical n~akarawith a long scrolling tail. Like the dragon he
is homed, bearded, whiskered, and has a horse's mane. The
swirls of his tail form extremely intricate designs when the
makarn is placed on either side of an upper torana. In the
centre is a makara with a short fish-tail, arching his head
backwards. On the right is a roof gable or cornice detail,
where the riiakara forms a decorative guardian water animal to protect from rain, hail, thunderstorms, and lightning
bolts. At the top, from left to right, are a nlakara headdress, a
nlakara headdress such as is worn by Virudhaka, and a
makara-faced shoe. At the bottom is a typical nzakara weaponhead from a curved knife (lib. grigug). Further illustrations
of the mnkarn are found in Plate 48.
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THE FACE OF MAJESTY (Skt. kirtrrnukho)
The kirtimrtklia, or face of majesty, fame, or glory, is commonly known as the 'monster mask' or 'the creature without a name'. In China it is known as T'no t'ieh, or 'monster
of greed', a hideous creature which was believed to have
actually existed. Chinese cooking vessels were often
ornamented with the 'beast of greed' as a caution against
rapacity and indulgence. This ancient symbol is found, as
guardian of doorways, across the whole of China, the Indian subcontinent, and South East Asia. The kirtimuklza image is extremely popular amongst Newari craftsmen of the
Kathmandu valley, its sculpted f o m frequently crowning
doorways and appearing over torana archways.
The 'monster of greed' has its origin in a Shaivite legend
from the Skandlia Prcrann. Jalandhara, a demon created from
the blaze of Shiva's third eye, assumes great power and desires an incestuous relationship with his adopted mother
Parvati - the consort of Shva. Jalandhara persuades his

Plote 46
Depicted here are several variations of the kirtirilukh face with
nets of jewels hanging from their mouths. The kirtiniukhn is

Plate 46: Krrtrmukho, the face of glory
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represented as a ferocious animal head, usually without a
lower jaw. His face bears a strong resemblance to both the
lion and dragon, with curling horns, mane, and snout. He
may also have dragon whiskers, and like Garuda may have
a head protuberance crowned by a sun and moon crest.
Usually he holdstwo braceleted human hands to his mouth,
whilst devouring a golden mnkarn-tailed crest bar, or a net
of pearls and jewels. He may also be shown swallowing a
single large jewel, which fills his mouth. Only his hands and
head are illustrated.

THE NAGA (Tib. klu)
The nagns are the serpent spirits that inhabit the underworld.
They have their origin in the ancient snake cults of India,
which probably date back to the Indus valley civilisation and
wereassimilated into Buddlusm at an early date. In the Hindu
Puranic legends rlngns were the offspring of Kadru, the sister
of Vinata who gave birth to Garuda. Both the nagas and
Garuda shared a common father, Kashyapa, but due to the
treachery of Kadru they became mortal enemies. Kadru gave
birth to a thousand many-headed snakes which populated
the region below the earth known as Patala. This subterranean realm is rich in treasures, with beautiful palaces ruled
over by three great rlngn kings named Sesha, Vasuki, and
Takshaka,who figure prominently in several Puranic legends.
In Buddhist iconography these three nngnrnjns or nnga kings
are usually identified as Nanda, Varuna, and Upananda.
Historically, the Nagas were an ancient Indian race, of
whom little is known other than the strong serpent-cult
legacy that they appear to have left on Indian culture. Snakelore, and its magical traditions of snake-charming and snakecatching are still widely practised by itinerant sadhus and
fakirs across the Hindu and Muslim lands. The minor siddlri
of controlling snakes through the force of willpower or
'snake-consciousness' is said to be quite easy to attain. Various traditions rely on written charms, talismans, and amulets to empower the snake-handler's will. The legendary
stone or 'pearl' obtained from the head of an old king-cobra
is probably the most potent of these talismans. A vast
number of people still die from snakebite in India every year,
and it is not difficult to understand the fear and veneration
these reptiles inspired in rural Indian village life.
The Buddhist n a p s inherited much of their early Indian
symbolism. They dwell in the underworlds below land and
sea, especially in the aquatic realms of rivers, lakes, wells,
and oceans. In Buddhist cosmology they are assigned to the
lowest level of Mt Meru, with their garuda enemies placed
on the level above. Nagas are the underworld guardians of
treasures and concealed teachings, and can manifest in serpent, half-serpent, or human forms. Nagarjuna, the great
first or second-century south Indian Buddhist philosopher,
received the Prajnnpnrnrnito Sutrn (Sutra on the Perfection of
Wisdom) from the undersea palace of a riap king and revealed it to mankind. This sutra, in both its abridged and
expanded version, was originally entrusted to the guardianship of the nlrgas by Shakyamuni Buddha.

Nagns can have a beneficial, neutral, or hostile i d u e n c e
on human beings. Like their Chinese dragon equivalents,
the nngas are responsible for controlling the weather, causing droughts by withholding rain when they are offended,
and releasing rain when they are propitiated. Pollution of
their environment, or disrespectful acts - such as smoking
tobacco, and urinating or washing soiled clothing in a ngoinhabited stream -can result in illnesses or naga afflictions,
Leprosy, cancer, kidney problems, and skin ailments are all
viewed as potentially nngn-related diseases.
In 1974 a n e w ring road w a s being built around
Kathmandu city. At the foot of Swayambhu hill, just outside the city and within the ring road perimeter, there was a
swift stream where everyone would wash their clothes,
myself included. On the far bank of this stream two large
snakes, about seven feet long, could regularly be seen basking in the sun. One day, as the road construction neared
Swayambhu, these two snakes disappeared. The local people were extremely upset, believing that as these nngns had
left, some dreadful calamity would soon occur. A few weeks
later the stream began to dry up, doubtlessly due to some
water diversion caused by the ring road construction.
Whether viewed superstitiously or scientifically, the outcome was the same; it is all a question of belief.
Lake Yamdrok Tso in Central Tibet is believed to be the
'life energy' lake of the country, an abode of great nngn kings.
There is an ancient belief that when this lake dries up the
whole population of Tibet will perish. At the present time
the Chinese government is constructing a huge hydroelectric scheme at Yamdrok Tso, with a long drainage tunnel
descending into the Tsangpo h v e r many miles below. By
slowly draining the lake it is estimated that this h~rbo-tunnel will provide enough electricity to supply the whole of
Central Tibet. Perhaps the endless sands of the deserts of
time will also eventually pour through the hourglass of this
tunnel.
In the Tibetan tradition there are eight classes of spirits
or demons that inhabit and interact with the human realm.
Various listings are given for these eight classes of spirits,
but three were probably most prominent from an early date:
the rlngas (Tib. klrr) inhabit the underworld and aquatic regions; the 'lords of the soil' (Tib. sa bdog) inhabit the earth;
and the 'earth spirits' (Tib. gri!lnrl) occupy all places upon
the earth.
Nagas are divided into a fivefoldcaste division based on
the Hindu caste system or social order. In the east are the
white kslratri!/a or warrior caste, in the south the yellow
rlnishyn or merchant caste, in the west the red bralrrrrirl or
priestly caste, in the north the green sllrrdra or labourer caste,
and at the centre the blue-black clinrldoli outcastes or
'untouchables'. This colour placement corresponds with the
traditional directions of the Five Buddha mandala with the
blue-black Akshobhya at the centre.
These five castes of rri~gaswith their respective colours
are important in the iconography of wrathful Heruka deities
such as Vajrapani, Vajrakila, Hayagriva, and Gamda. Here
they form one of the 'eight attires of the charncl ground',
known as the 'revolting snakc o~naments'(sce page 315).

The Naga
These consist of pairs or clusters of ferocious, writhing, coiling and hissing snakes, which are worn as body ornaments
on these wrathful forms. At the crown of a wrathful deity's head are the coiling, white snakes of the warrior
(kshatriya) or royal caste, which wreathe around the halfvajrn at the crown. The spherical hub of this half-vnjra conceals the seal or image of the parent Buddha or 'Lord' of
that deity's particular Buddha Family. Clusters of yellow
snakes of the merchant (vaishya) caste hang as earrings, or
from them. The deity's necklace is fashioned from a wreath
of red snakes of the priest (brahnrin) or 'twice-born' caste.
As a sash or chest garland the deity wears an entwining
bunch of long green or blue snakes of the commoner
(slrudra) or labourer caste. This chest garland was originally
derived from the sacred thread of the brahmins. As bracelets, armlets, and anklets the wrathful deity wears encircling wreaths of small black snakes, representing the
outcastes or untouchables (chnitdalis).
These snake ornaments represent the 'eight great nnxas'
or naga kings (nngnrajns), and their symbolism conceals a
multitude of meanings. Collectively the snake ornaments
symbolise the rejection or destruction of anger, their writhing the 'turning away' of enemies, and their entwined coiling the bliss of the deity and his consort's sexual embrace.
As the 'eight great nagas' they symbolise control over the
eight naga realms, control over all eight classes of spirits,
elimination of the eight mundane obsessions, and attainment of the eight great siddhis or psychic powers. The eight
mundane obsessions are: praise and blame, pleasure and
pain, loss and gain, infamy and fame.
The eight great nogas appear in the wrathful landscape
of the eight great cemeteries or charnel grounds. Here they
are depicted arising, waist upwards, from the waters of the
eight great rivers or lakes, with hands folded in supplication (nninaskar) inudra, holding a precious nagn-jewel between
their palms. The lakes symbolise compassion or 'conventional bodhichittn', the nagns symbolise the six or ten great
perfections (paramitas), and the jewels symbolise the four
modes of gathering disciples.
The names and listings of the eight great rtnga kings vary
according to different deity sndl~aitnsor traditions. One such
list assigns Vasuki and Shankhapala as the yellow zlaishyn
snake ornaments at the crown, Nanda and Upananda as the
red brnhrnin earrings, Padma and Varuna as the white
kslmtriya armlets and anklets, with Supama and Kulika forming the black skudrn necklace. Another listing names Ananta,
Padma, Vasuki, Takshaka, Mahapadma, Karkotaka,
Shankhapala, and Kulika, or Anavatapa. The Kalncl~nkrn
Tantrn adds two more nnga kings, Jaya and Vijaya, to complete a list of ten. Garuda, as the mortal enemy of snakes, is
always described as wearing these eight great rtacyn kings as
ornaments, whilst he bites the head of another venomous
11uxa king with his beak.
Pictorially these n n p s are rarely painted in their specific
colours as body ornaments. Usually a single small snake is
placed around the ztnlro at the crown, another long snake
forms the chest garland or sash, whilst small snakes are depicted coiling around the bracelets, armlets, and anklets.

Rarely are the snake earrings depicted, and commcmly all
of these rraga ornaments are either paintcd green, blue or
black. Sometimes these nupzs are described as having small
silver bells hanging from their necks, which tinkle with the
overwhelming tremble of the wrathful deity's powerful
energy or vibration. The eight rlaga kings, in an entwined
serpent form and painted in their correct colours, are often
illustrated under the feet of certain w r a t h 1 deities who
perform the activity of 'crushing the eight great na,qas'. A
hundred, a thousand, or a hundred thousand tmagas may also
be described as being trampled underfoot.
The Kalachakru Tantra describes the naga as a ferocious
serpent thus, "The enraged lord of hooded snakes has the
colour of blue-black eye ointment. He writhes and hisses,
displaying his hood and revealing his curved fangs and two
tongues. He is wrathful and cruel, as swift as the wind when
he strikes and bites."
In their half-human form ruiyas are depicted with a human body above the waist, and with a long serpent's tail
which is usually half-submerged in water. They wear ornaments of gold, coral, and pearl, with a long silk scarf draped
over their shoulders. The female riaga is known as a rtngi or
rjngirli, and she is depicted with firm round breasts. The
sexual organs of the male and female are never represented;
as in snakes these are situated on the back of their tails. The
rragas may appear in a peaceful form, holding a naga-jewel,
vase of anrrita, or a concealed text (lib. gter ma). Or they
may appear in a wrathful form, brandishing snakes and
weapons. Ocean ttngns may hold a pearl or a branch of coral.
They may also be hybrid spirits, having an allegiance with
another class of being, such as a lake spirit or a nnxa rabhasn,
appearing as a wrathhl demon with a iinxa's tail.
Nngns usually have a canopy or hood of one, three, five,
seven, eight, or nine small serpents above their head, which
are variably coloured. These may represent the rtnps' activities or castes, or the seven other iingn kings accompanying them - which are rooted into a single union along the
spine. A single naga head above may also represent
Kundalini Shakti. The canopy of snake heads has its Hindu
parallel in the forms of Shiva and Vishnu. Shiva wears sunilar snake ornaments to the wrathful Buddhist deities, and
is frequently crowned with a five or seven-hooded canopy
of cobras. Vishnu, who sleeps on the coils of the thousandheaded serpent Ananta, is also commonly crowned with a
hood of seven serpents. Buddha is likewise believed to have
been protected by the coils and hood of Ananta as he sat
under the bodhi tree. Several other Buddhist deities, such
as Nageshvararaja, Ratnachuda, and Naga juna, also wear
a hood of five or seven snakes.

Plate 47
At the top left is a detail of Garuda and two nogas from Plate
56. These two young ttngns, a male and female, hold the long
nngn-king serpent which Garuda devours. On the upper
right is a typical representation of a peaceful nagn king holding a jewel between its palms; this is the form in which the

Plate 47:The nogas

eight great i~agosof the charnel grounds are represented. At
the bottom left is the head of Nagarjuna, with a canopy of
se\,en entwined serpents crowning his head, symbolising
h ~ control
s
over the iiagn realms. In the bottom centre, a irngn
crowned with a single serpent presents the text of the
Proj~i~yarniiritn
Slitrn to Nagarjuna. In the corners are drawings of lingas in serpent form. Snakes are often described as
'ox-headed' in Tibetan art, with the bovine-like head of a
python or viper. Small horns or ears are also commonly
depicted on the back of a snake's head.

Nagas and the C~v~llsat~ons
of the IndusValley
The cosmology, domains, activities, qualities, and castes
of the ringas define them as inhabiting a realm of existence
and social structure approaching the complexity of the
human realm. The same is true of all of tlie eight classes of
spirits or demons. The incredible conlplexity and iconographical definition of these legions of spirit deities with
their retinues simply staggers the human imagination. Although these iconographic elements are predominantly of
Indian or Indian Buddhist origin, there are specific peculiarities which define their iconographical residue as being

of Tibetan or Central Asian origin. To postulate that this
residue is purely of Bon origin is not an adequate explanation, as, like Buddhism, the Bon tradition is itself a 'foreign
import' into Tibet.
Although the Bon tradition preceded Buddhism, and
developed in the western Tibetan land of Zhang Zhung
located to the west of the Kailash-Manasarovar region, i t
is said by the Bonpos to have originated in remote antiquity in the land of Tajik (Tib. rTag gzig), which lay to the
west of Zhang Zhung. The term Tajik probably derives from
the Persian name given to the Arabs who settled on the
west coast of India during the early eighth century a]though earlier Chinese sources identify Tajik (Ch. Ta hsia)
with thc Tajiki-speaking tribes of Bactria (Afghanistan),
who later found autonomy in the area of Russian Turkestan
now known as Tajikistan. K ~ Y L ILung,
I I ~ the ancient capital of Zhang Zhung, is located on the upper reaches of the
Indus valley, whose watershed is the Kailash ~irea.
All along
tlie westward course of the Indus \,alley urc,rc the lands of
Ladakh, Kashmir, Hunza, Gilgit, Uddiyan,l, and Swat -all
area rich in nrcharological remains. O n the lower reaches
of the Indus valley lay the ancient H,irappan city of
Mohcnjo-Daro (c-irc-n2 5 0 0 HC). Amongst the ,irtifacts unearthed there 'ire clay seals ~ ' I l i c happe~lrto indicate that
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The Three V~ctor~ous
Creatures of Harmony
/

the prototypes of the Hindu mother goddess and Shiva
possibly originated here. Objects of solidified memury have
also been unearthed at Mohenjo-Daro, revealing that a sophisticated alchemical tradition existed at this time. Conjecturally one may conclude that the rudiments of Shaivism,
alchemy, and tantra possibly had their origin in this pmVedic civilisation.
To the north of Zhang Zhung lay the early Buddhist
Central Asian lands of Khotan, Yarkand, Turfan, and Kashgar. The kingdom of Ladakh or 'little Tibet' lay to the west,
and beyond this the kingdom of Kashmir with its early
tantric traditions of Kashmiri Shaivism and Vajrayana Buddhism. Beyond again lay the Swat valley, a great centre of
Gandhara Buddhist culture and art, which is commonly
identified with the tantric kingdom of Uddiyana -the birthplace of Padmasambhava.
The Kailash-Manasarovar area has been one of the most
important Hindu pilgrimage routes since time immemorial.
As Mt Kailash is regarded as the abode of Lord Shiva, it
was especially important as a Shaivite pilgrimage centre.
Kailash was also sacred to the Jains, with their parallel tantric
Lineages. Into h s melting pot of the three great Indian tantric
traditions - Buddhist, Hindu, and lain -were poured other
streams of non-tantric origin. From Persia and Central Asia
came streams of both dualistic and gnostic thought, such as
the Manichean, Zorastrian, and Nestorian Christian traditions. Foremost amongst the non-dual influences was the
Indian Samkhya system of Vedantic philosophy known as
Advaita-Vedanta. Advaita stressed the direct realisation of
one's innate or 'unborn' nature through self-enquiry, and
placed no importance or reliance upon hierarchies of gods
and demons, visualisations, rituals or yogic practices. To its
practitioners yoga itself was dualistic, implying in its very
name the concept of 'union'. The Advaita philosophy has a
profound similarity to the Tibetan Buddhist and Bon systems of Dzogchen. Their parallel traditions are far closer to
a common jugular vein than they are to the divided hemispheres of the sectarian brain, which advances its own philosophical system of non-duality as the highest or only authentic tradition, to the detriment of all other philosophical
schools of thought.
In Indian hagiographies many great saints are reputed
to have attained realisation in the Kailash-Manasarovar area;
this 'presence' cannot have failed to make a major impact
on the indigenous religions - in later years predominantly
Buddhism, in the middle years predominantly Bon, and in
the early years the 'religion with no name'.
Pure Buddhist philosophy can easily be viewed as a
science in the modern world, whether one takes it on an
emotional, mental, psychological, philosophical, or spiritual level. At every level it can be accommodated to make
'perfect sense'. The world of demons, demi-gods, spirits,
and ethereal beings is quite alien to the 'rational' Western
intelligence, and the trend in the transmission of Tibetan
Buddhism to the West has been to discard all that is theologically 'animistic' in favour of a pure and simple truth
which can be analysed, applied, philosophised, and
debated. Yet to the \.ast majority of Tihetans the world of
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spirits and ethereal beings was as real a s our own.To see a
god on every mountain, a nnga in every lake, a blessing or
curse on every prevailing wind, was to see ' m o n d nature'
as second nature. Whrn the spirits in all their 'eight classes'
are forgotten, neglected, or chased away by the concensus
reality of uniformity and technological communication,
they become conspicuous in their absence: the more wrathful amongst them take root in the human psyche, manifesting geographically as inner-city 'no-go' areas or accident 'black spots'; the more benign, withdraw from the
world of men and depart to the pristine sanctuary of the
wilderness. When the nngas leave, pollution comes. It's all
a question of belief. Although through the science of 'rational' or 'pure' Buddhism we may seek the simple truth,
our external world remains as stressfully complex as ever.
The truth, as Oscar Wilde so humorously stated, is rarely
simple, and never pure.

THE THREE VICTORIOUS CREATURES
OF HARMONY

Thus group of three hybrid creatures, formed by the union
of pairs of traditionally hostile animals, appears to be of
purely libetan o r i p . However they probably first appeared
in early lndian Buddhism as the decoration motifs on the
victory banner, fashioned from a hanging hiple valance of
silk cloth. Their images are found on thangkas, hrmiture,
astrological or divinatory diagrams, auspicious offering
compositions, victory banners, and most especially on
prayer flags (Tib. rluirg rtn). They are known as the 'eightlimbed lion', the 'fish with hair', and the 'rnakara-snail'. Collectively they represent the harmonious union of opposites.
The eight-limbed or garuda-lion is created from the interbreeding of the lion with its traditional competitor, the
garuda bird. Its eight lirnbsare formed by having claws both
on its foot-pads and knees, although usually only its foot
claws are pictorially represented. As the garuda is the lord
of the skies and the lion is lord of the earth, the garuda-lion
unifies heaven and earth in victory. Its body, limbs, mane,
and tail are those of a lion, whilst its head and wings are
those of the garuda. This creature can easily be identified
with its mythological Western equivalent, the griffin or
gryphon. The griffin has the body of a lion, with the head,
wings, and talons of an eagle. The historian Hemdotus wrote
that griffins Lived on high Indian mountains, where they
dug for gold with their sharp talons. The talons of a griffin
were believed to change colour in the presence of poisons,
and could only be acquired by holy men.
The 'fish with hair' is born from the union of a fish with
its traditional enemy, the otter. Its body and limbs are that
of an otter, but its head, gills, and sometimes its tail, are
those of a fish. Like the otter its body is covered in brown,
grey, or black hair. The scales of the fish's neck may dissolve into the otter's fur, or an abrupt demarcation may be
formed at the forelegs.
The 'mnknra-snail' is born from the union of the nrnkarn
(Tib. chrr sriii) - a 'water monster' usually equated with the

Plate 48.The three v ~ c t o r ~ ucreatures
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Domestic and Wild Animals
crocodile - and its traditional prey, the conch or water snail.
The makara-snail is probably derived from the hermit crab
which destroys the conch mollusc and takes up residence
in its shell. Land hermit-crabs are also found in streams
throughout the Himalayan foothills. The nrakarn as 'water
monster' is represented in its usual form with scales, horns,
tusks, mane, upturned snout, and usually with its two legs
protruding from the mouth of the conch shell. Often the
rnakara's fabulously swirling tail emerges from the tip of the
conch shell.

Plate 48
Illustrated here are various combinations of the three victorious creatures of harmony. At the top are two examples of
the garuda-lion. In the second and third row are five drawings of the fish-otter, showing the various ways in which
the scales, gills, fins, and tails of the fish may be integrated
with the body of the otter. Four examples of the nrakara-snail
are illustrated below. The dynamic and highly detailed torso
of the rnakara seems to thrust itself fearlessly from the conch
shell, its swirling tail bursting from the shell's tip. To the
right of these is another garuda-lion. In the bottom row are
three further examples of these six traditional enemies blending into the three harmonious creatures.

DOMESTIC A N D WILD ANIMALS

Plate 49
Illustrated in this drawing is a composition of domestic and
wild animals. In the top row are the three animals - a black
pig, a red cockerel, and a green snake - that symbolise the
'three poisons' of ignorance, desire, and aversion. These
three creatures form the central hub of the didactic 'wheel
of life' painting (Skt. bhnvachakra; Tib. srid pa'i 'Wlor lo), which
illustrates how the three poisons of ignorance, desire, and
aversion give rise to the whole karmic phenomenology of
the six realms of cyclic existence. The black colour of the pig
symbolises the darkness of primordial ignorance or confusion. According to the l Chiilg, pigs and fishes are believed
to be the most difficult animals to influence. The red cockerel is proverbially a symbol of lust or attachment, with an
insatiable appetite for the fulfilment of its desires and a territorial male aggression that will tolerate no rivalry. The
green snake symbolises the aversion, hatred, or anger which
arises from attachment, the unpredictable instinct to strike
out at any moment. In the upper right the three animals are
depicted as vomiting out, chasing and biting each others'
tails. The root cause of the primal ignorance of the pig gives
rise to attachment, w h c h in turn gives rise to aversion, which
in turn creates further ignorance.
Below are shown a group of reptiles and insects. On the
left (below pig) is a lotus-shaped pattern found on the underside of a female divinatory tortoise. Below this a section

of tortoise shell is being used in the Chinese divination
method. Small holes are bored into the tortoise shell at the
intersections of its geometric hexagons. A metal needle is
then heated to a red-hot temperature and inserted into one
of thew holes. A divinatory pattern is determined by the
way in which the intersecting hexagon lines of the shell
crack. To the right are shown two other tortoises. The female at the top has an upper shell which resembles heaped
lotuses, whilst the male below has an upper shell which resembles the stacked steps of a stupa.
The 'five poisonous creatures' - lizard, toad, centipede
or spider, scorpion, and snake - represent the five poisons
of ignorance, desire, hatred, jealousy, and pride. In certain
Asian folk medicine traditions a homeopathic remedy is
prepared from a compound of these animal poisons. Bear
bile, centipede or scorpion poison, and snake venom are
mulled in the stomach acid of a snake. The noxious paste
derived is then applied as a salve for gangrene or festering
wounds. The five poisons derived from venoms are described as being used to poison the tips of weapons, such
as arrowheads and ritual daggers (Tih. phur bu); once the
poison entered the bloodstream the death of the victim was
certain.
Below the tortoise is a domestic goat with silk ribbons
tied around its neck. Domestic Livestock destined for slaughter are frequently bought from a butcher, adorned with silk
ribbons and set free. Usually the purpose of this ritual was
to save the life of a sick person by an act of ransoming a life
for a life. In the modem international world many Buddhists
perform compassionate acts of merit by purchasing and heeing large numbers of small creatures or fish from the livefood markets of South East Asia. To the right of the domestic goat is the wild goat of the Tibetan highlands.
Below the scorpion and snakes are two golden-haired
tigers. Two Tibetan mastiffs are depicted to the left of and
below the uppermost tiger. These extremely large mastiffs
serve as watchdogs for Tibetan homes or nomad encampments, where they guard against thieves or predators. Their
ferocious appearance is exaggerated by a bright red felt or
wool neck-collar, which protects the dog's throat from attack by wolves or other dogs. At the centre right are two
wolves. Wolves and jackals are frequently depicted devouring corpses in cremation ground imagery. The jackal is depicted in a similar manner to the wolf, only it is smaller and
usually has brown fur whilst the wolf has grey. At the centre left are two Bactrian camels with double humps, the vehicles of the deserts of Mongolia and Central Asia.
The next row shows three examples of the yak, the versatile beast of burden of the Tibetan highlands. The meat,
milk, butter and dried cheese of the yak form an essential
part of Tibet's national diet, whilst its dried dung provides
fuel for cooking fires. Its hair is spun into rope or wool, its
leathery skin is used for tents, bags and coracles, and its
long soft tail was traditionally exported for fly whisks. Skulls
of slaughtered yaks are often carved with mantras and
placed upon rimr~i-wallsof canred prayer stones. The native
wild yak can be a large and fierce animal. The Swedish explorer Sven Hedin tells of killing a wild male yak which
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measured over ten feet in length and took eleven bullets to
kill. In the second row from the bottom are: a buffalo on the
left, a cow and calf at the centre, and another yak on the
right. The buffalo is the vehicle of the Dhannaraja Yama (lib.
gShin je), the 'Lord of Death'. In the bottom row are four
elephants following their leader, their trunks and tails forming an 'elephant chain' symbolising cooperation.
Animals as vehicles, messengers, emissaries and animalheaded deities form a vast pantheon in Vajrayana imagery.
In wrathful offering thangkas (Tib. r o a n thogs), which depict the attributes of deities such as Palden Lhamo, Begtsc,
Yama, Yamari, or the various forms of Mahakala, often as
many as a hundred animal and bird forms are represented.
A black raven, black dog, black wolf, and a black man form
the simplest messenger retinue of one form of Mahakala.
Other forms of Mahakala are described as having a retinue
of 'a hundred thousand black-ones', or a host of ferocious
animals.

which looked towards his right. In Buddhism the female
sow's face (vamhi) is an attribute of the goddess Vajravarahi,
where the sow's head appears as a small protuberance
above the right ear of the goddess. The symbolism of
Vajravarahi's human and sow face represents the union of
absolute and relative truth.
Second from the left in the top row is a wolf's head
which adorns a victory banner in warfare. Next are the
heads of three birds of prey. In the upper right corner are
examples of horses' heads such as appear above the head
of the deity Hayagriva - 'the horse-necked'. In certain
sadllanas a smgle or triple horse-head adorns Hayagriva. A
small Hayagriva horse-head surmounted by a half-vajra
appears in the lower middle leh. To the right of the boar's
head in the second row appear the heads of a buffalo and
lion. In the bottom left corner are the heads of two stags or
Tibetan elks with many pointed tines on their antlers. The
deer or stag is the vehicle of a number of gods and goddesses, particularly those associated with the wind, such
as Vayu - the god of the wind. At the bottom centre and
bottom right are the heads of two goats displaying horns
which entwine around each other. This peculiarity is specific to the vehicle of the deity Doj e Legpa in his manifestation as 'the dark blacksmith', wielding a fiery bellows
and a foundry hammer. The entwined horns symbolise the
binding together of relatir~eand absolute truths, samsara
and nirvana, or phenomena and emptiness. The goat is
primarily the vehicle of the fire god, Agni. Between the
two goat heads is an elephant's head.

Animal Heads

Plate 50

h the upper left corner are two boar or sow heads with
upward protruding tusks. In the Hindu pantheon the boar
manifestation or Varaha Avatara (boar incarnation) is the
third of the ten incarnations of Vishnu. In Shaivism the
boar's face was assigned as the southern face of Shiva,
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TIGER. LEOPARD. SNOW-LION. AND HORSE
4.

Plute 5 1
At the top arc two tigers (Skt. z~yaghra;Tib. stag). The tiger
is not a native animal of Tibet, but the Bengal tiger of India
and the long-haired tiger of neighbouring China ensured
its frequent appearance in Tibetan imagery. Ln China, which
does not have native lions, the tiger is endowed with all
the majestic qualities attributed to the lndian lion. The
Chinese tiger is a symbol of strength, fearlessness, and
military prowess. Tigers' skins were worn in battle, and
the Buddhist victory banner (Skt. rlhvaja; Tib. rgynl mtshan)
is frequently adorned with a tiger skin. A full tiger skin
often formed the seat or asarln of certain deities, yogins,
siddhas, oracles, and great teachers. This has its origin in
the Hindu tradition, where Shiva killed the tiger of desire
and used its skin as his meditation seat, symbolising his
transcendence over desire.
The rifles of the British Raj decimated the population
of the Bengal tiger, its luxuriant pelt becoming a fireside
carpet and its regal head a snarling stuffed trophy. As a
substitute for the scarcity of genuine tiger pelts and as an
act of conservation, tigerskin rug designs began to be woven as Tibetan carpets during the nineteenth century. Stylistic interpretation of the tiger's stripes in Tibetan art often depicted a whirling spiral of stripes on the tiger's breast
or back.
In China the tiger was believed to bear the natural
simulacra of the Chinese character for 'king' on its forehead.
As king of terrestial creatures symbolising royal power, authority, and strength, the medicinal properties of the various parts of the tiger's anatomy were held in high esteem in
the Chinese medical tradition. Similarly in the Tibetan medical tradition tigers' bones are believed to cure bone disorders, a tiger's tooth or whiskers are used to cure toothache,
and the ashes of its skin, bones, claws, and internal organs
are prescribed as remedies for a variety of bodily ailments.
In Buddhist folklore, a tiger's bone is believed to bring rain
when thrown into a dragon well or rlnga pool. The tiger's
claw is believed to be an extremely potent talisman for the
generation of personal power.
Tigerskin loincloths (dhoti) are worn by wrathful male
Heruka deities, and leopardskin skirts are worn by their
female consorts. Here the symbolism represents freedom
from anger, the tiger skin symbolising the transmutcd
'zlajrn-anger' of the wrathful deity. Tigers arc the mounts
or vehicles of many deities, particularly those of a wrathful or warlike nature, where the riding of a wild tiger symbolises fearlessness and an indomitable will. Sometimes
the tiger mount may be specifically described as a male
tiger, white tiger, yellow tiger with multicoloured stripes,
pregnant tigress, or a lactating mother tigress. A commonly
painted image often found on the walls of Gelugpa monasteries is that of the 'Mongol leading the tiger', where a
Mongolian lama or dignitary leads a tamed tiger on a chain.
The Mongol symbolises the bodhisattva Avalokiteshvara,

the chain Vajrapani, and the tiger Manjushri. lts more
sectarian symbolism is the supremacy of the Gelugpa
school, symbolised by the Mongol, over the older 'red hat1
sects, symbolised by the tiger.
On the left of the second row is the spotted leopard (xb,
gzig). The natural habitat of the leopard is the forest, where
the dappled effect of sunlight on the foliage of trees blends
with the camouflage of the leopard's spotted skin. In contrast to the tiger's phallic stripes, the spots of the leopard
resemble eyes or female vaginas, hence the leopard skin is
more commonly worn by dakinis or wrathful goddesses as
a skirt or apron. The leopard skin is also used as an asam or
meditational seat; it also adorns victory banners, and is hequently used as the material for a bow case or arrow quiver.
The skin of the rare white snow leopard is used as a warm
fur lining for hats or garments. Leopards, along with lions,
tigers, and wild cats, are commonly included in the retinues
of animal messengers of wrathful deities.
Drawings of the white snow-lion appear in the second
and third rows. The white snow-lion with a turquoise mane
is the presiding local deity (Tib. gnyon) of Tibet's snow
mountain ranges. Hence the snow-lion is the national animal symbol of Tibet; it adorns Tibet's national flag, its government seals of office, its coins, banknotes, and stamps,
and forms the insignia of His Holiness the Dalai Lama. The
lion, as king of all beasts, is the symbol of Shakyamuni
Buddha - who is also known as Shakyasimha (Tib. Sakya
senge), the 'Lion of the Shakya clan'. The lion is therefore
one of the prime symbols of Buddhism itself, with the eight
lions of the eight directions supporting Shakyamuni's
throne of enlightenment.
The lion as sacred, solar, or regal symbol permeated
many ancient cultures spanning westward from Egypt to
the Greek and Roman empires of Europe, and eastward
from Egypt into Mesopotamia, Assyria, and Persia. The lion
of lndian Buddhism found its cultural representation in
Tibetan art as the mythological snow-lion, which inhabited the formidable snow mountains of Tibet. Like Buddhism itself, which 'leaped' over the Himalayas from India, the white snow-lion with its turquoise mane is a magical animal which is auspiciously sighted making playhl
leaps from one mountain peak to another. Snow-lions often appear in the harmonious pairing of a male and female; when symmetrically depicted the male is to the left
and the female to the right.
Snow-lions are often illustrated playing with a ball in
the manner of cats or kittens. A Chinese legend relates that
lionesses produce milk from their paws, and that by lea''ing hollow balls for the lions to play with, some of this milk
would pass into the balls. In Tibetan art the ball is usually
painted as a three-coloured 'wheel of lea sure' (Tib. d ~ a '
'kli!jil) made from brocade. It frequently has coloured silk
streamers attached, which emphasise its use as a cat's pia)'thing. The ball is similar to the flaming pearl which dragons compete to possess; it is also sometimes eq~latedwith
the precious jewel or the disc of the sun. Chinese stone images of the guardian malr lion often show one of his forepaws resting on the ball, whilst the lioness may guard her
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cubs. Small oriental long-haired dogs, such as the Pekinese
(Skt.
gaja,
hostrn: Tib. glang then)
and Lhasa A p w or Tibetan terrier are alternatively known
as 'lion-dogs', since their beard, mane, tail, and shaggy coat
The elephant 'as large as a snow mountain' is usually painted
resemble tlie snow-lion. The docile nature of the snow-lion
white in the 'colour of the moon' in Tibetan art. In artistic
is occasionally illustrated in painting by a mendicant carryrepresentation it is often drawn proportionally smaller than
ing a snow-lion cub in his arms, whilst the lion and lioness
its actual size. The rare white albino elephant was highly
follow after tamely.
venerated as a royal or temple elephant in India, Sri Lanka,
Tibet's great yogin, Milarepa, once had a prophetic
Burma, and Thailand. The proverbial 'white elephantfde.
dream which included the snow-lion. His guru Marpa inrives its title from the fact that albino elephants were reputterpreted it thus, "The lion pressing on the top of the pillar
edly difficult to control, and much care and expense was
shows the yogin's lion-like nature. His luxuriant mane show
involved in their keeping. Elephantine 'pearls' were believed
how he is adorned with the mystical teachings. The lion's
to form in the forehead or temples of the rare albino. Only
four paws represent the four 'great immeasurables' (love,
two main species of elephants survive into the present time
compassion, equanimity, and sympathetic joy). The lion's
- the African and Indian species. The African elephant has
eyes turned towards heaven show the yogin's renunciation
large ears which resemble the shape of the continent of ~ f of samsaric life. The lion's roaming free over the mountain
rica; the Indian elephant has smaller ears which resemble
peaks show that the yogin has gained the realm of absolute
the outline of the Indian subcontinent.
freedom."
The word elephant has its etymology in the first letter of
By way of contrast, the Knlnclzakro Tlirztrn gives a descripthe Hebrew alphabet, Aleph - meaning an ox. In Sanskrit
tion of the ferocious Indian lion, "The enraged lion roars
with a distorted face. His red eyes are like early dawn, he
the elephant is known as gala or Izastin - which means 'possessing a hand' (hnsfo) - referring to the versatility of the
bares his teeth and his tongue protrudes like a sword. His
tail twitches and his long mane sways. With his strong
elephant's dextrous trunk and its creation from the hand of
Brahma. An Indian dance posture, adopted by Shiva as
curved claws he desires to kill, and he wards away the forehead of the crazed elephant."
Nataraja - 'Lord of the Dance', places one arm horizontally
Tibet's national emblem depicts two snow-lions holdacross the chest with the hand held downwards to reseming aloft a flaming precious gem, dhari~rnchakro,or the Three
ble the elephant's trunk. This posture is known asgnjnhasto
Jewels. On Tibetan coins, banknotes, and postage stamps a
rizudro, meaning 'elephant-hand'. A hand nrudra formed by
pair of snow-lions hold aloft a tray of jewels or playfully
pointing the middle finger outwards to resemble an elleap with a ball; a single snow-lion may also be shown in a
ephant's trunk, whilst curving the other four fingers inwards
mountain landscape. The snow-lion dance, where two men
to resemble an elephant's legs, is known as hastirotiza inudro
dress in the 'stage-horse' outfit of a snow-lion and leap to
('elephant-jewel'), and is used in invocations to the 'seven
the crashing of cymbals or drums, is a much loved spectaprecious gems of the chnkrovnrtii~'.
cle amongst the Tibetan people.
The domestication or taming of the naturally wild InSnow-lions are frequently portrayed on wood carvings
dian elephant dates back to remote antiquity. Clay images
and their image is painted or woven on all manner of secuof ridden elephants have been unearthed in excavations of
lar and religious objects. Yet iconographically their most
ancient Harappan civilisation sites (circo 2500 BC), such as
important function is to serve as the vehicles or throne supMohenjo-Daro in the lndus valley. Images of a domesticated
ports for enlightened beings. The snow-lion is painted in
horned elephant have been recently unearthed from the
pure white with a h~rquoisemane, tail, facial, and limb hairs,
Harappan site of Kalibangan in Rajasthan. Images of tamed
and with comma-shaped tufts of hair which adorn the front
elephants are also found in ancient Egyptian relief carvings,
of its legs. Another form of white or pale-blue lion is deand occur in Chinese historical records dating back to bepicted with vermilion or brown hair.
fore the first millenium BC. The once populous Chinese etIn the second row from the bottom are shown from left
ephant of the Yangtse valley became extinct around the
to right: a wild Tibetan pony, a saddled, white precious
fourth century BC. Once abounding throughout all the lands
horse, and a wild Tibetan ass (Tib. kliyaiig), an extremely
of western Asia the extinction of the elephant was noted bp
graceful animal with a gait like that of an antelope. Its bodAlexander the Great, who first encountered elephants on
ily for111is very similar to a zebra, but its brown fur resemthe threshold of the Indian subcontinent in the fourth cenbles that of a deer.
tury BC. Eastwards from the lndus river and downwards
In the bottom row from left to right are a mythological
into South East Asia the native elephant population
skai.obho, a horse, and a pair of antelopes. The slinrobl~nrepremained widespread, until the ad\.ent of gunpowder curresented here is a hybrid creature with the head and horns
tailed its military importance and the greed of ivory huntof a goat, the mane of a lion, and the body and legs of a
ers forced it to its present-day brink of extinction.
horse - sy~nbolisingthe determination, strength, and speed
In ancient warfare the elephant for~uedone of the 'four
of this magical creature. In Hindu mythology the sl~ornl~li~i limbs' (diahrr-oii~ri)
of the Indian military syste~ll,which was
is the wrathful animal form which Shiva took in order to
divided into elephants, horses, chariots, a n d infantry. The
subdue the 'man-lion' Narasimha - the fourth of Vishnu's
elephant of war was highly traincc1 to be able to withstand
ten i n ~ a r n ~ ~ t i o n s .
the clamour of battlc, the thrusting of lances, and the savage
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onslaught of hand-held weapons. Perfect obedience, and the
ability to stand its ground amidst the bloodthirsty frenzy of
the battlefield, were prerequisi tes of the valiant war elephant.
Armour, bells, tassles, conch earrings, harnesses, and a
coarse blanket would equip the elephant's battlewear. On
its back would ride six or seven warriors bearing hooks,
swords, lances, clubs, bows and arrows. Acontingent of foot
soldiers would guard its flanks and protect against attack
from the rear. Due to its sheer physical might the elephant
destroyed much that was in its path; it could ford rivers,
blaze hails or clear pathways, and batter against doorways
and fortifications. As such it became the unstoppable 'remover of obstacles', an appellation that the elephant-headed
god Ganesha acquired. In warfare the main defence against
elephants entailed the deployment of iron spikes which studded vulnerable doors and walls, or the use of sharp iron
staves, which were anchored into the ground before the
defensive battlefront.
The Kalacl~akraTantra gives a description of the wild elephant, "The great blue elephant thunders like a dragon.
His eyes are tawny and his temples full of aromatic rutting
musk. He uproots and smashes trees, binding with h s trunk
and chopping with his long tusks."
Wrathful deities often wear the blood-stained s k i of a
freshly killed elephant stretched across their backs, which is
sometimes referred to as 'Indra's skin'. The qualities of wra thful forms which are comparable to the wild elephant are revealed in their symbolic activities of bellowing, crushing, tearing, trampling, and uprooting. The symbolism of the flayed
elephant skin refers to the deity 'having tom the elephant of
ignorance assunder'. The elephant, human, and tiger skins
which adorn wrathful forms symbolise the destruction of the
three poisons of ignorance, desire, and anger respectively.
Ganesha, whose head had been decapitated by the gaze
of the planet Saturn (Sani), was the first son of Shiva. In
place of his original head he received the head of Airavata,
the white bull-elephant who was the mount of Indra.
Etymologically the name Airavata comes from the Sanskrit
'irozmt', meaning 'produced from water', referring to
Airavata's emerging from the churning of the ocean in the
creation myth (see page log). Queen Maya, the mother of
Shakyamuni Buddha, dreamed that a white bull-elephant
entered her womb at the moment of conception. She gave
birth to the Buddha in the royal gardens of Lumbini, which
were said to resemble lndra's paradise grove known as
Chitraratha. Maya's dream of the white elephant entering
her womb perhaps indicates that the child destined to become the Buddha was originally perceived as an emanation
of Indra. Lndra and Brahma -the two great gods of the heavens - appeared to the Buddha at the precise moment of his
enlightenment requesting him to remain in this world for
the liberation of all beings.
The precious white elephant is the vehicle of many
Vajra!,ana Buddhist deities. In particular theelephant is identified with Akshobhya, the blue Buddha of the east or centre.
Eight elephants support Akshobhya's throne, equating him
with the continent of India itself as the centre of the universe,
also supported by eight elephants. Akhobhya means 'the

immutable' or 'unshakeable', and the elephant symbolises
his zujra-like unchangeable and immovable nature.Thangkas
illustrating the life of Buddha invariably depict the episode
of his subjugation of the wild bull-elephant. Devadatta, the
cousin of the Buddha, through jealousy caused a schism to
arise in the sangha. AS Devadatta's pride increased he attempted to murder the Buddha. One of his schemes involved
loosing a rampaging elephant into the Buddha's path, but as
it approached the elephant perceived the radiant compassion
of the Buddha, and coming to its senses it knelt down meekly
at his feet. The elephant is one of the seven possessions of the
cllakraz~rrrtin.It is both the most gentle and powerful of creatures, representing the endurance, self-control, patience, gentleness, and power of the Buddha.
An elephant can live as long as a hundred years. Afifty
or sixty-year old bull-elephant was considered the most
appropriate age for warfare, as a great degree of experience
and maturity ensured full obedience and steadfastness. After sixty years the last of the elephant's twenty-four replaceable molar teeth wear away and the animal's health begins
to decline. The treasured ivory tusks of the elephant are actually frontal teeth, which can grow to an enormous length
of ten feet. A large pair of such tusks are displayed in the
shrine room of Nyenri monastery at Mt Kailash, close to the
Hidden Elephant Cave of Padmasambhava.
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At the centre is the 'precious elephant', adomed with an elephant's saddle blanket and a jewelled harness bearing hanging tassles and bells. On his back is the wish-fulfilling gem,
and in his trunk he bears aloft a mandala offering of the universe. His head and rump are adomed with single jewels, set
in a head ornament and a golden wheel on h s rear.
To his right is the head of Airavata, the six-tusked white
vehicle of the god Indra. In his trunk he wields a sharppointed clmkra, a weapon he uses as a flail to destroy the
enemy. His six tusks are a magical symbol of power, formed
from a triple row of teeth - a symbol of immortality - whch
represent his 'six perfections'. Airavata, in this form, is depicted in the 'wheel of life' painting leading the army of the
gods into battle against the aslrras. Indra, mounted on
Airavata, wears the full armour of a warrior and wields his
mighty z~ajroin his right hand whilst he holds a rope snare
in his left. His 'secret weapon', the 'jewelled net of Indra',
symbolises interdependence, and is like the stars of the night
sky which he can cast to infinity.
Examples of elephants as depicted in thangka painting
fill the rest of this page. The elephant is usually painted with
long pointed tusks, and five nail-capped toes are spread
across the front of his circular feet. The elephant was rarely
seen by Tibetan artists and its representation tended to degenerate to a variable stylistic form through copying.
Two elephant steering hooks or goads (Skt.nrrklrsha; Tib.
Icfl~sk!/rr)and a rope noose (Skt. ~ ~ a s l Tib.
m ; zhngs pfl) are illustrated in the drawing. The sharp point of the goad
symbolises penetrating awnreness or clear understanding,

Deer

and the rope, mindful recollection or memory. The goad is
used by the mahout or elephant driver to control the creature, and the rope to tether or bind it.
The spotted elephant drawing at the bottom centre
shows the sensitive spots on an elephant's body where the
mahout inserts the point of the goad to convey various commands to the elephant's instinct or intelligence. These mmra
or 'sensitive points' on an elephant's skin, which were originally identified in remote antiquity, are believed to have been
one of the possible sources of origin for the Chinese system
of acupuncture.

DEER (Skt. rnrfgo;Tlb. sho bo)
Deer are commonly painted in the foreground landscape of
peaceful thangkas depicting Buddhas, bodhisattvas, arhats,
and Indian and Tibetan Buddhist masters. Their prime symbolic meaning here refers to the first teaching which Buddha gave in the Deer Park (rnrigadau~a)at Sarnath near
Varanasi, where he set in motion the 'first turning of the
wheel of dharma'. Deer are by nature extremely shy creatures, and their peaceful presence in a landscape represents
a pure realm where fear is unknown.
In Tibetan art they usually appear in couples, a male
and female, which indicates harmony, happiness, and fidelity. In this form a male and female deer rest on either side of
the golden dharmachukra or 'wheel of dharma' (see Plate 89),
which crowns the roof or gateway of Buddhist monasteries
and temples. In China the deer is a symbol of longevity, and
is believed to be the only animal which can locate the sacred fungus of immortality. The tips of its horns are believed
to contain the essence of this fungus, and medicinal pills
compounded from the horns are believed to confer longevity, health, and vitality. As a symbol of potency and longevity
the horns of the deer are incorporated into several mythological hybrid animals, such as the dragon, rllaknra, kirtirnuklm, and garuda.
Deer or antelope skins serve as meditation seats or nsnnas
for Buddhist practitioners. Yogins such as Milarepa,
Rechungpa or Thangtong Gyalpo are usually shown seated
on a deerskin mat. As an nsnrin the deer skin is believed to
enhance the solitary tranquility and awareness required by
the ascetic, the pure or sattz,ic energy or shukti of the deer
being absorbed by the practitioner. In wrathful deity practice a tigerskin nsnria is more commonly used, denoting rajas or dynamic energy.
Avalokiteshvara, the hodhisattva of compassion, wears
the turquoise-green skin of a magical deer, known as a
krishrlasnra, draped over his left shoulder as a symbol of love
(rnnitri).This magical deer is an extremely evolved creature
which renders itself visible only to the pure in heart. As an
emanation of the hodhisattva it is able to discern the
thoughts of men and speak in their language. The soft compassionate eyes of the deer, particularly the gazelle, mirror
the meaning of Avalokiteshvara's name - 'he who gazes
compassionately over all the realms'. Tibetan tradition tells
of a species of deer which was so compassionate that it could

easily be trapped by hunters. The hunters would simply
begin to stage a mock fight amongst themselves and the
deer would come to help resolve the conflict, unknowingly
offering themselves as easy targets for the hunters. In peaceful thangkas deer are frequently counterbalanced by a pair
of cranes; both are auspicious creatum personifying harmony, faithfulness, peace and longevity.
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In the upper left corner is the mythical libetan unicorn, a
species of single-homed deer (Tlb. bse ru, which actually
means rhinoceros). The phallic horn of the powerful rhinoceros is highly valued in Chinese medicine as a potent male
tonic or aphrodisiac for increasing virility. In China the unicorn is known as the chi-lin or'dragon horse'. The male possesses a single central horn and has the general appearance
of a stag, but again is a hybrid creature composed of various animal similarities. The chi-lirl is akin to the magical deer
in its auspicious qualities, only manifesting in the presence
of great teachers such as Confucius.
To the right of the unicorn is the small hornless musk
deer. The musk deer only grows to a height of around twenty
inches, and has long protruding upper canine teeth. Musk
perfume is obtained from a small egg-shaped sac on the
male's abdomen, or it is gathered from rocks where the deer
leaves a trail of its scent. The musk manifests as a brown
viscous fluid which dries into a lughly perfumed powder.
A second musk deer is drawn underneath, and a third appears just to the left of the centre of the page.
In the upper right corner are a group of four gazelles
and antelopes. The left pair, with long, curving, hansverselyringed horns, are Tibetan gazelles. The right pair, with long
backward-pointing ringed horns, are Tibetan antelopes.
The native species of Indian deer include the fallow, hog,
red, blackbuck, musk, spotted or Chital, Nilgai, Barasingha,
Sika, Kashmir, Sambar, Indian gazelle and black-tailed deer.
The Tibetan native species include the Tibetan gazelle, elk
and antelope, Hodgson's antelope, musk deer, spotted and
roe deer. The saiga antelope, with a strange bulbous nose
adapted for cold or rarified air, is also found on the Tibetan
plateau. The Tibetan gazelle is an extremely graceful creature, and like wild asses a herd of gazelles will run in a long
waving single file when startled. The horns of the gazelle
are transversely ringed and are often present in both sexes.
The pro~rerbiallypoetic eves of the gazelle are very soft and
lustrous. (Zoologically, deer, antelope and gazelles are classified by their family species: deer include any animal of
the Cenidne family, such as roe, fallow, red or spotted deer;
antelopes are of the Bovidar family, with upward and backward-pointing horns; gazelles are of the Gnzella family, which
is akin to the wild goat.)
Prior to the Chinese invasion the land of Tibet was a
veritable Garden of Eden for wildlife, its creatures showing
little fear of man. Now few wild animals remain.
Thx page of drawings depicts the many variations in
posture and movement which deer assume in Tibetan art.
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Stags are usually depicted with five or six-pointed horns; a
'six-pointer' is an attribute of a strong mature stag. Six or
ten-pointed antlers represent the six or ten great perfections
(pnramitn)of a bodhisattva. Deer renew their horns each year,
the horns are covered in a 'velvet' fur which soon erodes.
The horns of a young buck stag form a single point or 'tine'.
Older stags have more numerous tines which are zoologically categorised by maturity as: brow, bay, bez, royal and
crown. At the bottom of the drawing two young stags engage in horned combat. Above them two female does 'sniff
the air'.

BIRDS

Plate 54
Lllustrated here are some of the countryside birds which
grace landscape compositions. In the top row are a group of
green Indian parrots. The parrot along with the myna bird
symbolises translation, as both birds can mimic the phonetic sounds of human languages. A pair of parrots symbolises love, affection and fidelity. A black and yellow myna
bird is drawn below the two parrots in the upper left corner. Birds of prey including a falcon, sparrow-hawk, buzzard or kite are drawn below the parrots on the right. The
'clever falcon' is a bird of prey messenger unleashed by the
goddess Ekajati. On the far right below the falcon and corner parrot are two cuckoos. The cuckoo is a messenger of
summer and a favourite bird in Tibetan folklore and parables - due to its selfish habit of forcing its offspring to dominate the nests of smaller birds. In the upper area above the
peacock and raven are depicted various small and exotic
birds such as a finch, tit, koel, weaver-bird, swallow, bird of
paradise, and kingfisher. The raven near the left centre and
the crow beneath are birds of portent in Tibetan folk culture. A tradition of omen interpretation is based on the 'language of ravens', determined by the direction and time of
day in which a raven caws; other omens relate to its behaviour, vocalisations, or place of nesting. As predictive birds
they are also divided into the four lndian castes of brnknriir,
kslzntriyn, vnislrya and shlrdrn, with the low caste shudras being the carrion and refuse eaters. The dark 'outcaste' and
predatory birds of the 'twilight realms', such as ravens,
crows, vultures, hawks, falcons and owls, form an extensive retinue of aerial messengers or emissaries for the dark
wrathful forms of deities such as Mahakala. Ravens and
crows are also messengers of the planetary gods Rahu and
Sani (Saturn). As Saturday is Saturn's day, it is considered
beneficial to feed raw meat to these birds on this day in order to placate the possible malevolent influences of these
powerful planets. To the right of the raven is the hoopoe
bird, its upper wings marked with a double trigram of !/nirg
lines, representing the first hexagram of creative energy in
the Chinese divinatory system of the I Clrirrs.
To the left of the centre is the most beatutiful, famous
and syn~bolicbird of Indian art and culture, the peacock

(nlayura). The vibrant peacock-blue and golden hues of its
iridescent plumage and trailing tail or 'train' have endowed
the peacock with many mystical qualities. As an emblem of
romantic love and beauty the peacock features potently in
lndian miniature painting, particularly in the dalliance of
Krishna, Radha, and the Gopis. Its plaintive cry of longing
and the ritual courtshipof its magnificent tail display, which
takes place before the fertile rainy season, have defined the
peacock as a prophet of the rnonsoon. In Buddhism the peacock supports the throne of Amitabha, the red Buddha of
the west, whose qualities include passion (lotus), love, vital
fluids, evening twilight, summer and fire. The peacock
throne is an emblem of the royal Shahs of Persia and the
lndian Maurya dynasty. As a solar emblem the peacock is
identified with both the Chinese phoenix and Indian garuda.
Like the garuda the peacock is the mortal enemy of snakes,
especially cobras, which peacocks kill with their claws. Its
main symbolism is, however, the transmutation of poison
into awrrita or nectar. When Lord Shiva consumed the poison (knlakuta)which emerged at the churning of the ocean,
it lodged in his throat causing his neck to turn blue: from
this incident Shiva aquired the epithet nilakairtha - the 'bluethroated one'. The transmutation of poison or venom by the
peacock is believed to produce the electric-blue of its throat
plumage and the wisdom 'eyes' of its tail feathers. An Indian folk tradition asserts that the eggshells of peahens or
other fowl placed in the corners of a room will rid a house
of scorpion or snake infestation. In Vajrayana symbolism a
bundle of peacock feathers is used as a sprinkler for the consecrated water (nnrrita) contained in the blessing flask (Tib.
brtwr pn). In specific tantric rituals individual feathers m used
as fan, mirror, and parasol adornments; as the flights of darts;
as the lower garment of certain deities associated with the
low caste Indian Shabari hibe; and as the peacock-feather
parasol which surmounts the goddess Palden Lhamo - symbolising her wisdom actil-ities and the transmutation of all
evils or poisons. A second flying peacock is drawn near the
lower left corner.
Above this flying peacock and at the centre right are two
vultures. The vulture is commonly depicted consuming
corpses in wrathful charnel-ground imagery. Vultures are
the main 'invited guests' for the great feast of dismembered
corpses which occurs in the Tibetan funeral practice of 'skyburial'. Based, again, on the fourfold Indian caste system
these vultures have a certain hierarchical 'pecking order'
for such delectable morsels as the eyes, tongue, liver, or heart
of a human body. The falcon-like bearded vulture or
lammergeir, which is frequently mistaken for an eagle, is
very commonly seen in the Himalayan foothills or mountain fastnesses of T~bet.The feathers of birds of prey, such as
the eagle, hawk, falcon, owl, or vulture, are specifically
employed in a multitude of tantric offerings; they also form
the steering feathers for divinatory arrows.
A long-billed snipe is drawn below the feet of the peacock. In early summer the snipe makes a strange boomerang-like drumming sound from its wing vibrations as it
dives from the sky. On the lower mid-right edge are two
graceful white birds of paradise, a shy bird rarely glimpsed
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in the western Himalayas. At the bottom centre are three
examples of bird wing movements in flight.
Below the peacock's tail in the left corner are two graceful golden pheasants, with long tail feathers and head crests.
Below the pheasants is a partridge with long speckled tail
feathers. To the right of the golden pheasants are three detailed drawings of the Chinese phoenix orfeng-l~uang,the
most beautiful and gentlest of birds, with the sweetest of
songs and so compassionate that it will not even eat grass.
The ancient Chinese phoenix is a mythological bird endowed with all the magical qualities of auspiciousness, longevity, resurrection, the solar and alchemical fire. Its
transcultural symbolism is common to all the great civilisations, from Egypt to China. The alchemical phoenix, which
immolates itself in fire after five hundred years and is resurrected from the ashes, is an androgyne bird not born from
an egg. The name prig-Izlmi~g' indicates an androgynous bird
composed of male (feng) and female (hunizg). It is a hybrid
'sun-bird' with twelve 'likenesses' and twelve or thirteen
tail feathers, symbolising either the solar or lunar months.
During the Chinese Ming dynasty (136&1644) and Qing
dvnasty (1644-1912) the phoenix was accorded the highest
rank as an insignia for civil officials. The 'pecking order' of
these birds is: phoenix, golden pheasant, peacock, wild
goose, silver pheasant, egret, mandarin duck, quail, and
paradise flycatcher. These insignia appear as embroidered
brocade squares on imperial robes. All nine birds resemble
the phoenix in their stylistic designs.
The dragon and phoenix, two of the 'four supernatural
animals', are symbols of the Emperor and Empress of Cluna.
In Chinese art the dragon and tiger are twin symbols of
wrath, and the pheonix and deer twin symbols of peace.
This motif entered Tibetan art in the peaceful combination
of the deer and crane (phoenix).
Not illustrated here are the group of eight birds - vulture,
owl, raven, parrot, hawk, kite, myna bird, and swan - that
are trampled under the eight left feet of the deity Yamantaka.
These eight birds are the mounts of the eight great Lords of
Death (Tib. gShin rje). Under Yamantaka's right feet are eight
kinds of animals: man, buffalo, bull, donkey, camel, dog,
sheep, and fox - the messengers of the Lords of Death.

Plate 55
This drawing illustrates cranes and water birds. At the top
are three examples of cranes in flight, their long wing feathers and trailing legs forming graceful lines of movement.
At the left of the second row a diving crane, drawn from a
Chinese painting, forms a graceful arc with its wings and
indrawn neck.
The remainder of this illustrated page shows examples
of water birds. In the centre of the second row a white goose
spreads wide its wings, whilst a white snow goose with black
wing tips struts to its right. Above is a goose in flight. In the
centre row from left to right area white egret which laps the
surface of the water with its beak; in the centre a bar-headed
goose turns its head backwards; and on the right a walking

crane twists its head upwards. Below this crane are three
drawings of the grey heron, with its characteristic black
headcrest. To the left of the herons are a goose, an egret, and
a demoiselle crane standing like a heron in shallow water,
On the far left is the lower half of a duck as it submerges its
head under the water.
At the bottom of the page are drawings of swans, geese,
and ducks gliding in the water. In the middle, one duck
chases another, and in the bottom row a mother duck fo1lows her ducklings. In thangkas such water bird images are
commonly painted adorning the surfaceof ponds and lakes.
The swan (Skt. hnrnsa; Tib. ~zgangpa) and the goose (Skt.
karai~da;Tib. so bya), are often compounded in Hindu and
Buddhist iconography under the general name of hanzsa. The
hnn~sais the vehicle of both the creator god Brahma, and his
consort Sarasvati - the goddess of wisdom. The swan is beLieved to be capable of separating milk which has been mixed
with water, which symbolises discriminating wisdom. In the
Indian Hatha Yoga tradition the word hantsa refers to the
life force (prann) of the individual ego (jiva), where the outward breath makes the s o ~ m d'Izain', and the inward breath
the sound 'so'. With repetition the breath sounds become
'so-ham' meaning 'I am He', where the individual self or ego
(I) dissolves into the the formless absolute (He). Great Indian yogins are frequently referred to as paranrahalnsa, meaning 'supreme swan'. The white swan is also identified with
the white garuda of Tibet (Tib. nzkha' lding), as king of the
water birds. The Brahmanic swan or goose motif was widely
deployed in early Buddhist art, particularly as a roundel
frieze which decorated stone carvings, or the borders on
painted brocade designs.
Many migratory water birds sojourn for the summer
months on Tibet's turquoise lakes, and the angelicgandhnms
and apsnrns of the celestial god realms are believed to be
capable of transmuting themselves into swans and geese. It
is quite possible that many of our neighbourhood feathered
friends make instinctive annual pilgrimages to those fabled
holy lands.

THE SIX-ORNAMENTTHRONE OF
ENLIGHTENMENT (Skt. torano)
The arched back-support (Tib. r,y?lohyol) which surrounds
both painted and three-dimensional images of enlightened
beings is commonly known as a torann. In Sanskrit the term
toraiin means an arch or arched doorway, and the elaborate
attention to detail displayed in its painted and sculptural
form reveals the conceptual majesty in which enlightened
beings are perceived. In Buddhist art the enlighte~lment
torailn probably developed with the advent of Mahayana
Buddhism during the early Gupta period (circa fourth century AI,),although certain established lndian elements of
the tor~lrinprobably prcdated this. In the early Mahayana
Buddhist cave viharas of Ajanta and Ellora the represmtation of the mythological animal-tornilo had already achieved
a precise definition. During the I>ala-Sena~ e r i o dof artistic
development in Eastern India (Bengal) between the eighth
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and twelfth centuries AD, the torann assumed pre-eminence
as an artistic motif. With the demise of Vajrayana Buddhism
in India under the iconoclastic hammer of Islam, many artisans of the fallen Pala-Sena dynasties took refuge in Nepal.
Pala art influences subsequently established a firm foothold
amongst the Newari painters and metal-casters of the
Kathmandu valley; the natural Newar genius excelled in
mplication. Supply and demand for Vajrayana artifacts, both
to the indigenous Newar Buddhists and to the proliferating
patronage of Buddhism in Tibet, ensured a continuity and
development of late Pala art. In Nepal the torarto reached its
zenith of artistic brilliance and innovation, evidence of which
abounds in the stone and wood carvings of the Kathmandu
valley, and in the decoration of Tibetan temples created by
Ncwar craftsmen, such as the exquisite stupa of Gyantse. In
Kashmir a similar artistic renaissance arose, with Kashmiri
craftsmen creating inspiring masterpieces in the temples of
Western Tibet, Kashmir, Ladakh, and the Zanskar, Kinnaur,
and Spiti valleys of northwest India.

Plate 56
Shakyamuni Buddha is drawn in his customary vajraposture with his right hand making the 'earth-touching'
1111rdrn.To his lower left and right are his two main disciples, Shariputra and Maudgalyayana, each holding the begging bowl and metal staff (khakklrara) of a Buddhist mendicant. Shakpalnuni is seated on a moon disc placed above a
multicoloured lotus which rests on a lion throne. An ornate
square pedestal base forms the lion throne, which is supported on each of its four sides by a pair of lions.
Behind Buddha's radiant halo and jewelled aureole
(prablioriiandaln)is displayed the intricate torana or back-support of the six ornaments (Tib. rgyan drug rgynb yol).
On either side of the base of the lotus throne are two
white elephants who stand in obeisance before the Buddha,
offering in their trunks a butter lamp and incense. On the
brocade patterned blankets that cover the elephants' backs
stand two blue or white lions. Above the lions stand two
composite animals which resemble an antelope in appearance. This hybrid creature may take on several different
forms according to different traditions. Represented here is
a sliarabha with the head of a goat, the horns of a deer, the
mane of a lion, the body of a horse and the talons of an eagle. The sharnbha may also be represented with the body of
a horse, the head and feet of a lion, and the horns of a ram symbolising the combined speed, strength and perseverance
of this hybrid creature. Alternatively a hybrid winged-unicorn (sharal) or griffin (lion-eagle) may be represented, or,
as in the early Gupta art, a hybrid known as a sardul- formed
from the union of a lion and horse.
On the back of the sliarnbhn sit two young gods or dcvas,
whose hands support an entwined jewel crossbeam draped
with silk brocade. The d~vasmay also be represented as holding the crossbeam up with one hand, whilst blowing a white
conch shell with the other. Alternatively these two human
forms may be represented by two dwarfs (z~n~rrn~r,i).
In Indian

art dwarfs are commonly sculpted onto pillared crossbeam
supports, such as are again found in the early art of A , ~ ~ ~ ~ ,
The dwarf is a symbol of colossal strength in a diminutive
stature, and since all of the above animals symbolise
strength, speed, and power, the dwarf is their human equivalent. The dwarf, Vamana, is also the fifth of Vishnu's ten
incarnations.
Above the crossbeam, which is fashioned of precious
stones and capped with an entwined jewel at either end, is
the upper arc of the torana. Two lnaknras with upturned heads
face outwards above the crossbeam, their fabulous 'feathered' tails forming the 'makara-tail' design of intricate scrolling spiral roundels. On the makara-tails rest two young nags
serpents, with human upper bodies and serpent tails from
their waists downwards; five or seven small serpents form
a canopy above their heads. At the very top stands the golden
garuda, its talons gripping the tails of the nagns. With arms
outstretched he devours a long snake which the nagas hold
u p for him. The distant background of the throne is
ornamented with flowers, leaves, fruit, rainbow-coloured
clouds, and strings of pearls and precious jewels.
These six creatures represent the 'six perfections'
(paramifas) of the enlightened mind. The perfection of wisdom (prnjiza) is represented by the two lions at the base; the
perfection of concentration (dltyana) by the two elephants;
the perfection of effort (viya) by the two dwarfs or devas on
the sl~arabhaantelopes; the perfection of patience (ksharzti)
by the two nlakaras; the perfection of morality (silo) by the
two nagas; and the perfection of generosity (dana) by the
garuda. These six creatures are also symbolically named:
gurana, sarana, bharana, surann, varana, and karunn.
Other symbolic interpretations placed upon the back-support throne include the 'four ways of gathering disciples';
'the seven lundrances to be eliminated'; and the 'ten powers
of a bodhisattva' - power over longevity, mind, necessities,
karma, birth, imagination, resolution, miracles, knowledge,
and presentation. However its obviously deeper and more
accurate symbolic meaning appears to have been lost over
the centuries. The motif of the lion on the elephant's back is
known as the gajasintlra (elephant-lion), combining the
strength of these two lords of creatures. In Newar art dragons may also be included in the lower torann, sometimes entwined around a jewelled pillar which supports the crossbeam. A kirtirn~rklmface consuming the snake may also displace the garuda at the torar~a'sapex. The crossbeam divides
the torann into two distinct sections, with the three upper creatures of makara, ilnga, and garuda symbolising the watery,
underground and heavenly realms, and the lower portion
possibly symbolising the Buddha's conception (elephant),
enlightenment (lion),ascent to T~~shita
heaven (dma),and reconciliation of the faction in the sangha (crossbeam).

THE ANIMALTHRONES OFTHE FIVE BUDDHAS
At the ccntral core of the tenets of Vajrayana Buddhism
is the principle of the Five Enlightened Buddha Families,
more commonly but erroneously known '1s tlic Five Dhyani

The Animal Thrones of the F~veBuddhas

Buddhas. The conceptual assembly of the Five Buddha Families was first revealed in the Manjushrim~~lakalpa
and the
Guhyasarnaja Tantra, probably dating from around the sixth
or seventh century AD.
The Five Buddha Families form the basis of the geometric mandala, taking the central point and the four cardinal
directions as the embodied emanations of their perfected
qualities. The mandala's axis of orientation followed the
sun's path, with east at the bottom (facing the viewer), and
west at the top.
The Five Buddhas represent the purified manifestation
of the five aggregates, elements, wisdoms, senses, and sensory perceptions. The five aggregates or 'heaps' (skatzdha)
comprise the components of all sentient beings, namely:
form (body); feeling (sensation); perception (discrimination); motivation (conditioning); and consciousness. Each
of the Five Buddhas was assigned a direction, a consort, a
progeny of bodhisattvas and deities, a colour, an animal
throne, a specific mudra, and a symbolic emblem or attribute. To t h s list were added a vast array of pentad qualities, such as: the five tastes, sounds, precious substances,
times of the day, internal and external elements, and the
five seasons (spring, summer, rainy season, autumn, and
winter). Essentially the Five Buddhas represent the transmutation of the five poisons or delusions (ignorance, desire, anger, jealousy, and pride), into the five transcendent
wisdoms (all-encompassing, discriminating, mirror-like,
all-accomplishing, and equaniminous).
Iconographically the Five Buddhas are represented on
different animal thrones. In different tantric traditions the
placement of the Five Buddhas in their respective directions
and their specific animal thrones is open to some variation;
the position of Vairochana and Akshobhya being interchangeable between the centre and the eastern direction;

the dragon throne of Vairochana being interchangeable with
a lion throne; and the lion thmne of Ratnasambhava being
interchangeable with a horse throne. In the earliest tanhas,
such as the Guhynsmnaja and Hrvajra Tintras, a very precise
geographical configuration is revealed in the directional
placement and animal thrones of the Five Buddhas. In the
later Kalachnkra Tantra (crrca tenth century AD) the colours,
directions and qualities of the Five Buddha Families assume
radically different arrangements.
At the centre is blue Akshobhya, Lord of the Vajra Family, representing the element of space, the aggregate of consciousness, the delusion of anger, and the all-encompassing
wisdom of space. Akshobhya's emblem is the vajra, and he
is supported on an elephant throne. In ancient India it was
the exclusive privilege of a king to be carried on an elephant.
Thus the throne of an Indian king is specifically the elephant.
The elephant is the insignia of India, symbolising royalty
and supremacy; eight or sixteen elephants supported the
physical universe, and at the centre of this universe were
India's Buddhist heartlands. The elephant represents the
heartlands of Buddhist India, Vajrasana or Bodh Gaya to be
more precise, as this was the cradle of Buddhism.
To the south is yellow Ratnasambhava, Lord of the Ratna
(jewel) Family, representing the element of earth, the aggregate of feeling, the delusion of pride, and the wisdom of
equanimity of earth. Rahusambhava's emblem is the jewel,
and he is supported on a lion throne. The lion represents Sri
Lanka or Ceylon, which lay to the south of India. Its ancient
name was Singhala, literally meaning 'the country of the
lions'; its lion throne was the throne of its lungs.
To the west is red Amitabha, Lord of the Padina (lotus)
Family, representing the element of fire, the aggregate of
perception, the delusion of attachment, and the discriminating wisdom of fire. Amitabha's emblem is the lotus, and
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The F~veBuddha mandala.The d~agramon the left showsVa~rochanapositioned at the centre of the mandala and Akshobya
in the east.The diagram on the r~ghtshows Akshobya at the centre andvairochana In the east.

he is supported on a peacock throne. The peacock represents Persia or Lran, its fabled and legendary 'peacock throne'
s i ~ n i v i n guntil the recent deposition of the Shah of Iran.
To the north is gmyn Amoghasiddhi, Lord of the Karma
(activity) Family, representing the element of air, the aggregate of compositional factors, the delusion of jealousy, and
the all-accomplishingwisdom of air. Amoghasiddhi's emblem
is thecrossed vnjro or sword, and he is supported on a garuda
throne. The garuda was associated with the Himalayan ranges
to the north, and specifically with the ancient Bon legends of
the 'homed eagle' of Tibet (Tib. nrklm'ldii~g).
To the east is white Vairochana, Lord of the Tathagata
(Buddha) Family, representing the element water, the aggregate of form, the delusion of ignorance, and the mirrorlike wisdom of water. Vairochana's emblem is the wheel,
and he is supported on a dragon throne. To the east of India
lay the vast land of China, with its ancient dragon throne of
the imperial emperors, which also survived until the advent of Chinese communism - with its emblems of the red
star and Chairman Mao's little red book.

THE FIVE BUDDHA FAMILIES - COLOURS,
ORIGINS, A N D CONTRADICTIONS
The above listing of the attributes and qualities of the Five
Buddha Families may appear to be definitive. However,
several inconsistencies should be clarified.
The central and eastern positions of Akshobhya and
Vairochana are frequently interchanged. Most of the yogn
tnirtrns (the third of the four clas:es of tantra), for example,
have the peaceful white form of Vairochana at their centre,
whilst many of the aiiuttnrnyogn tniltros (the highest of the
four classes of tantra), such as the tantras of the senii-wratliful yitioiir deities Chakrasamvara, Hevajra, Guhyasamaja,
Kalachakra, etc., have blue Akshobhya at their centre. This
interchange has led to some ambiguity in their assigned
qualities, particularly in identifying the aggregates of form
and consciousness, the delusions of ignorance and anger,
and all-encompassing wisdom and mirror-like wisdom these three variants can be ascribed to either Akshobhya
or Vairochana. Logical deduction should however identify
both all-accomplishing wisdom and the aggregate of consciousness with the formless and infinite blue space element of Akshobhya; and mirror-like wisdom and the aggregate of form with the reflective white water element of
Vairochana.
Similarly one can logically deduce that blue Akshobhya
is associated with the delusion of anger, and white
Vairochana with the delusion of ignorance. Each of the coloured directional faces of deities is associated specifically
with one of the delusions, cle~nentsand directions. The whitc
face of a multi-headed deity symbolises the translnutation
of ignorance; the blue or black face, that of anger; the rccl
face, that of passion, attachment or desire; tlie yellow face,
that of pride; and the green face, that of envy or jealousy.
We have similar figures of speech in our proverbial comparisons of turning 'black with anger'; blushing 'red with

embarassment or lust'; becoming 'green with envy1;,yellow with swollen pride'; a 'blank with ignorance1.
Each of the Five Buddhas is the 'Lord of a Familyf(kuln),
consisting of a female consort and bodhisattvasas 'spirihal
sons' or snnrbhogaknya offspring. Blue Akshobhya, as ~~~d
of the Vajra Family, has as his female consort the goddess
Mamaki 'she w h o can extinguish hatred', and as his
bodhisattva the wrathful blue Vajrapani. From Akshobhya
descend a large pantheon of blue wrathful deities, who are
described as bearing the seal or image of Akshobhya on the
crown of their heads. Heruka, Hevajra, Yamari, Vajrakila,
Buddhakapala and Mahamaya, for example, are all emanations of Akshobhya.
White Vairocliana, as Lord of the Tathagata (Buddha)
Family, has Lochana, 'she who can extinguish ignorance',
as his consort, and Akashagarbha or Samantabhadra as his
bodhisathra. From Vairochana descend many major goddesses, such as: Ushnishavijaya, Marichi, Sitatapatra, and
Vajravarahi.
Yellow Ratnasambhava, as Lord of the Ratna (jewel)
Family, has as his consort Vajradhatvishvari 'she who can
extinguish pride', and Ratnapani or Kshitigarbha as his
bodhisattva. From Ratnasambhava descend the wealth god
Jambhala, and goddesses such as Vasudhara, and certain
forms of Tara.
Red Amitabha, as Lord of the Padma (lotus) Family, has
as his consort Pandara, 'she who can extinguish desire', and
Padmapani or Avalokiteshvara as his bodhisattva. From
Amitabha descend the many forms of Avalokiteshvara, and
deities such as Hayagriva, Kurukulla, Mahabala, and
Bhrikuti.
Green Amoghasiddhi, as Lord of the Karma (activity)
Family, has Green Tara as his consort and Vishvapani as his
bodhisattva. From Amoghasiddhi descend goddesses such
as Khadiravani Tara, Arya Tara, Sita Tara, Mahamayuri, and
Parnashabari.
Again, a coherent principle of emanations or the lineal
descent of deities, as listed above, may appear to be definitive and neatly categorised. However, a far more intricate
pattern of the Buddha Families emerges when we look into
their historical origins.
Originally there were only three Buddha Families: tlio~e
of Ignorance (Tathagata),of Desire (Padma), and of Anger
(Vajra). These correspond to the three primal poisons of ignorance, desire, and aversion, so succinctly symbolised by
the pig, cockerel, and snake depicted at the central hub of
the early 'wheel of life' painting. This trinity were symboli~,
cally related to the trinities of the 'three gates' ( b ~ d }speech,
and mind); the threc directions (zcnith, centre, and nadir);
the three psychic centres (crown, throat, and heart); and to
the Hindu trinity of Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva (representing creation, preservation, and destruction).
A significant vestige of tlie three original ~ u d d h aFamilies sur\.ives in the importanct~ laced on tlie three great
bodliisattvas, Manjushri, A\~,llokiteshvara,and Vajrapanl.
who are known collc.ctivel!. as then 'l.orcls of the Three Families'-although they ,>rebodliisattvas and not Buddhas. Redyellow Manjushri, whose sword of wisdom cuts thro~lghthe
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veil of ignorance, is the Lord of the Tathagata (Buddha) Farnily of ignorance or delusion. White Avalokiteshvara, whose
lotus represents the transmutation of passion into compassion, is the Lord of the Padrna (lotus) Family of desire or attachment. Black-blue Vajrapani, whose wrathful demeanour
represents the transmutation of hatred into power or energy,
is the Lord of the Vajra Family of aversion and anger.
Buddhism has alwayfi developed systems for categorising phenomena, qualities and attributes. Early Mahayana
Buddhism developed a threefold division which consisted
of the two Hinayana or 'lesser vehicle' paths of the shravakus
(devoted hteners) and yralyekubuddhs (solitary realisers),and
the thrd 'greater path vehicle' of the bodhisattvas or enlightened 'spiritual heroes' - the Mahayana. These correspond to
the 'three scopes' or aspirations of individuals on a graduated path of lesser, middle, and great scope of mental capacity or spiritual aspiration. A similar categorisation is applied
to the Lords of the Three Families (klllas),by defining the Vajra
family as the smaller scope, the Lotus family as the middle
scope, and the Tathagata family as the highest scope. This
spiritual hierarchy is illustrated by depiding Manjushri above

Avalokiteshvara and Vajrapani, where the t h r e bodhisathras
form a trinity of the Buddha's qualities of wisdom, compassion, and power.
Early Vajrayana Buddhism expanded this original group
of three into four, five, and finally six, by placing Vajradhara
or Vajrasattva above the central position as the sixth 'overlord' of all Five Buddha Families. The addition of the other
two poisons of pride and jealousy created a fivefold system
of a centre with four cardinal directions.
The principle of the Five Buddha Families finds its clearest expression in the layout of the geometrical mandala. In
Nepal they also assumed vivid expression in their sculptural representation at the four cardinal directions of the
stupa, with the fifth Buddha (Vairochana or Akshobhya) of
the stupa's centre usually placed in the north-east intercardinal direction.
The development of the Three Buddha Families into the
Five Buddha Families may still retain some semblance of
cohesion. However, the complexity is again compounded
when we discover that there was not only one original grc~up
of Five Buddhas, but several!

Plate

57 The

foul fr~ends

Chapter Four
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THE FOUR FRIENDS OR
HARMONIOUS BROTHERS
The familiar Tibetan motif of 'the four friends' - an elephant, monkey, hare, and partridge forming an acrobatic
pyramid beneath a tree - has its origin in the Tittira Jntnka
legend of one of the Buddha's previous lives. In the Tittira
fable however, only three animals are mentioned - the elephant, monkey, and partridge. This moral tale illustrates
that age must be respected above learning, greatness, or
noble birth.
The parable relates how Shariputra, one of the Buddha's
eldest disciples, was unable to find lodging in the town of
Vaisali, as the younger disciples had hurried ahead to selfishly secure all available accomodation for themselves. Early
the next morning Buddha learned that Shariputra had
passed the night alone beneath a tree. In response to the
self-cherishing attitude which prevailed amongst the
younger sangha, Buddha related the Tittirn Iataka parable of
the 'honouring of age'.
"Once, beneath a great banyan tree in the Himalayan
foothills, there lived three friends - a partridge, a monkey,
and an elephant. Their mutual respect had diminished, and
in order to determine who was the most senior they began
to discuss the age of the banyan tree beneath which they
dwelt. The elephant spoke first, telling of how when he was
but a baby the banyan tree was only a small bush. The monkey then related how in his infancy the tree was merely a
shrub. Then the partridge spoke, telling of how he had once
swallowed the original seed, and how this mighty tree had
actually sprouted from his droppings. The partridge was
then honoured as the eldest, senior in rank to the monkey
and the elephant. Once again harmony prevailed in the animal kingdom."

Buddha decreed that henceforth age would confer priority amongst the sangha. He revealed that in this previous
existence his disciple Maudgalyayana had been the elephant,
Shariputra the Elder had been the monkey, whilst Buddha
hmself had been the partridge. The hare was later included
in t h s legend, and identified with the Buddha's eldest disciple, Ananda. The hare was second in seniority, as he had
first seen the tree when it was a leafless sapling.
These four herbivorous animals represent the four terrestrial habitats of sky (partridge), tree (monkey), ground
(elephant), and underground (hare). Sometimes the bud is
identified as a grouse, and the banyan tree is usually illustrated as a fruit tree. A variation of the story has them standing on each other's backs in order to reach the fruit. Here
the implied moral is cooperation. Occasionally the animals
are illustrated on both sides of the tree: on one side separated into theu respective habitats, and on the other side
united in harmonious cooperation.
The German town of Bremen adapted this motif, drawn
from the Tittira /ataka legend of animal cooperation, as an
heraldic device for the city's coat of arms. A similar motif
appears in the 'Musicians of Bremen' fairytale composed
by the brothers Grimm, but here the four animals are an
ass, a dog, a cat, and a cockerel.
Plate 57 and the narrow illustration on Plate 58 depict
two drawings of the four friends.

THE SIX SYMBOLS OF LONG LIFE
(Tlb. tshe rrng drug skor)
The six symbols or signs of longevity (Eb. tshe ring drug
skor)are of Chinese origin, and appear as secular rather than
religious images in Tibetan art. They are frequently canred
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on wooden panels and furniture, or painted as wall panels
and decorative motifs on porcelain chinaware. The Six Iongevity symbols are: the old man of long life, and the tree,
rock, water, birds, and deer of longevity.
The old man is Shou-lao, the Chinese god of longevity,
who was originally a star-god of the southern hemisphere
represented by the bright star Canopus in the southern constellation of Argo (in Greek mythology the ship of Jason and
the Argonauts). Since Canopus is most prominently visible
low on the horizon in March and April, Shou-lao came to
represent springtime, renewal, peace, and longevity.
Shou-lao is often accompanied by his two star-god companions, Fu-hsing - the god of happiness, and Tsai-chen the god of wealth. These three auspicious gods of longevity,
happiness and wealth are symbolised by the 'three sacred
fruits' of peach, pomegranate, and citron. Shou-lao was said
to have been born from a peach, and in Chinese decorative
art the peach tree of immortality is sometimes illustrated
with its trunk twisted to form the character 'Shou', meaning longevity. Designs of the slro~rsymbol of longevity are
illustrated on Plates 159and 160. Shou-lao is represented as
a contented old man with a Large prominent forehead, white
hair, long white eyebrows and beard. In Buddhism the old
man represents a contemplative sage who manifests the
qualities of Amitayus - the deity of longevity.
The tree of longevity underneath which the old man sits
is usually represented as a fruit-laden peach tree. The divine peach tree of the Chinese gods yielded the fruit of eternal life. Imbued with the eight medicinal qualities it
blossomed and ripened over an immense period of time.
l l i e transitory nature of the peach blossom heralded the
onset of spring and the marriage season; the development
of these blossoms into ripe peaches symbolised fidelity and
longevity. The medicinal properties of the peach tree are renowned in Chinese medicine, and the kernel of the peach is
often carved into a talisman to protect children from untimely death. The pine tree is also a symbol of longevity,
and is grouped with the bamboo and the plum as one of the
'three hiends of winter' in Chinese symbolism. The evergreen pine is commonly represented with the deer and crane
as triple symbols of longevity.
The immutable rock of longevity is an auspiciously
shaped rock whose geomantic properties are believed to be
beneficial to mankind. The rock usually takes the form of a
mjrn or conch-shaped rock whose fissures and shiations turn
towards tlie right. An area which is in close proximity to
such an empowered rock formation is considered highly
auspicious in the geomantic siting of monasteries, temples,
stupas, retreat caves, and habitations.
The water of longevity possesses the eight qualities of
pure water, and essentially pours forth as tlie nectar of immortality which is contained in the flask held by tlie longlife deity Aniitayus. The water springs from the rock of
longevity nourishing the tree, which in h ~ r nno~lrisliesthe
man, deer and cranes. Water is the source of the fountain of
life; i t descends from the heavens giving life to tlie whole of
organic creation. Dew drops, which appear to have descended immaculately from heaven each morning, contain

the essence of flowers and plants believed to confer immortality. Water which springs from an empowemd rock or horn
an auspicious formation of jade, was similarly viewed as a
fountain of perpetual youth.
The cranes of 10ngevit)~are a very popular motif in Chinese art. Birds were described as being 'twice-born' - once as
an egg and again when the egg hatches. Cranes are believed
to live to an advanced age, especially the black crane, which
is said to survive on water alone. The stork is also a longevity
symbol, and like the crane is believed to have only one mate
in its lifetime. A pair of cranes or storks symbolise happiness,
fidelity, and longevity. Cranes are believed to ferry the souls
of the dead to the 'western heavens', just as the stork in Weste m folklore is said to ferry the souls of the newly born. Deer,
cranes, and pine trees began to appear frequently in Tibetan
art from the eighteenth century onwards as cultural motifs
were assimilated from Chinese painting and patronage. A
single crane symbolises the harmonious, timelesscontentment
of the recluse. In Chinese art cranes are commonly depicted
with pine trees as double symbols of immortality.
The deer is the vehicle of Shou-lao, and he is usually
represented riding on a stag with mature antlers. Deer were
believed to live to a great age and were credited with the
ability of being the only creatures capable of locating the
ling-chih or 'plant of immortality'. This divine plant is a cultivated fungus which grows on the roots and lower trunk
of certain trees and is consumed as a tonic. The deer is often
depicted with a piece of this fungus in his mouth. Chinese
legends describe the 'Islands of the Immortals' which were
located in the eastern ocean. Here the immortals consumed
the divine food of the lirig-chih, and drank from the eternal
waters of the jade fountain.

Plate 58
Drawn in the Chinese style, Shou-lao is shown with an enlarged domed head, long beard, and drooping eyebrows. h
his hands he holds the curved dragon-headed wooden staff
of spiritual power. Such a naturally created simulacra of a
divine creature is common in the wallong-staffs and crooks
of many cultures. Walking-sticks are often crowned with a
horn, bone, ivory or wood talisman of a specific totem animal, the serpent-staff of Moses being one such example. From
the neck of the staff hangs a double gourd or distillation flask.
In Taoism the double gourd is a symbol of the alchemist, the
upper part of the gourd containing the red cinnabar and the
lower part the silver mercury. The alchemical elixir of immortality is produced from the amalgam of their distillation.
In both tlie Taoist and Indian alchemical traditions the 'mar~il
riage' of cinnabar ,ind Inercur), provides a s e x ~ ~metaphor
for the union of menstrual blood and semen w~hiclicreates
life. This is in turn a metaphor for the inner-yoga union of the
solar and lunar cIi,lnnt*l-winds dissolving into the central
channel to produce the, imn~ortalityof enlightenment.
The deer of longevity rests behind Shao-lao bearing
mature five-tined antlers, and a pair of cr'incs stand in the
water before him. Bchind his bdck I S the pt~acli-ladentree
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Plate 59 The

SIX
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Diagram of Shamatha Meditation Practice or 'Tranquil Abiding'
of longevity with a white silk scarf auspiciously draped
over a branch as a symbol of a Buddhist arhat. The churning
water of long life cascades from a spring in the conchshaped rock formation in the background. Above Shoulao's head flies the bat of longevity, one of the 'five bats' of
Chinese symbolism which confer auspicious blessings: longevity, health, honesty, wealth, and a late death from natural causes. Placed before him is a bowl of peaches - the
fruits of immortality.
To the right of this illustration is a narrow design depicting 'the four friends' - the elephant, monkey, hare, and
partridge which cooperate in reaching the fruit of the tree
of life. The partridge holds this fruit in his right claw.

Plate 59
This illustration of the six symbols of longevity is drawn in
the Tibetan style and based on an original drawing by the
contemporary Tibetan artist Tsering Wangchub of Tashijong.
The old man of long life holds a rosary in lus left hand and
feeds a piece of the plant of immortality to the stag at his feet.
The fruit tree, cranes, conch-shaped rock, and cascading water of longevity complete the auspicious landscape that surrounds him. A bowl of peaches is placed before him, sometimes
medicinal balls or precious pills of longevity are depicted in
this bowl. The image symbolises the natural harmony of the
recluse, who untroubled by the cares of the world lives a long
life of contenh-nent,peace and natural wealth.

DIAGRAM OF SHAMATHA MEDITATION
PRACTICE OR 'TRANQUIL ABIDING'
(Tlb. zhi gnas)
Primary consciousness itself is pure, yet habitual tendencies
gathered over countless lifetimes have ensnared the mind in
the fifty-one secondary mental consciousnesses. These habitual thought processes, which can be positive, neutral or
negative, cause the mind to dweU continually in a state of
unfocused distraction. The practice of slmnintlm meditation
develops the ability to focus the mind in single-pointed equipoise or perfect concentration, and is a prerequisite for the
or analytical insight meditation.
development of il~pashynr~a
The Ebetan word for slmrrratlm meditation (lib. zlrignns)
means 'calm' (lib. zlri) 'abiding' (lib. prns), or 'dwelling in
peace'. Shnnrntlin should ideally be practised in a secluded
retreat situation, adopting the 'seven point meditation posture of Vairochana', with the legs crossed in 'r~njrasann'or Wversed full lotus posture, the spine straight, right hand resting
lightly on the left palm in the dlrynr~ntrlirdrn of meditative absorption, neck slightly bent, eyes focused along the line of
the nose, mouth relaxed, and the tongue held lightly against
the upper palate. The object of concentration is usually the
image of the Buddha or a deity. Formless concentration usually takes the breath as the object of contemplation.
The illustration of the development of mental tranquility
(Plate 60) is often painted as a fresco on monastery walls.

This mnemonic diagram depicts the nine progressive stage3
of mental development (Tib. sems gnas dgu), which are cibtained through the 'six powers' of study, conternplaticm,
memory, comprehension, diligence, and perfection.

Plate 60
Beginning at the start of the path in the lower right, the diagram shows a monk chasing, binding, leading, and subduing an elephant whose colour progresses from black to white.
The elephant represents the mind, and its black colour the
gross aspect of 'sinking' or mental dullness. The monkey
represents distraction or mental agitation; and its black colour, 'scattering'. The hare represents the more subtle asped
of sinking or mental torpor. The hooked goad and lasso
which the monk wields represent clear understanding and
mindful recollection. The progressively diminishing flame,
which occurs at intervals along the path, represents the decreasing degree of effort needed to cultivate understanding
and recollection. The five sense objects of cloth, fruit, perfume, cymbals, and a mirror represent the five sensual
sources of distraction.
At the end of the path single-pointed concentration is
attained, and the 'purified elephant' of the mind is now completely submissive. The flying monk represents bodily bliss;
and his riding of the elephant, mental bliss. Riding the elephant back triumphantly across the rainbow, wielding the
flaming sword of perfect insight having attained the flame
of clear understanding and mindfulness, represents the
upmoting of samsara by the uni h of shanmtlm and zlipashynt~a
which directly realises emptiness (shrrrryatn).
Key to the nine stages of tranquil abiding (shnrrratlm):
I . The first stage is attained through the power of study or
hearing.
2. The monk fixes his mind on the object of concentration.
3. The lasso represents mindfulness or recollection.
4. The hooked elephant goad represents clear understanding.
5. The flame, which progressively diminishes along the
path, represents the degree of efiort needed to develop
both recollection and understanding.
6. The elephant represents mind; its complete black colour
represents the gross form of mental dullness or sinking.
7. The monkey represents mental agitation; its black colour represents distraction or scattering. The monkey at
first runs wildly, leading the elephant.
8. The second stage is attained through the power of concentration.
9. This is achieved by lengthening the periods of concentration on the object.
10. The five senses of touch (cloth), taste (fruit), smell (perfumed conch), sound (cymbals), and sight (mirror), are
the objects of distraction.
I I . Beginning at their heads, the elephant and monkey begin to turn white. This shows the continuous progress
in fixing and holding the object of concentration.
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12. The

third atid fourth stages are attained through the
power of memory or recollection.
The monk lassoes the elephant, fixing the wandering
mind on the object.
14.The hare, which now appears on the elephant's back,
represents the subtle aspect of sinking, or mental torpor. Here one is able to differentiate between the gross
and subtle aspects of sinking.
15. Tl~eelephant,
monkey, and hare look back; showing that
having recognised these mental distractions, the mind
turns back to the object of contemplation.
16. The meditator holds a clear and detailed conception of
the object.
17.Attainment of the fifth and sixth stages of meditative
absorption through the power of clear comprehension.
18.The monkey now follows the elephant; the arising of
distraction diminishes.
19.Even the arising of virtuous thoughts must be perceived
as a dishaction from the object of concentration.
20. The monk hooks the elephant with his goad; the mind is
stopped from wandering by clear understanding.
21. The mind is controlled.
22. The hare disappears and the mind is pacified.
23. The seventh and eighth stages are attained through the
power of energetic perseverance.
24. The monkey leaves the elephant and now squats behind
the monk in complete submission. However there are
still slight traces of black; this shows that even the subtlest sinlung and scattering may continue to arise. Should
they begin to arise they can be eliminated with the slightest effort.
25. The monkey disappears and the elephant becomes completely white. The mind can now remain continually in
absorption on the object of concentration.
26. Single-pointedness of mind.
27.The ninth stage of mental absorption is attained through
the power of perfection.
28. Perfect equanimity. The path has ended and the elephant
is at rest. From the heart of the meditating monk emanates a rainbow.

29. The monk flies alone; bodily bliss.
30. The monk rides the elephant; attainment of shan~at\~.
31. Riding the elephant across the rainbow; mental bliss.
32. The monk wields the flaming sword of perfect insight,
and rides triumphantly back along the rainbow; samsara's root is destroyed by the union of shnmntha and
ziiposhynnn (sword), with emptiness (shllilyata) as the
object of contemplation.
33. Control of the flame oi supreme mindfulness and understanding represents the ability to examine the sublime meaning of shlrnynta: the knowledge of the ultimate
reality of all phenomena.

The upper part of the illustration, where the rainbow emanates from the monk's heart, represents the tenth and eleventh stages of transcendental mental absorption. The tenth
stage of bodily and mental bliss is symbolised by the flying monk and the monk riding the elephant. The eleventh
stage is represented by the monk riding the elephant back
across the rainbow. From the monk's heart emanate two
dark rainbows, which the monk is just about to cut assunder
with his flaming sword of wisdom. These two rainbows
represent karmic hindrances and mental illusion (kleshnvnrann), and the obscurations of the instincts of mental distortion (jneynvarann).

A somewhat simpler but similar symbolic sequence for
the attainment of meditative tranquility is found in the 'ten
oxherding pictographs' of Zen Buddhism. Here the ox replaces the elephant, and in some Zen traditions the colour
of the ox changes from black to white as the ox is glimpsed,
found, herded, ridden, and finally forgotten. The ten
oxherding images illustrate the search for the ox; seeing its
footprints; catching the ox; herding it; riding the ox back
home; forgetting it; forgetting the man who subdued it; returning to the place from which he started from; and appearing in the marketplace to teach and transform.

Plate 60: Diagram of shornatho meditation practice, depicting the nine stages of mental development

Plate 6 1 : Cosmology of M t Meru according t o the Abh~dharmakoshaand K,ilachak~-asystems

Chapter Five

Cosmology

This chapter on Buddhist cosmology describes the conceptual outer macrocosm of the physical universe, the inner
microcosm of the human 'subtle body', and their interdependent relationships. It begins with the cosmological plan
of Mt Mem and its surrounding universe, and then recounts
the Vedic Hindu legend of the creation myth known as 'the
churning of the ocean'. The second section describes the
mandala offering, where the visualised form of the universe
is presented as a ritual offering. The third section deals with
the Sino-Tibetan astrological system and its intricate symbolism. The fourth section describes the 'all-powerful ten'
syllables of the Kalachakra mantra and their symbolic interrelationship with both the external universe and the visualised internal microcosm of the subtle body. The fifth section
describes the monumental stupa and its architectural forms
and symbolism as a reliquary representing the 'receptacle
of Buddha mind'. The sixth and final section describes the
internal microcosm of the subtle body - the chakra and channel-wheel systems - according to the Hindu model of
Kundalini Yoga and various descriptions from Buddhist
Highest Yoga Tantra.

MOUNT MERU (Tib. R I rob)
Buddhist cosmology is based on two main conceptual systems of the structure of the universe. One is derived from
[he early Abhidliarr~~nkoshn,
composed by the Indian Buddhist
master Vasubandhu (circn fourth century A D ) , and the other
from the later Knlliclinkrn Tnritra.
The Knlnclrnkrn Tnntrn is of a much later Indian origin
and was only introduced into Tibet in A D 1 0 4 . It is said to
have been re\.ealed to King Suchandra (lib. Zla ba bzang
po) by Shakyamuni Buddha in the mythical kingdom of

Shambhala, 'the land held by Shiva'. The Kalachakra Tantra
gives a very detailed description of the cosmos and its dimensional measurements; however elements of this system
appear to have been adopted from the complex cosmology
of the earlier Jain tanhas.
The Abhidkarmakoslla postulates that the entire physical
universe or 'great universe' consists of a thousand million
world systems or 'small universes', of which our world system is but one. The creation of our world svstem began with
an inward movement of four strong directional winds, produced by collecti\.e karma, which converged in the voidness of space. The impact of these four winds caused clouds
to form, which released an incessant torrent of rain. Lightning and the storm force increase of wind drawn into this
embryonic maelstrom caused the surface of the space-suspended rainwater to be churned. This churning produced
yellow foam which began to solidify into the element of
earth, and to sink below the surface of the water. As the
earth element compacted, its atomic density caused various precious and common elements to come into existence
and coagulate below the surface of the disc of water. At the
very centre of this cosmic ocean emerged the great central
mountain of our universe, Mt Mem, with four directional
faces composed of the most precious elements derived from
the solidified foam: crystal, lapis lazuli or sapphire, ruby,
and gold. Surrounding Mt Meru there next arose seven concentric rings of golden mountains, each separated by an inner sea formed of rainwater and diminishing progressively
in height as they ranged outward from Mt Meru. Surrounding these seven rings of mountains is a vast circular salhvater ocean, bounded on its outer circumference by a fence or
ring of iron mountains. Within this great saltwater ocean
there finally arose the four directional continents, whichsurround Mt ~Meruas islands in the middle of the salt ocean.

Cosmology

Each of these four continents is accompanied by two subcontinents positioned on either side, which bear the same
&ape and colour as their main continents but are each half
its size or surface area. This schematic plan of the central
four-sided and four-tiered Mt Meru, surrounded by an inller ocean, seven golden mountain rings - each with an inner ocean, an outer salt ocean in which the four continents
and eight subcontinents are placed, and finally bounded
by an outer ring of iron mountains, is the basic plan of our
small uni\,erse according to the early Buddhist Abhidkarn~akoshn model.
The measurements of Mt Meru and its surrounding
mountains, oceans and continents are extremely vast, with
precise, though different, dimensions given both in the
Abliidharmn and Knlnchnkra systems. The unit of measure is
known as a yojarln or league, equalling approximately fourand-a-half miles in the Abl~idlinrrrrasystem, and nine miles
in the Knlaclrakrn system. As an example, in the Kalachnkra
system the upper surface of Mt Meru from east to west and
north to south measures 50,000 yojnnns or leagues across equivalent to 450,000 miles. The seven concentric rings of
surrounding gold mountains - which may be pictorially
depicted in either a circular or square formation - diminish
by half their preceding height and half their distances of
separation as they proceed outwards. With a square formation of seven diminishing mountain ranges with Mt Meru
at its centre, the illusion is created of a structural pyramid
that echoes the ancient Asiatic model of the divine city, with
its central citadel placed on the summit of a hill enclosed by
seven defensive walls ascending around its slopes. It also
echoes the structure of the great Egyptian pyramid of Giza
(circa 2560 BC), the oldest and only extant of the eight wonders of the ancient world.
The metaphysical concept of the continuous creation of
the cosmos as form manifesting from emptiness finds its
expression in the progressive atomic concentration of the
elements - from space to wind (clouds), to fire (lightning),
water, and the solidification of earth. These five elements
permeate the whole cosmological structure of Buddhism,
from the outer macrocosm or mandala of the external universe to the inner microcosm or mandala of the individual
form, and the secret body mandala of the movement of
winds through the subtle channels.
As the axial centre of the universe Mt Meru represents,
within the human body, both the spine and central channel.
Iconographically i t is represented by the central vertical or
'bralirna-line' that runs through the centre of deity thangka
compositions, and which is intersected by a second horizontal brnhrnn-line in the construction of mandalas.
In the Abhidliarrirnkoslln cosmos, Mt Meru emerges from
its surrounding ocean in the form of a slightly tapering,
inverted pyramid, which has four lower tiers or terraces at
its water-level base. The eastern face of Mt Meru is formed
of white crystal, its southern face is the blue of lapis lazuli
or sapphire, its western face is of red ruby, and its northern
face is formed of pure gold. The sky, oceans, and continents in each of the four quadrants surrounding Mt Meru
reflect the colour of its directional face. Our world system

is situated on the main sou them continent known as Jambudvipa - the 'island of the rose-apple tree', which b characterised by the blue sky and sea reflected from the southern
lapis lazuli face of Mt Meru.
Mt Meru is also known as Sumeru in the Indian traditions, where it parallels Mt Olympus, the Greek mountain
of the gods. Sumeru is located at the centre of the earth and
capped by Swarga, the paradise of Indra. Its mythological
description with four encircling rivers have frequently identified it with Mt Kailash as the source of the four great ri\rers which arise from its high watershed on the western
Tibetan plateau.
Buddhist cosmology places its celestial hierarchies in perspective by assigning the entire formation of Mt Meru to the
demi-gods and gods. Human beings are not the centre of the
universe, and the human domain is humbly located on one
of the surrounding continents in the outer salt sea.
The lowest of Meru's four tiers is inhabited by nagas, the
second tier by garudas, the third tier by raksl~asasand dannva
demons, and the fourth tier by the hosts of treasure-guarding yakslras.
The highest of the four tiers of Mt Meru above the visible water-line is inhabited by the four great guardian kings
of the four directions and the hosts of demi-gods that comprise their retinues. These four 'earth-dwelling' guardian
kings reign over the first celestial realm of Mt Meru and live
in beautiful jewelled palaces in a landscape that is described
as soft, smooth and striped. Flowers grow in profusion, and
smooth roads of golden sand lead up to their palace steps.
Although the inhabitants of these realms generally live in
happiness and leisure some misery is experienced, and calamities like war d o occur.
White Dhritirashtra is the guardian king of the east, who
plays a lute and rules over the p n d h n r z ~ a sor celestial musicians, and the pislincl~os or flesh-eating spirits. Blue
Virudhaka is the guardian king of the south, who unsheaths
a long sword and rules over the k~rirrblroridasor large-testicled
dwarf demons, and the pretas or hungry ghosts. Red
Virupaksha is the guardian king of the west who holds a
small stupa and a snake, and rules over the hooded llgfl
serpents and the putaria dnkirlis or poisonous female spirits.
Yellow Vaishravana is the guardian king of the north who
holds a banner of victory and a jewel-vomiting mongoose,
and rules over the yakshns, who manifest as large-bellied
dwarf spirit guardians of terrestial treasures, and the
rnkskasas or goblin-spirits.
The four guardian kings are sometimes laced on a fifth
tier or even on the summit of Mt Meru, where from their
first celestial realm they look out over the four directional
quarters. The placement of these demi-gods on the tiers of
Mt Meru is subject to slight traditinnal \.ariations, and even
the conceptual structure of Meru's cosmology cannot be
taken as fixed. In fact the mountain itself is hollow, with a
vast blazing syllable H~lrrrat its ccntral core. Below its summit and at the root level of the wish-fulfilling tree, which
rises from its centre, dwell the jealous gods o r nslrnls, who
wage constant war with the gods ovcl. possession of this
divine tree.

Mount Meru

On the summit of Mt Meru is the palace of Indra, with
the great wish-fulfilling tree of Indra's Chitraratha Grove at
its centre and the four other divine gardens of Indra placed
in the cardinal directions. This second celestial realm, presided over by h ~ d r ais
, known as the 'heaven of the thirtythree gods' (Trayastrimsa), on account of the thirty-two other
earth-dwelling gods which accompany Indra.
Above this, the third celestial realm comprises of the four
heavens of the sky-dwelling gods. The first of these four
heavens is that of Yama, known as the 'heaven of no dispute'. The second is Tushita, the 'heaven of contentment',
where resides the bodhisattva Maitreya who is destined to
become the Buddha of the next aeon. The third is Nirrnanarati, or the 'heaven of delightful manifestation'. The fourth
is Paranirmitavasavartin, or the 'heaven of delight in the
illusory manifestation of phenomena'.
The two heavens of earth-dwelling gods (the four
guardian kings and the heaven of thirty-three) and the four
levels of sky-dwelling gods, comprise six heavens, and are
known as the heavens of the form gods of the realm of desire (karizaloka).
Above these six heavens of the kanialoka arise the eighteen higher heavens of the gods of the desireless realms of
pure form, known as rupnloka, although in certain descriptions their number is listed as seventeen. The gods of these
heavens have transcended desire and possess divinely luminous etheric forms of the most sublime beauty. They are
completely absorbed into the four levels of meditative absorption known as the 'four sanzadlzis' (chatur-dhyani-bhunii),
which are qualified by progressively refined states of awareness or purified consciousness. The first, second, and t h r d
of these four sanzadlii levels each consist of three ascending
heavens, making a total of nine. The fourth level of pure
form snrnadhi comprises of another nine ascending heavens,
making a total of eighteen in all. The highest of these eighteen pure form heavens is known as Akanishtha, or the
'unexcelled', which is the heaven of the 'non-returners'
(anagamiii) on the very brink of arhatship.
Above these eighteen heavens of pure form are the four
highest heavens of the formless realms, known as nrlcpaloka.
Beings in these realms have no corporeal form at all, but are
still subject to traces of self-identification and therefore still
bound by the laws of causation. The first of these four formless heavens is known as the 'heaven of limitless space'
(aknshar~niitynyntann).
The second is the 'heaven of pure consciousness' (vijriniiniiaii~ayataiin).The third is the 'heaven
of nothingness' (nkiiiclinyaya!/ntatin),and the fourth the 'heaven
of neither consciousness nor non-consciousness' (iznizinsllanjnnrznsni~~jiin-nyntnrln).
Beyond these four formless realms
is the state of enlightened Buddhahood, in w l c h no trace
of manifested self-identity exists and the flame of karmic
causation has been entirely extinguished.
These realms of heavens which arise above Mt Meru
are conceptually described in various Buddhist texts such
as Vasubandhu's Abliidliorriinkoslia and Buddhaghosa's
Vislii~ddl~ir~rn~~n~
The lifespans of the ascending god realms
are of a progressively vast duration, culrmnating in the neareternal existence of the gods of the highest formless realm,

who live for a period of 80,mn 'great kalpas' or creationde
struction cycles of the universe.
With the arising of any minor snrnadhi or state of b l i whether induced by personal power, mystical experience,
spiritual pride, or even psychedelic drugs - spiritually-orientated modem man may easily come to believe he has attained enlightenment. This delusion is infinitely more
pronounced for a god of the highest formless realm who
abides in the ultimate samadhi of tranquilily whilst universes
rise and fall. Yet causation has its own momentum and destiny turns with the exhaustion of previous good karma. The
last seven days in the life of a falling god of the form realms
is said to exceed the whole suffering of a human lifetime,
even though the karmic transmigration may only be to a
lower level of the heavens. For the first time aversion b e
g m to arise towards the god's formerly beloved companions, his flower garlands wilt, perspiration and body odour
begin to occur, his clothing b e g n s to smell and his appearance rapidly changes from great beauty to ugliness. The
signs of imminent death manifest as desertion by his companions, the tinkling of his decorative bells no longer sounds
sweet, his wide-open lotus eyes begin to blink, and the brilliant radiance of his body light dims. Sun and moonlight d o
not exist in the deuo realms; instead the radiance from h
gods' bodies lights up the whole visible landscape and no
shadows are perceived. As the deun is about to die he can
forsee the realm of his next rebirth, and when it is in a lower
realm he experiences much suffering at his future prospect.
Yet for the dmas there is ascent as well as descent amidst the
celestial realms, and from the highest formless realms
bodhisattvas can arise with the comparative sublimity of
galaxies coming into existence.
Picture-postcards from the god realms are rare, yet to a
highly realised being or bodhisathra who can 'see' through
aU realms of existence, the deuas - who at their dream-like
conclusion are as transcient and ephemeral as Prospero's
speech - are just as real as beings of flesh and blood. Evidence of the form gods' presence seeps through the hairline
of distinction that divides heaven and earth by the divine
intercession of physically manifested (nirmaiinkayn)siddhas.
Rainbow phenomena, flower-petal showers, boon-granted
visions, rains of jewels, manifestation of sacred ash (niblrlrti)
and divinely tasting nectar (anirita), the production, apport
and transmutation of miraculous material objects, may all
be accomplished by the siddha who can traverse and command these realms.
Conceptually it is not easy to comprehend or visualise
these realms of purified consciousness which hover on the
very brink of the absolute cessation of conceptualisation itself. The problem lies purely in the illusory perception that
consciousness is created from bodily manifestation in general, and by the brain specifically. Reversal of this mode of
conception brings us closer to the truth. Consciousness persists as the underlying strata throughout the waking, dream,
and deep sleep states. The 'I' thought arises at the moment
of waking, and individuation immediately arises as the
mind, which is nothing but a bundle of thoughts - gross,
subtle, or extremely subtle - but thoughts none the less.
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Because the waking mind arises the world arises, with its
infinite illusions of a concrete and separate reality. In the
waking state of consciousness, the physical reality of the external world appears to arise with an impeccable logic and
con\iction, yet it is merely a karmic projection onto the screen
of pure consciousness, Like the reflections in a mirror, or a
white cinema screen which remains unblemished and completely unaffected by the endless epics, tragedies, comedies,
and fantasies projected onto it. Karma is not some nescient
storehouse where a being other than ourselves - or even our
'higher self' - deposits and dispenses blessings or curses of
positive or negative destiny. Karma is what we are Living in
at this very moment - its variable fruits of sweehess or bitterness, the tang on our tongues: it is the sum total of our
experience. Sowing and reaping, as cause and result, arise
simultaneously as a myriad strands spanning the past,
present, and future through beginningless time. In the dream
state different identities of mind and an endless series of phenomenal worldscapes are projected; time compresses or expands in a seemingly convincing reality where anything may
happen. To a clinical observer several minutes of 'real' time
pass in the rapid-eye-movements of the dreamer, whilst for
the dreamer a long sequence of entirely separate events may
have arisen. Yet, whatever physical form or appearance one
may assume in the dream, throughout all the phantasmagoria of dream reality the sense of 'I' remains absolute.
The Chnese sage Chuang Tzu once dreamed he was a
butterfly and posed the question, "Did Chuang Tzu dream
he was a butterfly, or is the butterfly still dreaming he is
Chuang Tzu?" In the state of deep sleep the 'I' thought, the
mind, and the world do not aris" as individuation or projection returns to its source as unmanifested consciousness.
There is no screen, no projector, no cinema hall, no movie,
no audience, spectators or witnesses - there is seemingly
nothing at all. Yet consciousness persists, the heart and
breath continue, one is definitely alive and says, on waking, that 'I' have slept soundly or peacefully. The ancient
Greeks believed that sleep was produced by noxious fumes
created by the food one had eaten during the day. The state
of deep sleep remains almost as enigmatic today as it was
to the ancient Greeks. Even though it is a state in which we
spend a third of our lives, it cannot be subjectively analysed
as there is 'no one' there to investigate its nature.
Each day we pass through three states of consciousness:
awakeness, with a seemingly permanent mind which selfidentifies with the body as being incarnate as a separate
entity in an infinite universe; dreaming, with a multitude of
personalities, emotions, and mindframes in an illusory infinity of visionary environments; and deep sleep, where
there is no experience, no world, no individuation, no thing
and no mind. Like a thread through pearls, consciousness
persists through all three states, which arc comparable to
the three 'bodies' (kn!p) of the Buddha - the 11iril1n17nknyn,
sai~~bl~ognkn,yo,
and dl~nrnrakayo(see page 142).The psychic
winds which accumulate in the head, throat and heart cause
these three states to arise.
Karma creates all experiential reality, and karma is
fuelled by the three primary poisons of ignorance, desire,

and aversion. Enlightenment is the total elimination or
sation of karma, the 'putting out of the flame' implied in
the word 'nirvana'. The word enlightenment does not imply a breakthrough into a state of light or illumination; its
meaning is to purify or 'to make the load lighter' by removing the 'weight' of karmas. The state of enlightenment is
our essential Buddha nature, it is not something to be attained in the future; if so it could equally be lost again. Like
a beautiful diamond encased in mud, ignorance veils our
essential Buddha nature. To 'attain' or reveal this essential
nature all that is required is to remove the ignorance. This is
not an easy thing to accomplish; deep karmic impressions
and conceptual thought compounds the difficulty by projecting it to a remote future date, or even onto another being who is going to d o it for us.
"Sentient beings are unenlightened Buddhas, and Buddhas are enlightened sentient beings. Each man must work
out his own salvation", the Buddha declared. This poses
the ultimate question, "What is the primal cause of karma
and ignorance?" On this topic the Buddha was almost silent,
revealing the futility of any conceptual or verbal explanation. As the Buddha declared, "Suppose, Malunkyaputta,
a man were wounded by an arrow thickly smeared with
poison, and his companions brought a surgeon to treat him.
The man would say: 'l will not let the surgeon pull out the
arrow until 1 know the name and clan of the man who
wounded me; whether the bow that wounded me was a
longbow or a crossbow; whether the arrow that wounded
me was hoof-tipped or curved or barbed.' All this would
still not be known to that man and meanwhile he would
die. So too, Malunkyaputta, if anyoneshould say: 'l willnot
lead the noble life under the Buddha until the Buddha declares to me whether the world is eternal or not eternal, finite or infinite; whether the soul is the same as or different
from the body; whether or not an awakened one continues
or ceases to exist after death', that would still remain undeclared by the Buddha and meanwhile that person would
die." (From the Cl~~tlarrral~rnkya
Slrtro cited in Nanamoli Thera
and Bikku Bodhi.)
Similarly, Padmasambhava once asked his Burmese guru
Shri Singha, "What is the difference between Buddhas and
non-Buddhas?" To which Shri Singha replied, "Even though
one seeks to discern a difference, there is no difference.
Therefore be free of doubt concerning external things. To
overcome internal doubt employ perfect divine wisdom. No
one has yet discovered the primary or secondary cause. 1
myself have not been able to d o so; and you likewise, Lotus-Born One, shall fail in this."
In the cosmological system o f the Knlocl~nkrnTorrtvfl the
structural arrangement of Mt Meru and its surroundings is
quite different from that in the earlier ~blridlrrlrillok~15I1fl
model. The Kolaclmkro's Mt Meru forms a conical ~ y r a m i d
with an umbrella-shaped hemisphere of twelve interlocking planetary wind-wheels arching down from its summit.
These twelve wind-wheels or planetary tracks, coloured in
six pairs 'iccording to the six colours of the Kr~lnc11r1k1.o
clemental system, represent the zodiac houses or the equinoctial orbits (,yoln) ot the sun in cach of the twel\-e months
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of the year. Aries and Virgo are white, Pisces and Libra are
red, Taurus and Leo are yellow, Aquarius and Scorpio am
black, Cancer and Gemini are blue, and Sagittarius and Capricorn are green. Mem's four faces and continents are coloured: blue-black in the east (circular continents); red in the
south (triangular continents); silver or white in the north
(half-moon continents); and gold in the west (square continents). In the Kalachakra system Mt Meru is surrounded by
six concentric rings of mountains and lakes, and the outer
salt sea rests on progressively larger and telescoping discs
of earth, water, fire, and air suspended in space.
In the Abhidhnrri~akoshacosmology the supporting base
of the universe which arises within space is represented by
an immense crossed uajra (vishuavajra),symbolising the four
directional winds of the air element. Upon this rests the disc
of the outer ocean, bounded by its circular riajra-iron walls
which enclose the lights of the sun, moon, planets, and stars
within our small universe. A thousand million such small
'island' universes manifest across the infinite expanse of
space, constituting the great universe.
The Abhidlmnnakoslza's Mt Mem rises 80,000 leagues or
yojairas above the surface of the inner ocean; an equal distance is ascribed to its lower submarine depths below the
inner ocean's surface, and the width of the inner ocean between Mem's base and the first circular ring of mountains
is also equivalent to 80,000 leagues. Positioned either above
or just below the summit of Mt Mem, and midway between
Meru and its surrounding continents, are the discs of the
sun and moon. The sun is positioned in the north-east and
the moon in the south-west (an alternative system, derived
from the mandala offering cosmology, places the sun in the
east and the moon in the west). The wind-wheels and the
houses or palaces of the planets and stars spin eternally in a
clockwise sidereal motion across the all-encompassing dome
of the sky, their harmonic interrelations and transitory configurations creating the karmic patterns as cause and effect,
or free will and destiny, of all that is born in time.
According to the Abhidllarn~akosha,each peak of the
seven rings or squares of golden mountains surrounding
Mt Meru is crowned by a city of the gods with a golden
central palace. On the lower slopes, and in ocean caves
along the shoreline, dwell various tribes of asuras. These
seven rings of mountains, which progressively diminish
in height as they encircle outwards, are known respectively
as: Yugandhara, Ishadhara, Khadiraka, Sudarshana, Ashvakama, Vinataka, and Nimindhara. Between each of these
mountain rings are the seven swirling freshwater lakes
known as sitas, which diminish by half their width as they
progress outwards between the seven mountain rings. The
water of these lakes possesses the eight qualities of pure
water, and are the abode of great rlnga kings with their precious mineral and jewel wealths.
In the Knlnclrnkrn cosmology the outer encircling mountain ring which encompasses the great salt ocean is known
as the z~ojra-mountainring, and the six inner mountain rings
expanding outwards from Mt Meru beyond the inner freshwater ocean are known as Nilabha, Mandara, Nisata,
Manikara, Drona, and Sita. The six inner lakes between the

mountains are composed of molasses, ghw, yoghurt, milk,
water, and wine. The seventh outer lake is the great mlt wean
in which the four continents and eight subcontinents arise.
The ffilachakraTantra ascribes Mt Meru's circular crosssection to the indestructible vajra-like seed or disc (bindu)
of the void nature of the element space. In the east is the
half-circle of the wind element, in the south the triangle of
the fire element, in the north the circular full-moon orb of
the water element, and in the west the golden square of
the earth element. The directional placement of the five
elements forms the geomehic base of the mandala of the
deity Kalachakra, symbolising the Five Buddhas, the five
emptinesses, and the five wisdoms. The directional arrangement of the elements occur in a differing sequence in
the Kalachakra mandala, and in depictions of the Kalachakra cosmological system. The blue-black full-moon circles of the eastern continents are placed to the front of the
Mt Meru mandala, the red triangles of the southern continents are placed to the left, the yellow squares of the western continents are placed behind or above, and the silver
or white semi-circles of the northern continents are placed
to the right.
In the Abhidharnia cosmology the eastern potshaped or
semi-circular white continent is known as Purvavideha (lib.
shar lus 'phags po), meaning 'vast land'. Its diameter is 9,000
leagues, and its inhabitants have moon-shaped faces and
are twice as tall as human beings, with a lifespan of three
hundred years. The land, sea and sky of Punravideha are
white, with a mountainous landscape composed of precious
jewels. Although this realm is very peaceful the dharma is
not taught or practised here. To the left and right of the main
continent are the two smaller subcontinents of Videha (lib.
lus 'phngs), and Deha (lib. lrts).
The blue southern continent is known as Jambudvipa
(Tib. 'dzniii brr glii~g),meaning the 'land of the rose-apple or
janrblc h i t ' . The name Jambudvipa is derived from the
sound 'janlbn' which is said to have arisen as the rose-apple
fruits fell into the water. These fruits were consumed by the
~agas,whose excrement turned into the fabled gold of the
Jambu river. Jambudvipa is characterised by an abundance
of wish-fulfilling trees, which symbolise the earth's plenitude. Jambudvipa is 7,000 leagues in diameter and has the
trapezoid shape of an axe-head or vase, derived from the
shoulder blade or scapula of a sheep which is used in oracular divination. Jambudvipa is the continent on which our
human realm is located, with Bodh Gaya at its centre; the
eight great hell realms are located at various descending
depths below Bodh Gaya, representing the comparative
extremities of torment experienced deep in these underworlds. In the Kalnchnkm cosmology these eighl hell realms
are divided into four pairs and are situated in the telescopic
discs of wind, fire, water, and earth below the lower earth
base. The oceans and sky of Jambudvipa reflect the lapis
lazuli southern face of Mt Mem, and the mountain's sheer
immensity fills and chromatically coincides with the hemisphere of the visible sky. Its human inhabitants have trapezoid or pear-shaped faces and live for up to a hundred
years. The dualism of the human realm yields the fruits of

The Ved~cLegend of the Churnlng of the Ocean
to reveal three sides of its faces and tiers. Cloud-streets, depicting the four desire realms and seventeen desireless realms
of the gods, ascend above Indra's palace. The four highest
formless realms are not depicted since they are without substance. The seven rings of mountains and lakes circle between
the inner freshwater and outer salt oceans, and the southern
continent of Jambudvipa with its two satellite subcontinents
are placed to the front of Mt Meru.
At the middle right is an illustration of the Kalachakra
cosmological system. Here a wind mandala of cosmic clouds
supports the circular earth and ocean base of the universe.
The continents are placed in a mirror-image sequence to that
of the Abhidharmakoslra, with the southern continent of
Jambudvipa to the front. Only three rings of mountains and
lakes are drawn to represent the actual sixfold scheme of the
Kalaclu~k,~
system. The cylindrical pyramid face of Mt Meru
is depicted as a tapering rock stack. The moon and sun are
placed to the left and right of Meru's summit. Above Indra's
palace and the heavens of the thirty-three gods ascend the
three cloud-borne realms of the form and formless gods.
At the bottom is a horizontal drawing of the Abliidharma
cosmos in half-section, redrawn from a painting by the contemporary Tibetan lama and artist Ala Rigta. The ilajra-mountain ring can be seen in the corners, with wind, earth, and
water mandalas superimposed above. Again Jambudvipa is
to the front of Mt Meru, with the moon and sun at Meru's left
and right. The four lower tiers are drawn with the rainbow
enhaloed palaces of the demi-gods on each of their levels. In
a circular rainbow on the central face of Mt Meru is the palace of the blue guardian king of the south, Virudhaka. Above
Mt Meru's summit Indra's palace and sacred groves are enclosed by a rainbow; from its upper arc ascend radiating rainbows w h c h indicate the realms of the gods.

THE VEDlC LEGEND OFTHE CHURNING OFTHE
OCEAN
The ancient Indian legend of the churning of the ocean, as
briefly related here, is derived from the Vishiirr Purnirn. The
Purailas are early Indian texts which relate the legends of
particular Hindu gods, and transmit through legend the
earlier Vedic rituals which were primarily concerned with
sacrifice. The Visliiiu Purairn contains its own creation myth
that tells of the search for aii~rita,the nectar of immortality,
which has its earlier origin in the Vedic sacrifice of the juice
derived from soiiin (Asclcpinsnci~ta),the sacred plant or vine.
The legend of the churning of the ocean was absorbed into
early Indian Buddhism and faithfully translated into Tibetan
Buddhism. In the Tibetan medical tradition t h s legend is
extremely important, as i t describes how nitirita, the divine
physician, and many medicinal plants and poisons, came
into existence. The myth also rrveals the origin of such ancient symbols as the di\.inatory tortoise, the serpent Vasuki,
the precious elephant and horse, the wish-fulfilling tree,
jewel, and cow, myrobalam and k~rshngrass, the cosmic
mountain and the principal Hindu deities, all of which were
absorbed into later Buddhist symbolism.
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The gods, having grown weary of their interminable
enmity with the demons or anti-gods (asuras), approached
Vishnu for the boon of immortality. Vishnu counselled the
gods to seek cooperation with the asuras to chum the great
ocean together, which would reveal the gems, herbs, and
nectar of immortality (amrita)hidden w i t h i& depths. With
the help of the creator god Brahma, and the great serpent
Vasuki, they were able to uproot the vast mountain Mandara
to use as a churning stick. From the depths of the ocean
Vishnu manifested himself as the supreme tortoise, which
rose to the surface. On his upper shell was placed Mt
Mandara, which Brahma stabilised by pressing on from
above. The great serpent Vasuki wound himself around Mt
Mandara as a chuming rope, and at either end of the serpent the gods and asuras pulled back and forth, pivoting
the mountain and churning the ocean.
This churning caused chaos in the ocean, as gradually
the water was churned into milk, and then clarified butter
Cyhw). The first things to emerge from the ocean were the
thousand-rayed sun and the cool moon (soii~n),which Shiva
took as ornaments for his diadem. Next arose the white horse
Uchaishravas, and the precious six-tusked white elephant
Airavata; these Indra took as his mounts. Then arose the
wish-fulfilling tree Kalpavriksha (or Parijata), and the brilliant red gemstone Kaustubha; the gods claimed the tree,
and Vishnu claimed the gemstone as his breast ornament.
Next to emerge was the goddess Lakshmi (Shri), the 'fortunate one', whom Vishnu took as his wife. Next emerged the
intoxicating goddess of wine, Sura. The gods were able to
drink her wine without ill effects, but the aslrras were not
able to hold their alcohol. From Sura is derived the word
'as~rra',meaning 'those unable to consume wine' or 'those
without the goddess of wine'.
As they continued their vigoruus churning there next
arose the wrathful fiery form of Halahala (Kalakuta), the
embodiment of poison incarnate. Terrified by the ferocious
manifestation of Halahala the gods swooned and Brahma,
rousing the gods from their swoon, succeeded in subduing
Halahala by uttering the long syllable Hrrni, which caused
Halahala's body to explode into pieces. The t~ngaserpent
spirits claimed the essence of his poison as their own, whilst
from the scattered fragments of his body arose all manner
of poisonous creatures and plants. Another variation of this
legend tells how Shiva manifested as mantra in order to
subdue Halahala, but the poison remained in his throat,
causing it to turn blue. Nilakantha - the blue-throated one is one of the epithets for Shiva.
Next to arise was Surabhi, the 'wish-fulfilling white
cow', whose abundance of dairy products grants all desires. Finally there emerged Dhanvantari - the physician
of the gods - bearing in his hands the vase full of aiirritn,
the nectar of immortality. Dhanvantari is attributed with
revealing the medical science of Ayurveda, which subsequently became the root of the four tantras (Tib. r'gyrrd bzhi)
of the Tibetan medical system.
The nsuros, reverting to their inherent characteristics,
fought to obtain full possession of the atiiritn. But Vishnu,
assuming the illusory form of the enchanting goddess
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Mohini, beguiled the nsuras and served the arllrita only to
the gods. Rahu, one of the aslrras, noticed this enchantment,
and assuming the guise of a god began to drink the alnritn
also. The sun and moon, witnessing Rahu's deceit informed
Vishnu -who hurled his fiery discus (chnkrn)at Rahu, severing his head just as the amrita reached his throat. Rahu's
body fell to earth causing great earthquakes, and his head assuming again its normal raven form - flew into the skies,
enraged at the treachery of the sun and moon. Rahu, the
'lord of eclipses', is forever doomed to chase the sun and
moon across the skies, causing eclipses. But as soon as his
dark shadow has swallowed them they re-emerge from his
throat. A later legend relates that it was Garuda - the 'golden
sun bird' and mount of Vishnu, who stole the atnritn in his
beak, bearing it aloft into the skies. Garuda was subdued
by the sky god Indra, and forced to return the ainrita. A few
drops that spilled from Garuda's beak fell to the ground,
landing on fields of krrshn grass where they propagated
medicinal plants such as myrobalam and garlic.
The gods' struggle to regain theal1irita from the asurns is
said to have taken twelve days, and the four drops that
spilled from the pot (kurrlblra) of nrnrita fell to the ground
near the Indian cities of Allahabad, Haridwar, Nasik, and
Ujjain. At each of these four cities the great religious festival
known as the Kumbha Mela is held every three years in
rotation, with a larger festival taking place every twelve
years (derived from the concept that one day for the gods is
equivalent to one human year).
Infuriated by the gods' total possession of the anlrita,
the oslrras engaged in an even mightier war against them.
But since the gods had consumed the ainrita their only mortal weakness was decapitation, whilst the asurns were vulnerable in every part of their bodies. The osuras were
eventually vanquished into the earth and ocean, whilst the
triumphant gods returned to their heavens. This battle is
illustrated in paintings of the 'wheel of life', where the gods
and nsrlras wage war over the wish-fulfilling tree, knlyaorikshn. Indra leads the army of the gods, wielding his vnjrn
and chnkra, and riding his six-tusked elephant, Airava ta. The
kalpazvikshn is usually identified as the Indian coral tree, but
is commonly depicted as a magnolia-like tree. The gods
dwell near its canopy and can freely partake of its fruit and
flowers, whilst the jealous ns~rrnslive at the level of its roots
and can never fulfil their desires.
Mt Mandara is a sacred hill, of no great height, in the
Indian state of Bihar. The legend of the churning of the ocean
makes it sacred to Hindus, Buddhists, and Jains, all of whom
erected temples there. It features as one of the eight mountains represented in the mandala of the 'eight great cremation grounds'.
Exoterically the legend of the churning of the ocean represents embryonic creation out of chaos, where the elements
of water (tortoise), earth (elephant), wind (horse), and fire
(Halahala) arise from the primal ocean.
Esoterically, the churning of the ocean symbolises the
Hindu yogic practices of klr~clmriri~udrnand Kundalini Yoga.
In the practice of kl~rchnrrilrudrn the frenum under the
tongue is gradually severed, and the tongue stretched and

lengthened until it can reach to the point between the eyebrows. The tongue (Mt Mandara) is then swallowed backwards and pressed upwards to 'chum' the cranial caviq
above the soft palate. Eventually a channel is formed, which
causes nrnrita or somfl 10 descend from the crown of the head
and flood the yogin's body with bliss. Indian fakirs use the
practice of swallowing the tongue and pressing upon the
carotid arteries in the neck to induce a state of catalepsy, or
suspended animation. The fakir can then be buried underground or immersed in water for prolonged periods. When
waking consciousness returns the fakir is impervious to pain
for a short period, and there is no flow of blood if the body
is pierced. It is a tantric dictum that a man's body possesses
two boneless organs which must be controlled - the penis
and the tongue, or for a woman the clitoris and the mouth.
In Kundalini Yoga Mt Mandara represents the cenhal
channel (sushumnn). The serpent Vasuki, coiled around Mt
Mandara, represents the goddess Kundalini - who is depicted resting upon the back of a tortoise. The act of chuming (purification) causes the primal waters to change to milk
(spiritual nourishment), butter (ritual practice), wine (divine
intoxication), poison (ego annihlation), and nnrrita (hansmutation, realisation and immortality). The initial emergence of the sun and moon represent the two subsidiary
channels (izndi) of pirlgnln ( s ~ r y o- solar) and idn (chaildra lunar), which ascend to the right and left of the central channel. All of the other forms that arise from the ocean represent the ascending chakras, culminating in the arising of
nnlritn at the crown centre - where the goddess Kundalini
unites with her lord, Shiva.

THE MANDALA OFFERING
(Skt, mondolo; Tib, d k y ~ l'khor, mondol)
The offering of a mandala, representing the entire form and
wealth of the purified universe to one's lama, guru, or
meditational deity (Tib. !/i dnnr), is the highest ritual expression of devotion in the Tibetan Buddhist tradition. In
essence the mandala offering of the universe is the ultimate act of giving or surrender to the 'outer' manifesting
guru or deity, who is inseparable from one's innate Buddha nature - one empties one's 'self' of self and only the
'one' remains. Form is emptiness, and emptiness is form there is no separation.
The representational 'grain mandala', comprising of a
visualised offering of Mt Meru and its surrounding universe,
forms the physical manifestation of this ritual offering.
the preliminary practices (Tib. sii~oii'gro) of Vajrayana Buddhism, the mandala offering forms one of the four essential
practices or bli~r~nis
- each of a hundred thousand proshations, Vajrasattva mantras, mandala offerings, and Guru
Yoga. The prostrations essentially purif!, the defilements of
body, the Vajrasattva practice purifies the defilements of
speech and mind, thc mandala offering accumulates the
merits of the six perfections, and Guru Yoga transmits the
blessings of thc Vajrayana linengcs descending from
Vajradhara, the 'primordi.11' or dlrnrrrrnki~!l~r
embodiment in
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which pure Buddha nature manifests to reveal the tantric
Buddhist transmissions. The six perfections (pranlitas) arise
as the 'two accumulations' of merit or skilful means, and
wisdom or insight. The five perfectiomq of generosity, morality, patience, effort, and meditation constitute the accumulation of merit, and the sixth perfection of wisdom is
self-constituted. The perfection of meditative concentration
is the only one of these six perfections that implies an act of
solitary withdrawal, the other five being of an integrated or
communal nature. So when a person proclaims, "1 have no
time to practise" they are probably not perceiving the
buddhadlzama correctly. Panoramic awareness has no shutters or doors which open and close during the hours of
meditation or practice. There are no walls, the 'view' is ever
present in its pristine clarity, and no distinction is made between daily life and practice as concepts of samsara and
nirvana, or 'ape and essence'. The true yardstick of one's
practice is how one emanates the awareness of all six perfections in daily life.
The Tibetan term for mandala (dkyil 'khor) means 'that
which circles ('khor) about a centre (dkyil)'; its inner meaning is 'absorbing the essence'. The grain mandala is traditionally offered to one's lama when a request has been made
for teachings or an initiation - where the entire offering of
the universe symbolises the most appropriate payment for
the preciousness of the teachings. Once in a desolate lndian
landscape the Mahasiddha Tilopa requested a mandala offering from his disciple Naropa, and there being no readily
available materials with which to construct a grain mandala,
Naropa urinated on the sand and formed an offering of a
wet-sand mandala. On another occassion Naropa used his
blood, head, and limbs to create a mandala offering for his
gum. Tilopa was delighted with these spontaneous offerings. There are no inhibitions or hindrances in the heart
purified by the fires of intense longing and devotion.
Traditionally a grain mandala is usually conshucted on
a circular base, which commonly measures between eight
and twelve inches in diameter. The base may also be square,
or more rarely semi-circular or triangular, representing one
of the four activities or karrvas of pacifying (circular), enriching (square), subjugating (gibbous or semi-circular), and
destroying (triangular). The base may be fashioned of a
material such as wood, stone, ceramic, slate, or metal, although embellished gold, silver, copper or bronze bases are
more appropriate to tlie preciousness of the offering
mandala. Modem mandala sets consist of a smooth, raised,
precious-metal base with repousse designs of the four continents and eight subcontinents, the great salt ocean, the
ujra-mountain ring, the 'four wealths', and the inner mountain rings - inscribed in correct sequence on the outer ring
of its raised circular base. A series of three or four progressively smaller open rings form the retaining rings for the
grain mandala's stacked ascension. These metal rings are
engraved with repousse designs of the main mandala offerings on their sides. These include the seven insignia of the
chakr.nriartiir and the treasure vase on the largest and lower
ring; the eight offering goddesses on the second ring; and
the sun, moon, precious umbrella, and victory banner on

the third ring. Mounds of grain arc piled within these p m
gressively ascending rings, and above the grain heap of the
upper ring is placed a n eight-spoked golden wheel
(dhrrnadlakrn), fashioned in repousse metal relief with a
lower lotus base, which symbolises the crowning glory of
Mt Meru itself.
Agrain rnandala composed from such a set of base,rings,
and dharnlachakrn is commonly placed on a Buddhist altar often with small rectangular painted images (lib. t.wk l i ) of
the mandala's components mounted upon sticks and placed
within the ascending stages of the grain rings. 'Grain' refen
to the particle substances used to create the various mounds
representing the constituents of the universe. Small precious
stones, pearls, or jewels, form the most auspicious offering
to accumulate the merit of wealth. Powdered medicinal
herbs or pills accumulate the merit of healing. Small stones,
shells, or granular mineral powders may also be used, but
grain in the form of barley, pulses, or rice are most commonly used. The rice should be cleansed of foreign particles and washed in saffron water to give to the uncooked
grains an auspicious golden tinge.
In actual performance of the mandala offering, the
mandala base - which is usually circular and of a bronze or
gold plating to represent the element of earth - is firstly
washed in saffron-scented water. The practitioner then holds
the base in his left hand, sprinkles a little rice over its surface, which he then wipes several times with his right forearm or wrist in a circular motion. At the same time he
visualises wind, water, and earth mandalas arising above
one another within the mandala base. The clockwise circling
of the base with the foream symbolises the cleansing of impurities and the drawing inward of virtues into the world
mandala. Then three anticlockwise circlings are made with
the forearm, representing the blessings of body, speech, and
mind. All of the activities involved in arranging, offering,
and dissolving the mandala are accompanied by visualisation~,prayers, and mantras. The axis of orientation of the
mandala follows the traditional Indian system of an eastwest alignment. East is usually placed on the side facing
away from the practitioner in an offering mandala, where it
faces towards the blessings of the assembly of deities or
'merit field'. In the mandala offering of request, east is usually placed towards the practitioner.
The ring finger of the right hand is then dipped in perfumed or saffron-scented water and circled around the edge
of the mandala base - whilst visualising the outer r~ajramountain ring arising like an adamantine fence. Grains of
rice are then sprinkled over the surface of the base and visualised as an expanse of jewels and flowers permeating the
entire expanse of the universe. An outer circle of rice grains
is made around the edge of the mandala base to represent
the enclosing ru~jro-mountainring. Having established and
purified the base of the mandala, the laying out of grain
heaps symbolising Mt Meru, its surrounding environment,
and offerings, begins. The most extensive construction of
the mandala consists of thirty-seven g-rain heaps, although
traditions of twenty-five, twenty-three, seven, and six heaps
as a 'short mandala' offering are also common. The layout

Plate 62.The Mt Meru mandala offel-~ng
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of the thirty-seven heaps, with their numerical order, directions, Sanskrit, and Tibetan names, are illustrated and listed
on Plate 63.
At the centre of the mandala the syllable Hum is visualised, which characterises the inner essence or composition
of samsara. As a large handful of grain is poured onto the
centre the Hrrin transforms into the great world mountain
of Meru, with its four faces, four tiers, submerged base, and
its total pantheon of celestial beings ascending from its water base to the highest of the formless god realms. Medium
sized piles of grain are next placed in each of the four cardinal directions (east, south, west, and north), representing
the four main continents. Eight smaller heaps of grain are
then placed to the right and left of these four continents in
the same directional rotation, symbolising the eight subcontinents. Then midway between Mt Meru and each of the
main continents are placed four mounds of grain representing the wealths of these four continents. In the east the wealth
of Purvavideha is represented by a mountain of precious
jewels; in the south our world continent of Jambudvipa is
represented by a grove of wish-fulfilling trees; in the west
Aparagodaniya is represented by a wish-granting cow,
whose urine and dung are of liquid and solid gold; in the
north Uttarakuru is represented by uncultivated crops,
which spontaneously regenerate within the day that they
are harvested. Inside the boundary of these four great
'wealths' are placed grain mounds symbolising the seven
To the east, south, west,
precious jewels of the cliakraz~artii~.
and north are placed the precious wheel, jewel, queen, and
minister. In the south-east, south-west, and north-west
intercardinal directions are placed the three remaining
chakravartir~jewels of the precious elephant, horse, and general. In the last intercardinal corner of the north-east is placed
the precious golden vase of treasures. Inside this circular or
square sequence of chakrazortii~and vase mounds are then
placed grain heaps to represent the eight offering goddesses.
These goddesses are extremely beautiful and, attired in jewel
garlands and silks, they assume graceful dance postures,
whilst holding their specific offerings in their two hands. ln
the east is the offering goddess of beauty; in the south is the
goddess offering garlands; in the west, the goddess of song;
in the north, the goddess of dance; in the south-east, the goddess offering flowers; in the south-west, the goddess offering
incense; in the north-west, the goddess offering light; and in
the north-east, the goddess offering perfume. Finally in each
of the four intercardinal corners and on a level with the four
outer wealths are placed grain mounds representing the sun
in the north-east, the moon in the south-west, the precious
jewelled parasol in the north-west, and the banner of total
victory in the south-east. Alternatively the sun, moon, parasol, and banner may also be placed in the east, west, south,
and north respecti\,ely.This completes the thrty-seven offerings of the 'long mandala'. The twenh-five heap offering
mandala omits the eight offering goddesses and includes the
four wealths within the main continent heaps. The hventythree heap mandala further omits either the parasol and banner, or the earth mandala base and rlfljrfl-mountain ring,
according to different traditions.

After the grain rnandala has been constructed and offered, the mandala base is tilted and the grain is poured
into a cloth. When it is poured towards the practitioner it
accumulates blessings, and when poured away it removes
hindrances. A hundred thousand such mandala offerings
are made as part of the preliminary practim (Tib. sngon 'gro).
'The symbolism of the mandala offering occurs on four
levels: the outer mandala is the physical universe as samsara;
the inner mandala is the body, speech, and mind of all sentient beings who inhabit this universe; the secret mandala
is composed of the 84,000 thoughts which arise as 'mind';
and the inner secret mandala is innate self-revealed wisdom.

Plote 62
This drawing illustrates representations of the Mt Meru offering mandala. In the upper left is a geometric plan of the
thirty-seven heap mandala with black spots corresponding
to the numbered key on Plate 63. Here west is placed at the
bottom, with east at the top. In the top centre are two numbered circles depicting the 'short mandala' of seven heaps
to the left, and that of six heaps to the right. The sevenheaped mandala has Mt Meru at the centre ( I ) , and the four
main continents placed in the cardinal directions (2-5). The
sun (6) is placed in the north-east, and the moon (7) in the
south-west. The six-heaped 'practice rnandala' represents
the 'Buddha palace', with the guru at the centre (I), the
meditational deity (lib. yi darrr) at the bottom (2). the protective deities in the four intercardinal directions (j), and
the Three Jewels of Buddha (4). dharma (5). and sangha (6)
placed in the north, east, and south. In the upper right corner are the four shapes of mandala bases, corresponding to
the four tantric activities or knnnnj of pacifying (circular: I),
enriching (square: z), magnetising or subjugating (halfmoon: 3), and of destructive activity (triangle: 4). These also
represent the four main continents: the western circle of red
Aparagodaniya ( I ) , the northern square of gold Uttarakuru
(z), the eastern half-moon of white Purvavideha (j),and the
southern triangle or trapezoid of blue Jambudvipa (4).
Below the triangle in the upper right corner is a threedimensional drawing of Mt Meru, showing its four lower
tiers and upper ascent as an inverted four-sided pyramid.
To the left of this is the simple earth element representation
of Mt Meru as a four-tiered base. To the central left is a sand
or powdered mineral mandala base or tray, above which is
placed a tripod supporting another metal mandda base representing Mt Meru. Left again is a bowl of medicinal pills
used in the construction of a healing mandala. Other bowls
and bags containing precious jewels, pills, grains, stones,
and shells are depicted around the drawing.
Below the upper left corner are a group of five mandala
offering drawings. On the left is a stacked grain mandala
consisting of a base, three retaining rings, and a dlrnniiaclmh
pinnacle. To the right are two precious jewel mandala offerings. At the centre is another stacked grain mandala. The
fifth bowl to the right illustrates the lower tiers of Mt Meru
with lndra's palace above. At the centre left is a triangular

Plate 63 The d~agramsabove show the placement sequence of graln heaps TOI- the thirty seven offel-~ngsof the 'long
mandala' The d~agramat the top dep~ctsa square format~onsequence for the graln heaps, dnd the diag~am at the bottom
shows a c~rculal-heap format~on
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four-tiered mandala employed in violent or destructive activity, which rests upon a low altar table.
Below this section are two drawings of hands forming
mandala nrudra of Mt Meru. The two ring fingers placed backto-back and pointing upwards represent Mt Meru; the remaining four fingers of each hand are interlocked to symbolk the
four continents surrounding Mt Meru. The drawing on the
left has a rosary coiled within the interlocking fingers to syrnbolise the six or seven encircling mountains and lakes. At the
centre right Lama Serlingpa, the guru of Atisha, holds a jewel
grain mandala with both hands. At the bottom right Khedrub
Je, the disciple of Tsongkhapa, offers a mandala to his guru.
The white silk scarf on which Khedrub Jepresents the mandala
illustrates the purity of his offering. Traditionally a cloth is
also worn over the mouth to prevent defilements when a
mandala or other sacred treasure is offered to a high incarnate lama (lib. sprul sku). In the lower left corner are three
further depictions of grain and jewel mandalas, two of which
have tied silk scarfs on their carrying handles.

Plate 63
1. Mt Meru (Tib. ri'i rgyal po ri rob)
2. Purvavideha - the eastern continent (lib. shnr /us 'phugs

PO)
3. Jarnbudvipa - the southern continent (fib. 'dzartr bugling)
4. Aparagodaniya - the western continent (lib. rrub baglarrg
spy04
5. Uttarakuru - the northern continent (Tib. byang sgra rni
srlyan)
6. Deha -south of eastern continent (lib. lus)
7. Videha -north of eastern continent (Tib. lus 'plugs)
8. Chamara - west of southern continent (Tib. m g a yob)
9. Aparachamara - east of southern continent (Tib. rtrgn
yab gzhan)
10.Satha -north of western continent (lib. g.yo Idan)
1 1 . Uttaramantrina - south of western continent (Tib. larrr
nrchog 'gro)
12. Kurava -east of northern continent (lib. sgra rtli snyan)
13. Kaurava - west of northern continent (Tib. sgra mi srtyan
' ~zla)
i
14. Jewel mountain (lib. rirr po clre'i ri zoo)
15. Wish-granting tree (Tib. dpng bsanr gyi shrng)
16. Wish-fulfilling cow (lib. 'dod 'jo'i bn)
17. Uncultivated harvest (Tib. nra rnros pn'i lo thog)
18. Precious wheel (Tib. 'klror lo rill po clre)
19. Precious jewel (Tib. nor. blr rin po che)
20. Precious queen (Tib. btslrn nro rill po che)
21. Precious minister (Tib. blon 110 rin po slrz)
22. Precious elephant (Tib. glorrg po rill po che)
23. Precious horse (Tih. rtn rrrchog rill po che)
24. Precious general (Tib. dirrng dpon rirr po clri,)
25. Vase of inexhaustible treasure (lib.gtcr cherr po'i b~rrtr170)
26. Goddess of beauty (Tib. s,ycg pn nm)
27. Goddess of garlands (Eh. 'ylrrzr~gbn rrrn)
28. Goddess of song (Tib. glu nm)
29.Goddess of dance (Tib. gar. nra)

30. Goddess of flower8 (Tlb, me tug m)
31. Goddess of incense (Tib. bdug spos mu)
32. Goddess of light (lib. snanggsal m)
33. Goddess of perfume (lib. dri chab ma)

34. Sun (Tib. nyi m )
35. Moon (lib. zla Ita)
36. Precious parasol (lib. rirr po che'i gdugs)
37. Victory banner (lib. plryogs /as rnam par rgyal ba'i rmal
nrtslran)

THE TlBETAN ASTROLOGICAL DIAGRAM
(Tib. snd pa'r ho. 'byung nas gob rtse)
There is a Tibetan proverb which states that the Tibetans
received their religion or dharrna (Tib. chos) from India and
their astrology (Kb. rtsis) from China. Although elements
of Shaivite astrological tantras, such as the Shim Sarodhya
Tantra, had certainly been introduced into Bon Tibet from
India at an early date, the dynastic marriage of the Buddhist king Songtsen Gampo to the Chinese princess Wen
cheng (Konglo) in the mid-seventh century heralded the
arrival of the Chinese astrological system. Wen cheng is believed to have brought astrological and medical treatises
with her fmm China. Amongst these texts was the astrological 'tortoise diagram', which one of Songtsen Gampo's
ministers translated into Tibetan and recornposed.
Padmasambhava designed several new protection circles
and talisman seals which were incorporated into the diagram. Padmasambhava is said to have pre\,iously mastered
lndian astrology under the guidance of a gum in Benaras,
and Chinese astrology from a master at Wu T'ai Shan, the
five-peaked mountain of Manjushri in China.
In AD 1024,the profound and extensive astrological system of the ffilnchnkra Tnntra was introduced into T~bet,and
three years later in 1027 its astrological cycle of sixty years
was officially established. The KRIacl~akrasystem essentially
synthesises the principles of lndian and Chinese astrology.
The lndian system is known as 'white' astrology (lib. dkar
rtsis), and the Chinese system as 'black' astrology (Tib. nag
rtsis) - s o named because the Indians wore white clothing,
whilst the Chinese predominantly wore black. The Tibetan
astrological chart in its present form, as illustrated in Plate
64, is said to have originated in the old monastery of
Mindroling.
The Legend of the GoldenTortoise Diagram (Tlb. Rus sbal)
Manjushri, the bodhisattva of wisdom, originally taught the
84,000 astrological treatises to mankind, but people became
so preoccupied with their esoteric doctrines that they neglected to practise the buddhndlrarrr~n.So Manjushri
reabsorbed all of the teachings into his head, s~mbolically
concealing them as a 'hidden mind treasure' (lib. gter nm),
represented by the five-peaked mountain of Wu T'ai Shan
in China: its five peaks symbolise the five protuberances
(uslrrrishn) which adorn Manjushri's head. Bereft of the wisdom of these astrological teachings, mankind was plunged

into the darkness of ignorance, and chaos ensued. Manjushri
was divinely petitioned to reinstate these teachings for the
benefit of mankind.
From his own mind Manjushri projected a giant golden
tortoise, causing it to arise from the depths of the primal
ocean. From his bow he unleashed a golden arrow which
pierced the side of the tortoise, impaling it and causing it to
roll over onto its back. On its undershell Manjushri inscribed
the astrological diagram, revealing to mankind the astrological teachings and prognostications of the myriad destinies that were to come to pass throughout all future times.

Plate 64
The central motif of the divinatory diagram of the great gold
tortoise Rubal is believed to have been the original tortoise
diagram w h c h the Chinese princess W e n cheng introduced
into Tibet around A D 642.
At the centre of the drawing is the astrological diagram
which Manjushri inscribed on the undershell of the tortoise.
In the inner central circle are the Tibetan numerals one to
nine arranged into a 'magic square' known as the 'nine
n~errros'(Tib. srile bn), with the number five at the centre and
the other eight numbers arranged around it so that their
digits add up to fifteen - horizontally, vertically, and diagonally. In the second circle are eight lotus petals, each containing one of the eight possible combinations of trigrams
formed from the yii~(broken) and yni~g(firm or continuous)
lines which create the eight trigrams (Tib. spnr kha) used in
Chinese divination. These eight trigrams follow the 'King
Wen' system or sequence as used in the Chinese divinatory
l Cliii~g(Book of Changes), with south at the top, west on
the right, north at the bottom, and east on the left. Rotating
from the top (south)clockwise these eight trigrams are: south
- fire (11);south-west - earth (k'trn); west - lake (tlii); northwest - heaven (clr'ierl); north - water (k'nii); north-east mountain (ken);east - thunder (clreri);and south-east - wind
or wood (surl).This sequence gives the Chinese names and
elements of the 'King Wen' arrangement.
The third outer circle of the tortoise shell is divided into
twelve lotus-petal segments, each containing one of the twelve
animals of the 'twelve-year cycle' - derived originally from
the Chinese system of the 'twelve terrestrial branches'. The
twelve branches are employed chronologically in horary calculations to denote the particular qualities or influences arising in the hours, days, months, and years. The Chinese
twelve-year cycle commences with the rat (or mouse) in the
north (bottom) and moves clockwise through each of the following eleven years. The Tibetan twelve-year cycle commences with the hare in the east (left). This is because the
Tbetans began their cycle in A D 1027, with the establishment
of the Kalachakra cycle; this was already three years into the
continuing Chinese cycle - which recommenced its sixty-year
cycle in the year 1oz4.Moreover, whilst the Chinese favoured
a north-south ax~alalignment, the Tibetans followed the traditional Indian model with an east-west axis of orientation.
The Tibetan cycle of twelve animals is as follows (where i t

differs, the Chinese animal equivalent is given in brackets):
mouse (rat); ox (cow);tiger; hare; dragon; snake; horse; sheep
(goat); monkey; bird (cock); dog; and pig (boar).
The orientation of these twelve animals places two an,mals in each of the cardinal directions, with the remaining
four animals occupying the intercardinal directions. l-hus
the tiger is in the first eastern section, the hare in the secolld
eastern section, the dragon in the north-east (intercardinal),
the snake in the first northern section, and the horse in the
second northern section, etc.
The twelve cyclic animals are believed to be of Central
Asian or Turkic origin, which later combined with the original four directional animals of ancient China - the tiger,
dragon, bird, and tortoise or 'black warrior'. According to a
Buddhist legend these twelve animals were believed to have
come to pay their last respects to Shakyamuni Buddha before he passed into pnranirvaiin at Kushinagara.
Outside of the animal-lotus circle the thin rippled edge
of the tortoise's shell can be seen within a circle of flames
that envelops his body. These flames symbolise a protective
circle which immolates any evil influences. His head, tail,
and four limbs emerge from the shell. His ferocious head is
crowned with three half-vajms, and another half-vnjrn seals
his tail. The central half-vnjras at the top of his head and tail
symbolise the central channel ascending through his body
on the 'brahmn-line', which forms the central axis of all symmetrical deity thangkas and mandalas. The two half-vnjrns
to the left and right on his head symbolise the lunar and
solar channels; the two snakes coiled around them and facing inwards represent the merging of these two channels
with the central channel. His four limbs, pointing towards
the intercardinal directions, take the form of human hands.
In each hand is a wooden stake on which a frog is impaled,
representing the 'four quarters' of the earth element. These
four 'golden frogs with turquoise spots' are the 'soil spirits'
(Tib.gnynil) of the earth. The small outlined squares in each
of the four intercardinal directions also represent the square
bases of the element earth (Tib. so). Above the head of the
tortoise emerges a flame, representing the element fire (Tib.
me) in the south. Below his tail is a small triangular lake
representing the element water (Tib. ch~r)in the north. To
the left and right of his lower hands are drawn a tree and a
flaming iron sword. The tree represents the element of wood
(Tib. slring) in the east, and the sword the element of metal
(Tib. Ica,ps) in the west.
The five elements of wood, fire, earth, metal, and water,
which occupy the five directions of east, south, centre, west,
and north, are assigned the five colours of green, red, yellow,
white, and blue-black. Each of the elements are accorded characteristics which interrelate with the eight trigrams, seven
planets, five seasons, and times of the day, and the five qualities, activities and vital organs of the body The five elements
combine with the cycle of twelve animals to create the sixtyyear cycle known as the 'cycle of Jupiter' or the 'cycle of
Cathay'. In addition each of the fi1.e elements is accorded a
male and female polarity for alternating years, derived from
the Chinese !l,irrg (nlasculint~)and !/ill (feminine) ~rinciples.
Even-number years are malt,, ancl odd-number years are
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female. ~ h u for
s example the year 2000 is the male irondragon year; 2001 the female iron-snake year; 2002 the male
water-hose year; 2003 the female water-sheep year; 2004 the
male wood-monkey year, etc. The Tibetans 'jumped in' to the
Chinese calendar cycle in AD 1027, and both systems remain
identical in their polarity, element and animal cycles.
The complex interrelationship between the five elements
with their polarity pairings, the twelve cyclic animals, the
eight trigrams (lib. spar klm), and the nine numbers and colours of the nine ntrzoas creates an astronomical number of
possible permutations. When these are combined with the
seven great planets, the two nodes of the moon (the 'invisible' eclipse planets Rahu and Ketu), and the twenty-seven
or twenty-eight lunar mansions of the Tibetan and Chinese
systems, the possible number of astrological progressions
and aspects becomes infinite.
The symbols of the seven great planets and Rahu are
represented in a vertical column below the lake at the tortoise's tail. From the top downwards they are: the red disc
of the Sun; the white crescent of the Moon; the red eye of
Mars; the turquoise hand of Mercury; the green dagger of
Jupiter;the white arrowhead of Venus; the yellow fibre-bundle of Saturn; and the blue-black raven's head of the eclipse
planet Rahu.
At the top of the diagram are the three great bodhisattvas
- Manjushri (centre), Vajrapani (left), and Avalokiteshvara
(right).As Lords of the Three Families they represent the kinity of Buddha's divine qualities of wisdom, energy, and cornassi ion. Since Manjushri emanated the tortoise diagram from
his wisdom-mind he is placed at the centre and slightly above
the other two bodhisattvas. The auspicious conjunction of
the crescent moon and sun are placed to their left and right.
In the upper left corner is the monogram of the ten
stacked syllables of the Kalachakra mantra. As the seal of
Kalachakra it embodies the entire protective symbolism of
the 'great wheel of time'. The ten syllables also represent
the ten powers of a bodhisattva, especially Manjushri in this
diagram. In the upper right corner the nine nlczuns are arranged in the same magic square sequence of numbers and
colours as appears in the centre of the tortoise diagram. Short
prayers are inscribed on each of the nine squares to protect
against the possible occurrence of negative aspects of the
rrrcruos. This magic square is said to have been devised by
Padmasambhava, and is here exalted to the status of a deity
by its placement on a lotus throne with a surrounding aura,
in counterbalance with the Kalachakra monogram in the
opposite corner.
At the bottom left and right are the two protection wheels
(Tib. rlgnrl pn krrn th~rp)of elemental astrology (Tib. 'bylr11,y
rtsis), devised by an early Nyingma scholar named Khyung
Nag Shakdar. The left protection wheel is inscribed on the
underside of a small tortoise that holds the four jewels of
the earth element in its hands. The outer circle is inscribed
with the fifty Sanskrit vowels and consonants written in
Tibetan script. There then follows a long prayer which continues around the outer circle and then fills the inner circle.
This prayer makes offerings and seeks protection from the
goddess Kali and the Tathagata (Sliakyamuni Buddha).

It continues, "AS Buddha has explained the cause and cessation of all things, protect us from the hostility of the planets, stars, earth spirits, nngas, etc." The third circle contains
the eight trigrams, arranged again in the Chinese 'King Went
sequence. At the centre are bijns or seed-syllables, which
protect against the malevolent influences of the nine mewas,
The circle at the lower right is known as the 'charm of
n~~wra'.
Its outer rim consists of a protective prayer beseeching refuge for all beings in the three worlds. The Tibetan
script on each of the inner eight petals and central hub consists of prayers to each number and colour of the nine INUUU~,
seeking protection from evil. The four eight-faceted jewels
across the bottom of the drawing decora tively represent the
four intercardinal directions of the earth element.
On either side of the main tortoise diagram are two vertical stacks of protective talismans, depicting symbols of the
i~ngas,earth spirits, mountain spirits, gods and goddesses
who influence all divisions of time. These are composed of
protective seals and tetragrams formed by the addition of
one horizontal line to each of the eight trigrams of the King
Wen system. These create pictographs of each of the eight
trigrams depicting the eight 'elementals' of fire, earth, lake,
heaven, water, mountain, thunder, and wood.
On the upper left side beneath a jewelled parasol is the
protective seal for the twelve-year cycle, with a triangular
metal dagger (Tib. phtrr bu) vase, and treasure vase at its
base - symbolising stability and good fortune. Beneath this
and below another parasol is the protective seal for the retinue of gods and goddesses of the 'serpent-belly lords of the
soil' (Tib. sa bdag). Very much like the n a p s in appearance,
these are earth spirits which control the positive and negative geomantic influences of any location.
In the upper right column, again under a parasol, is the
protective seal against malevolent influences caused by the
three classes of spirits: the spirits of the underworld, spirits
of the soil or earth, and the spirits that inhabit all places on
or above the earth (lib. k l i l ; sa bdag; gnyan). Beneath this are
three jewel-topped talismans, which represent protection for
the whole field of astrology itself.
The Tibetan astrological tortoise diagram is not actually
used for divinatory purposes. Although it contains the main
components used for astrological calculations, a large
number of other diagrams, charts, and complex calculators
fashioned from rotating dials, fulfil these purposes. The main
function of the tortoise diagram is to act as a very
amulet for protection against all astrological and spirit afflictions. I t is frequently hung on doorways to protect a building or homestead from evil spirits. To create auspicious
circumstances it is prominently displayed at major events
or transitions, such as birth, marriage, nioving or building a
house, illness and death. Many thangkas contain errors in
the sequence of the trigrams, which should follow either
the Tibetan or the Chinese 'King Wen' arrangements.
Tibetan astrologers practise several different systems of
calculation and interpretation. The 'white astrolog)" (Tib.
tlknr rtsis) deri\red from Indian sources rmploys mathematical calculations, and in this respect is similar to the Westem
astrological tradition. Thc 'black astrology' (Tib.
rtsis)
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deri\,ed from Chinese sources employs minimal calculations
and is more psychologically interpretive. The system 'arising from the vowels' (Tib.dbyangs 'char), is also akin to Weste m astrology in its use of calculations; it recognises nine
planets (including Rahu and Ketu), and employs numerolog). in its calculations. The Kalachakra system (lib. dlrs 'khor),
derived purely from the Kalnchakra Tailtra, omits the planet
Ketu (the descending or southem node of the moon) and
employs only eight planets in its calculations. Elemental
astrology (Tib. 'bylrt~grtsis), based on the precise time of birth,
is most commonly used to forecast a horoscope.
Tibetan astrology is an extremely profound metaphysical science, and to assume that one can derive much insight
from simply knowing the qualities of the twelve animal signs
is akin to reading the horoscope columns in popular newspapers. It requires many years of study to become an accomplished master of astrology. In learning the science of
Tibetan medicine all students must undergo a thorough basic training in the principles of Tibetan astrology.

Plate 65
Tlus drawing depicts various astrological symbols. At the
top centre is a large thousand-rayed sun; its radiating lines
are drawn alternately as straight and waving lines. To the
left and right of this central sun appear drawings of the moon
and sun. The two full moons on the left are painted as pure
white (or silver) discs with white, silver or gold radiating
lines. The two suns to the right are painted as gold discs
with gold radiating rays and halo; the gold of the disc and
halo is outlined in vermilion. In the second row left, the three
lunar phases of a crescent, half and full moon illustrate the
first, eighth, and fifteenth day of the lunar month. Both the
Lndian and Tibetan calendars are based on the lunar month,
with the fifteenth day being a full moon and the thirtieth
day the new moon. This produces a year of 360 days. Between these upper moons and suns are drawn auspicious
star groupings and constellations. The early Buddhist
Mar~jrrshrinrulnTnritra states that there are 1,624 constellations. Shown here are the bright star groups of the plough
(Ursa Major), Orion, and the Pleiades on the left, and
Cassiopeia, Ursa Major and Ursa Minor on tlie right. Although of course these constellations are not identified by
their Greek names and mythology, they naturally form conspicuous stellar groupings due to their magnitude of brightness and spatial proximity. In Tibet the pole star (Polaris) is
known as the 'fixed star of the north', and in India the seven
bright stars of the plough are known as 'the seven great r-islris
or sages'. On the right of the third row a clockwise rotating
solar disc appears like a circular saw blade, whilst to its right
a smaller sun emanates rays to the eight directions like a
windmill. The moire pattern effect caused by squinting the
eyes, or when the sun is seen between near physical objects,
such as trees or foliage, creates a clearly visible network of
fine shinmering light rays. Although modem science would
describe this as an optical effect produced by the eye, to the
ancients it was clear evidence of the sun's physical rays.

In the third row from the top on the left, two orbs borne
upon clouds contain the Chinese pictograph for the 'hare of
the moon' and the 'red three-legged bird of the sun'. nese
pictographs are cleverly designed from the Chnese characters for moon and sun. In the fourth row left are three representations of the hare in the moon. In Western folklore the
shapes formed at or near fullmoon by the dark lunar patches
or 'mares' (once believed to be oceans), resemble the proverbial shape of 'the man in the moon'. The Chinese and
Tbetan astronomers saw this shape as a hare, due perhaps
to the moon's lower angle of declination in more southerly
latitudes. In the first illustration the hare is shown pounding the nectar of immortality beneath a cassia tree. This image derives from a Chinese legend, where the lunar goddess
Heng-0 consumes the nectar produced by the hare and becomes an immortal toad. The inner symbolism of the hare
pounding ainritn refers to the Taoist sexual or alchemical
practice of raising the white seminal fluid (bodhichittn) to
the 'moon' within the crown centre.
In Indian Buddhism a Intaka legend relates how Buddha
was born as a hare in one of his previous lives, and in order
to test his endurance lndra drew an outline of this hare on
the moon, where it has since remained. Two other hares are
illustrated in the smaller and larger moon discs. On the right
is depicted the Chinese three-legged red bird or crow of the
sun, his three legs representing the number three accorded
to the yarig or masculine principle of the sun. The red threelegged bird is very rarely represented in Tibetan art; 1have
only seen it depicted in three thangkas of Sino-Tibetan origin. But the outline drawing of the hare in the moon, usually seated as in the smaller drawing, is quite frequently
portrayed in Tibetan art. The patches visible in the full moon
are also compared to the skin markings of a deer in both the
Tibetan and Chinese traditions. In Hinduism the whiterumped antelope is one of the vehicles of the moon god,
Chandra or Soma.
To the right of the three-legged bird is a group of three
small moons and four suns. Contrary to the natural laws of
light the crescent moon is usually painted facing away from
the sun (as illustrated), with the two horns or cusps of the
moon's crescent pointing towards the sun's disc. This motif
is considered to be an 'auspicious conjunction' in the Tibetan
tradition. A group of three or four stars, known as the 'lucky
constellation', is also commonly painted near tlie moon.
Below the large central sun at the top is an auspicious emblem, formed by a clockwise or right-turning swastika surmounted by a crescent moon and sun. This protecti\.e design
is commonly painted on doors or above doorways to bring
good luck to tlie household and avert evil influences. The
swastika is a symbol of stabilit)~,ancl a swastika design or
print is invariably laid in the foundations of a new building. As a Buddhist symbol its four limbs and cight hands
turning to the right symbolise the turning of the wheel of
dharma, re\realing the Four Noble Truths and the Noble
Eightfold Path of the Buddha. Thc sun and moon symbolise the union of wisdom and co~npassion.The inner Symbolism of this niotit refcrs to the union of the solar and lunar
winds dissol\,ing into thc central channel, or the i~nionof
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the female egg (sun) and male sperm (moon) creating new
life (swastika).
In the alchemical tradition of ancient Chaldea and Egypt,
the conjunction of the sun above the crescent moon formed
the apex of the 'philosopher's stone', which is believed to
have been inscribed on a smaU emerald stone. Here the moon
and sun represent the transmutation of mercury into gold.
At the centre is the circular hub of the astrological tortoise diagram, enclosing an eight-pointed cl~akrnsealed with
the eight trigrams (Tib. spar k h ) , and with an inner circle
containing the Tibetan numbers from one to nine arranged
in a sequence to create the 'magic square of fifteen'. The
arrangement of the eight trigrarns in this drawing is based
on a thangka housed in the Potala Palace in Lhasa, and follows the Tibetan astrological system with south at the top,
west to the right, north at the bottom, and east on the left.
Rotating clockwise from the top (south), the eight higrams
are: south - fire (Tib. rirc); south-west - earth (Tib. sa); west metal (Tib. Icngs); north-west -sky (Tib. gilarn); north - water (Tib. chli); north-east - mountain (Tib. r~];east - wood
(Tib. shitig); south-east - wind (Tib. rllrng). Outside of this
cllnkrn circle the flame at the top represents the heating activity of the element fire (south); the iron sword on the right
represents the cutting activity of the element metal (west);
the two triangles of water at the bottom indicate the liquidity of the element water (north); and the tree on the left represents the movement of the element wood (east). The two
triple-squares on either side of the southern flame, and the
two three-tiered mandala bases placed above the lower triangles of water, represent the solidity of the element earth
which is assigned to the four intercardinal directions. The
four intercardinal trigrams related to these four earth symbols are: earth in the south-west, sky in the north-west,
mountain in the north-east, and wind in the south-east. Each
of the eight higrams also represents a spirit or deity, derived from the eight classes of spirits. The trigrams rotate
around the centre from year to year creating an eight-year
natal or birth-year cycle similar to the twelve-year cycle, and
the family relationships of the higrams follows a pattern
similar to the I Clzi17g,with a father; mother; first, second,
and third son; and first, second, and third daughter.
As already explained the 'rizeu7a square of fifteen' consists of the numbers one to nine arranged in a specific sequence which add up to fifteen horizontally, vertically, and
diagonally. The numerical equivalent of the Tibetan numbers in the cenhal hub can be seen at the centre of the group
of nine magic squares to the left, with the number five occu)
pying the central position. The term nlc7i/la(Tib. snrc 1 ~ refers to a 'blotch' or skin blemish, mole or birthmark. This
probably derives from the ancient Indian system of divination or omen interpretation based upon where moles or
birthmarks occur on a person's body. The Chinese almost
certainly had a similar system of birthmark divination. Each
rilciin is accorded a colour, an element, and a direction: one
is white (metal) in the north; two is black (water) in the southwest; three is blue (water) in the east; four is green (wood)
in the south-east; five is yellow (earth) in the centre; six is
white (metal) in the north-~.est;seven is red (fire) in the

west; eight is white (metal)in the north-east; and nine is red
(fire)in the south. The nine m u a s arise as the nine 'influencing deities' derived from the cyclic influences of the nine
great 'owners of the earth' (lib. sa b&).
The magic square of fifteen was also known to the Hebrew, Arabic, and Western magical traditions, whme it forms
the mystical insignia of the 'great seal of Saturn' when a
pathway of lines are drawn through the numbers one to
nine. In the Chinese tradition this pathway sequence is
known as the 'nine paces of Emperor Yu', the legendary
emperor who is said to have received the tortoise shell bearing the nine-inma sequence, and to h v e travelled through
the nine provinces of China following this sequential pathway. Numerologically a perfect symmetry is derived fmm
this magic square of fifteen: the base of three muliplied by
the central five totals fifteen; the central five is midway between one and nine; the numbers on either side of the central five are balanced (plus or minus) in their relationship to
five; and the cenhal five multiplied by nine produces fortyfive, which is the total sum of the digits of this magic square.
Nine as the square of three occurs as a unique perfect number
in numerology: any number multiplied by nine produces a
number the sum of whose digits is also multiple of nine.

A. The maglc square of fifteen

B. The path sequence of the nlne mewas
from one t o nlne as 'the nlne paces of
Emperor Yu'

C. The symbol of the great seal of Saturn

Each of the eight tireicws placed around the central five
has a relationship with the higram placed in the same direction, and each year the numerical sequence of the nine
rneicns changes by rotation, with the central number moving from one through to nine in a nine-year cycle. Throughout life the mac9 for one's year of birth ( F b . skyes sljte ha)
remains constant, and prognostications for a particular year
of one's life may be determined by comparison with one's
birth rilriL1n and the particular year in question. Harmonics
of the ItIciiJO rotation cycle are also assigned to each month
and day, with comparative calculations arising as permutations of the natal rirerta, year, month, and day t 1 l ~ i 1 ~in1 question. The nine rr~arnscombine with the twelve cyclic animals
in a ruling ratio of three merlins to four animal signs. Natal
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ninous also arise as the 'four categories of life', with the actual natal-year nrrrca representing the vitality or life energy
f l ~ h .srog) ot the body, a second rncziw predetermining the
individual's health (Tib. lus), a third the financial disposiand a fourth revealing the individution (Tib. dlrar~gtlrar~~),
al's luckor success as the 'windhorse' (Tib. rll~tlgrtu). A fifth
category is sometimes added representing the individual's
intelligence or 'soul'. A complete cycle of the interrelationthe five elements, and the
ships between the nine ri~rrca~s,
twelve cyclic animals occurs over a period of 180 years,
equivalent to three sixty-year 'Jupiter' or 'Cathay' cycles.

The Chlnese 10 shu, or'master square of elghty-one'

To the left of tlie central hub with its eastern tree is the
Tibetan arrangement of the nine magic squares of each of
the central rilc,iun numbers from one to nine, placed in their
specific positions with north at the bottom centre. These nine
magic squares, with a total of eighty-one individual digit
squares, represent the group of eighty-one 'lords or owners
of the earth' (Tib. so bdog), who manifest in nine groups of
nine, with a specific colour arrangement in each of their nine
centres, cardinal and intercardinal directions. This system
of a 'master square of eighty-one' is derived from the migrating series of magic squares (10slilr)of Chinese astrology.
In the Chinese system of 10 shu, illustrated in the diagram
above, the eight numbers surrounding the five in the central square migrate to form the central number of the eight
magic squares placed in each of the cardinal, and intercardinal directions. For example, the four positioned in the
south-east corner of the central magic square becomes the
central four in the outer magic square assigned to the southeast. A divinatory dial-plate is designed from either the
Tibetan or Chinese arrangements, with the central magic
square at it5 hub and eight radiating spokes of the right ou ter
surrounding numbers of tlie eight magic squares placed in
each of the directions. The eight numbers of the surrounding central hub provide the missing central numbers in the
radiating arms of the dial. A dial-plate designed in the Chinese arrangement is shown below.

In the Tibetan system illustrated on Plate 65, the cenh.al
numbers one to nine occur in numerical sequence from the
top left (south-east) to the bottom right (north-west), following a linear pattern from left to right and top to bottom
across the three rows. The same sequence is followed on
each of the eight digital directional squares of all nine magic
squares. Mathematical analysis of these two systems, based
on the Chinese and Tibetan models, re\.eals their magical
complexity. For example, the magic square of twelve placed
in the eastern direction (centre left) of the Tibetan system on
Plate 65, adds up to twelve in its horizontal, vertical, and
diagonal directions when the number nine at its lower centre is omitted.
To the right of the central hub is the 'three-legged' mystical monogram of the ten stacked syllables of the Kalachakra
mantra, which is placed upon a lotus throne resting on the
back of a tortoise. In Chinese cosmology the tortoise represents the universe, its lower shell symbolising the expanse
of earth, and its upper shell the firmament of the starry heavens. Below the tortoise is another representation of the nine
rrr~rllosarranged in a circular cllakrrl formation with the
number five at its centre. Surrounding this circular hub are
the five elements: water in the north (below),wood as a tree
in the east (left), fire in the south (top), iron as a sword in
the west (right), and earth as a square placed in the four
intercardinal directions.
To the left of the tree at the bottom are two details of the
cosmic tortoise's hands holding symbols of the element
earth. In thc upper drawing a spottecl frog is impaled on a
wooden stick, which pierces the frog's anus and penetrates
along its central channt-l. This frog rrprrsents the specific
i ~ ) , is dt~scribcdas a golden
spirit of tlie earth (Tib.~ i ~ t l n which
frog with turquoise spots. Like most \~ividly-colourednatural animal markings its go1dc.n body and turquoise spots
indicate its p o i s o n o ~ 01~ smale\,olent nati~re.Its impalelnent
on a stick symbolises the, nailing or pinning into stability of
the earth spirit of thcclc~nc,ntc.,irth. In thc hand of the lower
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tortoise is a square two-tiered base of the element earth. Four
further examples of the earth element are drawn in the SWond column from the lower left corner and below the gn)up
of nine magic squares. At the top is another drawing of the
impaled golden frog with turquoise spots. Below this is a
tortoise's hand holding a golden jewel obtained from the
earth. Below again are the inscribed golden square of earth,
and a four-tiered square stack representing the base of Mt
Meru. In the bottom left corner is a stack of seven black tiers
(Tib. tkirr nla). It consists of seven separate segments or
'knuckles', and is used as a time measuring device to determine the astrological ascendant sign of a child born in the
hours of daylight. Since watches and clocks were virtually
non-existent in rural Tibet, the seven knuckles of the thltrnin
served as a sundial, indicating from its base and six ascending knuckles the six two-hour shadow periods of each of
the six ascending zodiac signs during the twelve hours of
daylight.
Below and to the left of the central hub are illustrated
two stacked columns representing the seven great planets
as the days of the week, with the raven's head of the eclipse
planet Rahu at the bottom. In depictions of the astrological
tortoise diagram these pictographs of the planets are always
placed at the bottom centre. At the top of each of these two
columns are the round red discs of the Sun representing Sunday (Tib. gza' nyi nra). The Sun has the nature of the fire element, and in Sanskrit is known as Aditya or Surya. Next is
the white or pale yellow crescent of the Moon representing
Monday (Tib. gzn' zln ba). The Moon has the nature of the
water element, and in Sanskrit is known as Chandra. Next
is the baleful red eye of the planet Mars representing Tuesday (Tib. gza' inig dinar). Mars has the nature of the fire element, and in Sanskrit is known as Mangala. Next is the
turquoise blue hand, with a pointing index finger making
the threatening tnrjani gesture, of the planet Mercury representing Wednesday (Tib. gm' lhng pn). Mercury has the nature of the water element, and is known as Budha in Sanskrit.
Next is the golden or green ritual dagger (Tib. phur bu) of
the planet Jupiter representing Thursday (Tib. gzn'phtrr bu).
Jupiter has the nature of the wind element, and is known as
Brhaspati in Sanskrit. Next is the golden, white, or multicoloured arrowhead of the planet Venus representing Friday (Tib. gza' pa songs). Venus has the nature of the earth
element, and is known as Shukra in Sanskrit. Next is the
golden-yellow or black-red bundle of fibre of the planet Saturn representing Saturday (Tib.g z a ' q ~ mpa). Saturn has the
nature of the earth element, and is known as Sani in Sanskrit. At the bottom is the blue-black raven head of the invisible eclipse planet Rahu (lib. sgrn gcnii), the 'wild god of
the sky'. Rahu's decapitated raven head is sealed with an
open lotus neck-choker, his beak is made of tempered meteorite iron, his tongue is a blazing sword, his teeth are
knives, and a poisonous mist of illnesses issues from his
mouth. His head is extremely poisonous, and his eclipse
shadow causes epileptic fits on whomever it falls. As mentioned already, Rahu chases and swallows the sun during a
solar eclipse, but since his head has been severed from his
body the sun again reappears from the open orifice of his

neck. Rahu's headless body forms the secondary eclipse
planet Ketu (Xb. mjug rings), which devours the moon during a lunar eclipse. Rahu and Ketu correspond to the northe m and southem nodes of the moon in Western astrology,
where they are known as the 'dragon's head' and 'dragon's
tail' respectively. Ketu means 'brightness' in Sanskrit, and
'long-tailed' (lib. mjug rings) in Tibetan, and Krtu as the
'ninth planet' is also identified with a great comet - possibly Halley's comet, which throughout recorded history has
often made a spectacular return on its seventy-six-year elliptical orbit around the sun. The later Kalachakra astrological system recognised that eclipses of the sun and moon
actually occur by the shadows of the moon and earth passing over their respective discs. As symbols Rahu and Ketu
appear as the sky-blue head and tail of a dragon in the
Kalachakra system. Since their sky-blue colour renders them
invisible, it is only when the sun and moon enter the mouth
or tail of the dragon and turn dark red in colour that their
precise astronomical position can be seen.
The nine planets are classified into peaceful and wrathful forms. The Moon, Mercury, Venus, and Jupiter are the
peaceful, 'white', compassionate planets. The Sun, Mars,
Saturn, Rahu, and Ketu are the wrathful, 'red', dynamic
planets. The Chinese related the five elements to the 'wandering' planets: Mercury, being the fastest moving planet,
is the water planet; Venus, being the brightest, is metal; Mars,
being the red planet, is fire; Jupiter, being the planet of
growth, is wood; and Saturn, being the slowest-moving
planet, is earth. In ancient Indian astrology these nine planets (rzaringr~ha)have been worshipped, propitiated, and appeased since time immemorial. As pure abstract symbols
they are accorded a geometric shape, colour, and direction.
As deities they are represented in two-armed form with
specific colours, vehicles, and attributes.
A final group of astrological symbols, which occur on
astrological diagrams but are not illustrated here, are the
four auspicious and inauspicious signs. The four auspicious
signs are a swastika, jewel, rlnlrtl, and endless knot. The four
inauspicious signs are a human limb, a ritual dagger (lib.
phzrr b ~ r )a, triangular wedge, and the 'five demons' or black
spots of a dice.

THE 'ALL-POWERFUL TEN'
INTERLOCKING SYLLABLES
(Tib. spungs yrg rnom bcu dbang Idon)
Plates 66 and 67 illustrate four examples of the ten interlocking or stacked syllables of the Kalachakra mantra (Oirr
Hnrir Kshn Mn La Vn Ra Yn Sun Hn), commonly known as the
'all-powerful ten'. The interlocking body of this m!.stical
monogram is composed of the seven syllables Hnnr &/in M R
La Va Ra Yn written in Lantsa characters. Lantsa is an Indian
Buddhist script - probably of late Pala origin although certain scholars date it as late as the seventeenth century which is specifically used for mantra syllables and the titles
of sacred texts. m s stylised and beautifully ornate script
was devised from the Sanskrit alphabet and used extensively
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in Nepali Buddhism. Above the bmad horizontal bar which
these seven interlocking consonant syllables is a crescent moon, a sun disc or dot, and a dissolving flame-tip ~ h i d . completes
1
the ten stacked syllables. An eleventh symbol, the vowel syllable A -representing the element of space
- is not depicted, but it merges with all of the consonant
sounds as the musical drone of the tonic note gives life to
the melodic structure of a musical composi tion. In Vajrayma
or Mantrayana (more precisely iiinr~trar~n!p)
Buddhism an
elaborate and complex symbolism and theory are applied
to the vowel and consonants sounds, known as 'ali' and 'knli'.
The seven consonant syllables, Hain Ksl~nMa La Va Rn Ya
are always written in a vertical column, even in conventional Tibetan script. These syllables are composed of vertical 'legs' (Tib. rkaiig pa), and horizontal 'arms' (Tib. ln<qpa),
which interweave like basketwork. Plate 66 and the left-hand
drawing on Plate 67 illustrate the full form of the all-powerful ten syllables with seven vertical legs and seven horizontal arms. Two condensed versions of this monogram are at
the centre and right of Plate 67, depicting a simpler variation with three legs and three arms.
The entire symbolism of these stacked syllables is extremely complex, encapsulating meanings which relate to
all three aspects of the Kalac/mkm Tarztra - the external, internal, and alternative. The external aspect deals with cosmology, astronomy, and astrology; the internal aspect deals
with the subtle energy systems of the individual's mind and
body interrelationships; and the alternative aspect deals with
the actual deity practice of Kalachakra. However the main
symbolism of the 'all-powerful ten' relates to the cosmology of Mt Meru and its surrounding universe according to
the Kolachakl.n, and to the complex geometrical mandala
palace of the deity Kalachakra and his retinue of 722 deities.
At the base on the left is the Ya syllable, symbolising
the disc of wind or air on which the mandala rests. This Yn
syllable is black and composed of the first vertical leg which
rests on the lotus throne, and another black inner vertical
line which runs parallel to the first leg from its doubleline, plough-shaped, consonant form. The second leg represents the red disc of fire, formed by the single pointed
red syllable Ra. The third leg is white and represents the
white disc of water formed by the U-shaped white consonant Va. The fourth leg is yellow representing the disc of
earth, and forming the lance and crescent shape of the yellow syllable Ln. The fifth leg is red and terminates in the
oval shape of the syllable MO.This oval, divided into four
quadrants, represents Mt Meru and the mandala palace itself; the four sides of the oval are coloured red on the right,
yellow at the bottom, white on the left, and black at the top
- which correspond to the four directions of south (red),
west (yellow), north (white), and east (black) of Mt Meru
accordi~~g
to the Kalachakra system of cosmology. The sixth
leg of the syllable Kshn is green and represents the green or
multicoloured eight-petalled lotus placed above Mt Meru,
the gods of the desire and form realms above Mt Meru,
and the deities of the mandalas of enlightened body, speech,
and mind. The seventh leg of the syllable Hnrrr is dark blue
and geometrically forms both the sixth horizontal arm and

'head' (Tib. nlgo bo) of these seven stacked consonants, n i s
broad dark blue head is shaped like the cross-section of a
lotus blossom and symbolises the four formless god realms
above Mt Meru, and the deities of the mandala of enlight.
ened wisdom.
The crescent moon, solar dot, and triple curving flametip above the head of the seven stacked syllables symbolise
the three psychic channels, and the deities of the mandala
of great bliss, which crowns the centre of the Kalachakra
mandala. These three symbols commonly occur above many
bijas or seed-syllables and are known as the ziisarp, anltsuam,
and tilnka (dot) or r~ndn(disappearing flame) respectively.The
visarga is the aspirated first consonant sound of a ~ e e d - ~ ~ l l ~ ble, the ailtlszlara is the last nasal consonant sound, and the
tilakn is the central vowel sound. The crescent moon, which
may be coloured white or red, is the visargn of the first conso
nant 'h' sound of the syllable Hnilr, and represents the left
lunar energy channel. The solar dot - which may be coloured
red, yellow, or white - is the ninrsvnra of the last 'in' sound of
the syllable Haii~,and represents the right solar energy channel. The flame-tip - w h c h is dark blue, green, or black in
colour - is known as the tilakn (or nndn) or vowel sound, and
represents the central channel as the eclipse planet Rahu.
In the external Kalachakra system the ten syllables represent the four disc elements of air, fire, water, and earth;
Mt Meru; the eight-petalled lotus; the form and formless
god realms; and the sun and moon of the outer cosmos. In
the internal Kalachakra system the ten syllables represent
the four internal elements; the spinal column; the sexual
centre; the three psychic channels, and the arising of bliss.
In the alternative Kalachakra system the ten syllables, including the underlaying A vowel sound of the disc of emptiness or space, combine with the tilnka flame-tip to represent
the eleven stages of initiation performed in the Kalachakra
initiation. The first seven of these are the 'childhood initiations' of: water, crown, silk ribbon, zinjro and bell, conduct,
name. and permission. The last four are the higher initiations of: vase initiation, secret initiation, knowledge-wisdom
initiation, and provisional word initiation.
In relation to the geometric symbolism of the painted or
coloured sand mandala of Kalachakra the multicoloured
outer flame-circle is the disc of wisdom; the inner black irajrflcircle is the disc of space; the green outer section of the
mantra and wheel-circle is the disc of wind, and its red inner section the disc of fire; the white wave-design circle is
the disc of water; and the inner yellow swastika-circleis the
disc of earth. In the central palace of the mandala, resting
d
o f Mt Meru, are the triple
on the f o u r - c o l o ~ ~ r ebase
~ n a n d a l a sof enlightened body, speech, and mind, the
mandala of enlightened wisdom, and the innermost
mandala of enlightened great bliss. At the very centre of the
great bliss mandala are a stack of five identical discs bearing on their uppermost surface a blue 7)njrosymbolising the
deity Kalachakra, and a small yellow-orange disc placed to
the right of the iuljr,l symbolising his consort Vishvamata.
These five coloured discs s)rmbolise the l o t ~ base
~ s crowned
by the four planetary discs of a white moon, red sun, blueblack Raliu, and orange or golden Kalagni. The ~ t ~ h imoon
te

Plate 66:The all-powerful ten syllables o f t h e Kalachakra mantra
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and the red sun correspond to the left lunar white channel
(Xb. rkyang ma) and the right solar red channel (Tib, ro ma),
which in the Kalachakra system cross and knot around the
central channel at the navel centre. The central channel (lib.
dbu nra) corresponds to Kalagni below the knot at the navel
centre, and Rahu above the navel centre. These five discs
are represented below the ten stacked syllables by the lotus
throne base - whose eight petals represent the heart chakra
-above which are stacked the four planetary discs of a white
moon, red sun, blue-black Rahu, and orange or golden
Kalagni. On either side of the ten stacked syllables in Plate
66 are the Lantsa syllables 'e' on the left and 'vam' on the
right, which combine to produce the bija or seed-syllable
Evam. The 'e' syllable on the left is coloured blue representing the vajra of Kalachakra, and the 'vnm' syllable is coloured
orange to represent the lotus (padma) of Vishvamata. Surrounding the monogram of the ten stacked syllables is a
golden deity aura composed of scrolling jewels.
The ten syllables also represent the ten aspects, aims and
powers of Kalachakra, along with the ten psychic winds,
the ten 'doors' or apertures where psychic winds may enter
the central channel, and the movements of the ten planets
within Kalachakra's cosmological system.
Within the subtle consciousness of the 'zpajra body' (see
page 142) the four discs of wind, fire, water, and earth are
positioned above the sexual chakra of the preservation of
bliss; the Ma syllable represents the spine; the Kshn syllable
represents the throat to the ushnisha; and the syllable Ha,
crescent moon and bindri drop are the three main psychic
channels or nadis. Within the 'body of experiential joy' where the four descending and ascending joys are experienced as increasing levels of great bliss (see page 331) - the
four discs of wind (Ya), fire (Ra), water (Va), and earth (La)
correspond respectively to the forehead, throat, heart, and
navel centres; the Ma syllable is located at the 'secret place'
four finger-widths below the navel; Ksha is the secret lotus
of the sexual centre; and the syllable Ha, crescent moon, and
bindu drop are again the three main psychic channels.
Although any mantra of a major Buddhist deity may
similarly be compounded into an interweaving vertical
monogram of Lantsa letters, the stacked syllables of
Kalachakra's all-powerful ten are the only form commonly
represented, and are by far the most symbolically complex
and profound.

THE STUPA (Tib. mchod r t e n )
Three 'receptacles' represent the body, speech, and mind of
the Buddha: a painted image or statue of an enlightened
Buddha, or deity, forms the receptacle of body; a religious
text forms the receptacle of enlightened speech; and a stupa
forms the receptacle of Buddha's enlightened mind.
The stupa is essentially the earliest form of the Buddha
image, built to commemorate the major events in his life
and to mark the sacred places where these events occurred,
and to house his relics as well as those of his spiritually advanced disciples.

Burial mounds are common to most neolithic, bronze
and iron age cultures, and Vedic India was no exception to
this almost universal practice. Domed tombs or samadhis
erected over the buried bodies of Indian saints or kings function as free-standing sacred sites which the devotees can
circumambulate, absorbing the blessings or darshun of the
great spiritual 'presence' entombed within. Great lndian
saints are traditionally buried - cremation is not deemed
necessary as they have already passed through the fire of
spiritual purification.
Early Indian Buddhism, with its immediate reliance on
the doctrines of the Buddha, developed the stupa fonn at
its inception, giving rise to a popular cult of relics and pilgrimage centres with circumambulatory sites. Two sets of
eight great stupas were built shortly after Shakyamuni Buddha'spariniwana. One set is known as the 'Tathagata stupas
of the eight sacred places': these stupas commemorate the
eight major events of his life. The second set is known as the
'eight great relic stupas of the cities': these contained the
eightfold division of Buddha's physical relics - his cremated
mortal remains. The Buddhist emperor Ashoka (third century BC)restored and rebuilt many of these great stupas. He
is said to have constructed 8 4 , m other stupas from their
original relics within his Lifetime.
These great early Indian stupas were of a large monumental design forming a vast dome known as an anda or
egg. This dome was raised above a round circumambulatory
base, frequently balustraded with four gates and steps leading up to a higher circular terrace. The dome of the stupa
was crowned by a square structure known as a harmika, in
which the relics were enshrined. Above the ltarrnika a
wooden axle-pole known as a ynsti, supported a series of
diminishing circular wheels or umbrellas known as a
chattravali. The Indian prototype of the vast domed stupa consisting of a base, dome, harn~ika,axle-pole, and umbrellawheels - underwent a varied metamorphosis in its aniconic
shape in aU of the lands to w h c h Buddhism spread. It appeared in the forms of the Chinese and Japanese pagoda,
the Sri Lankan dagoba, the Indian stupa or chaitya, and the
Tibetan chorten (Xb. mchod Hen).Circumambulation of Buddhist stupas and shrines always revolves in a clockwise direction; adherents of the Tibetan Bon tradition always circle
in an anticlockwise motion.
Shakyamuni Buddha is believed to have g v e n the basic
design for the stupa w i t h h s own lifetime. A sritra story
relates that the relics of Shariputra, one of Shakyamuni's
closest disciples, were enshrined in a lay disciple's house
for veneration. One day the layman went away locking h s
door, and the devotees were disappointed not to be able to
worship the relics. When it was brought to the attention of
Shakyamuni, he decreed that an external reliquary should
be constructed housing Shariputra's relics, to which all people could have continuous free access. He described its construction as having four gradually ascending steps, a circular
vase base, a vase dome, a square harnrika, an axle-pole, a
rain cover, and from one to thirteen stacked umbrellawheels. In ancient India h r t e e n umbrellas or parasols was
the highest emblem of royalty, an honour accorded only to
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the chakrawrtin or 'universal monarch'. This number may
have symbolised the earth as a central point with the twelve
surrounding solar houses of the year, or the overcoming of
the thw primary poisons at the central hub of the didactic
'wheel of life' surrounded by the twelve links in the circular
chain of dependent origination.
Shakyamuni was later questioned about stupa designs
for other disciples and for his own eventual reliquary stupa.
He instructed that the Tathagata's stupa should be of full
design, having at least thirteen umbrella-wheels. For the
reliquary stupas of prntyehbrrdd\ms five umbrellas were assigned, for an arhat's stupa four umbrellas, for a non-returner
(ar~agarnin)
three umbrellas, for a once-returner (sakrdagnrnin)
two umbrellas, for the stream-enterer (shrotapanr~a)one
umbrella, and for the unordained lay practitioner no umbrellas were prescribed. Early sutras of Buddha's spoken
words also record the evolution and development of the
stupa's basic form. A walled enclosure with four directional
tornrin gateways both sanctified the enclosed stupa grounds
and kept animals at bay. The spire, upper parasol, and rain
cover were also adapted to prevent water damage, staining, and bird excrement. The finest surviving examples of
the enormous early Indian stupas are to be found at Sanchi
and Sama th.
Tliroughout the centuries stupa designs continued to
evolve. In Burma, Thailand and South East Asia the stupa
designs became delicate and slender, with a long bellshaped central vase or dome. In China the stupa evolved
into the pagoda, whilst in Nepal the great stupas of
Bodhnath and Swayambhu retained the hemispherical
breast-like shape of their Indian prototype, particularly that
of the Sanchi stupa. Later Nepali stupas inherited the ornate decorative elegance of the twelfth-century Pala style
from Eastern India, incorporating the images of the Five
Buddha Families. The Tibetan variant (Tib. nrchod rten) also
assumed various stylistic designs, but from the Kadampa
tradition there evolved the common inclusion of the Buddha's enlightenment throne base, which provided a strong
element of uniformity to the various classes of stupa. Early
Kadampa designs of small moulded clay images stamped
from a metal mould (Tib. tsho tsl~a)depict votive stupas
mainly in a bell-shaped design with a square Imrrilikn above,
and often the eight great stupas positioned in relief around
the central dome. But these images were subject to the limits of clay impression moulding, which technically precluded the casting of recesses or tapering spires. These
impressed images of stupas or of tutelary and longevity
deities are commonly fashioned from clay mixed with auspicious substances and usually three grains of barley, which
a,
and
symbolise the Three Jewels of B ~ ~ d d h dharma,
sangha. Reliquary tsl~otslro often contain the cremation
ashes of a lama or respected lay practitioner.
The rituals involved in constructing a stupa are extremely elaborate. The site has to be carefully chosen and
permission from the 'serpent-tailed earth spirit' established.
Weapons and coins are frequently buried under its base,
whil5t thousands of rolled mantras and moulded clay images (Tib. tslrn tslro) are placed in the dome along with a n

enormous array of offerings. In the harmih are placed the
relics of great lamas or teachers, together with a specific
mandala for the stupa's design. This mandala is usually en.
graved into a slab of stone or slate, according to instructions given in two texts known as the R a s l ~ m i v i and
~~l~
Vimaloshnisha. The wooden axle-pole is fashioned from a
specific tree trunk, and placed in the same directional orientation as when the tree grew in the wild. This follows an
old oriental tradition of timber construction, whereby wood
that grew on the north, south, east, or west slopes of a hill
would be incorporated into a wooden building in the same
directions on each of its four sides, as the wood had naturally weathered and seasoned in that direction. A small stupa
is carved at the top of the axle-pole and a half-irajra at its
base, which rests above the centre of the Imrmika's engraved
mandala of stone or slate. Many mantras are carved or bound
along the length of the axle-pole. The siting, pegging of the
ground, elimination of negativities, construction by prescribed stages, and final consecration of the stupa follow an
extremely elaborate ritual procedure.
Although the original purpose of the stupa was to enshrine relics of great spiritual teachers, they are also constructed for many other auspicious reasons. At sacred sites
they commemorate major events; at crossroads, mountain
passes and on pilgrimage routes they provide a focus for
religious devotion. As stabilisers, removers of hindrances,
illnesses and epidemics, they bring peace to strife-tom lands,
longevity to the local inhabitants, and a sense of harmony
to the whole environment.
The mummified bodies of highly realised masters, such
as the previous Dalai Lamas, are sometimes enshrined in
lavishly gilded and jewelled stupas. The large reliquar)!
stupa of the great Fifth Dalai Lama inside the Potala Palace
is gilded with over three-and-a-half tons of gold leaf and
embellished with thousands of large precious stones and
pearls. The equally precious reliquary stupa of Lama
Tsongkhapa (1357-1419)~at Ganden monastery near Lhasa,
was plundered during the Cultural Revolution by Chinese
Red Guards who reduced the whole monastic city of Ganden
to rubble. According to various witnesses the perfectly preserved body of Tsongkhapa caused great consternation
amongst the Chinese cadres. They threw the body into a
river, but apparently i t remained floating on the surface.
Tsongkhapa's body was eventually burned with kerosene,
and amongst his ashes only a single tooth survived. Stamped
clay impressions of this tooth were produced by the thousand and secretly distributed to those of the Buddhist faith.
To kill a living faith is not an easy thing, as the Chinese are
still discovering, and to try to d o so is ~roverhiallya crime
before which even murder pales.
The Symbol~slnof the Stupa

As the receptacle of Buddha's enlightened mind thc stupa
encapsulates a m ~ ~ l t i t u of
d es),mbolic meanings that reveal
his enlightened qu,llities. Firstly, although i t is not actually
described in any Tibetan tcxt o n stupa s).mbolism, the stupa
has 'assumed' the ~.tbpresentationof the fi1.r purified
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elements. The square base or Lion throne represents the four
cardinal sides and four intercardinal comers of the element
earth. The hemispherical dome or vase (lib. burn pa) represents the circle or drop of the element water. The conical
spire of thirteen umbrellas represents the element of fire.
The upper lotus parasol and crescent moon represent the
element of air; and the sun and dissolving point, the element of space.
As a representation of the Buddha's body, the square
base of the stupa -composed of a plinth, three steps, main
facade, cornice, edge, and cap - is measured to the same
iconographic proportions as the Buddha's lion throne. Thus
the square base is the throne on which Buddha sits. The four
square steps rising above the throne's cap represent the
Buddha's legs locked into vajrasana or 'reversed' full-lotus
posture. The four sides of t h s square section evoke the solidity and stability of earth. Two sides represent Buddha's
thighs, one h s back, and the fourth his forelegs and feet
folded into vajrasana posture. The vase or dome symbolises
the torso of the Buddha; the arched niche or window in
which an image of a deity is placed at the dome's centre is
situated in the exact position of Buddha's heart. The llarmrka
above the dome represents the Buddha's face and eyes which gaze out over the four directions; frequently on Nepali
stupas a pair of Buddha eyes are painted onto each side of
the square Ilarii~ih.The conical spire of thirteen wheels represents the Buddha's uslrirish or head protuberance and his
crown. The upper parasol is an emblem of royalty floating
above his head, with the pinnacle of moon, sun, and flame
symbolising his enlightenment. The wooden axle-pole represents Buddha's spinal column or central channel.
The three parts of the stupa - throne base, dome, and
Imrmika-spire - also symbolise the body, speech, and mind
of the Buddha. Taken as a single unit the stupa itself represents the dllnrrnakaya as the ultimate nature of the fully enlightened mind.
The archtecture of the stupa is divided into three classes
corresponding to the three early Buddhist paths of Shravaka,
Pratyekabuddha, and Mahayana. The Shravaka stupa is described as resembling the possessions of a Buddhist monk or
shrnvaka. The four steps above the throne base represent his
robes neatly creased into a fourfold pile, the dome represents
his upturned alms bowl, and the hnrmikn, spire, and pinnacle
represent the form of h s klinkkhnrn (Tib. 'khar gsil) or the iron
staff of a Buddhist mendicant (see Plate 105).The Pratyekabuddha stupa has a square throne base, a square dome, and
twelve circular umbrella-wheels crowned by an eight-spoked
dharn~acllakra.The dome of the Mahayana stupa is shaped
either like an inverted alms bowl, vase, or bell. Included in
the Mahayana category are the eight great stupa designs, the
square-based temple or gateway stupa, and the mandalapalace stupa - the finest surviving Tibetan example of which
is the magnificent Gyantse K~unbumstupa.
The typical form of the Tibetan stupa (Tib. nrcl~odrtm) is
illustrated in the cnlighteriment stupa at the top centre of
Plate 68, and in the outline of the stupa's proportions on
Plate 69. The lion-throne base of the Buddha that forms the
lower support o f the stupa is common to most Tibetan stupa

designs, and its symbolism is not included in the description of the stupa that follows. On Plate 69 the lion throne
forms the first sixteen units of the stupa's height.
Above the lion-throne base the lower part of the typical
libetan stupa consists of four ascending steps, the vase base,
vase dome, and the square hnmlika. This lower structure is
known as the 'causal stupa' (lib. rgyu'i tnchod rim). The
upper part of the stupa - ccmsistingof the lotus umbrella support, the axle-pole, the thirteen umbrella-wheels, the upper
umbrella, rain cover, and pinnacle of sun, moon, and flame is known as the 'resultant stupa' (fib. 'bras bu'i mclrod rien).
The first of the lower four steps symbolises in its four
sides the 'four close contemplations' of body, feeling, mind,
and dharma. The second step symbolises the 'four perfect
abandonments' of non-virtuous actions. The third step symbolises the 'four legs of miraculous power' attained through
the renunciation of contemplative aspirations of desire,
mind, effort, and analysis. The fourth step symbolises in its
four sides and top the 'five moral faculties' of faith, perseverance, mindfulness, concenhation, and wisdom. The narrow circular dome base above these steps symbolises the
power of these five moral faculties. The dome or vase (lib.
bum pa) represents the seven conditions of enlightenment:
perfect mindfulness, wisdom, joy, effort, suppleness, concentration, and equanimity. The square harmika above with
its eight comers symbolises the Noble Eightfold Path of right
view, right intentions, right speech, right conduct, right livelihood, right effort, right mindfulness, and right concentration. The axle-pole symbolises the 'ten knowledges': of
phenomena, others' thoughts, dharma, karma, suffering,
cessation, origination, paths, exhaustion, and non-action or
creation. Around the axle-pole are the thirteen wheels, the
first ten of w h c h symbolise the 'ten powers' of the Buddha:
clear thought, full karmic responsibility, meditative knowledge, perception of others' faculties, perception of others'
mental inclinations, knowledge of others' mental faculties,
knowledge of all paths, knowledge of all previous lives,
knowledge of all deaths and rebirths, and knowledge of
karmic cessation. The three top wheels symbolise the 'three
close contemplations': that the Buddha does not experience
pleasure when all his disciples listen with respect, that he
does not experience anger when none of his disciples listen
with respect, and that he experiences neither pleasure nor
anger when some disciples listen with respect and others
d o not. The umbrella above these wheels symbolises Buddha's great compassion and his modes of teaching for disciples of narrow, medium, and great scope. The rain cover
symbolises the four formless realms. When a rirnknra or crocodile-headed banner (mahradhz*ajn)is placed above the umbrella it symbolises \rictory over the four Maras: emotional
defilements (skandlmrirnra: Brahma); passion (klcslrnrrrara:
Yaksha); death (rr~ril~lrrrtrnm:
Yama); divine pride and lust
(drz~aprrtrnrtiaro:Indra).
The waxing crescent moon symbolises the aspiration to
The sum disc symenlightenment and increase of bodl~icl~itta.
bolises wisdom and emptiness. The union of moon and sun
represents the CO-emergenceof method and wisdom, or relative and absolute bodliicl~ittn.The ethereal jewel-flame of
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enlightenment at the pinnacle sy~nboliseson an inner level
the lunar and solar channel winds igniting the goddess
Chandali, and her ascent through the central channel.
A specific stupa with seven steps and seventeen urnbrella-wheels alludes to the cosmology of Mt Meru. The
twelve corners of the three throne base steps are the four
main continents and eight subcontinents surrounding Mt
Meru. The seven upper steps are the seven rings of mountains which encircle Mt Meru. The thin bangle-like decorative vase base represents the naga king, Vasuki, who encircled
Mt Mandara in the churning of the ocean legend. The stupa
vase represents Mt Meru itself. The axle-pole is the wishfulfilling tree. The six stages of the Irer~nikaare the six form
realms of desire (kan~alokn).The seventeen wheels are the
seventeen levels of form realms without desire (rupaloka),
and the upper umbrella symbolises the highest four formless realms (arupalokn).
The Proportions of the Stupa
Many great Tibetan masters produced texts on stupa construction, the most famous probably being Buttin Rinpoche
(1290-1364)~ Desi Sangye Gyatso (1653-1705)~and Mipham
Rmpoche (1846--1912).
Desi Sangye Gyatso was for twenty-six years the regent
to the great Fifth Dalai Lama and one of the most outstanding scholars in the history of Tibet, equivalent perhaps to
Leonardo da Vinci in his visionary versatility. Under his
supervision the Potala Palace was rebuilt to its present size,
he founded Chakpori Medical College on the Iron Hill adjacent to the Potala, he kept the death of the Fifth Dalai Lama
secret for many years, and built the priceless reliquary stupa
which eventually entombed his mummified body. Besides
being a monk, a diplomat and polititian, Desi Sangye Gyatso
also compiled two comprehensive illustrated treatises on
Tibetan medicine and astrology, known as the Vnidurya
Ngolipo (Blue Beryl), and the Vaidrlrya Krrrpo (White Beryl).
The seventy-seven beautifully illustrated medical thangkas
of the 'Blue Beryl', together with Desi's codified editing of
the Gynzlri (Four Medical Tantras), reveal the genius of this
great scholar's profound vision.
Plate 69 is based on the theoretical proportions of the
stupa of enlightenment as explained by the recent Tibetan
polymath, Mipham Rinpoche.

Plate 68
This drawing depicts the construction grid for the sixty-

four-unit measure of the stupa of enlightenment.
Tne majority of Tibetan traditions base their proportion
on the sixty-four-unit stupa. A squared grid is drawn of sixteen large units in height and ten large units in width. Each
of these large units is then divided into four small units, to
g v e a grid of sixty-four units in height and forty units in
width. In Mipham's plan the plinth or base of the s h ~ p ais
fort).-two units in width and three units in height. Above this
are the three tiered stairs, of one unit each, which support the

main facade, which is six units in height. Surmounting *is
are the facade cornice in two steps, of one unit each, and the
base's cap measuring thirty-two units in width and two in
height.
This lower section of the stupa measures sixteen units
in height and forms the lion-throne base on which the seated
iconic image of the Buddha is depicted, or above which his
aniconic form as the stupa arises. As the painted asafia or
throne of the Buddha, the lion throne is richly decorated
(see Plate 56), with golden, jewel-encrusted, spiralling
roundel patterns or lotus border designs on its steps and
cap. h depictions of Shakyamuni, two lions enclosed by
vajra-pillars are painted on each side of the main facade.
When one of the Five Buddhas is individually represented
on such a throne, his particular animal mount is painted
here. In the case of the whitewashed stupa the steps are usually undecorated, but the main facade may bear auspicious
symbols such as the dhnrn~achakra,vnjra, or lions.
Above the cap is the one-unit-high step of 'ten virtues',
and above this again the four two-unit steps. Above this is
the one-unit-hgh circular vase base from which the dome or
vase (Tib. burn pa) arises. At the centre of the vase is a niche or
window which contains the image of the Buddha or a deity.
The long-life goddess Ushrushavijaya is frequently placed
within this alcove, denoting longevity in this or a future life.
The exact centre of the stupa falls in the heart of this enshrined
deity. The trefoiled aura which surrounds this window iscommonly decorated in entwined gold patterns which enclose
five coloured jewels representing the Five Enlightened Buddhas. In Mipham's design the vase is twelve units in height,
corresponding to the major divisional unit of the Buddha's
iconographical form, where twelve units or hger-wid ths are
equal to the measure of his face and hands.
Above the vase is the narrow harlnika base, the square
Izarnlika, and the lotus umbrella base which support the thirteen tapering wheels above. Together these measure four
units. The umbrella-wheels, usually fashioned of gilded
metal, measure seventeen units in height and are divided
into wide 'male' wheels with narrower 'female' wheels in
between. Above the wheels are the protective umbrella and
rain cover, each measuring one unit in height. Both the
umbrella and rain cover are usually decorated with lotuspetal designs. The pinnacle of crescent moon, sun, and flame,
crown the top of the stupa and measure three units in height.
Small sharp iron spikes are usually welded into the pinnacle components to prevent birds alighting on the stupa.
The lower part of the stupa from the lion-throne cap to
the Imrinika measures twenty-five units in height and is
known as the 'causal stupa' (Tib. rgylr'i rlrclrod rterl). The
upper part of the stupa from the lotus umbrella support to
the tip of the pinnacle is k n o ~ r nas the 'resultant stupa' (Tib.
'bms bu'i incl7od rteii).

Plate 69
This illustration dcpicts the theoretical relationship between
the iconographical grid (Tih.tlrig tslrnri) of the seated Buddha
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Plate 68: Constructron 91-ld of t h e enlightenment stupa
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The Stupa
and the stupa of enlightenment. It must be emphasised that
this drawing has been improvised and does not originate
horn any Tibetan textual sources. This theoretical grid is
based upon the seated Buddha's height of seventy units,
and width of fifty-two units.
m e lower lion throne of the Buddha corresponds at its
plinth base to the fifty-two units' width of Buddha's crossed
legs; its central facade corresponds to the thirty-two units'
width of Buddha's crossed feet; and its upper cap corresponds to the thirty-eight units' which define the width of
Buddha's arms.
Above the lion-throne pedestal the one-unit step of 'ten
virtues', the four main two-unit steps, and the one-unit circular vase base, ascend towards the centre of Buddha's torso.
Above these rises the vase of the stupa, with its central window or niche precisely centred at Buddha's heartline. Above
the vase is the harrnika base, the square harmikn, and the lotus-umbrella base- whichcollectively ascend into the throat
of the Buddha.
The thirteen umbrella-wheels occupy the thirteen facial
units of the Buddha from his chin to hairline. Although Buddha's face is specified as measuring twelve units, an extra
half unit is traditionally extended for both his chin and hairline. The upper lotus-wheel and rain cover occupy the fourunit thickness of Buddha's hair, and the rain cover's upper
lotus, crescent moon, sun disc and dissolving flame correspond to the top six units of Buddha's head protruberance
(ushilisha) and golden flame crest.
The distance between the top of the ~rshnislmand the
point between the eyebrows (urna), the throatline, the
heartline, the navel line and the secret place line, all measure twelve units, and correspond to the placements of the
crown, forehead, throat, heart, navel and sexual centres.
The Eight Great Stupas

Plate 70

Illustrated in this drawing are the eight great stupas which
commemorate the major events of Shakyamuni Buddha's
life.At the centre is a fully-omamented enlightenment stupa
with vajras on the plinth, dhnrninchakms on the main facade,
and the syllable Hriiii in the vase window. Two long silk
pendants hang from the upper parasol. Traditionally flower
garlands were hung from hooks or pegs in the parasol, but
as these flowers quickly wilted they were replaced by jewel
and silk tassles. Prayer flags are now traditionally strung
from pegs placed under the upper parasol of large stupas,
such as at Bodhnath stupa in Kathmandu. Surrounding this
central stupa are the eight great stupas. 1 have based the
textual dates and eight simplified events in the life of
Shakyamuni on the group of eight stupas consecrated by
Dilgo Khentse Rinpoche at Sechen Gompa in Boudha,
Kathmandu. Variously similar listings are given in all of the
many pan-Asian Buddhist traditions.
At the top left hand colner is the 'stupa of heaped lotuses'
(Tib. pad sprrngs iirclrod rtrii), commemorating the Buddha's

birth in the royal Lumbini gardens on the w m t h day of
the fourth lunar month in the year 563 ec. His father,
Shuddhodana, is said to have erected a stupa in this design
to commemorate this event. At birth Buddha took sev~m
steps in each of the four directions from which lotuses
sprang, symbolising his immediate resolve to embark on
the path of the four 'immeasurablc5'. The four steps of this
stupa are circular and decorated with lotus-petal designs. A
tradition also exists of constructing seven heaped lotus steps
to represent Buddha's first action. This stupa is also known
as the 'lotus blossom stupa' or the 'birth of the Sugata stupa'.
In the top centre is the 'stupa of the conquest of Mara'
(Kb. bdrcd 'dui m c l d rter~),
or 'enlightenment stupa' (lib. byan$
chub nuhod rlmr),commemorating Shakyamuni's d h t of the
temptation and attack of the hosts of Mara under the bodhi
tree at Bodh Gaya, when he was thirty-five years old. King
Bimbisara is said to have erected a stupa of this design. This
stupa has the traditional unadorned four square steps, often
with a slight overhang along the top of each step.
In the top right corner is the 'stupa of many doors or
gates' (Tib. sgo ninrlg mclrod rten), commemorating the Buddha's first turning of the wheel of dharma at the Deer Park
in Sarnath near Varanasi, when he was thirty-five years old.
His first five mendicant disciples are said to have built a
stupa of this design. Each of the four square steps are decorated with many small door frames which expn.ss the many
avenues or methods of Buddha's teachings. A series of four,
six, eight, or twelve doors on each side of the steps symbolises respectively the Four Noble Truths, the six perfections,
the Noble Eightfold Path, and the twelve links in the chain
of dependent origination.
At the middle left is the 'stupa of great miracles' (lib.
cho 'phrul iirchod rt~vr),commemorating the Buddha's display of inconceivable miracles in the first half of a lunar
month at Shravasti, when he was fifty years old. Here he
overpowered the nranls and heretics (tirthil-a)at the Jetavana
Grove. The stupa of miracles or 'conquest of the tirthikas'
was built by the Lichavi tribe to commemorate this event.
The stupa of miracles has projecting central sections on each
of its four steps and sides, which also project slightly by one
third of their height.
At the middle right is the ' s h ~ p aof descent from the god
realm' (Tib. /hbabs inchod rten), commemorating Buddha's
descent from the heaven of the thirty-three gods (Trayastrimsa), when he was forty-two years old. Here he spent
the summer retreat in Tushita heaven teaching the dharma
to the reincarnation of his mother, in order to repay her kindness in having borne hjust before she d e d . He descended
at the city of Sankasya, and the local mhabitants built a stupa
in this design to commemorate the event. The descent from
the god realm stupa is characterised by a central projection
in each of its four sides containing a triple ladder or 'projected steps'. The central projections follow the plan of the
miracle stupa with middle buttresses which project by one
third of their height. The 'projected steps' w h c h form a triple receding ladder were said to have been constructed for
the Buddha by the celestial architect Vishvakarman. They
often have three rows of thirty-three steps symbolising the
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god realms. Laddered stairways in this design are frequently
built at temple entrances; the central stairway is reserved
exclusively for distinguished or incarnate lamas, the right
stairway is for the ordained sangha, and the left stairway
for lay practitioners. Triple flights of wooden stairs at the
potala Palace are very worn down on their right and left
sides, but completely unworn in their central section - as
this stairway was only used by the Dalai Lamas.
At the bottom left is 'the stupa of reconciliation' (lib. dbyen
mchod rten), commemorating Buddha's reconciliation of the
disputing factions within the sangha which had been divided
by the enmity of h s cousin Devadatta. Buddha reunited the
sangha at the Veluvana bamboo grove at Rajagnha (Rajghir),
and the local inhabitants of the kingdom of Magadha constructed a stupa in this design. The reconciliation stupa is
characterised by its four octagonal steps with equal sides.
Various symbolic meanings are given for the four levels of
eight-sided steps, which total thmty-two in number.
At the bottom cenhe is 'the stupa of complete victory'
(Tib. rnam rgyal mchod rten), commemorating Buddha's prolongation of his lifetime by three months. This event occurred at the city of Vaisali when Buddha was eighty years
of age by the supplication of the lay devotee Tsundra. The
celestial beings are said to have erected a stupa of this design. The complete victory stupa is characterised by having
only three steps, which are circular and unadorned.
At the bottom right is 'the stupa of nirvana' (Tib. tilyang
'das mchod rten), commemorating Buddha's passing away
'beyond sorrow' into his final parinirvano at Kushinagara
between two sal trees when he was eighty years old. The
Malla tribe of Kushinagara erected a stupa in h s design.
The nirvana stupa is characterised by its circular bell-shaped
dome which rests directly on the circular base of the ten
virtues with no ascending steps. Usually this bell-shaped
dome is not ornamented, except occasionally when the base
or mouth of the dome is decorated with an ornate ring of
inscribed circles. Its simplicity and the absence of steps s)mbolises the Buddha's complete absorption into p~~rinirvnna,
where all conceptual qualities merge into the unqualified
state of pure emptiness as the dharmnkayn. There is a touching poignancy in the shape of the dome as an unstruck bell,
a silent reliquary vase, or an upturned alms bowl, which
represents by its inversion the physical death of an enlightened renunciate and his having transcended the need for
sustenance.
None of the original eight great commemorative stupas
of the Tathagata have survived intact to the present day, although the five sites at Kushinagara, Sanchi, Sarnath, Bodh
Caya and Lumbini are well known. Over the course of the
centuries the stupas began to crumble into disrepair, and
restorations were accomplished by building larger stupas
over the previous remains. Encased within the large stupa
at Sarnath may be several generations of earlier stupas, hidden away like hollow wooden babushka dolls in the largest
and final version. Nor are all the Indian, Tibetan, and Chinese Buddhist listings of these stupas, their locations and
builders in full agreement, although their geographical locations are in close enough accord.

After Shakyamuni Buddha's pflri~riruanaand cremation
a dispute arose amongst the various Indian tribes w e r possession of his ashes as relics. This dispute is said to have
been amicably settled by a Brahmin named Drona who
mediated that the relics be divided into eight portions for
each of the eight claimant tribes.Thus eight reliquary stupas
were subsequently erected in the capitals of thew tribal kingdoms, where they became known as 'the eight relic stopas
of the eight cities'. Their locations also vary according to
different listings and the changing of names of these early
Indian cities, but most likely they were located at Kushinagara, Rajagriha, Kapilavastu, Vaisali, Allakappa, Pava,
Vishnudvipa, and Ramagama.
Eight great white stupas are also directionally placed
in the eight great cemeteries of the mandala (one in each),
where they are positioned on the summits of eight specific
mountains. Here the mountains symbolise the immovability of meditative stability placed single-pointedly on the
union of great bliss and emptiness. The stupas on their summits symbolise the unity of the three kayas or three bodies
of the Buddha, with the stupas' throne bases representing
the nirmanakaya or 'form body'; the causal stupa of the dome
and harrnika representing the san~bhogakayaor 'enjoyment
body'; and the resultant stupa of the umbrella-wheels and
pinnacle representing the dharmabyn or 'body of absolute
truth'.
The placement seqence of the stupas of the eight great
cemeteries is as follows: the vajra-stupa on multicoloured Mt
Lhunpo in the east; the created ziajrn-stupa on yellow Mt
Malaya in the south; the established vajra-stupa on white Mt
Kailash in the west; the black zjajra-stupa on green Mt
Mandara in the north; the mind ziajrn-stupa on black Mt
Isl~varain the north-east; the body ~njrastupaon the yellow
incense mountain in the south-east; the jewel ilajra-stupa on
the white snow mountain of Kongchen in the south-west; and
the dharma ziajra-stupa of blue Mt Paljiri in the north-west.

THE CHANNEL-WHEEL SYSTEMS
(Skt. chakra: Tlb. rtso 'khor)
The complex subjects of the Hindu Kundalini Yoga chakra
system and the Buddhist channel-wheel systems are extremely profound, and can only be briefly and inadequately
explained here. The symbolism of the Buddhist channelwheel system is, however, of great importance for a deeper
understanding of Vajrayana ritual and deity symbolism,
since on a conceptual and numerological level they arise as
the inner essence of the 'body mandalas' of all deities.
Although the complexities of the chakras, rlnrlis, winds,
and drops are conceptually described here, and may be interpreted within the confines of an individual's irnagination and intelligence, their ultimate nature is purely
experiential and may only be realised within the visualisation practices of the 'completion stage' of Highest Yoga
Tantra (an~lttarayogatnntra), or at the time of death. Like
sugar to one who knows not of sweetness, the truth lies in
the tasting and not in any verbal description. The menu and
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the meal are two different things; the one whets the aypetite by making you think, the other takes the hunger away.
m e Sanskrit term nndi (fib. rtsa) means channel or psychic nerve, and is in certain respects similar to the median
channels or meridians which occur in acupuncture. The 'subtle' or zqrn body, as the vital 'life energy' of consciousness
withn the physical body, is believed to be permeated with
an elaborate network of these psychic channels, which form
an etheric counterpart to the physical arteries, veins, and
ner\.es. The energies which move through these charnels are
referred to as 'winds' (Skt. yrailn; Tib. rlur~g),and the subtle
essences of consciousness carried through the channels on
these winds are referred to as 'drops' (Skt. birldu; %b. this /K).
The terms 'clmkm', 'channel-wheel', and 'centre' used throughout this text are synonymous. In the Hindu tantric traditions
the term chakrn, meaning 'wheel', is most commonly used,
although in many texts the Sanskrit term iradi-chakra, meaning 'channel-wheel', is gwen. The clrakras are more commonly
referred to as channel-wheels (Eb. rtsn 'khor) in the Buddhist
tantras. The chakrns or channel-wheels are plexuses where the
main channels or nndis emanate from constrictive points along
the subtle body's median nerve or central channel. In the West,
the theory of the clrokrn systems has been widely misunderstood and diluted, and the cl~akrnstend to be 'factually'viewed
as a concrete bodily reality, and perhaps naively envisioned
as irridescent lotuses spinning around a central pole - in the
manner of a neon carousel within the astral realms of the
body's inner amusement park.
The conceptual ideology of the clrnkra system was first
brought to the attention of the Western World by the 'universal brotherhood' of the Theosophical movement, under
the inspiration of Madame Blavatsky (1831--91) and Colonel Olcott (1832-1906). With his translation of The Serpent
Power in 1918, Arthur Avalon (Sir John Woodroffe) made a
valuable contribution to an understanding of the esoteric
complexities of the Kundalini Yoga doctrine, and put in perspective the earlier simplistic monograph on the chakrns by
the theosophist Rev. C.W. Leadbeater (1910). In a seminar
on Kundalini Yoga Dr Carl Gustav Jung (1875-7961) observed, "These s)~mbolshave a terribly clinging tendency.
They catch the unconscious somehow and cling to us. But
they are a foreign body in our system. 1 have seen too often
how dangerous their influence may be." Jung actually derived his psychological concepts of the anima and animus
from the polarity symbols of Kundalini and Shiva; none the
less he viewed Kundalini Yoga merely as an alien import
into Western psychology. Yet Jung was correct in perceiving
that these symbols have a way of clinging, and clung they
have since the early years of the Theosophical movement,
permeating Western New Age culture with a plethora of
therapeutical practices and concepts.
The H ~ n d uKundal~n~Yoga
Chakra System
Kundalini Shakti, who is personified as a goddess coiled
and sleeping in the form of a snake, represents the ego or
individual self (nharnknrn). As long as Kundali~iisleeps,
karma activates the outer reality of being in the world.

Throughout conscious life Kundalini's head closes the door
of the central channel, and the unactivated chnkrns remain
dormant, closed, and downward-facing.
When Kundalini awakens and begins to tum inMrards,
the dissolution of the notion of an individual self begins to
occur, reaching its ultimate cessation in Kundalini's final
merging with her consort Shiva in the t h ~ u s a n d - ~ e t ~ l l ~ d
lotus (sallasrara) of the crown chnkra at the top of the head.
Her power is such that when the temporary bliss of sexual
orgasm is experienced it is described as only one h u n d ~ d t h
of the bliss which arises when Kundalini enters and ascends
the central channel, as the psychic nerves (nadi) which carry
the winds (yrarra) of sexual orgasm either cross over the
mouth of the central channel or momentarily enter it. In this
context the actual ascent of Kundalini and the opening of
the chnkras is simply indescribable.
When the great Hmdu sage Shri Ramakrishna (1836-86)
would experience the arising of Kundalini, his voice would
cease when she reached the throat chnkra. As she ascended to
the forehead or ajzn cllakra he would pass into the stillness of
formless absorption (i~iruikalpasainndhi). It was obvious to
Ramakrishna's assembled devotees that they were in the presence of Bliss incarnate, though some modem sceptics have
tried to equate Ramakrishna's sarnadhi with epilepsy.

lung cannot be blamed for recoiling from and rejecting
these tantric concepts. To unleash such an infinity of visionary experiences as Kundalini's light illuminates - a veritable
Pandora's box of the personal subconscious and the collective unconscious - was more than the rational human mind
could bear.
s Indian setting
The practice of Kundalini Yoga in ~ t true
has to btt accomplished undcr the meticulous guidance of a
competent ~ U ~ who
L I has himsclf raised Kundalini to the
~ l ~ o s i . ~and
~ r nsuch
,
rnahtc1.s are extremely rarc. However,
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Kundalini can also be 'stirred' or awakened spo~~taneously
by factors beyond the control of the individual. Metanoia, or
the 'turning about of the mind in the seat of consciousness',
can often result in a 'kurldalir1i crisis'. Such an experience can
be triggered by a variety of causes, such as severe trauma or
bereavement, an emotional or mental breakdown, psychosis
and paranoia, chemical imbalance or psychedelic drugs. Here
objective and subjective realities, or waking and symbolic
realities, compete with one another for attention. Personality
disintegration, reintegration, and redisintegration can occur
with such rapid oscillations and profound changes that an
individual may be metaphorically cast adrift in a leaky conceptual boat on an endless ocean of possibilities. Once awakened, the genie cannot be put back in the bottle, and there is
no return to consensus reality. There is no going back; one
must succumb to the process or learn to live with it. Suppression by drugs, or direct self-inquiry into the nature of mind
are perhaps the only remedies, but few have the strength of
mind to follow the latter. Since each person's ego or sense of
individuality are different, then their experience of ego or
personality disintegration is likewise unique. Although proverbially one caru~otdiscover new continents until one has
the courage to lose sight of the familiar shore, the voyage
through a 'kur~dnlirricrisis'-is rarely one of calm sailing, even
if you have a competent guru to protect you. Or, as Dr
Ramamurti Mishra observed, one may end u p in the situation where, "Neurotics build castles in the air, psychotics live
in them, and psychiatrists call by to collect the rent".

Plate 71
In this drawing of the Hindu clrnkra and rzndi system a yogin
is depicted, seated in vnjrasann with his hands behind his
thighs and long matted hair or jatn. Ascending through the
axial centre of his body, and corresponding to the spinal column as Mt Meru, is the central channel or median psychic
nerve, known as sushurnrra-nndi. The name suslrrrrnno means
'most refined'. The term rradi - meaning vein or channel - is
derived from the Sanskrit root nnd - meaning 'movement',
indicating the movement of the vital winds or prana through
the channels of the subtle body. Srtshunrrin is usually described
as being red in colour, of the nature of fire, and a thousand
times as fine as a human hair. I t extends from the base of the
spine, in the region of the sacral plexus near the second vertebra, to the cranial fissure or 'aperture of Brahma'
(bralrmarandhra), at the crown of the skull. Certain traditions
maintain that the srrshrtnrna-nadi itself is composed of sheaths,
with three further internally enclosed rtndis known as zlajrarindi, chitririi-r~adi,and bralrrria-rrndi, the last being the actual
channel through which krrridalirti ascends. The root of
srtshrirnrra is usually described as arising in the rnlrlndharn
clrakra at the base of the spine, but in the drawing the central
channel of sushrrrrirra extends to the tip of the yogin's penis.
On either side of the central channel ascend the two main
subsidiary psychic channels which carry the subtle (srrkslrnrn)
polarised psychic currents or energies of the subtle body. To
the left of the central channel is the idn-rtodi or 'channel of

comfort', which carries the white cooling energies of the
moon (chandrn). TO the right of the central channel is the
pirtgala-nadi or 'reddish-brown channel', which carries the
red heating energies of the sun (sirrya). These
channels
arise in the left and right testicles of a man, and the left and
right Fallopian tubes or ovaries of a woman. In the drawing
the symbols of a crescent moon and sun disc are depicted in
the yogin's testicles.
The importance of these polarity energies in both the
female and male reproductive systems emerges in Buddhist
tantric theories of conception, described below. In the Bengali
tantric tradition the mother's menstrual cycle is symbolised
by the three-and-a-half coils of the goddess Kundalini, which
represents the three-and-a-half days of the menstrual cycle
as the 'coils' or apparent rotations of the moon around the
earth during this period.
From the sexual organs these two subsidiary channels
ascend alongside the central channel until they curve below the crown of the head and then descend to the left and
right nostrils. At various points along their ascent they cross
over the central channel of s~rshumna,creating knots or junctions. In the drawing these knots occur at each of the six
ascending clrakras along the central channel, but the most
important knots are said to occur in the sacral base or
rrr~tladhornchakra, the heart or annhata chakra, and the forehead or ajrra chakrn. These knots are likened to the meeting
place of the three sacred Indian rivers, known as trivcni,
where the River Ganges (pingala-nndi)and the River Yamuna
(idn-nadi)meet with the hidden underground River Sarasvati
(srtshurn~rn-nndi).
At different times of the day and night one of the two
nostrils predominates in breath inhalation and exhalation.
When the left or lunar nostril predominates, the body relaxes and cools, and one is more receptive and submissive.
When the right or solar nostril predominates, the body energises and heats, and one is more creative and sensual. The
yogic practice of breath control or prarlayama, meaning
'breath extension', utilises techniques of inhalation, retention, and exhalation to control the psycho-physical organism by regulating the winds on which 'mind' travels as)Ironfl.
When the psychic winds from the lunar and solar channels
are forced into the central channel at their junction in the
base or rrrr~ladlrnrnchakrn, the goddess Kundalini is awakened and begins her ascent through the central channel. As
Kundalini pierces each of the ascending clrakras she releases
the knots which constrict the central channel, causing the
closed and downward-facing 'lotuses' of each chakrn to open
upwards as she ascends. With the blossoming of each ascending lotus, progressively deepening levels of bliss (anado),
meditative absorption (snr~radlri),
and psychic powers (siddlli)
arise. Supreme bliss arises when Kundalini Shakti unites
with her lord Shiva in the snlrnsrar~rpndrrro or thousand-petalled lotus at the crown of the head; here the sense of
individuation - personified by Kundalini Shakti - merges
into the absolute as Shiva and Shakti unite.
The subtle body is described as being ~ermeatedwith
72,000 rrndis, although differing numbers of both rratlis and
clrnkrns are affirmed in \,arious t'111tric traditions. Most of
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these nadis arise or terminate at the sewory doors of the
eyes, ears, mouth, nostrils, genitals, and anus; although most
yogic traditions assert that all of the major m d i s arise in the
eggshaped bulb or kanda, which is located in the perineum
between the anus and urethra. Other traditions place the
kanda or bulb in the arlahata chakra at the heart. Purification
of these 72,000 nudis is attained through the yogic practices
of pranayanla and Ha tha Yoga. The term Hatha Yoga, meaning 'forceful or violent union', is composed of the two bija
syllables Ha and Tha of the sun and moon, symbolising the
red solar energy of the pingala-nadi and the white lunar energy of the ida-nadi, being forced into union (yoga) in the
sushumna-nndi or central channel. When these united psychic winds enter with full potency into the central channel,
the dualism of the individual and absolute as polarity symbols begins to dissolve. With the cessation of individuation
the karmic cycles of birth and death as concepts of time dissolve also, as time - symbolised by the cyclic nature of the
lunar and solar channels - is consumed in the fire of the
central channel as kalagni, the 'fire of time'.
The six ascending chakras are strung along the sushuninanadi like pearls. They are assigned a varying number of petals,
each of which are sealed with a syllable of the Sanskrit alphabet. In total there are fifty dtakrn petals, which correspond
to the fifty Sanskrit letters. Each syllable is a rnantra of
Kundalini, and collectively they encompass the totality of
speech or sound. Symbolically the lotus petals represent
plexuses of converging nadis, and their syllables, the vital
energies which emanate from these focal points. The
pericarp or centre of each lotus also bears the symbols of a
presiding deity, a goddess, an animal, and an element shape,
colour and seed-syllable or bija.
The six ascending chakras also represent the six lokas or
realms of existence, and the first five cknkras the five great
elements.
At the base of the central sushrirnira-nndi in the perineum
is the nruladhara clmkra, in which the goddess Kundalini lies
coiled and sleeping. She is symbolised as a female serpent,
as bright as a million suns, and coiled around the knrlda or
bulb with her head closing the entrance to the central channel. Usually three-and-a-half, five, or eight coils are described. When she is awakened her head enters the central
channel and ascends like a thread passing through a hollow
reed. The nruladhara chakra has four petals and bears the yellow square of the earth element on its pericarp. Within this
square are the symbols of a downward-pointing radiant triangle enclosing the syllable Lanr of the earth element, and a
golden Shiva lrngnn~around which Kundalini is coiled. The
nluladhnrn's presiding deity is Canesha, its goddess Dakini
Shakti, and its animal an elephant.
Above this, and located in the pubic region, is the
sr~odhisflrairnclrnkra with six red petals. On its red pericarp is
a white lunar crescent and the syllable Vailr of the water element. Its presld~ngdeity is Brahma, its goddess Rakini, and
its animal a nrokara.
Above this, at the navel centre, is the nranip~iracl~akra
with ten petals coloured like blue-grey storm clouds. Its
pericarp is sealed with a red triangle and the syllable Rnnr

of the fire element. The ntnnipura's presiding deity is Mshnu,
its goddess Lakshmi, and its animal a ram.
Above this, at the heart centre, is the ailahata chakra with
twelve red petals. On its pericarp is a blueblack, six-pointed
star, which is sealed with the syllable Yam of the air or wind
element. Its presiding deity is Rudra, its goddess Kakini,
and its animal a deer.
Above this, at the throat centre, is the vishuddha chpkra
with sixteen purple petals. On its pericarp is a white c i ~ l e
which resembles the full moon, enclosing the syllable Ham
of the space element within a downward-pointing triangle.
Its presiding deity is Sadashiva, its goddess Shakini, and its
animal an elephant or swan.
At the forehead c e n h between the eyebrows, at the point
commonly known as the 'thrd eye', is the ajrra chakra with
two grey or white petals. The ajna cltakra is sealed with none
of the five great elements but with the subtle essence of consciousness, for it is here that the lunar and solar channels
meet and descend towards the nostrils. The a j m chokra's two
petals symbolise these two channels. Its pericarp is a pure
white circle with the syllable Onr enclosed in a downwardpointing triangle. The presiding deity is the supreme form
of Shiva know11as Paramashiva, its goddess Hakini, and its
animal a swan.
The seventh chakra of sahasrara padma, or the thousandpetalled lotus, is located at the crown of the head above the
six lower chakras. It arises at the terminal point of the
sushtrmna-iladi in the 'pure realm' (sattzlaloka), where Shiva
and Kundalini Shakti unite. Its thousand pink or white petals are yoga-nadis, which symbolically bear the fifty Sanskrit
syllables in twenty radiating circles of lotus petals.
The three 'secret clutkras' of golata, Inlatn, and lalarrn - located respectively on the uvula at the back of the throat,
above the njrta chnkrn, and within the soft upper palate -are
also illustrated in the drawing. In alchemical yogic traditions a liilgan~of solidified mercury is often placed within
the cavity formed in the soft upper palate. Its purpose is to
'irradiate' the nectar in the brain. These three chakras and
their hghly esoteric yogic practices are employed in the 'inner coitus' yogas of khechari rnrrdra.
The yogin's eyes glance upwards and inwards towards
the a j m clutkra, in the concentra tive gaze h o w n as bhrunradyn
drishti. From his nostrils extend 'pathways' of breath or pram,
which reach to a distance of twelve finger-widths from the
nostrils. The prarrn of the lunar channel on his left is white,
and terminates on the insignia of a crescent moon on his left
earring. The prnila of the red solar channel on his right is
patterned in the drawing, and terminates in the disc of the
sun on his right earring. The Sansknt term for earring is
krindoln, which has the same root as lorndalini, meaning coiled
or circling. Mahasiddhas are often described as wearing the
sun and moon as ear ornaments.
The Buddhist Channel-Wheel System
Sexuol~ty,Conceptron, and B~rth
According to the Tibetan medical tantras the onset of puberty occurs around the age of twelve for a girl, and around
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sixteen for a boy. Symbolically these ages represent the SOlar aspect of wisdom for a girl, with the sun's twelve months
and zodiac houses; and the lunar aspect of compassion for
a boy, with the moon's sixteen 'digits' or phases between
new and full moon. For this reason tantric deities in sexual
union are described as being like sixteen-year-old virgins in
the full flush of their first sexual embrace, symbolising the
bliss that arises in their face-to-face union as consummate
father and mother ('lib. ynb yurrr). The swelling with blood
of the glaw of the penis represents expansion into great bliss,
and its vnjra-shaft, form; the open 'lotus' of the vagina represents wisdom, and its enclosing nature, emptiness. The
three petals of this lotus, formed from the clitoris and the
two labia folds enclosing the vulva, symbolise the three
lower openings of the three main channels. The 'giving' of
the mother to the father, as bride to groom, symbolises the
marriage of formlessness and form, the union of wisdom
and compassion, and the consummation of emptiness and
great bliss.
With the arising of the female menstrual cycle with its
monthly release of stored ova, and the continuous generation of semen in the male, the first two primary conditions
for conception arise. When these two primary causes are in
optimum fertility, the close proximity of the consciouness
of a being seeking rebirth - which is the third primary cause
for conception - may enter into their union. The secondary
causes for conception are the balance of the five elements,
without which physical development of an embryo would
be impossible. The karmically driven and 'disembodied'
consciousness of a being seeking rebirth enters on the breath
of the father by way of the mouth during copulation, and
exits through the penis and into the mother's womb during
ejaculation. Two other 'doors' of conception are by way of
the crown of the father's head, and directly into the mother's wornb.
From the intermediate state of seeking rebirth, the incoming consciousness perceives only the dream-like vision
of its future parents' sexual organs, which causes attraction
and aversion to arise. If a boy is karmically destined to be
born, the consciousness is attracted to the mother and experiences aversion towards the father, causing it to self-identify with the 'white drop' of the father. The consciousness of
a karmically predestined girl will experience the reversal of
these emotional states, and self-identify with the fertile 'red
drop' of the mother.
As it transmigrates through the three intermediate states
(Tib. bnr do) between death and rebirth, the consciousness
of a being seeking rebirth can self-identify with any form
throughout the six realms of existence, according to its
karmic propensity. Human beings tend to speculate only
on human rebirths, but the accounts of Shakyamuni Buddha's previous lives in the voluminous ]ataka tales testify to
the importance placed on non-human rebirths in early Buddhist beliefs. In certain Buddhist doctrines a human rebirth
is said to be as rare as the chances of a turtle surfacing directly into the centre of a cork ring floating somewhere on
the surface of the great ocean. Rebirth in one of the six realms
is karmically determined by the seeds of extreme pride,

jealousy, desire, ignorance, craving or miserliness, anger and
hatred, coming to fruition within the god, asura, human,
animal, preta, and hell realms respectively. These realms are
also 'visited' in the bardn of dreaming by the movement of
the psychic winds within the body during the dream state
(see page 34). On a psychological level they may also be
viewed as metaphors for the states of consciousness
beings experience in the bardo of waking life, but this is a
simplistic understatement of the actual process involved.
The union of the three primary causes of conception - a
flawlessly fertile sperm and ovum uniting with the consciousness of a being seeking rebirth - sets the chain of embryonic life in motion by forming the 'indestructible drop'.
This 'indestructible drop' is believed to remain in the heart
centre of the body throughout conscious life, until it 'departs' at the time of death. Here the life force of the 'subtle
consciousness', impelled by its karmic propensities or 'causal
body', interacts with the indeshuctible drop to create a 'blueprint' of the embryo's future development as the 'subtle
body' of the incarnating consciousness. The white drop of
the father's semen is described as giving rise to the creation
of the solid white bone tissue, marrow, the brain, and spinal
cord, whilst the red drop of the mother's 'uterine blood' is
described as generating the soft red matter of blood, muscle
tissue, and the solid and hollow organs or viscera. The consciousness of the being seeking rebirth gives rise to the development and consciousnesses of the sense organs - the
'doors' by wluch, ultimately, the mind will experience and
interact with the external world.
The five subtle elements of earth, water, fire, air, and
space, originate the pattern of cell division into muscle and
bone tissue (solidity); blood and humidity (liquidity);
warmth and colnplexion (vital heat); breath (respiration);
and the orifices of the body (space). Soon after conception
the central channel, with its two subsidiary channels, arises
at the heart; and the umbilical cord, with its right and left
channels, connects with the uterus to facilitate the development of the embryo. In the first four weeks after conception
the embryo passes through the stages of 'mingling, clotting,
solidifying, and rounding'. In the fifth week the umbilical
cord and placenta are formed. In the sixth week the channel
of life arises just behind the central channel itself, and parallels in its ascent the less subtle physiological energy winds
of its ethereal and extremely subtle precursor. The 'essences'
of the merged white and red drops in the indestructible drop
begin to migrate from the 'heart centre' at the mid-point of
the central channel. The upper white essence moves up to
establish the brain or crown centre at the top of the head,
and the lower red essence moves downwards to the navel
centre. The indestructible drop, as the seat of consciousnessl
remains at the heart centre; even though we intellectually
conceive of the brain as being the nucleus of the mind and
its thoughts, i t is actually only the receiver. Primal thought
as 'mind' arises from the heart centre and becomes conceptual in the brain. Our involuntary indication in pointing to
ourself or 'I' is to touch the centre of the breast, and not the
forehead. Some modern Tibetan p h ~ l o s o ~ h ebelieve
rs
that if
brain transplants were possible, the ~ c r s o n a l i t yof the
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recipient would still dominate, reinstating its original mind
into the confines of a new brain.
Within the conceptual framework of the libctan medical tradition the human embryo continues its development,
passing through the stages of 'fish, turtle, and pig', or the
periods described respectively as 'limbless, limbs and head,
and consuming impure food'. The male foetus is believed
to be positioned on the right side of the mother's womb, a
female foetus on the left, and a hermaphrodite in the middle. Twins occupy both sides of the womb, and like triplets
are conceived by a karmically driven 'psychic wind', which
divides the original 'indestructible drop'. Just before birth
certain psychic winds, which have remained static in the
heart centre of the central channel, begin to dissolve into
the two subsidiary channels via the navel centre, and pass
out through the nostrils. At the moment of birth and the
taking of the first breath, praiza - which is the vital energy of
the breath - vitalises the winds within the subtle body, causing the mind to identify with the sensory consciousness of
'being in the world'. Praila, which carries the essence of
'mind', is said to occur in five primary and secondary forms
as 'winds', which ride on the delicate network of psychic
channels or nadis, and give rise to an infinite array of manifestations of physical, emotional, mental, psychological,
philosophical, and spiritual consciousnesses.
Throughout life the indestructible drop remains contained
within the 'knot' at the heart centre. It is described as being
about the size of a mustard seed, white on its upper half and
red on its lower half, and enclosing the 'very subtle mind
and wind' of the life force or consciousness within it. The
migration of part of the 'essence' of the white and red drops
to the crown and navel centres continues as the child grows.
At puberty these white and red drops reach full maturity
with the onset of the female menstrual cycle around the age
of twelve, and the male generation of semen around the age
of sixteen. These refined essences of semen and menstrual
blood are known as the white bodhichitta and red bodhichitta,
and from their respective centres at the crown and navel they
spread throughout the body's network of nodis.
The Death Process
At the time of a natural death the five inner elements of
earth, water, fire, air, and space gradually begin to dissolve
into one another. As earth dissolves into water the body
becomes weaker, and a vision like a shimmering mirage
arises. As water dissolves into fire the bodily fluids are experienced as dehydrating, and an internal vision like smoke
arises. As fire dissolves into air the heat from the body's
extremities withdraws into the heart, and an internal vision
like sparks or fireflies arises. As air dissol\res into space the
breathing ceases, and a vision like a dying butter lamp or
s wisdom, as
candle arises. Then space itself d i ~ s o l \ ~ einto
the gross conceptual mind along with its pervasive winds
becomes extremely refined and withdraws into the heart
centre on the 'life-holding' wind.
The knots in the central channel - which throughout
conscious life have restricted the entry of winds into the
central channel - now unravel, allowing the white bodlrichitta

at the crown to descend within the central channel. As this
white bindu or bodhichifta-drop slowly descends towards the
indeshuctible drop at the heart centre, a 'white appearance'
like the vision of moonlight on a clear autumn evening arises.
When the 'white appearance' diesolves, there next arises the
'red increase' as the red bodhichitta drop at the navel slowly
ascends towards the indestructible drop, producing a vision like a clear autumn sky illuminated by the red glow of
sunlight. As the white and red drops approach and completely enclose the indestructible drop the stage of 'black
near-attainment' arises, which is experienced as the vision
of complete darkness, like a black and empty sky.
Finally the indestructible drop at the heart centre opens,
revealing the extremely subtle consciousness and its wind as
the 'clear light of death', which arises as an exceedingly clear
and bright vision, similar to the sky at dawn. After the breaking open of the indestructible drop the consciousness of the
deceased, riding on the very subtle wind wtuch serves as its
vehicle, departs through one of the nine apertures of the bod y
into its karmically predestined next realm of rebirth. If the
consciousness escapes through the anus it signifies rebirth in
the hell realm; through the sexual organ, the animal realm;
through the mouth, the hungry ghost realm; through the nose,
the human or spirit realm; through the ears, the asura realm;
through the navel, the desire god realm; through the eyes,
the form god realm; through the top of the head, the formless
god realm; and through 'the aperture of Brahma' at the crown
of the head, directly into the paradise realm of Amitabha
Buddha known as Dewachen.
Deprived of its sustaining Life force or consciousness,
the white and red bodhid~ittnat the heart centre now separate, with the white bodhichitln usually descending and leaving the body through the sexual organ, and the red bodhichitta
ascending and leaving through the nostrils. Clinical death
has now reached its conclusion.
There are said to be six different 'intermediary states'
(Tib. bar do), three of which are experienced in life, and three
which are experienced in death. The first is that of waking
life (Tib. skytms snns bar do); the second is that of the dream
state (Tib. rrni lam bar do); the third is that of meditative experience (Tib. bsa111gtan bar do); the fourth is that of the death
process as described above (lib. 'chi khn bnr do; the eight
visionary appearances described above mark its eight
stages); the fifth is that of the after-death intermediary state
(Tib. clros nyid bnr do); and the sixth is that of seeking rebirth
(Tib. srid pn bar do). The last three of these bnrdo states, experienced between death and rebirth, are graphically and symbolically described in the Bardo Thodol (Tibetan Book of the
Dead, more accurately translated as, The Great Liberation
by Hearing in the Intermediate State).
The Generat~onand Completron Stages of Hrghest Yoga Tantra
The eight visionary appearances of the death process are
also said to arise daily on transition from the waking state
into the state of deep sleep, although they are not recognised by most human beings due to their lack of awareness
of the more subtle levels of consciousness. Since this process occurs every day and is not recognised, it follows that
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during the actual death process the consciousness of the
dec~asedwill have little or no control over the death process, intermediary visionary state, and future rebirth.
A specific aspect of Tibetan Vajrayana Buddhism which
is not found in other forms of Buddhism is that of reincarnate lamas (Tib. sprrrl skrc) who can consciously control the
death experience in order to take human rebirth in the most
beneficial and continuing conditions. This implies complete
control over the three bardos of the death process, intermediary state, and future rebirth, within the context of a
bodhisattva's altruistic aspiration to attain the highest enlightenment for the compassionate benefit of all beings.
Vajrayana meditation techniques are essentially composed of 'formless' practices which are utilised to develop
the awareness of emptiness or shunyata, or as the 'visualised form' branches of Deity Yoga. Deity Yoga employs
highly refined techniques of creative imagination, visualisation, and photism in order to self-identify with the divine
form and qualities of a particular deity as the union of
method or skilful means and wisdom. As His Holiness the
Dalai Lama says, "In brief, the body of a Buddha is attained
through meditating on it".
In the practices of Highest Yoga Tantra (onuttnrayoga
tniltra) two stages of meditational practice are employed in
order for the practitioner to attain supreme enlightenment
by the process of actual transformation into the form of the
deity. The first stage is known as the 'generation stage' (Tib.
bskycd r i n ~or
) 'creation stage', which is perfected by dissolving one's mind into emptiness and generating the vivid form
of the particular meditational deity (Tib. yi dnnr), with the
visualised 'clear appearance' of the deity and the quality of
the 'divine pride' of actually being the deity.
The second stage is known as the 'completion stage'
(Tib. rdzogs rinr), which is perfected by causing the psychic
winds to enter, abide, and dissolve into the central channel
of the subtle or vnjra body, and release the indestructible
drop at the heart centre. With the opening of the indestructible drop and the dawning of the 'clear light', emptiness is
consciously realised as the 'blissful mind of clear light'. This
gives rise to the 'illusory body' which manifests in the form
of the deity. The union of 'clear light' and 'illusory body' as the pure empty form of the deity meditating on emptiness - rapidly results in the accumulation of wisdom and
method which leads directly to the full enlightenment of
Buddhahood. The sign which indicates the transition from
the generat~onstage to the completion stage is the practitioner's ability to draw the winds into the central channel.
Highest Yoga Tantras are divided into 'mother tantras'
(yogarlir~ittnratnntras) and 'father tantras' (yogottara tantras),
which emphasise respectively the development o f 'clear
light' (wisdom) and 'illusory body' (method), yet each of
these tantric systems lead to the same goal of full enlightenment. The Six Yogas of Naropa - consisting of the yoga
of vital heat (Tib.ghrrii rno);illusory body yoga; dream yoga;
clear light yoga; transference of consciousness (Tib. 'phu
ba); and yoga of the intermediate state (Tib. bar do) - also
employ techniques for controlling the winds and drops
within the vajrn body.

In the advanced practices of Highest Yoga Tanka the
three bardos or stages of the death experience - the bardo of
the death process with its eight visionary appearances, the
bardo of the intermediate state, and the bardo of seeking
rebirth - are 'brought into the path' by consciously simulating the death experience and transforming it into the
three kayas or bodies of the Buddha. The eight visionary
appearances of the generation stage culminate in the dissolution of the winds into the indestructible drop at the
completion stage. The resultant body attained at this stage
of 'clear light' is the dharmakaya or formless 'truth body' of
the Buddha. Arising from emptiness in the symbolic form
of a seed-syllable in the generation stage culminates in the
attainment of the illusory body in the completion stage,
and the resultant body attained is the sambhogakaya or visionary 'enjoyment body' of the Buddha. Arising as the
deity in the generation stage culminates in the attainment
of 'taking the old body' as the nirmn-nakaya or 'emanation
body' of the Buddha in the completion stage. The nirmarzakaya or 'form body' is known as tulku (Tib. sprul skrr) in
Tibetan, a term which is also applied to reincarnate lamas
who have consciously taken rebirth as the physical 'form
body' of the Buddha.
The three bardo states of the death process, intermediate
state, and rebirth, are thus transformed into the three divine bodies of the Buddha as the dharmakaya, sambhogakaya,
and nirma-nakaya. The three kayas also correspond to the three
states of deep sleep, dreaming, and awakeness throughout
conscious life. With the attainment of the three kayas, death
itself is transformed into the state of full enlightenment.

Plate 72
Illustrated in this drawing is a Buddha form seated in
vajrnsana posture, with his hands in the dhyana nludra of
meditative equipoise. Within his body are drawn the three
main nadis and channel-wheels according to the Guhyasamaja
Tantra system. Most of the completion stage practices of
Highest Yoga Tantra (anuttarayoga tantrn), such as those of
the Chnkrnsanlvara, Vajrayogini, Vajrabhnirava and Hcvajra
Tantras, follow the pattern of the early Guhyasarilaja system;
although there are variations in the emphasis placed on certain channel-wheel centres in specific practices, and in the
knots, drops, and winds which arise from the three main
channels. The Kalachakra Ta~ztradescribes an al temative system of channel-wheels, nadis, winds, and drops, an account
of which is given below.
In the Guhyasamaja system the central channel, known
in Sanskrit as the ovadlr~rtior sushurrrna izndi (Tib. rtsa dbu
rna), ascends like a vertical pole from the tip of the sexual
organs to the crown of the head. From the crown it arches
over the skull and forehead to its point of origination between the two eyebrows. Its vertical location within the body
is described as being slightly in front of the thicker 'channel
of life', which ascends in front of the spinal column. The
central channel is very straight, subtle, clear, transparent,
and delicate, and is often described as being blue or white
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on the outside and blood-red in its interior. In many prac-

tices the central channel is visualised as extending only from
the cmwn of the head to a point which is located four finger-widths below the navel centre.
Running parallel and in contact with the central channel in its vertical ascent, are the right and left channels of
the sun and moon. Both of these channels arise at the two
nostrils, arch over the crown of the head, and descend adjacent to the central channel until the navel centre. From here
the right solar channel curves slightly away from the central channel and terminates at the anus, where its function
is to control defecation. The left lunar channel curves away
slightly to the right and terminates at the tip of the sexual
organ, where its hmction is to control urine, semen, and menstrual blood. The white left lunar channel corresponds to
the idn r~ndiin the Kundaluii Yoga system, and in Buddhist
Sanskrit is known as lnlnr~nor 'caressing woman' (Tib. rtsa
rkyrrg iirn). Tlie red right solar channel corresponds to the
pirrgnla rludi, or rasnirn meaning 'tongue' (Tib. rtsn ro inn).
These three main channels - left, right, and centre - are also
known as the channels of body, speech, and mind.
In the 'rosary' of Sanskrit seed-syllables (bijrz) the white
vowel sounds (ali) arise in the white drops of the lunar
channel, the red consonants (knli) in the red drops of the
solar channel, and the non-dual union of the crescent moon
dot (nksnrn), placed above the seed-syllables, arises in the
fire of the central channel. The rosaries of the sixteen white
vowels and forty red consonants of the Sanskrit alphabet
are commonly visualised circling in both clockwise and anticlockwise motions; their doubling symbolises the thirtytwo major and eighty minor marks of an enlightened
Buddha or bodhisattva. The white lunar channel is male representing the vnjrn, method (rrpnyn), and semen (srrkrn).
The red solar channel is female - representing the lotus,
wisdom (prirjrra), and blood (rnktn). The central channel,
which is empty and of the nature of fire, unifies the polarities
of male and female, aajrn and lotus, method and wisdom,
semen and blood, as the enlightened consciousness of the
deity in the indestructible drop within the heart centre.
At various points along the central channel the white lunar and red solar channels cross and coil around the central
cham~el,forming constricti~igknots (Tib. rtsn iridud). These
'knots' occur at the five main channel-wheel centres, with a
single knot formed from the double coiling of the left and
right channels at the secret place, navel, throat, and crown
centres, and a triple knot at the heart centre. The six overlapping coils of the triple knot of the heart centre enclose the
'indestructible drop' in a constricting cage. The dawning of
tlie 'clear light' at the last stage of death when the indestructible drop opens, releases the most subtle consciousness from
this 'cage' into its future rebirth. In tlie Gr~liyosnrirnjrrsystem
tlie two openings of the central channel at the forehead and
tip of the sexual organ are also closed by constrictilig knots
wliicli effectively seal the central channel.
The channel-wheels are the five main plexuses of constriction along the central channel, where the knots arise and
where \,arious rrndis emanate like petals or thr spokes of a
wheel. They are visualised like the spokes of an umbrella,

which alternately arch towards each other along the
channel. The four upper channel-wheels of crown, throat,
heart, and navel are the ones most commonly visualised in
meditation practices. At the crown is the 'wheel of great blisss;
it arches downwards with thirty-two white spokes. ~t the
throat is the 'wheel of enjoyment', which arches upwards with
sixteen red spokes. At the heart is the 'wheel of phenomena',
with its eight white spokes arclung downwards in the
directions. At its centre is a circle of space enclosing the indestructible drop within the six coils of its triple knot. ~t the
navel is the 'wheel of emanation'; it arches upwards with
sixty-four red spokes and a triangular centre. The'secretplacer
channel-wheel, which is located in the sexual area, is known
as the 'wheel of the preservation of bliss', and has thirty-ho
red spokes which arch downwards.
These five channel-wheels at the crown, throat, heart,
navel, and secret place are sealed by the syllables On1 A H~rrrr
Szrn Hn, and represent the body, speech, mind, qualities, and
activities of an enlightened being. The first three syllables
Onr A Hrtiir, are always painted on the back surface of a
thangka at the forehead, throat, and heart centresof themain
deities- representing the body, speech, and mind of the deity.
There are many variations in different Vajrayana practices, which makes i t impossible to present a definitive system of the three main rlndis, channel-wheels, and knots. The
four main channel-wheels of crown, throat, heart, and navel are only employed in specific practices; whereas up to
seven - including the forehead, secret place, and sexual tip
or 'jewel centre' -are visualised in others. Many traditions
assert that the solar and lunar channels should be reversed
for male and female practitioners, with the lunar channel
being on the right 'method' side for men, and on the left
'wisdom' side for women. In the Vnjrnblinirnon Tnirtrn system a double knot is formed at the navel centre, and here all
three channels are white in their interiors. In the practice of
'inner heat' (Tib. gtriin nro) the central channel is often visualised with the thickness of an arrow shaft, and the right
and left channels, with the thickness of wheat stalks running parallel to it, but with a separation of around half an
inch on either side. The crown centre may also be located at
the upper-back of the head, as the aperture at the top of the
head is held to be the doorway into the formless god realm.
Common to most Buddhist traditions, however, is the
belief that the subtle body is permeated with 72,000 riniiis, as
in the Hindu Kundalini Yoga system. These 72,ooo rladis are
derived from the eight iintii petals or spokes of the heart channel-wheel. Each of these eight main 11nili.shavea name, a function, and a supporting wind. From thc end of each arise three
branching rrndis coloured white, red, and blue - representing
body, speech, and mind - and which carry tlie white l ~ ( ~ ~ i / i i ~ l ~ ~ f t f l
drops, the red botllriclritto drops, and the supporting winds.
These twenty-four rrntiis tra\fel to diffcrent parts of the bod)!
and outwardly form the twenty-four sacred places of the
'Heruka body mandala' wherein reside the twenty-four 'heThe tweny-four sacred
roes' (ipirfls) and 'heroines' (~/c~~qirrr.s).
pilgrimage sites (l~itlin.;t(i~in)
of tlic Clr~~krosiliiiir~n~
Tnrrtrn are
derived from the sad legend of Shi\.n's first \\rife, Sati, whose
dismembered body was di\~icledinto twenty-four parts by
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Vishnu, and scattered across India. Each of these twenty-four
,&is again divide into three, making a total of seventy-two
channels, which Likewise carry white drops, red drops, and
winds. These seventy-two channels then divide into a thousand branches, giving a final total of 72,000 nadis. These mdis
cany the impure winds of the conceptual mind which di6solve into the central channel at the time of death, and which
are brought under control during the 'generation stage' ('lib.
6s@d rim) of meditational practice. During the 'completion
stage' (lib. rdzogs rim) of Highest Yoga Tantra, their refined
energy winds enter the central channel and release the constricting knots.
There are five primary winds (Skt. yrana; lib. rlung) and
five secondary winds which flow through the channels. The
five primary winds are: the 'life-supporting wind', which
maintains Life; the 'downward-voiding wind', which releases
faeces,urine, semen, and menstrual blood; the 'upward-moving wind', which controls breath, swallowing, and speech;
the 'equally-abiding wind', which controls heat and digestion; and the 'pervading wind', which controls the physical
activity of the body. Each of these winds is assigned a colour,
direction, element, location, and function, which accord with
the Five Buddha Families of Akshobhya, Ratnasambhava,
Amitabha, Amoghasiddhi, and Vairochana respectively.
The five secondary winds arise from the life-supporting
wind at the heart centre and govern the sensory consciousnesses. These secondary winds are also assigned the colours of the Five Buddhas, with the sequence of blue - sound;
yellow - smell; red - sight; green - touch; and white - taste.
These winds arise on three levels as gross, subtle, and very
subtle. The gross and subtle winds carry the coarse and refined emotional and mental consciousnesses, and the very
subtle wind carries the very subtle mind which transmigrates from life to life. The life-supporting wind is the essential wind of the heart centre which supports life itself,
and is the most important in the inner yoga practices.
The drops or birld~r(Tib. thig Ie) are spread throughout
the channels in their gross form, and within the indestructible drop in their subtle form. The white bodhichitta drop at
the crown is the source of white seminal fluid, and the red
bodhicl~ittndrop at the navel is the source of all fecund blood.
The equally-abiding wind, which has its seat in the navel
centre, creates the vital heat of the body which is responsible for warmth and digestion. In the yogic practice of 'inner
heat', a breath-retention technique known as 'vase breathing' is employed to compress the air at the navel centre, distending the abdomen into the shape of a vase or pot. This
fans the inner fire at the navel centre, causing it to ignite
and blaze upwards through the central channel like a twistat the
ing needle of fire and to melt the white hodl~icl~ittn
crown, causing great bliss to arise in the blazing and melting. Cllnrrtfnli in Sanskrit means the 'fierce one' or 'female
outcaste', and a physical by-product of its accomplishment
is the yogin's ability to withstand the bitter cold, to melt
snow, or dry wet blankets on his naked body. The melting
of the gross drops and their movement through the channels creates the experience of ordinary bliss. Sexual intercourse agitates the motion of the downward-voiding wind,

creating the experience of sexual pleasure. This agitation
ignites the 'ordinary fire' and causes the gross drops in the
lower body to melt, descend, and flow through the sexual
organ during orgasm. The temporary bliss of orgasm d m
not, however, arise in the central channel; yet it forms a
sexual metaphor for the enduring great bliss created by the
actual melting of the bodlricllitta in the practice of 'inner heat',
or other anuttarnyoga tontra practices. The visualised ascent
of the white bodhichitta drop, which enters and ascends the
central channel from the tip of the sexual organ, produces
the sublime experience of the 'four joys' as it moves through
the navel, heart, throat and crown centres.
The Kalachakra Channel- Wheel System
The Knlachakra Tarrtrn channel-wheel system presents an alternative inner cosmology of the three main channels, winds,
drops, and channel-wheels to the Guhyasanmaja,Hevajra, and
Clmkrasamiiara model described above.
In the Kahchakro system the central channel arises between
the eyebrows, arches to the crown, and then descends vertically to the tip of the penis or clitoris. The left, white lunar
channel and the right, red solar channel arise at the two n o s
trils, and following the path of the central channel terminate
one finger-width below the central channel in the sexual bulb
or kar~da.From here the left channel controls the release of
urine and sexual fluids, and the right channel the function of
excreting. At each of the six channel-wheel centres of crown,
forehead, throat, heart, navel, and sexual clmkra, conshicting
knots are formed by the coiling of the lunar and solar channels. At the navel centre the single knotted loops of the two
side-channels creates a specific plexus which corresponds to
the sixfold scheme of Kalachakra's six elements . Here the
central channel ab0t.e the navel cli~krais identified with the
energy of the eclipse planet Rahu, and below the navel clrnkrn
with the energy of Kalagni, the 'fire of time'. Rahu represents
the green element of space, and carries wind in the central
channel above the navel. Kalagni represents the sixth blue
element of wisdom, and carries semen below the navel centre. The lower extent of the left lunar channel below the navel
represents the black eastem element of air, and carries urine;
above the navel it represents the white northern element of
water, and carries semen. The right solar channel below the
navel represents the yellow western element of earth, and
carries excrement;above the navel it represents the red southe m element of fire, and carries blood. This sixfold scheme
creates a mandala of Kalachakra's six elements of earth, water, fire, air, space, and wisdom. Kalachakra's left and right
legs are coloured white and red to represent the lunar and
solar channels. His three necks are coloured white, black, and
red to s}mbolise the lunar, central and solar channels; and
his four faces are coloured; black at the front (Rahu), yellow
at the back (Kalagni), white on the left (Moon), and red on
the right (Sun).These four planets also arise as the four stacked
discs of Moon, Sun, Rahu, and Kalagni, on which Kalachakra
stands.
The conshicting knots along the central channel allow a
minimal movement of energy winds to pass within the central channel, unlike the G~rlryasnnrajn-relatedsystems where
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the central channel is normally empty. Like the Cuhyasamaja
model the eight spokes of the heart channel-wheel branch
into twenty-four, seventy-two, and finally 72,000 nadis.
The five principal and five secondary winds in the
Knlacl~nkrnsystem follow a similar scheme to the Guhyasamuju's ten winds. The five principal winds are: lifesustaining; downward-voiding; fire-accompanying; upward-moving; and pervasive. The five secondary winds
relate to the five senses and elements, and are known as:
the 'moving wind' of the yellow earth element and sight;
the 'fully-moving wind' of the white water element and
sound; the 'perfectly-moving wind' of the red fire element
and smell; the 'extremely-moving wind' of the black wind
element and taste; and the 'certainly-moving wind' of the
green space element and touch. Each of these ten winds arise
consecutively during the ten months of the foetus's gestation within the womb.
Unlike the Gullyasamnjn system, with its two drops of
white and red bodhicllitta, the Knlachnkra Tnntra describes four
kinds of drops. These arise in the crown, throat, heart, and
navel centres, and correspond to the 'four states of existence'.
The 'body drop' is located in the crown centre and gives
rise to the waking state; the 'dream or speech drop' arises in
the throat centre and gives rise to the dream state; the 'deep
sleep drop' is located in the heart centre and gives rise to
the state of deep sleep; and the 'deep awareness drop' arises
in the navel centre and gives rise to the state of sexual ecstacy.
The six channel-wheel centres of the Kalachakra system
similarly arch towards each other in pairs, like the upward
and inverted curving spokes of an umbrella. At the crown
centre is the 'wheel of great bliss' with four spokes; at the
forehead is the 'wheel of wind' with sixteen spokes; at the
throat is the 'wheel of enjoyment' with thrty-two spokes;
at the heart is the 'wheel of phenomena' with eight spokes;
at the navel is the 'wheel of emanation' with sixty-four
spokes; and at the 'secret place' or sexual centre is the 'wheel
of preservation of bliss' with thirty-two spokes.
The Numerical Symbolrsm of the Channels and Channel-Wheels
The esoteric symbolism of the two wind energies of the lunar
and solar channels entering, abiding, and dissolving into the
central channel, forms a potent polarity symbol in Vajrayana
Buddhism. The dualities of male and female, sperm and egg,
zpnjra and lotus, moon and sun, method and wisdom, great
bliss and emptiness, all merge into the non-dual union which
is the pristine 'unborn' state of enlightenment.
In Tibetan thangka painting the central axis or 'brnhinnline', which is centred precisely at the crown centre of the
main deity, divides the thangka into two vertical halves, with
the male method side placed to the right side of the deity
under a full moon, and the female wisdom side to the left of
the deity under a sun. For a viewer, the left side of a thangka
is the method side, and the right the wisdom side. In certain practices, especially those which emphasise the 'mother
tantra' aspect of the development of wisdom, these polarity
symbols may be reversed. The moon represents 'relative
I~odliii-hitta',which is the spontaneous aspiration towards
enlightenment; and the sun represents 'ultimate hodlrichitta',

or the ripening effect of discriminating awareness (prPjna)
which directly realises emptiness (shur~yata).
h the completion stage of Highest Yoga Tantra, the moon represents the
attainment of the 'illusory body', and the sun the realisation of 'clear light'. As colours the white and red bodhichitta
drops of moon and sun arise as the silver and gold metal
ornaments, and the pearl and coral mineral ornaments,
which adorn the forms of peaceful deities.
The goddess Palden Lhamo is depicted with a blazing
sun at her navel, and the moon at her crown. S h a i ~ i t ~ - ~ ~ lated deities, such as Chakrasamvara, have a ~ n e - d a ~ - ~ l d
crescent moon at their crown, symbolising the increase of
white bodlrichittn. The goddess Troma Nagmo is described
as having a red sun disc as her right eye, a white moon disc
as her left eye, and as her third or 'wisdom eye' the reddishwhite union of sun and moon. The familiar tantric symbol
of a white skull-cup filled with blood represents the union
of great bliss and emptiness as the father and mother's
bodlrichitta drops creating the bone and blood at the crown
and navel chakras. h the ancient Indian alchemical tradition the white bodhichitta symbolises the semen of Shiva as
mercury, and the red bodhichitta the menstrual blood of
Parvati as cinnabar or sulphur. The crucible is the navel
chakra, the distillation flask the central channel, the fire
Chandali, and the bellows the vase-breathing exercises.
As a trinity the lunar, solar, and central channels - coloured white, red, and blue - represent the body, speech and
mind of the deity, and correspond to the three syllables On1
A Hum, which arise in the crown, throat, and heart centres
as the three kayns or 'bodies' of the Buddha. h the symbolism of the khntuai~gaor 'tantric staff', which represents the
form of the deity or Heruka turnself, the three impaled heads
-coloured white as a dry skull, red as a freshly severed head,
and blue as a decaying head -symbolise the three channels,
three syllables, and the three main chakrns as the body,
speech, and mind of the deity. The three prongs of the trident, and the three visible prongs of the uajra, also represent these three channels. The meeting place (triueni) of the
three sacred Indian rivers, the Ganges and Yamuna merging with the invisible subterranean river Sarasvati (symbolising the central channel), reveals the ancient origin of this
tantric concept.
The visualisation of deities which arise at the heart centre is generated from a hija or seed-syllable, which arises
from a moon and sun disc placed above an eight-~etalled
lotus. Here the eight-petalled lotus is the heart channelwheel of phenomena, the moon and sun discs are the two
halves of the indestructible drop, and the bijn syllable which
transforms into the deity is the pure consciousness which
resides in the indestructible drop. In peaceful deity
visualisations the predominant colour scheme is of a white
male deity in sexual embrace with his red female consort.
This represents the union of the fertile white semen and red
uterine blood creating new life as pure consciousness. In
wrathful forms the re dominant colours are of a blue-black
male embracing a red consort, this represents the blue-black
poison and red sacrificial blood of ego-death, selflessness
and the 'death' or cessation of conceptualisation.

The Channel.-Wheel Systems
The Hevajra Tantra states, "Then there are all, kali, sun
and moon, the sixteen phases, the sixty-four periods, the
thirty-two hours and the four watches. So everything goes
in fours." Numerically the nadis of the channel-wheels are
derived from the doubling of the base number four, which
produces the eight, sixteen, thirty-two, and sixty-four
spokes of the various chakras. In the geometric rnandala
layout, which forms a common design in most deity practices, this numerical sequence is expressed in the placement
of deities in the body, speech, mind, great bliss, and emanation wheels which occur in the lotus circles and protection wheels of the mandala. The eight-petalled lotus, which
is usually placed at the mandala's centre, represents the
eight spokes of the heart chakra as the 'mind wheel' of
dhnrmakaya. The sixteen petals of the surrounding lotus circle- which may embody eight directional deities with their
consorts, the sixteen offering goddesses or the sixteen arhats
- represent the throat chakra as the 'speech wheel' of
sambhognkaya. The sixty-four variegated lotus petals on the
innermost of the outer protective circles, represents the
sixty-four spokes of the navel clrnkra as the 'emanation
wheel' of rupakayn. The thirty-two golden vajras which encircle the next protective circle of the black 'vajra-tent', symbolise the thirty-two major marks of an enlightened being.
The thirty-two variegated coloured flame-banks of the 'fire
mountain' (Tib. me ri) in the outermost protective circle,
symbolise the thirty-h10 spokes of the crown clrnkra as the
'body wheel of great bliss' of the nirnrannkayn.
The 'eight great charnel grounds', w h c h frequently form
a fourth protective circle of the mandala, encapsulate the
complex symbolism of both the sutra and tantra paths. The
symbolism of the eight great charnel grounds and the
twenty-four sacred places is described and explained on
page 251.
The main channel-wheels are also numerically illustrated
in the six bone ornaments worn by wrathful forms and semiwrathful deities. At the crown is a netted bone chain with
thirty-two loops which encircle the top hair-knot. At the
throat is a bone necklace with sixteen hanging net loops. At
the heart is an eight-spoked bone wheel, with four double
strands of two hundred bone beads which form a cross
around the upper body, symbolising the 72,000 riadis which
emanate from the eight spokes of the heart channel-wheel.
Around the waist is a bone belt with sixty-four net loops,
representing the sixty-four spokes of the navel channelwheel. Bone bracelets, armlets, and anklets form the fifth
bone ornament; and a pair of bone earrings, representing
the lunar and solar channels, forms the sixth. These six bone
ornaments are shaped to correspond with Vajrasattva and
the Five Buddhas: with jewel-shaped pendants on the upper torso, lotus-shaped bones at the heart, a zlajrn-shaped
bone at the centre of the back, crossed rrnjrns at the navel,
noose-shaped loops at the waist, and wheel-shaped bones
on the bracelets, armlets and anklets. Wrathful deities also
display a mandala of cemetery unguents on their faces, with
cremation ash applied to the forehead, blood smeared on
the 'three bulges' of the nose and cheeks, and human fat
applied to the chin or throat.

The following passage is a footnote from David
Snellgrove's translation of the Hnlajra Tantra. Although this
was written at a very early date in the field of m d e r n tantric
studies, this footnote expmsses an important point a9 to how
the subject of visualisation practices as a whole, and the inner channel-wheel cosmology in particular, should be approached in order to gain a clearer perspective of their
subject matter and actual practice:

Of the actunl method ofcontrolling the physicalJur~ctions
the text tells nothirrg directly. They are, h m w e r , clearly
inrplied in the inoregeneral statements. The Tmists treating of similar practices, are certainly more c.rplicit . ..The
various processes are here described explicitly, ulhereas in
tjw lrrdiari texts one is preseiited primri1.y with sclwnres
and patterns. Nor is arty distinction nrnde betawn an
imagined nnd an actual physical process, because no such
distinctiori is recognised. O n e surniises that the real
process iuas elaborated to corrform u~itlia theoretical
scheine, just as the master's responsibility tmpards Iris
pupil is elabornted into the theoty ofthefivefamilies. This
has the flect ofconcealirrg iclllat is actually involved, nnd
I doubt whether this pnrticular problon is sollrble. To ask
ulhat nray appear to us an all-inrportant question: "Are
the chakms witkiir the body coirceizvd of as real psychic
centres, or are they ail inragined device like the exterrral
inaridala?" is to bririg coritradictioii into the icrhole basic
theoryfrorn tliestairdpoirit of tht~texts. For then1 the z~d~ole
process, iriteninl nnd extmral, is bhnzlana fnieritnl prodriction), and the rnandnln, although imgiried fbhaz~ito)
exists on n higher plane of renlity thari the plie~rotrit~nal
zuorld it represents. Likrrilise the idealised representatioir
ofthe body, consistiiig o f t k nadis and chnkrns, exists on
R higher plane than the nornial plrysicol structure oftlrr
boily. Thnr,firrnlly, these higher stnges therrrselrpesare dissolaed. The snnre npplies to t11edioineforirrs. They aru not
pure symbol ns we nright iritrrpret thein. We regard therir
ns urrrenl in the begirrniiig. Tlru Buddlrists, horurzwr regard them ns real irr the beginning, irrorr renl thanflesh
and blood. Herrce arises the need of insisting thnt the dizine forrri too coiisists o f jrrst sorirethirrg tlrot conies into
existence. Irifnct the very poiwer of thesegods ns nrenns of
purificatiorr (ziishiddhi) resides iir the irritinl belief thnt
they instilled. They nrr the essence ofsnrrrsnrn, nnd orre
nrrrst lrnrri to cortceiz~eofthmr in ternrs ofthrir riori-existerrce. To call such rrsc synrbolic is riot ndeqrrnfe,for as
pure symbol tlicy iuould be poioerless. Nor is nrry renl distinction to be made betuleerl ail esoteric nrrd exoteric intet-pretatiurr, betrtwerl t h e f e i ~roho
f kirou~011 these things
ore syirrbols,niid the rrlarry itd10p l a c ~ f n i t l ~trrrst
~ t l iir tlrmr.
T h q nll, si[id/rasnrid prithagjnnas nlike, believe in these
,
thenrselves to
sods. The siddlias hnz~r,h o i i t v ~ r trnined
regard thenr ns tliolrgh they zilere non-existent. It clenrly
only becorrirs possible to rrnderstnrrd these texts thororrghly
by ncceptirrg their Weltnrzsc/inrrrrngcorrrpli.te, nrrd this is
probnbly nn irrr~~ossibility
for 11 modern Errropenir. To thirrk
011r has done so is riot sr~ficierit.Orre is tlieir plnct~ifin the
prtdicnrrrcirt of zxplniriing nitla!, rrrrrclr thnt is urlaccq~t-
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able, and one rnant~rrofdoing this is a17 appeal to synrIwlisin and esoteric interpretation; but these are rlotions
that huzv no nicaniirg it1 a genuirrr traditiori. A distinction is nude, it is trut. between a11 inner (adhyatinika)
nird nuter (baliyo) ii~terpri~tntii~tz
with regard to the actual rites, but they remain rites none the less, nrzd the
distinction ~ r i ~ e ~ f no
r ~embnrrassmeirt
lil
with regard fo
theni, or desire to explain them nulay. O n the cnirtrary
the oriter sense is us~iallycoitrmei~dedas necessar!l to
lead nleii to the inner, u!hich is precisely their use. The
position is conrpletely reversed b!l certain European and
moderir Jitdinil expoi~eiitsof tlzese doctrines, who comt~reiidthetli to U S for their esoteric sigiiificmrce, as thorigh
O N C could dispri~sewith all else. Suck ail interpretatioil

is historically iizaccurnte. Those Buddhists belimed, and
it zvas necessary for their whole schcnre of 'release' that
they should beliez~u,in those gods and niagical practices
for their ozvir sakes, before they began to use t/re111as
meatis. There was tlo short-cutting of this way, or the
means zvould have been coiirpletely ineffectiz~e;nor illdeed were they itlclit~edfo believe otlzerzvise. The task
irozi~of trying to tri~derstandbecoii~esvery much nrore
diTiciilt, i~rrdcat1 or~lybe attenrpted when oirc has anrassed
suficieizt knoz~lcdgeof the historical and religious setting of the tinies to permit one to see certniir practic~sin
suflicient context. Srrch a zlieu) car? scarcely be perfect,
but it is the orily possible approxinrotioli.. .
(Snellgrove 1959,Vol. I: 33-4)

Chapter Six

The Sanskrit term rnudrn (Tib. phyag rma) has a variety of
meanings. Its primary meaning as 'seal' implies stamping,
impressing, marking, or printing, as in the stamping of coins
or currency, the impressing of a signet ring, the marking or
engraving of a sign, and the printing of an image or text.
In yogic practices, especially those of Hatha Yoga, nrltdrn
implies specific yoga postures, breathing practices, concentrations, and looks or gazes. The large conch or ivory earrings worn by the Hindu Kanphata or 'split-ear' sect of
Hatha yogins are also known as riiudrns.
In the highly symbolic 'left-hand' tantric ritual of pnnchnnraknrn (the 'five M-letters'), which is of great significance in Hindu tantras, iiirldrn refers to parched grain as
one of the five M-letters. The five ingredients of this lefthand ritual are: wine (nlnd!/n), meat (iiinii~sa),fish (nratsyn),
parched grain (niudrn), and sexual intercourse (nmitlninn).
On an outer level the consumption of the first four ingredients generates the sexual energy which is expended in
On an inner level wine
the fifth as sexual union (tiraithrri~n).
symbolises the divine intoxication of love; meat, the body;
fish, the retention of breath; parched grain, the retention of
sexual fluids; and sexual intercourse, the full arousal of the
goddess Kundalini. In the practice of khrchnri iiiridrn meat
symbolises the tongue, parched grain the soft upper palate, fish the retention of the breath, sexual union the churning of the tongue into the 'tenth door' or cavity formed
within the upper palate, and wine the descent of bodl~i~hittn
or nectar from Shi\.a located in the brain centre - which
floods the yogin's body with divine bliss. Several small
New Age American pharmaceutical companies have endea\,oured to reproduce this inner nectar as a by-product
of Serotonin. But true spiritual experience cannot be synthesised in a laboratory; its substance is not physical and
its experience is not niechanistical.

The Buddhist term Mahamudra, meaning 'great seal',
refers to the perfection of realisation attained through the
synthesis of the Mahayana and Vairayana paths.
In Vajrayana sexual yoga practices rnrtdrn refers to the
female consort taken for the generation of spontaneous bliss
and emptiness. Here the rirudrn as female consort arises on
an outer, Inner, and secret level: as the outer consort she
manifests as the physical form of the goddess or dakini; as
the inner consort she manifcvts as Chandali, the goddess of
inner heat located below the navel clmkra; and as the secret
consort she arises as the consummate union of the white
and red bodhrchittn drops (biiidu),as the ultimate merging of
coincidental bliss and emptiness.
Mridrn as hand gesture has its origin as the spontaneous
natural sentiment or expression of innate pristine awareness,
where the subtle hand movements 'just come into existence'
as a manifestation of the state of realisation. Body language
is now a familiar concept in modem psychology, where awareness of a person's mental state is communicated unconsciously and without recourse to verbal analysis. Shakyamuni
Buddha's right hand just reached down and touched the
ground when he called the earth goddess, Sthavara, as witness to his enlightenment. Buddha's rnudrn happened spontaneously and was not a contrived act. When my eldest
daughter, Carrina, was bom in 1982, she was graced with
exquisite artistic hands, which bore an uncanny resemblance
to the sculptural hands of Buddha and bodhisattva images.
For the first few months of her life her waking hours were
characterised by an endless display of the most sublime hand
movements, w h c h revealed the whole spectrum of iconographic and dance rirudrns. Intuitively I learned far more from
tlie mesmerism of these spontaneous hand and finger gestures than from any number of artistic manuals on the canons of proportion. I have witnessed the same phenomena ui
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the hands of Indian and Sufi saints who are in a State of
divine rapture or ecstatic union. Herman Hesse once wrote,
"Children live on one side of despair, the enlightened on
the other". There is a ring of truth in these words.
Hand gestures, as conveyors of the language of implied
meaning, have appeared throughout the historical ascendencies of world cultures, especially where oral traditions
have been maintained. They appear in Egyptian hieroglyphs, in early Christian art, in Native American traditions, and in the various symbolic hand clasps of secret
societies, such as the Freemasons. The familiar V for Victory sign, which becomes an obscene gesture when the
palm is reversed, has its origin in the amputation of the
first two fingers of captured medieval European archers,
where the victors would display their intact first two fingers as a gesture of triumph.
An early lataka legend of one of the Buddha's previous
lives describes how he enquired of the marital status of a
woman by displaying a closed fist; in reply she showed him
her empty hand. However it was not until the advent of
Indian sculpture, around the third century BC, that the tnrrdra
became an expression in classical Indian art. The first Buddhist images were sculpted in Mathura and Gandhara
around the second century AD,and it was only during this
period that the ~riudra,or indeed any physical representation of the Buddha image, came to prominence. The
Mahayana period of Buddhist art, exemplified in the early
cave temples of Ajanta and Ellora, display a great simplicity in the depictions of Buddhist hand niudms. Here the main
rrrudras which appear on sculptural forms are the five basic
hand gestures of the Buddha, which later became the defining mlrdras of the Five Buddha Families.
Early tantric literature, such as the Guhyasaninjo Tantra
(circa sixth or seventh century AD),reveals a tradition of secret signs, phrases and glances of initiates within a particular tantric lineage. Most of the main Buddhist tantras were
revealed during the eighth and ninth centuries, and during
this period the various systems of nrrrdrns evolved as ritual
expressions of different lineages.
In later Vajrayana Buddhism, with its all encompassing
symbolism, the nlrriirn variations proliferated to accomodate
an increasing number of ritual symbols and metaphysical
meanings. Several hundred nrlrdros are probably defined
within the Vajrayana pantheon, although only a small
number are prominent in iconographical forms. Lists of
twenty-four or thirty-six different ~nudrasare common in
Hindu, Buddhist, and Jain tantric traditions.
In classical lndian dance and the martial art traditions
of India and the Far East, the various rrrrriirns also evolved
into highly sophisticated gestural languages. The Newari
Vajracharya dance tradition of the Kathmandu valley, now
nearing the brink of extinction, exemplifies the ritual use
of rr~rrdro,asnlla, and dance movement to the accompaniment of ritual song and melodic structure ( r a p ) in its invocation of the Newari Buddhist deities. The eight great
trrrrdras (nslrta r~mlrnrr~~rdra)
listed by the Newari tradition
are the ~rrudrasof Vajradhatu, Vajrasattva, Amitabha, Vairochana, Vajradhara, Dharmachakra, Abhaya, and the zinjrn

niudra. The Japanese Buddhist tradition also commonly lists
eight principal mudras.
Certain hand gestures are known as hasta (Tib. p/lyag),
meaning 'hand1, and are not included in the lists as ~ ~ d
dhist mltdras. Both Hindu and Buddhist traditions describe
the twenty digits of the hands and feet as the four thumbs
and sixteen fingers. Various symbolic meanings are applied
to these, such as the four immeasurables (compassion, lo\Je,
sympathetic joy, and equanimity), the sixteen emptinesses
(shrr~lyata),and the sixteen digits or days of the moon between new moon and full moon. Taken as a group of ten
fingers, the hands represent the Five Buddhas (right) and
their consorts (left),the ten symbolic prongs of the vajva, the
ten stages and powers of a bodhisattva, the ten perfections,
and the ten virtues.
In Buddhist tantra, the right hand symbolises the male
aspect of compassion or skilful means, and the left hand
represents the female aspect of wisdom or emptiness. Ritual
hand-held attributes, such as the vajra and bell, vajra and
lotus, dnrnnr.u and bell, danraru and klzatvarrga, arrow and bow,
curved knife and skull-cup, sword and shield, hook and rope
snare, etc., placed in the right and left hands respectively,
symbolise the union of the active male aspect of skilful
means with the contemplative female aspect of wisdom.
In Hindu tantra a similar distinction is made between
the 'male' right hand and the 'female' left hand, where the
tantras of the god Ishvara (Shiva) are known as the 'righthand path' (dakshina nmrg), and those of the goddess Devi
(Shakti), as the 'left-hand path' (vonm nrarg). The clockwise
right-hand path is considered auspicious, and in Indian society men and their male attributes are always positioned
on the right. The anticlockwise female left-hand path is considered inauspicious, and is taken to its extreme in the lefthand rituals of Shakti worship, as rituals for the dead, black
magic, and the necromantic rites performed in cremation
grounds on the dark nights of the moon. In both Hinduism
and Buddhism the goddess is always placed on the left side
of the male deity, where she 'sits on his left thigh, while her
lord places his left arm over her left shoulder and dallies
with her left breast'. The widespread taboo and deprecation accorded to the left hand as dark, female, inferior, and
'not right', makes a fascinating study. In Latin the right hand
is known as 'dexter', suggesting dexterity, skill, adroitness
and ability. The left hand is known as 'siniskal', meaning
sinister, malignant, or of evil omen. In Vajrayana Buddhism
the right-hand path represents the 'father tantra' aspect
emphasising skilful means, and the left-hand path represents the 'mother tantra' aspect emphasising wisdom. In
representations of the Buddha image, the right hand often
makes an active trlrrdra of skilful means - the earth-touching, protection, fearlessness, wish-granting or teaching
rlrudra; whilst the left hand often remains in the passive
~~rrrdrn
of meditative equipoise, resting in the lap and symbolising meditation on emptiness or wisdom.
In Vajrayana Buddhism each of the fi1.e fingers on each
hand represents one of the Five Buddhas, with their corresponding colours, directions, elements, syllables, attributes,
and qualities. The thumb is identified with the syllable Owl
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wpresenting Vairochana; the first or forefinger has the seedsyllable Hutrr of Akshobhya; the second or middle finger has
the syllable Trnrn of Ratnasambhava; the third or ring finger
has the syllable Hri of Amitabha; and the fourth or little fing r has the syllable A of Amoghasiddhi. When the tips of the
four fingers are closed or grouped around the top of the thumb
and viewed from above, they form a natural mandala with
the central thumb tip representing Vairochana, and each of
the four fingertips representing Akshobhya, Ratnasambhava,
Amitabha, and Amoghasiddhi in their respective mandala
positions. Similarly each of the five fingers represents a psychic nerve (nad~j,which connects with a channel-wheel and
carries the energies of the five winds, elements, aggregates,
senses, delusions and wisdoms.
The hands of the deity Kalachakra have a highly symbolic meaning. The fifteen individual finger and thumb joints
of each of Kalachakra's twenty-four hands give rise to a total of 360phalanxes or finger joints. This symbolises the 360
days of the year as a twelve-month lunar cycle, and the 360
divisions of the day -each divided into sixty breaths, making a total of 21,600 breaths in a twenty-four-hour day. Half
of this number during a twelve-hour period - 10,800-gives
rise to the sacred number of 108. Each of Kalachakra's fingers is coloured black, red, and white on the underside of
their phalanxes from the palms outwards, symbolising the
mind (black), speech (red), and body (white) of the deity.
The back of Kalachakm's fingers are coloured to represent
the five elements and their attributes. The thumb is yellow
representing the earth element, the first finger is the white
of the water element, the middle finger is the red of the fire
element, the ring finger is the black of the air element, and
the little finger is the green of the space element. The
hlnclzokrn Tnrrtrn differs from most other tantric systems in
its placement and colours of the five elements, Five Buddhas, and their attributes and qualities.
The riirirmi~nknynand snrnbhognkn!/n forms of Buddhas and
bodhisattvas are endowed with the thirty-two major signs
or marks of enlightened beuigs, several of which refer to
the hands and feet. The soles of the feet are level indicating
equanimity, and marked with a thousand-spoked wheel
representing the thousand dhnrmns or methods of the Buddha's teachings. The palms and soles are rounded and soft,
indicating great compassion and freedom from prejudice.
Tlie arms and hands of a Buddha reach to below his knees,
symbolising his boundless generosity. The hands and feet
are pliant, indicating service to others, and healing abilities.
The fingers are long and slender, indicating virtue. And the
fingers and toes have a fine skin webbing at their bases, the
eight webs between the fingers symbolising the Noble Eightfold Path which leads to the attainment of Buddhahood.
On painted images the palms of the hand are rarely
marked with any of the major lines of the human hand, although occasionally the heart, head, and life lines may be
depicted on sculpted images. Most commonly a curved 'Xshape' is outlined in tlie centre of the palm, indicating the
unjon of the mound of Venus - defined by the crease of the
lifeline around the base of the thumb - with the Lunar
mound on tlie outer edge of the palm. A diamond shape

may also be outlined in the palm, formed from the union of
the two lower mounds of Venus and the Moon willl two
upper mounds formed from the union of the Jupiter and
Saturn mounds under the first and second finger, and the
Sun and Mercury mounds under the third and fourtl1fingers. T h s symmetrical diamond indicates the four major
hand lines of life, fate, head, and heart. The auspicious insignia of an eight or thousand-spoked wheel is often painted
within this diamond, or at the centre of the open palms and
soles of divinely marked Buddha forms. The slender and
subtle shape of the palm, fingers and fingernails, represents
the refined qualities of the artistic, psychic or spiritual hand.
The palms and soles of deities are often painted in a complementary and lighter tone than the general skin colour of
the deity. This is probably derived from the paler skin pigmentation found on the hands and feet of dark-skinned Indian peoples, and also from the female practice of staining
the palms with henna dye. On dark wrathful forms this colour contrast may be sharply delineated.
Plates 73 and 74 illustrate the principal irll~drnsand hand
gestures (hnstn) depicted in iconographical images of the
deities. The extensive and continuous gestures and movements of the hands employed during liturgical rituals have
a highly symbolic fluidity of meanings. There are gestures
to represent bijn-syllables, such as Onr A Htrni symbolising
body, speech, and mind, or Dzn Hlrrn Bavi Ho symbolising
the evoking, absorbing, stabilising, and dissolving of the
meditational deity. And there are rnrrdrns to represent such
listings as the Lords of the Three Families, the Five Buddhas, the principal offerings of the mandala, and the eight
or sixteen offering goddesses.

Plate 73

Illustrated on this page are examples of the major rnrrdrns
formed by combining both hands. Across the top row are
four examples of the rilrrdra of 'turning the wheel of dharma'
This
or dlmrtnncllnkrn rnl~drn(Tib. clros k!yi 'khor lo'i ylryag rg~la).
teaching nrrrdrn derives from Shakyamuni Buddha's first
sermon on the Four Noble Truths at the Deer Park in Sarnath.
The thumb and index finger of both hands touch at their
tips to form a circle, representing the wheel formed from
the union of wisdom and method or skilful means. The three
extended fingers of the right hand - the middle, ring, and
little fingers - symbolise the three !/atrns or vehicles of the
Buddha's teachings: that of the slrrnvnko or 'hearers', of the
prnt~/cknbr~ddlrns
or 'solitary realisers', and of the rrmlmy~lfl
or 'great vehicle'. The three extended fingers of the left hand
symbolise the three scopes or capacities - small, medium,
and large - of beings following these three !Innos. The three
fingers of both hands also symbolist, the Three Jewels of
Buddha, dharma, and sangha. The hands are held in front
of the heart with the right palm facing outw'irds, representing the 'method' aspect of the transmission of the teachings
to others, and the left palm facing in\vards indicating the
'wisdom' aspect gained through realisatio~lof the teachings
within oneself. O n r'irly Buddh,j imagc-sthe left hand often
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holds a corner of Buddha's monastic robe, symbolising the
inner teaching of renunciation. In Sarnath museum near
Benares the guides explain, with the aid of a loosely knotted handkerchief, how the 'knot of appearances' may be
untied by the rotation of the hands in dlrarntachkra mudra,
whilst holding each end of the handkerchief between both
fingers and thumbs. The dharinaclrakra nrlrdra is the principal teaching mudra of the Buddha, reflecting his teachings
from the heart. Many Buddha forms, such as Vairochana,
Shakyamuni, Dipankara, and Maitreya, display this nrudra,
along with many Indian and Tibetan masters, such as Atisha,
Asanga, Tsongkhapa, and Sakya Pandita. The drawing in
the upper right corner shows the hands reversed in
dharnrachakra nirrdra and holding the sterns of two lotus blossoms, which may bear the particular emblems of the lama
or teacher depicted. This reversal emphasises the simultaneous teachings of wisdom and compassion. The first three
drawings in the second row illustrate variations of the
dhariitachakra mudm, indicating the gestures of explanation
and argumentation.
The drawing on the far right of the second row and in
the third row below it show two examples of the enlightenment rnudra of Vairochana Buddha, known as bodlryairgi
mudra (Tib. byairg clrub nrchog gi phyag rgyn), or vajra mlrdra
(Tib. rdo rje phyag rgya). Here the index or 'rinjra' finger of
the left hand, representing the vajra nature of Akshobhya, is
held within the 'lotus' of the right fist in a gesture of sexual
union. This symbolises the perfection of wisdom - as the
vajrn finger of the left hand - in union with the five perfections of skilful means, which is represented by the enclosing fingers of the right hand. A variation of this nrudrn has
the thumb enclosed within the centre of theclosed fist, s j m bolising Vairochana at the centre of the mandala surrounded
by the Buddhas of the four directions. When Vairochana
appears as one of the Five Buddhas in mandala he is represented in dharii~achakramudrn, but when he appears as the
primordial or Adi Buddha in the Yoga Tantra mandalas he
displays the bodhyaitgi mudrn as Lord of all Five Buddha
Families. This rrzlrdra is also known as jiiaim nlrtdra (Tib. ye
she5 phyng rgya), as the five fingers symbolise the knowledges
or wisdoms of all Five Buddhas. The somewhat general term
'zlnjra mudra' takes a variety of forms. In Newari Buddhism
the riajra nrudrn is formed by joining the tips of the first and
fourth fingers in the meditative gesture of dlryaita nrrrdrn,
whilst holding down the second and third finger of each
hand with the thumbs.
The four drawings on the centre left of rows three and
four illustrate examples of the rlnjrah~riirknrnrirrrdra, formed
by the crossing of the right wrist over the left wrist with the
palms facing inwards. The name riajralrrrii~knrn(Xb. rdo j c hunt
rndzad) denotes the wrathful form of Samvara or Shiva, who
is also known as Humkara or Trailokyavijaya. Humkara
means sounding the syllable Hrriit, and karn also refers to a
wrist bracelet. The prefix z1njr.n means, belonging to the Vajra
Buddha Family, of which Akshobhya is the lord. Many of the
semi-wrathful !/itinnr deities that emanate from Akshobhya,
such as Chakrasam\:ara, Vajrahumkara, Hevajra, Kalachakra.
and Guhyasaniaja clispla). the irrjralr~rrirknrarirrtdra, usually
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with their main arms locked around their conmrts in divine embrace - whilst holding the polarity symbols ofvajra
and bell as the union of method and wisdom. Vajradhara,
the dharn~ahynform of the Adi Buddha who rcveale the
tantric transmissions, also displays this riludra whilst holding the zlajra and bell. Thc posture adopted in vajrahumhra
nrudra is one of power, as in the stance of a warrior sounding the syllable H ~ r mof Akshobhya - the lord of vajra-wrath,
energy, and transmuted anger. As the mudra of the great
embrace or 'seal' of the consort, the 'male' right hand cross
ing over the 'female' left hand at the wrist symbolises the
union of compassion or skilful means with wisdom, the
union of great bliss and emptiness, and the attainment of
'clear light' (lib. 'od gsal) and the 'illusory body' (lib. sgyu
/us) in the completion stage of Highest Yoga Tantra. In the
upper two drawings on the left of the third row the hands
are drawn in the vajraltuinkara ntudra without the athibutes
of the vajra and k l l . The f i s t drawing shows unadorned
hands, with the middle finger and thumb touching in the
gesture of 'snapping the fingers', or sounding the syllable
Hrri?~.The second drawing shows empty, braceleted hands,
with the index finger and thumb nearly touching, making
the symbolic gesture of holding the ziajra and bell. The crossing of the right arm over the left reflects the interlocking leg
posture of rlnjrawnn, or 'reversed full lotus' posture. In the
fourth row below are illustrated two drawings of hands
holding the ziajra and bell in riajrahrrmknra nrudra. The dominance of the right 'ziajra' hand over the left 'bell' hand represents the outward manifestation of method, compassion,
or skilful means, over the inner left hand of wisdom or meditation on emptiness. When the palms of the hand face outwards the rirrcdra is known as trailokyairijayn irtrrdra (lib. 'jig
rtnt gsunr Ins riranr par rgyal ba'iplryag rgya), or rnrtdra of 'victory over the three worlds'.
Second from the right in the third row and on the far
right of the fourth row are two variations of trailok~/azrijaya
nrrrdra, known either as blt~rtnhiirnrarnudra (Tib. 'byrrirg pn
'dul bycd ph!/ng rgya), or hrrnrknrn nrridrn (Tib. lrurrt irrdznd kyi
plryay rgyo). Bhutadamara, meaning 'spirit subduer', is a
four-armed form of Vajrapani, who makes this iirrrdra with
his two principal arms. Hrtntkara, as in the previous example, means sounding the syllable Hrrnr. In this nrlrdm, illustrated, the palms of the hand are held outwards, with the
little fingers linked to form the shape of a chain. The two
hands resemble Garuda's wings, with the index fingers of
Akshobhya's syllable Hrrm pointing outwards in a threatening gesture. The upper drawing in the third row shows
the right wrist forward, whilst the lower drawing in the
fourth row shows the left wrist forward in the rnrrdra of
Bhutadamara Vajrapani, the subduer of spirits.
Between the fourth and fifth rows are drawn three single hands. On the left is drawn the varada nrrrdra (Tib. rirchog
sbyirr pltyny rgyn), or 'boon-granting' ntrrdra of supreme generosity and accomplishment. This irrrrdrn is formed by the
right hand being held palm open with the fingers extended;
it usually rests upon the right knee of seated deities. It is the
rirudra of Ratnasambhava, the yellow Buddha of the south,
and of deities that hold wish-granting objects -such as the
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citron fruit of Jambhala, the stem of myrobalan of the Medicine Buddha, or the auspicious jewels and substances held
by a host of other deities. Both Green and White Tara make
this boon-granting gesture with their right hands, which
symbolises the bestowal of the realisation of the 'two truths'
-relative or conventional truth (Tib. tha stryad bden pa), and
ultimate truth (Tib. don dam bdrn pa). The hand in the centre,
with the first three fingers extended and the thumb and little finger joined, is a variation of the tripitaku mttdra (Tib. sde
sirod g s ~ r nphyng
~ r L ~ aor) triratna mudra (Tib. dkon inchoggsuin
phyag rgya). Tripitakn means the 'three baskets', or the collections of Buddhist teachings on ethics (Vir~ayaPitnku),
meditation (Sutra Pitaku), and wisdom (Abhidharirrn Pitaka).
Triratna refers to the Three Jewels of Buddha, dharma and
sangha. The third drawing on the right shows a right hand
with the thumb and second finger touching. This hand gesture (Irustn), is commonly depicted on deities holding ritual
implements - a bow, an arrow, a rope snare, or the shaft of a
weapon such as a trident, spear, axe, or hammer.
In the fifth row are drawn four examples of hands held
with the palms facing together. The first drawing on the left
shows the palms pressed together in the gesture of salutation, adoration, or prayer. This niudra, commonly known as
the rlanznskara inudra, is probably the earliest of all Indian
~irudras.As a gesture of respectful greeting or ilan~askarin
Lndian society, this gesture parallels the Western handshake
in its common usage. The palms folded together at the heart
is a symbol of friendship, supplication, respect, devotion,
and non-violence. In Buddhism it forms the anjali inudra (Tib.
tlinl iiio sb!yar ba plryag rgya), or snniputnnjali rnlrdrn of prayer
or adoration, which is most specifically represented in the
iconography of the four, eight, and one-thousand armed
bodhisathla of compassion, Avalokiteshvara. The second,
third, and fourth drawings from the left of the fifth row illustrate three variations of Avalokiteshvara's hands holding the wish-fulfilling jewel to his heart.
The first drawing on the left of the bottom row shows
the 'treasure box' rrludra (Tib. sgroiii bu pkyag rgya), or the
'space treasury' gesture of akashanidhana inudrn (Tib. nanl
inkl~a'iirdzod phyag rgya), symbolising the dl~nrrnadhntuor
'sphere of the dharma' within Buddha's heart. The second
drawing from the left again shows Avalokiteshvara's hands
in anjali rirndra holding the precious jewel. Third from the
left are two drawings illustrating interlocking irtudras. The
upper drawing illustrates a raised form of the dhyana mudra
(Tib. nril!yain bzhag phyag rgya) of meditative contemplation,
created by forming the circle of method and wisdom with
the index fingers and thumbs whilst interlocking the remaining three fingers. The lower drawing depicts the rnnndala
r n ~ d r a(Tib.dkyil 'kl~orphyagrgyn), symbolising Mt Meru and
its four continents. The second and little fingers are held
down by the index fingers and thumbs respectively - representing the four continents; whilst the two ring fingers are
placed upwards back-to-back, symbolising Mt Meru at the
centre. The last drawing in the bottom right corner illustrates the jalairdllnra iriudra, which is a specific Hatha Yoga
posture adopted by the Buddhist and Hindu mahasiddha,
jalandhara.

Plate 74
Illustrated in this drawing are examples of mainly single
hand rnudras. In the top row are drawings of the 'earth-pRssing' nrlrdra (bhuniispnrsha), or 'earth-touchingr t11 [dra of
bhwmi-akran~anamtrdra (%b. sa gnorr ph,yag rgya), molp
monly known as the 'earth witness' ntudra. This mltdrn,
formed with all five fingers extended to touch the ground,
symbolises the Buddha's enlightenment under the bodhi
tree, when he summoned the earth goddess, Sthavara, to
bear witness to his attainment of enlightenment. The right
hand, placed upon the right knee in earth-pressing nrlrdra,
and complemented by the left hand - which is held flat in
the lap in the dhyana n~udraof meditation -symbolises the
union of method and wisdom, samsara and nirvana, and
the realisations of the conventional and ultimate truths. h
this posture Shakyamuni overcame the obstructions of Mara
whilst meditating on emptiness. Bhuinisparsh nllrdra is characteristic of many Buddha, deity, and human forms, particularly those of Shakyamuni and Akshobhya Buddha. The
first four drawings in the top row show exanlples of the
bhltmisparsha iirlrdra with fingers extended. The second four
drawings to the right show the thumb and first f i g e r touching, with both right and left hands holding the stems of lotus blossoms.
The second row shows four examples of the left hand
which is placed in the lap in the dhyana mudra (Tib. rilrlyani
bzlzng plryng rgya), or snn~ahitarnudra of meditation, syrnbolising the female left-hand principle of wisdom or meditation on emptiness. Ritual objects, such as a text or vajra, may
be placed upon the open palm, or more commonly an alms
bowl in the case of Buddha forms, symbolising renunciation. The third and fourth rows show seven variations of
both hands held in the posture of dhyana niudra. The left
hand is placed below the right in all seven drawings, symbolising that the accomplishment of method or skilful means
has to arise from a direct understanding of wisdom or emptiness. In several of these drawings the tips of the thumbs
are placed together; this represents the union of the 'mind
of enlightenment' as the two psychic channels of white and
red bodhichittn which terminate in the thumbs.
The first two drawings on the left of the fifth row depict
examples of the nidrata hasta gesture of 'royal ease', where
the inclined body of a seated deity is supported by a hand
placed flat on the ground. The tlird drawing shows the threatening forefinger of tarjnrri gesture (lib. s d i p nldzub), with the
raised index finger of Akshobhya's syllable H!rm pointing in
a threatening manner. On certain wrathful forms, such as
Vajrakilaya, a tongue of flames twists around the raised index finger in tnrjniri gesture, symbolising the ability to destroy the five obscuring emotions. The fourth drawing shows
the second, third, and fourth fingers curled inwards with the
index finger making the shape of a hook. This gesture 1s
lu~ownas nirkrrslrn Imstn (Tib. /cncysk!lrr) or 'iron hook', symbolising the goad used by the mahout or elephant driver to
control an elephant. The fifth drawing shows thr?'!/fllolurstfl,
of pointing towards an object or indicating a principle. The
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last drawing on the right of the fifth row depicts the closed
fist of the 'stopping or repelling' mrrdra.
The sixth row illustrates nine drawings of the hands of
deities in various non-specified iconographical postures. At
the centre are two examples of hands making the threatening pointed index finger of tarjarii gesture. The larjar~i(Tib.
sdigs mdz~ib)or 'threatening pointer' is not actually classified as a nrrtdra, and is referred to here as a 'gesture'.
The first drawing on the left of the seventh row shows
an open-palmed hand facing upwards in the nbhaya rirrrdra
(Tib. nri 'jigs yu'i phyug r g y ) of protection, fearlessness, or
giving refuge. The second and third drawings show the
varnda nrrrdra (Tib. ir~chogsbyirl 'gyi pliyrig rgya) of generosity
or boon-granting, with the palm facing downwards and the
fingers extended. Divine beings, such a s the goddess
Mahalakshmi, may be depicted circling the hand in this
nrudra and producing a rain of jewels or nectar from the
palm. The fourth drawing shows a variation of the ablrn!/n
iir~tdraof giving refuge, with the thumb and forefinger uniting in the circle of method and wisdom, and the three extended fingers representing the Three Jewels. The last drawing on the right shows another example of the threatening
tnrjarii gesture.
In the eighth row, or second row from the bottom, the
first drawing on the left shows a right hand held at the heart
in ardlra-nrljali nrrrdra, or the gesture of bestowing blessings
or half (nrdlm) salutations. The second and fourth drawings
depict a right and left open hand in the rparnda nrrrdrn of generosity. The third and fifth drawings show two left hands in
the abhny inrrdra of giving refuge. The sixth drawing depicts an open-palmed hand in the z~nrndnrrrlrdrn of generosity or boon granting, with an eye in tlie centre of the palm.
Such eye-endowed hands are specific to the deities White
Tara and Thousand-Armed Avalokiteshvara. The five extended fingers symbolise the five perfections (pnramitn)of
method or skilful means: generosity, morality, patience, effort, and meditative concentration. The eye in the palm symbolises the sixth perfection of wisdom or insight, and its
placement in the palm represents how the five perfections
of method depend upon, or originate from, the sixth perfection of wisdom. The seventh drawing depicts the left hand
of White Tara, with an eye in the palm forming the ablrn!/n
rirrrdra of protection or giving refuge. Again, the thumb and
ring finger touching represents the coincidence of method
and wisdom, and the three extended fingers symbolise taking refuge in the Three Jewels of Buddha, dharma, and
sangha. The eighth drawing, placed slightly below, shows a
right hand with the index finger and thumb forming tlie
teaching gesture of iihnrr~rachnkrnnrrrdrn. The last drawing
on the right depicts a hand in the typical pose of holding a
ritual implement.
C)n the left of the bottom row two pairs of hands are
illustrated in the ilirtnkn rrrrrdrn of reasoning, argumentation,
or explanation of the teachings. The oirtnkn rirrrdm is formed
in the same manner as the dlmrr~mc~lrnkrn
rrrrrdrn with tlie index linger and thumb touching; or in the manner of the
unrndn rrr~rdrnwith the third finger and thumb touching. The
next two drawings show two left hands in zlirtnko or i~nrr~dn

mudrn, with the third finger and thumb touching. The last
drawing in the bottom right corner illustrates a right hand
holding a crystal vase of nectar, whilst the left hand makes
the gesture of snapping the fingers.

Plate 75
Illustrated in this drawing are examples of hands holding
ritual implements. Across the top row are six variations of
hands holding a five-pronged zwjrfl, which s),mbolises the
ultimate realisation of all Five Buddha wisdoms. The first
drawing on the left shows the vnjra held vertically at the
level of the heart. The second drawing shows the vnjrn extended outwards. The third drawing shows the vnjrn held
downwards at the level of the knee. The fourth drawing
illustrates the right hand of a wrathful deity performing the
activity of circling the vnjra in the ten directions. The long
curved nails of this wrathful hand come to a sharp point,
like tiger's claws. The fifth drawing shows the hand in vfljra
nrudra, with the index and little finger pointing upwards.
The sixth drawing in the upper right corner illustrates
Vajrasattva's rirrrrlra of holding the five-pronged vnjrn upright at the level of the heart.
The first drawing in the second row depicts Vajrasattva's
gesture of holding the inverted bell orglzanto (Tib. dril b r r ) at
the level of his hips or navel chnkrn. To the right of this are
two further drawings of the bell held outwards and horizontally. In the centre and below the horizontally-held bell
is the braceleted hand of a semi-wrathful deity holding a
rope noose or pasha (Tib. zlrags po). Invariably the raised index finger of a hand holding a noose makes the threatening
tnrjnni gesture. Rings are worn on the thumb and third finger of this depicted hand. Certain deity descriptions may
mention rings being worn on two, three, or all five fingers,
which correspond to the colours of the elements or planets.
In the Indian tradition rings made of copper are worn to
placate the Sun and Mars, brass for Mercury, silver for Venus, gold for Jupiter, bronze or conch for the Moon, lead for
Rahu and Ketu, and a hammered iron nail from a horseshoe for Saturn. Above and to the right is a hand displaying
and holding a vajrn at its base. To the right of this is the
hand position of Manjushri, holding the hilt of his flaming
sword of wisdom. Below this is a left hand in dh!lnrra rrrrrdrfl
holding a conch shell, symbolising the proclamation of the
dharma. Two other hands holding the shafts of ritual implements are drawn to the right and left of the centre in the
upper area of this drawing.
Across the upper middle row are four drawings of hands
holding ritu.il daggers, and a skull-cup with curved knife.
The first drawing on the left shows the two ~rincipalhands
of the deity Vajrakilaya holding a three-bladed dagger or
kiln (Tib.~ilr~rr
lirr), which Vajrakilaya rolls between his palms.
its rotating point destroying all malevolent forces, hostile
encmies, and obstructions. This dagger is described as being as vast as Mt Meru, represt%ntingthe pinning down or
nailing of the plicno~ncnaluni\.crst~as Buddha's activity.
Around Vajrakilaya's wrihts ,Ire two bracclt,tsenh.vineclwith
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great Trap kings or rtagnrajas. The second and third drawings show alternative positions for the single hand-held
dagger; in both drawings the threatening tarjani gesture is
shown. The fourth drawing on the right depicts Mahakala's
hands, holding the blood-filled skull-cup in the left hand
i
in the
and the curved flaying knife or kartri (Tib. ~ v glrg)
right. The right hand holding the z~njra-toppedkartri is in
rmjrn mudrn, whilst the left hand holding the skull-cup displays the tarjar11 gesture.
A m the lower middle row are examples of hands holding the darnnnr and skull-cup. On the left the right hand of
the goddess Vishvamata holds the brocade handle of a dalrmrir
whlst making the farlani gesture. Ln the second drawing the
dnnlnru is held at its centre. To the right are a group of hands
holding blood-filled skull-cups. The tilting of the skull-cup
in order to drink the blood reflects the Indian custom of pouring liquid from a container directly into one's mouth to avoid
contamination or defilment. Below on the right are three
drawings: of a hand holding the shaft of a ritual implement,
a hand holding a paintbrush, and a left hand in dhyann nrrrdra
holding the base of a bowl or vase. In the lower right corner
are examples of hands holding Tibetan r e l i ~ o u stexts. The
two drawings in the right corner show two left hands in
dh!/arzn nnidra holding folios of T~betantexts.
In the bottom left and centre are a group of hands playing musical instruments. At the left of the second r& from
the bottom, are the hands of the mahasiddha Lilapa playing the Indian shmni or its Tibetan equivalent (Tib. rpjogling).
This oboe-like instrument is played with the fingers of the
left hand stopping the higher notes, in reverse fashion to
the Western oboe or flageolet. To the right of this are the
hands of the mahasiddha Naropa playing a short horn (Tib.
rknng sling), fashioned from an antelope horn. Below this
are the hands of one of the offering goddesses of music fingering a transverse bamboo flute. To the right are two drawings of hands fingering the necks of two four-string Central
Asian lutes. In the lower left corner is a drawing of the singing posture of the Tibetan yogin Milarepa, or his disciple
Rechungpa. A modern theory asserts that Milarepa is pressing with his thumb on a certain nerve behind the right ear,
but this practice of pressing the ears forward is a well-established tradition in Indian folk and classical music, and
in the ancient Bengali doha tradition of singing spontaneous
songs of realisation.

Plate 76
Illustrated here are examples of foot postures. In the
left corner are the feet of the Buddha bearing auspicious
marks. The drawing on the left shows the mark of the
dhnrrrlnchakra wheel on the sole. The detailed drawing on
the right shows swastikas on each of the toes, a thousandspoked wheel on the upper sole, a jewel-tipped trident on
the mid-sole, and an eight-petalled lotus design on the heel.
The trident symbolises the Buddhas of the three times- past,
present, and future, and the Three Jewels of Buddha,
dharma, and sangha. Other designs, such as the eight auspicious symbols or the seven royal jewels, may be depicted
on Buddha's footprints - which are frequently carved 01,
stone. The Viriayn Slrtro relates that these precious marks
were formed from the tears of Buddha's repentant female
devotee, Amrapati, who wept at his feet.
In the upper right corner are the outlines of the hands
and feet of a highly venerated lama, which are occasionally
painted on the back surface of an important thangka as part
of a consecration ritual (Tib. r a b p n s ) .Astupa design inscribed
with prayers is more commonly found on the back surface of
a consecrated thangka. The hand and foot outlines of a great
lama, such as the Dalai Lama or Panchen Lama, may also be
painted as an actual thangka. Here the hands and feet are
painted in gold, and usually surround the central image of
the figure or deity portrayed. The left hand and foot in the
drawing are marked with the eight-spoked dhnrinnchnkra. In
the mid-centre is a small drawing of the sole of a foot with
splayed toes. The toes of the unshod Indian foot, which have
not been constrained by the lifelong habit of wearing constricting shoes, are naturally splayed.
Across the upper mid-centre are two drawings of feet
locked in the 'adamantine posture' of vojrasana or vajrayaryanka (Tib. rdo rjeskyil krrrng), with the right foot forward
over the left thigh. In the Hindu Hatha Yoga tradition this
posture is reversed, with the left foot forward over the right
thigh in pndrnnsarln or 'full lotus' posture. The drawing on
the right depicts the outline of the soles and undertoes,
which are painted in a paler colour tone than the general
body colour.
In the lower half of this page are illustrations of feet in a
variety of postures and stances.

Plate 76: Footpl-~nts,
handpr-ints and foot postures

Chapter Seven

The Chakravartin and his
Seven Precious Possessions

The term chakrarlartin, usually translated as 'universal monarch or emperor', literally means 'wheel-turner' or 'a wheel
that travels everywhere without obstruction'. The prefix
'clrnkra' or wheel, has various interpretations. It can refer to
the fiery wheel of the sun, or the sun god's chariot of two
wheels (heaven and earth), which rides through the sky
drawn by seven horses, representing the seven days of the
week. As an emblem of Vishnu it is the discus, which appears as an auspicious sign on the palms and soles of divine
beings. As a unit of land measure the cllakra refers to the whole
of a land's surface area, from coast to coast. This is implied in
descriptions of the clrnkra touching the rim of the horizon, or
the encircling perimeter of land seen as a disc from a central
vantage point. The turning of the wheel symbolises both secular and religious authority; it denotes change, movement,
extension, conquest, and the formation of a new ethical and
moral order. The deliverance and transmission of the Buddhist teachings are known as 'turning the wheel of dharma'.
When Shakyamuni Buddha was born the great seer Asita
interpreted the miraculous events and auspicious marks on
the baby's body as divine indications that the child was destined to become either a clrokrnunrtirr or an enlightened Buddha; temporal or spiritual sovereignty lay in the child's
destiny. There was a choice, the pendulum could swing either way. It was for this reason that Shakyamuni's father,
King Shuddhodana, endeavoured to keep tus son away from
the harsh realities of life, cocooning him in the opulence of
that youth, vitality, and
sensual gratification and the ill~~sion
beauty are eternal delights. Curiosity beckoned the young
prince to venture beyond his golden cage, where he witnessed the god-sent apparitions of old age, disease, and
death. The realisation that suffering was man's lot tore asunder the illusory veil of eternalism. What could it profit a
man to gain thc whole world if in the end one's soul was

lost to old age, disease, and death? In the face of such blatant impermanence there was no longer any choice for the
young prince. World domination was the ultimate illusion;
only self-enquiry into the root cause of suffering and the
nature of the mind - the eternal quest - could lead to the
ultimate understanding of reality.
The concept of the chakrnuartin probably arose from the
or 'great man', which
Vaishnavite ideal of the r~~ahapuruslra
in turn had its origins in the Vedic and Puranic epics of ancient India. Such a being is destined to become a world leader
and, like the Buddha, there can only be one clrnkrauartirr in
the world at any one time. Auspicious events and astrological conhyrations precede the birth of a clrakrnuartin, reminding one of the journey of the three Magi to Jesus's birthplace
seeking the one 'who would be born king of the Jews'. The
role of the Messiah in ancient Judaism also referred to both
a temporal and spiritual sovereignty.
Thirty-two major marks and eighty minor marks appear
on the body of a cliakrnzinrti~r.These include: slightly webbed
fingers and toes; retracted sexual organs; a fleshy protuberance (rrslrr~islro)on the head; lion-like chest, thighs, and jaws;
soft smooth skin; pliant hands and feet; and a thousandspoked wheel mark on the soles of the feet. The mother of a
chnkraunrtirr usually dies shortly after his birth, as was the
case with Queen Maya, Shakyamuni's mother. A total eclipse
of the sun is believed to coincide with the death of the
cl~nkrazlnrtirras the sun itself is represented as the personification of the clrnkrnvnrtirr. The Asiatic concept of the 'solar
death' of thc clrnkrnr~rrrtir~
finds a parallel in the midday darkness at Jesus's crucifixion, which is believed to have been
caused by a total eclipse of the sun.
Thc birth of a clrnkrni~nr.tir~heralds the onsct of Seven
wealths or abundances which arise in the realm: a wealth of
faith, morality, honesty, modesty, learning, renunciation, and
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wisdom. At the time of his birth hi seven precious jewels
or possessions also appear simultaneously: the p ~ c i o u s
wheel, jewel, queen, minister, elephant, horse, and general.
These seven possessions (described in detail below) are the
of the chakravartii~,and karmically come into existence as his 'mandala'. The wheel and jewel are both symbols of his temporal and spiritual majesty, a n d the
miraculous means of its accomplishment. The horse and
elephant, as symbols of inexhaustible speed and strength,
are his vehicles. The queen, minister and general are his trinity of love, wisdom, and power; their fidelity, his blessing.
An auxiliary or lesser group of seven royal jewels also
accompanies the rule of the chnkravartiii. These are the sword,
thennga skin, the throne, the robes, the boots, the royal house
or palace, and the palace gardens. These seven secondary
jewels represent the material inheritance or attributes of the
cliakravartin.
A third group of seven auspicious royal jewels also occur as insignia or emblems of the chakravarfin's possessions.
These comprise the rhinoceros horn, the square earrings of
the minister, a branch of precious coral, the round earrings
of the queen, the insignia of the general, a pair of elephants
tusks, and a triple-eyed gem enclosed in a trefoil gold mount.
These seven symbols represent the precious horse, minister, wheel, queen, general, elephant, and jewel respectively.
As a single or composite group these seven insignia are very
commonly placed as offerings before deities, usually appearing amongst piles or lines of coloured, oval-shaped jewels.
as ruler was ceremoThe investiture of the cl~akravartii~
niously conferred by anointing him with water drawn from
the four directional oceans or lakes surrounding his realm.
Similarly tantric initiation into a mandala requires the disciple to be sprinkled with water horn five vases placed at
the mandala's centre and four cardinal directions. The
mandala palace itself is modelled on the divine four-gated
palace of the cliakmvnrtin. The Dravidian temples of southe m India, the Mesopotamian ziggurat, the Chinese imperial palace of the forbidden city, and the royal Persian palace,
all comprise architectural ideals comparable to the divine
abode of the chnkravnrtiri or universal monarch.
Alexander the Great, whose thirteen-year conquest extended his empire westward from Greece and Egypt to the
Indus river, may have been seen as a secular ckakrnilnrtin.
Yet his untimely death from fever in 323 BC, at the age of
thirty-three, put an end to his potential divinity. The Indian
Buddhist emperor Ashoka, who ruled over two thirds of
lndia between 273 and 232 BC, was a far more worthy candidate. A bloodthirsty military campaign sickened the victorious Ashoka. Renouncing violence he adopted Buddhism,
and from his capital city of Pataliputra (near modern day
Patna in Bihar state) he sent out Buddhist monks to proclaim the dharma in all directions. Historically,after Shakyamuni himself, the emperor Ashoka was the most important
figure in the propagation of Buddhism. Around the beginning of the second century AD, Kanishka, the emperor of
the Kushana dsnasty, advanced Ashoka's example. From
his capital tit!. of Purushupura (now Peshawar), Kanishka
introduced Buddhism into Afghanistan and the Swat,

Gandhara, and Kashmir areas of northwest lndia (naw Pakistan). From Gandhara some of the earliest Buddha images evolved, interestingly sculpted in the Grerk sjlle by
the descendants of Alexander the Great.
The chakravartin is, first and foremost, a righteous universal monarch who rules purely through compassion and
wisdom. The divine human form realises its p e r f ~ t i o nin
the nondual identification of the cl~akrnriartinand bodhisattva ideals.
Just as the sarnbhophya f o m of bodhisattvas and goddesses are endowed with the th~rty-twomajor and eighty
minor marks of a divine being or chnkravartirl, so are they
likewise attired in the silk robes and ornamental gold jewellery of the ancient Indian kings, princes or princesses.
Bodhisattvas are the 'spiritual sons' or princes of the Five
Buddhas, they are crowned by them, and as symbols of their
investiture bear the image or syllable of their parent Buddha on the crown of their heads. Their golden thrones are
modelled on the square-based pedestal thrones of ancient
Indian hngs, and frequently placed before their thrones are
the seven insignia of the clrakraziartirr. Ebdhisattvas and goddesses are apparelled in the thvteen sanrMwpknya ornaments
of a cliakraoartin, five of which are fashioned of coloured
silk, and eight of which are wrought of precious stones and
metals. The five silk attires consist of a white upper bodice
with gold-embroidered patterns made from Benares silk or
muslin (knshikarnslrka);a 'rainbow' or multicoloured skirt or
dhoti @anchalikn);a yellow silk scarf worn as a sash over
one shoulder; a variegated ribbon binding the crown or tiara; and a long blue scarf draped over the shoulders.
Theeight precious jewellery ornaments consist of a fivejewelled tiara made of natural and divine jewels; golden
earrings; a short necklace around the neck; a medium necklace reaching to the level of the heart; a long necklace reaching below the navel; bracelets and armlets; anklets; and a
jewelled belt with little silver bells. On peaceful bodhisawas
and goddesses these eight jewelled ornaments are usually
condensed into a group of six, representing the six perfections or pnraniitns of patience (earrings), generosity (necklaces), discipline (bracelets, armlets, and anklets), effort
(belt), meditation (jewelled tiara), and wisdom (a divine or
flaming jewel above the hair-knots). Semi-wrathful male
deities wear the equivalent earrings, necklaces, bracelets,
armlets, and anklets, and belt, as bone ornaments, with a
bone wheel at the crown of the head symbolising meditation, and cemeter). ash applied to the forehead symbolising
wisdom. Semi-wrathful female goddesses wear only the five
bone ornaments; they are not adorned with cemetery ash as
their form itself symbolises the perfection of wisdom.
The attributes of the clmkrnzartin are very ancient symbols, dating back to before the time of Shakyamuni - more
than two and a half thousand years ago. Other auspicious
groups, such as the eight auspicious symbols and the eight
symbols of good fortune, originated at a similar point in
time. Their meaning and relevance have inevitably become
diluted over the course of more than twenty-five centuries;
the concept of monarchy itself has virtually collapsed over
the last few decades. Yet the transposition of these symbols
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has remained intact, even though their original utilitarian
purposes may now seem extremely redundant.
When Buddhism entered Tibet from lndia its entire symbolic content entered simultaneously. The depiction of Indian Buddhist deities dressed in the flimsy silks of Indian
royalty was a foreign import into Tibet. The same is true of
its vast array of jewelled ornaments, offerings, symbols, and
motifs. They became indigenous by the philosophical values placed upon them as 'pure symbols', self-existent in their
own right as visual encapsulations of the Buddhist teachings. Some fashions change, other traditions endure; hopefully the Buddhas will never be depicted in denim and
trainers. The wheel moves on, yet it is always circular and
cannot exist without its hub, spokes, and rim.

THE SEVEN POSSESSIONS OF
THE CHAKRAVARTIN
The Precious Wheel
(Skt. chokroratna;Tib.'khor 10 rm po che)
The precious thousand-spoked wheel or chakra is the first
and greatest possession of the chkravartin. It is extremely
bright and made of the gold found in the Jambud river of
our world continent, Jambudvipa. Its thousand spokes symbolise the thousand dharmas of the Buddhas, and the thousand Buddhas of our present era (bhndrablpa). Yet pictorially
the wheel is usually depicted as an eight-spoked wheel, representing the eight directions and the Noble Eightfold Path
which the Buddha set in motion.
The wheel is described as being vast, five hundred
leagues (!/ojnrins) in diameter, and with a radiance like the
sun. It is actually the vehicle or chariot of the clrakravartiri,
its magnificence overwhelms everything which comes
within its path. On its hub the four di~risionsof the
chakraz~artill'sarmy - infantry, cavalry, elephants, and chariots - may traverse vast distances across the heavens, travelling a hundred thousand leagues in one day. It is also capable
of inter-dimensional travel. With its aid the chakravnrtin is
able to journey to all of the continents surrounding M t Meru.
Like our present day flying saucers, 'a modern myth of discs
seen in the sky', the precious wheel seems capable of making a 'quantum leap' into other parallel universes - co-existent, yet invisible.
The Kainchnkra Tantrn describes one such 'parallel universe' - the kingdom of Shambhala. Theoretically calculated
to be located in Baghdad, Central Asia, Russia, Mongolia,
or Tibet, the kingdom of Shambhala preserves the pristine
lineage of the Knlachnkm teachings which Shakyamuni revealed to Suchandra (or Chandrabhadra), the first king of
Shambhala. The Shambhala lineage passes through seven
great religious kings, and twenty-five Kulika kings, or enEach of these
lightened universal monarchs (clrnkr.or~nrtiris).
rulers has a lifespan of one hundred years. Our present time
coincides with the reign of the twenty-first Kulika king. It is
predicted that a great battle will take place during the reign
of the last of the twenty-five kings, around the ycwr A D 2327,

when the 'believers' (Buddhists) will triumph over the 'barbarians' or 'non-believers' (Moslems).
The golden wheel is a symbol of both temporal and spiritual sovereignty. The creator god, Brahma, presented
Shakyamuni with a thousand-spoked wheel immediately
after he attained enlightenment. It is an emblem of Tibetts
great religious kings, and an attribute of many of the previous Dalai Lama incarnations.
The Prec~ousJewel (Skt. rnanrratno;Tib.nor bu rin po che)
The eight-faceted precious jewel or wish-granting gem fulfils all of the desires of the chakravartirl and those who come
within its sphere of radiance. Like the red Kaustubha gem,
which surfaced during the churning of the ocean, and which
Vishnu and later Krishna wore as a breast ornament, the
precious jewel possesses eight magical qualities: its ralance
illuminates the darkness of night; it cools when the days
are hot, and warms when the days are cold; it causes rain to
fall or a spring to appear when one is thirsty; it brings to
fruition everything that its holder desires; it controls the
nagas, preventing floods, hailstorms, and torrential rain; it
emits various coloured lights which heal emotional afflictions; its radiance cures all of the diseases of those who are
in its range of healing light; it prevents untimely death, ensuring that death by natural causes occurs in the auspicious
sequence of grandfather, father, and finally son.
The jewel is described as being smooth, eight-faceted,
as radiant as the sun, and fashioned of lapis lazuli like the
z~aiduryojewel. It is often borne on the back of the precious
horse, or held in the right hand of the precious minister.
The Precious Queen
(Skt. ranrrotno;Tib.btsun rno rrn po che)
The precious queen is the most beautiful of women. Her
body has the natural scent of camphor, and her breath has
the fragrance of the irfpala lotus exuding its sweetness at
night. She possesses the thirty-two marks of a divine woman,
which include long and gentle fingers; a straight body; clear
bright eyes; eyelashes like the 'finest of cows'; dark curving
eyebrows; pure red lips; forty neatly arranged teeth; a slim
soft tongue; beautiful black hair; three creases on her neck;
and long ear lobes. She has firm round breasts, soft protruding red nipples, a lotus-shaped navel, and a pubic
mound like the back of a tortoise. She is youthful and lusty,
like a sixteen-year-old virgin.
Luckily she also possesses the eight perfect qualities of a
lady. She is faithfully devoted to her lord, the rhakrooartin,
and thnks of no other man. She is not jealous if the clmkravnrtifi
displays amorous favour towards other women. Her womb
will bear many healthy sons. She works for the welfare of all
in her lord's kingdom. She has an innate feminine wisdom,
and always supports her lord's plans. She always speaks the
truth and uses no frivolous words. She is not attracted to sensual objects or stimuli, and she holds no false views.
The precious queen is adored by her subjects, and she in
turn worships and respects her husband, the clrrikrazmrti~l.
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Together they bring peace, prosperity, and happiness, establishingstability and harmony in the kingdom, their unity and
a lineage of male offspring providing hope for the future.
The Precious Minister
(Skt. pannayokoratna;Tib.blon po nn po che)
The precious minister is endowed with the eye of the gods,
which can see beyond a thousand leagues. His intelligence
is as sharp as a razor, with a great patience and listening
ability which assure perfect counsel to the chakrauartin. The
minister desires to d o only good works to promote the
dharma, protecting and benefitting all beings. Ln the service
of his lord he is able to locate buried treasure to swell the
royal coffers. In this capacity he is also known as the 'minister for home economics'. A cultured diplomat, he excels at
political economy, affairs of state, social welfare, religious
duties, and ethics, clearly understanding the wishes of the
chakravnrtin. The precious minister often bears a wish-granting gem or treasury box in his right hand.
The Preclous Elephant
(Skt. hosbrotno;Tlb.glong po nn po che)
The precious elephant has the strength of a thousand ordinary elephants. He is the lord of all bull elephants, as large as
a mountain; his skin as white as snow. The fragrance which
exudes from his forehead glands entices all other elephants
towards M.He possesses seven limbs - four legs, a hunk,
and two powerful tusks. His trunk, tail and scrotum reach to
the ground - which is a curious description as an elephant's
genitals are naturally retracted. One of the hrty-two major
signs of a Buddha's body is that his sexual organs are ' r e
tracted like an elephant's'. Sometimes the precious elephant
is also described as having six tusks like Airavata, Indra's
elephant, w h c h arose at the churning of the ocean.
In battle the precious elephant is inexhaustible, fearless,
and unassailable, with an endurance and gait that make him
capable of circumambulating the continent of Jambudvipa
thrice in a single day.
In peacetime he is wise and dignified, his step serene
and gentle, possessing great majesty and beauty. As a ceremonial mount of the clmkrnvorfii~,he is perfectly obedient
to his master, following his mental directions with perfect
telepathic accord. He wears a golden jewelled necklace
around his neck and can be led by the thinnest of cords.
Often he is depicted carrying the precious wheel or the clothcovered alms bowl of Shakyamuni Buddha on his back.
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colour of a peacock's neck, with the ability to traverse all of
the four continents in an instant.
His form is perfect, endowed with a soft mane of ten
thousand hairs, and a long flowing tail like a comet. He
speedily bears the clrakrnvartin with royal ease; his tireless
hooves are silent, light, and unfaltering. The pterious horse
often bears the precious jewel on his saddle, representing
the spreading of auspicious blessings throughout the
chakrazlartin's realm, for wherever the jewel travels it b r i n g
all of its divine qualities in its wake.
The Prec~ousGeneral
(Skt senopot~rotno:Tlb.
dmog dpon rrn po che)
The precious general wears the armour and helmet of an
ancient warrior, forged of metal plates bound together with
leather thongs. In his right hand he holds an upraised sword
and in his left a shield, symbolising his readiness both to
wage war and defend the kingdom. His militaty prowess
ensures that he is never defeated in battle, having attained
mastery of the sixty-four strategic arts of war. His will is
attuned to that of the clrakraz~arfirr,
knowing the exact wishes
of his ruler. He fights for truth and justice; having abandoned unvirtuous acts he causes no harm to other beings.
When the righteouness of dharma has been established
throughout the realm, and the peace of wisdom and compassion prevails, the general removes his armour and appears as the 'precious householder'.

THE SEVEN SECONDARY POSSESSIONS OF THE
CHAKRAVARTIN
The seven secondary possessions of the chnkrazlartin comprise a sword, rrngn skin, palace, robes, gardens, throne, and
boots. These seven Buddhist symbols of royalty were
adopted from the ancient Indian concept of the seven emblems of royalty, known as the rnjnkak~tdn.These seven original Indian emblems were a sword, a white umbrella, a
crown, boots, a fly whisk, a sceptre, and a throne.
Although these objects may seem commonplace in the
affluence of the modem world, their importance to an ancient lndian king should not be underestimated. European
fairy tales, folklore, and the romantic and cluvalrous legends
of the dark and middle ages are replete with tales of wondrous swords, talismans, clothes, shoes, thrones, palaces,
and gardens.
The Sword (Skt. khodgu;Tlb.rot gn)

The Precious Horse
(Skt oshvarc~tno;Tlb.
rto rnchog nn po che)
The precious horse bears the thirty-two marks of a divine
steed. Like the windhorse he travels fast and tirelessly, and
is capable of encircling the continent of Jambudvipa three
times in a single day. His body is white like a swan, and
adorned with the golden jewelled trappings of the gods.
In some traditions he is described as being the blue-black

The precious sword of the clmkraz~nrtiiris usually depicted
upright, its blade coloured in the dark blue of tempered iron
or occasionally in burnished gold. Its embellished golden
handle, graphically detailed in a knot or double lotus-petal
design, is surmounted by a five-pronged i~njraor jewel. Like
Manjushri's flaming sword of wisdom, a slender tongue of
flame usually entwines the double-edged blade forming a
crest of flames at the tip. The flame symbolises the rpnjrn
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nature of the sword: it is unbreakable, adamantine, invincible. Like King Arthur's sword Excalibur it possesses magical qualities and can only be held by its rightful owner. Its
flame illuminates the darkness, both physically and spiritually, and terrifies the hosts of nraras and demons.
In the Western tradition, investiture of a sovereign is ritually conferred by the touch, blessing, and presentation of a
sword. It is the main material emblem of a monarch syrnbolising not only sovereignty, power, and authority, but also
justice, mercy, discriminating wisdom, and insight.
The clmkrazmrtin's sword is a weapon of enormous power.
Without spilling blood it vanquishes all foes, penetrating
deep into the heart of ignorance - just the sight of the sword
causes enemies to surrender.
The Nogo Skin (S&. nogacharman;Tlb.klu pogs po)
The precious nnga skin is likewise a miraculous talisman with
magical powers. It is the skin of a great naga king obtained
from the ocean depths, having the appearance of a large lust ~ o u snakeskin.
s
By its power the chokrnvartin can subdue all
manner of imgn spirits, causing them to bend before his will.
Through control of the nngns the c-hnkrnz~artii~
gains control of
the weather also. He is able to conjure forth rain in times of
drought, halt torrential downpours, and usher in warm
breezes on cold days or cool the heat of a blazing summer.
Afflictions such as dropsy, leprosy, skin diseases, and mental
or psychc disturbances, caused by the demonic possession
of ilagn spirits, are banished from the realm.
Pearl, conch, and coral - the ilnp treasures of the ocean
- are yielded to the chakravnrtiii in times of financial need.
The ilagn skin has power over the terrestrial n a p s also, who
likewise submit their mineral wealth to the chakravnrtii~.The
izaga skin is an object of great power and, like the alchemical salamander, is impervious to the destructive activity of
wind, fire, and water.
The Royal House (Skt. horrnyo;Tib.khong bzong)
The precious house or palace of the clrakravartii~possesses
all of the divine qualities attributed to an ancient Indian royal
palace. Naturally it is fashioned of the finest woods, precious metals, and gemstones. It is spacious, harmonious,
divinely proportioned, with doorways and windows which
face in the four cardinal and four intercardinal directions,
panoramically overlooking the cl~nkraznrtin'srealm. Supernaturally i t is impregnated with divinity, radiant with the
joys and pleasures of the god realms. Divine music, perfumes, visions, caresses, and tastes manifest within its walls.
It is invigorating, restful, embracingly gentle as a mother's
love. Its peaceful chambers know not of death or illness;
sleep comes both sweetly and easily with beautiful dreams
of the highest of the god realms.

gos)
The Robes (Skt. chrvora:T~b,
The various robes of the clinkrnzlnrtiii are usually illustrated
by the ou ter ceremonial robe of a lama or imperial dignitary.

The robes of the clrakrnvartin are woven from the finest silks
and cotton muslin. Traditionally these are likely to ha\,e
been Indian silks woven in Benares (Kashi), which as a pi]grimage city has from time immemorial been an important centre for the weaving of rich silk brocades, fine silk
scarfs, embroidered shawls, and homespun cotton and
muslin. The great fifteenth-century poet-saint, Kabir, came
from a background of weaving castes in Benares, already a
famous and ancient sacred city at the time of Shakyamuni.
Chinese brocade would have provided another source of
reference for artists in Tibet. Many of the gold brocade designs employed in Tibetan art are based on traditional Indian patterns, such as floral roundels or regular gold dot
patterns.
The chakravnrtin's robes possess the magical qualities of
endurance, lightness, climate and temperature regulation,
and are also a panacea for physical and mental weaknesses.
They are always clean, soft, fragrant, and impervious to the
attack of weapons, fire, water, insects, and the corruptions
of dust or curses.
tshal)
The Royal Gardens (Skt. vono;T~b.
The precious gardens are an appropriate adjunct to the
royal house. All varieties of fragrant trees, fruit trees, flowers and lotuses blossom perennially in the gardens. Streams
of cool clear water weave amongst the ornamental banks,
filling pools whose surface is covered with lotus blossoms,
and ponds where exotic fish and water birds dwell. The
trees are alive with colourful birds, butterflies, and bees
gathering nectar. The divine music of the gods is heard and
perfumes waft on the soothing breezes. Just like the heavenly desire realms of the gods, all is beautiful and vibrant
with form and colour. A road of golden sand leads to the
palace steps.
Here the chakravnrtin dwells in blissful meditative absorption, with beautiful maidens to delight his eyes, the
nectar of fruits always in season, the fragrance of a thousand blossoms, and the gently inspiring music of divine
musicians and tender birdsong to fulfil his sensual desires.
TheThrone (Skt. sayono;T~b.
rnol cho)
The precious throne or couch is an object of exquisite craftsmanship and majesty. It is accomodating, spacious and comfortable, its presence creating a sacred atmosphere within
the throne room. In spite of its grandeur it is light and portable, capable of being moved to any area of the chnkrnvnrtii~'s
realm. Like the sacred seat (stlmii) of a realised being, it produces a state of meditative absorption in the sitter. The three
root poisons of ignorance, desire and aversion are banished
in its presence. On its sumptuous cushions the chnkrn~inrtill
is able to remain absorbed in a state of royal ease and onepointedness of mind, with an impeccable mental clarity and
discernment. Like one's favourite armchair or shamanistic
'power spot', it is positioned exactly at the positive energy
univrrse. I t relaxes, refreshes, and
centre of the rhnkr,~oartii~'s
eliminates all fatigue and malaise.
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The Boots (Skt. pula;T~b.
Iham)
The precious boots are proverbially comfortable, soft, light,
shong, enduring, and again thermostatically beneficial.They
cause no fatigue; with their aid the chakravartin is able to
have1 vast distances at great speed over land or water. Their
soles were probably fashioned of rhinoceros hide, a very
durable leather used on shields, which also bears the magically virile and defensive properties of the rhinoceros.

Plate 77
This drawing is based on a detail from a very fine, early
twentieth-century thangka of a Gelugpa Assembly Tree.
In a grove of jewel-hung, wish-fulfilling trees is the royal
palace with a solitary jewel-tree growing in front of it. The
precious minister kneels at the left, with a turbaned head
and brocade robes. In his left hand he holds the eignt-faceted
precious jewel, with his right hand in the ablraya mimra of
protection and benevolence. The queen kneels on a lower
throne, her hands joined in the anjali iiilidra of veneration
and prayer. Behind her and within the curtained pavilion is
the precious golden wheel with eight spokes. The horse and
elephant are to the right of the queen. The horse is saddled
and frisky; the elephant carries on his back a flaming jewel
on a lotus. Behind is the precious general, dressed in armour with his sword upraised.
To the right of the general and just outside the pavilion
are the seven secondary jewels. The throne, robes, boots,
and sword are grouped together. The rraga skin hangs over
a balustrade in the lower right. Placed in the foreground are
groups of jewels and a flat bowl containing medicinal pills.
In the background, steps lead up to an enclosed lotus pool
with a gabled gate and open doors. A pavement surrounds
the lotus pool and a walkway or pergola surrounds the
raised walls. A thicket of varied fragrant fruit and flower
trees defines the extended royal gardens. The sun is directly
above the solitary wish-granting tree, which symbolises the
presence of the chnkravartin.

Plate 78
This drawing of an assembly of the chakravnrtiri's possessions is based on a detail of an extremely beautiful nineteenth-century offering thangka to Palden Lhamo, now in
the Rijksmuseum, Leiden.
The precious queen, minister, general, horse, and elephant all face towards the unrepresented majesty of the
chnkravartiii.The queen holds the precious wheel in a silken
cloth, respectfully acknowledging its unblemished purity.
She wears silk robes and an entwined floral tiara. The turbaned minister folds his palms together in the nr~jnliiiiridru
of prayer and supplication. The precious general, in his ornate armour, helmet, and boots, holds the upraised sword
in his right hand and the circular shield in h s left. The precious horse is shown in all his finer): with bridle and bit, a

pennant-edged saddle blanket, silk pennants, jewelled
straps, yaktail choker, and a long knotted tail showing his
alertness. He bears the flame-enhaloed precious jewel upon
his saddle. The submissive elephant wears a silk brocade
back-cover, a single jewel cmwn, and a neck rope with a
spherical golden bell hanging from it.
The secondary possessions of sword, naga skin and boots
are in the left foreground; the throne, robes, royal pavilion,
and gardens arc in the background. The flaming sword
stands upright and rises from a lotus, symbolising both its
magical qualities and purity. At the bottom right are a mw
of eight circular jewels with the seven insignia of the
chakrazparfin placed behind them. Fmm left to right they are:
elephant's tusks; jewel insignia; rhinoceros horn (horse);
queen's round earrings; coral (wheel);general's insignia; and
minister's square earrings.

Plate 79
Illustrated in this drawing are the seven secondary possessions and the seven gems or insignia of the clmkravartin.
Across the top row are the chnkravartiii's seven secondary
possessions of sword, n a p skin, throne, palace, and royal
gardens at the centre; and the robes and boots to the right.
In the second row are the seven gems (Skt. .q~taratim;lib.
nor bri clm bdiiii) or insignia of the clmkrazurtir~.From left to
right these are: the unicorn or rhinoceros horn (lib. h e rii),
symbolising the precious horse; the tusks of the precious elephant (lib. glaiig cheil niche h);the round golden earrings of
the precious queen (lib. bts~inmo nia cha);the square golden
earrings of the precious minister (lib. blon po rim clm); the
crossed gems (lib. nor bu bskor clm), crossed swords, or military insignia of the precious general; the triple-eyed gem (lib.
nor bu inig gsum pa) symbolising the precious jewel; and a
branch of coral (lib. byu rri) symbolising the precious wheel.
Although originating in Buddhist India, this group of
seven insignia has been absorbed into Tibetan Buddhist i c e
nography from Chinese art. There appears to be no original
Tibetan source material that describes or defines these symbols, and as a result different traditions identify these seven
gems with varying correlates amongst the seven precious
possessions of the cliakramrtiii.The rhinoceros horn and elephant's tusks are always specifically identified with the
precious horse and elephant. But the round earrings are often identified with the king's earrings or the wish-granting
gem. The square earrings may be assigned to the minister
or queen. The crossed swords or jewels are invariably assigned as the insignia of the general. The triple-eyed gem
may be identified with the precious wheel, and the coral
branch as the queen or precious gem.
In the third row an alternative arrangement of the seven
gem insignia is drawn, with an eight-spoked wheel as the
chokm; a three-faceted gem as the jewel; the round earrings
of the king or chnkrazlartin;the square earrings of the rninister; the crossed tusks of the elephant; the rhinoceros horn of
the horse; the crossed swords or Chinese emblem of the general; and the coral branch of the precious queen.
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The fourth row from left to right shows six examples of
the various styles in which the triple-eyed gem is drawn. In
Chinese art the triple-eyed gem is identified with jl~i'ias the
Chinese sceptre or z~ljra(see Plate 160).The first two of these
drawings show the three points or heads of this gem. The
swond two drawings depict the triple-eyed gem as a 'wheel
of joy or pleasure' (Tib. tiga"khyil), with three swirling faces.
The last two drawings show a triform gold frame enclosing
the three-eyed gem. To the right are examples of the rhinoceros horn, elephant's tusks and coral branches, with flat
golden pedestals or three-legged Chinese stands at their
bases. The centre of the fifth row illustrates five examples of
the Chinese military insignia of the precious general, appearing in abstract forms as crossed swords, crossed jade
bars, or crossed measuring rulers.
In the lower half of the illustration are four rows of multicoloured jewels supporting the seven royal gems or insignia. These jewel-heaps are commonly depicted on deity
thangkas, where they are placed as offerings before the deities as attributes of their identification with the chnkravnrfin.
The elephant tusks are usually placed in pairs at either end
of the jewel row, and no specific sequence is followed in the
placement of the other six insignia within the jewel-heaps.
Other ritual offerings, such as a conch, flaming jewel,
dl~or.~imclinkra,
or vase, are also commonly included at the
summits of the jewel-heap pyramids.
In Tibetan the unicorn and rhinoceros are known by the
same term (Tib. bsc rrr). In the Chinese tradition the unicorn
is known as the chi-lin or dragon horse, which is identified
g of the Tibetan tradition.
with the windhorse (Tib. r l ~ r i ~rta)
In Chinese medicine the rhinoceros horn is known as 'dragon's tooth', and again equated with the unicorn or chi-liil as
the only animal with a single defensive central horn. In Oriental medicine rhinoceros horn, as a phallic symbol of erect
virility, is highly esteemed as an aphrodisiac or male tonic.
The simulacra of a human form within the cross-section of
a rhinoceros horn is believed to vastly increase its medicinal potency. Whole horns were often carved into drinking
vessels in ancient China, as the liquid was believed to absorb the medicinal essence of the horn. Such drinking vessels were also credited with the peculiarity of sweating in
the presence of poison.

Plate
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Illustrated in this drawing are further compositions of
jewel-heaps containing the seven royal insignia, along with
various other assorted symbols. In the centre of the top row
is a jewel-heap with the seven royal gems and a dharmaclinkra at the centre. On either side of this in the left and
right corners are the ends of stacked Tibetan texts with silk
covers. Below the top centre is a small jewel-heap with a
large dl~orninchakrnat its centre and elephant tusks paired
at either end. To the left and below are an eight-faceted
flaming jewel, and a small jewel-heap enclosing a vase of
immortality between paired elephant tusks. In the lower
mid-centre is a flaming eight-faceted jewel, with a group
of six jewels to its lower right. Above this are a double pyramid heap of seven jewels with paired elephant tusks at either end, and behind a wish-granting jewel on a stand, a
conch shell, and a cluster of many-branched coral. Surrounding this whole central area are the two halves of an
entwined-jewel aura of a peaceful deity. The intricate scrolling design of this aura is difficult to draw, and is usually
accomplished with a repeated back-tracing technique. The
jewels within the golden entwined scrolls are painted in
the colours of the Five Buddhas.
Ln the lower half of the drawing are four rows of jewelheaps. On the left side of the upper row a treasure casket,
coral branch, flaming jewel, conch shell, and skull-cup are
positioned around two pyramids of three jewels. On the right
hand side the seven royal gems are placed behind a jewel
row with the addition of a wish-granting gem and conch
shell. In the second row a central eight-faceted jewel divides
two jewel-heaps containing the seven royal gems, with the
addition of flaming jewels, conch shell, wish-granting gem,
treasure vase, and a perfume-laden conch shell. In the third
row the seven royal gems are distributed on the left and
right in jewel-heaps. Across the bottom row six pyramids
of flame-topped jewels are surmounted by a central flaming eight-faceted jewel.

Chapter Eight

Auspicious Symbols

The drawings on Plates 81 to 95 illustrate the three main
groups of auspicious symbols and offerings that appear in
Tibetan Buddhist art. These are the eight auspicious symbols, the eight auspicious substances, and the offerings of
the five sensual enjoyments. The eight auspicious symbols
form the most well-known group of Buddhist emblems, and
their origin can be traced back to the advent of B u d h m
in India. The eight auspicious substances date back to the
same period, although they are less well known as an auspicious group. The offerings of the five senses were probably incorporated into Buddhist imagery at a later date; they
are first referred to as a symbolic group in the Guhyasnmaja
Tnntra, which was revealed between the sixth and eighth
centuries A D . AS ritual symbols of the five sensory
enjoyments, however, they probably occurred in different
representational forms from the early Vedic period.

THE EIGHT AUSPICIOUS SYMBOLS
(Skt, ashtamongolo; Tlb. bkra shis rtags brgyad)
The eight auspicious Buddhist symbols (lib. bkrn shis rtngs
brmnd) consist of: a parasol, a pair of golden fishes, a treasure vase, a lotus, a white right-spiralling conch shell, an
endless knot, a banner of victory, and a golden wheel. Originally these formed a grouping of early Indian symbols of
royalty which were presented at such ceremonies as the
investiture or coronation of a king. The earliest Indian
grouping of these eight precious objects probably comprised: a throne, a swastika, a handprint, a hooked knot or
hair-curl, a vase of jewels, a water libation flask, a pair of
fishes, and a l ~ d d e dbowl. A south Indian listing includes:
a fly whisk, a pair of fishes, an elephant goad, a mirror, a

drum, a banner, a water vase, and a lamp. The Jains also
adopted a list of eight auspicious symbols, which included
a treasure vase, a water flask, two golden fishes, a swastika, an endless knot, a hair-curl, a mirror, and a throne. In
Nepal the Newar Buddhist form of the ashtanrangnln replaces the golden wheel with a pair of fly whisks (Skt.
chnnzara), and most commonly the eight symbols form a
composite vase-shaped arrangement.
In Buddhism these eight symbols of good fortune represent the offerings made by the gods to Shakyamuni Buddha immediately after he attained enlightenment. Brahma,
the great god of the form realm, was the first to appear with
an offering of a thousand-spoked golden wheel, requesting
Shakyamuni to turn the teaching wheel of the dharma. The
great sky god lndra appeared next, presenting a white, rightspiralling conch shell as a symbol of the proclamation of
the dharma. The earth goddess Sthavara (Tib.Sari Lhamo),
who had borne witness to the Buddha's enlightenment, presented Shakyamuni with a golden vase full of the nectar of
immortality. lconographically Brahma and Lndra are frequently represented to the left and right of Buddha's enlightenment throne, offering the golden wheel and the white
conch shell.
Early Buddhist aniconic representations of Buddha's footprints invariably depicted auspicious symbols as divine
marks on the soles of his feet. These included the lion throne,
victory banner, vnjm, water flask, elephant goad, hair-curl,
eternal knot, swastika and conch shell; but the most common
of these marks were the lotus and wheel. As an insignia of
the chkrnzinrtin an eight- or thousand-spoked wheel adorns
the palms and soles of Buddha images or bodhisattvas. One
of the meanings of the word dnn is 'auspiciously drawn',
referring to the body markings on the palms, soles, breast or
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throat of divine beings or gods. Indra, for example, bears the
insignia of the s l i r i v a t ~or eternal knot on his breast.
In early Indian Vajrayana Buddhism the eight auspicious
symbols were deified into eight goddesses, known as the
Ashtarnangala Devi, who each carry one of the auspicious
symbols as their attribute.
In his book The Blrddhist Tuirtras Alex Wayman quotes
the commentary of the Indian master Buddhaguhya on the
eight auspicious symbols, "Yoga displays itself as the eight
emblems on the true nature of body. The eight emblems of
good luck are: the endless knot (shriuatsn) which is lotuslike; the wheel (clrakra) which is frightening; the banner
(dhvaja) which is victorious; the umbrella (chattra) which is
dignified; the lotus (padrna) which is luminous; the flask
(kalash) of acute mind; the conch (slwnklw) of purity; the
golden fishes (matsya) of auspicious mind."
In Chinese Buddlusm these eight symbols also represent the eight precious vital organs of the Buddha's body:
the parasol indicates the spleen, the two golden fishes are
the kidneys, the treasure vase is the stomach, the lotus indicates the liver, the conch is the gall bladder, the endless knot
forms the intestines, the victory banner represents the lungs,
and the wheel arises as the heart. An eight-spoked wheel fashioned from bone or gold - adorns the breast of many
Buddhist deities and symbolises the eight spokes or lotus
petals of the heart clrakra.
A Tibetan tradition identifies the eight auspicious symbols as forming the body of the Buddha, with the parasol
representing his head, the golden fishes his eyes, the lotus
his tongue, the treasure vase his neck, the wheel his feet, the
victory banner his body, the conch his speech, and the endless knot his mind.
Artistically the eight auspicious symbols may be depicted
individually, in pairs, in fours, or as a composite group of eight.
When illustrated as a collecti\~egroup they often assume the
simulacra form of a vase-shape, in which case the treasure
vase may be omitted as the other seven symbols form the
outline of the vase. Designs of these eight symbols adorn all
manner of sacred and secular Buddhist objects, such as carved
wooden furniture, embellished metalwork, wall panels, carpets and silk brocades. A beautiful Chinese brocade design
depicts a pair of dragons holding the eight symbols in their
claws. The eight auspicious symbols are frequently drawn on
the ground in sprinkled flour or coloured powders to welcome visiting religous dignitaries to monastic establishments.

Plote 82

In the upper half of the illustration are the eight auspicious
symbols enclosed in circular motifs. The parasol, pair of
fishes, treasure vase, and eight-petalled lotus design are
drawn from left to right across the top row; and the conch
shell, endless knot, banner of victory, and eight-spoked
wheel are drawn across the second row. The lower half of
the drawing depicts a detailed set of the eight auspicious
symbols arranged in the same order as above.

Plate 83
Illustrated in this composition are some stylised variations
of several of the auspicious symbols. In the upper mid-centre is a graceful and elaborate banner of victory. On its pinnacle is a flaming eight-faceted jewel. The small white canopy
below the jewel is supported by a golden crest-bar, over
which a w h t e silk xarf (lib. klra btags) is knotted and looped.
Below the crest-bar hangs a double row of coloured pendants, and below this again are two billowing banner-drapes
of creased silk. A lotus-mounted pole, hanging golden
chains, and the swirling ends of the w h t e scarf complete
the victory banner's form. In the upper right corner are four
examples of white conch shells, three of which are decorated with knotted silk scarfs. Further examples of the conch
shell are illustrated and described on Plate 87. To the left of
and below the victory banner are two lotus flowers. As an
auspicious symbol the lotus is usually painted white with
pink shading towards its centre. The knot of eternity or endless knot (Skt. shrii~utsa),is drawn in two forms at the upper
left corner and centre-left. The upper drawing shows the
knot in its most conventional form, whilst the lower drawing depicts an unusual and intricate form. Both knots are
entwined with silk cloth. Further examples of endless knot
designs are illustrated on Plate 158. h the lower half of the
illustration are eight drawings of the two golden fishes.
The Lotus (Skt, podrno;Tib.pod rno)
The lotus, which blossoms unstained from the watery mire,
is a symbol of purity, renunciation, and divinity. The symbolism of the lotus is described in Chapter Two and illustrated in Plates 26-28.
The Endless Knot (Skt. shr~votsa;T~b.
dpol be'u)

Plote 8 1
Here the eight auspicious symbols are illustrated in two columns. From the top of the left column are: the parasol (Skt.
i'llflttro;Tih.,yt\.tlrrss);the golden fishes (Skt. sirzarrrariialsyri;lib.
Ssfr 11!/n); the vase (Skt. knlnslrn; Tib. bun1 p ) ; the lotus (Skt.
pndrirn; Tib. pnrl rrrrl). From the top of the right column are;
the right-spiralling conch shell (Skt. ~lakslrirrriz~nrtosIrartklra;
Tih. drrrrg s.!/~I:: 'klryil); the endless knot (Skt. slrriiats~l;Eh.
[ipfllI1i2'rr);the banner of \.ictory (Skt.dlr?njn;Tib. r~!,alrlrtslwr~);
and the wheel (Sht.~lrokn~;
Tih. 'klror 10).

The term drriiwtsa means 'beloved of the goddess Shri'. Here
Shri refers to Lakshmi, the consort of Vishnu, and the
slrriilatsn is an auspicious triangular mark or curl of hair
which adorns the breast of Vishnu -originally as an eightlooped knot. Krishna, as the eighth incarnation or nriatnni of
Vishnu, also bears the slrrizntsn at the centre of his chest.
Lakshmi's insignia on Vishnu's breast represents the clevotion in his heart, and as Lakshrni is the goddess of wealth
and good fortune the slrriiotsn forms a natural auspicious
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symbol. Another name for this hair-curl is narrdynz~arta,
which means 'curl of happiness'. It is shaped like a Greek
hooked cross or swastika. Another early Indian form of the
endless knot appears as a rlaga symbol, where two or more
entwining snakes form the familiar knot design. The eternal knot overlaps without a beginning or an end, symbolising the Buddha's endless wisdom and compassion. As a
secular symbol it denotes continuity or dependent origination as the uliderlying reality of existence.
The Golden F~shes(Skt. suvornornotsya:T~b.
gser nyo)
The Sanskrit term rrmtsyayugtrm means 'a pair of fishes'. They
originated as an ancient pre-Buddhist symbol of the two
main sacred rivers of India, the Ganges (Ganga) and Yamuna. Symbolically these two rivers represent the lunar and
l s carry the
solar channels, which originate in the ~ ~ o s t r iand
alternating rhythms of breath or prnrla. In Buddhism the
golden fishes symbolise happiness, as they have complete
freedom in the water. They represent fertility and abundance
as they multiply very rapidly. Fish often swim in pairs, and
in Chha they represented conjugal unity and fidelity, where
a brace or pair of fishes would often be given as a wedding
present. As fish were so plentiful in China and formed an
important part of the staple diet, the Chinese word ylr meaning both 'fish' and 'great wealth' - became synonymous with material prosperity.
The two golden fishes are often drawn in the form of
carp, which are commonly regarded as sacred in the Orient
on account of their elegant beauty, size and lifespan. At sacred lakes, such as Tsho Pema in northwest lndia which is
believed to be the birthplace of Padmasambhava, the giant
golden carp eagerly accept food from the hands of pilgrims.
The pair of fishes form a common auspicious symbol in
the Hindu, Jain and Buddhist traditions. In ancient Egypt a
pair of fishes symbolised the River Nile. Early Christianity
adopted the paired fishes as an emblem of Christ, the 'fisher
of men'. The symbolism of Christ's feeding of the five thousand with five loaves of bread and two fish, is sometimes
viewed in esoteric astrology as the conjunction of five major planets in the sign of Pisces. In Christian art the fish,
along with wine and unleavelied bread, represent the
eucharist and the last supper. (These three ingredients, along
with meat and sexual intercourse, form the 'eucharist' of
the tantr~cpanclinrriakarn ritual.) In the Latin Church, fish is
traditionally eaten on a Friday; this has its origin in the early
goddess cults of Isis, Venus, and Ishtar or Astarte. Fish was
consumed on their sacred day of Friday in honour of their
fecundity. In Buddhist art the two golden fish are often depicted touching nose-to-nose; in Hinduism this symbolises
the female sexual organ or !/orii.
The Parasol (SM,chattro;Tlb. gdugs)
The parasol or umbrella is a traditional Indian symbol of
both protection and royalty. Its shadow protects from the
blazing heat of the sun, and the coolness of its shade
symbolists protection from the heat of suffering, desire,

obstacles, illnesses and harmful forces. In ancient Indian warfare the royal parasol (chnttrn), large parasol (ntapatra),and
victory banner (dlrvajn), were borne on battle chariots. In its
early form the umbrella was made from silk cloth stwtched
over a fixed frame with spokes; the familiar folding umbrella
or parasol with bamboo spokes and an oiled paper canopy,
was developed in China around the fourth century AD.
Originally the parasol was a symbol of secular wealth
or royalty, as the greater the number of parasols carried by
bearers in the entourage of an affluent dignitary, the higher
h s social rank would appear. Traditionally thirteen umbrellas appear to have defined the status of a king, possibly representing the central sun and its twelve zodiac houses. Early
Indian Buddhism adopted the emblem of thirteen royal
umbrellas as a symbol of the sovereignty of the Buddha as
chokrovnrtirl or universal monarch. Thrteen stacked umbrellas form the conical spire of the Buddha or Tathagata stupa
(see page 128).The Virlnyo Pitnkn (collective 'basket', pitnkn,
of Buddha's monastic discipline, virlnyn), states that the Buddha's stupa has thirteen umbrella-wheels, the stupa of the
shrnvokn has a number equal to his attainment, and that of
the prntyrknblrddl~ahas seven umbrellas. The great Indian
Buddhist master Dipankara Atisha, who revived Buddhism
in Tibet during the eleventh century following its persecution by the Bonpo king, Langdarma, was reputed to have
qualified for a retinue of thirteen umbrellas. The Indian
mahasiddha, Kanhapa, was miraculously accompanied by
seven umbrellas and hand drums (darllnrlr), which would
float in the air above him.
In ancient lndia umbrellas were often stacked one above
another on a single pole as a symbol of royalty, and i t is
probable that the tapering conical design of the stupa's axlepole and umbrella-wheels were derived from this emblem.
The later definitive design of the Tibetan stupa developed
the early Indian rain-cover - originally placed above the
umbrella-wheels to provide protection - into the elaborate
form of the lotus umbrella with its finial of moon, sun and
flame. Early non-figurative representations of the Buddha
often depict his footprints, throne, parasol and bodhi tree.
As the umbrella is held above the head it naturally s).mbolises honour and respect. A jewelled umbrella is said to have
been offerred to the Buddha by the king of the rrnps; it was
fashioned of gold with nrirrita-emitting jewels around its
edges, was hung with sweetly tinkling bells, and had a handle made of sapphire. Depictions of the Buddha often display an elaborate and large umbrella above his head, and in
Vajrayana Buddhism this large umbrella (atnl1otril)was later
deified into the thousand-armed, -headed and -footed goddess Sitatapatra (Tib. gDugs dkar), whose name literally
means 'the white umbrella'. Abo\.e Sitatapatra's t h o ~ ~ s a n d
heads are seven stacked umbrellas and a crown of seven
million Buddhas. Her main left hand holds the shaft of a
at the level of her heart; its function is
large white ~~mbrella
to protect all beings from all fcars. The two-armed form of
this goddess bearing ,I white i~mbrrllais often depicted
abo\.e painted images of thc Buddha.
Buddhist dcscription5 of a thousand-spokecl ~~mbrella
ha1.e a symbolic affinity to tlic Hindu thou5,ind-petalled
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lotus (jahmrara padma) at the crown chakrn, with its axle-pole
representing the central channel.
The Tibetan version of the parasol was adopted from its
myal Indian and Chinese prototypes, and fashioned from a
wooden, spoked frame with a domed silk cover and hanging silk pendants or valances. Its function is to protect from
the sun's heat rather than the rain - as the words 'parasol',
meaning 'to hold off the sun', and 'umbrella', meaning 'little shade', similarly imply. The Sanskrit term chattrn also
means 'mushroom', in reference to the parasol's capped
mushroom and stem shape.
The structure of a typical Tibetan parasol consists of a
thin round wooden frame with eight, sixteen or thirty-two
thin arched wooden spokes. Through its centre passes a
long wooden axle-pole embellished at its top with a metal
lotus, vase and jewel finial. Over the domed frame is
stretched white, yellow or multicoloured silk, and from the
circular rim of the frame hangs a folded or pleated silk skirt
with eight or sixteen hanging silk pendants attached. The
pendants are usually fashioned from folded silk brocade
strips, stitched together in a single, double or triple val, they hang to the same level as the pleated
ance d e s i g ~and
skirting. Their purpose is both decorative and to stabilise
the hanging silk skirt in the wind. The parasol dome symbolises wisdom, and the hanging skirt, compassion. A ceremonial silk umbrella is usually over four feet in diameter,
with a long axle-pole which enables it to be held at least
three feet above the head. Octagonal and square parasols
are also common, symbolically representing the Noble
Eightfold Path and the four directional quarters. A square
parasol invariably crowns the sedan chair in which dignitaries and important lamas are carried in procession. A
square or circular yellow or red silk parasol may be suspended over the central sculpted or bronze image of a Buddha or bodhisattva on monastic shrines. A round yellow
parasol is usually suspended from the centre of the ceiling
in monastic assembly halls, with another parasol often suspended over the throne of the monastery's presiding lama.
The white or yellow silk parasol, as described above, forms
the ecclesiastical or monastic symbol of religious sovereignty. Secular sovereignty is more commonly represented
in the peacock-feather parasol. As both spiritual and secular leaders, the Dalai Lama and the Panchen Lama frequently display both the silk parasol and peacock-feather
parasol in their ceremonial processions.

Plate 84

Illustrated in this drawing are eight forms of the parasol or
clrnltra (Tib. gdugs) such as are commonly depicted in
thangka painting. Auspicious symbols, such as the parasol,
victory banner, conch, wheel, mirror and vase are often held
by the cloud-borne gods of the form realms in the upper
heaven of a thangka, or by a group of gods that stand behind a central Buddha image. When the parasol is painted
above the head of a Buddha or deity, it is usually depicted
without an axle-pole, floating miraculously in the sky.

The drawing in the upper left corner shows a typically
oma te 'libetan-style parasol. A gold-encased jewel crowns the
top of the white silk canopy, which is embellished on its pcrimeter with a gold crest-bar, omamented at either end with
makara-tail scrolls. From the crest-bar hang a circle of silk pendants or valances with triangular ends tipped with pearls,
jewels, or round gold or silver bells. These embroidered bracade pendants are usually coloured yellow and red alternately,
symbolising the Hinayana and Mahayana paths. If a double
row of pendants is depicted the colours are usually blue and
green on the upper row, and yellow and red on the lower
row, representing the colours of the four directions, or the
Five Buddhas when the central white of the canopy is included. Below the pendants is a red or orange silk skirt, which
billows outwards as if lifted on a breeze. Underneath the skirt
is a long hanging silk scarf, which gracefully loops at its centre and twists upwards at its extremities. A garland of jewels
hangs b e h d the central loop of the scarf. The long axle-pole
is usually painted in the red of fragrant sandalwood, or may
be specifically described as being fashioned fmm a precious
mineral, such as red coral or lapis lazuli.
In the upper right corner is a similar whte-canopied parasol, with a circle of radiating peacock feathers below the row
of silk pendants. Such a w h t e parasol is usually held above
the head of the Buddha by a beautiful god or goddess; the
white canopy symbolises his spiritual sovereignty, and the
peacock feathers his secular power as clmkravartin.
In the centre of the second row is a smaller drawing of a
parasol with a tigerskin spread over its white silk canopy.
This parasol has a semi-wrathful appearance, as it combines
the qualities of the spiritual parasol with the warlike tiger
skin of the victory banner.
In the central row are two further examples of parasol
designs. The white canopy on the left drawing is convoluted, indicating a four-sided or square parasol. A flaming
three-faceted jewel forms the pinnacle, with an ornate flowing apron below. The drawing on the right illustrates the
very elaborate parasol of the Buddha, with peacock feather
and brocade valances, hanging four-colour brocade pendants, double scarfs entwined in the four directions, hanging jewel garlands, and a pair of jewel chains with white
yaktail fly whisks at their ends.
In the centre of the fourth row is the peacock-feather
parasol which floats above the head of the goddess Palden
Lhamo. The secular nature of the peacock feathers illustrate
her power over all realms of existence, transmuting the three
poisons of ig~orance,desire and hatred into the feathers'
beautiful golden and blue-black eyes. The eyes symbolise
wisdom, and the many goldcn strands, method. Together
they represent Palden Lhamo's ability to erf form countless
activities for the benefit of all beings. Sometimes, on tmditional white parasols, the finial is decorated with an auspicious bundle of peacock feathers.
In the bottom left corner is a circular parasol with sixteen spokes and a radiating spoked support wheel on its
axle-pole. Two hanging silk pendants are looped onto the
golden, rirnkoro-tail crest-bar, and an eight-faccted flaming
jewel forms the finial. In the bottom right corner is a narrow'
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parasol which is shaped like a banner of victory with a Chinese-style radiating spoked support on its axle-pole.
lconographically the parasol and victory banner may occasionally appear to have a similar representational form, as
both are invariably depicted with white canopies.
TheV~ctoryBanner (Skt. dhvojo; Tlb. rgyol mtshan)
111Sanskrit the banner or sign of victory is known as the
dlrz~ajn,meaning banner, standard, flag or ensign. Originally
the victory banner was a military standard carried in ancient Indian warfare; it often adorned the back of a great
warrior's chariot. The Indian chariot also bore the large
umbrella (ntnpntra)as protection from the sun, or in the case
of the chariot of a prince or king, the royal umbrella (chnttra).
The victory banner bore the specific ensign of its champion:
Krishna's chariot was adorned with a garuda-topped banner;A juna's bore the device of a monkey; whilst Bhishma's
bore the emblem of a palm tree. The dlrzlnja is also specifically identified as the banner of Shiva, whose emblem is the
liilgam or 'sign' of I s erect phallus as the 'giver of seed'.
The word dlrvnjn also refers to the erect male penis. An anor 'banner plantcient Indian rite known as dk~~njnropnr~n
ing', in which a springtime tree was decorated with flower
garlands, leaves and flags, bears a distinct resemblance to
the Western fertility ritual of the maypole. The dlivajn was
also the name given to the skull-topped staff carried by
Shaivite Kapalika or 'skull-bearing' ascetics, which is more
commonly known as the kl~atvnrrga.
As the battle-standard of military supremacy the victory
banner was adopted by early Buddhism as an emblem of
the Buddha's victorious enlightenment and his vanquishing of the armies of Mara, whose demonic warriors bore the
dllzlnjn as an emblem. The hosts of Mara personify hindrances
and defilements, and in Tibetan Buddhism the victory banner is said to symbolise eleven methods for overcoming these
defilements: the development of knowledge, wisdom, compassion, meditation and ethical vows; taking refuge in the
Buddha; abandoning false views; generating spiritual aspiration, skilful means and selflessness; and the unity of the
tluee snrnadlris of emptiness, formlessness and desirelessness.
Within the Tibetan Buddhist tradition a list of eleven specific forms of the victory banner are given for overcoming
the powers of evil.
In ancient Indian warfare thedlrvajn took on many forms
as a military standard or banner, many of which were designed to instil terror in the enemy. The impaled head and
flayed hanging skin of a human victim formed one such
horrific emblem. The heads and skins of ferocious animals,
particularly of the tiger, crocodile, wolf and bull, were also
commonly employed as battle-standards. The crocodile,
wolf and bull-headed banner are illustrated in Plate 133. In
a/ Tibet, Nebesky-Wojkowitz
his book Orncles nrld D~~rrrans
lists eleven animal heads which stylistically crown the various victory banners: the rrrnkarn or crocodile, tigcr, wolf, otter, goose, cat, peacock, frog, snake, scorpion and tortoise.
The rrrnknradhznjn, or crocodile-headed bannel; appears as
an early Buddhist emblem in the onlamentation of the stupa,

where four rimkarndhvnjos are placed in the four directions
symbolising Buddha's victory over the four Maras. The four
Maras (Skt. chatrrrrrrarn;Tib. bdud bzlri) are: the Mara of em,,tional defilements (Skt. skatldhai?rara;Tib. plrur~gpo' i bd,,d);
the Mara of passion (Skt. klcslmtrmrll; Tib. rlyorrg mollgs pn';
bdrrd); the Mara of death (Skt. niirt!/un~nra; Tib. chi /ida8 g;
bdr~d);and the Mara of divine pride and lust (Skt. devnputrflmara; Tib. llin'i blr' i bdud).
The victory banner is said to have been placed on the
summit of Mt Meru, symbolising the Buddha's victory over
the entire universe. In the mandala offering the parasol and
victory banner are the two auspicious symbols which are
placed to the south and north of Mt Meru respectively, and
paired with sun and moon in the north-east and south-west.
An early form of the Mt Meru 'victory banner of the ten
directions' is described in the form of a triple pennant (see
Plate 8 5 ) The handle of this victory banner is fashioned of
jewels and crowned at its pinnacle with a crescent moon
and sun. The triple pennant hangs below the jewelled support of the crescent moon, and is fashioned from coloured
silk which bears the emblems ot the 'three victorious creatures of harmony' depicted in Plate 48.
In Vajrayana Buddhism the dhvajn became an attribute
of many deities, particularly Vaishravana (Tib. rNam thos
sras), the great guardian king of the north. Vaishravana is
identified with Kubera, the king of the yaksha spirits, as a
wealth deity whose warlike form holds the victory banner
and a jewel-spitting mongoose, symbolising the possession
of wealth through victory. The 'secret' form of Vaishravana
holds a victory banner made from the head and skin of
a tiger. A tigerskin apron is frequently incorporated into
the victory banner as a symbol of triumph over anger and
aggression.
The Tibetan Buddhist form of the victory banner is usually constructed on a cylindrical wooden frame, which is
capped with a small jewel-tipped parasol and vertically
draped with layers of silk valances, hanging aprons, jewel
nets and silk scarfs. Cylindrical victory banners made of
beaten copper are traditionally placed at the four corners of
monastery and temple roofs, symbolising the Buddha's victorious dharma radiating to the four directions and his triumph over the four Maras. These roof ornaments usually
take the form of a small circular parasol surmounted by the
wish-fulfilling gem, with four or eight riinknrn heads at the
parasol's edge supporting little silver bells. From the parasol descend a series of hanging fronds or aprons of beaten
metal, which are encircled with repousse nets of hanging
jewels. A smaller victory banner fashioned on a beaten copper frame, hung with black silk, and surmounted by a flaming trident is also comrno~llydisplayed on the roofs oi
protector chapels or small temples, particularly those of the
Nyingma or Bon traditions.

Plate
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Six desibms of tht,victory banner are depicted in this drawing. The banner in thc upper left corner is crowned by a
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wish-fulfilling gem, which emanates from a small canopy
fashionedof either white silk or gilded bronze. Around the
edge of this canopy are three decorative rings painted in
gold and red, with a lower black ring embossed with golden
circles. Below this are two hanging silk aprons which may
be painted in yellow, red, green, blue or black, according to
the quality or definition of the banner. From the upper apron
hang little strings of golden jewels or pearls. The lower skirt,
which flares outwards, is usually depicted in red with a light
green or yellow underside. Hanging below this skirt is a
white or yellow silk scarf, with a red flagstaff tipped with a
jewel at its base.
The drawing in the upper centre depicts a jewel-topped
victory banner with seven hanging layers of five-colour silk
valances. The top of the canopy may be coloured white or
gold, with a gold and red decorative edging from which
descend small nets of golden jewels or pearls. The valances
are usually coloured in an alternating sequence of yellow,
red, green, white and blue, representing the Five Buddha
wisdoms; or a two-colour sequence of yellow and red; a
three-colour sequence of yellow, red and blue; or a four-colour sequence of yellow, red, blue and green. This form of
banner probably originates from the lndian royal ensign of
stacked umbrellas, where usually an odd number of levels
are represented, such as three, five, seven, nine or thirteen.
This form of silk-strip banner (Tib. ba don) occurs as a common decoration in monastic assembly halls as a freely suspended ceiling-banner. The multitude of silk valances
symbolise the countless activities of the Buddhas.
In the upper right corner is a jewel-topped victory banner with a single row of silk valances a i d a white silk scarf
bound around its centre. Below the scarf hangs a strip of
tiger skin and two silk aprons. The colour scheme usually
follows a red and blue, or orange and green sequence for
the silk valances. The two hanging aprons are usually coloured in red with yellow interior folds.
An elegant five-coloured silk victory banner is drawn in
the lower left corner, with an eight-faceted flaming jewel at
the centre of its white canopy, ninkara-tail scrolling on its
crest-bar, and a white silk scarf looped from its extremities.
A double row of silk valances coloured in sequences of red
and blue, and orange and green, hang below the crest-bar.
Three yellow, blue and red aprons hung with jewels, and a
twisting white scarf descend below.
The victory banner at the bottom centre has a white
canopy with a central flaming jewel at its apex, and with
four directional gems placed around the canopy's circumference. A tigerskin frieze and a gilded bronze band, embellished with a diamond-shaped repousse design, form the
upper cylinder of the banner. A double rowrof multicoloured
silk valances, two red aprons hung with jewels, .and a twisting white or !,ellow silk scarf descend below. The flagstaff
is tipped with a five-pointed z1njr.n at its base.
In the bottom right corner is a short victory banner,
tipped with a flamilig eight-faceted jewel placed above a
white silk canopy with a iirnknrn-tail crest-bar. A tigerskin
frieze, a single row of silk valances, and two billowing aprons
descend below.

The wish-fulfilling jewel cmwns each of the six victory
banners illustrated, symbolising the complete victory of the
Buddha's enlightenment, and corresponding to the crowning jewel on the heads of deities or the golden flame which
emerges from the Buddha's head protuberance or rrshnish
(lib. gfsug tor).

The Treasure Vase
(Skt nrdhana kurnbha;T~b.gter gy~bum paj
The golden treasure vase or 'vase of inexhaustible treasures'
is modelled on the traditional lndian clay water pot or
kunrbha with a flat base, round body, narrow neckand fluted
upper rim. The typical Tibetan treasure vase is usually represented as a highly ornate golden vase with lotuspetal
motifs radiating around its various sections, and a single
flaming jewel or group of jewels protruding from its upper
opening. The great treasure vase (Tib. gtrr h e n po'i blitn pa)
as described in the mandala offering is fashioned of gold
and decorated with a multitude of gems. Around the neck
is tied a silk cloth from the god realm and its upper opening
is sealed with a wish-granting tree, the roots of which retain the water of longevity and create all manner of treasures. As the divine vase of inexhaustible treasures it
possesses the quality of spontaneous manifestation: however much IS removed from it the vase remains perpetually
full. Wealth vases, sealed with precious and sacred substances, are commonly placed upon altars and on mountain passes, or buried at water springs, where their presence
attracts wealth and brings harmony to the environment.

Plate 86
This illustration depicts various examples of the treasure
vase, triple pennants, hanging tassles, banners and flags. In
the upper half of the drawing are three golden treasure vases
supporting flagstaffs, which are crowned with jewels and
hanging silk valances. As an auspicious symbol the emblem
of a triple pennant (Tib. plmn rtst.), mounted above a treasure vase, is commonly placed above the outer wall in the
geometric mandala layout, along with the victory banner
and parasol. The triple pennant represents the trinities of
the three jewels; the three ynrlns; the three aspects of body,
speech and mind; and victory over the three realms. Triple
pennants are commonly represented on ritual implements
such as the dninnru, khntzrn~lga,trident and triple banderole.
When nine pennants are depicted they may represent the
nine yniras. These comprise the three 'common' !/alms of the
slrrazaka, pratyekabrrddhn, and bodtrrsnttza (or Mahayana); the
three 'outer' .yaims of kriyn, cliar!/a and yoga tniitrn; and the
three 'inner' ynnm of aiilrttnmypqn, mnlmyogn and ntiyogo.
In the first vase on the left a jewelled pole is hung with
two triple pennants, which are divided into nine coloured
sections. The second central drawing of a double-handled
treasure vase displays an ornate circular hanging banner of
silk valances (Skt. patakn; Tih. bn dnrl). The pinnacle of this
banner is crowned with thedissolving point, sun and moon

Plate 86 Treasure vases. pennants, banners and flags
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emblem, below which is the insignia of the triple-eyed gem,
with four gold-mounted jewels radiating below. From this
jewelled finial hang a circular frieze of silk valances, which
extend into four groups of triple pennants radiating into
the four directions. Extending below the valances are hanging jewels suspended on golden chains. The treasure vase
in the third drawing on the right supports a triple banderole which is crowned with a jewel-topped finial similar to
the preceding drawing.
The trefoil form of the triple-eyed gem occurs on many
of the tassles and valances illustrated in t h s drawing, and
its depiction as one of the seven secondary gems or insignia
of the chakraziartiii is illustrated in Plate 79 (see also Plate
158). As a symbol of the Three Jewels of Buddha, dharma
and sangha, its trefoil form is similar to the cloud scroll or
classical jui'i design of Chinese art, which is probably derived from the Taoist trinity or the head of the vajra (jui'i) of
Manjushri. The Hindu trinity of Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva,
and the Buddhist trinity of Manjushri, Avalokiteshvara and
Vajrapani as the Lords of the Three Families occur as parallels to the Taoist trinity of the gods of the three heavens (Yu
huang, Tao chun and Lao tzu). The crowning insignia of the
triple-eyed gem, or a trefoil cloud motif enclosing a single
gem, occur on many hanging silk banners adorning monastic assembly halls. An alternative form arises in the kirtiinltkl~a
face, whose flattened head and two hands form the shape
of a triple-arched cloud motif.
To the upper left and right of the central vase are a triple
valance banderole (lib. pl~allrtse), and a flat silk banner with
a multicoloured fringe (lib. phnn). To the lower left and right
of the central vase are a jewel-topped triple valance, and a
triple valance banderole mounted on a curved, crook-like,
metal handle. The triple valance in this form, decorated with
the images of the 'three victorious creatures of harmony'
(see Plate 48), may appear as a victory banner.
At the bottom centre is a cylindrical form of the victory
banner, consisting of a jewel-topped canopy with a nmkarntail rim, and six aprons of folded multicoloured silk. At the
base of the banner is a flowing red silk apron, which is usually coloured yellow on its underside. This is similar to the
valance banner depicted at the top centre of Plate 85.
TOthe lower left of the central banner is a circular banner crowned by a wish-fulfilling gem placed above a sixspoked golden or bone wheel. A tubular apron or hose of
silk hangs below the wheel, which divides into three separate streamers at its end. To the lower right of the central
banner is a jewel-tipped circular banner which bears four
coloured silk streamers. These two forms of banner are most
commonly represented in Bon iconography, where many
forms of banners and flags are carried by protective deities.
The three colours o f the pendants are often red, wlute, and
green or blue, corresponding to the elements of fire, water,
air or space.
In the bottoni left and right corners are two long flags
(Tib. lllrair), consisting of squares of cotton or silk interwoven with longer valances o r streamers. This form of flag may
have originated in Central Asia or Mongolia, where it served
as a standard for Mongol warlords such as Genghis Khan,

Gushri Khan and Kublai Khan. Or, it may have been of Indian Buddhist origin, since similar standards appear to have
travelled with the spread of Buddhism into h m a and Cambodia. In Tibet such tall flagstaffs are commonly positioned
at sacred sites near temples, monasteries, stupas, mountain
passes and other auspicious geomantic locations. Printed
prayer flags are sewn within the square sections, although
often a long single strip of white cotton prinkd with prayers
extends along the length of the flagstaff. The poles are usually capped with a small circular dias and a flaming sword,
symbolising penetrative wisdom as Manjushri's emblem.
Alternatively a small parasol or victory banner, a jewel, trident, yaktail or wool tuft, may also serve as a finial. The
sword, spearhead or trident emblem originate from the
spear-flag (lib. mdun dar) or trident-flag (Tib. rlc mtshun rtse
gsurrl), which are illustrated on Plates 125 and 126. The Tibetan national flag usually bears a small victory banner as
the crowning emblem on its flagstaff. Certain banners and
flags have a specific association with various protective deities, and are venerated as religious treasures in the temples
which enshrine them.
The three-valance flag on the left is crowned with a jewel
and yaktail, whilst the seven-valance flag on the right is
crowned with a small parasol.
Hanging banners occur in many different forms within
the Tibetan tradition, and their many variations are extensively used to decorate walls, pillars, and beams, and as ceiling hangngs in temples or monastic assembly halls. They
are often named after their predominant colour, with a fivecolour sequence of yellow, red, green, w h t e and blue representing the Five Buddha wisdoms. One such continuous
frieze is composed of numerous layers of alternating fivecolour silk valances, arranged in sequence to create a zigzag
pattern (Tib. bkro sl~isbkras riilg).
The W h ~ t eConch Shell (Skt. shonkha:T~b.dung dkor)

The precious white conch shell of India has survived as the
original horn humpet since time immemorial. Ancient Indian epics describe how each hero of mythical warfare carried a mighty white conch shell, which often bore a personal
name. The conch is one of the main emblems of Vishnu, and
Vishnu's conch bore the name of Panchajanya, meaning
'having control over the five classes of beings'. Aquna's
mighty conch was known as Devadatta, whose triumphant
blast brought terror to the enemy. As a proclaiming battle
horn the conch is akin to the bugle. It is an emblem of power,
authority and sovereignty, whose blast is believed to banish evil spirits, avert natural disasters, and scare away poisonous creatures.
Early Hinduism classified the conch into male and female \varieties, with the thicker-shelled bulbous conch occurring as the male or purrrshn, and the thin-shelled slender
conch as the female or sl~nklliiii.The fourfold caste division
was also applied, with the smooth white conch representing the brllllrnir~caste, the red conch the ksltatri!/o or warrior
caste, the yellow conch the rwishyn or merchant caste, and
the dull grey conch the slrlrdrn or labourer caste.

Plate 87:The conch shell
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Vedic Brahmanism and later Buddhism adopted the
conch as a symbol of religious sovereignty and an emblem
which fearlessly proclaimed the truth of the dharma. One
of the thirty-two major signs of a Buddha's body is his deep
and resonant voice, which is artistically symbolised in images of the Buddha by three conch-like curving lines on his
throat. The conch also appears as an auspicious mark on
the soles, palms, limbs, breast or forehead of a divinely endowed being.
The natural white conch shell is obtained from the Indian Ocean and Arabian Sea. Ancient conch shells are also
unearthed in the Himalayan region and on the Tbetan plateau, as this high altitude region was once an ocean floor.
The marine conch belongs to the Strombidea family of gastropod molluscs, occurring as a spiralling white shell with
thick walls and usually a wide frontal opening. Shells which
spiral to the right in a clockwise direction are considered
especially sacred, although they are a rarity in nature. The
right-spiralling conch is known as a dakshiiianllrkhn, with the
lower opening positioned to the right of the spiral tip. The
left-spiralling conch, with an opening to the left, is known
as a vnnlnoarta. Auspicious blowing-horns are fashioned
from the right-spiralling white conch ('Iib. dung dknr g.yas
'khyil),by cutting off the tip of the shell. The right-hand spiralling wind passage thus created acoustically symbolises
the hue or 'right-hand' proclamation of the buddhadharnia.
As a Tibetan ritual musical instrument the conch is ornamented with a metal mouthpiece, and an ornamental metal
casing extending from the shell's mouth. This copper,
bronze, silver or gold casing is embellislied with auspicious
symbols and designs.
The right-spiralling movement of the conch is echoed in
thecelestial motion of the sun, moon, planets and stars across
the heavens. The hair whorls on Buddha's head spiral to
the right, as d o his fine bodily hairs, the long white curl
between h s eyebrows (uriia), and the conch-like swirl of
his navel.
Conch-shell earrings and finger rings are worn by certain siddhas or yogins, as astrologically conch shells have
an affinity with the moon's planetary influence. The ears of
elephants were frequently adorned with whole hanging
conch-shell earrings, which were known as shnilkhakiln, or
'conch spikes'. The Sanskrit word kliirdala means both 'earring' and 'spiral coil', and is derived from the same root as
'Kundalini', the coiled serpent goddess.

Plate 87
Illustrated in this drawing are thirty-two examples of conch
shells. On the far left of the upper row are two precious rightspiralling conch shells, w ~ t htheir lower mouths opening to
the right of their spiral tips. Next, to the right, are three common left-spiralling conch shells, with their mouth openings
to the left of their spiral tips. The last drawing on the far
right of the top row shows a right-spiralling conch with a
lotus-petal design beneath the lower edge of its coiling
tip. The spiral tip of the conch shell commonly spirals in a
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right-hand or clockwise motion as it widens, yet in artistic
representation the very tip may emphasise a right- or lefthand spiralled centre. The second row depicts three rightspiralling conch shells with silk scarfs threaded thrr~u&their
split ends, and two small right and left-spiralling conch
shells placed on either side of the centre. The third row d e
picts conch shells with elongated projecting tips; these graceful shells are usually classified as the slender feminine
shankliini variety. The two drawings on the left of the fourth
row show two examples of a right and left-spiralling conch
with an uneven corrugated surface. Next to this is a precious red conch shell with speckles on its surface; two further examples of the speckled red conch are drawn lower
on the page. Across the bottom row and in the lower right
section are horizontal conch shells containing aromatic liquids or perfumes. Saffron,musk, sandalwood, camphor and
nutmeg are the five common liquid perfumes employed in
Tibetan conch-shell offerings. The essences (attars) of flowers or woods, such as rose, jasmine, magnolia, clranipaka, sandalwood, and sacred lotus, were more common as lndian
Buddhist offerings. Further examples of the perfumed conch
shell are illustrated on Plate 9j.
The Wheel (Skt. chokro;T~b.
'khor 10)

The wheel is an ancient lndian symbol of creation, sovereignty, protection, and the sun. As a solar symbol it first
appears on clay seals unearthed at archaeological sites of
the early Indus Valley or Harappan civilisation. In Vedic
Hinduism the six-spoked wheel became the main attribute
of Vishnu, and was known as the Sudarshana Chakra. It
identified Vishnu with the sun as the central hub around
which the wheel of creation and preservation arises as the
phenomenal universe. The wheel represents motion, continuit). and change, forever moving onwards like the circular
wheel of the heavens. As an ancient lndian weapon a wheel
of sharp blades was rolled into the ranks of the enemy,
swung on a rope as a vicious rotating weapon, or hurled as
a discus. Six, eight, or twelve spokes formed the radiating
poles of a cart or chariot wheel, and also the number of
blades of the wheel as a weapon.
Buddhism adopted the wheel as a symbol of the Buddha's teactungs and as an emblem of the chnkraz~nrtinor
'wheel turner', identifying the wheel as the dlinrninchnkra
or 'wheel of the law'. The Tibetan term for dhnrirrnchnkra
(Tib.chos kyi 'klror 10) literally means 'the wheel of transformation' or spiritual change. The wheel's swift motion symbolises the rapid spiritual transformation revealed in the
Buddha's teachings, and as a weapon of change it represents the overcoming of a11 obstacles and illusions. Buddha's first discourse at the Deer Park in Samath is known
as 'the first turning of the wheel of dharma'; here he revealed the truth (dharma) of the Four Noble Truths - the
truth of suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the truth of
the Noble Eightfold Path, which leads to the cessation of
suffering. His subsequent discourses at Rajghir and
Shravasti are luiown as the 'second and third turnings of
the wheel of dharnia'.
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The hub of the wheel symbolises moral discipline, the
eight spokes symbolise analytical insight, and the rim, meditative concentration. The eight spokes point to the eight directions and symbolise the Buddha's Noble Eightfold Path
of the Aryas or righteous beings, which comprises right
understanding, thought, speech, action, livelihood, effort,
mindfulness and concentration.

Plate 88
Six drawings of the golden wheel or dhnrmnchnkra are represented in this illustration. At the top centre is an eight-spoked
golden wheel supported on a lotus base, and encircled with
a pear-shaped ornamental surround fashioned into a golden
scroll design. At its centre is a rotating hub (Tib. dgn' 'klryil)
of four yin yang shaped sections, which are usually coloured
to match the four directions, and which symbolise Buddha's
Four Noble Truths and the four elements. The eight directional spokes which emanate from the hub represent the
Noble Eightfold Path, and their depiction as vnjrn-spokes

indicates their indestructible nature in cutting through all
obstacles on the path to the cessation of suffering.The background quadrants behind the eight spokes are often painted
in the traditional mandala colours of the four directions and
elements, with white or blue in the bottom quadrant, yellow to the left, red at the top, and green to the right. Alternatively the whole circular background may be painted
white like the surface of a mirror. The top centre drawing of
the dlrarnraclrnkra with a pear-shaped, golden surround is
the most commonly represented form of the wheel as depicted in Tibetan art.
To the left and right of this central wheel are two
dha~.mnchakrnsomamented with white silk scarfs. Each have
eight spokes which terminate in golden balls or jewels beyond their rims. At the centre of each is a triple yin yar~g
design known as a 'wheel of enjoyment' (Tib. dga' 'klryil),
symbolising the trinity of Buddha, dharma and sangha, and
the overcoming of the three poisons of ignorance, desire
and aversion.
At the bottom left is a representation of the thousandspoked golden solar wheel of the clznkrnvartin, fashioned

Plate 88:The golden wheel
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Plate 89:The wheel and deer emblem
from gold found in the Jambud River of our world continent, Jambudvipa. Its thousand spokes, Like the shining rays
of the sun, represent the thousand Buddhas of this cosmic
cycle or knlpa, and the thousand dharnras or teaching methods revealed by Shakyamuni Buddha.
The small wheel at the bottom centre is made of white
pearls or bone, and is worn as a breast ornament by many
deities, symbolising the eight spokes of the heart centre. In
the lower right corner is a double sixteen-spoked wheel
which may represent the sixteen emptinesses or shunyatn,
or the thirty-two major marks of an enlightened being.

Plate 89

This drawing shows two examples of the wheel and deer
design, which is derived from the Buddha's first turning of
the wheel of dharma in the Deer Park at Sarnath, and which
occurs as one of the main emblems of the Buddhist teachings. Gilded three-dimensional representations of this motif
are commonly placed at the centre of monastery and temple
roofs as a crowning gold emblem of the b~iddhndhnn?m.On
the geometric mandala design the wheel and deer emblem is
placed over the mandala's four gateways.
The origin of this early emblem possibly predates Buddhism, as both the insignia of the wheel and the motif of
two deer flanking the deity Shiva Pashupati are found on
clay seals unearthed at Mohenjo-Darn in the lndus Valley.
Shiva as Pashupatinath or 'Lord of the Animals', possibly
alludes to a connection between early Shaivism and the first
disciples of the Buddha. The Deer Park at Samath, to which
Shakyamuni returned after his enlightenment at Bodh Gaya,
and where he delivered his first discourse to his five ascetic
companions, was probably a sacred grove dedicated to Shiva
Pashupati where Shaivite yogins lived and practised.
Samath is very close to the ancient city of Kashi, the 'city of
light' considered sacred to Shiva, and known later as
Varanasi or Benares. It is possible that with the establishment of the great stupa and monastery at Samath the emblem of Pashupati tlanked by two deer was replaced by the
wheel, as an emblem of the supremacy of the Buddha's
teachings o\.er its early Shai\.ite predecessor. The monastic

academy at Kushinagara, where the Buddha was cremated,
is believed to have borne the insignia of a funeral pyre between two sal trees, and it may be that each of the sacred
sites connected with the major events in the Life of Buddha
displayed specific emblems to commemorate these events.
However the wheel and deer design eventually became the
standard emblem of an establishment where the Buddha's
teachings are transmitted, and where the enduring wheel
of the dharma continues to turn.
The two deer, which peacefully rest in attentive obeisance on either side of the dhnrmadmkrn, are depicted as a
male on the right side and a female on the left in the traditional Indian system of polarity placement. On Tibetan
bronze castings the genitals of both deer are invariably depicted. In the drawing on the right the male deer has the
single horn of the mythical unicorn. The gentleness and
grace of the deer represent the qualities of the true
renunciate, as does its lifestyle as a homeless wanderer never
resting in the same place on two consecutive nights.

THE EIGHT AUSPICIOUS SUBSTANCES
(Skt. oshtornongalodrovyo;
Tlb. bkra shrs rdzos brgyad)
The eight auspicious substances, lucky articles, or bringers
of good fortune, which form the second group of early Buddhist symbols, consist of a mirror, precious medicine, yoghurt or curds, dtrrzln grass, the bilm fruit, a white conch,
cinnabar or \vermilion powder, and white mustard seeds.
Like the eight auspicious symbols, these eight objects
are probably also of pre-Buddhist origin and were adopted
into early Buddhist sjrmbolism during the period of its initial inception. They are believed to represent events in the
Buddha's life, and like the eight auspicious symbols were
later deified in Vajrayana Buddhism to form a group of eight
offering deities.
The mirror represents the offering goddess of light,
Prabhavati or 'cicle of light', who presented Shakyamuni
with a s t a d e s s mirror, symbolising the clear karmic vision
of all his pre\,ious lives. The medicine &orocllai~n),derived
from the brain glands of an elephant and personified as a
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precious white elephant holding a jewel-tray, symbolises the
offerings made by the elephant guardian of the land at Bodh
Gaya. The curds represent the offering of milk rice made by
the virtuous lady Sujata to Shakyamuni before he sat under
the bodhi tree. Sujata had previously received the boon of a
son from the spirit inhabiting the bodhi tree. The dunla grass
represents the eight handfuls of grass presented to Shakyamuni as a meditation mat by the grass-cutter Sotthiya or
Mangala. The bilzla fruit was presented to Shakyamuni by
Brahma, and the white right-spiralling conch, by lndra
(Shatakratu). The cinnabar powder was presented to the
Buddha by a brahmin lung, and the mustard seed, by the
powerful bodhisattva, Vajrapani.
The eight auspicious substances listed above essentially
represent the four karrizns or activities of an enlightened being. The mirror, medicine and yoghurt represent peaceful
activities; the durzjn grass, bilzv~fruit and conch represent
activities of increase; the vermilion powder represents the
activity of magnetising or empowering; and the mustard
seed represents destructive activity.
Like the eight auspicious symbols these eight precious
objects may be represented individually - often with each
object appearing in a separate bowl - or they may be collectively grouped behind jewels, in the branches of a small tree,
or in a tray or shallow bowl. Plates 90 and 91 illustrate various examples of the eight auspicious substances.
The Mm-or ( S k t dorpono, odorsho:Tib. me long)

The mirror's function is to enable one to see oneself clearly,
and as a cosmetic accessory or household object its auspicious importance is obvious. In Buddhism the mirror is the
perfect symbol of emptiness or pure consciousness - it is
clear, bright and shining, it reflects all objects impartially,
and yet remains completely unaffected by the images which
arise in it. It reveals all phenomena to be void in essence;
like a passing show it reflects all objects of the phenomenal
world but reveals them to be without substance.
In ancient Indian rituals of cleansing or bathing a sacred
image, the reflection of the sacred image in a mirror would
often be washed by pouring water over the mirror. This rite
is known as prntibinibn, which literally means 'reflected'. In
Tibet this ritual is known as the 'bathing ceremony of the deity'
(Tib. kllr~rsgsol), where water is sprinkled over the reflected
image of a statue or thangka. The water, having bathed the
form of the deity, is thus considered consecrated water. The
and in
mirror is also used in divination rituals (see Plate iz~),
many shamanic rituals of healing and exorcism. Further examples of the mirror are depicted on Plate 93.
The Med~cine(SM. gor-ochono:T~b.
gr wong)

The precious medicine is derived from the liver, intestinal or
gallstones found in certain animals, particularly elephants,
(Tib.xi zunrlg)refers spebears and cattle. The nanie~ornclm~m
cifically to the stones or bezoars found in cattle (Skt. go) - the
bull, cow, ox and yak. The presence of bezoars is believed to
be indicated by the noises the animal makes in its sleep.

A Vedic legend relates how the god lndra cast the five
precious gemstones - gold, silver, coral, turquoise and pearls
- into the ocean. These precious substances were consumed
by elephants, bears, snakes, frogs, peacocks, vultures, geese
and pigeons, and formed bezoars within their bodies. The
intestinal stones obtained from these creatures consequently
have different colours and medicinal potencies. The medicinal properties of these bezoars are reputed to counteract
poisoning, promote clear thoughts, and to alleviate fevers
and contagious diseases. The superior, mediocre and mferior forms of these stones are reputed to cure seven, five or
three patients who have been poisoned.
The word 'bezoar' is derived from the Persian pad-&nu,
meaning 'protecting against poisoning', and its general
meaning is 'antidote'. In early Western medicine animal
bezoars were highly esteemed as an antidote against poisoning. Particularly valued were the 'Oriental bezoars' obtained from the East, which consisted of organic resin layers
formed around a hard foreign body. The common Indian
antelope is known as the bezoar antelope, and the wild Persian goat as the bezoar goat. In Turkestan bezoars are also
ritually employed to bring rain. In Tibet small mineral stones,
of a white or orange colour, are found near hot springs as
calcium and sulphur accretions, and are believed to possess
similar medicinal qualities as the animal bezoar.
The finest quality of gorochalla is said to be obtained from
the brain or forehead of an elephant, and the second best
quality is obtained from the cow. In size and appearance
gorocl~ar~n
is said to resemble the yellow yoke of a boiled
egg, and the yellow pigment obtained from it is used as a
tonic and sedative, and is applied as a sacred mark (tilakn)
to the forehead. When mixed with honey and applied to the
eyes, ,gorochnila is believed to bestow clear vision, enabling
one to see all the treasures of the world. The grey or white
stone obtained from the crown of a king cobra's head is believed to enable a snake-charmer to control all lesser serpents, and bestows immunity to their venom. The occidental
'toadstone', obtained from the skull of a toad, was similarly
credited with the antidotal qualities of serum.
In Tibetan art this precious medicine is represented in
many ways: it appears in the form of pills, or in the shapeof
an egg, bean, spiral, fruit, gland or fungus. It is usually coloured white or yellow, and is often illustrated as a solid oval
shape suspended in a viscous white liquid.
Curds or Yoghurt (Skt. dudhr;Tlb,rho)

Curds have always been regarded as a nourishing food in
India, and in ancient times was probably one of the most
important elements of the diet. In Ayurvedic medicine i t is
highly esteemed as a digestive stimulan t, and prescribed as
a remedy for diarrhoea and emaciation. Curds made from
colostr~~m
- the first milk that a COW gi\.es aftcr delivering a
calf - are considered especi,llly regenerati\.e. Its pure white
nature symbolises spiritual nourishment and the abandonment of all negative actions.
The 'three white substances' derived from the sacred cow
-milk, yoghurt and ghee - arc \.iew,ed ,IS the concentrated
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Hindu legend the bilrla tree is said to have originated from
dmps of sweat from the forehead of the goddess Panlati
which fell onto Mt Mandara, the sacred hill used as a churn
in the Vedic creation legend. Its trifoliate leaves symbolise
both the trinity of Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva (creator, preserver and destroyer), and the trident of Shiva. The tree is
especially sacred to Shiva, who is often represented with a
hifoliate bilr~aleaf crowning his matted hair. Wet bilz~nleaves
are often placed upon a Shiva lingam as a cooling offering
during the heat of an Indian summer. The tree is also the
abode of the various shnktis or emanations of the goddess
Parvati, and the breast-like bilzla fruit is believed to contain
the milk of the mother goddesses (nintrikns). The bilvn fruit
is also known as Shriphala, 'the fruit of the goddess Shri',
symbolising her breast milk (see Plate 131).
Much of the Shiva and Shakti symbolism applied to the
bilrla fruit and tree arose during the Hindu tantric period,
and at a far later date than the time of Shakyamuni Buddha.
Whatever its pre-Buddhist symbolism may have been, the
bilzln fruit has been enduringly regarded as the most sacred
of all h i t s . Brahma is said to have presented Shakyamuni
with the bilrw fruit, and in this gesture of veneration and
supplication he humbles himself before a wisdom and enlightenment greater than his own. Iconographically Brahma
is usually represented offering the golden wheel to
Shakyamuni, but occasionally the wheel may be replaced
by a tray containing bilva fruit. In Tibetan art the bilz~afruit
is usually depicted like a pomegranate with a rounded nipple-like tip; the trifoliate leaves of the bilva may be depicted
in a variety of stylised forms.
The Right-Sp~rallingConch
(Skt doksh1navartoshankL1o:T1b.
dung g.yas 'khyrl)
The conch appears in the group of eight auspicious symbols,
in the group of the eight auspicious substances, and as a vessel containing perfume in the five sensory offerings.The w h t e
conch shell is illustrated and described on Plate 87.
The white right-spiralling conch symbolises the Buddha's
mighty proclamation of the dharma, and its presentation by
Indra, the supremacy of Buddha's doctrine. The white conch
shell is said to have been presented to Shakyamuni by the
great sky god Indra. In Vajrayana Buddhism Indra was deified as a god offering a conch shell to the Buddha, and coupled with Brahma who offers the golden wheel. lndra in this
form is known as Shakra, the 'king of the gods' or Shatakratu,
an epithet of lndra which means 'mighty' or 'one who has
performed the sacrifice a hundred times'.
TheVerm~l~on
Powder (Skt. s1ndura:Tib.11 khrr)
Vermilion powder is said to have been presented to the Buddha by the brahmin king or merchant, Kargyal. This orange
or red powder is sometimes identified as cinnabar (Tib. cog
In nra) or natural vermilion (Tib. nrtslial), which are forms of
mercurlc sulphide derived from naturally-occurrilig mlnera1 deposits. Mercury is extracted from c~nnabarby a heating process which separates it from its sulphur content, and

this process can be carefully reversed by recombining ~ " 1 phur and mercury to produce crystalline cinnabar. The hansmutation of cinnabar into mercury and back to cinnabar
again revealed the mutability of the elements, and gave rise
to the Indian and Chinese traditions of alchemy.
In Sanskrit, vermilion powder is know11as sir~durn(Tib.
li khri), and is identified as the mineral minium or 'red lead1,
the red oxide of lead which is used as a pigment. The Xbetan materia medica defines three forms of minium - coarse
minium from stones, soft minium from earth, and minium
extracted from wood. A more general interpretation of the
word siridlira defines it as red lead, cinnabar, vermilion, or
sacred ash.
Both cinnabar and minium have been used as vermilion, red or orange pigments since ancient times. In India,
sindrrra is the red powder pigment that is used to adorn sacred images, and for a variety of religious purposes and rituals. Along with yellow saffron (krrnrknrn), red sandalwood
( c h a ~ ~ d a nand
) , white ash (vibhuti) made from burnt cow
dung, sindiirn is used to apply the sacred marks or tilaka to
the foreheads of devout Hindus. Traditionally a circular red
tilaka of sirld~iraon the forehead of a woman indicates that
her husband is still alive and that she is not a widow. Such a
mark provides an important visual statement in the social
order of orthodox Hindu society. The marking of the forehead or other parts of the body dates back to Ved~ctimes,
and elaborate systems of caste and sect marks have developed over the course of time. The marking or 'sealing' with
a tilaka is another meaning of the word nrudra.
Vermilion powder was certainly of great ritual significance during the time of Shakyamuni Buddha. Its red colour symbolises power, especially the magnetising power of
love and desire, which later arose in the form of Vajrayana
goddesses such as Vajrayogini and Kurukulla. Vermilion
powder is used in the creation of sand mandalas, and as a
paint in the decoration of monasteries, temples, shrines and
furniture.
Mustard Seed (Skt.sarshapo;Tib. yungs 'bru)

White mustard seed was offered to Shakyamuni Buddha
by the wrathful form of the bodhisattva Vajrapani. It was a
common household commodity at the time of the Buddha,
as his parable of asking a distressed widow to obtain mustard seed from a house in which no one has died reveals.
Every householder possessed mustard seed, but none had
been spared the grief of bereavement. As she listened to
their harrowing storics the widow's own distress came to
be alleviated.
Mustard seed was cultivated to produce oil for cooking
and for fuelling oil lamps. It occurs in two varieties - white
mustard (Tib.!/rrriCqsdknr), and black mustard (Tib.y~rrlssfins).
In Buddhism mustard seed is a wrathful substance used in
destructive rites against negativities and hindrances, which
arise as obstructive demons. Mustard seed may be empowered with mantras of exorcism and burncd or cast away to
eliminate ghosts or malignant spirits. A certain form of spirit
which possesses young children is known as a sflr.slio~~flr~r~lfl.
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or 'red mustard spirit', referring perhaps to leprosy. In
Vajrayana rituals of destructive activity mustard seed is
one of the main 'magical ingredients' (Tib. thun) used in
ritual weapons against harmful spirits. These weapons may
take the form of a ritual cake offering (Xb. gtor nra), a skullcup, or an animal horn engraved with the images of poisonous creatures, such as the snake, scorpion and frog (see
Plate 1 3 4 ) Mustard seed is also employed as a burnt offering in the 'fire prrja' or hoirla ceremony (Tib. shy111sreg) for
destructive activity, and in rituals of weather control, where
hailstorms are often conjured forth or prevented. The mustard seed offered to the Buddha by Vajrapani symbolises
the Vajra Buddha Family, whose quality of activity is to
destroy all harmful influences.
In Oracles nnd Derriorrs of Tibet, Nebesky-Wojkowitz describes a Tibetan magical instrument known as the 'mill of
the Shinje', located at Khardo Gompa near Lhasa. This
weapon consists of a double millstone with powerful
mantras chiselled on its upper surface, whose function was
to kill the leaders of a hostile party. The presiding lama
appointed for this task would first catch the 'life essence'
(Tib. sros snying) of the enemy, and bind i t into a few grains
of white mustard seed, which would then be ground under the millstone with specific mantras. This process was
evidently extremely dangerous, as people who handled the
mill often had the habit of dying soon afterwards.

Plate 90
Across the top two rows of this drawing the eight auspicious
substances are individually depicted in offering bowls with
a lotus petal design. The silver mirror is in the upper left corner, embellished with a circular golden frame and a silk cloth.
Next are three egg-shaped spirals of the precious medicine
obtained from the forehead of an elephant. In the third drawing is a curd-filled wooden vessel with metal edges and handles. In the upper right corner are crossed stalks of hrwn grass,
which are stylistically represented in the form of krrslrn grass
stalks. In Tibetan artdur7in grass isoften depicted as long krrslrn
grass stems, since the two grasses are often confused or identified asdnrhlro grass. Three large bilzio fruit with hook-shaped
navels and serrated leaves are illustrated on the left of the
second row. Next are the white conch shell, the vermilion
powder, and the bowl of mustard seed.
On either side of the third row are two larger bowls
substances.
which each contain four of the eight auspicio~~s
The bowl on the left contains the mirror, the llilzn fruit, tied
stalks of durrn grass, and an alms bowl filled with yoghurt.
'The bowl on the right contains the white conch, the vermilion powder to the left, the mustard seed to the right, and
the mrdicinc in an avocado-like form at the front.
The drawing across the middle of the page depicts a row
of rnulticolo~~red
jewels forminga pyramid at thecentre and
crowned with a flaming gem. At either end are a pair of
clcphant's tusks. The lilrge vase on the left contains pills
made from the precious medicine, and the bowl to the right
o l i t contains heaps of vermilion powder. Behind is the hilzl(7

fruit, and above the fruit is the silver mirror. On the right
hand side of the flaming jewel are the white conch, the bundle of duma grass, a cloth-covered alms bowl containing
yoghurt, and a bowl hill of mustard seed.
In the lower section of the drawing are two l o m ~ - ~ ~ ~ ported bowls containing the five sensory offerings on the
left, and the eight auspicious substances on the right. The
five sensory offerings appear as a mirror for sight, cymbals
for sound, a perfumed concli for smell, fruit for taste, and a
silk cloth for touch. At the centre of the bowl containing the
eight substances on the right is a mirror, with a wooden
vessel containing yoghurt positioned behind it. In front of
the mirror are mustard seeds arranged in rows so that they
appear like strands of rope fibre. On the left are fruit-like
bezoars of the precious medicine, with vermilion powder
heaped behind and a conch shell rising above. On the right
are the bilvn fruit and another heap of vermilion powder.
Arranged behind the vermilion powder on either side are
stalks of drrrvn grass.
At the bottom of the page is a wide tray draped with
silk cloth and containing the eight auspicious substances.
At its apex is the conch shell, which rests above a bowl of
yoghurt placed above the mirror. On the left end of the tray
are three heaps of mustard seeds, and on the right three
heaps of vermilion powder. Between these two are a mound
of medicinal pills, with crossed stalks of rlurz~ngrass behind,
and Liilzin fruit in the background.

Plate 9 1
Illustrated in this drawing are five different examples of
each of the eight auspicious substances. The top row depicts five common forms of the mirror. The second row
illustrates five forms of the medicine as bezoars. The medicine, said to be derived from the forehead or brain of an
elephant, is commonly depicted as white, and possibly alludes to the glands that produce rutting-musk secretions
from an elephant's forehead, located in the elephant's temples. The bezoars derived from cows and geese are yellow
and oval shaped. The first bowl depicts medicine which
looks like fungus, the second bowl contains avocadoshaped bezoars in a lymphatic juice, the third bowl depicts
kidney-bean shaped bezoars, the fourth bowl spiral
bezoars, and the fifth bowl contains small round bezoars
or medicinal pills. The third row depicts the yoghurt, with
the familiar cloth-covered alms bowl at the centre. The
fourth row depicts stylised i'ariations of the drrrzm grass;
the closest example to thc actual appearance of drrrzifl or
Bermuda grass is represented in the fourth bowl. The other
bowls show examples which 'ire closer to krrslrn grass. The
fifth row illustrates variations of the b l / i ~ l lfruit, several
of which depict its trifoliate Icaves. The I~ilz-ois not an indigenous Tibetan tree, and stylistically i t rcceived nlllch
artistic license at the hands of Tibetan artists. The sixth
row illuslrates further cxclmplesof the conch shell, the seventh row, of vcrnlilion powder, and the eighth row, of
mustard secd.
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THE FIVE OFFERINGS OF SENSORY ENJOYMENT
(Skt. ponchokornaguno: Tib. 'dod yon sno Ingo)
The five offerings of sensory enjoyment represent the most
beautiful objects which attract the five senses: sight or form
(Skt. rupa; lib. gacgs); sound (Skt. shabda; %b. sgra); smell
(Skt.gaiidlia; Tib. dri); taste (Skt. rasa; Tib. ro); and touch (Skt.
sparsha; Tb. reg bby~).These offerings invariably take the form
of: a mirror for sight; cymbals, gongs or a lute for sound; an
incense-laden conch shell for smell; fruit for taste; and a silk
cloth for touch.
As objects of the most delightful sensory pleasures they
are presented as offerings to the deities or gurus, symbolising both the desire to please the enlightened beings and
as a gesture of sensual renunciation on the part of the donor. In thangka painting they are usually depicted as offerings to the peaceful deities, and placed before them either
as separate symbols or as a composite group of five objects
within an offering bowl. In rituals of request they are often
momentarily presented and touched by the presiding lama,
and usually take the form of a mirror or wheel, a pair of
cymbals, incense or a conch shell, fruit, and a silk cloth.
Small painted images of the sense offerings, or of any of
the other important groups of offerings, may be represented
as rectangular miniature paintings (lib, tsnkli). Butter sculptures, modelled in the most exquisite detail and colours,
are also made of the various offering groups for specific
rituals or festivals. The most impressive ceremony of butter sculpture images was held in Lhasa on the full moon of
the first month during theGreat Prayer Festival or 'Monlam
Chenmo', when the various monasteries would compete
to create the finest butter sculpture. These butter sculptures,
shaped like ritual cake offerings (Tib. gtor nln), were usually around ten feet in height and the product of many
weeks of intensive work. The competition was held at night
outside Lhasa's Jokhang temple, and the winning image
was judged by the Dalai Lama.
The five sensory offerings are related to the Five Buddhas as the faculties of the five senses. Vairochana represents form as the faculty of sight, symbolised by the mirror.
Ratnasambhava represents feeling as the faculty of sound,
symbolised by the lute or cymbals. Amitabha represents
perception as the faculty of smell, symbolised by incense or
a perfumed conch. Amoghasiddhi represents motivn tion or
will as the faculty of taste, symbolised by fruit. Akshobhya
represents consciousness as the faculty of touch, symbolised by the silk cloth.
In Vajrayana Buddhism these five sensual offerings are
deified into a group of five offering goddesses who bear the
five objects of the senses as attributes.

Plure 92

Illustrated in this drawing are examples of the five sensory
offerings appearing mainly in groups. At the top centre is a
graceful composition of the mirror, lute, perfumed conch
shell, fruit and silk cloth, contained within a double lotus

which rests upon a lotus leaf. The lute is fretted with m,-,,,able bronze frets which are bound around the neck the
instrument with silk thread. Its upper peg-box is Crowned
with a carved mnkarn head, and a three-coloured silk
ance hangs from the top of the fingerboard.
In the upper left and right corners are two rows of five
jewels with the seven insignia of the chakravartirl divided
between them. Behind the jewels in the drawing on the left
are the mirror, the lute, and the silk cloth, which is tied
around the neck of the lute. In the upper right drawing the
conch shell full of perfume and three bilr~lfruit are depicted
behind the jewels.
Below the drawing in the upper left corner is a bronze
bowl containing the mirror, fruit, perfumed conch, and a
pair of brass cymbals joined together with a silk cloth. A
second silk cloth is draped over the front of the bowl. Below this composition is a perfume-filled conch in a bowl,
and to the right of this are the blossoms and leaves of fragrant flowers in a basin. To the right of this is another composition of the five sensual objects grouped in a metal tray.
The four-stringed lute has a silk cloth tied on its upper neck,
and behind are the mirror, conch and fruit. Above the neck
of the lute is a round mirror in a bowl. On the face of this
mirror are small embossed circles; the five circles at the centre are arranged in the form of a cross to represent the centre and the four directions. Below the head of the lute is
another small mirror, and below the lute's sound box is a
bowed ribbon of silk cloth.
The lower half of the drawing is dominated by five assemblies of the sense offerings, four of which have the eightspoked golden wheel at their centres, representing form as
the object of sight. The composition at the middle left depicts a large lotus leaf on which are placed the golden wheel,
a pair of cymbals joined by silk cloth, a perfumed conch,
and a group of three fruits. The compact composition on
the centre right has an ornate golden wheel, conch, fruit,
and silk cloth. To the right of the fruit is a small Chinese
gong (lo), with a wooden striking stick. Below the large lotus leaf on the left is a group of four Chinese gongs or Mongolian gongs (d~tdarnm),which are now more commonly
known as 'Tibetan singing bowls'. To the right of the gongs
is a bowl of peaches.
The lotus pedestal in the lower left corner bears the five
sensory offerings on its upper moon disc. In the bottom left
corner is a pair of small finger-cymbals (Tib.ting slmng),which
are made from bronze bell-metal and resonate with an enduring high pitched tone. In the lower right corner are another group of the five sense offerings in a metal bowl. Above
are a group arranged on an altar with an eight-spoked
golden wheel at the centre.
The wrathful form of the offering of the five senses is
illustrated on Plate 140.
The Mirror (Skt. od(lrsho, dorpuna;T~b.
m e long)
The mirror represents consciousness and the element
of space. I t is clear, pure and bright, and reflects all phenomena with impartiality. Whate\'er appearances arise as
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reflections, be they beautiful or ugly, inherently good or evil,
the mirror passes no judgement on them. It remains completely unaffected, untarnished and unchanged. Similarly
pure consciousness is unaffected by the beautiful or ugly,
good, neutral or evil nature of the thoughts which arise and
pass. Like reflections in a mirror their essence is void, without substance, and yet they continue to manifest on the
'screen' of consciousness or within the emptiness of the
mirror. Like a wild animal that sees and attacks an apparent
rival in its own reflection in a still pool or mirror, the mind
self-identifies with its own projected imagery.
Clouds come and go across the sky, but the nature of the
sky remains unchanged; it is clear, void, without substance.
Images come and go within the surface of a mirror, but the
mirror remains unchanged. As a Zen pahiach once observed,
"The wild geese do not mean to cast their reflection. The
water does not intend to reflect the wild geese".

Plote 93

This drawing illustrates various examples of the mirror as
depicted in Tibetan art. Traditionally oriental mirrors were
fashioned from polished metal, usually silver, bronze or bellmetal. The finest mirrors were made of pure silver, or from
an alloy of silver and tin. Silver naturally tarnishes, but a
silver mirror could be returned to a high reflectivity by polishing with rouge, which served as a common cosmetic in
Tibet. The bronze mirror evolved in ancient China and was
cast in 'speculum metal', consisting of one part tin to two
parts copper, with the possible addition of a little arsenic,
antimony or zinc to increase the mirror's whiteness. Bellmetal is cast by varying the proportions of copper and tin,
producing a predominantly gold or silver-coloured alloy.
An alloy known as ynr~chnlolzn,consisting of five metals copper, tin, iron, zinc and silver - was traditionally used in
ancient India.
The four mirrors in the top row of the drawing are decorated with an aureole of peacock feathers and a knotted
silk scarf. Such mirrors are commonly held by the attendant gods as a form offering to the Buddhas or bodhisattvas,
and are borne aloft on long shafts. The peacock feathers
and the silk scarf enhance the beauty of the appearances
which arise in the mirror. The half-moon shaped mirror on
the right may also function as a fan. Within the mirror is
sometimes painted the reflection of a divine landscape of
clouds, lakes and mountains, or the form of a Buddha or
bodhisattva. The image of Tara or Avalokiteshvara is often
painted in the mirror held above Buddha's mother in the
'birth of the Buddha' composition. In very fine thangkas
the whole composition of the painting may be depicted as
a miniature reflection in the mirror. More commonly the
mirror is white, symbolising the reflection of all phenomena as emptiness.
The two small mirrors on the left of the second row are
divination mirrors, which are utilised to obtain prophetic
visions through the oracular intervention of certain deities.
The silkcloth attached to the mirror iscolourt,d white, yellow

or red, and five small embossed circles are arranged in the
form of a cross on the mirror's surface. Divination arrows
and mirrors are described in Plate 121.
Below the second mirror is a bowl with a dark interior
filled with water, whose reflective surface functions as a
mirror. In the water's surface are reflected the moon, the
stars and the sun, believed to empower the water with healing astrological essences. Mercury may also be used as a
reflective liquid, and in the Indian alchemical tradition the
tinctures or 'oils' of various metals may be 'clarified1 by
exposing them to the nocturnal light of the 'mirror' of the
full moon.
The large mirror at the centre of the second row is embossed with five small circles, which symbolises the
wisdoms of the Five Buddhas and their directions. To the
right of this are two oval mirrors, the first of which rests
upon a stand, whilst the second has a handle.
The bottom row illustrates four circular mirrors with
ornate golden frames and stands. The two mirrors on the
left have silk scarfs and are embossed with small circles
on their surfaces. The second mirror has a central embossed
circle and four groups of three circles positioned in the cardinal directions. These twelve circles may represent the
continents and subcontinents of Mt Meru, the twelve animals of the Chinese zodiac, or the Buddhas of the four directions along with their bodhisattvas and consorts.
Ancient Chinese bronze mirrors were commonly embossed
with astrological designs on their back surface, depicting
the four supernatural creatures, the eight trigrams, the
twelve cyclic animals or zodiac signs known as the 'terrestrial branches', and the twenty-eight lunar mansions or constellations. A circular Chinese mirror represents the
heavens, and a square mirror the earth. In fcrig shui a mirrored plaque, with a y i n ynrlg design at its centre and the
eight trigrams encircling its perimeter, is used to deflect
negative or evil influences. Mirrors are also placed above
doorways to repel evil spirits, the belief being that when
an intruding spirit sees its own reflection it will take flight
in terror. Ancient Chinese bronze mirrors were believed to
possess magical qualities on account of the wisdom the)!
had absorbed.
During the symbolic 'judgement of the dead', described in the Bnrdo Tkodol (Tibetan Book of the Dead),
Yama, the Lord of Death, holds up the mirror of karma
in which all one's deeds are reflected. Here Yama's mirror of karma represents the clarity of seeing all of one's
actions in the nakedness of pure humility, where the selfcherishing attitude which originates in primordial ignorance is revealed in all its inescapable and consequential
realities. Here self deceit and lying are of no avail; one's
own karmic reflections determine the destiny of the future rebirth. By contrast, the mirror as depicted in Tibetan
art reflects the empty clarity of Buddha nature: as one
of the prime symbols of Dzogchen i t reflects the state of
pure awareness; as a symbol of Mahamudra i t reflects the
'great seal'. By whatever name i t is known the white mirror is empty of appearances, pure and bright, and eternally ~ ~ m b l e m i s h r d .
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Mus~calInstruments (Stnnged Instruments, Flutes, Cymbals,
and Tibetan Singing Bowls)

Plate 94
Illustrated in this drawing are examples of stringed instruments, hand drums, cymbals and flutes which may be depicted as the musical offerings of sound. Then follows a
discussion of the evolution of the various Asiatic stringed
instruments that are generally classified as 'the lute' in Tibetan art. Next follows a section on the melodic scales of
the Indian ragas and their importance in the song and dance
traditions of early Vajrayana Buddhism. Flutes and cymbals are described next, and the section concludes with a
discussion of 'Tibetan singing bowls'.
In the upper left corner of Plate 94 is a four-stringed
Central Asian lute with its peg-box ornamented with a
carved head of a garuda. Its four strings are made of wound
silk and usually tuned in fifths and an upper fourth (c.c.c.F.)
from the bass string upwards. Its body is carved from a single piece of hardwood, with a hollow sound box covered
with a tight and percussive white goatskin. Its fingerboard,
fitted over a hollowed neck, is made of a very hard wood
such as ebony or rosewood. In this form the Central Asian
lute became the prototype for the Afghan and Indian rnbnb,
which later developed into the north lndiansnrod with metal
strings and a polished metal fingerboard.
In Tibetan the lute is known as the pi zunrig, in Chinese,
as the clr'iri, and in Sanskrit, as the iriria. The three large lutes
illustrated across the top row are the usual form in which
is represented in Tibetan art, where it is held
this instr~~ment
by deities such as Sarasvati, the goddess of knowledge and
wisdom, Shabdavajra, the offering goddess of sound,
Vinadhara, the offering goddess of music, Dhritarashtra, the
white guardian king of the east, and thegaridlrarons or celestial musicians.
The second drawing to the right shows a smaller lute
with a round sound box and ninknra-tail scrolling carved at
the top of the peg-box. A long silk scarf is tied around the
middle of the lute's fingerboard. Below this small lute are
four examples of picks or plectrums made from wood, coconut-shell, tortoiseshell or horn. To the upper right of this
lute is a small darirnrri or hand drum (see Plate " 7 ) .
The third lute illustrated has four silk strings and a
rr~nknrn-tailand leaf design peg-box. The fourth drawing of
a small pear-shaped lute with a silk cloth tied aro~lndits
fiiigerboard is the prototype of the Chinese lute known as
thep'ili'n or 'balloon guitar'. Below this instrument is a small
hourglass-shaped Indian hand drum, known as a 'monkey
This double-headed drum has skins which
drum' or ~lrr,~d~i,pi.
are strung together with thin rope, such that the pitch of the
drum may be raised by squeezing the ropes at their centre.
This drum is 'rattled' like the dnrrror~iby twisting the hand
back and fore rapidly, which causes the two knotted thongs
of rope to alternately strike the two skins. To the right of
this drum is another exaniple of a later version of the Cent e five strings instead of four.
tral Asian l ~ ~with

The last drawing on the far right is modelled on an unusual nineteenth-century Tibetan lute or guitar (Tib. drnnl
snyarr). This instrument is unusual in having two skin-covered sound boxes, the lower of which is an innovative
Lion to the standard form of libetan guitar. Like the European
guitar it has six equally-spaced silk strings, five of which
originate in the rr~nkarn-headedpeg-box, whilst the sixth
originates from the first octave position on the fingerboard.
This reveals an influence from Indian stringed instruments
such as the zlino, sitnr, s~trbaliaror sarod, which have one or
two short strings - known as clrihri strings - tuned a single
or double octave higher than the tonic note of the instrument. The traditional Tibetan folk guitar has a single sound
box and six silk-wound strings, which are paired into three
main playing strings running in double courses. These identically pitched double strings are tuned at intervals of a third
to c.s and c from the bass string upwards.
The transmission and evolution of stringed instruments
throughout the Eastern, Islamic and Western Worlds makes
a fascinating comparative study. The Chinese classified their
musical instuments into eight categories comprising wood,
bamboo, clay, metal, stone, skin, silk and gourd. Stringed
instruments formed the 'silk' category. The strings of Asian
lutes were traditionally made of wound silk thread, and in
the case of certain bowed instruments, of twisted, stretched
and dried goat intestines. Metal strings of drawn brass,
bronze, phosphor-bronze and steel are a comparatively recent Western invention. Indian instruments are often named
after the number of strings they possess, from the simple
one-stringed rktnrn with its coconut-shell and split-bamboo
neck, to the more sophisticated double-stringed lute or
dotnrn, the intricate seven-stringed sitar, and the extremely
intricate snrnrigi - meaning 'a hundred (tonal) colours'.
Drawn horizontally across the upper centre of the page
is the divinely jewelled lute of the celestial musicians of the
gods - the gnridhnrzms, oysnrns and kirir~nrns.This divine instrument is fashioned of the five precious substances of gold,
silver, lapis lazuli, coral and pearl. Its oval, skin-covered
sound box has a black edge in the drawing, representing
the dark blue colour of lapis lazuli. I t has an open fingerboard, with four tuning pegs and four silk strings. The neck
is fashioned of gold and silver studded with pearls, coral
and other gems, and its head is crowned with a lotusmounted, eight-faceted, flaming jewel.
Beneath the divine lute is a four-stringed Tibetan horsehead fiddle (Tib.go /~lrorig),
modelled after the two-stringed
Mongolian horse-head fiddle known in Mongolian as the
~irorinklrrrr or klril klrrir. The Mongolian horse-head fiddle
usually has a trapezoid-shaped sound box, a thin square
wooden neck crowned by a carved horse's head, and its two
bowed strings are tuned a fifth apart to c and c. The Tibetan
horse-head fiddle, as illustrated, has a round sound box, a
lute-like neck, and is also crowned with a car\.ed horse's
head. Its four strings are made from goat-gut or wound
horsehair, and tuned at intervals of either fourths or fifths.
The wooden bow is tensioned with many strands of horsehair, which arc ruhbed with resin to create thc resistance
needed to resonatc thc strings. The strings artbstopped with
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the fingertips, and the neck of both the Tibetan and Mongolian horse-head fiddle is often bridged with a capo made
fmm a thin strip of movable gut which allows the pitch to
be raised when required.
Below the horse-head fiddle is the two-stringed Chinese
fiddle, known as the er11lrrr or 1111clr'ir~.This instrument has
a hexagonal, octagonal or cylindrical wooden sound box,
through the middle of which runs a round wooden or bamboo pole, which is usually decorated at its end with an intricately carved wooden dragon. The sound box is usually
covered with snakeskin, and it has a small bone bridge. The
horsehair bow passes between the two strings, which are
sounded simultaneously and tuned a fifth apart to D and A .
The strings are stopped with the fingertips, and an adjustable metal loop or S-shaped holder forms the upper bridge.
The erlr hu is very popular with Tibetan folk musicians, and
is known in Tibetan as a yr.
Illustrated vertically on the left is a small fretted lute
which later possibly evolved into the Chinese 'moon guitar' or !/rielr cll'in. This plucked instrument has a small pearshaped body made from redwood with a spruce soundboard. Its raised frets are fashioned from hardwood, ivory
or bone, and its four strings were probably tuned as the p'ip'n
or 'ballon guitar' as A . D . E and A .
Below the Chinese fiddle is a horizontal drawing of the
north Indian airln or bin. This instrument is fashioned from
a tube or tubular section of bamboo with two large calabash
resonating gourds. A Hindu legend relates that the vino was
originally fashioned by Shiva, who modelled its design on
the sleeping form of his consort, Parvati. The long bamboo
neck resembles Parvati's slender body, the two gourds her
breasts, the metal frets her bangles, and its sound her rhythmic breathing. The north lndian uinn or Sarasuati ziina is the
instrument of the goddess of wisdom, Sarasvati, and often
bears the image of her swan vehicle on its peg-box, or may
incorporate the body and head of a swan as a small sound
box with a swan's tail forming the embellishment on the
peg-box. The ilir~ndepicted in the drawing, however, has
the familiar Tibetan rrrnknrn-tail scrolling as its terminal decorations, and is a fretless instrument with bound silk threads
marlung the notational positions on the instrument's neck.
In this form the instrument depicted closely resembles the
north Indian uichitra virln, which is played by sliding an eggshaped glass ball along the playing strings in the manner of
a Hawaiian or slide guitar, whilst plucking the strings with
wire plectrums (rrrizrab)placed over the fingertips of the right
hand. The four main playing strings of the z~irrnare tuned
upwards as C.G.C.F. with an upper octave clriknri string tuned
to high c. This clrikari string is depicted passing over a small
ivory peg to the left of the uirra's upper bridge and tuning
pegs. The lower ivory bridge has a slightly convex extension which produces the reverbating twang or jnrc~nrieffect
which is so characteristic of lndian stringed instruments such
as the silnr, tnrrrboura and srrrbalrnr:
The lndian scale has seven major notes forniing the sequence So, Rc.. Go. Mn, 1'0, Dlrn, NI, corresponding to
C . D . E . F . C . A . H .in Western notation, with Sn as the tonic and
1'0 as the fifth. The second (RC),third (Go),sixth (Dltr~),
and

seventh (NI) also occur as flattened or konrol notes, whilst
the fourth (Ma) also arises as a sharp or tilrra note. This produces a chromatic series of twelve tones which are likened
to the cries of various animals and birds. The melodic structure of lndian classical music or raga is realised with variations of ascending and descending notes, defined phrases
and characteristic modes, and performed at specific times
of the day. Although the musical genius of the Moghul influence evolved into what is now recognised as classical
Indian music, its pre-Mughal form as dlrr~rpadmusic col,sisted more purely of aesthetic and philosophical invocations to the Hindu deities.
Early lndian Vajrayana Buddhism incorporated the melodic structures of the Indian ragas into the cIrnr!/n'yiti tradition of mystical songs of spontaneous realisation or dohas.
Most of these are attributed to the lineages of the eightyfour Mahasiddhas, and are composed in an allegorical and
vernacular 'twilight language' (sandhnbhnsha) which concealed various levels of inner meaning. Vajrayana Buddhism
flourished under the patronage of the Eastern Indian Buddhist Pala kings (eighth-twelfth centuries AD); its final flowering culminated just prior to the iconoclastic Muslim
invasion which swept into Eastern India at the end of the
twelfth century. The Mahasiddhas, who flaunted their miraculous powers (siddlri) with impeccable precision and
improvised dolrn songs with spontaneous insight, were the
original instigators of the Vajrayana traditions which revealed the Buddhist tantras. With the rapid demise of the
Vajrayana under the converting onslaught of the monotheistic Muslim sword, the legacy of the cl~nr.!/agitidolrn tradition was absorbed into the later Muslim Sufi and Hindu
Bhakti traditions, and still survives within the Baul lineages
of itinerant poets, singers and musicians of Bengal. In Tibet
the evolution of the clraryagiti dohn poetic form perhaps
found its most famous expression in the Hrrrrdred Tlrousnrrd
Songs ofMilnrc9pn.
The importance placed upon dance and song in tantric
rituals is revealed in such texts as the Heimjrn Tnrrtra, and in
the dance postures assumed by many of the dynamic
Vajrayana gods and goddesses. The only surviving Buddhist
ritual tradition of musical invocation based on the lndian
ragas is to be found in the chnrynrlirityn dance rituals of the
of the Kathmandu valley. In
Newari Buddhist i~njroclr~rr~/as
the clrnr:yonirit!/a sndlrnr~nsdescriptive prayers of the deities
are sung in specific ragas and rhythmic cycles (tnln) to accompany a dance which evokes the qualities of the deity
through rlrrrdrn, dance movements, costumes and masks. The
Newari clmryarririt!/n tradition may date back as far as the
eighth century, in direct transmissioll from its Indian Pala
origins. Sadly this ancicnt tradition is rapidly disappearing
amidst the commercialisation of modern Kathm'lndu, and
lineage.
the greatest living master of the rlrnr~/nrrir.il~/,~
Ratnakaji Vajracharya, rcceivcs little, recognition for the
wealth of knowledge that he alone carries.
e
In the lower left corner are two examples of ~ h i n t , s and
Indian bamboo flutes. The uprcr drawing [depicts a long
transverse Chinese flute known as a t r , which originated in
Central Asia and is hcslit.\~cdto l i . ~ \ .htxen
~
introcluced into
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China during the Western Han dynasty (206 BC-AD 9). The
t; has six or seven fingerholes, with two separate auxiliary
end holes, which were originally threaded with a silk tassle
that served as a carrying handle. At the right end of the flute
are two mouth holes, the lower of which is covered by a
thin bamboo membrane that resonates with the passage of
the breath, producing the characteristic kazoo-like nasal tone
of the Chinese flute. Below the ti are two six-holed Indian
bamboo flutes bound together with a silk cloth. The simple
transverse bamboo flute, plugged with resin or wax at the
mouthpiece end and with six fingerholes produced by buming with a red-hot iron poker, has endured as a common
Asian folk instrument since time immemorial.
In Tibetan art the Central Asian lute, the long Chinese
membrane flute (li), the two-string Chinese fiddle (erh hu),
the hand cymbals (Tib. ling shag) the kettledrum or
mirdorlgonr (Tib. Ida 111o11), and the double-ended niadol drum
are frequently depicted in the celestial orchestra of the offering goddesses of music, song and dance.
Below the vina are a pair of small bronze hand cymbals
(lib. till8 shag), which measure about three inches in diameter and are usually joined by a leather thong which connects their centres. These are similar to the traditional Indian
hand cymbals or talam used by devotional singers. Below
the head of the vino is a single hand cymbal, viewed from
the side, showing its bell-shape. Below this, is a pair of bellshaped Chinese cymbals or lising erh. To the right are depicted h10pairs of Tibetan cymbals which are joined by silk
cloths, the lower pair appearing in a shallow bowl. As a sense
offering to peaceful deities the cymbals appear as the flat
cymbals (Tib. zil snyai~)used in peaceful rites, rather than
the domed cymbals (Tib. rol mo) used in wrathful rites. Cymbals and other instruments used in Tibetan monastic music
are described in Plate 106.
Above the upper pair of Tibetan cymbals on the lower
right of Plate 94 is a Chinese gong (10) or Mongolian gong
(dudnroi?~)
fashioned from sonorous bronze or bell metal,
with its wooden striking stick placed in its interior, and a
cloth ring underneath, to sustain its resonance when struck.
Several other examples of these gongs are depicted on Plate
92 as part of the assembly of the five sensory offerings.
Monastic gongs are used in virtually all Buddhist traditions
and countries, and their presence in libetan art shows that
Tibet also incorporated them into its religious traditions.
In recent years the musical technique of playing 'libetan
singing bowls' has become both a fashionable and pseudomystical form of entertainment; this modem mythology grafted onto Tibetan tradition like so many other New Age
phenomena - needs some clarification. The colourful bazaars of modern India and Nepal are wonderful places to
wander, browse or bargain. Everything is on view and up
for sale - everything from crude brass copulating couples
to enormous crystal, gold and silver phurbos, embellished
with a mass of Buddhist symbols but no collective nieaning. Visually stunning mandala paintings lavishly burnished
with gold and sil\.er details are compositionally devoid of
any iconographical significance. When you need to sell
something no one speaks English; when you want to bu!;

everyone does. The tourist areas of Delhi or Kathmandu are
now stacked with locally manufactured Buddhist ritual objects. This includes thousands of 'Tibetan singing bowls',
even though in the early i97os, when genuine Tibetan a d facts were quite abundant, there was not a single Tibetan
singing bowl in any of these places; although bell-metal
gongs of Chinese or Mongolian origin would very rarely
appear on Tibetan refugee stalls. Demand created the commodity, and their true place of origin was in the Western
imagination. As highly stacked as these stalls of Tibetan singing bowls may be, taller still are the bizarre bazaar tales told
by the merchants of the origin of these items. Like a conjuring hick their real appeal is that they are very easy to play,
and when they reverbate harmonically within the human
voice-box they sound extremely impressive. Traditionally
they would be struck as a monastic or lay gong not rubbed
around the edges with a wooden striker to create a 'singing' overtone. The same effect can be produced with crystal
wineglasses, though no one can reasonably claim that wineglasses are manufactured to create meditational music.
Perfume and Incense Offerlngs
In India a conch shell mounted on a small tripod serves as the
water oblation vessel in yujas or rituals, and is known as a
shnt~kl~apntro.
As a B u d d h t oblation or offering vessel the
conch is usually filled with saffron-scented water, or water
perhimed with the five fragrant substances of saffron, sandalwood, musk, camphor and nutmeg. Rosewater, aloe or
charnpah flowers ( r ~ g i ]are also used in India as liquids for
'conch perfume' (slwr~kllanaklla).
As with many natural substances or herbs used in Vajrayana rituals the water should
be collected from a waterfall by a pre-adolescent child.
Iconographically the perfumed \vater is represented as a
'swirling offering', and depicted as pale blue with white waves
which form crests, symbolising the fragrance of the liquid.
The basic ingredient of Tibetan incense (lib. bsartg) is
powdered juniper leaves, which is commonly burned in
charcoal-fired braziers or incense burners. Traditional Tibetan stick incense (lib. spos) is hand-rolled from a paste of
juniper powder mixed to various formulas with medicinal
herbs, saffron, sandalwood, aloes. musk and other fragrant
substances. Traditional Indian incense is known as dhuy, and
is mixed as a waxy paste from flower and wood essences.
Fru~tand Food Offerlngs
Offerings of food may consist of offerings of fruit or ritual
cakes (Tib. gtor nu). The Tibetan ritual cake offering is derived from the sacrificial offering (Skt. bali) of ancient India,
w h c h consisted of various food offerings presented to the
deities. In early Buddhist libet the lndian tradition of boli
amalgamated with the Bon tradition of offering sacrificial
cakes made of butter and barley flour. In Vajrayana Buddhism the varieties of sacrificial cakes developed into an
elaborate ritual pantheon, with specific shapes, colours and
designs for different deities and the various classes of spirits (see Plate 139).
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Silk Cloth
Silk fabrics am invariably depicted in flowing graceful movements, as if the cloth or scarf is floating on a divine breeze.
Indian silk merrhants often demonstrate the fineness of their
silk by passing the width of a bolt of silk, or a sari, through
a finger ring. The gossamer thread of divine silk is described
as being so fine that a square which could cover Mt Meru
can bc drawn beneath a fingernail, Traditionally a white silk
scarf is presented as an auspicious offering to a lama or
teacher, symbolising the offering of a pure mind, heart and
motivation.
Artistically there are no specific rules for the depiction
of silk offerings, although they are usually painted in white,
yellow or red as heavenly silk ribbons. White, yellow and
red cloth symbolise the three activities or hrmns of pacifying, enriching and magnetising. Black, as the fourth hrrrln
of destructive activity, is never represented as a cloth offering to peaceful deities, as it symbolises and draws malignant spirits or energies. In the wrathful offering of the five
senses (see Plate I ~ o )a, small black silk banner is fastened
to an arrow which pierces a human heart, representing
touch. Rainbow-coloured silk of white, yellow, red, green
and blue represents the Five Buddhas, and a specifically
coloured silk ribbon may be depicted as an offering to an
emanation of one of the Five Buddha Families. In certain
traditions silk garments coloured white, blue and red represent the Vajrayana, Mahayana and Hinayana paths. The
three-coloured silk brocade frame of thangkas - forming a
rainbow-like surround of red, yellow and blue - also represents the Hinayana, Mahayana and Vajrayana traditions.
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This composition depicts images of the three sensory offerings of touch, taste and smell. In the top area of the drawing
are scarfs, ribbons, and bolts of silk, representing the faculty of touch. The reef-knot illustrated in the silk ribbon or
belt in the second drawing on the left of the top row is particularly associated with the bodhisattva Avalokiteshvara.
The peacock feather and small feather on the left are occasionally depicted as representations of touch. In the upper
right corner are two drawings of cylindrical bolts of rolled
silk, which are often illustrated in narrative thangkas as ceremonial offerings.
In thecentral section are offerings of fruit and ritual cakes
(Tib. gtor rna) as representations of taste. At the centre is a
bowl of mangoes, and to its right three h i t s rest upon a leaf
plate. To the lower left of the central bowl is a small tray with
a pyramid stack of balls made of roasted barley flour (Tib.
tsnrrr p)and butter. As a specific offering or attribute of the
elephant-headed deity Ganapati, these balls take the form of
a sweetmeat known as lodcirr or loddlrkn, consisting of fried
gram flour mixed with ghee, sugar and spices. Below the celltral hay are coconuts (Tib.bc La), and to the right a pineapple.
Above the leaf plate at the left are six stylised examples
of fruits - a lemon, mango, persimmon, peach, guava and

wild strawberry. To the right is a bundle of sugar cane tied
with a silk cloth. The hollow tubers of sugar cane, along
with the plantain or banana plant are symbols of Mallamudra, as they have no solid centre. For this reason plantain leaves and stems are often depicted surrounding the
great Maharnudra teacher and translator, Marpa. To the right
of the sugar cane is a large spotted red mango, with cherries above and to its right, and a group of three berries below. To the right above the mango is an apricot within a
cluster of eight leaves, then a bunch of grapes with three
bananas, and a persimmon below. To the right again are two
bowls containing peaches above, and bilva fruit below. A
few other stylised and spotted fruits are depicted around
these bowls.
On the right are three trays containing examples of ritual
cake offerings (Tib.gtor m ) , which are commonly depicted
as offerings to wrathful or semi-wrathful deities. The three
examples illustrated in the drawing are hand moulded from
butter and barley flour coloured with dyes. Their conical or
heart-shaped forms are decorated with discs of the sun and
moon, four-petalled flowers, a lotus base, and dissolvingpoint finials known as r~ada.Various ingredients may be incorporated, such as medicinal substances (Tib. bdud rtsi);the
'three whites' of milk, curd and butter; the 'three sweets' of
sugar, molasses and honey; or the twenty-five precious ingredients known as the 'five times five' (see vase description on Plate 103).
In the lower third of the page are drawings of conch
shells containing perfumed water, and incense as offerings
representing fragrance as the sense of smell. Across the page
are drawn four white conch shells supported on metal bases
or cloth rings, with three right-spiralling conch shells on the
left, and a left-spiralling conch on the far right.
Below the conch shells are various forms of incense bumers (Tib. spos phor). In the bottom row on the left are three
typical bronze incense burners mounted on small tripods,
and with the curling smoke of the incense wafting above.
To the right of these is a wooden incense burner, shaped as
a decoratively carved oblong box or casket. Stick incense is
burned on a bed of ashes or grain placed upon a metal tray
within the box, and the incense smoke rises from carved
perforations in the lid of the box. In the bottom right corner
is a large stupa-shaped incense burner (Xb. bsartg khurrg) in
which juniper leaves and branches are burned. Such incense
burners are constructed of whitewashed clay and built upon
rooftops as household shrines or near the entrances of temples and monasteries.
In between the bottom row7and the conch shells are small
drawings of incense burning vcssels. On the left is a small
bronze incense vessel mounted on a tripod. To the right is a
wrathful triangular iron box containing burning human flesh
as an incense offering to wrathful deities. Next arc threr incense sticks in a rice or barley-filled bowl. Next are a bundle of incense sticks bound with thread, which are commonly
carried as a fragrance offering in processions. The last drawing shows a hanging incense burner which is swung in a
monastic procession, and is \,cry similar in design to the
frankincense burner used in the Christian Church.
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Plate 96:The seven offering bowls

Chapter Nine

Various Peaceful Offerings, Jewels
and Ritual Implements

This chapter illustrates and describes various forms of offerings and ritual implements, many of which are not included amongst the groups of auspicious symbols described
in Chapter 8. The subjects covered in this chapter include:
the Three Jewels, the seven offering bowls, alms bowl and
vase offerings; jewels, gzi stones, rosaries, rndmksha beads,
and plant attributes; ritual vases; hand-held insignia; assorted objects and offerings; the possessions of a monk and
ritual musical instruments. Plates 103,104 and 107are drawn
as collages of ritual implements and offerings to include
many miscellaneous objects.

THE THREE JEWELS
(Skt, triratno; Tlb. dkon mchog gsum)
The central offering on a Buddhist altar are the Three Precious Jewels of Buddha, dharma and sangha, which represent the body, speech and mind of all the Buddhas. They
form the three aspects or 'receptacles' of 'taking refuge' in
the Buddhist teachings. Conceptually the Buddhist trinity
of body, speech and mind refer to the purified conduct,
speech and thought of enlightened beings.
An image or statue of the Buddha is placed at the centre
of the altar, representing the enlightened body of the Buddha or full!, realised teacher. A scriptural text is placed to
the left of the Buddha image, representing the Buddhist
teachings of enlightened speech or dharma. A stupa is placed
to the right of the Buddha image, representing enlightened
mind as the sangha or spiritual community. Traditionally
scriptural texts, being the spoken words and teachings of
the Buddha, arc. placed o n the highest le\.el of the altar. The
Buddha image, being the manifest representation of the
Buddha's form, is placed at the central point. The stupa,

representing the spiritual community or sangha, is placed
beneath the Buddha image. During the refuge taking ceremony, where one formally becomes a Buddhist, the Buddha image, text and stupa are placed, momentarily, in
sequence upon the disciple's head. In the preliminary tantric
initiations, refuge is also taken in the 'three roots' (lib. rtsn
ba gs~rrn)of the guru, yiilnrrr deity, and dakini.

THE SEVEN WATER B O W L OFFERINGS
(Tlb. trng phor)
The seven water bowl offerings are traditionally made on a
Buddhist altar each day, and placed in front of and a little
below the representations of the Three Jewels. The bowls
are normally made of brass, bronze or silver, about three or
four inches in diameter, and are often ornamented with auspicious designs in repoussC gold or silver inlay. The seven
bowls represent the 'seven limbed practice' (Skt. snptnrlga;
Tib. ynrr Ing bdlir~pn) for purifying negative tendencies and
accumulating merit, which consists of prostrations; making
offerings; confession of non-\rirtuous actions; rejoicing in the
positive actions of oneself and others; requesting the Buddhas to teach; requesting the Buddhas to remain in this
world; and the dedication of merit.
Before they are placed on the altar, a little water is poured
into each of the cleansed bowls: as a preliminary offering
this ensures that the bowls are not presented empty. The
clean stacked bowls are held in the left hand before placement, consecrated by reciting the three syllables Onr A Hlrrrr,
and the top bowl is partially filled with water. Then most of
the water from the top bowl is poured into the second bowl
before i t is placed on the altar. This process is repeated until
all se\.en bowls form a straight line from left to right. The
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distance between each bowl should be approximately equal
to the thickness of one barley grain. If they touch each other
it augurs that one may become mentally dull; if they are
placed too far apart it augurs that one may become separated from one's guru.
The pure, clean water used to fill the bowls is said to be
poured 'like a barley grain' from the water \lessel's spout.
Tlus indicates that the stream of water is thin or slow at the
beginning, thick or faster in the middle, and tapering off to
a narrow stream at the end. The bowls are filled to within a
barley grain's thickness of the top of each rim. Overflowing
the rim's top is believed to result in ethical detriment, and
too low a level of water augurs a decline in prosperity. One
should not breathe on the water bowl offerings, as this crea tes defilement.
The seven bowls can also be arranged to form the 'seven
offerings'. The seven offerings are presented to the deities
in the manner in which an honoured guest would have been
welcomed to one's house in ancient India. The first bowl
contains pure water for drinking and rinsing the mouth. The
second bowl contains water for washing the feet, as in the
traditional Indian custom of entering the threshold of a
house barefooted. The third bowl contains fresh flowers,
representing the custom of presenting a male guest with a
flower garland, and a female guest with flowers for her hair
adornment. The fourth bowl holds incense to please the
sense of smell. The fifth bowl holds an oil or butter lamp to
represent the illumination of wisdom. The sixth bowl contains rosewater or perfumed water for refreshing the face
and breast; and the seventh bowl contains delicious food
for the honoured guests. The Tibetan food offering usually
consists of a red or white conical sacrificial cake (Tib. gtor
rlro), made from roasted barley flour (Tib. tsnrir pn), dyes and
butter. An eighth offering of music is included in the list,
represented by a lute, flute, cymbals, a conch or a dan~nrrl,
but the music offering is more commonly visualised and
not actually represented with the seven offering bowls. In
certain tantric practices or sndhnnns the first two water bowls
may be combined into one bowl, and a danlarrr or small conch
placed in the seventh bowl to represent the offering of music. When all eight bowls are prescribed they may form a
correspondence with the eight offering goddesses (see Plate
1 1 3 ) - the four intercardinal goddesses of flowers, incense,
light and perfume (the third to sixth bowls), and the four
cardinal goddesses of beauty, garlands, song and dance (the
pairs of bowls at each end).
When the offerings have been arranged they are consecrated by dipping a stem of krrslrn grass into the water vessel and sprinkling the offerings, whilst reciting the syllables
Orir A Hrrnr, three or seven times. At the end of the day the
offerings are removed. The water from the bowls is gathered, and the flowers and food offerings dispersed into the
natural environment for the benefit of passing animals or
hungry spirits. The seven bowls are wiped clean and stacked
upside down ready for the next day.
Another practice of water offering is performed in the
water-prrjn ritual, where a water offering set (Tib. 'ytor clrcls)
is used to propitiate the ringns and certain wralth deities.

This set consists of four metal implements: a small shallow
pouring vessel with a spout, a wide containing bowl, a small
tripod which rests within the containing bowl, and a smaller
flat bowl which rests on the tripod. Ritual water is repeatedly poured into the small bowl above the tripod and then
emptied into the lower containing bowl.

Plate 96
Illush-ated here are three drawings showing the arrangement for the seven offeringbowls. If only water is used in
the seven bowls, then a lighted butter lamp is usually placed
in front of the middle bowl.

Plate 97
Examples of various alms bowls, offering bowls and vases,
containing fruit, flowers and jewels are represented in this
drawing. Such offerings are commonly illustrated in
thangkas, particularly those depicting Buddhas, arhats, Indian masters, or Tibetan lineage holders, lamas and gurus.
The two top rows depict twelve variations of the traditional Indian Buddhist alms bowl or pntrn (Tib. llrrrng bzcd).
The pntrn is made from cast iron and depicted in the deep
blue colour of this metal. Its interior is usually white - indicating milk or yoghurt as the milk-rice food offering
which Shakyamuni Buddha consumed prior to his enlightenment. Ln certain deity descriptions the patrn is described
as being fashioned of a precious blue mineral, such as turquoise for Amitabha, and lapis lazuli or blue beryl for the
Medicine Buddha. The alms bowls depicted here are
mounted on gilded bronze or gold stands embellished with
lotus-petal designs. At the left of the top row is an alms
bowl with the earth base and four tiers of Mt Meru placed
above. The second alms bowl contains yoghurt, and the
third alms bowl holds three myrobalan fruits. Myrobalan
is the attribute of the Medicine Buddha, who holds an alms
bowl containing myrobalan in his left hand, and a triple
stem of the fruit in his right hand (see Plate 102). Below the
bowl are peaches and artemisia leaves, symbolising longevity and health. The next three bowls to the right contain the triple fruit and lea\pes of the wild strawberry, bilva
fruit, and peach respectively.
On the left of the second row is an alms bowl full of
setting curds, with a white silk cloth draped over its aperture as a protection against insects and dust. The second
alms bowl to the right contains wild nlushrooms and edible
green leaves. The third bowl contains peaches and berries.
The fourth bowl holds three peaches, with a second offering bowl containing jewels and cinnabar to its left. The fifth
bow1 contains curds with a white cloth co\,cr, and the sixth
bowl contains Iiilvo fruit.
On the left of the third row is a golden bowl resting on a
largr round lotus leaf, and containing an arrangement of
fruit, leaves, and budding flowers. At the centre is a lobs
pedestal with a moon and sun disc above i t , and a golden
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tripod base below. On the moon disc are: a bowl of fruit, a
jewel, and a water flask, with three fruits and a skull cup
containing medicinal pills placed behind. The next drawing on the right shows a flower vase containing a lotus
flower. To the right of this is a golden treasure vase with a
lotus-petal design and a white silk scarf draped around its
neck.
Below the cenhe on the far left are two drawings of jewel
trays or basins (Tib. gzlwng pa rrrl po clrc,). The upper tray is
made of gilded bronze and embellished with the imperial
Chinese wave and rock design. It contains three pyramidal
stacks of multicoloured jewels with a flaming jewel at the
centre, elephant's tusks, fruit, and a perfumed conch shell
)
on the left, and a sacrificial cake (Tib. gtor n ~ a surrounded
by medicinal pills on the right. The lower tray displays the
wave and rock design, and rests upon a double lotus base
of sixtv-four petals. It contains a pyramid of jewels, elephant's tusks, flowers, leaves and inlit.
Ib the right of the trays are a pair of flower vases containing peonies. Next is a larger vase, draped with a silk
scarf and containing two fully-blossoming peonies. On the
right is a shallow basin which also contains three peonies.
Below is another small basin full of fruit and berries. In the
bottom right corner is a basin of fruit, leaves and flowers,
which rests upon a large convoluted lotus leaf.
In the bottom left corner is a low wooden altar with the
seven offering bowls placed in sequence from left to right.
At the centreabove the altar is a bronze tray containing fruit,
jewels, flowers, leaves, coral, elephants' tusks, and a sacrificial cake; a long silk scarf swirls upwards on either side of
the tray. To the right of the tray is a basin of conch-shaped
jewels and leaves.
Depictions of ceramic basins, bowls, cups and vases ui
Tibetan art often reveal a great attention to detail in their
accuracy of design and motif illustration. The models on
which these designs are based were copied from Chinese
ceramic imports of the Yuan, Ming and Qing dynasties, as
the Tibetans relied upon China for their trade supply of
porcelain clunaware. Extremely rare Ming porcelain designs
may be illustrated on fine Tibetan thangkas. This incorporation of faithfully reproduced ceramic designs reveals that
there were strong elements of 'still life' composition within
Tibetan art.

JEWELS
(Skt. r a t n u , m a n r .
Tlb. rrn po c h e , rrn c h e n , nor b u )
Tibetan art abounds with depictions of precious jewels,
which occur as the offerings and adornments of deities, and
as decorative e~nbellishmentson thrones, buildings and architectural structures.]ewels appear to permeate the whole
visionary landscape with their celestial light and spectral
radiance. The mineral pigments employed in Tibetan art,
the fauvist purity of their vivid primary colour combinations, and the minimal use of sombre colour tones or
chiaroscuro effects, all enliancr the other worldly jewel-like

quality embodied in the essence of Tibetan art. The pure
primary colour powders used in the creation of sand
rnandalas are compared to, or composed ol, precious gems,
semi-precious minerals, or their synthetic colour equivalents,
The Tibetan word rir~pochc,meaning 'jewel' or 'precious
one', is also the term or title used for incarnate lamas as the
embodiment of the precious jewel of the h ~ r t f d h n d h n r r-rhe
~~~.
terms rinchen and r~orbir,meaning 'of great value' and 'jewelt
respectively,are also conunonly used as names amongst both
the Tibetan laity and sangha. The comparisoll of the precious rarity of the 'wish-fulfilling gem', which fulfils all desires, to the enlightened nature of highly realised teachers
attains its h l l expression in the Three Jewels of Buddha,
dharma and sangha.
In the Tibetan Buddhist tradition five or seven precious
substances are listed -gold, silver, coral and pearl form the
first four; and lapis lazuli, turquoise or 'gemstones' the fifth.
Crystal sometimes replaces silver in certain listings, and
emerald may arise in the place of gemstones. When a list of
seven precious substances is given they usually follow the
sequence: gold, silver, coral, pearl, lapis lazuli, diamonds
and gemstones. The wish-fulfilling tree, for example, is described as being composed of the seven precious substances,
with gold roots, a silver trunk, lapis lazuli branches, coral
leaves, pearl flowers, gemstone buds, and diamond fruit.
The wish-fulfilling cow is described as having a gemstone
body, horns of diamond, hooves of sapphire, and a tail resembling a wish-fulfilling tree.
The precious metals of gold and silver are commonly
found as natural deposits in Tibet, and surface-mined or riverpanned gold were to be found ui abundant supply. The Roman historian 'Pliny the Younger' (circn AD 62-113). and the
legendary Venetian explorer Marco Polo (1254-1324). both
relate the legend of how giant ants mined for gold in the frozen wastelands of the Tibetan Changtang highlands. A gold
nugget, the size and shape of a dog, is reputed to have been
unearthed in a goldfield close to Lake Manasarovar in Weste m Tibet. The then ruling Dalai Lama is said to have decreed
that this large nugget should be returned to its original site
and marked with a s h p a named Khyiro Serpo or 'golden
dog's body' (Tib. klryi rogsr8r110). Gold dust, often in substantial quantities, was frequently presented as an offering for
religious teachings or an initiation.
Indigenous gold was mainly obtained from tlie goldfields in the Kailasli-Manasarovar area of Western Tibet,
known as tlie kingdom of Guge. The Tibetan materia medica
lists various qualities, coloiirs and sources of gold, such as
white and light-yellow gold from India, yellow gold from
Western and Central Tibet, red-yellow gold from the province of Kham, red gold from China, and green gold from
Mongolia. But the finest qi~alityof gold was belic\.ed to be
from Sri Lanka. Gold and silver are weighed in toln, and the
gold pignient used in Tibetan painting is bought and sclld
in arrrrn and toln cluantities. 0 n c tril,l equals approximatel!'
twelve grams or 180 Troy grains, and is equivalent to the
weight of an Indian silvcr rupee coin; a sixteenth part of
toln is known .is an ,1rrr1i1, as rnonct.iriljr sixteen ~ l r r r r f lcoins
equallcd a rupce in \,,ilue. An esti~liationof the gold needed

Jewels

for a particular thangka was often an important consideration in the commissioning of a painting.
gold is such a malleable metal that it can be beaten
into almost translucent sheets of gold leaf, which are virtually weightless, highly static, and only a few microns thick.
The malleability of gold makes it extremely difficult to grind
into a fine powder, as its particles tend to adhere together
like wax. The Newars of Kathmandu have for centuries
possessed secret techniques of grinding gold pigment from
its twenty-four carat absolute. Newar 'drop gold' pigment
is used inlibetan thangka painting. lt is produced by grinding beaten gold leaf to an extremely fine grade in a mortar
and pestle with the addition of a soluble mineral grinding
agent. At the end of each day's grinding the mortar is filled
with water and stirred, quickly poured off intoanother container, and the fine suspended gold particles allowed to settle overnight. When all of the gold has been finely ground it
is mixed with a plant-derived liquid binder or glue, and
dropped and dried as small hemispherical pellets. In comparison to Newari 'drop gold' the finest quality of powdergold pigment obtainable in the west, known as 'shell gold',
is extremely coarse. In medieval Western art a fine gold powder was produced from evaporating a gold leaf and mercury amalgam, but this technique was lost over the course
of time. Gold leaf was also ground with salt or honey to
produce the fine powder pigment used in illuminated manuscript painting. Synthetic gold substitutes, such as copper
or bronze powder, are poor imitations for real gold pigment.
Unlike these metals, gold is inert and does not oxidise or
tarnish, and its matt surface may be intricately burnished to
a luminous and permanent lustre.
Gold, as the first of the five precious substances, is symbolic of the Buddha's radiant enlightenment, and any deity
form or image may be painted or gilded in a pure gold skin
colour.
As gold is the 'hot' metal of the sun, silver is the 'cool'
nocturnal metal of the moon, w h c h is metaphorically derived from solidified moonbeams. In Chinese art the crescent moon and the milky way are known as the 'silver sickle'
and 'silver stream'. Tibetan silver was most easily obtainable from India in the form of Indian silver rupee coins. The
Tibetan materia medica lists silver obtained from Indian,
Nepali, Russian and Bhuta~iesecoins, Chinese ingots shaped
like crescents, Mongolian ingots shaped like walnuts, and
native Tibetan ingots shaped like horse or sheep hoofs.
White, red, or green silver alloys may be produced by adding tin, copper or lead respecti\sely.Silver is widely used in
the casting and gilding of statues, ritual objects, jewellery
and household utensils.
Silver pellets of ground silver pigment are also produced
by Newari goldsmiths, but it is rarellf used in thangka painting as silver tarnishes by oxidising, and is considered an
inferior colour to gold. The tourist market of Kathmandu
now displays many glittering and cheap imitations of black
thangkas (Tib. rrnx tlmrr~),painted in burnished gold and
silver line on a black background, but since these compositions are i~i\.arinbl!~
icunographicallp inaccurate they serve
only as decorative ornaments.

Silver is used in the same gilding processes as gold, with
a silver leaf and mercury amalgam being U& fc)r'hot gilding', where the heated mercury evaporates at a lower hperahm leaving a fine matt gold or silver deposit. Like gold,
silver can be burnished to a high reflectivity, or beaten into
sheets of thin silver leaf between stacked 'sandwiches' of
paper. Oriental gold and silver leaf tend to have a richer
lustre than their European equivalents, which tend to be
more reflective and less matt.
Red coral (lib. byu ru) and white pearl (lib. mu tig) are
the two main organic substances which are classified as jewel
ornaments and worn by many deities. As theaquatic correlates of gold and silver, coral and pearl similarly symbolise
the sun and moon, the solar and lunar channels, and the
red female and white male bodhichitta or 'seminal drops' (Skt.
bindu; Tib. tlrig le). The esoteric symbolism of the bodhichittn
drops is revealed in very specific deity descriptions where
the jewel ornaments are described as being of merged or
'fused' coral and pearl, referring to the 'indestructible drop'
at the heart centre (see Plate 72).
Coral is na turally formed in a variety of hues and shapes
such as red, white, or black branch coral, blue coral, brain
coral, and organ-pipe coral. Red branch coral (Cornlli~nr
rubrurn), which often takes the form of a cylindrical branched
tree, is considered the most sacred and precious by Tibetans, and is widely fashoned intobeads and jewel ornaments.
Coral was imported into Tibet from India, China, Russia and
Japan, and even from as far afield as the Italian Adriatic
Sea, which provides a rich harvest of precious red coral.
White, red and white, and black branched coral stems are
also valued as religious offerings, and are used for medicinal purposes - particularly in the treatment of blood, liver,
and poison-induced fevers.
White seed pearls (lib. tnrr tig dkar po), strung in rows or
clusters, form one of the most common ornaments in both
secular jewellery and deity descriptions. Ocean pearls, derikved from the pearl-oyster (Pinctfldn) or pearl-mussel
(Mnrgnrit~fern),were imported into Tibet from India and
China. Culti\.ated river pearls from the freshwater mussel
were harvested in China, and as an innovation a miniature
clay image of the Buddha could be introduced into the mussel as the irritant foreign-body around which a layer of pearl
would grow. The Chinese believed that pearls embodied the
viri essence of the moon, and like the Indians believed that
pearls protected against fire as the ynng essence of the sun.
The Chinese symbol of the 'dragon pearl' is described in
Plate 43.
The Tibetan materia medica lists a variety of unusual
organic pearls: green pearls derived from rainwater accumulations on the leaves of East Indian plantain trees; blue
pearls from the leaves of a certain South Indian tree; sacred
red pearls derived from legendary creatures; red and grey
pearls from the heads of snakes; white elephant pearls or
bezoars; freshwater pearls from Amdo province and China;
and blister pearls obtained from mother-of-pearl or oyster
shells. Tibetan pearls are also classified into smooth-surfaced
'male' pearls, and 'female' pearls with protruding 'eyelets'
that resemble breasts.
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The enduring suffering experienced by the oyster in its
pearl cultivation has universally identified the pearl as a
symbol of sorrow and purity. In the Christian tradition the
year1 (Margarita) represents the body of Christ, and motherof-pearl the Virgin Mary. In the celebration of the Christian
Mass both the chalice and the particle of bread or 'Host' which is dropped into the consecrated wine - are known as
the Margarita or 'pearl', and symbolise the union of the body
of Christ with his sacred blood.
Turquoise (Tib. g.yu), as the fifth alternative precious
substance, is probably the most common stone worn as a
jewel ornament amongst the Tibetans. Native turquoise is
found in all of the regions of Tibet, although it was also imported from Persia, Afghanistan and China. The most superior quality of turquoise occurs in a deep blue colour, and
in forms tinted with red or white. Turquoise stones with
many black striations or a pale green colour are considered
to be of inferior quality. Medicinally turquoise is believed
to purify the blood and absorb the toxins which accumulate
in the liver. Turquoise is also believed to change its colour
according to the health of its wearer, becoming duller or
paler as the owner's health deteriorates.
Gemstones, as the fifth inclusive group of precious substances, includes diamond, sapphire, lapis lazuli, tournaline,
beryl, topaz, ruby, emerald, jade, amber, crystal, and chalcedony or agate as gzi stones (see Plate 99).
The diamond, although rarely found in Tibet, was
synonomous in Indian Buddhism with the adamantine vojro
as 'the lord of stones' (Tib. rdo rjr). As the hardest, clearest
and most brilliant of precious stones the diamond symbolises the indestructible, indivisible, infallible, incorruptible
and unchangeable nature of the enlightened mind, and became synonomous with the Vajrayana as the tantric path of
the 'indestructible vehicle'.
The most famous of Indian diamonds, the Koh-i-noor
or 'mountain of light', was first mentioned in the epic legends of the hlnhobhorntn (circa 2000 BC). This legendary stone
passed through the hands of many great Indian, Persian and
Mughal emperors, culminating in Ranjit Singh (1780-1839),
the Punjabi founder of the Sikh kingdom. With the annexation of the Indian Punjab in 1849, the Koh-i-noor was presented to Queen Victoria and passed into British hands.
Sapphire, emerald and ruby were mainly mined in
Burma, Sri Lanka and India; topaz and beryl in Russia; jade
and amber in Central Asia and China; and lapis lazuli in
Persia and Afghanistan. Lapis lazuli (Tib. r i r r r nicrr) is frequently referred to in iconographical descriptions or gemlike comparisons as the fifth alternative precious substance.
The pure azure blue of this mineral equates it with sapphire
as the bluest of stones. The mineral pigment (lazurite) obtained from ground lapis lazuli is commonly believed to
have been used extensively in both oriental and occidental
medieval art, but since lazurite becomes extremely pale
when finely ground its actual use was limited by the
coarseness of its particle size and the expense involved in
obtaining deep blue lapis from Persia. The mineral azurite
was much more commonly used to create the deep blues
found in medieval painting. In Western art azurite was later

superseded by the development of synthetic ulkamarine,
so named because Asiatic lapis lazuli was brought to
rope from 'beyond the sea' (ultra-marine).
Amber was obtained from Yunnan province in China,
and its Chinese name, lilt p'o, meaning 'tiger's spirit', is derived from the belief that the spirit of a dead tiger enters the
ground and transforms itself into amber. Opaque yellow or
orange amber is commonly worn as a bead or jewel ornament by the Tibetan laity and, along withgzi, turquoise, red
coral and white pearls, forms one of the five most popular
Tibetan costume jewels. The opaque orange amber favoured
by Tibetans is considered to be of a superior quality and age
(approximately twenty million years) to the translucent
amber found in the Baltic area of Eastern Europe. Amber is
formed from the fossilised resin of coniferous trees, and
possesses electrostatic properties when rubbed. Powdered
amber is used medicinally and as an incense.
Gemstones are commonly believed to have medicinal
and protective qualities, and are assigned astrologically to
planetary and zodiacal influences. Powdered gemstones
form an important ingredient in the composition of many
Tibetan medicines, particularly 'precious pills', such as 'the
precious wish-fulfilling jewel' (Xb. rin cher~rotna bsom 'phel).

Plate 98
lllustrated in this drawing are examples of various jewels
and compound gemstones. Across the top area of the drawing are hanging loops of pearls and jewels. The two inner
rows consist of gold ornaments on chains, or strings of small
jewels or seed pearls. The next three rows show pearls of a
uniform size, alternating large and small pearls, and a string
of graded pearls which increase in size towards their centre. At the upper centre and corners are leaf-omamented
gold roundels, from which hang jewelled pendants and two
loops of graduating pearl or amber ovals. At the centre of
the left loop is a seven-eyed gzi stone, and at the centre of
the right loop are three jewels encased in golden lotus-petal
mounts. The pendants hanging from the central roundel are
embellished with little silver bells, sun and moon symbols,
and terminate in jewelled tips. Two white yaktail tassles
hang to either side of the central pendant.
Below the central roundel is a pyramid stack of multicoloured jewels in a golden tray. Pyramid jewel stacks, which
resemble the triangular formation of pool or billiard balls,
are stacked in a decreasing square sequence to form the four
faces of Mt Meru as a pyramid formation. To the left of this
is an eight-faceted flaming jewel mounted on a jewel-tipped
handle, which is held as a hand emblem by certain deitiesparticularly those associated with wealth. To the upper left
of this gem is a lotus-mounted crystal that radiates rays of
light. Two other drawings of rock crystals are depicted on
the left edge of the drawing.
In the transmission of the Dzogchen or Great Perfection
teachings, rock crystal (Tib.t i m i ~slrcl) is synibolically revealed
during initiation to introduce the disciple to the perfect clarity of his own mind. The clear transparency of rock crystal,
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which both reflects and refracts the prismatic spectrum of
sunlight into brilliant rainbow-coloured rays, symbolises the
Gmat Perfection as the natural state of the unconditioned
mind. Namkhai Norbu Rinpoche, in his book Tlre Cystnl
arid thc Way o/Light, describes how a mirror, a crystal, and a
crystal ball are used in Dzogchen to illustrate the 'three conditions' of essence, nature and energy - where the mirror
reflects unconditionally, the crystal refracts light's essence
unconditionally, and the crystal ball appears to hold the
image within itself.
Small reliquary stupas, statues and ritual implements,
such as tlie r~njraor plilcrlin, are traditionally carved from clear
rock crystal as a symbol of their 'diamond' or uajrn nature.
The Hindu Yogirli Ta~itrnstates that the deity may be worshipped as an image, a mandala, or a ynntrn. In the Hindu
tantric tradition three-dimensional yantrns are commonly
carved from rock crystal and worshipped as a manifestation of a specific god or goddess. The !/nritrn, which means
'instrument' or 'device', is usually carved as a stepped base
symbolising Mt Sumeru, with a square 'earth city' (Skt.
blrr~/~rrrn)
of four flat mandala gateways on its s u n ~ m i t
which encloses concentric lotus-circles containing an inscribed inner geometric design of interlocking triangles and/
or squares. For peaceful rites ynrrtrns of rock crystal or inscribed birch bark are used; for enriching rites yaritros of
gold, silver or copper plate are used; for magnetising or
empowering rites red sandalwood or smeared saffron paste
are employed; and for destructive rituals ynntrns constructed
of iron, lead, bone or slun are used. The stylus used for ynntra
inscription may be specified as a gold, silver or iron needle;
a bone splinter; or an acacia, datura, or 'poison-wood' thorn.
Tlie occult properties of rock crystal are well established
in the accidental magic traditions, where crystal balls are
used for fort~metelling in crystal-gazing or scrying. The
contemporary interest in crystal healing, and the modern
use of quartz crystal in the 'magic' of microchip technology
attests to its enduring fascination. In many cultures rock
crystal is believed to be a form of petrified ice, and the aboriginals of Australia and New Guinea utilised rock crystal
in rain-making rituals.
To the upper right of the jewel tray in the upper centre
are two jewel-topped treasure vases, and to the right of these
are five drawings of jewel-spitting mongooses. The mongoose (Skt. nnk~tln;Tib. rle'rr / P ) is a common attribute of
wealth deities such as Vaishravana, Jambhala and Kubera.
The symbol of a jewel-raining, -spitting, or -\romiting mongoose, which produces treasures when squeezed, has its
origin in the Central Asian custom of using a mongoose skin
as a jewel container or money-purse, where coins, precious
stones or cowrie-shells could be squeezed upwards through
theempty skin and ejected from the mongoose's mouth. The
mongoose is also the traditional enemy of snakes, which as
ringr~sare the guardians of treasures and wealth. The Indian
or Central Asian mongoose is often incorrectly identified as
which is the native
an 'ichneumon' (Ht7rprstcsiclrr~~rrr~roii),
mongoose species of North Africa.
In the area below and to the left of tlie jewel trap are
drawn \various examples of single flaming jewels; the

triple-eyed gem; the Three Jewels of Buddha, dharma and
sangha; and the flaming eight-faceted gem. Below the tray
are five examples of the single jewel, supported mainly on
lotus bases. The large single flaming jewel at the lower tentre has a spiral curl of flame at its base and rests upon a
lotus stand. AS the precious wish-fulfilling gem (skt,
clriritaniarii; Tib. yid bzhiri nor b ~ ) the
, flames represent the
radiance of its adamantine z~njrflnature, which shines forth
in five rays of coloured light as the Five Buddha wisdoms.
Precious gems are usually represented in a pear-shaped form
with small spiralling flame-points at their tips and three or
more concentric arcs outlined below, which echoes the spiral of the conch shell or the three curved crease lines on the
throats of enlightened beings. Occasionally precious gems
are depicted with a fountain of rainbow light emanating
from their tips or, in the case of water-borne or rlngn-jewels,
with a fountain of water. Jewels are shaded from a light tone
at their tips to a dark colour tone at their bases, and are USUally painted in the four colours of blue, red, green, and orange. When rows of pyramid-stacked jewels are represented,
such as are depicted at the bottom of the drawing, the alternating colour sequence of each row is usually blue and red,
with a green and orange sequence occurring across the next
row. This colour scheme follows the model of the multicoloured lotus.
Twelve examples of the flaming eight-faceted jewel are
depicted in this drawing. The eight-faceted jewel is usually
composed of a pyramid formation of six visible and elongated jewels which taper towards their cylindrical bases or a
lower-middle waistline. This waist may be encircled by a
golden band or coloured silk scarf which appears to bind the
individual tapering facets together. The jewel is often supported on a moon, sun, and lotus base. The eight facets are
theoretically arranged in a square group of four at the base,
with a triangular group of three above and inside, and a single central jewel crowning the tip. Artistically they are depicted as a lower row of three tapering cylindrical jewels, with
two jewels in the middle row and a single jewel at the top such that only six of the eight facets are visible. The colour
sequence is usually red, blue, red across the bottom row, green
and orange across the middle row, and red or blue at the top.
The eight facets of t h s jewel -which is usually ~dentifiedas
lapis lazuli - symbolise the eight irndis of the heart chnkrn, the
eight directions, and the Noble Eightfold Path.
Above the stacked jewels at the bottom of the drawing
are several spiralling circular motifs of the conch-shell tip,
which occurred as a common decorative jewel motif in early
Tibetan art and symbolised the jewel-like quality embodied
in heavenly landscape elcments, such as flowers and leaves.
On either side of the central jewel pyramid are the triplejewel sp~ralsof the 'wheel of joy' (Tib. dgn' 'kli!/~l).

GZI STONES OR BEADS
The banded or etched agate, known in Tibetan as a ~ zstone,
i
is worn as a protective amulet against afflictions of disease, strokes, misfortune, spirit pnssession and malignant

Gzi Stones or Beads
planetary influences. Gzi stones are commonly worn as ornaments around the neck, and often sawn in half lengthwise to embellish the crowns of sacred images, such as the
jowo Rinpoche statue in Lhasa. They are generally classified into two forms: the cylindrical brown (or black) and
white banded agate with circular eyes (Tib. niig), and the
rounded chalcedony or cornelian variety with a spiralling
red ochre, white or gold band. Gzi are also classified by shape
into femalegzi - which are slender and tapering, and male
gzj - which are thicker or barrel-shaped. In Sanskrit the gzi
is known as incchaka, a precious blue-black stone which is
said to resemble the eye of a peacock.
The cylindrical brown (or black) and white variety are
usually marked with white 'eyes' or rings, which form a
symmetrical angular pattern with their bands. The circular
eyes can number more than twelve, but those with nine eyes
are considered the most precious as a protective talisman
against demonic possession. Nine-eyed stones are extremely
rare and expensive, their trade value in Tibet being equivalent to a modest farmhouse or several pounds weight of silver ingots.
The origin of these stones is shrouded in mystery. Similar forms of etched agate are found in the Himalayan region and across the plain areas of India, Pakistan,
Afghanistan and Iran. Techniques of etching agate stones
are believed to have been known across the wide area of
land between the Indus valley and the Tigris River delta
since the third millenium BC. Yet Tibetan gzi dealers maintain that Tibetan gzi are of a much harder stone and exhibit
differentqualities from their Central Asian equivalents. Since
they are often found near ancient grave sites or in ploughed
fields, they are believed to be of prehistoric origin.
Tibetan sources ascribe several origins for thegzi stone.
One belief is that they are living creatures or worms, which
petrify into stone when they are first seen or touched. Since
they are nearly always imperfect, i t is also believed that the
sky gods discard and drop them to earth when they become
worn, damaged and chipped, or that they are the fallen h i t s
of the celestial wish-fulfilling tree. Another belief is that they
are the scattered treasure trove of the legendary hero Gesar
of Ling, who plundered them from the treasury of the king
of Tajik (Persia). A lesser known belief is that they are the
droppings of the fabulous bird Garuda, which fall to earth
as he flies across the skies.
In the hidus valley area the following technique was used
for etching patterns into cornelian, chalcedony, and opaque
agate or quartz. The design would first be applied using a
thick solution of sodium carbonate (washing soda) painted
on with a reed pen or brush. When dry, the stone was buried in hot embers and baked for a short time. When cool
and cleaned this would leave a white design glazed or fused
into the darker stone.
A reverse desibm process could be accomplished by coating the whole stone in sodium carbonate solution, firing i t
until i t was bleached, then etching it with a copper nitrate
solution to prociuce a black on white pattern. The earliest
X;: patterns wrrc probably of a banded or pentagonal design.
ll-~'
best stones are unchipped, opaque, with the pattern

embedded deep within the stone, and with a smooth ltrous patina.
The Trhetan wordgziactually means 'brightly burnished'
or 'etched'. libetan artists use a polishd and pointed kagrnent of gzi stone, mounted like a brush with a silver ferrule
and wooden handle, to burnish the gold applied in t h a n g h
painting. The use of ,gzi as an auspicious agate burnishing
tool is believed to lend a luminous and s a d quality to the
painted gold work on thangkas and statues.
Powdered gzi stone is mixed with ground gold, silver
and pearl to produce medicinal pills (lib. ril hu), with potent healing properties.
Gzi stones have been prolifically imitated in the last century. Copies are now made out of porcelain, plastic, resin,
yak horn, and glass, and produced in India, China, Nepal
and Tibet. Extremely fine copies are now being made in Taiwan, using the original fire-etching process. These beautiful Taiwanese copies are very costly, but genuine Tibetan
p i , particularly those with nine eyes or rare designs, sell
for very high prices. h the modem oriental marketplace
these prices have now become astronornica~,with absurd
fables grafted onto the origin or uniqueness of these stones
-such as being one of the keys to the treasure chest of Gesar
of Ling. It is commonly understood amongst Tibetans that
the 'pedigree' of a gzi should be scrupulously investigated;
somegzi may become more of a curse and less of a blessing.
In recent years several murders are said to have occurred
during the theft of these stones. Like the ill-omened gemstones of the Western tradition, which reputedly bring a
legacy of misfortune to their new owners, karmically blemished gzi can attract all of the negative ~ntluencesthey are
supposed to repel. In J.R.Tolkein's Lord c?f the Rings,the great
ring of Sauron was a thing of enchanting beauty, but it could
very easily become too precious!

Plate 99
This illustration depicts 55 different varieties of gzi stone
patterns or designs:
IUustrates five variations of nine-eyed gzi stones.
Shows a rounded gzi with a double lotus and I*
tus-heart motif.
Gzi with a double-ringed single eye.
Four-eyed gzi with central lotus or wave pattern.
Six-eyed banded gzi with symmetrical pattern.
Six-eyed gzi with aligned triple-eye design.
Rectangular 'earth door' design with double-eye.
'Male' five-eyed gzi with swastika arm pattern.
'Female' five-eyed gzi.
Symmetricalgzi with double sun and moon motif.
Wide barrel gzi with early domed pentagonal design.
Rare 'rmjrn-hook' in l o h ~ petal
s
design.
'Dnnlar~r'or hand drum design
Two-eyed pzi with double ring.
Transverse 'arrowhead' design.

The Rosary

m. 'Arrowhead' design w i t h a circular motif.
21. Rare 'trident' design.
22. Single-eyed gzi with radiating circles.
23. Sun and moon, designed as a lotus-petal band.
~ 4 ~ 2 5'Vajra'
.
designs.
26. Hexagonal 'mouth' enclosing central eye.
27. Small four-eyed symmetrical gzi.
28. Four-eyedgzi with central spear or arrowhead axis.
29. 'Makara-mouth' design.
30-33. Variations of eye patterns.
34. 'Heaven door and earth door', based on the Chinese symbols of a circle for heaven, and a square
for earth.
35. 'Earth door' design.
36. 'Heaven door' within 'earth door' design.
37. 'Makara-mouth' design.
38. Gzi with a banded spiral pattern.
39. Single-eyed gzi.
40,41. Two examples with etched wave or zig zag pattern.
42.43. Two examples of pentagonal design made by positive and negative etching.
44. Barrel-shaped 'heaven and earth door'.
45. Naturally occurring agate stone with eye formation.
gzi', meaning 'opaque gzi stone'. A natu46. 'Ck~di~g
rally-occurring banded agate with annealed end
sections.
47. A typical 'chunggzi' with natural striations of white
quartz within an ochre, brown, and black agate
amalgamation.
48. Translucentgzi with light ochre pattern embedded
in the stone.
49. Round 'buinpn' or vase design.
50. 'Bunrpa' with lotus-petal design.
51. Finger ring carved from a gzi stone.
52. Rounded lotus and lotus-leaf design.
53. Single-eye gzi worn as a stone on a finger ring.
54. Rounded eye and lotus wave motif.
55. Diamond and arrow tip design.

THE ROSARY (Skt. molo; Tib. 'phreng b a )
Traditionally a Buddhist rosary or rlinla of 108 even-sized beads
is used for mantra recitation. The sacred number of 108 predates Buddhism, being the classical number of the Hindu
names assigned to a deity or god. As a multiple of twelve and
nine it represents the nine planets in the twelve zodiac houses.
AS a multiple of twenty-seven and four it also represents the
four quarters of the moon in each of the twenty-seven lunar
mansions or constellations. Nine is also a 'magic' number. A
number multiplied by nine results in a number the sum of
whose digits is also a multiple of nine. In Pranayana Yoga it is
calculated that a human bemg takes 21,600 breaths in a h r e n h four-hour cycle consisting of sixty periods of 360 breaths; a
twelve-hour 'day' cycle therefore equals 10,800 breaths. The
108 beads also ensure that at least a hundred mantra recitations have been completed in a full rosary turning.
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Mantras are recited to accomplish the four karmas or
enlightened activitim of pacifying, enriching, magnetising,
and destroying. Although various numbers of beads are
specified below, a rmla of 108 beads is invariably used by
most practising Buddhists.
h the peaceful rites of appeasing, the beads should be
made of crystal, pearl, mother of pearl, white lotus seed,
moonstone, conch shell, or ivory. The beads should be clear
or white, numbering one hundred or 108. Ln the enriching
ritesof increase, the beads should beof bodhi seed, lotus seed,
gold, silver, bronze or copper, and should number 108. In the
magnetising rites of attracting or drawing power into one's
sphere of personal influence, the beads should be made of
red coral, carnelian, red sandalwood or saffrcmscented redwood, and should number twenty-five. In the wrathful rites
of destructive or fomful activity, the beads are made from
rildraksha seeds, human or animal bone, iron, or lead, and
should number sixty. Alternative numbers of beads for various practices are given as: I&, I&, one hundred, sixty, f i e four, forty-hvo, twenty-seven, twenty-five, and twenty-one.
For the practice of Vajrayogini, beads made fmm red coral
and carnelian are especially pri2.ed. For the Medicine Buddha practice, beads made from lapis lazuli are auspicious.
Fashionable beads made from amber, ruby, turquoise,
amethyst, beryl,tiger'seye, onyx, rosequartz,and nxkcrystal are now commercially popular, but traditionally bodhi
seed and red sandalwood are considered to be universally
auspicious for all practices. Human and animal-bone nialas
should only be used by accomplished yogins, as karmic influences are believed to be h e r e n t in ritual objects made
of bone.
An early Buddhist text known as the Susiddhi Tantra,
which is based on theearly Vajrayana concept of only Three
Buddha Families (see page qz), states that for increase rites
of the Lotus Family lineage, lotus-seed beads should be used
(see below). For wrathful rites of the Vajra Family lineage,
rudraksha seeds should be used. For pacifying rites of the
Buddha Family lineage, seeds of a wild plant named Putranjiva (Putranjiva roxburghii) should be used; these small
seeds are worn as necklaces by children in India to protect
their Me force and health. Traditionally ir~alaseeds were consecrated or purified by cleansing in a mixture of the five
products derived from an orange-coloured cow - milk, butter, yoghurt, urine and dung.
The threads which are strung through a mala represent
the continuity of the btrddlladhnrrrra piercing the 108 worldly
passions. Traditionally the thread is wound from three or
nine individual strands, which should be spun by a young
v i r p girl belonging to the tantric Lineage of the specific
Buddha Family. Three strands represent the Three Jewels of
Buddha, dharma and sangha; nine strands symbolise
Vajradhara and the eight bodhisattvas. A single strand
should not be used, in case of sudden breakage.
A typical Tibetan iilnln will consist of 108 beads on a hiple-strand thread, with different colour beads at the twentyseven, fifty-four, and eighty-one bead points, dividing the
mala into four equal sections. Coloured beads may also be
placed at the ten and twenty-one points for mantra counting.
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Plate IO0:The Buddhist rosary
Attached to the mala are two tassled counter strings, each
threaded with ten small ring beads made of metal - usually
silver, gold or bronze - and sealed at their separate ends
with a small metal oajra and bell. These small counters,
strung on a double plaited cord, are used for counting the
tens and hundreds of complete rosary recitation cycles. A
third counter for the thousands may also be used; this is
commonly sealed with the symbol of a wheel or jewel. Its
thread loop may be moved from bead to bead along the rt~ala
to count the tens of thousands of mantra recitations performed. On completion of a full cycle of 108 mantra recitations, the mala is turned around and the next mantra cycle
is counted in reversed order along the beads.
The 'guru' beads at the end of a rosary - one round and
the other cylindrical -symbolise the wisdom which cognizes
emptiness and emptiness itself. The shape of the two beads
also symbolises the enlightenment stupa of the Buddha.

Plate 100
Illustrated across the top row of this drawing are, from left
to right: threaded crystal beads, which areemployed in pacifying rites; lotus or bodhi seeds, employed in rites of increase; red sandalwood beads, employed in magnetising
rites; and rridraksha beads and bone disc beads, used for rites
of forceful activity.
Underneath these are illustrated from left to right: a wrist
inala of twenty-seven beads; a rilala of 108 beads with zlnjra
and bell counters, and guru bead; and a riioln of dried human skulls, as held by the protective deity, Mahakala.
Below these are drawn a simple unadorned bead ii~nla,
and a detail of a guru bead.
Rudraksha Beads

The dried berry of the rlrdrakslra tree (Elnfocarpirsg-nrritris)is
named after the wrathful god Rudra, an early Vedic manifestation of Shiva. Rudrokslia beads are especially sacred to
Shiva, and are worn by Shaivite sadhus or holy men as rosaries, hair bands, bracelets or as singly strung amulets. In

Buddhism they are employed in the mantra recitations of
wrathful deity practices.
Riidrnkslra means the 'eye' (nkshti) of Rudra, symbolising the third eye in his forehead. The name Rudra is derived from the Sanskrit root rlid meaning 'to cry tears', and
is based on a legend of how Rudra cried because he had
been given no name when he was created from the wrath of
Brahrna. Tears also refer to Shiva, who cried at his own destructive activity.
Rudraksha seeds are formed in a hard woody shell,
which when broken open reveals a round pitted seed with
granular protuberances. The seeds are naturally divided
by radial grooves into a number of segments known as
mukha or 'faces'. The most common number of faces is invariably five. Very rarely they are found with a varying
number of faces, from one to upwards of twenty-one. The
rarest beads are the twenty-one-faced, and the one-faced
rridraksha, which is known as ckani~iklla- 'single-faced'; such
beads are extremely sacred and very costly. It is believed
tliat after an Elococarprrs tree produces a one-faced rtidrakslin
its vitality is exhausted, and the tree remains barren and
fruitless for several years.
Rrrdrakslla seeds are found in three colour varieties- red,
white and black - which are said to be produced from the
solar eye, the lunar eye, and the third or 'fire eye' of Shiva.
Again these colours symbolise the solar, lunar, and central
(or fire) channels of the subtle body. The yellow rrrdrakshn is
added as a fourth variety, and a correspondence is made
between the four Hindu castes and these four colours: white
beads should be worn by the priestly brnlrri~iirs;red beads
by the kshntriyn or warrior caste; yellow beads by the z1aish!la
or merchant caste; and black beads by the low caste sliiidrfls.
Specific mantras are eniployed for the numerical faces of a
riidrnkslia, and various Shaivite traditions prescribe specific
numbers to be worn on different parts of tlie body: a
rridrakslrr~rllnln of 108 beads is worn around tlie neck, and a
twent)r-one-bead iiiola, known as an li~tfrntrrr~l~~,
is used for
japn or mantra rtlcitation.
Rridrokslin beads var). from a quarter to more than an inch
in diameter, and in the present day art, grown in Indonesia,
are carved
Nepal and India. Man), imitation rare urrlir-~~blr,~s

Plate I 0 I : Rudrokosho beads

from larger beads or from a similar species of Elaeocarpus
known as the bhdrnkslm or 'auspicious-eyed' tree.

Plate 10 l
The two rows of this drawing illustrate some of the auspicious marks or simulacra found on rudrakshn beads, and their
numerical faces or nrrrklzn numbering from one to fourteen.
The first three seeds on the left of the top row illustrate the
auspicious symbols of the Hindu syllable Onr, the Shiva
lingam, and the trident, which along with the snake are believed to be miraculously self-manifested on rare one-faced
rlrdrnkshn seeds. Kali Baba, a contemporary saint from South
India believed to be over a hundred years old, is said to
wear a rlldrnksha mala which has spontaneously manifested
108 different deity forms on its beads. Underneath these in
the second row are illustrated a binary or double rudrnkslm
with single faces, and a double bead with multiple faces.
These very rare double beads symbolise the union of Shiva
and his consort Parvati (Umadevi). The extremely rare triple-joined bead symbolises Shiva, Parvati, and their son,
Ganesha.
Illustrated in the two rows of seven beads on the right
are beads with between one and fourteen faces. Their symbolism is as follows:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

One face: represents Shiva. Possession of such a bead
confers great fortune.
Two faces: Shiva and Parvati united into one body as
Ardhanarishvara - the 'god who is half man'.
Three faces: the trinity of Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva;
the fire god Agni; the goddess Sarasvati; the merging
of the three sacred rivers (triocrri) - the Ganges, Yamuna
and Sarasvati.
Four faces: the four heads of Brahma.
Five faces: the five faces of Shi1.a as Pashupatinath, or
'Lord of the Animals'.
Six faces: Kumara or Kartikeya, the second son of Shiva,
who was born with six faces.
Seven faces: the seven Great Rishis.
Eight faces: Ganesha; the eight directional guardians.
Nine faces: the nine planets.
Ten facrs: the ten incarnations (ointorns) of Vishnu.
Eleven faces: Ekadasa Rud1.a -the ele\,e~i
faces of Shiva
as Lokesh\~ara,'The L.ord of the Realms' - which Buddhihni dc\,cloped as elelren-faced Avalolutesh\~ara.

Twelve faces: Aditya or Surya, the sun god, with his
twelve zodiac houses.
13. Thirteen faces: Kamadeva, the god of love; Indra the
sky god.
14. Fourteen faces: Hanuman; Paramshiva.
12.

Riidrnkslm faces numbering fifteen to twenty represent various other gods. The twenty-one-faced seed represents the
wealth god Kubera, and is said to bestow great material
riches on its owner.

HAND-HELD PLANT AlTRIBUTES
Illustrated in Plate ioz are ten varieties of plants with specific ritual or symbolic significance, or which occur as the
hand-held attributes of certain deities. The main botanical
hand emblem of most Vajrayana deities is of course the red,
white, or blue lotus, but the hand-held lotus is not illustrated here as it is described in Chapter z.
Within the complex esoteric and alchemical symbolism
of Hindu tantra, virtually all plant species have a ritual significance since they are all manifestations of the 'divine'.
Alchemically the 'three realms' of mineral, vegetable and
animal existence correspond to the three qualities (,ylrtins)of
inertia (tamns),activity ( r j a s ) ,and purity (sattva),as the attributes of body, soul and spirit. The 'soul' of plants is
alchemically released through the extraction of plant essences or essential oils. The Indian, libetan, and Chinese
medical traditions have studied the qualities of all plantderived medicines in great detail. Within the tantric haditions the interrelationship between the mineral, vegetable,
and animal realms was developed into a highly esoteric science, where the 'souls' of plants could be 'liberated' at specific astrological times and geomantic places in order to focus
their spiritual qualities for specific tantric rituals. The Vedic
ritual of the sacred sorlro sacrifice (see page 335) was an inlportant precursor to this body of tantric knowledge.

Plate 102
The top rnw of this drawing illushates ten varieties of plants
that have specific ritual or symbolic significance, or that
occur as the hand-held attributes of certain deities.
The first drawing on the left depicts the red-flowering
nshokn tree (Sarncn irldrcn; Tib. tn!/o rzgarr n1c.d p ' i shirlg) under

Plate 102: Plant and grain attributes

which Vipashyin (Tib. rNam gzigs), the first of the Six Universal Buddhas of the previous epochs, attained enlightenment. A flowering branch of the nsllokn tree is also a hand
emblem of the goddess Marichi (Tib. 'Od zer can ma), who
along with Ekajata forms one of the two attendants of
Khadiravani Tara. Three of the twenty-one forms of Tara siddhi-bestowing Tara, boon-granting Tara, and sorrow-dispelling Tara -also hold a flowering branch of the nshoka tree
as a hand attribute.
The second drawing depicts a 'jewel-twig' or a branch
of the 'heavenly tree'. The jewel-twig (Tib. rin po che'i lcug
plrrnrl gyi) is held by the bodhisattva Manidharin, who accompanies the four-armed form of Six-SyllableAvalokiteshvara. The heavenly tree is a healing attribute of the goddess
Blue Parnashabari.
The third drawing depicts a bunch of fresh leaves (Tib.
sl~ri~g
lo gsnr pn'i sbrnrlg .ya11) which is held by the goddesses
Yellow Parnashabari and Black Parnashabari. A bundle of
fresh leaves is also used as a fly whisk (see Plate 103).
The fourth drawing shows three stems of kusha grass, the
symbolism of which is described in Chapter 8 (see page 189).
The fifth and central drawing depicts a rice plant (lib.
'bras). An ear of rice (Tib. 'brns kyi sne rrra) is an attribute of
several forms of the wealth goddess Vasudhara (Tib. Nor
rgyun ma).
The sixth drawing depicts ears of corn (Tib. 'bru'i srle
iila), which are an attribute of the main form of Vasudhara
as a wealth goddess.
The seventh drawing depicts three fruits of the sacred
medicinal tree myrobalan (7i.rilrinnlincllebula;Skt. haritnki; T b .
n ru m), which is the main attribute of the Medicine Buddha
(Skt. Bhaishajyaguru; Tib. Sangs rgyas sman bla). The
myrobalan fruit or 'cherry-plum' is an astringent fruit that
resembles a prune when dried, and which is used as a yellow
dye and for tanning leather. In both the Indian Ayurvedic
and Tibetan medical systems myrobalan is highly esteemed
as a preventative and curative panacea for all diseases. In
Tibetan it is known as the 'king of all medicines' (lib. srrrnil
i~cl~og
rgpl po), and various parts of the tree - its roots, stem,
branches, bark, leaves, and fruit - are used to cure diseases of

the bone, muscle, blood vessels, skm, viscera, vital organs,
and heart respectively. Various legends relate the mythologrcal origins of myrobalan, including several based on the spilling of the drops of arlrrita in the 'churning of the ocean' legend
(see page log). The Tibetan materia medica lists eight varieties of nrrrrn, and the Indian Ayunedic system lists eleven
varieties of haritaki. Each of these varieties have differing properties, tastes, qualities, colours, shapes and ridges, and the
fruit may be stylistically depicted in a variety of forms.
The eighth drawing depicts a white radish (Rnphntlus
sntivus; Skt. nrlrlnka; Tib. la phug), which is the favoured vegetable of the elephant-headed god, Ganapati (Tlb. Tshogs
je), and a triple-leafed white radish is held in his right hand
as an emblem. The radish symbolises the essence of the element earth, and along with meat, garlic and onions forms
one of the tamasic or 'black foods' which are forbidden in
pure or snttziic ritual practices of the 'right-hand path'
(dakshinaiimrg).Ganapati's other favourite food, the sweet
lndduka (Tib. [a du) - deep fried balls mixed from gram flour,
milk, sugar and spices - is sometimes depicted in Ganapati's
trunk or left hand. In early Vajrayana Buddhism Ganapati,
the Hindu 'remover of obstacles', was identified as the 'Lord
of the gailns' or 'hindering demons', and is commonly depicted being trampled underfoot by Mahakala.
The ninth drawing depicts an ear of barley (Tib. iras)
which forms the main crop of Tibetan agriculture, and which
as roasted barley flour (Tib. tsorn pa) is a staple food of the
national diet. The thickness of a barley grain (Tib. rlns) is
used as a unit of measure in Tibetan iconography, where
eight barley grains are equal to a finger-width (Tib. soy) or
'small measure' (Tib. clra c l r ~ r r ~and
~ ) , twelve sor or fingerwidths are equal to a 'face' (Tib. gtloilg) or 'large measure'
(Tib. clra clrc,r~).
The tenth and last drawing on the right depicts the
huskless crop of cereals or gr'lins that grow as the 'abundant harvest' on Mt Mer~l'snorthern continent of Uttarakuru. The unculti\~atedharvest of this fcrtile land is said
to spontaneously regenerate within the \!er)] day that i t is
reaped. The huskless 'fruit' of this crop is described as being
clean, perfect, beautiful, tasty, satisfying, and easy to pick.

Assorted Ritual Implements

In the bottom row of the drawing are eight examples of
multiioliate leaf formations which are commonly depicted
on stylised trees or as rock mosses and lichen. Several of
these leaf clusters resemble the early-spring leaf formation
of the horse chestnut tree. These leaf drawings are not related to the hand attributes listed above.

ASSORTED RITUAL IMPLEMENTS
The illustrations on Plates 103,104 and 107 were drawn as
collages of miscellaneous ritual implements and offerings,
and the subjects they include d o not correspond to any recognized groupings of Buddhist symbols. Plate 103 begins
with a lengthy discussion of the ritual vases used during
ritual practices, initiations, and ceremonies.

Plate 103
On the left half of the top row are three drawings of the
sacred water vases or flasks (Skt. kalnsha; Tib. burn pa) used
during ritual practices and initiations. The first drawing on
the left shows a side view of an unadorned water vase with
a slender pouring spout. In ritual practices two kinds of
water vases are used which have an identical appearance
but are often differentiated by a circular lotus-band of Sanskrit syllables or the symbols of the Five Buddhas (dharmachakra, vajra, jewel, lotus, vishvavajra or sword), which are
inscribed around the top of the vase or around the detachable peacock-feather sprinkler which fits within the vase's
top. These two vases or flasks are known as the 'chief or
main vase' (Tib. gtso bum), and the 'action or working vase'
(Skt. karnra kalasha; Tib. los kyi bun1 ya). The chief vase embodies or contains the visualised mandala of deities within
its consecrated water; the action vase - which is placed facing the practitioner on the altar, along with specified ritual
objects such as the inner offering (see Plate 141). dnnioru,
vajrn and bell - is used as the actual pouring or 'working'
vase for water purification during the stages of the ritual.
The chief vase is empowered by removing the peacockfeather sprinkler and replacing it with a uajra bound around
its centre with a five-coloured variegated thread. The end
of this thread is then held at the heart of the practitioner
and the 'action mantra' recited 108 times whilst visualising
the entry of the deities into the vase water by way of the
heart, thread and zlajra. The five-coloured thread (Tib.gzlirlgs
thag) represents the light-ray blessings which emanate from
the hearts of the Buddhas and bodhisattvas to form a mantrarosary within the vase.
In ritual use the vase is held at the neck between the
thumb and middle fingers, and the water is poured in a tapering stream 'like a barley grain'. A white, blue, yellow,
red, or green silk ribbon (Tib. brtril dar) is tied around the
neck of the vase to accord with the particular Buddha Family lineage to which the ~neditationaldeity is assiflied. During the stages of tantric enlpowerment (Skt. ahhis/leko;
Tib. dbiirrg liikrtr.) - such as the water, crown, zlajrn and bell

initiations - a coloured silk ribbon of the same particular
Buddha Family adorns each of the ritual objects.
The second drawing shows the 'all-victorious vase' (Skt.
vijaya kalasha; lib. rnam rmal bum pa), which is used during
empowerment5 as the central deity vase of the mandala. I t
is again coupled with the action or working vaw which is
used to sprinkle the mandala and consecrate the offerings
and disciples during the empowerment ritual. The victorious vase depicted in the drawing has no pouring spout as it
gtso bunr), whose c o w functions as the 'chief vase' (Ti.
crated water is mixed with, and poured from, the spouted
action vase (lib. las bum) during ritual W. The bulbous body
of this 'deity vase' is adorned, like a deity, with a multicoloured silk brocade apron (Tib. bum khpbs), symbobing the
all-purpose spectrum of activities of the Five Buddhas. Victorious vases are also employed in the consecration of sand
mandala bases or during the foundation-laying ceremonies
of monastic buildings, where five or ten vases containing
water from the centre and four directions are empowered
by a five-coloured thread which the ritual master touches
to his heart. The central mandala vase is crowned with a
conch shell containing water from all of the surrounding
vases, which symbolises the essence of all of the mandala's
deities. This ritual of consecration has its origins in the investiture or 'water-sprinkling' (Skt. abhislrrkn) of an ancient
Indian king.
The third drawing depicts a brrmpa with its water spout
facing towards the practitioner in an easterly direction, and
adorned with the multicoloured silk apron (Tib. brtrn khcbs)
and the neck-tied silk ribbon (Tib. bunt dar) of the specific
Buddha Family colour.
The fourth drawing shows the detachable metal sprinkler (Tib. klla rgyarn) which is used to sprinkle or flick water
during consecration or empowerment rituals. The hollow
conical tube of the sprinkler (Tlb. klm) is filled with a bunch
of peacock feathers, whose 'eyes' symbolise the wisdoms of
the Five Buddhas. The sprinkler may also contain stems of
kushn grass (see Plate go) which is known as a 'life-increasing substance' (Tib. tslre 'ylrrl rdzas) symbolising longe\.ity;
alternatively twigs and leaves of fruit trees, like the mango,
may be placed in the open neck of the vase, symbolising
abundance or fruition.
In ritual practice the interior of the empty vase is first
purified with incense smoke, and its exterior washed with
saffron water mixed with various ingredients - such as milk,
curd and ghee (the 'three whites'); sugar, molasses and
honey (the 'three sweets'); or sesame or mustard seed - depending on wluch of the four 'activities' (Skt. karn~a;lib. las
k!/i) is being emphasised during the ritual. The vase is then
filled two-thirds full with pure water coloured with saffron
(lib.g~trgrtm).The twutlurds measure of water symbolises
the combination of the nirrnnnaknya as the 'form or emanation body' with the pure visionary appearance of the
snnrbhognka!/n or 'enjoyment body', and the one-third of
empty space above symbolises the formlessness of the
dllarrr~aka!/aor 'truth body'.
The saffronwater is mixed with or contains the hventyfive 'vase substances' (Tib. brrni rdzas) or the 'five times five'
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ingredients, which symbolise the body, speech, mind, activities, and qualities of the Five Buddhas as the embodied
rnandala of deities. There are said to be two types of vase
substances - those used in the practice of kriyatantra (lib.
ba'i rgyrrd) or Action Tantra, and those used in anuttaraIlo~"tnrltra (Tib. rrlnl 'byor bln rla rrred pa'i rgy~rd)or Highest
Yoga Tantra - but various listings of the twenty-five substances are occasionally given in different ritual practices
and traditions. These substances may be obtained in the form
of pills (Tib. ril bu) mixed with tsampa, which are available
from Tibetan medical institutions or tantric colleges, and are
crushed before mixing with the saffron water.
The aspect of body is represented by five varieties of
medicinal herbs; speech is represented by the five fragrant
incenses of sandalwood, aloewood, pine resin (amber) or
juniper, camphor, and iishira root (Andropogon nirlricatus);
and the mind is represented by the five essences of sesame,
salt, ghee, molasses, and honey. Here sesame represents the
essence of earth, salt the essence of water, ghee the essence
of cattle, molasses the essence of plants, and honey the essence of flowers. The activities are represented by the five
grains of mustard seed, rice, pulses, barley, and sesame seed.
These correspond to the four activities of pacifymg, enriching, magnetising or subjugating, and destroying, which
along with spontaneous activity create a fivefold scheme.
Here mustard seed pacifies hindrances, rice brings increase,
pulses empower, barley gives strength, and sesame seed
destroys evil activities. The qualities are represented by the
five precious substances of gold, pearls, crystal, coral, and
lapis lazuli, which correspond to the wisdom qualities of
the Five Buddhas.
The vase is traditionally fashioned of beaten bronze or
silver, and embellished with floral motifs, auspicious symat the base
bols, encircling lotus petals, and a r~~nknrn-head
of its spout. In deity descriptions, where the vase forms a
hand-held attribute, it may be described as fashoned of crystal, gold, ruby, lapis lazuli, or other gemstones. According
to one list of activities the vase is described as being fashioned of crystal for pacifying rites, silver for enriching rites,
copper for magnetising rites, gold for wealth-attracting rites,
iron for causing enmity, human bone for slaying, clay for
petrifying, and wood for concealing or veiling with illusions.
On the right of the top row are three drawings of the
'long-life vase' (Tib. bile blrnr) filled with the 'nectar (Skt.
fllllrita; Tib. bdlid rtsi) of immortality'. This vase is the attribute of the longevity deity Amitayus (Tib.Tshe dpag med)
whose name means 'infinite life'. Amitayus is an emanation of the red Buddha of the western direction, Amitabha
(Tib. 'Od dpag med), the lord of the Lotus Buddha Familv whose name means 'infinite light'. Amitayus, along with
White Tara and the goddess Ushnisha\,ijaya, form a trinity
of long-life deities. The long-life vase is employed in longevity rituals, often to increase the lifespan of revered lamas or teachers. The golden vase is filled to its top with
saffronwater containing the twenty-five substances as described above, and is richly adorned with jewel ornaments
and co\fered with .I red half-moon - symbolisuig fullness
(water) and increase (half-moon). In certain long-life

empowerments ('lib. tshr dbang) the descriptive vase is filled
with barley or rice beer (Xb, chang) instead o f water, a d
sealed with a 'long-life teat' bound with a five-coloured
thread and four Hri syllables around its
The top of the long-life vase is adorned with four ca.+
cading leaf-shaped pendants embellished with jewels and
symbolising the overflowing of the nectar of immortality,
the four directional seals of Amitabha's seed-syllable Hri,
and the Buddhas of the four directions with Amitabha at
their centre. The first drawing has an oval aura or torana
(prablratorarm)at its top, which would contain an image of
Amitabha or Amitayus as the presiding long-life deity. The
second drawing has a wish-fulfilling tree at its top, which
embodies the essence of Amitabha or his syllable Hri; according to one legend the wish-fulfilling tree - always in
leaf, flower and fruit - belongs to Amitabha. The third drawing in the upper right corner has the leaf cluster of a mango
tree with three mango fruits at its centre. Fresh fruit leaves
and twigs often adorn the long-life vase as symbols of abundance and longevity. A bowl of consecrated long-life pills
(Tib. tshe ril) made from medicinal herbs mixed with tsampa,
the 'three whites' (milk, curd and ghee), and the 'three
sweets' (sugar, molasses and honey), an. also offered and
distributed in long-life ceremonies.
The first two drawings on the left of the second row depict two further examples of the long-life vase. The first is
crowned by a red jewel or ruby representing Amitabha, and
the second is sealed with Amitabha's syllable Hri. The third
drawing shows a long-life vase overflowing with fresh fruit
leaves in the form of an 'all-victorious vase' with a multicoloured brocade apron. The next three drawings to the left
depict examples of the golden 'treasure vase' (Skt. rridlra~la
klrnrbha; lib. gter pji I i l r r r ~pn) which is described in Plate 86.
The third treasure vase is adorned with a silk ribbon (lib.
bum dnr) around its neck, coloured to correspond to one of
the Five Buddha Families. The last drawing on the right
shows a small image of red Amitabha Buddha seated on a
lotus and holding his turquoise alms bowl; this image of
Amitabha is held as an attribute in the second right hand of
the longevity goddess Ushnishavijaya (lib. gTsug tor rnam
par rgyal ma).
On the left of the third row are five drawings of the treasure casket (Skt. rridlm~lapetnka; Tib. xtrr sgrorn),illustrated as
three small round caskets and two rectangular boxes. Such
treasure caskets are depicted in the hands of 'treasure finders' (lib. Xtrr storl) as receptacles of hidden treasure (lib.
~ t e rrln).
r These terrlras or 'dharnla treasures' consist of relics,
ritual objects and texts which were originally concealed by
Padmasambhava and his consort Yeshe Tshogyel and were
later miraculously discotrered by great Nyingma masters
such as Terdak Lingpa, Guru Chowang, Nyima dzer, Pema
Lingpa, Thangthong G!.alpo, Jigme Lingpa, or Longchenpa.
The various 'concealed heasure traditions' list several hundred treasure finders who lived between the eleventh century and the present day The terrnn tradition has its origin
in hldian Buddhism, as in thecase of the Prajr~nynratnitnSlrtrn
-which was entrusted by Shakyamuni Buddha to the rragas
and 'revealed' many centuries later by Naga rjuna - the great
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first or second<entury lndian Buddhist master and founder
of the Madhyamaka or 'middle way' philosophical School.
r p r l a s may be revealed in material form as sacred images,
as ritual objects (oken made of meteorite iron), or as texts
written in an-haic or sacred cryptographic scripts. These
mysterious treasures are found buried in the earth, within
sealed rock cavities, on mountains and in lakes, by highly
realised and designated t e r t ~ i In
~ ~visionary
.
form they are
revealed as texts which arise in the sky or, through transmission, directly into the mind of the tertoii. The most well
known teriiin is probably the B ~ r ~Ti lo~ o d o(Tibetan
l
Book of
the Dead), which was discovered as a ternin text hidden
within a hill by the great fourteenth-century 'Northern treasure finder' Rigdzin Karma Lingpa.
On the far right of the third row are two skull-cups containing the long-life vase (Tib. tshr brrrit) full of the nectar of
immortality. The first vase is surrounded by four coloured
jewels, which, along with the red jewel of Amitabha surmounting the vase, forms a mandala of the Five Buddhas.
The second skull-cup contains an ocean of n ~ i i r i t ain which a
long-life vase arises like Mt Meru; this attribute is held in
the left hand of Padmasambhava as an emblem of the unborn and undying 'lotus-born guru' who bestows the immortal nectar of the buddhadlrnrnia.
On the left of the fourth row is a small jewel-topped treasure vase. To the right of this is a Clunese porcelain cup standing on a repousse silver base, and containing a heap of
saffron-coloured rice which is sprinkled or cast during empowerments as a consecrated blessing substance. The third
drawing depicts a bowl full of multicoloured jewels (Tib.
norgzltoiig). The fourth drawing shows a tray of consecrated
tsnii~yohalls mixed with the 'three whites' and the 'three
sweets', which are offered and distributed during a tantric
'feast offering' (Skt. gaiincl~akraprrjn;Tib. tshogs kyi 'khor 10).
The next two drawings depict the lapis lazuli alms bowl
containing three myrobalan fruits, and the stem of three
myrobalan fruits, which are held in the left and right hands
of the Medicine Buddha and are described in Plate 102. The
next drawing depicts the hand-held Tibetan prayer wheel
(lib. rrra iii lng 'klror), which is inscribed around its circumference with the libetan or Lantsa syllables of the famous
mantra of Avalokiteshvara, 0111
M n n i Padrile Hlrrii, and contains within its interior thousands of mantras printed on
rolled paper. Its tip bears the emblem of a 'jewel in a lotus'
(Tib. inn 11;ynd iiir), and a small jewel-lotus weight on a chain
enables the prayer wheel to be rotated clockwise by the piousTibetan laity, who incessantly intone this mantra. Large
cylindrical prayer wheels - which strike a bell on each clockwise rotation - are commonly found on either side of the
entrances to temples or monasteries. Circumambulatory
rows of hundreds of wall-mounted prayer wheels often surround monastic compounds and stupas, such as the great
stirpas of Bodhnath and Swayambhu in Kathmandu, which
during the early mornings and evenings are thronged with
a colourful array of Buddhist pilgrims. Sturdy water-driven
prayer wheels are also erected over streams, and more fragile wind-driven prayer wheels bestow their silent mantras
onto the prevailing wind. Delicate ho~~sehold
paper prayer

wheels, mounted as drums on a central metal needle, are
fan-driven by the rising convection of a butter lamp or candle placed underneath.
The last drawing on the far right of the fourth row depicts a hanging jewel ornament, consisting of gold-encased
jewels suspended on chains or loops of pearls with three
pendants ornamented with bells, sun and moon union, and
jewelled tips. Several other jewel pendants are drawn in the
lower right corner of the illustration.
On the left of the fifth row is a golden finial whch crowns
the roofs of temples, and incorporates the symbols of the
bell-shaped Kadampa or nirvana stupa, the lotus, and the
vase or blrinpn crowned by a wish-fulfilling jewel. To the
right of this is a rectangular wooden writing board (Tib.snnl
tn), and next to this a bamboo pen and a paintbrush with a
small rectangular block of Chinese ink (Tib. srrng tsha) below. Beneath the paintbrush is a small recessed wooden inkpad with a felt top, which is used for stamping seals. To the
right of this ink-pad and beyond the sttrpa spire is a small
cylindrical Tibetan metal seal stamp. The seal (Tib.tht3'1r tse),
which is usually between three and four finger-widths in
height, is commonly made of gilt bronze or silver and is
intricately decorated with entwined floral motifs, lotus
bands, and auspicious symbols. A thin ribbon is often tied
around the recessed waist above its barrel, which is crowned
with a jewel or triple-gem decorative top. Seals either have
a square or round cross-section and their base is etched with
a central 'seal script' insignia surrounded either by a square
block or a circular design of cloud or lotus-petal motifs. Seal
script is written as a rectilinear stylisation of the Tibetan alphabet, where the characters are inscribed in a continuous
'ladder' of wide horizontal and narrow vertical lines, creating a unique calligraphic system. The Mongolians developed a similar rectilinear script, and Tibetan seal imprints
bear a strong resemblance to the vermilion or black seal 'signatures' found on Chinese scroll paintings or Japanese
woodblock prints. Official seals were often impressed in
sealing wax (Tib. In cha) on locks or sealed documents, and
ink-stamped paper seals were impressed with carbon-black
or vermilion powder mixed as an ink with glue or oil.
To the right of the paintbrush is the hand-held emblem
of an eight-spoked wheel mounted on a handle. To the right
of this is a Bon emblem of a swastika, which in the Bonpo
tradition corresponds to the Buddhist zlajro.
To the right of the swastika emblem is a white yaktail
fly whiskor 'chowry' (Skt. d1nnlnru;Tib. rrrxa!lnb). Thechowry is one of India's ancient symbols of royalty, and was
waved as a fan by the attendants of a regal personage to
drive away mosquitoes and other flying insects, which in
the Indian climate are particularly abundant. Early Buddhism adopted the symbol of the fly whisk as an emblem of
sovereignty and compassionate activi ty, as by its use insects
are not harmed. The lain religion, with its emphasis on the
principle of non-harming (Skt. nliirirso), prescribed the
clrnirrnrn as a requisite attribute for its ascetics, who wo~lld
sweep insects from their path and even wore gauze facemasks to avoid the inhalation of minute insects. 12ikewise
Shakyamuni Buddha decreed that every ordained monk
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should carry a fly whisk. h early Buddhism, however, the
,-hanlarflwas primarily a symbol of religious authority and
protection, and along with the parasol formed two of the
main protective attributes held by attendants of the Buddha. Three of the Sixteen Arhats (Angaja, Vanavasin and
vajriputra), and one of their two attendants (Upasaka
~ h ~ r m a t a l acarry
) , the fly whisk in their right hands as an
attribute of spiritual power, protection, and the bestowing
of blessings. In Taoism and Chinese Buddhsm the cl~arnara
is ceremoniously held by the presiding master during religious discourses or debates. In Newari Buddhism a pair of
fly whisks replaces the dluzrnraclmkrn as the emblem of the
Buddha's sovereignty in representations of the eight auspicious symbols. In early Tibetan art the motif of a pair of fly
whsks with a throne-base and text, form a symbolic representation of the Indian Buddhist master Atisha (see below).
The Tibetan name for the yaktail, chowry, means 'father of tails' (Tib. rilgn yob), and bleached yaktails were one
of the main Tibetan exports to India from the earliest of
times. In ancient India the white tail of a deer was also
used as a chowry, and in Central Asia horsetails, sheeps'
wool and foxtails were also employed. The Mongolian
warlords took as an emblem the military standard of nine
yaktails. The incorporation of the yaktail into Central Asian
weapons such as the spear and trident is illustrated in Plates
124,125 and 126.
Three further examples of the clrnrnnra are drawn to the
right of the first vertical fly whisk, which is mounted on a
wooden pole and crowned with a jewel. Three yaktails are
suspended from the chniirarn in the second drawing, w h c h
is embellished with a ziajrn and a iiraknrn-head on its handle.
The third charrrara below has a flexible jewel-embellished
handle, and the fourth drawing to its upper right depicts a
yaktail suspended by a ring from a short handle. To the right
of the first clrnrnara is a bundle of fresh leaves which is utilised as a fly whisk. One tree which featured prominently
in early Indian Buddhist sculpture (apart from the bodhi
tree),was the variegated Bauhinia (Bnuhii~invaricgntn),which
is known as the clinrrrpovidnln or clwrirarikn, meaning 'chowrytree'. The heart-shaped leaves of the clronmrikn, which grow
in clusters and resemble the shape of a yaktail, may have
originally served as a convenient fan or fly whisk. In modem India, Bauhinia leaves are used as the dried 'paper' covers for hand-rolled cigarettes or beedies.
TO the right of the leaf bundle are three drawings of the
Tibetan amulet-box (Tib.gn'rr), and two further drawings of
thegdcr are depicted on either side of the yaktail handle at
the bottom centre. The gn'rr is usually fashioned as a small
round, square or tornim-shaped metal amulet-box with a
detachable back, and made of beaten bronze or silver. Its
front is highly decorated with an intricate repousse design
of auspicious symbols and entwining jewel, flower, cloud,
or lotus motifs - ivhich may be gilded in gold or silver and
inlaid with small turquoise, coral, amber or pearl jewels.
The front centre of the gn'rr usually has a probhnturnnn or
aura-shaped opening or window in which a small clas or
metal image of a deit!. may be displayed; behind this its
interior is packed with small sacred objects, such as relics,
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precious stones, protective or astrological charms, and
folded paper sheets of printed mantras. The xa'u, as a protective amulet, was traditionally worn concealed within the
clothing, usually above the heart, and as an object of personal protective power and therefore prcme to iduencef,
was not to be handled by another person- particularly someone of the opposite sex. In recent times the~a'lrhas increas
ingly become a visible article of jewellery and is nowadays
commonly worn around around the neck on a ribbon, chain,
or necklace attached to the small handles at its sides.
To the right of the three upperga'rr isa cylindrical leather,
bamboo, or wooden container full of divination sticks. This
form of stick divination is derived from the Chnese yarrowstalk method, when a sealed tube of inscribed yarmw stalks
is shaken until one falls out of a small hole in its lid, and its
meaning is then deciphered from an accompanying divination text. A similar form of 'golden urn' (lib. iwrr ba) and
ivory-stick divination was recently employed bv the Chinese authorities during their controversial selection procedure to determine the candidate for the Kbetan reincarnation
of the Panchen Lama. To the right of the divination container is a small curved flint or striking-iron (Tib. rrrr clm),
the spark of which is used to kindle a fue. The flint is usually worn suspended from the belt, and is an indispensable
possession for the nomadic traveller or pilgrim.
In the lower right corner are three examples of the triple
pennant, as described in Plate 86.As a hand-held attribute
of the wrathful deity Yamantaka (Skt. Vajrabhairava; lib.
rDo j e 'jigs byed), the triple pennant (Tib. bo darr rtsegslrrrr
pn) s)mbolises the illusory nature of all phenomena, as like
a flag its form continually changes with the wind. Each of
the triple-pennants depicted are fastened to a handle, which
is sealed with a zwjm or jewel at its base and with nrakam-tail
scrolling at its top. One of the pennants is crowned with a
jewel-topped vase of nniritn, and another with a half-iajm
above a conjunct sun and moon. Like the charrinm the triplepennant may be used to bestow blessings during empowerment ceremonies by the touching of its silk valances to
the disciples' heads.
At the bottom centre, below the three upper ga'lr, and
near the right corner are several drawings of Tibetan religious texts (Skt. prrstnkn; Tib. g l g s bnnr). Tibetan texts are
woodblock-printed onto individual sheets of long rectangular wood-pulp paper. which are modelled on the early
lndian tradition of inscribed palm-leaf manuscripts. The
text of each individual woodblock is carved in reverse, then
the blocks are inked with a carbon-black ink roller; next a
paper sheet is carefully laid on the block and pressed with
a clean roller and the printed page gently lifted off. The
pages of text are invariably enclosed within a narrow rectangular printed border which defines the edge of the
woodblock, as is illustrated in the drawing below the three
upper gn'u. The title page is often printed in vermilion in
both Lantsa and Tibetan script, and the edges of each folio
may be vermilion dyed. Precious texts or original biographies may also be handwritten in gold pigment on indigo,
black, or vermilion dyed paper. Ornately carved wooden
book covers (Skt. ~~lrstnknkr~slrthn;
Tib. glc7gsslriirg) are used
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to protect and enhance tlie preciousness of such sacred
texts; more commonly a block-printed text is wrapped into
a large square of red or yellow cloth, with a smaller square
corner decoration of contrasting yellow or red cloth, and a
binding ribbon at its final folding corner. The drawing at
the bottom centre shows a cloth-wrapped text enclosed
within a wooden cover; the small rectangle on its left edge
displays the book's title.
During the fourteenth century the great T~betanscholar
and encyclopaedist, Butiin hnpoche (12p-1364), compiled
the two great collections of translated texts known as the
K d n f l ~ r(Tib. bKa' 'gyur) and Tenhyrrr (Tib. bsTan 'gyur).
rile hn,y!/ur comprises of 108 volumes on z~inn.ya,s~rtraand
tantra, which form the transmitted precepts of Shakyamuni
Buddha; the Tengyur comprises of 225 volumes on the philosophical works and commentaries of lndian Buddhist scholars. As the definitive collection of the spoken words of the
Buddha (Knir~yrrr)and the commentaries (Terlfljirr),the entire collection forms the traditional monastic library and is
commonly housed in specially constructed shelves around
the main altar.
In the bottom left corner are two drawings of a basket
containing texts and a stupa, which are the attributes of the
great lndian scholar Atisha (982-1054), and are represented
at the left and right sides of his lotus seat. Dipankara Atisha
(Tib. Mar me mdzad, or Jo bo j e - meaning 'noble lord') was
a leading scholar from Vikramashla monastic university in
Bengal who was invited into Western Tibet by King Yeshe 0
in 1040. Under Atisha's guidance Buddhism was revived in
Tibet following its persecution by the ninth-century Bonpo
king, I ~ n g d a r m aAtisha
.
and his main disciple, Dronitonpa
(1005-64).established the Kadam (Tib. bKa' gdams) or 'reformed school' of Tibetan Buddhism, which later developed
into the New Kadam or Gelug (Tib. dGe lugs) - the 'virtuous
school' - founded by Tsongkhapa (1357-1419).
Atisha and his two attributes, a basket of texts and a
stupa represent, the 'three receptacles' of the body, speech,
and mind of the Buddha respectively. The specific form of
Atisha's stupa is known as the Kadampa stupa, which has a
bell-shaped base supporting a lotus-based nirvana stupa
with thirteen umbrella-wheels. Atisha was said to be entitled to a retinue of thirteen umbrellas, which honorifically
elevated his spiritual status to that of a Buddha in the eyes
of the reformed school of Tibetan Buddhism.
The basket (Skt. pitnka; Tib. zo nia fog or sde sizod) of texts
- which is frequently depicted to the right or left of early
Indian Buddhist masters - represents 'spiritual nourishment'
~ gsurrr).The
as the 'three baskets' (Skt. tripitakr?;Tib. s d snod
'three baskets' are the threefold division of Shakyamuni
Buddha's teachings into the Viirnyn Pitaka or 'basket of discipline', which is concerned with the ethical code and vows
of the ordained sangha; the Slrtra Pitnkn or 'basket of discourses', containing the verbal teachings of the Buddha concerned with meditation; and the Abhidlmrnro Pitnkn or 'basket
of realised knowledge', concerned primarily with the devc310pmentof wisdom.
Iconographically the scholar's basket is represented as an
ornate, round or egg-shaped container, with decorative

bands and designs around its circumference. Its top is cornmonly crowned with a lotus-mounted jewel, and its upper
dome may be festooned with a silk scarf. Three small haskets are sometimes drawn to rrpresent the Tripitaka,but more
commonly a single basket is depicted on one side of an Indian or Tibetan scholar, and a stack of texts on the other
side. Several drawings of stacked texts are illustrated in the
upper corners of Plate 80.

Plote 104
Depicted in this composition are small reliquary stupas, assorted ritual objects, vessels, receptacles, butter lamps and
offerings. In the upper left corner are six hand-held stupas
or clroityas. The first, a Kadampa or nirvana stupa, appears
on a wlute lotus base. The second and third stupas are drawn
, the
in the styles of the Mt Meru stupa (see page I ~ o )and
enlightenment stupa respectively. On the left of the second
row is a depiction of Mt Meru in the form of a throne-based
stupa. To the right are two further examples of a bell-shaped
vijayn or victory stupa and a nirvana stupa.
In the upper right hand corner are the three ritual implements of a skull-cup full of blood, a curved flaying knife,
and a hand drum or dnnmru. These three implements are
described in Plates 119,118 and 117 respectively. Below the
central stupa is a wooden tsninpn bowl (Tib. tsanr phor), with
a detachable lid that serves as a teacup, and a lotus-decorated lower tsarirpa bowl. To the upper right of the tsnrrlpn
bowl is a silver-lidded Chinese porcelain teacup (Tib. sllal
dkar) on a silver stand; another ornately decorated teacup
set is depicted below the dnnrarrr's pennant. To the left of the
pennant is a large silver grain container or vase (Tib. 'brus
phor), in which consecrated rice or grains are kept for ritual
use or mandala offerings. To the left of this is a shallow silver bowl on a tripod, which is used for holding a 'sacrificial
cake' (Tib. gtor irln).To the left of this is another small wooden
tsnrrrjm bowl with a jewel-topped lid. On the far left is a decorated silver sheath containing the eating utensils of chopsticks and a sharp knife.
On the left of the middle row is a butter lamp ornamented with five dry skulls. Large wrathful butter lamps,
decorated with a full array of weapons and wrathful offerings, are sometimes used to illuminate the gloomy interiors
of protector ch,~pels.The lamps offered to protective deities
are described as having a wick made from twisted corpse's
hair, and are fuelled by human fat (see Plate 138). In place
of the long-life vase, which is normally found on ornate
butter lamps, the wrathful lamp displaysa 'death vase' fashioned of skeletons and flayed human skins, with four hanging skeletons replacing the pendant leaves that LISU'~~~!'
descend from its top.
To the right of the lamp is a sil\,er or bronze teapot (Tib.
sol tib) with a hinged lid; such a vcssel may also be used
To the right of this is
for rice or barley winc (Tib. c-lrr7n~).
another teapot with a rrrnktrrn-ht,aded s p o ~ ~On
t . the far right
is a ceremonial jewc~llcdspoon for sacred liiluid oblations.
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In the second row from the bottom are seven examples
of butter lamps (Tib. lrrar nlu). These are usually made of
bmnze or repoussC silver, and decorated with auspicious
symbols, a lotus-petalled base, and a central waist shaped
like a long-life vase. The chalice form of the butter lamp
~
of the
possibly derives from the c o m m u n i o ~chalice
Nestorian Christians, who took refuge in Central Asia during the fifth century. Nestorius was branded a heretic, and
exiled to the Egyptian desert in AD 435. The Nestorian 'heresy' was the direct transmission of the original Nazarene
Judaic-Christian tradition, based on the lineage founded by
Jesus the 'Nazarene'. Nestorian Christianity evolved into
the Egyptian Coptic Church, and the Persian Church of the
East. Its 'trade route' was the ancient Silk Road, which began in China and ended in Alexandria. Many ritual aspects
of Nestorian Christianity have a strong parallel with the Tibetan Buddhist tradition. These include the sacrament, iconic
image of blessing, brocade robes and hats, insignia of religious status, the hanging incense burner, and the arrangement and consecration of the altar.
The wick of a butter lamp consists of cotton wound
around a tapered wooden stick. Butter lamps, symbolising
the light of wisdom, are essential offerings on a Buddhist
altar. For specific ceremonies a hundred, a thousand, or a
hundred thousand butter lamps are offered. The lamp is extinguished by l a d h g melted butter over the wick; the spoon
above is also used for this purpose.
On the left of the bottom row are four drawings of precious coral offerings. Coral occurs in four forms: precious
red coral, red coral with white roots, white coral, and black
coral. Three, five, seven, eight, or nine-branched coral stems
are considered most auspicious.
In the bottom right corner are three examples of ritual
metal water pots or flasks (Skt. kalnsha or kundikn; Tib. spy;
blugs) used for liquid oblations. The drinking water flask
(Tib. pllud tib) in the right corner is derived from the Persian
water flask. The two other conical topped flasks to the left
also show a Persian or Mughal influence, and are used for
ritual cleansing. Two further water flasks are depicted in
Plate 105.

lnthnrr gos). These three robes symbolise the attainments of
discipline, meditation and wisdom. There were very specific measurements for the size of these garments, and for
their number of folds or pleats.
Later additions to the list of garments included two under-robes, a daytime shawl (Tib. :c,rl), a nightime blanket, a
small face towel, a larger towel for the shaving of the head,
and a sitting mat (Tib.gding ba) for meditation. Monks were
also ~ e r m i t t e dto carry a belt, a needle and thread, and a
razor for shaving the face and head.

Plote 105
Illustrated in this drawing are some of the thirteen possessions of an ordained monk or bhikshu. These images are
drawn from a diagram that frequently appears as a fresco
on monastery walls depicting a monk's possessions as prescribed by the monastic discipline (rlinaya) established by
Shakyamuni Buddha.
On the left are three variations of the Buddhist mendicant's staff, known as a khnkkharn (Tib. 'khor gsil) or kikhln.
This staff had a threefold function: it served as a waking
stick; its metallic noise frightened away snakes and small
creatures in the mendicant's path; and its shaking announced
the presence of a begging Buddhist mendicant. Since the
monk or bhiksh~rwas frequently under a vow of silence, and
was forbidden by the vinaya rules to either address or raise
his eyes to a woman, the rattling of the khakkliara would
announce to a householder the presence of a Buddhist
bhikshu seeking alms. Amonk would rattle his khakkhara three
times before a householder's threshold; if this produced no
result then five and seven rattles would follow. If this also
produced no response then the mendicant would walk silently on. The khakkhnra has its parallels amongst the
Vaishnavite and Shaivite ascetic mendicants or sannyasins
of Hindu India, who likewise carry symbolic staffs of their
lineages. Western scholars have sometimes identified the
khakkl~nrawith the ancient Egyptian 'sistrum', which was a
metal ringed staff shaken by priests in the worship of the
goddess Isis.
The khakkharn possesses a complex symbolism which
THE POSSESSlOrdS OF A N ORDAINED MONK
embodies the thirty-seven aspects of the path to enlightenwhich are listed on pages 240,242.
ment (bodhipoksl~ndhari~~n)
In ancient Buddhist India those who originally took the vows
The upper part of the khnkkhara is made of iron, fashioned
of monastic ordination were compelled to live the life of a
into a curved oval frame. Within and above the oval frame
true renunciate, having very few material possessions. The
are two stupas, possibly representing the enlighten~nent
earliest list of a monk's possessions numbered only eight,
stupa and the stupa of reconciliation amongst the sangha.
but later this list was extended to thirteen items to
Attached to the bottom of the oval frame are the metal rings
accomodate the climatic conditions in the colder mountainwhich produce the rattling sound. As symbols of renunciaous areas of India. These original eight items comprised the
tion the rings probably deri\.e from the earrings, bracelets,
three robes of a monk, a begging bowl, a mendicant's staff,
and anklets which Shakyamuni discarded when he rea water sieve, a water pot, and a blanket or towel.
nounced his worldly bonds. Bracelets arc still placed on
The three robes of a fully ordained monk consisted of a
Shaivite tridents at Hindu shrines as symbols of renunciayellow or red ceremonial outer robe made from many
tion and betrothal to Shiva. The number of iron rings on a
sewn patches and known in Sanskrit as a sanghati (Tib. nnln
Buddhist khokkl~nrnis usually six, but four,eight and twelt1e
shyar), a yellow upper garment known as an ~~ttarnsntigha are also represented. Four rings symbolise the Four Noble
(lib.bla sos),and a lower robe known as an atitnravnsako (Tib.
Tuths of a bhikshrr. Six rings represent thc 'six perfections'

Plate 105:The possessions of an orda~nedmonk

(para~nitns)of a bodhisath~a.Eight rings represent the Noble
Eightfold Path followed by an arhat. Twelve rings represent
the 'twelve I&'
in the chain of dependent origmation (see
page 240). and the twelve deeds of a fully enlightened Buddha. The staff of the kl~nkkl~aro
is usually fashioned of wood
with a leather-bound handle and metal tip.
is illustrated
In between the first and second kl~akkl~ora
the heavy wooden staff-of-officeof the proctors of Drepung
monastery in Lhasa. Between the second and third Wmkkl~ara
is a yaktail fly whisk or dmmnm (see Plate 103). which the
Buddha decreed should be carried by bllikshus to harmlessly
brush away mosquitoes, flies and other insects.
The next row on the right shows the permissible items
of footwear. Traditionally a llllikshrr wandered barefoot, yet
certain footwear was allowed for specific conditions. At the
top are shown the upper and under-soles of wooden or
leather sandals to protect the feet on rough ground. The thick
wooden peg or leather thong, which holds the sandal in
place between the first and second toes, is believed to press
on certain nerves ~vhichcontrol sexual desire. Certain celibate Hindu ascetics (hrnlrrrrncl~nr!/~)
can still be seen wearing
such hea\.!- \voodt~nsandals in present-day India. The traditioncd Indian sand,ils, with leather rings for the big toe

and over-straps for the upper arch of the foot, are commonly
represented in Tibetan thangkas depicting l n d ~ a nBuddhist
monks.
The second footwear drawing illustrates simple leather
or cloth shoes, which protect the wearer from snake and
insect bites, or when walking on rough ground. The third
drawing shows unadorned calf-length boots, used when
walking through long grass and again to protect from snake
calf-length boots
and insect bites. The fourth drawing sho~vs
with an upper lace-tie to protect the feet m cold weather, or
against leeches in the rainy season. The fifth drawing shows
fashionably omamented boots, which should not be worn
by ascetic Buddhist monks.
The next row to the right illustrates examples of sieves.
These were used in ancient India to strain water, milk or
fruit-juice, and in the cooking of grains. An early z!irla!/a rule
also decreed that a bl~ikslr~r
should only consume foodsh~ffs
that would pass through a sieve. The sieve was made of a
finely woven gauze or cheesecloth, often with a small 'teat'
or filter bulb on the bottom. As a water filter the sieve removed foreign particles from water and especially saved
the lives of small drowning insects. As a strainer the sieve
could also be used for boiling rice or other grains.
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At the top of the last row are illustrated two water vessels (kut~dikn).
The first vessel, with capped lids to protect
from dirt or insects, is used for washing the mouth and
hands. This form of water flask (lib. spyi blug) is an attribute of the bodhisattva Maitreya. The second ornate vessel (Tib. yhud fib) is used as a vessel for drinking water. In
ancient India the Buddhist monk would have more commonly used a brass water pot (Iota) for washing and toilet
hygiene, and a skin water bottle or gourd for carrying
drinking water.
Below these is drawn a wooden or metal tripod supporting a sieve over an iron alms bowl, illustrating the common technique for straining water. At the bottom are two
alms bowls, containing the auspicious offering of the 'three
fruits'. After his enlightenment Shakyamuni Buddha was
offered four beautiful alms bowls by the great guardian kings
of the four directions. Shakyamuni rejected these as being
too ostentatious for a renunciate, and fashioned h s own alms
bowl from the most inferior of these four bowls. Traditionally a bhikshu's alms bowl is shaped like the inverted head
protuberance of a Buddha, and there are three separate ways
of representing it in Tibetan art. The alms bowl is traditionally made of iron for durability and for cooking over an open
fire. Clay bowls or coconut shells are also used as alms bowls.
In the case of a tantric yogin a human skull-cup is more
common. In thangkas, alms bowls are painted in the deep
blue colour of iron, often with spiralling white yoghurt,
water, rice, fruit or myrobalan inside. There is a certain irony

in the fact that traditional Buddhist alms bowls now sell for
high prices at oriental auction houses.

MONASTIC AND CEREMONIAL
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Plate 106 depicts the musical instruments used in monastic rituals and ceremonies. The unique vocal chanting and
ritual music of Tibet is believed to have originally been
transmitted by the dnkinis (Tib. n~kha''gru rnn), the realised
female yoginis of the pure realms. Its strange rhythm structures and atonal melodies are extremely complex, requiring years of training to perfect. Each monastery has its own
specific ritual repertoire, with different modes of musical
expression for liturgical ceremonies, and for the rites of
peaceful deities, lamas, yidonrs, dakinis and wrathful protective deities.
The musical modes are also classified to correspond to
the four activities of pacifying, enriching, magnetising and
destroying. The four activities find expression within the
spectrum of the 'nine sentiments' or rnsa (Tib. nyanis dglr) of
classical Indian music, drama, and dance. These nine sentiments are grouped into three groups of three representing
the body, speech, and mind. These are: strong, heroic, and
severe (body); wrathful, energetic, and awe-inspiring
(speech); and compassionate, dignified, and serene (mind).
The notation for each individual instrument is handwritten
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with graceful calligraphy, which is visually suggestive of
the mrving wave-motion of the music.

Plate 106
cross the top of this drawing is the long brass trumpet
known as a 'long horn' (Tib. rag dung or duirg chcrr). The
dung chen are always played in pairs, and usually measure
around ten to twelve feet in length. For portability they are
fashioned of five or six separate sections which telescope
into each other. When they are played in a stationary position a vertical wooden frame supports their trumpet ends.
When they are played in procession, their ends are usually
physically supported by the shoulders of a pair of monks
who walk in front of the musicians.
On the lower right is the hanging drum known simply
as the 'drum' (Tib. rnga) or 'hand drum' (Tib. lag rnga). Its
wooden pedestal base supports it from below, whlst a metal
ring tied to an overhead roofbeam supports its top. It is
beaten with a wooden sickle-shaped striker or drumstick,
which is illustrated to the right of the drum. The sickleshaped drumstick has a padded skin tip and handle.
Next, to the lower right, is the suspended 'big drum'
(Tib. rnga chen). Trus double-sided drum is often more than
three feet in diameter and hangs within a wooden frame. It
is played with a similar sickle-shaped drumstick.
Next to this is the ceremonial drum (Tib. rnga yak) or
hand drum (Tib. lag rnga) which is used in processions. This
is a smaller portable version of the hanging drum depicted
on the left. It has a long decorated wooden handle tipped
with a zjajrn, a silk scarf often hangs from its top, and it is
omamented with a triple-coloured 'wheel of joy' (lib. dga'
'kh!yil) which represents Mt Meru. Its sickle-shaped wooden
striker is also shown with a silk scarf decoration.
Next to the right is a smaller hand drum (lib. lag mgn),
derived from the divinational or 'magical' drum of the
Bonpo shamans. Such a drum is depicted in the hands of
Bonpo siddhas, and divine beings such as devns, dakiiris,
pndlzorns and kiirnaras - the celestial singers and musicians.
In the lower right corner are two other drums used in
ritual processions. The upper kettledrum is known as a
niirdairgaiir or tlrdlrm (Tib. Idn nmir). The transverse lower
drum is known as a dlloln, inndal or iirirdairga. These two drum
forms are common throughout Asia, although in India the
transverse drum is also known as a iirirdairgam. These drums
are also played by two of the sixteen offering goddesses Lasya, goddess of dance, and Cita, of song.
To the left of these two drums are two upright drawings
of the Tibetan reed shawm or oboe (lib. rgya ~ l i n g )This
.
shawm is made from a hardwood bore, such as teak or black
rosewood. It is highly decorated with an elaborate, gilded
copper, bell-shaped trumpet end, and a reed nlouthpiece
with a small resonator made of beaten metal. Its wooden
bore has six or seven holes with an upper hack-hole for the
thumb, similar to the Western recorder. However, unlike the
Western recorder or oboe, it is played with the hands rellersed, the left hand fingering the lower notes and the right

hand the upper. The wooden bore is decorated with c g p r
wire, coiled between each of the holes, and the holes anr
actually stopped with the middle pad of each finger, r a t k r
than the finger tips. The Tibetan r,qya,qling derives from the
north Indian shc~ai,which in turn is of Arabic origin. The
rma glirlp has a variable pitched tuning, and is a very difficult instrument to master. Like the long horns ('lib. dung
chcn) and the short horns (lib. rkanggling), the rgya glinx am
always played in pairs.
The short Xbetan horn (lib. rkanxgling)is illustrated below the middle of the long horn. The rkang xling bears the
same name as the human thighbone trumpet, yet .IS a rncp
nastic instrument it is usually fashioned from beaten brass. It
is highly decorated, often with a mahra head near the horn
end. Its mouthpiece is either rounded like the thighbone trumpet (as illustrated), or has a circular lipped mouthpiece.
To the right of the rkang gling are the two main x t s of
monastic cymbals used in peaceful and wrathful rituals. The
smaller pair of cymbals are the flat cymbals (lib. sil snyan)
with a low central boss, which are held vertically and used
in the rites of peaceful deities. The larger high-domed qmbals to the right (lib. rol in0 or sbrcg cal), are held horizontally and used in the ritesof wrathful deities. The domed rol
nio look rather like a hat when viewed horn the side. Both
pairs of cymbals have cloth handles issuing from their centres, and are played with clashing, rolling, rotating and
muting techniques. Cymbals and drums are played together
to accompany vocal chanting.
Tibetan instrumental music is divided into four orchestral sections: percussive (drums), ringing (hand bells and
cymbals), wind (horns and conches), and plucked (stringed
instruments).String instruments are not actually employed
in ritual music, but their harmonic presence is acoustically
imagined.
The ensemble of a ritual monastic orchestra consists of
up to thirteen different instruments. The hand bell (Skt.
ghanta; lib. dril hi), the double-sided hand drum (lib.riariunr
or dn chlrng), and the pair of conch-shell horns (Skt. slurrklm;
lib. dung dknr) are added to the above instruments to create
the full monastic ensemble. The flat cymbals (Tib. sil st~ynii),
the shawm (lib. rgyn gling), and the conch horn (lib. dlrrrg
dknr) are played together in the rites of peaceful deities.
Musical instruments are also described on Plate 94. The
darnarlr and thighbone trumpet are described on Plate 117,
and the conch is described on Plate 87.

Plate 107
Illustrated in this drawing are an assembly of ritual objects
and peaceful offerings. Dominating the upper and lower
centre are two drawings of the offerings of the five senses,
which are described in Plate 92.
In the upper left corner are small jewel chains, beneath
which are positioned a parasol and a victory banner. Below
the parasol is a wooden temple-gong and a pair of small
c)mbals. Below again are a five-pointed r~ajra,an open ninepronged ilnjra, a glrnntn or bell, and a iirala or rosary.

Plate 107: Peaceful offerings and r ~ t u a objects
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The representations of the five sense objects are depicted
in the mirrors (sight) on the left of the page, a Lute and cymba1s (sound) in the upper right corner; and WO perfumed
conch shells (smell), a silk cloth (touch), and fruit (taste) arranged across the top of the page.
To the right of the small mirror in the fourth row are the
seven offering bowls, which are described in Plate 96. Between the middle bowls and under the bowls on either side
are three drawings of Tibetan texts or scriptures. Above the
bowls on the right is a large rounded orange conch shell,
known as a Ganesha shankha. This form of conch shell is
sacred to the elephant-headed god Ganesha, on account of
its elephant-like shell, vermilion colour, and short tail. On
the far right of the line of offering bowls is a white yaktail
fly whisk, with an embellished golden handle and chain.
Below the seven offering bowls are the eight auspicious
substances or objects: the mirror, the precious medicine,
yoghurt in an iron alms bowl, two bundles of d ~ t r v agrass, a
bowl of bilvn fruit, a white conch, cinnabar powder, and
mustard seed (see Plates 90 and 91).To the left and below
the mirror and precious medicine are: a tray of bililn fruit, a
round metal hand-mirror, a twelve-spoked wheel in a square
golden frame, a jewel-topped treasure vase, and a libetan
text. Small drawings of jewels, a jewel tray, mirror, wheel,
flower, water flask, and yaktail are placed above the lower
sense offerings and around the sword and book motif, which
is known as the 'emblem of the three bodhisattvas'.
Below the five sense offerings are the seven gems or
insignia of the clznkrnznrtirr. From left to right they are: the
unicorn or rhinoceros horn, the interlinked square earrings,
the eight-branched coral, the queen's round earrings, the
crossed gem insignia of the general, the elephant's tusks,
and the three-eyed gem. These seven gems are described
on Plate 79. Below are five small groups of coloured jewels.
In the centre of the bottom row are a line of jewels forming

a central pyramid, with the seven gems or insipia of the
chakrazinrtin arranged behind. In the bottom left corn- an!
the Three Jewels or trirntna. In the bottom right corner is
an eight-faceted flaming jewel on a lotus base, an arrow,
and a divination or long-life arrow with silk ribbons and a
small mirror.
To the right of the five sense offerings is the 'emblem of
the three bodhisathras'. This design -of a lotus, book and
sword, flanked by two double-headed birds - is both an insignia of the threegreat bodhisattvas, and of theearly transmission of the Buddhist teachings into Tibet.
As the emblem of the three great bodhisathras, Manjushri
is represented by the lotus-borne book of wisdom, and his
flaming sword which cuts through the darkness of ignorance. The bodhisattvas Vajrapani and Avalokiteshvara
are represented respectively by the two-headed green parrot to the right, and the two-headed orange duck to the left.
As a trinity they symbolise the wisdom, power and cornpassion aspects, or the body, speech and mind of an enlightened being.
As an emblem of the early (Nyingma) Buddhist hansmission into libet, five important masters of the time are
represented in the design. The lake at the bottom from which
the lotus rises symbolises Shantarakshita, whose name
means 'lake of serenity'. The lotus itself symbolises PadmasambhaF7a,meaning 'the lotus born'. The book and flaming
sword of wisdom symbolise the first great Buddhist king of
Tibet, Trisong Detsen (lib. Khri srong Ide btsan), who was
considered to be an emanation of Manjushri. The twoheaded orange duck symbolises the Indian master Vimalamitra, and the two-headed green parrot the Tibetan master
Vairochana. The two eyes and bcaks of each bird, facing in
opposite directions, symbolises both the transmission of the
teachings from India into Tibet, and their handation from
Sanskrit into Tibetan.

Plate 108:The n ~ n e - p r o n g e dKIIIO

Chapter Ten

The Wheel of Sharp Weapons

f i s chapter illustrates and describes the array of ritual implements and weapons that occur as hand-held attributes of
the deities. Many of these weaponsand implements have their
origins in the wrathful arena of the battlefield and the funereal realm of the charnel grounds. As primal images of d e
struction, slaughter, sacrifice, and necromancy these weapons
were wrested from the hands of the evil and turned - as symbols - against the ultimate root of evil, the self-cherishing
conceptual identity that gives rise to the five poisons of ignorance, desire, hatred, pride, and jealousy. In the hands of
siddhas, dakinis, wrathful and semi-wrathful yidari~deities,
protective deities or dl~arnmpnlasthese implements became
pure symbols, weapons of transformation, and an expression
of the deities' wrathful compassion which mercilessly d e
skoys the manifold illusions of the inflated human ego.
This long chapter is divided into three main sections.
The first part explains the symbolism of the oajra, the
vishvavajra, the ritual bell, and the dagger - illustrated in
Plates 108-114. The second section explores the origin and
symbolism of the tantric staff or klratvnnga, the drum, the
thighbone humpet, the curved knife, and the skull-cup illustrated on Plates 115-119. The third section deals with
the vast array of hand-held weapons, beginning with the
bow and arrow, and ending with the specific or unique attributes of particular deities.
The symbolism accorded to many of these weapons in
Vajrayana Buddhism often displays a certain uniformity. I
have therefore chosen to explore their historical origins in
the context of Hindu mythology and ancient Indian warfare. This may at first glance appear to be an approach that
is in apparent contradiction to the tenets of Buddhism w h c h
advocates the principles of absolute non-violence, yet the
main synibol~ccontext of the wrathful deities arises from
the art of war. Their '\\.ratli' is explicitly the wrath of war;

the 'enemy' are the personified armies of rnaras and rudras
who create the notion of the individual self, and veil the
citadel of innate Buddha nature behind the clamour and
smokescreen of illusion.
A wrathful deity such as Yamantaka tramples upon the
lords of these illusions with his sixteen feet, crushing their
apparent reality into the sixteen shunyntas or emptinesses;
his nine heads glare and snarl in all directions, bellowing
in the triumph of the nine Buddhist yarlns; his thirty-four
arms circle as an impenetrable wheel of sharp weapons,
and combine with lus body, speech, and mind as the compassionately wrathful thirty-seven practices of a bodhisatt1.a. All of these weapons are of Indian origin, and any
symbolic meaning grafted upon them does nothing to blunt
their sharp edges.

THE VAJRA (Tib. rdo rje)
The vajra or dorje is the quintessential symbol of the 'diamond vehicle' or Vajrayana Buddhist path, becoming both
its namesake and the appellation or prefix of a host of vajranamed divinities, attributes, and qualities. The Sanskrit term
vajrn means 'the hard or mighty one', and i h Tibetan equivalent dorje (lib. rdo rjp) means 'the lord of stones', implying
an indestructible hardness and brilliance like the diamond
(lib. plln Iarri), the adamantine stone which cannot be cut or
broken. The vajm essentially symbolises the impenetrable,
immovable, immutable, indivisible, and indestructible state
of enlightenment or Buddhahood as ~vijramind.
As the adamantine sceptre of peaceful divinities and the
indestructible weapon of wrathful deities, the laljra syrnbolises the male principle of method or skilful means. It is held
in the right or male hand. When coupled with theglrarrta or
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bell - which symbolises wisdom and is held in the left or
female hand - their pairing represents the perfect union of
method and wisdom, or skilful means and discriminating
awareness. As a sexual symbol the vajrn is coupled with the
lotus as a metaphor for the penis and vagina.
The primordial or Adi Buddha, Vajradhara ('the bearer
of the rwlra'), is regarded as the supreme rllrarnrakayn manifestation of Shakyamuni Buddha. Vajradhara is the primordial source from which the Five Buddha Families and all
of their fivefold qualities emanate. Vajrasathra ('vnjra-being' or hero) and Vajrapani ('zinjrn-in-hand1),are two other
tantric deities that assumed pre-eminence in the early
tantric transmissions.
The form of the zlajra as a sceptre or a weapon appears
to have its origins in the single or double trident, which arose
as a syn~bolof the thunderbolt or lightning in many ancient
civilisations of the Near and Middle East. Occidental parallels are posh~latedbetween the meteoric hammer of the Teutonic sky-god Thor, the thunderbolt and sceptre of the Greek
sky-god Zeus, and the three thunderbolts of the Roman god
Jupiter. As a hurled weapon the indestructible thunderbolt
blazed like a meteoric fireball across the heavens, in a maelstrom of thunder, fire and lightning.
The historical uajro was probably both a weapon and a
sceptre. As a weapon it could be flung or hurled, or, as interpreted by martial-arts enthusiasts, it could be used in the
closed fist as a 'tantric knuckle-duster'. As a sceptre or symbol of royalty, its arched cluster of four prongs converging
on a central axis parallels the prototype for the coronation
crowns of European kings, and many other royal insignia,
becoming the 'crowning glory' on heraldic standards, emblems and devices.
In ancient India the unjra, as a thunderbolt, became the
chief weapon of the Vedic sky-god Indra whose vqra controlled the forces of thunder and lightning, breaking the
monsoon storm clouds that bring the welcome rains to the
parched plains of an Indian summer. According to legend
Indra's thunderbolt was fashioned from the bones of the great
Rishi, D a h c h i , who temporarily assumed the head of a horse
before he was decapitated by Indra. The sacrifice of Dadhichi's
'indestructible' skull-bones gave Indra the most powerful of
adamantine weapons, for by their energy Indra slew 'nine
times ninety' vritras or dragons. In mythological descriptions
Indra's thunderbolt or vnjra is shaped either like a circular
discus with a hole at its centre, or in the form of a cross with
the earliest of the four
transverse bladed bars. The RiLp[~da,
Hindu fidr~scomposed around 1500 BC, identifies the vajra
as a notched metal club with a hundred or a thousand spikes,
which was fashioned for Indra by the divine craftsman,
Tvashriti. According to a Buddhist legend Shakyamuni took
the zrljra weapon from lndra and forced its wrathful open
prongs together to form a peaceful Buddhist sceptre. As the
prime symbol of sh~ri~!/ntnor emptiness, the Buddhist z~njrn
absorbed the unbreakable qualities of the diamond, the indestructible power of the thunderbolt, and the indivisible transparent clarity of empty space.
Meteoric iron or 'sky-iron' (Tib. gt~niir/cogs) is the supreme substance for forging the physical representation of

the vujra or other iron weapons, since it has already been
tempered by the celestial gods in its passage across the heavens. The indivisibility of form and emptiness is a perfect
metaphor for the image of a meteorite or 'stone fallen from
the sky', manifesting out of the voidness of space as a shooting star or fireball, and depositing a chunk of fused 'skyiron' on the earth below. Many of the vtrjras held by deities
as weapons are described as being forged from meteorite
iron, and Tibet, with its high altitude, thin atmosphere and
desolate landscape, received an abundance of meteorite hagments. Tibetan zlajras were often cast from meteorite iron,
and as an act of sympathetic magic a piece of the meteoric
iron was often returned to its original site. A similar tmdition occurs with the famous Balinese 'kris' knives, which
are also forged from meteorite iron and are each protected
by an ethereal captive spirit. In South East Asia triangular
iron points or blades are believed to be found impaled within
trees after a severe lightning storm; these are thought to be
meteorites produced by fork-lightning. In Tibetan iconography the meteorite is represented by a triangular iron
pllurbrr blade. Meteorites are often depicted amidst a fall of
hailstones, descending like darts from the electrical storms
produced by dragons. Since the spark of a lightning flash
can produce temperatures six times hotter than the surface
of the sun, and since the return stroke of lightning can travel
at speeds approaching half the speed of light, then perhaps
anything is possible within this realm of extremities.
In early Indian and Central Asian art the vajra is often
depicted in the form of a bar or club, with a cluster of three
or five prongs at either end. The standard form of the Tibetan onjrn is believed to have been modelled on a large
golden vajra installed at Sera Monastery near Lhasa, which
was formerly carried in an annual procession through the
streets of Lhasa and was believed to have miraculously
flown over the Himalayas from India. This legend reveals
the Indian origin of the ornately stylised Tibetan vajra.
The Tibetan words for diamond (Tib. pho Ianr) and skyiron (Tib. gnanl lcngs) or thunderbolt, are distinct from the
term dorjc, meaning 'lord of stones'. Although diamond.
adamantine and thunderbolt are three terms s~fno~iomous
with the vnjra, its metaphysical substance exists more in the
realm of alchemical transformation than in any material or
chemical creation. The vnjra, as 'lord of stones', may in this
respect be viewed as the alchemical 'philosopher's stone' .
The vajra may be represented with one, two, three, four,
five, six, or nine prongs at either end, five and nine-pointed
r~ojrnsbeing the most common in the Indo-Tbetan Vajrayana
tradition.
A single-pointed vnjra represents both the central channel as Mt Meru's central axis, and the union of all duality
symbols conceived of as non-dual. These include wisdom and
compassion, emptiness and bliss, absolute and relative truths.
A three-pointed ~njrosymbolises the trinitics of the three
times (past, present and future);the three main psychic channels or rlndi; the three realms; destruction of the three root
delusions (ignorance, desire, and aversion); the three kflyfls
or 'bodies' of the Buddha; the 'thrce gates' of body, speech
and mind.

The Vajra
The five-pointed vajra arises as the crowning symbol on
many ritual implements and weapons. As the prime symbol of enlightenment it represents the indistinguishable perfection of the Five Buddha wisdoms, and the attainment of
the five kayas of the anuttarayoga tantras, as the vajra body of
spontaneous great bliss.
The nine-pointed vajra mainly symbolises the Five Buddhas of the five directions (Vairochana - east or centre;
Akshobhya - centre or east; Ratnasambhava - south;
Amitabha -west; and Amoghasiddhi - north), with the four
intercardinal prongs symbolising the 'four mothers' or consorts of the four directional Buddhas (with Lochana in the
south-east; Mamaki in the south-west; Pandara in the northwest; and Tara in the north-east). The nine-pointed vnjra also
symbolises the nine 'vehicles' or yanas (see page 236); the
cenbe and eight directions; and all other groups of eight
surrounding a central principle; such as the eight great charnel grounds, or the Buddha and h s Noble Eightfold Path.
Painted representations of both the five and nine-pointed
vajras have only three prongs depicted at each end. A visual
distinction is made between the five-pointed vnjrn - which
has closed or uniting prongs, and the nine-pointed vajrn which has open prongs that form the shape of a trident and
do not unite with the central prong. Gold is the most common colour for depicting both five and nine-pointed zujras.
Alternatively the dark-blue colour of iron is used, where
iron or meteoric iron is specified for many wrathful forms
symbolising the vajra-wrath that cuts through conventional
anger. Extremely wrathful deities may sometimes be depicted with lightning bolts or flames emanating from the
tip of their vajra, symbolising its indestructible power. Other
colours, such as the white of rock crystal, may also be specified for certain individual deities. In visualisation practices
where the form of the deity is 'generated' from a seed-syllable (bijn) which transforms into a lotus, sun and moon disc,
and vujrn - the vnjra is often specifically coloured to accord
with the form of the deity.

The Iconography and Symbolism of the F~ve-Po~nted
Vajra
The five-pointed vnjrn is said to measure twelve units in
length, subdivided into three sections of four units. The central section consists of a central four-unit hub with a lotus
and moon disc on either side, and is sealed at both ends
with a crown of five extending prongs, each measuring four
units in length. The standard unit of measure is known as
an angulu or 'finger-width' (lib. sor). This is the distance
across the middle finger below the second knuckle. Twelve
nnx~~lns
are equal to one 'face' or large measure - the distance in finger-widths from the chin to the hair line. The
vnjrn is said to measure twelve units as it annihilates the
twelve links in the chain of causation, or the twelve links of
dependent origination (see page 240).
At the centre of the ~iajrnis a rounded hub or flattened
sphere representing the dhnrrr~c~tn
(Tib. cl~osnyirf), as the 'expanse or spherc of actual reality'. This sphere or hija is sealed
within by the syllable HIIIII,
whose three component sounds
represent freedom from causation or karma (Hetlc),freedom

from conceptual thought or reasoning (Uha), and the
groundlessness of all dllarmas (M).
011 either side of the central hub are three rings which
encircle the lotus bases like bracelets of pearls. These t h w
rings symbolise the spontaneous bliss of Buddha nature as
emptiness, signlessness, and effortlessness. Emerging fmm
the three rings on either side are two eight-petalled lotuses.
The sixteen petals of the lotuses represent the sixteen mtdes
of emptiness (shunynta). The eight upper lotus petals also
represent the eight bodhisattvas, and the eight lower petals, their eight female consorts. Above the lotus bases are
another series of three pearl-like rings, which collectively
represent the six perfections (paramitas) of patience, generosity, discipline, effort, meditation, and wisdom. A full-moon
disc crowns each of the lotuses, symbolising the full realisation of absolute and relative hdlrichitta.
Emerging from the moon discs are five tapering prongs
forminga spherical cluster or cross. These consist of an axial
square central prong and four inward-curving prongs which
unite with the central prong near its tip. The four curved
prongs, positioned in the cardinal directions, face inwards
towards the central prong, symbolising that the four aggregates of form, feeling, perception, and motivation, depend
upon the fifth aggregate of consciousness. The five upper
prongs of the vajra represent the Five Buddhas (Akshobhya,
Vairochana, Ratnasambhava, Amitabha and Amoghasiddhi), and the unity of their omniscient wisdoms, attributes and qualities. The five lower prongs represent the
female consorts of the Five Buddhas (Mamaki, Lochana,
Vajradhatvishvari, Pandara, and Tara), and the unity of their
qualities and attributes. The Five Buddhas and their consorts symbolise the elimination of the five aggregates of
personality. The ten prongs together svmbolise the ten perfections (the six paranlitas, plus the perfections of skilful
means, aspiration, inner strength, and pure awareness); the
Tib. so) or progressive levels of
ten 'grounds' (Skt. M~~rrrli;
realisation of a bodhisattva; and the ten directions (four cardinal, four intercardinal, zenith, and nadir).
Each of the four outer prongs arise from the heads of
innknrns, which face ouhvards. The mouths of the iilakarns
are wide open, and the curved arcs of the upper part of the
prongs emanate like zlnjra-tongues from their mouths. The
four iirakarns symbolise the four 'boundless states' or
'immeasureables' (compassion, love, sympathetic joy, and
equanimity); the four doors of liberation (emptiness,
signlessness, wishlessness, and lack of composition); the
conquest of the four Maras (emotional defilements, passion,
death, divine pride and lust); the four activities or knrnms;
the four purified elements; and the four joys (joy, supreme
joy, the joy of cessation, and innate joy).
The tips at either end of the central prong may be
shaped like a tapering pyramid or four-faceted jewel, which
represents Mt Meru as the axial centre of both the outer
macrocosni and inner microcosm. The twin faces of the
s~mmetricalzlnjrn represent the unity of relative and absolute truth.
The above iconographic description reveals the symbolic
meanings attributed to the illjrn. There f o l l o ~a~description
s
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of the zujrdjnl as an insignia or seal that marks the crown of
wrathful deities, and a description of the stages of the visualised generation of certain deities where its inner symbolism is revealed.
The vast number of Vajrayana deities that emanate from
the mandala principle of the Five Buddha Families are each
described as being crowned with the 'seal' (iiiudra)or insignia of their particular Buddha Family, which is worn as an
image or syllable at the crown of their heads. This derives
from the ushnisha (Tib. gtsug tor) or wisdom protruberance
on the crown of the Buddha's head. Peaceful deities and
bodhisattvas usually bear a small image of their Buddha
lord, or a small torane-shaped aureole inscribed with their
lord's seed-syllable. Amitayus, for example, is crowned with
a small image of Amitabha Buddha or Amitabha's seed-syllable, Hrih. Wrathful forms may likewise be described as
bearing the seal or mark of their particular Buddha lord on
their crowns, but usually this takes the form of a half-z~ajm
insignia, the hub of which contains the seed-syllable or image of their parent Buddha. In the case of the wrathful blueblack deities, which mainly emanate from Akshobhya
Buddha, the central hub of the half-i~ojrais sealed with
Akshobhya's wrathful syllable, Hrtrii.
In the visualisation practice of deity generation, a seedsyllable is usually described as arising out of emptiness at
the heart. This seed-syllable may then transform into a lotus, upon which arises a moon or sun disc. Above this disc
arises another syllable which transforms into a zlajra -with
another seed-syllable at its centre - which then finally transforms into the form of the deity. These three syllables are
known as the three 'vajra stages': the first is the arising of
the seed-syllable from emptiness, the second is the arising
of the wisdom mind (vnjra),and the third stage is the transformation of the imjra into the form of the deity. The lotus,
which is often described as eight-petalled, represents the
heart chnkra. The moon and sun discs, as method and wisdom, represent the white and red drops as the union of relative and absolute bodhichittn. Both ends of the ziajra's central
prong represent the central channel, and their eight surrounding prongs, the eight rladis which emanate from the
heart clmkrn. The three rings on either side of the central
hub represent the three knots which constrict the central
channel at the heart cliakra. The central hub of the vajrn, which
embodies the ultimate seed-syllable from which the deity
arises, represents the 'indesh-uctible drop' at the heart centre, from which the most subtle consciousness of the practitioner arises as the 'clear appearance' of the visualised deity.

Plate 108
The central motif of this composition, depicting an 'open'
nine-pronged vnjrn enhaloed in flames and resting upon a
moon disc and lotus base, was originally drawn as a logo
for Shambhala Publications.
In the four corners are four five-pronged 'closed' rmjrns,
bound with silk cloths that are coloured to represent the
Buddhas of the four cardinal directions.

The flames and open prongs of the central vajra depict
its wrathful quality of destroying anger, which may identify it with the dark-blue Buddha Akshobhya (Tib. Mi
bskyod pa) at the centre of the mandala. Akshobhya, whose
name means the 'immutable one', is the Lord of the Vajra
Family, representing the transmutation of anger into spacious or mirror-like wisdom.
The nine-prongs of the open vajra here represent the centre and eight directions as the nine Buddhst yarias or 'vehicles' of the path to enlightenment, based on the Nyingma
or 'ancient school' of Tibetan Buddhism. The nine yanas are
divided into three groups of three: the three 'causal' yailas
derived from the sutra vehicles - shravnka, pratyekabuddha
and bo~ihisattz~a-yarlns;
the three 'outer tantra' vehicles - krlya
taritra, charyn tantra and yoga tantrn; and the three 'inner
tantra' vehicles - ninhayoga, an~ryoga,and atiyogn or dzogcheii
(Tib. rdzogs chen).

Plate 109
Iconographically the Tibetan vnjra is invariably represented
in a stylised and simplified artistic form, largely due to the
fact that as a hand-held or crowning emblem it is usually
depicted as a small-scale object. The central hub is commonly
drawn as a circle; the three rings on either side of the lotus
pedestals are drawn as single solid segments; the eight lotus petals themselves appear as bands of three or five petals; the niakara-heads are stylised to a curved leaf-shaped
motif; and the prongs are drawn in a flat two-dimensional
form - with the central prongs arising like double-edged
swords, with diamond-shaped motifs at their centres and
tips - and two embellished side prongs arching inwards to
meet below the central tips.
Across the top row of this illustration are four drawings
of the vnjrn. The two drawings on the left depict the fivepronged vajrn, with two closed outer prongs meeting below
the tip of the central prong. The two drawings on the right
depict the nine-pronged or 'wrathful' z~ajrn,with open
prongs that form the shape of a trident.
On the left and right sides of the centre row are two drawings of the single-pointed 7~1jra.Their four-faced central
prongs are shaped like squared sword blades with sharp
four-faceted tips. The lethal nature of its double-ended spike,
which protrudes from a clenched fist is obvious. The spokes
of the dhari?iacliakraas a pacified 'wheel of sharp weapons'
are also depicted in the form of rrojrn-spikes (see Plates 88
and 131).
Inwards, on either sidc of the single-pronged zlnjrt7s, are
two drawings of the nine-pronged vnjrn depicted in threedimensional form. The drawing on the left shows the three
encircling bands below and above the eight-petalled lot~ls
pedestals that emanate from the central hub. The eight upper
and lower arching prongs are depicted in n front-elevation
of five prongs which emanate from lotus-pctal bases; these
represent thc eight bodhisattvas .ibo\.e and their eight female consorts below (see ['late I 13). The nine-pronged ~'njrfl
on the right again depicts the two sets of thrcc concentric
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rings above the lotus pedestal and flattened central hub.
Here the rings appear as continuous bands of pearls. When
cast in bronze these three rings are commonly depicted as
impressed circles of pearls or small lotus petals. Frequently
only the central ring may be impressed, with the upper and
lower rings unadorned. The makara-heads are depicted rising above the flat moon-disc which crowns the lotus pedestal; these heads should always face outwards from the
central axis and moon-disc, as they 'emanate' the four or
eight qualities that they represent.
At the centre is a five-pronged zinjra draped and bound
with a coloured silk scarf, representing one of the Five Buddha wisdoms or activities. Below this is a horizontal drawing of a wrathful open-pronged oajra, with sharp points in
the form of a trident.
Across the bottom row are five drawings of the closed
five-pronged vnjra, showing several stylistic variations of
its inward curving prongs. Three of these drawings show
mnkara-head motifs at the bases of their prongs. The nmkammouths, from which the prongs emanate like tongues, symbolise indestructible strength and tenacity. The drawing at
the centre of this row has an interior leaf-shaped design on
the inner curves of its prongs.

Plate l l 0
This drawing illustrates a variety of stylised z~ajms,as may
be depicted in libetan painting. Across the top row, and
bounded by two single-pronged zinjras at either end, are six
five-pronged vnjras and one open-pronged z1ajr.a.
Across the second intermediate row are drawn, from
left to right: a crossed-jewel insignia (Skt. z-ishrlaratrla;Tib.
rzor bu rgya gratn); two half-zlnjras mounted above crescent
moons; and a crossed rinjro or r~ishz~nzlajra.
The crossed jewels, derived from the earth and coloured to represent the
four mandala directions, symbolise stability and the activities of enrichment. The half-vojra above the crescent moon
symbolises the union of absolute bodhiclrittn (half-zlnjra)and
relative bodltichittn (as the waxing or 'increase' of a oneday-old crescent moon). This insignia is commonly depicted on two-dimensional mandala designs on the inner
edges of the 'offering goddess platform', which is placed
outside of the five-coloured walls that encompass the inner square and four gateways of the mandala palace. It is
also depicted in the four corners of the geometrical designs
for the ritual fire-hearth of the lronin offering, illustrated in
Plates 143-45. The half-vnjrn is often painted in gold or red,
and the moon in white, s!~mbolising the union of absolute
and relative botlhichittn as the union of the red and white
drops or biirdu.
The third row illustrates five further examples of the
z~njro,with a crossed-je\vel motif on the left edge and a
crossed zwjrn on the right. The fourth row depicts five small
examples of the crossed ill1jr.n (the crossed rlrjjrns depicted
here and on tile follo\ving two plates are usually represented
with their axesof orientation in thccardinal directions, rather
than in their diagon,ll or intercardinal form as shown here;

I have drawn them diagonally m as to incorporate them in
the page design).
The bottom half of the drawing shows six wjra-chains
(Skt. vajrnshrinklurln; lib. rdo rje lcaaqssgrog) or rajra--rim
(Skt.vajmnrala; lib. rdu rje 'phreng h).A lattice of vajra<hains
is visualised as forming a pmtective 'ziajra-tent', which encloses the whole structure of a mandala palace like a great
hemispherical dome over the mandala's sky. This zajm-tent
is represented by the protective rlajra-fence circle (Skt.
zlajraprakara; Tib. rdo rje ra ha) inside the five-coloured flame
ring or 'msary of light' (Skt. prablrnsnmnala; lib. 'od 'phretlg),
which encircles the mandala's perimeter. ln mandala visualisation practices a triple protective hemisphere -composed
of a dome of five-coloured flames, a vajra-tent,and a 'womb'
of pure lotuses - encompasses the mandala palace. Thew
three hemispheres are represented by the flame, zlajra, and
lotus circles on the mandala's outer perimeter, which prevent negative influences, vow breakers, and thosc with impure karitm from entering the sanctity of the mandala's pure
realm.
Small chains of five-pronged zlajras connect the five jewels or five skulls which adorn the tiara-crowns of many deities. These zwjra-chains are often represented by a zjajra
design along the golden tiara-base that encloses the deity's
hairline. Certain deities also wear a long rosary of fifty or
fifty-one vnjrns around their necks, symbolising the purification of speech as the fifty Sanskrit vowels and consonants,
and the purification of mind as the elimination of the fiftyone thought processes (see Plate 137). The bottom row of
the drawing depicts a chain of single-pointed iwirns. The
deity Kalachakra is described as wearing a long rosary of
single-pointed zlnjras, although iconographically Kalachakra's rosary is more often depicted as a long chain of
five-pronged zlajras with a crossed zajrn at its lower centre.

THE CROSSED VAJRA
(Skt. vrshvavajra; Tlb. rdo rje rgya gram, sno tshogs rdo qe)
The rlishzozlnjrn, as the crossed or 'universal' zlnjrn, which
underlays the foundation of Mt Meru's universe, represents
the principle of absolute stabilit): characterised by the solidity of the element earth. Bodh Gaya, where Shakyamuni
Buddha attained the realisation of enlightened 'rinjrn mind'
(Tib. tlirrgs rdo rjc), is also known as Vajrasana (Tib. rDo j e
gdan) or 'rlnjrn-seat'. The posture in which he sat, and in
which the vast majority of seated deities are also depicted,
is known as 'z~njrn-posture'(Skt. r)njrnpnyanka;lib. rdo rjc
skyil krrrtrg) with the legs crossed in the opposite manner to
the Hindu 'full-lotus' posture of pdrrtnsnrm. The raised
wooden throne on which sit high lamas, such as the Dalai
Lama, is usually decorated on its front with a hanging silk
brocade square which displays the image of the z~isltznz~njm
at its centre, often with four swastikas in its corners. This
emblem represents the indestructible reality of Buddha's
cnjrn mind as the unshakeable throne or ground of enlightenment. In the Bonpo iconographical tradition an anticlockwise swastika (Tib.g.yrrrrgdnrrrg) replaces the Buddhist zlnjra
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a a symbol of the eternal adamantine reality. The relation-

7.Sensation (uedana)or desire giving rise to feelingsof pleas-

ship between the crossed rlajra and the swastika, as stability symbols of the element earth, also finds expression in
the visualisation or drawing of a rrishzlnvajra or swastika
under a practitioner's meditation seat during retreat. Similarly the emblem of a crossed vajrn is inscribed upon the
metal base that is used to seal deity statues after they have
been consecrated. If the vertical vajrn represents the visualised generation of the deity, the horizontal vislri~nvnjrn
represents the visualised generation of the deity's mandala
palace, symbolising the stability of the vajm-earth upon
which it rests.
The riishrlnr~ojrnis usually depicted in the five-colour
scheme of the Five Buddha mandala with blue at its central
hub, white in the east, yellow in the south, red in the west,
and green in the north. The five directional colours symbolise the elements and qualities expressed in the symbolism
of the Five Buddhas. The four sets of prongs of the vislrvnvojrn
symbolise the four activities or knrrms of pacifying, enriching, magnetising, and destroying, representing the Buddha's
activities in the four directions. The z~islrvnvnjrn,or the sword,
is the attribute of the green Buddha of the north, Amoghasiddhi, and represents his all-accomplishing wisdom as Lord
of the Karma Family of activity.
which
A mandala palace rests upon a huge z~islrvnz~njrn,
in turn stands upon the disc of earth as the unshakeable
foundation of the deity's palace. The rrrnkorn-heads and
prongs of this zrishz1ar)ajrn extend beyond the outer wall of
the palace in the four directions, and are coloured correspondingly. The four central prongs of this z~ishvaziojrnjust
touch the base of the outer lotus circle, symbolising the unand emptiness or
ion of great bliss or method (z~islrrnvnjrn)
wisdom (lotus circle), as a sexual metaphor for the 'jewel
(z~njrrr-tip)
in the lotus'. According to different mandala descriptions this uislivovnjrn may be represented as a three-dimensional five-pronged zlajro, symbolising the Five Buddha
\visdoms in each direction; or i t may be represented as a flat
two-dimensional three-pronged vnjm. The twenty spokes of
symbolise the purification of
the five-pronged rrislri~or~ojra
the 'twenty deluded views' of the five aggregates, conceived
as a group of four self-misconceptions.
symThe twelve spokes of the three-pronged z~islrr~nz~ajrn
bolise the purification of the 'twelve links of dependent origination' (Skt. protitynsnrrrrttyndn; Tib. rtcri 'brrl yorr l r l ~hcrr
griyis). These 'twelve links' are graphically depicted in the
outer circle of the 'wheel of life' painting. Rotating clockwise from the top the illustrations symbolise:

ure and pain, as a man blinded by an arrow in one eye.
8. Thirst or attachment to desire (trishna), as a man drinking alcohol.
9. Grasping (ndnnn),as a monkey plucking fruit.
10. Becoming (blinua) or maturing towards rebirth, as a pregnant woman or a hen roosting on eggs.
I 1 . Birth (inti) leading to endless rebirth, as a woman giving
birth.
12. Ageing and death (jarnrrrcrrnnn)leading to endless cycles
of life and death, as an old man with a stick, and a corpse
being carried to a cemetery.

Primordial ignorance (nrlid!/n), represented as a blind
~nan.
2. Conditioned activity (snrrrskriro),as a potter making pots.
3. Consciousness (z~ijrlnrrn),
as a playful monkey attracted
by objects.
4. Name and form (r~crrrrnrrr~~n),
as two men in boat.
5. Thc five senses and the mind (riyrrtorra),as a house with
five windows and a door.
6. Contact and its desire for an object (.sprirslrn),as a couple
kissing or making love.
I.

The conceptual framework of the twelve links of dependent origination is one of the most important philosophical
doctrines on the Buddhist view of causation and interdependence. Its deep metaphysical meanings according to the
different Buddhist philosophical schools are of the most
profound and subtle nature, and this subject can only be
briefly alluded to here in relation to the symbolic interpretation placed upon the number twelve or to groups of twelve
attributes. When Shakyamuni Buddha first taught the doctrines of dependent origination and the twelve links, one of
his most advanced disciples believed he had fully understood it. The Buddha mildly chastised this disciple, saying
that if a person fully understood this wonderful doctrine,
then that person would have attained nirvana and be completely free of the endless cycle of existence portrayed in
the 'wheel of life'.
Another symbolic listing of the number twelve refers to
the twelve deeds of the Buddha, which are:
His descent from the Tushita heaven.
His entry into his mother's womb.
3. His birth.
4. His mastery of arts and skills.
5. His marriage and fathering of a child.
6. His renunciation.
7. His practising of austerities.
R. His resolve to meditate under the bodhi tree.
9. His conquest of Mara.
10. His enlightenment.
11. His turning of the wheel of dharma.
12. His death and ~~nvirrirurirrn.
I.

2.

The nine-pronged z~islrr~nr~njrn
has a total of thirty-six
prongs, which along with the central hub symbolise the
'thirty-seven aspects of the path to enlightenment'. These
aspects are grouped into seven categories:
The four mindfulnesscs of body, feelings, mind, and
phenomena.
2. The four coniplcte abandonments of negative tho~lghts
and actions, and their transfornlation.
3. I'he four 'legs of miraculous power' (aspiration, effort,
intention, and 'inalysis).
4. The fivc faculties of confidence, cffort,mirldfulness, onepointedness and intelligc*nct~.
I.
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5, The five powers, which are the expression of the previous fve qualities.
6. The seven branches of enlightenment (perfect mindfulness, analysis, effort, joy, adaptability, meditation, and
equanimity).
7. The Noble Eightfold Path of right view, intention,sp&,
action, livelihood, effort, mindfulness, and meditation.

Plate I I I
Depicted in this illustration are six examples of the vishvaz~ajra(the lower four drawings are again drawn on a diagonal axis in order to accomodate them onto the page).
The top row shows two closed five-pronged z~ishz~avajras,
with a total of twenty prongs. On the central row are two
nine-pronged zjishvavajras, with a total of thirty-six prongs.
On the bottom row are two open three or five-pronged vishvavajras, with a total of twelve or twenty prongs.

Plate I I 2
Depicted in this drawing are seventeen variations of the
vislrvavajra, mainly in its closed five-pronged form. The two
drawings across the top show the z~islrz~ovajra
in a half-section, as depicted on the tantric staff or khatvnnga (see Plates
115 and 116).
The Bell (Skt.ghanto:Tib.dril bu)
The ritual hand-bell or vajra gllnnta (Xb. rdo rje dril brr) represents the feminine principle as the 'perfection of wisdom'
(Skt. prajnnpnramitn) which directly realises emptiness
(shunyntn).The vajra and bell are the two main ritual implements that symbolise the perfections of method or skilful
means (z~njra),and wisdom or emptiness (ghnrrta). When
paired, the vajrn is held in the right hand, and the bell in the
left, representing the inseparable union of method and wisdom. Plates 73 and 75 show the principal hand gestures or
nrlrdra in which the rlajra and bell are held.
The bell is described as 'proclaiming the sound of emptiness', which arises from the voidness of its form, radiates
in all directions, and dissolves back into silence or emptiness. Its hollow or 'mouth' is emptiness; its clapper or
'tongue' is form. As a sexual symbol the hollow 'lotus' of
the bell represents emptiness as the vagina, and the prongs
of the rlajra - symbolising the four rirzdi which emanate from
the 'jewel-wheel clrokra' at the tip of the male sexual organ
- represent form or appearance. Their union is the coincidence of great bliss and compassion as pure emptiness and
form.
Tibetan bells are traditionally individually cast from
bronze bell-metal by a skilful technique of sand-casting. An
inner and outer mould are made for the bell casing, made
of fine compacted sand which is bound with radish juice or
rawr brow-n sugar as a cohesive. A plain 'blank' bell is used
to model the moulds, and the embellished external designs

of the bell arc carefully impressed into the outer sand mould
before casting. This is accomplished with a series of metal
embossing stamps, imprinted with the various motifs that
decorate the bell. The upper design of the lotus circle and
syllables are engraved onto the upper shoulder of the blank,
as they will not damage the outer mould when the blank is
removed. The upper bronze handle of the bell is cast separately by the lost wax method of bronze casting, and the
two parts of the bell are joined together with pitch-resin.

The Iconography and Symbol$srnof the Bell
The ritual set of a zlajra and ghanta essentially symbolise the
practitioner's personal tutelary or yldarrr deity and the deity's mandala. The bell, as the deity's mandala, is proportioned with equal measures in its upper handle, lower
casing, and the width across its mouth or bottom rim. The
pitch of a bell rises as its surface area decreases, and the
thickness of its walls increase.
At the base of the bell is the inward-tapering rim, from
which the 'sound of emptiness' arises as vibration. This rim
represents the disc of space. Above the rim are an embossed
ring of upright rlajras enclosed between two rows of pearls
or 'conch-rosaries' (lib. droig 'plrrctzg). The lowcr rosary of
pearls symbolises the outer protective wheel of f i v e t o l o u d
flames or 'rosary of light' which surrounds the mandala.
The ring of vajras - which may number twelve, sixteen,
twenty-four, or thirty-hvo, and occasionally depicts a single r~islrvnvojraat its front - symbolises the i~njra-fenceprotection wheel. The upper rosary of pearls symbolises the
thirty-two or sixty-four petals of the 'lotus-womb' protection circle. Above these lower motifs is an open unadorned
area, whch symbolises the earth-disc of the mandala. Above
this open area is a frieze of eight 'monster-heads' or
kirtimrrklrns (Tib. 'go pn tlrra), which symbolise the eight
r?mkara-headsof the ilishz~~i~ajra
on which the mandala palace rests. An alternative symbolism for the eight kirtimrrkhas
is given as the mandala's eight great charnel grounds or
cemeteries. From the mouths of the kirtinrlrklrns hang a connecting frieze of jewel-loops and jewel-pendants (Tib. dru
ba dra pkyed), which symbolise the decorations on the outer
wall of the rnandala. Above the upper arcs of the jewel-loops,
and positioned between the kirtir~rlrklrnfaces, are the eight
symbols of the eight bodhisattvas, which are also represented by the eight lotus petals placed above the shoulder
at the top of the bell's casing. These eight symbols may take
the form of r1ajras, wheels, or lotus flowers, and are described
in one standard sequence below. Above the kirtinrrrkhn frieze
is another double row of pearls, enclosing either eight or
sixteen horizontal i~njras.These represent the inner walls and
inner protection circle of the mandala, and symbolise the
eight or sixteen emptinesses (slrur~yflta).
On the top shoulder of the bell casing, and inside the
upper rosary of pearls, is the eight-petalled lotus-dias of the
eight bodhisattvas and their female consorts as the eight
offering goddesses. The eight petals, which symbolise the
bodhisath~as,and the eight syllables, which symbolise the
eight offering goddesses, are illustrated in the lower right
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of Plate I 13.Their sequence, beginning with the eastern petal
at the bottom and rotating clockwise is as follows:
East - the bodhisattva Kshitigarbha (Tib. Sa yi snying po)
and his consort Lasya (Tib. sGeg pa ma), the goddess
offering beauty, represented by the syllable Tarn.
South-east - the bodhisattva Maitreya (Tib. Byams pa) and
his consort Pushpa (Tib. Me tog ma), the goddess offering flowers, represented by the syllable Marrr.
South - the bodhisattva Akashagarbha (Eb. Nam mkha'i
snying po) and his consort Mala (Tib. 'Phreng ba ma),
the goddess offering garlands, represented by the syllable Lnnr.
South-west - the bodhisattva Samantabhadra (Tib. Kun tu
bzang po) and his consort Dhupa (Tib. bDug spos ma),
the goddess offering incense, represented by the syllable Panl.
West - the bodhisattva Avalokiteshvara (Tib. spyan ras gzigs)
and his consort Gita (Tib.Glu ma), the goddess offering
song, represented by the syllable Mnm.
North-west - the bodhisathra Manjughosha (Tib. 'Jam dpal
dhyangs) and his consort Aloka (Tib. Mar me ma), the
goddess offering light, represented by the syllable Tslrnr.
North - the bodhisathra Vajrapani (Tib. Phyag na rdo j e )
and his consort Nritya (Tib. Gar ma), the goddess offering dance, represented by the syllable Pnnr.
North-east - the bodhisattva Sarva-nivarana-vishkambhim
(Tib. sGrib pa mam sel) and his consort Gandha (Tib.
Dri chab ma), the goddess offering perfume, represented
by the syllable Blrrrrrrr.
The arrangement of the eight offering goddesses, placed
within the eight directional lotus petals, follows the same
sequence as in the mandala offering (see Plate 62 and 63).
The Bnrdo Tl~odollists the eight offering goddesses in a similar sequence, but transposes Gandha to the north and substitutes Nritya with Narti, as the goddess offering food in
the north-east.
An alternative arrangement of the syllables places the
four 'mothers' (Skt. matrikn; Tib. yrtr~l),or consorts of the four
directional Buddhas, in the four cardinal directions, and four
of the offering goddesses in the intercardinal directions.
Mamaki (Marn), the consort of Akshobhya is hi the west;
Lochana (Lanl), the consort of Vairochana is in the south;
Pandara (Pntn), the consort of Amitabha is in the north; and
Tara (ToNI),
the consort of Amoghasiddhi is in the east. The
intercardinal directions are occupied by the goddess Pushpa
(Mnril) offering flowers in the south-east; Dhupa (Parir) offering incense in the south-west; Dipa or Aloka (Tsurrr) offering light in the north-west; and Gandha (Bhrrriir)offering
perfume in the north-east.
Another sequence places the eight female bodhisattvas
on the lotus petals, with the goddess Prajnaparamita (Tib.
Sher phyin ma) - meaning 'Perfection of Wisdom' - at the
centre. The most common list of the eight female bodhisattvas is: Sarasvati, Chunda, White Tara, Khadiravani Tara,
Sitatapatra, Marichi, Ushnishavijaya and Parnashabari. The
syllable sequence may vary, according to the tradition or

ritual specifications for which the bell was cast, but the
quence illustrated on Plate 113 is found on most bells.
The most common sequence of bodhisattva symbols that
occur between the kirtirrrlrklm faces, and correspond to the
eight syllables is as follows: front or east (Tarn),a wheel; southeast (Marrr),an utpnla flower; south (hril), a jewel; south-west
(Panl),a wheel; west (Manl),a lotus; north-west (Ellin),a vajm;
north (Pant), a sword; north-east (Bhrunl), a lotus.
Within the eight-petalled lotus circle is a central dias of
sixteen, twenty-four, thirty-two, or forty lotus-petals or
spokes, from which the stem of the bell rises. These occur in
groups of two, three, four, or five, within each of the eight
outer lotus-petals. Above the stem is the upper handle of
the bell, which is brorrze-cast separately from the base of
the bell, and sealed with resin into the cavity of the stem.
At the base of the upper handle are usually a series of
three pearl rings, which combine with the upper three rings
- above the lotus pedestal of the onjra at the bell's top - to
symbolise the six perfections. Above these three lower rings
is either the square (representing an earth base) or the round
base of a nectar-vase or a long-life vase (Tib. [she blrnr) with
four leaf-shaped pendants. This vase symbolises the 'nectar
of accomplishment', and represents the nectar-filled body
of the goddess Prajnaparamita above. On certain bells the
vase may be replaced by an open ring through which the
middle or ring finger is inserted; this represents the wisdom of Prajnaparamita's body as emptiness. The single face
of the goddess Prajnaparamita (Tib. Shes rab kyi phar phyin)
represents the perfection (parniilita) of the absolute non-duality of all the Buddhas' wisdoms or discriminating
awarenesses (prnjrin). Her hair is tightly bound in a bun at
the back, representing the binding of all views into non-dual
reality. The five wisdom-jewels of her crown overlap onto
the five frontal petals of the upper vajra's eight-petalled 10tus pedestal. The symbolism of the half-vnjrn at the top is
the same as for the five or nine-pointed vnjrn, described in
the preceding section.

Plate 1 13
On the left and centre of this illustration are two frontal view
drawings of the ritual bell or~hartta.The bell on the left has
a lower 'vnjrn-fence' circle of thirty-two vertical vnjrns between the two 'pearl-rosaries' at its base, and an upper circle of sixteen horizontal rinjrns below the bell-casing's
shoulder. Vajrn emblems are also depicted between the ring
of eight kirtirrl~rklinfaces on the bell's casing. The circle of
eight lotus petals and their contained syllables are depicted
in perspective above the shoulder of the bell. Above the cylindrical stem is a long-life vase (Tib. tslrr b~rnr)with its four
hanging leaf-shaped pendants, and the face of the goddess
Prajnaparamita.
The central bell drawing has a lower circle of sixteen
vnjrns - with a central 7iislrrnrinjrn at its tront, positioned on
the axial line of T'rajnaparamit,>'s face - and an uptler circle
of eight rmjrns. The emblems of a jewel and a wheel aredrawn
between the kir.ti,rrrrklr,~faces, following the sequence of
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bodhisattva emblems as described above. Above the stem
is a plain golden nectar-vase and the face of Prajnapararnita.
The upper drawing on the right shows a cross-section
of the bell's casing, with the clapper suspended from a cast
half-ring within the inner roof of the bell. The circular drawing below depicts the top view of the bell-casing, with an
inner dias of sixteen lotus-spokes surrounding the bell's
stem, then the eight-petalled lotus with its eight syllables,
and finally the upper protection ring of sixteen vnjras at its
perimeter. From the bottom (east) rotating clockwise the
inscribed syllables follow the sequence: Tnm Man1 h i 1 1 P l ~ i n
M n n ~Tslriii P n n ~Bhrunl.

THE RITUAL DAGGER
; phur bu; phur po)
(Skt. k ~ l aTib.
The triple-bladed dagger, nail or spike - known as a kiln in
Sanskrit and a pliurbn in Tibetan - has its origins in Vedic
India as the stakeor post to which domesticanimals, or those
intended for ritual sacrifice, were tethered. The position of
the Vedic altar was determined by repeatedly throwing the
peg (Skt. shniii!/n) of an oxen's yoke towards the east, until it
remained upright in the ground. The purpose of this ritual
was to divine the stable point of the earth, whereby the head
of the invisible ' e a r t h - s e ~ e n tbelow
'
the ground is transfixed or pinned down to create stability. The movement of
the earth-serpent progresses by one degree a day in a
geomantic compass-circle, in accord with the 360 days of
the lunar year. This divinatory ritual is still performed in

India, where the Vedic astrologer determines the precise
point where the earth-serpent's head is located before a
building can be constructed, and hammers a small peg of
acacia wood into the ground at this point using a coconut
as a mallet.
An almost identical ritual procedure is performed in the
foundation rites of a Tibetan Buddhist monastery, temple
or stupa, whereby a chart of the 'serpent-tailed earth deity'
(Tib. sn bdng) is constructed on a grid of ninety square sections in each of the four seasonal directions, totalling the
360 days of the lunar year. The auspicious 'rectangle' of the
earth deity's body is determined from the chart and excavated for geomantic signs. Treasures are then buried in this
hole, and the land is purdied through 'plilrrbn rituals' of staking the ground to create stability and protection as 'hallowed
ground'. The marking out of sacred ground with wooden
stakes and thread, endowed the stakes with the magical
qualities of establishing protective boundaries that repelled
all negative influences and evil spirits. Ln many tanhic rituals a protective circle is created around the practitioner by
the 'nailing' (Skt. kilni~n)of wooden pegs into the ground,
and binding their perimeter with mantras and thread of a
certain colour.
A comparable practice of establishing magic circles and
pentagrams was also well known in the Western occult tradition.
In Vedic mythology the kiln, as 'Indrakila', is specifically
identified with the central kiln or spike of Lndra's ~rnjrn.In
an early variation of the Hindu creation myth, lndra hurls
his irnlril at the great dragon-serpent Vritra, who encircles
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the floating rock island of Mt Mandara and sleeps with his
head pressed over the pool containing the water of life. The
central prong of Indra's zlnjrn transfixes the head of Vritra,
cleaving the rock of Mandara and allowing the waters of
creation to flow, whilst simultaneously acting as a kilo to
nail Mt Mandara to the ocean floor and create stability on
the earth. Mt Mandara, which was used as the churning pole
in the 'churning of the ocean' legend, is also known as
lndrakila or 'Indra's spike'. In this legend the symbolic allusions to the awakening of Kundalini Shakti in the
rrrrtlndlr~~rn
or earth-clrokrn are quite obvious.
lndrakila is also the name given to the wooden axle-pole
that runs through the centre of a Buddhist stupa, and the
axis which ascends through the centre of a Buddha or deity
statue, symbolising the central channel. Tibetan tent pegs
(Tib. [~hur' ~ y r ract
) as plrlrrbns in the erection of a tent, and
the Tibetan yogin, when erecting a retreat tent, visualises
all hindering demons as being pinned by the pegs in a
spread-eagled posture under the earth. One form of the protective deit). Mahakala is known as Panjaranatha or 'Lord
of the Tent'. This form of Mahakala has garuda wings, and
his feet take the form of sharp plrrrrbas which pierce the heart
of an enemy. An early form of Mahakala with plrlrrbn legs
was propitiated in Khotan, and the earliest forms of wooden
ylrurbns, carved in the forms of deities, have been unearthed
in the Khotan region of Central Asia. The earliest written
text of a plrrrrbn ritual was recently discovered in an ancient
Buddhist stupa at Gilgit, in the Indus valley of northern
Pakistan. This palm-leaf manuscript dates back to the fifth
century AD.
In the historical annals of early Buddhist Tibet the princess Wen cheng K o n ~ othe
, Chinese wife of King Songtsen
Gampo, is credited with determining througIifirr~-slirrihow
to pin down the 'supine demoness' of Tibet, in order to subdue her obstructive nature and facilitate the expansion of
Buddhism into Tibet. Thirteen stupas and shrines were
erected to pin down the invisible demoness's wrists and
ankles, elbows and knees, shoulders and hips, with a central shrine to pin down her heart. I t is written that, "The
pillars of the heart (sited at the sacred Jokhang temple in
Ihasa) were fashioned in the form of plrrrrbns, and the tantrics
rejoiced."
In the biography of Padmasambhava it is recorded that
he travelled to the northern land of Kashakamala, where
the cult of the plrrrrlm or magical dagger prevailed. Later,
whilst meditating on the deity Yangdak Heruka (Skt.
Vishuddha Heruka) in the 'Asura Catre' at Parping in the
Kathmandu valley, he experienced many obstructions from
the rrraras, and in order to subjugate them he requested the
Ph~rrhnVitotorrrn Tnrrtrns to be brought from India. Having
established the first Tibetan monastery at Samye, the first
transmission that Padmasambhava gave to his twenty-five
'heart disciples', in order to eliminate the hindrances to the
propagation of the brr~fdl~ndlrnrrt~n
in Tibet, were the teachings of the Vnjrnkiln!yn Tnrrtrn. From its early Nyingma origins the practice of Vajrakilaya as a !/idnrrr deity with the
power to cul through any obstructions was absorbed into
all schools of Tibetan Buddhism.

The evolution of the wrathful !/idam deity Vajrakilaya
(Tib. rDo j e phur pa), or Vajrakurnara, into its definitive
form as a three-headed, six-armed deity with ~ n j r a - ~ i ~ ~ ~ ,
who rolls the 'Mt Meru phurbn' between the palms of his
hands, or whose lower body assumes the form of a y}jnrbu,
reveals a complex mythological derivation from the legends of the subjugation or taming of the wrathful hindering demon, Rudra. In order to subdue Rudra, the Buddhas
of the three times manifested countless wrathful deities
such as Yamantaka, Hayagriva, Yangdak Heruka, Amrita
Kundalin, and Vajrakilaya, which respectively represent the
compassionately-wrathful aspects of the body, speech,
mind, qualities, and activities of all the Buddhas. As the
emanation of enlightened activity, Vajrakilaya embodies the
supremely wrathful Buddha activity of destroying the hatred, hindrances, and negativities projected by the personified demons as rnarns and rirdrrrs. This wrath is emphasised
in Vairakilaya's sadlrarrn, which describes how his skin is
armoured with an impenetrable network of z~islrvar~njras
representing his perfect Buddha activites, with each of his
body hairs crowned by a minute half-vnjra, and from e\.ery
pore of his skin emanate a stream of tiny incandescent kilos
which spark throughout space like meteorites. The form
of Vajrakilaya, with three faces and six arms -symbolising
the vanquishing of the three root poisons of ignorance,
desire and hatred, and the accomplishment of the six perfections - manifests the essence of all the wrathful Heruka
deities with three faces and six arms. The term 'Heruka'
means: emptiness (Ire), great compassion (ru), and their
indivisibility (kn).
As the ultimate weapon which cuts through hatred and
stabs demonic obstructions, the plllrrba realises its most symbolic form as the representation of Vajrakilaya, with three
heads, six arms, and his lower body forming the blazing hiple-sided blade of a pointed dagger. As a hand-held weapon
the phrrrb17more commonly takes the form of an eight-sided
shaft surmounted by a knot and three wrathful deity faces,
with a lower knot, rrmknra-head, rraga-tails, and a triple-sided
blade forming the lower extremity. The plrrrrbn may be fashioned in many variant forms and constructed of many materials, including mined or meteorite iron, acacia wood, black
rosewood, red or white sandalwood, thorn wood, monkey
or human bone. The following materials are ~rescribedfor
the four activities (karrtros) or rituals of tantra: soft or sappy
white woods are specified for pacifying rituals, sirisn wood
for rituals of enrichment, acacia or klrndira (Acacia cntcclrlr)
wood for rituals of subjugation, and iron for destructive or
wrathful activities. Many plrrrrlns - particularly those found
as trrrrras or hidden tre'~sures- are fashioned of meteorite iron
(for a discussion of the Tibetan depiction of the meteorite as a
triangular iron blade see page 234).
The plr~rrliais frequently held in a pointing or stabbing
gesture in the right hands of Nyingtna gurus and tc'rto115,or
may also be tucked into their belts. When the \~lrrrrb(~
is coupled with the iiiijrcr or ivjra-ham~ncras hand-held implements, i t is always held in the left hand. The symbolic
placement of an upright plrrrr.i~i~
into a triarlgular wooden or
iron reccptaclc (Tih. 'hrrrh klrtrrrg), represents thc pinning or
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'grinding to dust' of obstructing demcms in a triangular iron
prison. h rituals of extremely wrathful activity the effigyof
an enemy or hindering spirit may be placed within the iron
receptacle, pinned down with four small pl~urbasat the
shoulders and knees, and with a large central phlrrba piercing the heart. Here the four small ph~rrbasrepresent the 'four
immeasurables' of compassion, love, sympathetic joy, and
equanimity, with the central plrurbn representing pure
bodhiclrittn, as the altruistic aspiration to attain enlightenment for the benefit of all sentient beings.
The Iconography and Symbolism of the Phurba
The wrathful phrrrba is depicted in the dark-blue colour of
iron, symbolising its unchangeable and indestructible rinjra
nature. Vajrn-flames often emanate along the edges of its
blades, as the phurbn is described as blazing with fire when
it is stabbed in the ten directions. The lower half of the dagger represents method or skilful means, and its upper shaft
symbolises wisdom. The point of its blade metaphorically
presses on the hell realms beneath the earth, and its upper
shaft ascends through the god realms. The 'Mt Meru
phurba', held by Vajrakilaya and rolled between his palms,
represents both the 'grinding to dust of enemies' and the
pinning-down or stabilising of Mt Meru - as the full manifestation of the Buddhas' activities throughout the phenomenal universe.
The triple blade of the phnrbu, which is described as 'a
ferocious striker issuing from the jaws of a rrlaknrn', symbolises the overcoming or cutting through of the three root
poisons of ignorance, desire, and hatred. The properties of
its triangular shape, representing the element fire, synbolise wrathful activity. The tenacious grip of the ri~nkura-head
at the top of the blade represents its ferocious activity, and
the inseparable union of method and wisdom as the fearlessness and certainty of its accomplishment. The six entwined nap-tails - three pairs of which emanate from the
rnakarn's mouth and coil down the blades - symbolise the
six perfections of the ph~rrbn,as the six-armed deity
Vajrakilaya. As the plrurba is mainly used in earth-subjugating rituals, rlngns - which cause afflictions such as leprosy
and water-related illnesses - are one of the main targets of
the pl~urbn'swrathful activities. The garuda wings and r~ngnornaments, embodied in the phurbn as Vajrakilaya, also represent his hostility towards the r~ngas.The three blades also
represent control over the three times of past, present and
future, and control over the three realms - above, on, and
below the earth's surface.
The two knots on either end of the eight-faceted shaft
probably derive from the tethering rope used to tie aninials
to a fixed pillar or stake, or from its use in kilui~nrituals, as
the tying or sealing of a sacred area. Several symbolic interpretations arc applied to these knots and the shaft. The
'Northern heasure tradition' (Tib. Byang gter) states that,
"Sanisam and nirvana are enclosed within the vast knots
(Skt. r7rnlrr1lin1rrin)at either end of the handle. The eight sides
of the handle radiate with the splendour of all creation."
Anotlier interpretation places the heavens of the desire gods

(kamadhatu) in the lower knot, those of the form-gods
(rupadhatu) in the lower half of the eight-sided shaft, the
formless gods (nrupadhatu) in the shaft's upper half, and the
realm of the Buddhas in the knot above. 'lhe eight-sided
shaft also symbolises the clrakrns and nndis of the vajm body,
or more specifically the eight mdis of the heart chkra enclosed by its consh-icting knots. Likc the Wlotwnga (seePlates
1 1 5 and I I ~ ) the
,
eight facets of the shaft radiating to the
eight directions may symbolise the Noble Eightfold Path
and the circle of the eight great cemeteries. As a mandala of
Vajrakilaya the eight facets also symbolise the 'deities of the
eight transmissions' which surround Vajrakilaya.
The three wrathful faces above the upper knot embody
such three-faced yidan~deities as Vairochana, Amrita
Kundalin, Hayagriva, Yamantaka, and Vajrakumara, who
are invoked to dwell within the phtrrbu. These three faces
destroy the afflictions of ignorance (Skt. m o h ) , desire (rap),
and hatred (drvslla).They may be identified with Yamantaka (body), as the white right face which destroys anger;
Hayagriva (speech), as the left red face which destroys desire; and Amrita Kundalin (mind), as the central blue face
which destroys ignorance. These three faces also symbolise the three kuyns, and the binding of their hair into a single topknot symbolises the binding of all extremes and
contentions into the single nature of reality, and the binding of their commitments or pledges (Skt. samyn; lib. darn
tslrig). Their nine eyes symbolise the nine wisdorns of the
dlrnrtnata or ultimate truth, as the unified wisdoms of the
Five Buddhas and the Four Mothers. They also symbolise
the nine vehicles (ynrros) of the Buddha's teachings. The
twelve projecting skulls, which encircle their combined
crown, represent freedom from the twelve links of dependent origination (see page 240). The half-zinjra which surmounts the topknot represents the Five Buddha wisdoms,
and encloses the image or seed-syllable of the presiding
Buddha, which for the majority of plrlrrbn deities is
Akshobhya or his bodhisawa, Vajrapani.
The artistic representation of the phurba in thangka
painting invariably follows the form described above, and
depicted in Plate 114, although its threedimensional sculptural form is often subject to a variety of iconographical
representations. The upper torso of the central pl~~rrba
deity may be depicted with two hands rolling a small phlrrba
at his heart, or often with another four outer hands which
also hold small phurbns. Alternatively each of the three
ph~rrbndeities which reside in the ph~rrbamay be represented with six-arms, in the posture of Vajrakilaya, and with
ph~rrbnsin each of their hands. The form of garuda may
also be incorporated into the ph~rrbabelow the upper torsos of the three phrrrbn deities, or the head of a garuda may
replace the rirokurn-head at the top of the triangular blade.
A central five-pronged rlnjra between the hvo knots may
replace the eight-sided shaft; or the knots - which may include a third central knot, joined by two interspaced eightsided shafts - may be sculpted in regular octahedral forms
as cubes, with their corners cut away. In this form the knots
may be depicted in an interlocking basket-weave design;
alternatively the knots may be hollow in their interior.
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On painted wooden ylrurbas 'totem animals' and weapons
- garudas, tigers, lions, vnjrns and chnkrns, or fortress doorways containing armies (see Plates 127 and 128) - may be
depicted on the diamond-shaped faces of the knots and on
the octagonal faces of the shaft.

Plate 1 14
T h s illustration depicts five examples of the plr~rrbn.The
first drawing on the Ieft depicts the most common representation of the triangular-bladed phrrrba. Its central blade
points to the front and is crowned by the iiraknra-head disgorging entwined serpents' tails, which descend along the
inner surface of its blades. The two woven knots above are
separated by the eight-faceted shaft, and crowned at the top
by the tluee faces of the pliurbn deities, with a half-vnjm above
their central topknot.
The second drawing depicts a similar design of plrurbn,
but with a five-pronged vnlra replacing the central eightsided shaft.
The third drawing depicts a phrrrba with a large iiraknrnhead and small vnjrn-flames emanating from the edges of
its blades. The top of this jihrrrba is surmounted by a flattened topknot, which serves as the 'nail head' of the plrrrrba

as a 'vnjrn-spike', when it is symbolically hammered into
theeffigyof an enemy, or ritually hammered into the ground
as part of a sacred protective boundary.
The fourth drawing depicts a simplified artistic representation of theplrrrrbnconsistingof a three-sided blade, two
ellipsoid knots, an eight-sided shaft, and a surmounting halfz~njrnat the top. Phlrrbns in this form are commonly drawn
as the small hand-held implements of deities, siddhas, gurus and teachers.
The fifth drawing depicts the side-view of a phrrrbn
crowned by the horse-head of the wrathful ~lidnnrdeity,
Hayagriva (Tib. rTa mgrin). As one of the main phrrrbn deities, Hayagriva (whose name means the 'horse-necked') is
represented with either a single or triple horse-head crowning his three faces ahove his topknot. The top of the horse's
head on this drawing is crowned by the half-vnjra containing the syllable of the patron Buddha, which in Hayagriva's
case is usually Amitabha or Anioghasiddhi. The side-view
of the riraknra's head above the blade illustrates how the serpents' tails entwine on each of its three faces. The stand or
receptacle into which the plrrrrl,o point penetr'ltcs holds the
implement in ,111 upright position. Triangular wooden receptacles - which are often decorated in a wrathful form as
a black triangular 'iron prison', with red flames and an array of wrathful weapons encompassing the bound effigyof
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an enemy (see Plate 133) - commonly serve as ceremonial
or ritual stands for phurbas.
Often a group of ten phlrrbas - positioned in the ten directions and representing the ten wrathful wisdom deities
(Tib.yeslws klrro bo) of the Vajrakilaya rnandala - form a protective circle or sphere in the ritual activities of 'staking out'
(Skt. kilana) a sacred building or mandala. The ten wrathful
wisdom deities of Vajrakilaya's mandala are: Krodhavijaya
(east); Niladanda (south-east); Yamantaka (south); Achala
(south-west); Hayagriva (west); Aparajita (north-west);
Amrita Kundalin (north); Trailokavijaya (north-east);
Krodhahumkara (zenith); and Mahabala (nadir).

THE HINDU KAPALIKAS, PADMASAMBHAVA,AND
THE BUDDHIST MAHASIDDHAS
The social rigidity of the ancient Hindu caste system dictated
that one's status in life was predetermined by one's birth. A
seemingly inflexible doctrine of spiritual evolution - based
upon karma and transmigration and coupled with an unquestioning devotion to a fixed religious belief system - maintained both social and religious law. Yet, as Buddhism was to
prove by its major impact on the Brahminical hierarchy, in
any fixed system based upon and bound by destiny there is
always an escape clause based upon free will.
For the crime of inadvertently killing a brahrnin the penalty was social ostracism. The penitent was prescribed to
dwell in a forest hut, at a desolate crossroads, in a charnel
ground, or under a tree; to obtain their food by begging; to
practise austerities; to wear a loincloth of hemp, dog or assskin; to sleep upon a bed of grass; and to carry the emblems
of a human skull as an alms bowl, and the skull of the
brahrnin they had slain mounted upon a wooden staff as a
banner. The miscreant's sentence of social exile was imposed
for a period of twelve years. The Sanskrit name given to
these ascetics, who soon evolved into a sect of yogins, was
Kapalika or 'skull-bearers'.
Dwelling as an outcaste in the charnel grounds, consuming the food offerings presented to the dead and wearing
their shrouds as clothing, the penitent was projected into
an imaginal reality which blurred the distinction between
the world of men and the realm of ethereal beings. Besmeared with human ashes, wearing bone ornaments, intoxicated with divine madness, bharig (marijuana paste), or
alcohol, eating from a human skull-cup, brandishing a skulltopped club (klmtiu~ngo),and warning away human beings
with the rattle of his double-skull drum (damarrc), the
outcaste autoniatically assumed the traditional guise of the
yogin. With only the company of clrnndalis (disposers of
corpses),iackals, cemetery dogs, vultures and carrion crows,
the yogin er~teredthe twilight world of the dead, and crossing over the borderlands inhabited by disembodied spirits
and ghosts, he gained the allegiance of the great spiritual
denizens of the charnel grounds, the wrathful [lnhs and

hkinis. From the sambhogakaya level of this h a n x m d e n b l
realit): the yogin received through direct mind transmission the revelations or instructions enabling him to penetrate
into the very heart of darkness - to go beyond the c m c ~ p tual cage of self-identification where human beings are imprisoned by their limitations, inhibitions and fears - and to
emerge into the dazzling light of great immaculate nakedness, beyond hope, beyond fear, beyond conceptualisation,
beyond doubt and certainty.
Some of the practices that were performed in the charnel
grounds penetrate deeply into the 'black arts' of necromancy.
Many necromantic archetypes which surge as the most potent fears of the collective unconscious - ghouls, vampires,
spirits of the undead, zombies, succubi and incubi, change
lings and werewolves - orignated in the most extmme recesses of the 'left-hand path' of ancient lndian witchcraft.
The 'corpse-ritual' (Skt. shor~nsadlrana),for example, was
employed to invoke a powerful spirit into a human corpse
in order to gain the siddlli or psychic power of that spirit.
The corpse chosen for a specific sllnvasadhana ritual had to
be of a certain kind, such as a 'mice-born brahrnin', a virgin
teenager, or a pregnant woman. On a dark night of the moon
the practitioner prepared the corpse in a prescribed way and
turned its tongue backwards into the throat (see khcclrari
nrudra, page 110).He then filled its opened mouth with s p e
cific ingredients, such as iron and copper filings, oil and a
wick, or a piece of camphor. Sitting on the chest of the corpse
he would light the wick or camphor in the corpse's mouth
and commence his ritual with invocations, rnudras, and
mantras. When the spirit took possession of the cadaver or
'corpse-seat', the corpse would reanimate with a ferocious
power. It was the yogin's task to physically subdue the zombie (Skt. netaln; Tib. ro lnrrgs) and capture its 'life essence' by
biting off its protruding tongue with his own teeth, thereby
gaining the siddlri of that spirit.
The construction of the great Indian Buddhist monastery of Odantapuri in ancient Magadha (modem Bhar) was
believed to have been funded by a shaz~asadhanaritual.
When the Buddhist bl~ikslrltwho had been coerced into performing this ritual by a tantric yogin named Narada succeeded in biting off the tongue of the zombie, the tongue
transformed into a magical sword, whilst the corpse itself
became solid gold. Using the magical 'siddhi of the sword'
to fly through the heavens, the bhikshrr flew over Mt Meru
and observed its formation. Upon this vision he based his
design of Odantapuri monastery, whilst using the selfreplenishing supply of gold from the corpse to fund its construction. The name Odantapuri means 'the city that is
flown over'.
Although spirit-subduing rituals, such as slmr~nsadlmna,
ilc.ta10 sitidhi, mrrnda siddlri and pisllnchn siddhi, are believed
to have died out with the decline of the tantric era in India,
secret lineages of transmission still continue to the present
da).. But such topics should not be discussed here; it is
enough that they are alluded to in passing, as the~rconcern
the aquisition of mundane or worldly sidilhis, which pale to
insignificance in the light of Mahamudra siddlri or the Buddha's enlightenment. These topics are extremely esoteric,
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and open to the most deviating of misinterpretations when
taken out of their cultural context.
The charnel gmunds (Skt. snrashnna) have always been a
traditional site for the most potent development of renunciation, where the vivid realities of impermanence, suffering, grieving, disease, death, decay, and emptiness confront
the mendicant in a blatant and ceaseless cycle. At Manikarnika b u n ~ ghat
g in Benares, the perpetual flame used
to light the funeral pyres dates back to the founding of the
city. Manikarnika is the site of the longest-burning flame in
mankind's history. Manikamika - meaning 'jewel earrings'
- is according to legend one of the twenty-four sacred sites
where the dismembered body parts of Sati, the first wife of
Sluva, were scattered across lndia by Vishnu.
Even in the time of Buddha the practice of frequenting
cemeteries was one of the 'twelve observances' of a bhikshrl.
Yet an early Buddhist text, the Lnlitar~istura(circa second century AD), reveals the enormous spiritual schism between the
orthodox 'right-hand' Buddhist sangha, and the unorthodox 'left-hand' tantrics of the charnel grounds. It describes
the Kapalikas as, " ... fools who seek purification by smearing their bodies with ashes, wearing red garments, shaving
their heads, and carrying a trident staff, a pot, a skull, and a
khntzir~rlgn".
Yet it is from this grass-root level of Indian culture, and
the Kapalika traditions in particular, that the Hindu, Jain,
and Buddhist tantras simultaneously emerged. The instigators of the tantras were the mahasiddhas of India, many of
whom practised their sndhanns for hvelve symbolic years in
the 'eight great charnel grounds', where they often received
transnlissions directly from the dnkirlis. Iconographically
they are often represented with the Kapalika adornments
of an animal skin, matted hair, and bone ornaments; they
are smeared with ashes, and bear the two main Kapalika
attributes of a skull-cup and klratvolign.
In the hagiographies of the early Buddhist mahasiddhas
and their numerous lineages of transmission, the importance
of the eight great charnel grounds as places of spiritual attainment is explicitly revealed. The legends of many of these
charismatic siddhas portray them as divine madmen or
powerful sorcerers who recklessly displayed their psychic
powers. Yet paradoxically their written works often reveal
the most subtle nuances of spiritual understanding and
philosophical thought.
Padmasambhava was the most famous of these Buddhist
mahasiddhas, and almost single-handedly is credited not
only with establishing Buddhism in Tibet, but with displaysuch as concealing thouing countless miraculous acti~~ities,
sands of 'hidden treasure teachings' (Tib. gter 1110)which
continue to be revealed into the present day. Yet his early
activity in lndia clearly links him to the Kapalika tradition.
His iconographic attributes of a trident-topped khntrmrrgn,
and a skull-cup containing a vase, clearly refer to the trident, kllntr~ntiga,skull-cup, and pot carried by the Kapalikas.
The only attribute borne by Padmasambhava which distinguishes him from a Kapalika is his z~njrn,which symbolically identifies him as a practitioner of Vajrayana Buddhism.
Many of the Buddhist siddhas and dnkirlis carry the Kapalika

attributes of the trident-topped khntvanga, skull-cup (kapala),
and dnlwnru.
Episodes in the life of Padmasambhava bear a striking
similarity to many of the legends of the eighty-four ~ ~ d
dhist mahasiddhas. In his biography Padmasarnbhava
karmically causes the death of a minister's wife and two
infants and is sent into exile, where he takes up residence in
the 'Cool Sandalwood Grove' charnel ground near Bodh
Gaya. For five years he lives the life of a Kapalika, using
corpses for his meditation seat, consuming human flesh,
giving and receiving teachings from the dnkinis, and subduing countless ethereal beings. From the Cool Sandalwood
Grove, Padmasambhava then practises in each of the other
seven great charnel grounds. These events are explicitly
described in his biography, and along with his other accomplishments of a more wordly nature reveal the spiritual practices from which his legendary powers arose.

THE EIGHT GREAT CHARNEL GROUNDS
(Skt. ashtomohashmashono;
Tib. dur khrod chen po brgyad)
The Indian tradition of the eight great charnel grounds dates
back to the schematic placement of eight cemeteries around
a great city, in order to accomodate the various funeral rites
of the different castes of Hindu society. Under the rigid caste
laws, even in death all were not equal. The sanctity of a
brahminical cremation site, for example, could not be polluted by the 'unclean' disposal of a slrudrn or outcaste corpse.
Mythologically the origin of the eight great cemeteries
derives from a legend which relates how the demon Rudra
was slain and his dismembered body cast down from Mt
Malaya. The four vital parts of Rudra's body - the 'energy
centres' of his head, heart, guts, and genitals - fell in the four
cardinal directions, and his severed arms and legs fell in the
four intercardinal directions. Eight kinds of great trees then
grew from Rudra's dismembered body parts (see page 50).
and around these trees evolved the 'other worldly' sanctuaries of the eight great charnel grounds. These eight trees which symbolise the subtle body's central channel - are
iconographically depicted in each of the eight great cemeteries, which form part of the protection wheel in most
ar~uttnrnyc~~yn
tnrrtrn deity mandalas. Eight 'field' or realm protectors appear above their branches, and eight directional
protectors beneath them. Eight specificmahasiddhas, stupas,
r ~ a p s jewels,
,
fires, clouds, mountains, and lakes are also
directionally assigned to each of the charnel grounds. Vultures, crows, owls, jackals, wolves, dogs, tigers and snakes
roam within these cemeteries devouring corpses, whilst
yogins and yoginis, human and divine 'knowltdge holders'
(Skt. rlid!/odlrorn) practise amidst !pkslrns, spirits, zombies,
hungry ghosts, ogres, cannibals and ethereal beings. The great
cemetery is said to be 'perfect' if it contains the four kinds of
corpses. These are fresh corpses; mutilated, hanging or decaying corpses; skeletons; and 'mindless corpses' or zombies.
The symbolisnl of thesc elements, as explained in the
Vfljrnl1lmirflrlnor Yflrrrrlrltnkfl7ii11tn1,
is as follows:

-
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cemeteries: the complete paths of the sutra and tantra vehicles.
Fresh corpses: cyclic existence; the impermanence and
sufferingsof birth, sickness, old age and death.
lmpalcd,hanging, dismembered atid decaying corpses: ego annihilation. The revolting imagery which is an antidote to
attachment.
Skeletotls: emptiness.
Zortibies or tiiitidless corpses: selflessness.
Dmoriting ai~im/s:realisation of the 'generation stage' (Tib.
bskyed rim), as the animals devour the 'corpses' of ordinary appearances and conceptions.
Nagas: cultivation of the six or ten perfections.
Gems held by iiagas: the four ways of gathering disciples.
Trees: the central channel.
Lakes: conventional bodhichitta.
Clouds: the white bodhichitta-drops at the crown of the head.
Fires: the 'inner heat' (Tib. gtuni mo).
Directioiial protectors: the 'downward-voiding wind', located
just below the navel.
Realm protectors: the 'life-supporting wind', located at the
heart.
Mountains: the immovability of medative equipoise placed
single-pointedly o n the union of great bliss and
emptiness.
Stupas: the attainment of the t h e e kayas or bodies of the
Buddha.
Yogiiis and yoginis: those who uphold the tankic cornrnitments.
Human and divine knoruledge holders: those who have attained
the realisation of the 'generation stage' (lib. bskyed riin).
Malmsiddlms: the tantric practitioners who have attained the
realisationof the 'completion stage' (=b. rdzogs rim); the
attainment of the eight great siddhis.
The protection wheel ofthe eight ceineteries: the experiencing of
the sixteen joys; the eight joys generated by the descent
and ascent of the white bodhicliitta drop as it enters each
of the four main cliakras, and the eight joys generated by
the ascent and descent of the red drop.
The eight cemeteries are divided into the four cardinal 'cemeteries' (Skt. sliinnslmna) and the four intercardinal 'nearby
cemeteries' (Skt. ~ipasliniashana).
Collectively they form the
'body mandala of Chakrasamvara' -who is also commonly
known as Heruka - which is situated beneath the earth.
Heruka's 'speech mandala', which is located on the earth, is
geographically conceived as the eight great 'fields', which
are again divided into the four 'fields' (Skt. kshetra) and
'nearby fields' (~q~nkshetra).
Heruka's 'mind mandala', which
occupies the hea~rens,is formed from the eight great 'seats'
or sacred sites, divided into the four 'seats' (Skt. pitlia) and
four 'nearby seats' (ripnpitho).Further subdivisions of these
sacred sites occur as: the 'meeting places' (Skt. rnelnpakn and
uparirelnlmkn) where tantric 'festivals' (Skt. ntcla) are held (e.g.
the four sacred sites of the Hindu Kumbha Mela); the 'unobstructed places' (Skt. l~ilnuoand iipapilara);and the 'desirable places' (Skt. clrr~~idolm
and ri~~ochi~dnl~n).
Geograptucally
these twenty-four sacred pilgrimage places are located across
the Indian suhcontinmt with outlying sites in the Himalayas,

Nepal, and libet, and correspond to various parts of the
human body, and the places where deities reside. The
'twenty-four viras' (heroes)and 'twenty-four yoginis' dwell
at these sacred sites (Skt. pithasthana), which are simultaneously located within thc yogin's subtle body. Chakrasamuara's full mandala consists of sixty-two deities, which
are all named and located at thesetwenty-four sacred places
(see pages 254-255).
These twenty-four pithasthanas of the Chakrasumvura 'Ibntra
are identically listed in one of the 'parallel passages' found in
the early Shaivite tanhas. However, a single mistake in the
transposition of a sacred site with its corresponding body part
in the Chakrasaniuara Tnntra, reveals that it was in fact derived
from an earlier Shaivite tantra. The implications of this simple but 'irrefutable proof' are enormous, since it turns insideout the conventionalbelief amongst Buddhists that the Hindu
tanhic systems were inferior plagiarisms from earlier Buddhist sources. Future scholarly research wlll undoubtedly
draw these seemingly disparate traditions into a closer and
more mutually dependent relationship.
Many of the Buddhist mahasiddhas who 'revealed' the
tantras are also renowned within the Hindu siddha h e ages, especially that of the nine Nath Siddhas. Some are
described, even in Buddhist sources, as being 'Hindu by day,
and Buddhist by night'. In certain surviving Indian siddha
and alchemical lineages a belief is maintained that, with foresight, theearly Indian siddhas deliberately hid many of their
esoteric teachings in Tibet prior to the Islamic invasion, so
that they would be preserved.
Within the various Hindu tantras the number of
pithflsthatlas varies between four and 110, although the
Shaivite and Shakti tantras commonly list twenty-four,
which are based upon the legend of Sati's dismemberment
(see page 145).The Buddhist Heuajra Tanfro lists thirty-two,
which correspond to the thirty-two main psychic channels
(iurdi) of Hevajra's subtle body system.
However many these pitl~nstl~nnns
numbered, their importance within all of the Highest Yoga Tantras was enormous. On an external level of symbology they were 'power
places' where tantrics and yogns gathered, where secret
signs, glances and rni~drnswere exchanged within particular lineages of transmission, where highly esoteric initiations and rituals were performed in gaiiacliakras, or group
assemblies as 'circles of offerings'. On an internal level they
were the abodes of the tvariousclasses of spirits, the power
places of the dakinis and goddesses, and the mandala palaces of the deities - many of whom were said to have originated, resided, or been 'brought' from these places. On a
secret level they are all of these things within the yogin's
own transformed body; the divine inner cosmology
wherein all deities and mandalas reside within the blissful
emptiness of the siddha's enlightened mind. Herein lies
one of the greatest and most sublime of mysteries revealed
in the allegorical 'twilight language' (Skt. sandliynbliashn)
of the tanhas. As the great Mahasiddha Saraha sang, "I
have \.isited in my wanderings kshrtm, pitltn and ripnpitlm,
yet I have not found another place of pilgrimage as blissful as my own body."
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THE HINDU RITE OF CREMATION
In the traditional Hindu cremation ritual the presiding priest
carries a bell in his left hand and a darnnrir in his right. The
corpse is wrapped in a shmud, laid on a bamboo bier, and
bound with ropes to pegs on the bier. A white silk drape is
laid over the bier and garlanded with flowers in the shape
of a cross (see Plate 141). The bier is then devoutly circumambulated seven times, the mourners bow respectfully to
the corpse's head, and the body is carried feet first towards
the cremation grounds. Here the bier is ritually cleansed with
river water, or most auspiciously immersed in the most sacred of all lndian rivers, the Ganges.
The bier is then laid upon the cremation pyre, the eyes
and forehead are anointed with ghee, and the astrological
chart of the deceased (prepared at his birth), is wrapped
around the corpse's forehead. A piece of camphor is then
placed into the open mouth of the corpse. The sacred flame
is carried in a sheath of burning klrslrn grass, and ritually
ignites the 'purifying hearth' of the camphor in the corpse's
mouth before the wood of the funeral pyre is ignited.
During the cremation an important ritual is traditionally
performed by the eldest son, who uses a stick or bamboo pole
to crack open the burning skull of his parent, releasing the
spirit of the deceased hito a higher rebirth. Having performed
this last rite of passage, the son turns h s back to the funeral
pyre and walks away without looking back. To witness t h s
ritual often reveals the meaning of the word 'dignity'.
The spiritual symbolism enshrined within these funeral
rites is extremely profound, but is perhaps too tangential to
explain here. However, one important symbol relates to the
cremation pole which is used in the Advaita Vedanta tradition as a spiritual metaphor to illustrate the practice of selfenquiry. This pole, which cracks open the corpse's skull, is
then used by the cremation ground attendants to stir the
funeral pyre until the body is burned to ashes. The stick
itself is then finally thrown into the fire and becomes one
with the ashes. Metaphorically this represents Advaita's
method of self-enquiry, which consumes the 'corpse' of an
individual's self-identity until only the 'pole', as the question, "who am I?" remains. This ultimate question is then
consumed in the absolute realisation of the Self.

THE TANTRIC STAFF
(Skt. khotvongu: Tlb. kha rvom go)
Etymologically the root of the Sanskrit term khatunr~xn,
meaning a tantric staff or club, derives from the term klrnti~o
(or slurpni) meaning an lndian cot-bed and a r r p meaning
the leg. The cliarpni, fashioned as a woven rope bedstead
within a rectangular wooden frame and supported by four
sturdy wooden legs, has since time immemorial served as
the standard lndian bed. Clrnrpnis and bamboo or wooden
funeral biers werc a common feature of important charnel
grounds, as the clmrpai was itself often used as a bier. It is
easy to imagine tantrics who dwelled within thcse fearful
charnel grounds - the Kapalikas, Aghoris, Kalaniukhas,

Nagas and Kanphats - using a heavy wooden ckavpai leg
as a club or mallet to break bones, coconuts, and be/ fruit,
or as a ritual tool or weapon. The very shape of the latheturned cot-leg, which consists of a tapering wooden leg
capped by one or more decorative bulbs, a thick cubic section into which the corners of the bed frarne join, and a
large surmounting circular wooden knob, is extremely
suggestive of the khatvnr~gn'sform. When the brahminvictim's skull is united through the skull's 'aperture of
Brahma to the wooden knob of the cot-leg by the thin iron
shaft of the Kapalika's trident, the theoretical form of the
k l i n t z l n ~ i ~isn clearly revealed. It consists of a trident, skull,
vase (round knob), vislrznz)fljrn (square section), upper shaft
(bulbs), and lower shaft (tapering leg). Early artistic depictions of the Buddhist klmtz)a~igoportray it as a sturdy
skull-topped club with a short tapering shaft or leg, rather
than the long, thin and delicate ritual implement portrayed
in later Buddhist art. In the hands of Tibetan artists the
vast majority of lndian weapons took on a much more refined and aesthetic quality, and these weapons then became ritual objects depicted in the hands of deities. The
forms of the skull-topped trident illustrated on Plate 126,
and the skull-topped clubs illustrated on Plate 127, are all
derived from the composite form of the kl~ntunngn.
In Shaivism the khatvnrign is an emblem or weapon of
Shiva, and is variously described as a skull-topped club, a
skull-mounted trident, or a trident-staff on which three
skulls are impaled. Iconographically, Shiva's trident -with
or without a mounted skull - invariably shows his doublesided darrrnrlr, which hangs by a cloth strip of red or white
cemetery-shroud from the prongs of his trident.
In Vajrayana Buddhism the klmtzlangn essentially represents the union of Heruka Chakrasamvara with his consort
Vajravarahi, or the inseparable union of great bliss and emptiness, as 'ultimate bodhichittn'. The iconographic parallels
between Chakrasamvara and Shiva -who is also known by
the names Samvara, Sambara or Shambu - reveal their mutual interdependence and common origin. Chakrasamvara
himself 'arises' from the prostrate forms of Shiva as Bhairava
('lib. 'Jigs byed), and Parvati (Uma) as Kalarati (Tib. Du than
ma). For the practitioner of Chakrasamvara, any site dedicated to Shiva or Shakti is a sacred site, as the feet of his yidnrrr
deity also rest and arise from there. The hand-held emblems
of the kkntrntl,yn, skull-cup, dnrrmrlr, trident, and four-faced
head of Braluna are common to both deities, as are their body
emblems of a crescent moon, cemetery adornments, bone
ornaments, skull-crown, skull and head garlands, blue skin,
matted and coiled hair, their 'nine modes of expression' (see
page 22H), and their adornments of flayed elephant, tiger, and
human skin. Other or~rrttnr.a,~/o~yn
tnrrtrn deities also bear the
attributes of the wrathful form of Shiva. One such deity is
Yamantaka as Vajrabhairava (Tit-. rDo j e 'jigs byed) who
even bears the name of the wrathful form of Shiva (Bhaira\:a).
The Shaivite Kapalika emblem of the klrntilarign was first
introduced into Tibet by I'admasambhava, the great tantric
master of the charnel grounds, whose 'hidden elephant'
retreat cave below Nyenri go nip,^ in the nrt>stern\,alley of
Mt Kailash looks straigllt onto the snow-capped dome of
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the heavenly abode of both Shiva and Chakrasamvara. Mt
Kailash is the supreme abode of Shiva for Hindus, and of
Chakrasamvara for Buddhists. Both share the same twentyfour sacred sites: the Hindu sh~~ktipithastharias
of Shiva's dismembered consort, Sati, and the Buddhist body, speech and
mind mandalas of Chakrasamvara.
The Iconography of the Khatvanga
The khatinnga is the diirir~ebody; yrajrin is the sound of
the dnnmr~r.
The lord u~hoIlolds tlw zlajra is day; the yogii~iis rright.
Charya song of the Mahasiddha Luipa
Firrnly holding the ccr~tralcknrl~rclas the khafz~ar~ga;
the
lrrlstruck sound of the damarrr resoirr~dsi ~ i t ht h
rrltimate sound of enrptii~css.
Having adopted the conduct of n Knpnlikn-yogin,
Ka~zhalmronnls about in tlrc city ofthe body, being
of one disposition toiuards all beir~gs.
Clzaryo song of the Mahasiddha Kanhapa
The khntva~lgass)mbolises ultimate bodhichittn as the union
of great bliss and emptiness. It is iconographically described
as having an equal length to the god or goddess who holds
it. For standing male yidarn deities, such as Chakrasamvara,
its full length is equal to his height of 120 finger-widths or
a n g ~ ~ l a(Tib.
s
sor). For standing goddesses, such a s
Vajravarahi, its length is equal to her height of 108 ariplas.
For seated deities, such as siddhas or yogins, its length is
shortened for aesthetic reasons to either seventy-two or
eighty-four artglrlas. As a hand-held implement in the hand
of a many-armed yidnrn deity, its length is usually forty-eight
or thirty-six nrrcqulas.
The goddess Vajrayogini, in her form as 'Naropa's
Dakini' (Skt; Nada khecliari; lib. Na ro mkha' spyod ma),
carries the klintvarrga balanced across her left shoulder, held
at an inclined horizontal plane by the crook of her left arm.
Due to her leaning stance and inclined head, her total height
is iconographically reduced from 108 to ninety-six anglilas
or units, and her klrntwr~~yn
is correspondingly shortened to
ninety-six units. On her specific iconographical grid (lib.
tlri<ytshad) the khnt~an~qn
is precisely divided into half (fortyeight units) by the vertical axis or 'bmhrna-line' that runs
through the centre of her body. This symbolises the equilibrium or unity of method and wisdom. The forty-eight-unit
division of the klinti~arr,yo'slower staff is again precisely divided into half (twenty-four units) bp the outer grid line
that traverses precisely through the crook of her left arm.
This point symbolises the perfection of her wisdom, as the
klroti~nrrp(Heruka) is held in an inseparable embrace in the
crook of her left arm. Although this iconographical description may be difficult to comprehend without an accompanying illustration, i t does reveal a little of the complexity of
the precise measurements used to create the 'divine proportions' o f indi\idual deities.
As a symbol of the consort, the klrc~ti~nrr,ya
is always held
in the crook of thc left arm. When it is held by male deities it

symbolises the female consort as wisdom; when held by
fanale deities it represents the male consort as mt.thod.
Seated gurus, lineage masters, siddhas, dakinis, yogim, and
y@nis always hold the kltatvan~nin the crook of the left
arm. However, as a hand-held attribute of multiple-armed
yidam deities, it may appear either in the left or right hands.
It is held in the left hand by deities such as Chakrasamvara,
Kalachakra, and Buddhapalita, and in the right hand by
deities such as Vajrabhairava and Nilambara.
The shaft of the khatvango is often described as being
fashioned of white sandalwood, or occasionally 'white sandalwood tinged with red' - symbolising the white and red
merging of the bodlrir-hitfn drops. The shaft is shaped in an
octagonal section with eight faces. At its base iseither a fivepronged half-zmjra, or a single-pronged half-r~alra,coloured
either in gold or blue, depending upon the deity's description. An ornamental handle, fashioned like the shaft of a
phurbn with two enclosing knots or lotus-bulbs, may sometimes be positioned near the top of the long shaft; often the
shaft is unadorned or terminates in a single lotus-bulb. A
lotus-handle or bulb is commonly fashioned on sculptural
forms of the khntzmngn, but on painted representations the
thin white shaft either ascends behind the lower prongs of
its crowning iliskzlarinjra, or is covered by the folds of the
hanging white silk ribbon which descends from above.
The top of the long lower shaft is crowned by a golden
which may be painted in the four
five-pronged z*islrwz~ajm,
directional colours of the mandala. On sculptural forms the
zrish~~aoojra
is fully modelled in the round, but on painted
forms it is usually depicted in a half-section, with a full fivepronged zujrn pointing downwards to the front and the
cross-sections of half-rwjrns on either side (seePlates 115 and
116 for tlie variations in the khntz~anga'sform).
Above the vishoai~ajrais a small golden vase or flask containing anrritn. On painted images this usually appears as a
simple golden vase with lotus-petal designs, but on sculptural forms or meticulously painted thangkas i t often appears as a long-life vase with four descending leaf-shaped
pendants.
Above the vase are two impaled heads and a skull. The
lower head is a freshly severed head, the second head is a
decaying head, and the skull above is dry and white. Two
colour sequences for tlie two heads are given in different
deity descriptions. The freshly severed head may be red,
with a green or blue decaying head above; or the freshly
severed head may be green, blue or black, and the decaying
head above red. The reasons given for these \,ariations is
firstly that a freshly severed head is full of red blood when
cut, and then turns green or blue-black when the blood coagulates, and secondly that a freshly cut head is green or
blue-black from the trauma of decapitation, and then turns
red on decaying. Tlie symbolism of these colour schemes is
explained below.
These three qualities (fresh, decaying, and dry) and their
colours (red, green, and white) also occur in the three 'cemetery unguents' of fresh blood, human fat, and human ashes,
which adorn the cheeks and nose (red blood), chin and neck
(green fat), and tlie forehead (white ash), of wrathful deities.
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Certain deities also hold a klmtvnnga fashioned from human
bone, all the components of which are painted white. This
form of khntrranxa has t h e impaled skulls, which are described as: 'dripping', indicating that the skull has been
freshly skinned; 'wet', indicating that the skull-bone is soft
and still drying; and 'dry', meaning that the skull is hard
and old. The white bone khatvnngn represents the full descent of the white bodhichitta drops, which flood the yogin's
body with great bliss; the same symbolism applies to the
yogic practice of smearing the whole body with human
ashes, which is also believed to be an antidote to the arising
of sexual passion.
The khatvanga: Outer Symbolism

As a representation of the physical universe the z~is/ivnvnjrn
of the klintr~ni~ga
symbolises the earth base of the Mt Meru
mandala. Its twelve visible prongs represent the four main
continents and eight subcontinents surrounding Mt Meru.
The eight-sided shaft with its top (zenith) and bottom (nadir)
represents Mt Meru's central axis and the ten directions. The
vase represents Mt Meru, and its four leaf-shaped pendants,
the four faces of Mt Meru. The vase's top represents Lndra's
palace above Mt Meru, with the visualised wish-fulfilling tree
at its centre. The fresh red head above the vase represents the
six heavens of the desire-god realms (knnlaloh),as red is the
colour of desire. Blue or green symbolises the decay or death
of desire, and the decaying green or blue head represents the
eighteen heavens of the pure form r e h s (rlrpaloh) of the
desireless gods. The fleshless dry white skull represents the
four highest formless realms ( nrupnloka). The crowning vnjrn
at the top symbolises the paradise realms of the Buddhas. If a
trident crowns the kl~ntvnrrgn'stop it represents the Three Jewels, and the Buddhas of the three times - past, present and
future. The hanging danrnrrr and bell symbolise the union of
method and wisdom. The hangmg pendants of sun and moon
represent these planets circling Mt Meru. The triple-valance
pendant represents the victory banner placed at Mt Meru's
summit; and the hanging white scarf which is tied around
the vase symbolises Mt Meru's encircling mountains and the
great salt ocean.

The Khatvanga: Inner Symbol~sm
As the klmtr~~ngn
symbolises the unchangeable essence of
Heruka, and is described as being 'continually held', it represents the inseparable embrace of the consort as the coincidence of method and wisdom, or great bliss and emptiness.
The white eight-sided shaft symbolises the purity of the
Buddha's Noble Eightfold Path. The rlishvaunjrn represents
the four purified elements of earth, water, fire, and air; the
four activities or karn~ns;and the 'four doors of liberation'
(emptiness, signlessness, wishlessness, and lack of composition). The small golden vase of ainrita symbolises the nonconceptual awareness that mind is identified with the
perfection of wisdom as the 'nectar of attainment'. The white
silk ribbon that billows in the wind represents the various
teachings of the different Buddhist vehicles or !/arms, which

may be received according to the capacities of differentpractitioners. The hanging three-coloured silk valance represents
the union of the Hinayana (yellow), the Mahayana
and the Vajrayana (blue). The hanging darllnru and bell represent the teachings of method and wisdom; and the union
of sun and moon signifies the realisation of method and
wisdom.
The three impaled heads represent the three hyas. ~h~
nirtirnirakaya is respresented by the freshly severed head, the
sniriblio,yaknynby the decaying head, and the dliarnraknyaby
the dry white skull. They also symbolise the three doors of
liberation: emptiness of cause (red head), effect (green head),
and phenomena (white skull). In reverse order they symbolise the three doors of body, speech and mind, with the
dry skull as the white syllable 0111 at the crown (body); the
decaying head as the red A at the throat (speech); and the
fresh head as the blue Hirriz at the heart (mind).
The half-zlajrns at the top and bottom of the kl~atvnr~p
symbolise the indistinguishable perfection of the Five Buddha wisdoms, and the five hyns of the aiiuttnrnyogn tniitras
(dharirlnhyn, sanlbhognknyn, ilirillnnakayn, abliisnnibodhiknyn,
vnjrnknya).If a full golden vnjrn is depicted at the top, it symbolises all of the enlightened qualities of the zlajrn. If a flaming blue iron trident is placed there, it symbolises the Three
Jewels, three Buddhas, three times, and victory over the three
realms (heavens, earth, and underworld).
On a more esoteric level tlie trident symbolises the union of the three main channels or iindi, with the flames
around the central prong symbolising the ascent of the inner fire (Tib. gtlrrn nro) through the central channel. The
white eight-sided shaft symbolises the central channel
flooded with white bodliichitta from the melting of the drops
at the crown (white skull), and the shaft's eight sides are
the eight rlndi emanating from the heart chnkra. The five
ascending elements are represented by the golden
r)ishv~~r)njrn
(earth); the flask of aiirritn (water); the red head
(fire); the green head (air);and the white skull (space).The
half-zinjrn above the skull represents wisdom as the sixth
element. The pairing of sun and moon as a hanging pendant symbolises the united energies of the solar and lunar
channels entering the central channel by way of its entwined thread. The pairing of the bell and daiiinrir similarly symbolises tlie union of wisdom and method. The
white silk cloth represents tlie melting and descent of the
white bodliickittn drop, flooding the yogin's body with the
experience of simultaneously born bliss.
The Khatvanga: Secret Symbol~sm
h1 the 'completion stage' yoga of Chakrasnmvara, the \~isualised form of the deity, which arises as the clear appearance in
the 'generation stage', transforms into the 'body mandala' of
Chakrasam\~ara,and his klintri,liigc~transforms into the sixt)ltwo deities which reside in the Chakrasamvara niandala.
From his two legs spread in the shape of a how arises
the bow-shaped wincl manciala. The triangular form of his
erect penis and two testicles ncxt arise as the triangular fire
niandala. Thc circular shape of his sto~nachncxt arises as
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the circular water mandala. The square shape of his chest
next arises as the square earth mandala, and his spine arises
as Mt Meru. The thirty-two petals of his crown chnkra arise
as the mandala's lotus circle. The equal span of his outspread
arms and body arise as the four walls of the mandala palace. His limbs arise as the eight pillars of the palace (the
eight bones of his two legs and arms), and his thirty-two
major and eighty minor marks arise as the embellishments
of the mandala palace.
The kimtz~angn,as the essence of Chakrasamvara, symbolises his sixty-two deity mandala. The golden vase at the
khatvanga's 'heart' symbolises Chakrasamvara's mandala
palace. The anrritn contained in the vase represents
Chakrasamvara himself as the 'essence of great bliss' (Skt.
rrmhns~rkha).The riishe~azinjrarepresents the eight deities of
the 'commitment wheel', which arise as the channels of
tongue, navel, sex tip, anus, brow, ears, eyes and nostrils.
The lower blue head represents the sixteen blue deities of
the 'mind wheel'. The middle red head represents the sixteen red deities of the 'speech wheel'. The white skull above
represents the sixteen white deities of the 'body wheel'. The
five-pointed zwjra represents the four directional deities of
the 'great bliss wheel', which surround the union of
Chakrasamvara and Vajravarahi. Collectively the deities of
these five wheels comprise the sixty-two deities of
Chakrasamvara's mandala. The eight-sided white sandalwood shaft symbolises the eight great charnel grounds, and
the half-riajra at its base symbolises the rinjra-tent protection
wheel which encircles the charnel grounds.

bell, and sun-moon conjunction descend to the right on a
single jewelled-thread.
The third drawing on the right shows another tridentcrowned klrafznngn, with its long white silk ribbon looping
and billowing below. The dairlarrr, bell, moon-sun conjunction and jewel pendant hang to the right from a single
thread.

Plote 1 16
This illustration shows six variations of the kl~ntvarig~.
The
first drawing on the left depicts a full-length kllatvnirxa with
a jewel at its lower end. The eight-sided shaft has an upper
handle ornamented with two golden knots and a knurled
upper shaft. The knotted, looped and billowing white ribbon is tied to the upper shaft, and thedaiilnrrr, bell, and sunmoon emblems extend on a single thread to the right. The
two heads and the skull face towards the three directions of
centre, right, and left, and are crowned by an ornate flaming iron trident with two hanging yaktail pendants.
The second drawing to the lower right depicts the upper section of a trident-topped khntz~airgawith no silk ribbon. The dair~nrir,sun-moon conjunction, and triple-valance
hang upon one thread, whilst the bell and yaktail pendant
hang upon another.
The third drawing to the upper right shows the upper
crowned by a golden half-z~ajrn.In this
section of a kl~ntr~nizgn
drawing the z~islri~nvnjrn
is positioned above the golden vase,
and is depicted as a full-r~ojraforming a cross with the vase
top and lower head. The white silk ribbon is knotted below
the vase, and the pendants of the tinnrnrrr, bell and sun-moon
hang towards the left, whilst a pair of yaktail pendants hang
Plote 1 15
This illustration depicts the upper sections of three
towards the right. The upper part of the eight-sided shaft is
khntvailxns. The first k/rntz~oi~xfl
on the left depicts tlie golden
decorated with a knurled cap enclosed by golden rings.
riishr~arlc~jrn
in its stylised half-section, with the golden vase
The fourth drawing at the centre shows a full-length
The
arising from the semi-circular hub of the rjishi~nr~njra.
kl~atrinirxn,which is sealed with a half-onjrn at its lower tip
white silk ribbon is tied around the neck of the golden vase
and a knurled handle on its upper shaft. The looped and
and loops in front of the lower shaft, with its two ends d e
flowing white silk ribbon is tied below the vase which
scending from behind the vase and flowing towards the
crowns the top of tlie shaft, and the ernblenis of the rfniiiflrr~,
right. The truncated lower section of the eight-sided shaft is
bell, and moon-sun conjunction are suspended upon a sincapped by a wider bevelled extension, which is visible begle hanging thread. The r~islrininjrnis again positioned above
The bell with the
hind the lower prongs of the r~islizmrir~jrn.
the vase, and appears in three-cluarter form as a fully crossed
sun and crescent moon conjunction, and a snakeskin-covfive-pronged rmjn~.The two heads and dry skull are crowned
ered dnnrnrrr,hang upon two separate silk threads to the left,
by a full five-pronged golden zlajr11.
whilst a pair of small yaktail pendants hang to the right.
The fifth drawing to the lower right depicts the upper
Above the top of the vase are thc two impaled heads, which
with a long
section of a flaming trident-crowned klmti~orr~yn,
may be coloured red and blue-green depending upon the
and
knotted white silk ribbon tied beneath the r~i~lrr~nilrrjrfl
sequence in which the fresh and decaying heads are arbillowing towards the right. The dorrr,rrrr, hell, and yaktail
ranged, and above is the dry white skull, crowned by a full
pendant are suspended upon a single thread, with the symfive-pronged golden vnjra.
bol of the sun-moon conjunction not depicted.
The second and central drawing shows the klrntirnrr~~i
The sixth drawing on the far right illustratrs a tridentcrowned by a flaming blue-iron trident, bearing two rings.
topped khntr~rrirgn,with thc components of the skull, tlvo
The sequence of the skull, decaying head, fresh head, golden
heads, golden \,ase, l ~ ~ ~ / l r ~ f l i l white
l 1 / ~ ~ l ,ribbon, eight-sided
vase, and half-sectioned z~islr7lnr~njrn
are arranged below. An
shaft, and lowcr h'llf-i~rijr~l
st~alin their conventional posieight-sided rmjrn-prong arises from the circular hub-knot at
tions. Two threads dcsct:nd t o ~ , ~ i r the
d s right, the upper of
the top of the eight-sided shaft. This khntzlair~nis not adorned
which carries ,l triple-\.alance, and thc loivcr thr emblems
with a white silk ribbon, and the emblems of the rlnrrlorrr,
of the dnirrnrrr, bell, and moon-sun conjunction.
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Not illustrated in these two plates of drawings is the
pure white bone khntmngn with three impaled skulls, described as dry, soft, and dripping.

THE H A N D DRUM
(Skr. damaru:Tib. da ma ru, rnga chung)
The double-sided hand drum or dnirraru is first recorded
amongst the artifacts and clay seals unearthed from the ancient Harrapan civilisation of the Indus valley, where it first
appears as an early Shaivite emblem. Shiva is invariably
which usually hangs silently from
depicted with hisdnrrrar~r,
his trident - revealing the passive nature of the Hindu male
principle - in contrast to the dynamic female energy of his
Shakti or consort. In his form as Nataraja, or ' h g of the
Dance', Shiva vibrantly sounds his dnrnaru in one of his right
hands, creating the male rhythm (Skt. tnla), w h c h underlies
the female melody (Skt. ragn) as the fabric of the universe.
The hourglass shape of Shiva's dainaru represents Shiva and
Shakti in union, as the interpenetration of the male (lingnrn)
and female (yoili) genital or polarity triangles.
The Indian dniilnr~ror 'monkey drum' is commonly used
by itinerant traders and street performers to announce their
presence or 'drum up' an audience. The term 'monkey drum'
derives both from the dance that a captive and tamed monkey performs to its rhythm, and from its resemblance to,
and occasional construction from, a pair of joined monkey
skulls. The hourglass-shaped, wooden Indian dnnraru or
d~rydugiis described in Plate 94. Its two small goatskin
drumheads are tensioned with a threaded length of string,
such that its pitch may be raised by squeezing the bunched
strings at the dnnmrrr's waist.
The Buddhist danlnrlr or 'little drum' (Tib. rilga chung)
has a similar form to its early Shaivite prototype, but it is
more compressed in shape, and its double skins are glued
to the drumheads rather than being tied with a latticed tension-string. Its double-hemispherical body is commonly
turned from wood into a perfectly round section, or handcarved into a slightly oval or trapezoid shape. This shape is
modelled on the oval form of the Kapalika deinnrrr, which
was fashioned from the sawn-off cranial sections of two
human skulls. The Kapalika or 'tantric dnninrlr', as held by
wrathful and semi-wrathful Buddhist deities, is described
as being fashioned from the joined skulls of a fifteen or sixteen-year-old boy and girl, or a sixteen-year-old boy and a
twelve-year-old girl. On deity depictions the left side of the
double-skull dnirrnrlr is often drawn smaller to represent the
l l . magical qualities possessed by
pubescent girl's s k ~ ~ The
these skulls symbolises the virginal ripening to fullness of
the male and female bodlricllittn essences. In tantric rituals
the properties of human bone and other substances are often explicitly prescribed, to endow the ritual implement or
'power object' with the peaceful or wrathful affinities of the
deities being propitiated (see also thighbone trumpet below; skull-cups on Plate 119; and skulls on Plate 138).
Tibetan dnii~or~rs
fashioned from human skulls obtained
from the charnel grounds or 'sky-burial' sites were once

relatively abundant, but now such ritual objects am rare and
command high prices in the oriental art market. ~~d~~
'forgeries' are now more readily available in the form of
doinnrus made from skulls salvaged from unclaimed Indian
accident victims, cremation ground debris, or 'water-burials' washed ashore on the mouth of the River Ganges. ~,,t
according to tanhic specifications these skulls are virtually
powerless for the rituals they are intended to serve. Small
dair~ar~rs,
fashioned from monkey skulls, are also obtainable.
The size of a doinnru varies from about four inches in
diameter to the large wooden drum (Tib. gcod rnga), which
may measure up to twelve inches. The typical dnnlorrr made
of two human skulls measures approximately six inches in
diameter. The interior surfaces of a dninaru are often inscribed
with manhas before the skins are stretched and glued, and
its exterior may be laquered, wood-stained, or decoratively
painted with symbols. The small trapezoid wooden dnrnnrlr
may be painted in the four directional colours on its exterior. The two glued goatskins are commonly painted green;
on small dainnrus they may be of snakeskin or even fishskin.
Both skins are cut from the same piece of vellum, then water-soaked before glueing, so that the same pitch is attained
on both skins when dried. The central waist of thedanlaru is
encircled with a decorative brocade, leather, or metal band,
from which its cloth or jewelled handle hangs. On either
side of this central band hang the two oval silk-embroidered
or crocheted beaters, which are usually attached by two
twisted red or black silk threads, occasionally knotted at their
central points. From the daiiraru's padded-cloth or jewelled
handle hangs the silk valance 'tail', which commonly consists of a padded-cloth top shaped into a trefoil 'cloud scroll'
or jui'i design, from which descends a five-colour silk valance. Attached to the alternating tips of the valances, and to
its upper and lower edges, are silk-thread tassles, usually
with a five-colour tassle sequence descending from the lowest silk valance. On painted representations of the dnrnarrrs
held by deities, the handle usually consists of a jewel-chain,
terminating in a 'cloud scroll' pendant with a triple-valance
tail. When not in use, the long tassled tail is coiled around
the waist and the danrnru is stored in a drum-shaped padded-cloth bag, which is cross and rib-stitched into a geometric or lotus design and decorated at its circular centres
with three-coloured 'wheels of joy' (Tib. dgn' 'klr!/il).
The danmrrr is held and played in the 'male' right, or
'method', hand by yogins and yoginis, siddhas and deities,
and its function is to summon or invoke all of the Buddhas,
inspiring them with supreme joy. Just as the (female) bell held in the left or 'wisdom' hand - proclaims the 'sound of
emptiness', the male dnn~nrrrproclaims the 'sound of great
bliss'. As internal or 'unstruck sounds' (Skt. nilnlroto rinds),
these correspond to the 'ringing' of the nervous system and
the 'drumming' of the blood circulation, which are heard
when the yogin sits in complete silence. When the dnrrlarl~
and bell are paired, they symbolise the union of method
and wisdom as thc simultaneous sound of great bliss and
emptiness. The two faces of thc, rfnilrr~ru,
as adolescent male
and female skulls 'sounding together' in sexual union S F bolises the union of relati\.e and absolute bndlric.l~ittn.

The Thighbone Trumpet
The large dnmaru used in the Tibetan 'cutting practice'
(Tib. gcod) proclaims the 'sound of impermanence',
or
and summons all of the dohs and dakinis to the 'dance' of
ego-annihilation, and all spirits and ethereal beings to the
Igreat feast' of the practitioner's own body. The chod rite inhoduced from India by the siddha Padampa Sangye and
transmitted through his famous female Tibetan disciple
Machig Labdron (1055-1 152) - seeks to cut through the attachments of dualistic egotism and self-cherishing by means
of the technique of visualising one's own dismembered body
being offered to the spirits and hungry ghosts in order to
hlfd one's karmic debts. This potent practice for severing
attachment is traditionally performed at night in a desolate
or haunted place, such as a charnel ground.
This Tibetan rite has its parallel in the extremely powerful Indian tantric practice of hnda yoga, where the limbs
and head are visibly seen to be temporarily severed from
the 'bulb' (kairdn)of the torso. Shirdi Sai Baba and the legendary Telang Swami of Benares (who is recorded to have Lived
to the ripe old age of 370 years!), are two of India's most
famous modem siddhas who secretly practised the full 'fivelimbed' severance (Skt. pniichnirga) of kanda yoga. The legend of the Hindu and Buddhist Nath siddha, Chaurangipa
(meaning the 'four-limbed') contains a veiled account of the
transformation or 'illusory body' siddhi of kailda yogn. This
extremely esoteric yogic practice bears no relation to the
hypnotically-induced or spirit-assisted 'miracles' of the hdian magicians or fakirs, who publicly perform acts such as
the 'Indian rope trick' or the horrific and bloody 'apparent'
mutilation of a child assistant.
The Tibetan yogini Machg Labdron is depicted in naked dance posture sounding a large chod danlaru (lib. gcod
ri~gn)in her right hand, and ringing a bell with her left. Her
guru, Padampa Sangye, carries the attributes of a damarrr
and thighbone humpet in his right and left hands.

THE THIGHBONE TRUMPET
(Tlb. rkang g l ~ n grkang
,
dung)
The white thighbone trumpet is mainly an attribute of the
practitioners of the clrod lineages, and siddhas, yogins, and
yoginis associated with the great charnel grounds. As a
hand-held ritual object i t is only carried by a small number
of protective deities, such as 'Red Mahakala with the thighbone trumpet' (Tib. mGon dmar rkang gling can), and the
wrathful Tibetai goddess Troma Nagmo, in her chiid aspect
as the 'protectoress of the charnel grounds'. However, in
the assembly of ritual offerings presented to wrathful deities, and in their ritual music invocations, the thighbone
trumpet assumes a prominent role as its sound is said to be
pleasing to the wrathful deities, but terrifying to evil spirits. Tibetan shamans (lib. si~gngsp ) - either of the Buddhist
or Bon traditions, or of both -employ the thighbone tmmpet in many rituals of exorcism and weather control. Here
the instrunlent's threatening drone is said to unhinge the
powers of the malignant spirits who possess a human's
pcrsonalit!; or of the r~n,psand local weather gods who

vengefully withhold or unleash the elemental powers of
thunder, wind, hail, and rain. The deity's posmreion nf a
thighbone trumpet symbolises victory over the t k realms.
The 'libetan thighbone trumpet is usually held in the left
or 'wisdom' hand, and is often paired with the dnmaru held
in the right or 'method' hand. In the tantric tradition the left
femur of a sixteen-year-old brahmin girl was considered h,
be the most effective in controlling spirits and elementals.
The femur of a 'twice-born' brahmin was the next best kind
of bone. followed by the thighbone of a murder victim, then
a person who died from a sudden accidental death, then one
who died from a virulent or contagious disease. The bonetl of
a person who died from old age or 'natural causes' was considered virtually powerless in its efficacy against the powers
of evil spirits. The femur of a tiger (Tib. stng gling) was believed to embody the powerful qualities of this animal, and
was also used as a thighbone trumpet.
The ball-joint end of the femur was partially sawn-off to
create the wide single or double mouth of the thighbone
trumpet. The mouthpiece is often bound with wire or encased UI a metal ferrule, and the trumpet's mouth may also
be adorned with a metal casing. The marrow~analof the
thighbone serves as a natural hollow bore for the inshument. As a musical inshument used in monastic ceremonies, it may also be fashioned from bronze in the form of a
human thighbone (see example on Plate 106).

Plate 1 1 7
This drawing illustrates examples of the dnrnnrlr in the upper area, and examples of the thighbone trumpet below.
The first drawing in the upper left corner shows an endview of a wooden di~iimrrr,revealing its ~fnjro-decorated
central waist-band, connecting cloth and jewel handle, and its
intricate valance and jewel-chain tail. The two crocheted
and padded beaters swing from the threads emerging from
the centres of the z~ajrasdepicted on the mid-points of the
waist-band.
The second and third drawings on the right show two
examples of the double-skull dnmnru, with the cranial fissure lines stained with vermilion dye. The first dnrrmrlr has
its beaters in motion, whilst they hang pendant in the second drawing. The drawing in the top right corner depicts a
double-skull iinniarrr, with the smaller female cranium to the
left. Below the first drawing of the dnrirar~rin the upper left
corner is a double-skull danrnn~with double beaters striking each face. Each of these five dainllrus in the upper area
has the 'cloud scroll' or jui'i trefoil design at the end of their
jewel handles. The variations of handles and triple-valance
tails depicted in these drawings are commonly found on
painted representations of the dnnrnrri. Above and below the
tail of the ilnrnarrr in the upper right corner, are two examples of the small dnrrrarrr that is suspended from the upper
shaft of the klmtz~nirgn.The lower of these drawings shows
the four-faced form of the trapezoid-shaped skull dnnrnrlr.
Across the central area of the illustration are four further examples of the dnrrmrrr. The large round ifnirrnrrr on the
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The Curved Knofe o r Chopper
left is the chod drum (Tib. ~ c n drirga) used in the chod rite. Its
round wooden body is decorated with lotus-petal motifs,
which would either depict in painted miniatures the iconography of the eight great charnel grounds or the eight
forms of Padmasambhava, or both of these subjects combined. Mantras of the rhiid practice would be inscribed upon
the inner body of the drum. The drawing on the opposite
right of the page shows another form of this drum, with
double bea ters and a three-coloured 'wheel of joy', here symbolising Mt Meru, at its centre. The two beaters are shown
striking in their correct positions on the 'great salt ocean'
(the outer area of the drum skin) which surrc~undsMt Meru.
Between these two driid drums are two regular dnnrarrrs.
The one on the left is shaped as a quatrefoil with four curved
edges. The one on the right has a thick wooden body and
double-beaters. The jewel handles and tails of these darrmrus
show the variations in its iconograplucal form. Below the
two central dairrnrirs and the cliod drum on the right are two
examples of the Shaivite 'monkey drum', showing its hourglass shape and string-tensioned dmmskins. The strings are
threaded through holes around the edges of the drumskins,
and should more correctly appear as straight connecting
threads, which are bound together with the long end of the
string at the drum's waist. But the two representations
shown here are commonly depicted in pauited stylisations
of the Shaivite dnniaru.
At the bottom of the page are eleven examples of the
thighbone trumpet. The group of four on the left are all illustrated with twin black holes on the femur's ball-joint or
mouth, and with tapering bores and unadorned mouthpieces. The top trumpet has a coiled silk thread around its
central section as a handle, and the third drawing below
depicts a long and graceful stylisation of the instrument.
The four thighbone trumpets in the central rowrare depicted
without black holes on their ball-joints. The top drawing is
decorated with a triple valance, and the second and third
drawings both depict metal mouthpieces and upper bronze
rings. The three drawings on the bottom right show a femur decorated with four metal rings at the top, and a pair
of cloth-bound thighbone trumpets fashioned from the left
femur of a sixteen-year-old brahrnin girl, and the right femur of a sixteen-year-old brahmin boy.

THE CURVED KNIFE OR CHOPPER
(Skt, kartrr; Tlb g r ~gug)
The z'fljra-topped curved knife or flaying knife is also known
as the 'knife of the tlakii~is'.The dnkir~is(Tih. rirklra' 'gro rim),
whose name means 'sky-goers' or 'space-travellers', are the
enlightened yoginis, or female counterparts to the male
Heruka deities (Skt. dnka). The metaphorical term 'spacetraveller', means one who is immersed (a traveller) in the
realisation of emptiness (space). The modern translation of
dnkiiris as 'sky-ciancers', suggests one who delights (dances)
in the experience of emptiness (sky).The three main handheld attributes of the dlrh-irrir in general are the skull-cup,
the curved Lnife or the rlni~uirr~,
and the kliotznrign. The skull-

cup of blood which is held in the left hand of important
~hkinis,such as Vairayogini, Vajravarahl, and Nairatma, symbolises 'method' as the cultivation of great bliss; the curved
knife held in the right hand symbolises 'wisdom'as thcsevering of all conceptualisations; and the khamnga symbolises the inseparable union of bliss and emptiness, as the
consort (method) held in the dnkini's (wisdom) perpetual
embrace (union), by the crook of her left arm.
The cuwed flaying-knife of the dakitti - which is either
held aloft or extended in her right hand, or held above the
skull at the level of her heart - is modelled on the Indian
flaying-knife or 'the knife of the butchers', used for skinning animal hides. The scythe-shaped blade is made from
iron honed to a sharp edge, and the gbbous crescent of its
blade - which terminates in a sharp point or curved hook combines the flaying implements of a cutting-knife and
scraping blade, and the piercing activity of a dagger or pulling-hook. The blade's crescent is used for cutting through
flesh and scraping it clean, separating the outer and inner
as 'appearance and emptiness'. The sharp hook or point of
the blade is used for the more delicate acts of flaying: the
initial incising of the carcass, the pulling out of veins and
tendons, and cutting around the orifices of the skin.
Iconographically the sharp blade is depicted in the darkblue colour of iron; i t s upper edges are embellished with a
t h leafshaped golden mount that emanates from the wideopen mouth of a golden inakara. A central hub or shaftedhandle rises above the rtrakarn's head, which is crowned by
a golden half-ziajra.
The dakiilis perform the activity of circling the curved
knife towards the ten directions, which symbolises their
destruction of all negative forces, as the wisdom consciousness that terrifies all nrnrtis or emotional defilements and
severs all conceptualisations. The blade's sharp edge, which
divides into two everything i t cuts, symbolises the cutting
through of the two 'veils' or obscurations (Skt. artamna;lib.
sgrib bn): the veil of emotional defilements (Skt. klrslmzarnrm;
Tib. rtgori nrorrgs sgrib pa), which arises as the obscuration
to liberation; and the veil of ignorance or conventional
knowledge (Skt. jnryailarnnn; Tib. shes byn'i sgrib pa) which
arises as the obscuration to the knowledge of emptiness.
rile veil of emotivity arises both as the gross delusions of
the five poisons of ignorance, desire, hatred, pride, and jealousy, and as the more subtle psychological delusions which
form karmic seeds for their future continuity. The veil of
ignorance arises as the dualistic appearance of 'self and
other', as the individual's inner consciousness (self) and
the outer phenomenal world (other). As the knife's blade
severs all tangible and abstract conceptualisations, it also
cuts through the six hindrances to meditative contemplation: pride, lack of belief, lack of devotion, distraction, inattention and boredom.
The 'female' pairing of the skull-cup and curved knife as polarit). symbols of the yogini or dakini's method (skullcup) and wisdom (curved knife), held in her right and left
hands respectively - is reversed in the case of male deities,
such as Herukas and protective deities, where the skull-cup
symbolises wisdom and the curved knife symbolises
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method. Yamantaka, and many of the seventy-five forms
of Mahakala, for example, hold the curved knife in their
right hand above the skull-cup in their left hand, with both
hands held at the level of their hearts. Here thecurved knife
symbolises method, as the severing of all conceptions; and
the skull-cup symbolises wisdom, as the consumption of
the 'blood and guts' of conceptualisation. The placement
of the 'method knife' above the 'wisdom skull-cup' symbolises that method arises from, and is permeated with,
wisdom. In Yamantaka's symbolism their placement or
union at his heart means that he demands a heartfelt commitment to his sainaya or tantric vows (Tib. dnrn tstiig) and
'revives' those who have broken their vows by metaphorically consuming their blood. In Mahakala's symbolism the
curved knife cuts through the life veins (Tib. srog rtsa) of
enemies such as the maras, oath-breakers, and other hindering spirits; and his skull-cup is filled with the heartblood of these enemies and maras.
The curved knife held by Mahakala is usually described
as a 'chopper' rather than a flaying krufe. This chopper has
two distinct forms: one is the conventional form of the
dakini's hooked knife, and the other is that of a flaming crescent-shaped or semi-circular chopper. The latter is held by
the dwarf form of 'Black-Cloaked Vajra Mahakala' (Tib. rDo
j e ber nag chen), who is the main protector for the Karma
Kagyu tradition. In his Prir~ciplesof Tibetarr Art Gega Lama
states that there are two schools of thought on the representation of the hooked knife and crescent chopper. One view
holds that the hooked knife is the attribute of female deities, and the crescent chopper the attribute of wrathful male
deities. The other view holds that the hooked knife is held
by deities of the 'mother tantras', which emphasise the cultivation of wisdom, and the crescent chopper is held by deities of the 'father tantras', which emphasise the development
of method.
The crescent-shaped chopper, held by deities such as
Mahakala, corresponds in shape to the cavity of the skullcup and functions to make 'mincemeat' of the hearts, intestines, lungs, and life-veins of enemies hostile to the dharma.
A similar crescent-shaped hand cleaver is used in oriental
cuisine to chop meat and dice vegetables. Certain forms of
Mahakala wield a cleaver of copper, depicted with a golden
blade in its painted form. The flaming chopper has a thin
row of flames that lick around the edge of its sharp blade
and emanate into the ten directions, revealing its zrnjra or
indestructible nature.
An interesting but somewrhat disturbing legend is related about the Mahakala 'protector chapel' (lib. rrrgon klmllg)
at Samye nionastery in Central Tibet. Traditionally, this forbidding chapel was kept locked for most of the year and
entry into its precinct was rarely permitted. The attendant
monk who supewised the chapel would each year ceremoniously replace an iron chopper and wooden choppingboard which had become blunt and worn down by its
nocturnal actit-ity.E\.en thongh the chapel was locked and
cmph, at night the screams of theethereal miscreants hacked
under Mahakala's chopper could be clearly heard from outside the chapel.
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This illustration shows seventeen examples of the curved
h i f e . At the topcentre is the flamingcrescent-shaped chopper held by the protective deity Doje Bemagchm. Lts semicircular iron blade is capped by a golden central hub and
half-z~jra.To the right and left of this are two examples of
the curved knife of the dakinis.
At the upper and lower centre of the page are two drawings of a curved knife with a mnkora-head mount and faceted handle. The upper drawing displays a subtle curve on
its hooked blade, and depicts how the golden leaf-shaped
blademount extends from the rnaknrn's snout and jaw. The
lower drawing depicts a curved knife held above a bloodfilled skull-cup. The makam-head mount on this blade is especially expressive, and is crowned by a knot, knurled
handle, and uajra.
To the upper right of the paired knife and skull-cup are
two curved knives with eight-faceted handles and enclosing knots similar to those on a phurba. Above these are two
examples of knives crowned by open-pronged or wrathful
ilajrns. The upper drawing depicts another nrnkara-head
mount.
The rest of the illustration depicts further examples of
the curved knife, showing especially the variations in its
blade shape and golden blade-mount. The chopper in the
bottom left corner has a semi-circular blade shaped Like an
axe-head or half moon.

THE SKULL OR SKULL-CUP
(Skt. kopolo: Tib. thod po, ban dho)
The skull-cup (Skt. knpnln; lib. tllorl ph~rr)- fashioned from
the oval upper section of a human cranium - senresas a libation vessel for a vast number of Vajrayana deities, particularly wrathful and protective deities, yitlorii, dakinis, siddhas
and tantric lineage holders. In the hands of these deities and
human emanations the symbolic meanings placed upon the
skull-cup are both complex and multifaceted.
The Kapalika attributes of the khntvnrl~i~,
tfanlnrlr, and
knynla or skull-cup, have already been referred to. Just as
the qualities inherent in certain kinds of bone of the thighbone trumpet are said to vary, so too do the qualities of skulls.
The skull of a murder or execution victim is believed to possess the greatest tantr~cor spirit power; the skull of one who
has died from a violent or accidental death, or from a virulent illness, possesses a medium magical power; the skull
of a person who died peacefully in old age has virtually no
occult power. The skull of a child who died during the onset of puberty also has great potency, as do the skulls of a
miscegenated or misbegotten child of unknown paternity,
born from the forbidden union of castes, out of wedlock,
from sexual misdemeanour, or particularly from incest. The
'misbegotten skull' (lib. rlal tlrod) of a seven or eight-yearold child born from an incestuous union is considered to
possess the greatest power in certain tantric rituals. Here
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the vital f o m or potential of the skull's 'previous owner' is
embodied within the bone as a spirit, rendering it as an effective power-object for the performance of left-hand tantric
rituals.
AS the libation vessel of the Vajrayana practitioner the
kapaln essentially parallels the clay pot (Skt. k~rinbha)of the
Vedic sacrifice, the alms bowl (Skt. potra) of the Buddhas,
and the sacred water vase (Skt. kalasha) of the bodhisattvas.
As a receptacle for sacrificial offerings, such as the 'sacrificial cakes' (lib. gtor nm) presented to wrathful deities, the
bpnln parallels the precious tray or bowl containing auspicious substances - the jewels, flowers, or fruit presented to
peaceful deities. In its most benign symbolism, as the begging bowl or food vessel of an ascetic, the kapala serves as a
constant reminder of death and impermanence, the ephemeral transitoriness of life that engenders renunciation.
The three Kapalika attributes of the khatzwrrga, dorimru,
and knprlln are commonly held by both male siddhas and
yogins, and female dokillis and yoginis. These three attributes
represent the body, speech and mind of the deity, although
alternative identifications are placed upon these implements
in relation to their body, speech and mind aspects in different tantric traditions. Certain traditions also maintain that
held by male deities is an old or 'dry' skull, whilst
the k~~pnln
the knpaln held by goddesses is a fresh or 'wet' skull. These
qualities may also be accorded to an anuftarayoga tarltra deity as belonging either to the 'father tantras' - which emphasise the cultivation of method and the realisation of the
'illusory body', or to the 'mother tantras' - which emphasise the development of wisdom and the realisation of the
'clear light'. However, in deity descriptions or sodhailas, the
distinction between a male and female skull, or a dry or wet
skull, are not usually applied to the knpala. Here the skullcup is simply referred to as a skull-cup, and the only distinction between dry and wet skulls occasionally occurs
within the symbolism of the rosary of fifty or fifty-one skulls
worn by both male and female deities (see page 317). The
five-skull crowns (Tib. cod pail), worn by both male and female wrathful deities, are commonly described as being
fashioned of dry skulls - which on an exoteric level symbolise the 'drying up' of the five aggregates and poisons
and their transmutation into the five wisdom-awarenesses,
and on an esoteric level, the arising of the illusory body from
the state of clear light.
The white skull-cup full of red blood is almost invariably held in the left hands of both male and female deities,
often at the level of the deity's heart, symbolising the importance placed upon the left-handed performance of activities in the mother tantras. In the tantric view of
conception, the father's semen creates the solid white organs of bone, brain, marrow, and spinal cord; the fertile
blood of the mother gives rise to the soft red organs of viscera, muscle tissue, and blood. The skull or 'crown' is the
seat of the white male bodlriclritta, symbolised by the moon,
and created by the semen of the father. The navel is the seat
of the red female bodhiclritta, symbolised by the sun as the
vital heat. and created by the fecund uterine-blood of the
mother. Their placement at the level of the heart represents

the union of the white and red bodliidtitta as the mind of the
deity, or as the indestructible drop at the heart centre.
As polarity symbols the w h t e and red b ~ d h i c h i tdrops
t~
are commonly depicted in two separate skull-cups, placed
as offerings in front and to the left and right of a yidnnl or
protective deity. In the case of a deity of the father tmtra
class, a skull-cup of white or pale-blue amritn - representing method as white bodlrichitta, or the 'nectar-medicinef( ~ b ,
bdud rtsi small) of male semen (Skt. kurrdn) - maJtbe depicted
on the lower left side of the thangka; and a skull-cup
of
red blood (Skt. rakta) - representing wisdom as red
bodhichitta, or fertile uterine blood - may be depicted on the
lower right side of the thangka. In thecaseof a mother tantra
deity, these polarity symbols may be reversed, as may the
positions of the moon and sun at the top of the thangka. AI
the lower centre of the thiuigka and between these two skullcups, is also commonly depicted a third skull-cup containing the wrathful offering of the five senses. Collectively these
three skull-cups symbolise the three primary causes for conception and the formation of the indestructible drop, with
the white and red 'nectars' representing the fertile semen
and uterine blood of the parents, and the five sense organs
representing the consciousness of the being seeking rebirth.
As a procreative image this symbolises the arising of the
enlightened mind from the sexual union of the deities in
yab yrtnr. An example of this symbol is illustrated at the bottom left corner of Plate 140.
In the case of wrathful protective deities, the male skullcup may be full of blue-black poison, and the female skullcup full of sacrificial or heart-blood. Here the image
symbolises annihilation rather than procreation, as thedeath
of the ego and the transmutation of the five poisons into
nectar.
One of the main aii~rttarayogamother tantras is that of
Chakrasamvara and his consort Vajravarahi. In this tantra
the symbolism placed upon the blood-filled skulls held by
both deities is of great significance. Chakrasamvara represents appearance and method as great compassion, and
Vajravarahi represents emptiness and wisdom as great bliss.
The skull-cup of blood, held in one of Chakrasamvara's left
hands, symbolises the mental continuum or the mind of the
deity (white skull) being filled with great bliss (red blood).
The skull-cup of blood, which Vajravarahi offers to the
mouth of Chakrasamvara's rear face, symbolises the fusion
into'one-taste' (Skt.eknrasn) of the illusory body (whiteskull)
and the clear light (red blood). This symbolism is further
emphasised by the kal~aloof Vajravarahi being full of both
red blood (clear light) and intestines (illusory body), representing the union of absolute and relative truth as the 'cultivation of great bliss'. The symbolism of intestines,
representing the illusory nature of phenomena; blood, representing desire; and skull-cup, representing hatred; also
signify the overcoming or consumption of the three primar)'
poisons of ignorance, desire, and a\,crsion.
In her form as Naro Khajoma, Vajrayogini is depicted
pouring blood from an upraised ski~ll-cupinto her own
mouth, whilst blood also trickles from her mouth and \.agina, symbolising that she consumes, and is consumed with,
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great bliss. In the secret sudlrai~nof this goddess the blood is
described as the 'fecund drops of the mother', meaning her
own menstrual blood which blazes and drips through her
central channel as 'inner heat'.
The skull-cup of blood (Skt. raktn purrla; Tib. thod klzras)
is usually depicted as a 'swirling-offering', with the blood
forming waves and crests like turbulent water or boiling
liquid. This symbolises the 'blazing and dripping' of the red
bodhichitta as 'inner heat', since a liquid offering of blood or
nectar is said to boil in the presence of a wrathful deity, !/idnrrr
or goddess. The blood or smrito of a swirling offering spirals in an anticlockwise motion in mother tantra practices,
and in a clockwise direction in the father tantras.
In the iconography of wrathful protective deities the
skull-cup, held at the level of the heart, may also be paired
with the curved knife or chopper which may be held above
the knpaln. Here the chopper is the weapon that severs the
life veins and vital organs of demonic enemies, and the knpalo
is the oblation vessel in which the blood and organs are collected as the deity's sustenance. Descriptions of the contents
of a wrathful deity's kapnln include warm human blood,
blood and brains, blood and intestines, human flesh and
fat, the heart or the heart and lungs of an enemy, the heart
of Mara, the blood of the four Maras, the blood of Rudra, or
magical 'charm blood' (Tib. tlrrrrl klrrag).
Certain other deities may hold other attributes within their
skullcups - a torma, a vnjra, or jewels. Padmasambhava, for
example, holds a skull-cup described as an ocean of nectar,
in which floats a longevity vase. Hevajra holds sixteen skullcups containing animals and gods, which collectively symbolise the sixteen emptinesses or shrrnyata. Other examples
of skulls and skull-cups are illustrated on Plates 135, I 38,140.

Plate 1 19
This page shows various drawings of the skull-cup. In the
upper left corner is a drawing of Mahakala's curved knife
held above a skull-cup containing the warm blood and heart
of an enemy. At the upper centre of the page is a similar
drawing showing the curved knife of a dnkirii held above a
blood-filled skull-cup. In the hands of a male deity, such as
Mahakala, the curved knife held in the right hand is an attribute of method, and the skull-cup in the left hand, an attribute of wisdom. In the hands of female goddesses this
polarity symbolism is reversed, with the curved knife representing the wisdom that cuts through conceptualisations,
and the skull-cup representing method as the 'preservation
of bliss' (white bodlriclrittn).
To the right of the dokirli's skull-cup is that of Padmasambhava, with a long-life vase at its centre which overflows to
create an ocean of blue nectar. Below and to the right is a
skull-cup full ofanrrito with a zljro at itscentre. Theattribute
of a zwjra-marked skull is linked to several nri~rttnrn!/c~~pn
torrtrn
deities that belong to the Vajra Family lineage of Akshobhya
Buddha, such as Buddhakapala, Samvara, Mahamaya and
Yogambara.
The cranial fissures depicted on skull-cups usually form

the pattern of a Y-shaped crack at the centre and h. X,,.,,circular cracks on the skull's sides. These fissures - which
depicted in angular red zigzag lines - divide the hPnlainto
five sections, representing the Five Buddha wisdoms, or the
five goddesses. On the 'inner offering' skull-cup (illustrated
on Plate 141).o d y a single vertical fissure is depicted, SWbolising the indivisibility of great bliss and emptiness.
In the upper right corner is a blood-filled skull-cup with
no cranial fissures, and with its hot blood appearing as wave
crests. The top of this skull-cup - like the majority of the
drawings on this page - is ornamented with a leaf-shaped
golden edging. This decorative edge is the overlap of a sheet
of beaten gold or copper that lines the interior of the skullcup, and often has an inscribed vajra on its inner base. Here
the white bone of the skull represents method, the gold lining represents wisdom, and the z~ajratheir indestuctibiliv
and indivisibility. Across to the upper left of the page is a
similar knpala, and below this a small drawing of three flametipped conical tormas in a skull-cup.
At the upper centre, and below the dakir~i'sskull-cup
and curved knife, is a skull-cup with a stream of turbulent
blood pouring out towards the left. This drawing represents Vajrayogini's upraised knpoln, from which she consumes fresh blood. To the right of this is a smaller knpala
mounted upon a triangular stand of three skulls, with its
content of blood rising like a fountain. In a row across the
upper centre of the page are four knpala drawings. The first
on the left is mounted upon a similar stand of three skulls,
with its content of blood swirling upwards. The second
drawing shows a large kapolo with five cranial fissures. The
third drawing shows a plain white knpnla with no fissures,
and its blood or nectar offering depicted as spiralling swirls.
The skull-cup is sometimes metaphorically described as a
'conch ocean' (Skt. sharrkhn samrrdrn). Its contents represent
an 'ocean of blood' on an outer level; the 'truth of no-birth'
on an inner level; and the 'fertile drops of the mother' on a
secret level. The fourth drawing shows a large skull-cup
full of blood mounted upon a stand of three skulls, with
another variation of this drawing depicted below. The three
skulls and their triangular metal stand serve as a tripod to
hold the knpnlo upright, with the triangular stand representing the wrathful element of fire as a blazing fire
mandala, and the three skulls forming the cornerstones of
its hearth. The three skulls represent annihilation of the
three poisons, victory over the three realms and times, and
the unity of the three kn!/ns as the purified body, speech,
and mind of the deity.
Below and to the left are two drawings of skull-CUPS
mounted upon triangular vessels with three severed-head
cornerstones. The knpaln on the left contains a flaming triangular torrrra, and has two tongucs of flame emanating from
its sides. The lower kapalo has a single fissure arising from
its base, and contains the substances of the 'inner offering'
(see pages 327-333). 111 the bottom right corner is an ornate
form of the ritual vessel which holds the 'inner offering',
such as may be depicted upon the offering tableor altar of a
tantric practitioner. The intricate base of this vessel represents the wind and fire mandalas which melt the inner
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offering.The kapala placed above this base is a natural skull,
and therefore depicted without the single fissureof its visualised form. The kapala is covered with a golden lid, decorated with the emblems of a two-dimensional vishvnvajra
with a central z~ajraarising as its crowning seal.
To the left of the inner offeringis a skull-cup full of nectar, which rests upon a golden vase supported by a lotus.
This form of vase is commonly used in the empowerment
rituals of wrathful or semi-wrathful deities, where the kapala
replaces the conch shell as the oblation vessel (see Plate 103).
The kapala and vase are first purified with the smoke of black
frankincense(Skt.griggula; Tib. gugul), which is said to pacify
and please the wrathful deities. The twenty-five substances
are mixed with the consecrated water in the vase and kapala
to produce anrrita. The deities of the mandala are invoked
and represented by grains of white mustard seed that are
placed in the kapala, transmuting the vessels into the
mandala palace and retinue of the deity.
To the left of the vase is a wrathful offering of light, fashioned as a skull-cup full of human fat with a wick made
from the twisted hair of a corpse. Above this is a knpola containing the heart and blood of Mara. To the left and above
the drawing of the two monkeys are: a blood-filled kapaln
on the left; a kapala mounted upon three skulls and containing three triangular tormas; and a kapala containing three
flame-tipped tonnas to the right.
The drawing of two monkeys standing on their hands in
the lower left corner, shows the two pisllach spirit attendants
of the wrathful deity, Kshetrapala (Xb. Zhing skyong), the
'Protector of the Fields'. Kshetrapala is a dark-blue yaksha
emanation of Mahakala, who has the face of a lion and rides
upon a horse, wielding a skull-cup and spear-flag in his left
and right hands. His two monkey attendants are known as
Dudhi, meaning 'messenger', and Putri, meaning 'daughter'. These two messenger spirits stand upon their hands, each
holding a kapala containing three triangular red tonrrns in their
'crow-like' feet. These red torriias are employed to subjugate
the 'nine-headed Chmese demon', who periodically threatened and invaded Tibet in the form of the Chmese militia.
Dudtri and Putri perform handstands with their tails entwined, and wear human skins around their waists.
An interesting parallel to their iconographical representation was related to me by a Bengali Baul friend. The Bauls
are itinerent poets and musicians who travel around the villages of Bengal, composing and singing dohns, or songs of
spiritual realisation. On a dark night of the moon this friend
was returning with some other Bauls to their village home
in West Bengal, when, attracted by a strange glow in a remote wooded copse, they decided to investigate. In a clearing within the wood they came upon a naked Bengali
woman, who having kindled a charcoal fire was perforrning a left-handed tantric ritual. Standing upon her hands,
this woman was holding an iron pan of burning charcoal in
her feet, and from her behaviour she appeared to be possessed by the spirit of a monkey. One of the Bauls realised
that she was performing a ~)islrndrosn~llrnr~n
to invoke a spirit.
Having grown up in a culture saturated with spirit tales
and superstition, the Bauls took fright and retraced their

steps as quickly as possible. Pishacha sadharla is usually performed to gain the siddlti of prophecy or clairvoyance. The
allegiance of an ethereal spirit is gained by the practitioner
or sadhako, who reveals the past events and future destiny
of any questioner who seeks consultation. The most prominent pishacha sadhana is that of Karna pishachini - 'she who
whispers in the ear' -and an extremely explicit account of
m e form of this sadharm is g v e n in Sudhir Kakar's Shamans,
Mystics and Doctors.
Although there may well be no connection between this
story and the iconography of Kshetrapala's monkey messengers, it is perhaps interesting to note that one of
Kshetrapala's titles is 'Lord of the Pishachas', and he is d e
scribed as being accompanied by a retinue of ten-million
pislracha spirits.

HAND-HELD WEAPONS A N D THE RITUAL
IMPLEMENTS OF SPECIFIC DEITIES
This section illustrates and describes the various weapons
of conventional warfare, along with the magical weapons
and ritual implements held by particular deities. It begins
with the bow and arrow as symbols of the union of wisdom
and method, and then progresses through the spectrum of
right-hand 'method weapons', and left-hand 'wisdom weapons' - illustrated on Plates 120-132. Plates 133 and 134 depict miscellaneous weapons and implements.

ARCHERY
W r e n an archer is shnotrrrg for irotliing, he has all his
skill.
Ifhc shoots for a brass blickle, he is alrcady rrrnvrts.
I f he shoots for a prize uf sold, Ire gnes blir~dor secs trc~o
targets.
He is orit ofhis n ~ i r ~ d !
His skill has not changed, brit the prize dlrlides hirir.
He cares. He thinks nrort3of zc~rrlnirlgthan ufshooting.
And the need to zclin drains hi111ofpoicler.
From the poem 'Need to win' by Chuang Tzu
From the most primitive of rainforest, desert, prairie or
snow-bound tribes to the most sophisticated of military
empires, the humble bow and arrow have always been regarded as the supreme of mankind's early weapons. Prehistoric cave paintings and stone carvings from ancient
Egypt, Assyria, Babylonia, Phoenicia, Minoa, and Greece,
ret~ealthe importance placed on the bow and arrow in their
depiction of hunting and warfare scenes. The short composite or 'union bow' - made from two separate and laterally joined materials, usually wood and horn - is depicted
in Egyptian stone carvings dating back to the time of
Akhenaten (circa 1378 BC). The earliest known example of
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the composite bow dates back to neolithic age fragments
found in Denmark.
h ancient Indian warfare both the 'self bow' or longbow (made from a single piece of wood), and the shorter
'union' or composite bow (made from joined wood and
horn), were employed. 11e longbow, which fired cane arrows of five hand-spans in length (approximately three feet),
was probably used by infantry archers. The con~positebow,
which fired shorter arrows, was used by charioteers and
cavalry archers. h the Indian system the length of a 'bow'
was a unit of measure equal to a 'fathom' or the height of a
man, which wasequivalent to ninety-six finger-widths (Skt.
orlgula; lib. sor) or four cubits (a cubit, the distance from the
elbow to the middle-finger, measured twenty-four nrr~~ilns).
The epic heroes of Indian mythology all bore mighty
bows and arrows, which were inscribed with the names of
their master along their shafts. Vishnu, Krishna, and Rama's
bow was known as Samga; Shiva's bow as Ajagava; Indra's
bow as Vijaya; Ajuna's bow as Gandhiva; Brahma's bow as
Parivita; and Kama's bow as Pushpadhanvan (see Plate 122).
The bows of these epic heroes were kept unstrung, and such
was their legendary niight that they could not be strung by
niere mortals.
T h s symbolic motif, which appears in the Greek legend
of Odysseus, also occurs in the early life of the Buddha as
Prince Siddhartha. In an archery contest for the hand of Princess Yashodhara, the young Prince Siddhartha triumphs
over his cousin and rival, Devadatta, by unleashing a single
arrow which speeds right through the bull's eye of the distant target and continues unimpeded, flying beyond the
range of sight. This single arrow was fired from the ancient
bow of a legendary hero, which no one else had been strong
enough to string, let alone shoot. As Buddha is considered
the ninth of Vishiu's ten incarnations in the Hindu tradltion, it is possible that this bow was Sarnga - the bow of
Vishnu -and also that of Rama and Krishna as the seventh
and eighth of Visluiu's incarnations.
In Bhutan archery has been the national sport for centuries, the bamboo longbows and the steel-tipped arrows of
the male archers should reputedly not be touched by a
woman, for fear of bringing bad luck in a contest. Similarly
archery featured as a national sport in Tibet, where skilled
archers would notch and shoot arrows at a target whilst
galloping at full speed on a horse. These skills descended
onto the Himalayan plateaus from the legendary legacy of
the Mongol overlords, who were masters not only of horsemanship and archery, but in their powerful combination as
mobile warfare.

THE BOW (Skt. dhanus, chapo; Tlb, gshu)
The Indian bow (made of wood or bamboo, or as a composite bow of wood and horn) is known by a variety of Sancl~npa,snrosnrln, kodnrrda, knrrrrrrkn, snrrl'yo).
skrit names (dlmr~us,
The term karllr~rknrefers to a particular kind of wood obtained from the krirrrlrka tree, and the term snrrlgn -also the
name of Vishnu's bow - refers to a bow made of horn.

The conventional Tibetan bow (Xb. gshlr) was made from
a shaped flat section of thick bamboo. The compound bow
was made from sections of yakhorn glued between joints of
bamboo. Its shape was that of the typical hunting bow, found
throughout most of the world's indigenous cultures. ~h~
bow as represented in Tibetan art, however, is most cornmonly depicted in the form of the 'classical bow' from ancient Greece - as held by Cupid - with an inward curve at
its centre.
The bow and arrow are attributes of many Vajrayana deities, where they are most commonly paired as separate 'Ieff'
and 'right' hand-held implements. The bow is naturally held
in the left wisdom hand, and the <arrowin the right method
hand. As symbols of wisdom and method or compassiol~,
their pairing synlbolises that wisdom 'projects' skilful means,
or that the perfection of wisdom 'launches' the other five perfections (paranrita)of method - generosity, discipline, patience,
effort,and concentration. When the bow and arrow are held
together in the left hand, vertically and undrawn -as in the
forms of the eigh t-armed or thousand-armed Avaloki teshvara
- they symbolise the coincidence of wisdom and method, or
the union of wisdom and concentration. Similarly when they
are strung and drawn together for shooting, with the bowstring pulled outwards by the right hand, they symbolise the
concentrated and spontaneous activity of wisdom and
method aimed precisely at the heart (symbolising the
ilharnlnkaya) of an enemy. Here the bow symbolises triumph
over the three realms, and the arrow the transfixing of false
views, such as superstition and conceptual thought.

Plate I 2 0
On the left of the top row are four drawings of the bow as
depicted in Tibetan art, in the style of the 'classical bow' with
an inward-facing curve at the centre. The first drawing shows
a wood or bamboo bow with a central leather handle, and its
bowstring (Tib. gsllli rgyrid) tightly strung and bound. The
second drawing shows a plain wood or bamboo bow with
leaf-shaped bow ends (Tib.~ s l ~rl~chog).
rr
The third drawing
shows a more ornate wooden bow, with a central handleand
bound silk threads positioned at i n t e n d s along its length.
The ends of this bow have gracefully curving leaf-shaped
designs over which the bowstring is strung. The fourth drawing shows a composite or union bow, made from bamboo on
its underside or 'belly' and yakhorn on its outside or 'back'.
The fifth drawing to the right depicts a wood or bamboo longbow, drawn and notched with an arrow.
On the left of the second rowf is a leopardskin quiver
containing five arrows. Five arrows are often depicted in a
quiver, where they symbolise the transfixing of the five passions (see page 276).The quiver (Skt. islrridlri;Tib. rrrdn'sl~~~~~s)
is often depicted as being m , ~ d eof leopardskin, and frequently paired witli a bow-case made of tigerskin. The 'female' leopardskin symbolists wisdom as a 'sheath' for the
'male' method arrows (see leopard and tigerskin symbolism on page 316).To the right o f the quiver is a long mmposite hunter's bow, witli the upper and lower halves of a

Plate 120:The bow
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deerskin at its top and bottom ends. This form of bow is
sometinles depicted in the hands of the mahasiddha hunter,
Sha\.aripa; or it may be depicted in narrative thangkas of
Milarepa, where a deer, a hunter, and his dog take refuge
and receive teachings from Milarepa in his cave.
To the right of this hunting bow are three more drawings
of strung bows. The first depicts an ornately carved bow, with
leaf-shaped decorations and a composite section of yakhorn
at its handled centre. The second drawing depicts an iron
bow (lib. Icngs gshu), with a padded leather and felt handle.
The third drawing shows a composite jewelled bow, fashioned from gold and silver with jewel ornaments at its ends.
Both the iron and jewel bows have small hooks on their tips
for attaching the bowstring. Across to the far right is a short
bow that is drawn back to its full extent and notched with an
arrow. Rahula is often depicted with such a bow, aiming an
arrow at the heart of an enemy, This symbolises the coincidence of wisdom and method which perceives the phenomenal world as the empty manifestation of the dhnrrriakn!/o represented by the enemy's heart as the 'centre' of mind.
On the left of the bottom row are two bow-cases made
of leather with metal edging. The first is ornamented with
the cross insignia of a Chinese military commander, and the
second shows a fitted bow-case ornamented with a dlznrrilnclmkrn of precious metal. The next drawing to the right shows
a bow in a tigerskin bow-case, symbolising the union of
wisdom and skilful means. The fourth drawing shows a bow
sheathed within a leather and metal bow-case. To the right
of this is a detail of an arrow-flight, with the steering-feathers crowned by a notched and tapering end. Tibetan arrows
are often depicted with a widening, notched end, which
protects the arrow from splitting from the tension of the
bowstring. Alternatively the arrow's notched end may be
bound with glued coloured silk thread.
In archery there are three main methods of arrow-release.
Primary-release is performed by holding the bowstring with
the ball of the thumb and the second joint of the forefinger;
Mediterranean or Greek release is performed by pulling the
bowstring back with the upper joints of the first three fingers; and Mongolian-release is performed by drawing the
bowstring with the second joint of the thumb held over the
hooked forefinger,with the arrow's end resting in the hollow
of the thumb. In Mongolian archery a leather thumb protector is commonly worn. The next drawing shows the typical
method of stringing a longbow, with the looped ends of the
bowstring held by by two notched grooves in the bow's ends.
To the lower right of this is a detail of a looped bowstring
held in place by the leaf-shaped ornaments on a Tibetan bow.
The last drawing on the right shows a black-serpent bow (lib.
sbrulgsltir rln,qpo)as may be drawn by Rahula. The bowstrtng
is held in the mouths of the two serpents at either end, and
the central handle is fashioned of snakeskin.

THE ARROW ( S k t , sal-o.~ s hbonc~:
,
Tlb, rndo')
The arrow of Indian warfare was known by many different
Sanskrit names (snrn, isli~r,Ilnrm, blmlln, r~nrnclru,irulikn, vipnttlra,

and zwitostikn). The first four names refer to 'reed-arrows,
made of cane or bamboo, with iron or bone tips, and steering-feathers made from vulture wings bound with sinew or
thread. The terms nnrnchn and rznlikn refer to arrows made
of iron, which because of their weight had only a short shaft
and range. Short iron arrows, smeared with grease, were
probably used in warfare to kill elephants at close range.
Greased arrows appear to have been commonly used in hdian warfare, the grease acting as a lubricant to enable the
arrow to pierce deeper into the flesh. The vipattlrn appears
to have been a long arrow made of wood, which measured
five hand-spans in length. The vaitastikn was a very short
wooden arrow, dart, or bolt, measuring only one span, whch
was fired from a small composite bow or crossbow. Incendiary or fire-arrows (Skt. ngnibano; Tib. rrlt7'inrda'), covered
in burning oil or resin, were also used in Indian warfare,
and are described in the Vedas as ngrtqn or 'fire-weaponsr.
Poison-tipped arrows were known as nlnkta, digdhn and lipto.
Indian wooden arrow-shafts were probably fashioned
of a variety of woods, such as were obtained from the
ironwood, axle-wood and j~ljltbntrees. Cane or bamboo was,
however, the traditional wood for Indian, Chinese, Mongolian and Tibetan arrows. American Lndian arrows were made
from the sourwood and viburnum trees, and European arrows from the alder buckthorn and other species of birch.
The shaft of a long bamboo arrow consisted of three barnboo joints or sections, which were sanded smooth to ensure
eveness and straightness.
The Tibetan arrow also had a variety of names and forms,
such as the cane or bamboo arrow (myug rndo'); the iron arrow (Icngs nldn'); the poison-tipped arrow (dug mda'); the long
arrow (rrrdn' chcn); the magical arrow (tlltrn rrida'); the firearrow (rr~r'ilrida'); the flower arrow (mc. tog nidn'); and the
powerful arrow (rirdn'po chr).
The desibm of the Tibetan arrowtip (rridn' rtse) or arrowhead (irrdn' rirde'u) is not specified, other than being sharplypointed, and may take the form of a triangular blade, a
curved spear-like tip, or a barbed point. The steering-feathers (rrlda'sgro)are most commonly made from the long wingfeathers of a vulture - particularly the soaring Himalayan
bearded vulture or lammergeir - which are cut lengthwise
and either glued into grooves on the arrow's shaft, or glued
and bound with silk thread. Three steering-feathers are used
on the arrow's flight, providing stability and accuracy for
the true flight of the arrow. The flight end is scored with a
into which the bowstring (rrrrfn'r,~yl~d)
deep notch (rr~dn'storrg)
is fitted. Auspicious five-coloured silk threads are often
glued and bound to the end of the arrow.
Besides their use as weapons, arrows arc widely used in
ritual. Tibetan ritual arrows are fashioned in many forms,
with different coloured shafts, hanging silk ribbons, adornments and steering-feathers. Divination arrows (rrro tirdn'),
and silk-arrows (rrrtlrr'dnr),are illustrated and described on
Plate 1 2 3 .
The syrnbolisln of the arrow is revcaled in such legends
as that of thr m,lhasiddha Saraha and histlokiiriconsort,who
was a master arrowsmith. Saraha is LISLI'III!~ depicted as
sighting along an arrocv's shaft to dcterrni~leits smoothness

The Arrow
and straightness. Here the arrow-shaft represents the centra1 channel, and the smoothness of the three bamboo joints
symbolises the untying of the psychic knots that constrict
the flow of wind into the central channel. The three sections
of the bamboo shaft and the three steering-feathers represent the trinities of body, speech, and mind; the three kayas;
the three times, realms, and poisons. The four splits made
in the bamboo shaft for the arrowhead symbolise the four
mind fulnesses; irnmeasurables or boundless
states; activities or knrnlas; and the four joys, four moments,
and four levels of tantra. The sharp zlajrn-point of the arrowhead symbolises the concentration of wisdom as penetrating awareness or single-pointedness of mind. The
sinews or threads represent the binding of tantric commitments. The five-coloured threads, which are bound and
glued at the flight-end of the shaft, represent the binding of
the Five Buddha wisdoms, and the five perfections of
method (generosity, discipline, patience, effort, and concentration) with the bow representing the sixth perfection (wisdom). The two sides of the arrow's releasing-notch represent
the union of relative and absolute truth, and the union of
conventional and ultimate Dodhichitta.
As a male symbol of method, compassion, or skilful
means, the arrow is commonly held in the right or 'method'
handsof deities, and frequently coupled with thebow which
is held in the female left or 'wisdom' hand. Multiple-armed
deities, such as Yamantaka and Kalachakra, usually display
themale penetrative weapons (e.g. sword, trident, hammer,
mallet, or pestle, axe, iron hook, spear, club, and arrow) as
right hand or method implements. As weapons, these inlplements are naturally held in the right or 'dextrous' hands.
As a male symbol the Tibetan arrow is paired with the
female spindle in ritual magic, especially in rites of
'ransoming' (Tib. glud tshnb) the health, life, properh or vital forces of a man or woman, by means of an effigy or
painted substitute.

Plate I2 I
Illustrated in this drawing are examples of the divination
mirror, divination arrow, and various forms of arrows.
In the top left and right corners are three examples of
the divination mirror (Tib. 1110 inc 1 0 1 1 ~ ) or 'magical mirror'
(Tib. 'plirrtl g y i iircB loi~g).The circular diviiiation mirror is
made of silver or polished bell-metal, and marked with five
small inscribed circles in the centre and cardinal directions,
forming the shape of a cross and symbolising the Five Buddha wisdoms. In divination rituals - such as are performed
to the goddess Doj e Yudonma (Tib. rDo j e g.yu sgron ma)
- the mirror is placed upright in a container of barley or
grain, and co\,ered with five coloured silk cloths representing the Five Buddhas. A young \virgin boy or girl acts as the
medium of divination, seeing images or syllables which may
arise on the mirror's uncovered surface, and which are then
interpreted h!, the ritual master. As a hand-held attribute
the magical-mirror is held in the left hand of Palden Uiamo,
in her four-arnicd form as the 'Self-arisen Queen' (Tib.Rang

,&
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mo), symbolising her ability to clearly perceive
byung
the activities or karnras of the three realms.
A circular silver, bronze, or gold divination mirror a1.w
adorns the breast and costume of oracular deities and certain Protectors, such as the Nechung and Cadong oracles,
and thedharinpalas Begtse, DD* Dragden, and Tsiu M a r p .
Placed above the heart of the oracle or dharnlapala, this mirror is known as the 'mirror of mind' (Tib. tlr~cxskyi me lon~),
which represents the mind of the deity and is often sealed
with the deity's inscribed seedsyllable.
The drawing in the upper left corner shows a small divination mirror in a gold surround, with four inscribed circles on its surface and a silk ribbon tied onto its base. M e n
a single ribbon adorns a mirror it is commonly coloured to
accord with the deity being propitiated. White, yellow, and
red silks correspond respectively to rituals of pacification,
enrichment, and empowerment or subjugation. A black silk
ribbon is never employed, as this would 'cloud' the mirror
with the influences of malignant spirits, such as the nlaras
(Tib. bdlrd) and disease-causing spirits (fib. m mo). The second drawing to the right of this shows a rmjra-handled mirror, with five inscribed circles on its surface and a group of
five silk ribbons hanging from its base, coloured in the Five
Buddha sequence of white, yellow, red, green, and blue. The
third drawing in the upper right corner depicts a similar
mirror, with a single white or yellow silk ribbon tied onto
the small handle on its base. Below and to the left is a fourth
divination mirror, with five dots inscribed on its surface,
and five coloured silk ribbons tied behind.
The divination arrow (Tib. ii~dn'ino) or 'silk-arrow' (lib.
mcin'dar) are employed in the divination or longevity rituals of deities such as Gesar, Dorje Yudonma, Tseringma,
Amitayus, and Padrnasambhava. As a hand-held implement
the divination arrow is carried by many indigenous Tibetan
deities of non-Buddhist origin, many of whom are said to
have been subjugated by Padmasambhava.
One method of arrow-divination involves the shaking
of a tubular container full of numbered arrows. When an
arrow falls out of the container its number is looked up in
a divination manual, which should accord a direct or metaphorical answer to the question posed. This form of divination is derived from a Chinese system employing
\farrow-stalks.
libetan divination arrows take several forms. The following list draws from the account of divination arrows
given by Nebesky-Woikowitz.
The 'long-life silk arrow' (lib. tsl~csgrlrb ii~dn'dnr)has an
iron arrowhead and red shaft which terminates in a fivepronged flight. Each prong is adorned with three steeringfeathers from the wings of a vulture. The shaft-ends of the
flights are painted in the five-colour mandala sequence, with
corresponding silk ribbons attached to their ends. A small
silver divination mirror is tied to theshaft below the flights,
m d the arrowhead is positioned vertically within a container
of grain. The long-life arrow (Tib. tshc nrrin') is employed in
rituals of propitiation to Amitayus, Tseringma, and Padmasambhava. Iconographcally the long-life arrow is held in
the right hands of deities such as Amita-n~s
and Mandarava,
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where it is mtatpcl in all directionsand paired with the longlifp \law (Tib. tslle burn) held in the left hand.
The 'auspicious silk arrow' (Tib.,q.yarig grub lllda'dflr)is
fashioned with an iron arrowhead and a single-elided shaft
adorned with three steering-feathers. The shaft may be coloured to correspond to the deity being prc)~itiated,with
three or five coloured silk ribbons, and placed point-downwards into a wooden 'granary' (Tib. 'l~rurrrdsod) containing
an abundance of grain and precious substances. For auspicious rituals of pacification the shaft and ribbons are coloured white, and for increase rituals of prosperity they are
coloured yellow. Fivecoloured silk ribbons are employed
for all-purpose activities. Asmall mirror and a white conchshell are hung from the upper shaft. The shaft symbolises
the deity's body, the conch symbolises the deity's speech,
and the mirror symbolises the deity's mind. The seed-syllable of the deity invoked nlay be inscribed in coloured powder upon the mirror, or for all-purpose activity the syllable
Onr may be inscribed. The auspicious-arrow or 'arrow of
good luck' (lib. g.ynrig ririln') is used in the Tibetan marriage
ceremony to hook the collar of the bride and puU her away
from her female companions. Here the arrow, as a male symbol, represents the groom's capturing of the bride. An arrow, wrapped in a white silk scarf, is also touched to the
bride's forehead during the marriage ceremony.
The 'wealth-attracting silk arrow' (Tib. nor sgrrrb trldn'
dnr), is fashioned with a copper arrowhead, red painted shaft,
three steering-feathers, and five silk ribbons coloured white,
yellow, red, green and blue. This form of divination arrow
is employed in rituals propitiating the magnetising, or attracting goddesses, Vasudhara and Kurukulla. For specific
rituals the arrow's shaft may bear the attributes of a mirror,
conch shell and three divination dice.
The 'silk arrow of the fire god' (Tib. iirc llin 'bod pn'i rlrda'
drlr) is fashioned with an iron arrowhead, a red shaft, three
steering-feathers,a single red silk ribbon, and a small square
red pennon bearing the syllable R n r i ~of the fire god. This
arrow is placed upright into the earth in a south-easterly
direction from where a ritual ceremony is being performed,
in order to propitiate the fire god, Agni (Tib. rirc llrn), who
resides in the south-east.
The 'silk arrow of the wind god' (Tib. rlririg Ilrl7'i n~dn'
[far),is fashioned in a similar manner to the arrow of the fire
god described above, but with a green shaft and green pennon bearing the syllable Ynnl of the wind god. This arrow is
placed into the earth in a north-westerly direction to propiIlrn).
tiate the wind god, Vayu (Tib. r1111rg
Specific silk arrows (nldn' dnr) are also accorded to the
eight classes of spirits, with specifically coloured shafts and
silk ribbons, and their steering-feathers obtained from birds
which bear a relationship with these spirits, such as tlie
raven, vulture, hawk and owl. These 'spirit-arrows' are
often positioned upright in the construction of the complex thread-crosses (Tib. nldos) employed in rituals of spirit
subjugation.
The divination mirror and arrow are also used in a form
of 'psychic surgery' by Tibetan shamans to cure illnesses or
rabies. The niirror is firstly passed over the patient's body

to determine the precise 'seat' of the illness. The shaman
then places the tip of the arrow on the body point located,
and begins to suck on the end of the arrow's shaft.often a
large quantity of blood, puss, and diseased body tissue
be sucked out by the shaman, who then spits this foul matter into a bowl. 111the case of rabies, a piece of flesh in the
shape of a dog will also be sucked out of the patientPSbody
by the shaman. A female shaman who becomes possessed
by the spirit of a dog-headed deity in the retinue of
Chakrasarnvara - now performs this technique of psychic
surgery at Bodhnath in Kathmandu. Many years ago a
friend's young child was bitten by a rabid dog and c u ~ of
d
rabiesby this method. Several years later the child wasagain
bitten and again contracted rabies; the shaman's technique
proved ineffective the second time, and the child died.
In the upper area of the drawing are seven examples of
the divination arrow (Tib. rr~do'rr~o)
or 'silk-arrow' (Tib.nr(1n'
dnr). At the top centre of the page are three drawings of
divination arrows, adorned with silver mirrors and silk ribbons. The first drawing on the left shows the five-coloured
silk ribbons fastened behind the mirror, with their upper
ends falling as a short apron below the mirror, their midpoints knotted and folded above the mirror, and their tapering lower ends flowing outwards towards the left. The
second drawing shows a similarly festooned silk arrow,
with the five-coloured silk ribbons hanging symmetrically
below. The third drawing shows an arrow with three silk
ribbons and three separate vulture feathers at the top. An
arrow in this form is commonly held in the right hand of
Mandarava, the Indian princess who along with Yeshe
Tsogyal was one of the consorts of Padmasambhava. Three
splayed \lulture feathers also adorn the crest of Padmasambhava's hat, sy~nbolisinghis mastery over the three
ynilns, the three times, the three realms, and the union of
the three psychic channels.
To the right of these three divination arrows is a detail
of an arrow flight with its steering-feathers made from the
'wisdom eyes' of the peacock or painted with the eyes of an
owl. The owl is a 'messenger bird' of the flesh-eating rnksl~nsn
spirits (Tib. srirr \TO),
and an arrow of this kind nlay be used
in thread-cross rituals or depicted in images of the wrathful
As a stealthy bird
assembly of offerings (Tib. rg!larl tslri~~s).
of prey, nature has endowed the soft and delicate wing-feathers of the owl with the quality of noiseless flight (see also
Plate 134). Another arrow, with the painted eyes of an owl
and a single silk ribbon, is depicted on the left centre of the
page. Above and to the left of this arrow is another divination arrow with a mirror and five silk ribbons. Across to the
right of the owl-eyed arrow is a di\.ination arrow with four
silk ribbons tied behind its mirror. Their tapering ends emanate or 'rotate' towards the four directions. Across to the
right of the page is the last of the seven illustrated divination arrows, with a single silk ribbon twisting below its mirdt,pictecl in the 'wrathf~1I
ror. The black silk arrow is <~lso
offerings of the five senses', illustrated on Plate 140.
At tlie centrr of thc pagc are two dra~vings
of fire-nrro~'s
(Skt. n~~rihnrrn;
Tib. rirr'i rrrd,t') with flames emanating from
their sharp tips, ,lnd across to the, right are a grout7 of three
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arrows (lib. gsum nrda') with crescent-moon caps above
their steering-feather~.These implements are depicted as alternative attributes, held in the fifth right hand of Kalachakra,
and p a i d with the bow held in his corresponding left hand.
A difference of iconographic opinion exists as to which of
t h w two attributes Kalachakra holds. Some say that it is a
fire-arrow propelled by gunpowder, or that it is an arrow
made of fire, or that it is red like fire with a sharp fire-like tip.
Others say that it is a group of three arrows, with which
Kalachakra transfixes and slays the three poisons of the three
realms. In Tibetan the fire-arrow (Tib. me'i mda') is also a term
used to describe the cannon or firearm. Since the application
of gunpowder as an explosive was already known at the time
of the inhoduction of the Kalnchakra Tar~tra(AD ~ o q )it, is
possible that the fire-arrow refers to either a bamboo rocket,
or an arrow - possibly of iron - that was propelled by gunpowder. The Swedish explorer Sven Hedin mentions h s discovery of fire-bearing Chinese arrows at a second-century
Buddhist site in Central Asia.
On the left of the bottom row are a bow and arrow, as
paired symbols of wisdom and compassion. The next drawing depicts the auspicious 'good luck arrow' (Tib.g . y n g rnda'
[far)with a five-pronged flight. The five prongs are arranged
in the mandala sequence of a central prong and four directional prongs, each of which is painted in the colours of the
Five Buddhas and bound with silk threads in the same colours. Below the flight is a small five-coloured apron, and its
bamboo shaft is plaited with long silk ribbons of the five
colours with a second apron near its tip. This arrow, which
symbolises the blessings of the Five Buddhas, is presented
at the Tibetan New Year (Tib. logsar) ceremony as an auspicious offering of good fortune for the coming year.
To the right of t h s silk arrow are the paired attributes of
an arrow and a wooden spindle (Tib. 'phnng shing). The
pointed arrow represents the male principle as the emblem
of a man as a hunter; the spindle used by Tibetan women
for spinning woollen yarn represents the female principle.
As a sacrificial object, portrayed in the assembly of wrathful offerings (Tib. rgynn tsllogs), the 'female' spindle (Tib.
'pharrg bkra) is wound with variegated colour thread. These
two emblems are depicted upon the wooden tablets (Tib.
,;g/nrzg611)or ransom effigies(Tib.glud fslmb), which are used
in shamanic rituals as 'substitutes' to avert the influences of
malignant spirits (these wooden tablets are illustrated on
Plate 139).
To the right of the spindle is a 'postal-arrow' or 'letterarrow' (Tib. nrda' yig), used by Tibetan couriers to convey
important letters, documents, or governmental edicts. The
sealed document, in the form of a scroll, is contained within
the hollow tube of the postal-arrow and tied with officially
stamped seals that are impressed upon sealing wax (Tib. la
cha). The leather strap of the postal-arrow enables the courier to carry it over his shoulder whilst riding on horseback.
It symbolises speed of delivery. Documents conveyed by a
relay of archers as fired arrows were also known as letterarrows.
To the right of the postal-arrow are two drawings of the
red rrtpala-flower arrow of the goddess Kurukulla (also

illustrated and described in Plate 122). The next drawing to
the right shows a 'whistling-arrow' with a small clay ocarina
as its arrowhead. The velocity of the wind forced though
the apertures of this flute-like whistle produces a highpitched single or double-tone note. This arrow was of Chinese origin and adopted by the Mongols as a weapon. When
fired over the heads of the enemy and their battle animals,
the screeching of the arrow instilled fear and panic. The next
drawing shows a 'stunning-arrow' with a flat hammer-like
metal head, which was used for rendering an opponent or
animal unconscious. The next drawing shows a 'cutting-arrow' (Tib. nrda' phyed byas pa), with a sharp axe-like, semicircular blade that was used for severing ropes or limbs. In
Indian warfare this weapon was known as a 'half-moon'
(Skt. nrdhaclu~ndra)arrow, and said to be capable of severing
a head from a body. The next drawing depicts a 'notched
arrow' (Tib. rrrdn'nag khranr) or hurled javelin (Tib.be mdung),
which is propelled by a knotted string. The knot at the end
of the string is placed in a notch in the base of the arrow's
shaft and looped once around the shaft to secure it. The string
is then pulled taut along the length of the shaft and thrown
in the manner of a javelin, the string acting as a sling to
propel the arrow a great distance. The notched arrow was
probably used as a method of improvised weaponry when
an archer's bow was broken in battle, where the bowstring
could be adapted as a catapult. The last two drawings in
the lower right corner depict two vajra-tipped arrows; the
first with a five-pronged vajra, and the second with a single-pronged vajra.
The Flower Attl-ibutes of the Bow and Arrow, Hook and

Noose
The attributes of a bow and arrow made of flowers derives
from a legend of Kamadeva - the Vedic god of love - who
like Eros and Cupid unleashes the arrow of love from his
bow. According to this legend, Kamadeva fired five arrows
at the austere and meditative form of Shiva, in order to
arouse passion within his heart for the goddess Umadevi
(Parvati).The first of Kamadeva's two arrows missed their
target and failed to arouse thoughts of desire in Shva's mind;
the second two arrows entered Shiva's mind and caused
his meditation to waver; whilst the fifth arrow pierced
Shiva's heart and unleashed the full force of the ascetic lord's
desire. In great wrath Shiva emanated a blaze of wisdomfire from his third eye, immolating the physical form of
Kamadeva and rendering him eternally bodiless, as the invisible 'power of love'.
Kamadeva is known by a variety of epithets including
Maya (the destroyer), Ananga (the bodiless), Makaradhvaja
(the maknra-banner), Pushpadhanus (bow of flowers), and
Pushpasara (arrow of flowers). Kamadeva's bow is either
described as a bow of flowers or as a bow made of sugar cane
(Skt. ikslrrrkodando), with a honey-soaked bowstring (Skt.
rrradllrrkara) covered in bees. Kamadeva's five arrows are described as being fashioned from five different flowers - the
white lotus, thenslrukn flower, the mango flower, jasmine, and
the blue lotus. Kamadeva's five arrows (Skt. pnr~clmsarfl)
are
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identified with the 'five passions' (Skt. panchrflgo). These
are sexual ecstasy (urlmadaizn), burning (tapana), unconsciousness (snrirn~ol~ilna),
bewitching (sosl~ann),and paralysing (stfllrlblmm).Within their multiple levels of meaning in
the Hindu tantras, these five passions find one level of POetic expression as the stages of romantic or erotic love - gazing into each other's eyes, holding hands, embracing,
kissing, and sexual union.
In early Vajrayana Buddhism the 'five passions' were
also used as sexual metaphors for the 'five classes of tantra'
(kriya, clmrya, yoga, !/ogattnra, anlryognttara), although traditionally, and in later Vajrayana Buddhism, only 'four classes
of tantra' are listed. Smiling or holding hands represents
kriya tntnntra; gazing into each other's eyes, clraryn tnrltro;
embracing and kissing, !lo,yn tarltrn; and sexual consummation, arluttarayoga tnntrn. The five passions also correspond
to the five poisons of ignorance, desire, aversion, pride, and
jealousy; the five senses and their objects of sight, sound,
smell, taste, and touch; and the five aggregates of form, feeling, perception, motivational factors, and consciousness.
The five arrows are also associated with Manjushri, representing - like the five protuberances on his head - the Five
Buddha wisdoms. Manjushri's five arrows - like the five
prongs of the rlnjrn - transfix the five passions in their psychic centres. Ignorance is transmuted at the crown; desire,
at the throat; anger, at the heart; pride, at the navel; and
jealousy, at the secret place.
In Vajmyana iconography Kamadeva, as the 'god of desire' (Tib. 'Dod pa'i Iha), is depicted being trampled upon
by the deities Kalachakra and Kurukulla. In the iconography of Kalachakra, Kamadeva is personified as the red demon (Tib. bdud) of desire, whose four arms hold the
subjugating attributes of a bow: five flower-arrows, a noose,
and a hook. Kamadeva lies prone upon his back under the
right foot of Kalachakra, whilst his consort tries to lift
Kalachakra's foot from the chest of Kamadeva. This symbolises Kalachakra's triumph over, and his exhaustion of,
the hosts of Mara.
The goddess Kurukulla is an aspect of Red Tara, who is
invoked for the controlling activities of subjugating, magnetising, and attracting. She is extremely seductive: her red
colour and subjugating flower-attributes emphasise her
more mundane activity of enchanting men and women,
ministers and kings, through the bewitching power of sexual
desire and love (Skt. vasliikarnna).The eroticism of her symbolism is hrther enhanced through the imagery described
in her sadhnrin. For attracting or subjugating a man, the
flower-hook and red lrtjmln arrow are visualised as piercing
his heart; and for attracting a woman these attributes are
visualised as penetrating her vagina. From a red eight-petalled lotus at the practitioner's heart arise eight red bees,
which are visualised as flying out from his nostril and entering the nostril of the person to be subjugated. Here they
suck the vowel syllables from that person's heart with their
'pollen-gathering sucking-tubes', then return with their 'nectar' to their 'hive' in the practitioner's heart. The symbolism of red bees intoxicated w ~ t hhoney, of red rrtj)nln flowers
laden with fragrant nectar, and of the snaring, hooking, and

piercing activities of Kurukulla's flower-attributes, reveal
the sexual magnetism of this seductive goddess.
In her red four-armed form, Kurukda holds the ahibutes
of a flower-bow (Skt.pushpadlwrlrls; lib. tnc toggsliu);a flowerarrow (Skt. pushposaro; Tlb. rile tag mdn') with a red ulpa/,,
flower arrowhead; a flower-hook (Skt. pushpank~tsha;Tib.
to8 Icags kyu); and a flower-noose (Skt. pusllpapashn; lib, me
tog zhngs). These four attributes are described as being fashioned from flowers, or more specifically from the flowers of
the red rctpala lotus or water-lily (Tib. ut pn In dmnr po).
The two-armed form of the goddess Red Tara, holds the
stem of a red rttpala blossom in her left hand at the level of
her heart. The root of this stem forms a noose, and the flower
blossoms at the level of her left ear and bears the attributes
of a drawn flower bow and arrow.

Plate 122

This illustration depicts the flower-attributes held by the
goddesses Kurukulla and Red Tara, and by the Vedic god of
love, Kamadeva.
Dominating the illustration are three drawings of
Kamadeva's flower bow and arrow, which are held by the
goddess Kurukulla. Each of the three arrows loaded and
drawn in these bows are tipped by an arrowhead of a red
utpola flower, with a shaft made of flowers and a flight made
of leaves. The two upper bows are depicted with bowstrings
made of flowers and leaves, whilst the lower bow has a rope
bowstring.
Within the upper left area are three drawings of
Kurukulla's flower-noose, w h c h terminates in a hook and
ring made from leaves or red utpnln buds. In the upper right
corner is a detail of Kamadeva's bow, with a bowstring fashioned from pollen-gathering bees. To the right of the lower
bow and arrow are four horizontal drawings of different
forms of flower-arrows, and five vertical drawings of
Kurukulla's flower-hook.
At the bottom centre and right are two drawings of the
five arrows of Kamadeva. The drawing on the left shows a
group of five identical flower-arrows bound together in a
cluster. The drawing on the bottom right depicts these five
arrows as fashioned from the flowers of the white lotus, the
nshokn flower, the mango flower, the jasmine flower, and the
blue lotus. The drawing in the bottom left corner depicts
the small red flower bow and arrow held by Red Tara. These
lotus, which arises
attributes are held within a red ~rtj~nla
from a noose formed from its lotus-root in Tarn's left hand,
and which blossoms at the level of her left ear.

THE SWORD (Skt. khadgo, (IS,; Tib. r-al gn)
In the Western chivalric tradition the sword, as the weapon
of heroes, gods, and demi-gods, represents justice, might
and a~~thority,
and is a s)lmbol of the king's sovereign in\restiture. As a 'sword of destiny', King Arthur's Excalibur
possessed the discriminating awareness to release itselfonly

The Sword
into the hand of the rightful king. The magical powers inherent in a legendary or heroic sword often endowed its
owner with the ability to detect treason, betrayal, and enemies, as the blade would glow or heat in warning. This
medieval motif of the 'divine sword' was revitalised by
J.R.Tolkein in Tlrc Lord of llrc Rings. In Grricsis the flaming
swords of Eden guarded the gates of Paradise against mankind's defilement, whilst in The Book ofRci~rlatioiisthe 'Son
of Man' proclaims the Last Judgement with a sharp twe
edged sword emerging from his mouth.
In ancient Indian warfare the sword was second in importance only to the bow and arrow. As a weapon of close
combat its swiftness and versatility could easily undermine
the lethal weight of the club, mace, and battleaxe. In Vedic
mythology the unvanquishable sword of Vishnu was named
Nandaka, and Indra's sword was named Paranjaya. In Sanskrit the sword is known as klmdgn, nsi, knrni~nlaor knrnrlnli.
Besides the shorter hand-sword (khadgn),there was the long
sword (riinlmklradga),which measured at least thirty arigrilas
or finger-widths (approximately twenty-four inches) along
its blade. The term khndgn also means rhinoceros, and this
mighty animal with its penetrating single horn and almost
impregnable hide was both a symbol of masculine virility
and military invulnerability. The thick hide plates of the
rhinoceros were employed in defensive warfare as shields,
spear-guards and body armour. Early Buddhism identified
the rhinoceros with the prafyeknbl~ddhnor 'solitary realiser ',
who according to an early sutra 'fared as lonely as the r h noceros'.
As a protective symbol of the Buddhist doctrine the
sword represents the victory of enlightenment over the attack of the hosts of Mara, as the hindering forces of ignorance. The Bodlriclmr!jaz~ntnrn states, "As the blade of the
sword does not cut itself, neither does the mind know itself". As a symbol of wisdom the sword cuts through the
veils of ignorance, severing the knots of illusion that bind
beings to delusion and obscure the absolute truth.
Manjushri, the bodhisattva of wisdom, holds aloft in his
right hand the flaming sky-blue sword of awareness that
'cuts through the net of misunderstanding'. He is said to
abide at the Chinese five-peaked mountain of Wu Tai Shan,
which geomantically svmbolises the Five Buddha wisdom
protuberances (rrslr~iishn)on Manjushri's head. In Nepal,
Manjushri is credited writh having created the Kathmandu
valley, by cutting through the surrounding mountains at
Chobar Gorge with his sword, thereby draining the lake
which filled the valley. According to legend the 'self-created' hill of Swayambhu, which emerged as the waters receded, is the s i t ~from where Nagarjuna received the
P,n/rinpnrnririt[r Srrtrn from the guardianship of the ringas.
The flaming sworil of Manjushri is sealed with a iairflhandle and Manjt~shri'ssyllable, Dlrili, and represents the
discriminating wisdom that realises emptiness. Its sharp
double edge represents the indivisibility of relative and absolilte truth; its fine point, the perfection of \visdom; and its
fiery i1rljrcl-flames \vhich emanate to the ten directions, the
blazing of thc \\vis~iorn-a\~~areiiess
fire of full enlightenment.
In his left Iia~idhlc~nj~ishri
liolcls the stem of a blue lltlmln
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flower at the lwel of his heart, which blossoms near his ear
and bears the text of the Prnj~ra~~aramitn
Slttrn (Perfection of
Wisdom) in loo,ooo starv~s.The emblem of Maiushri - either an upright sword resting upon this text, or the sword
and book resting upon two ulpala flowers held in his right
and left hand - is borne as an insignia by many human emanations of Manjushri, such as Trisong D&m, %kya Pandita,
Tsongkhapa, and Longchenpa. As an emblem of the Karma
Buddha Family, the sword or oishzvrvojra is an attribute of
Amoghasiddhi, the green Buddha of the north.
A vast numher of semi-wrathful and wrathful deities
hold the sword as a weapon, almost exclusively in their right
or 'dextrous sword-hands'. These swords may be depicted
with or withou t flames, with curved single-edgcd or straight
double-dged blades, and with varying styles of hilt dece
rations. The sword blade is depicted mainly in the darkblue colour of iron, but descriptions of crystal, copper, gold
or lapis lazuli are sometimes given, particularly in the case
of a warrior-deity surrounded by a retinue of four directional manifestations. Extremely wrathful activity is sometimes expressed in the form of a scorpion-hilted sword, a
sword fashioned from a the tongue of a resuscitated corpse
or) ,the blazing sword of fire of a
(Skt. i~etaln;Tib. rci I ~ I I , ~
demonic rnksllnsn (Tib.zriir yo). However wrathful the sword
is depicted, its main symbolism is the destruction of ignorance and enemies, personified in the form of evil spirits
and demons who create obstacles to the development of
wisdom.
In the right hands of nn~rttnrayngatni~tradeities, such as
Yamantaka, a sword also symbolises the granting of the
the eight siddhis (Skt. aslrtnsidd/ii; Tib. grub cheir byyynd) or
powers of psychic attainment. The 'sword-siddhi' (Skt. kha~ixfiiddlri)is the first of these: it bestows the power to vanquish enemies with the sword of discriminating awareness.
The second, nrijnrrn siddhi, bestows clairvoyant vision
through the 'eye salve' of omniscience. The third, pdnleyn
siddlii, bestows fleetness of foot as the 'foot ointment' of
speed-walking. The fourth, ar~tnradlmrrasiddki, bestows invisibility and the miraculous ability to disappear. The fifth,
rnsn!/nrla ziddlli, is the alchemical power of transmutation
which bestows immortality and the ability to transform
matter. The sixth, klrzclrnrn s~dtthi,enables one to fly through
the sky. The seventh, bhrrclilira siddlri, bestows the power of
translocation and multiple manifestation. The eighth, pntnln
sidtihi, enables the siddha to traverse all realms of existence. The eight great sihfhis are variously listed in different tantric traditions, but the list given above is the most
common.
The Scorp~onand the Scorpion-H~ltedSwor-d
The Indian scorpion (Skt. irrishchikn;fib. sdig pn) - annoured
in gloss). black slun segments with two pincers and a poisonous sting in its tail - presents a formidable image of aggression and malice. The mating scorpion's 'dance of death',
wherein it stings itself to death within a ring of fire or becomes imprisoned within an invisibly inscribed 'magc circle', have rendered it a favoured 'familiar' crf Indian fakirs
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who have gained the minor siddhi of controlling poisonous
snakes and scorpions. T h m species of scorpion are believed
to be indigenous to libet.
The sting of the scorpion's whip-like tail transfixes and
poisons its prey, and in this respect it is identified with the
w r a w l activity of the ritual dagger or phrtrla. Padmasambhavals biography relates how he received the ~iddhiof the
phurba transmission at the great charnel ground of Rajgriha
fwm a gigantic scorpion with nine heads, eighteen pincers
and twenv-seven eyes. This scorpion reveals the ph~rrbatexts
from a triany lar stone box hdden beneath a rock in the cemetery. As Padmasambhava reads t h s t~rr~ra
text spontaneous
understanding arises, and the heads, pincers, and eyes of the
scorpion are 'revealed' as different vehicles or !/nrlas of spiritual attainment. Here, at Rajgriha, Padmasambhava is given
the title of 'the scorpion guru', and in one of his eight forms,
as Guru Dragpo or Pema Dragpo ('wrathful lotus'), he is depicted with a scorpion in his left hand. As an emblem of the
wrathful plr~rrl~o
transmission the image of the scorpion took
on a strong symbolic meaning in the early development of
thc Nyingrna or 'ancient school' of Tibetan Buddhism.
Milarepa's biography describes how in his early life he
reaps vengeance on his spiteful relatives by resorting to the
blackarts. In the midst of a wedding feast attended by thirtyfive of his relations a swarm of poisonous reptiles and insects suddenly manifests, and a giant scorpion 'as big as a
yak' pulls down the central pillar of the house, killing them
all. Simultaneously at his retreat cave Milarepa is presented
with the bleeding heads and hearts of these thirty-five relatives by the wrathful deities he had invoked.
The image of the wrathful scorpion also arises in the iconography of certain protective deities, and many of the
multitudinous forms of the eight classes of spirits who appear in their retinues. Certain spirits may have the head and
pincers of the scorpion, and wear its black skin as armour;
or they may hold a scorpion as an attribute, or wield a scorpion-hilted sword. In protective or sympathetic magic the
painted or drawn image of the scorpion is also employed
for spirit subjugation. The image of a scorpion devouring a
'spirit king' (Tib. rgyal pu), for example, is created to protect
against the harm inflicted by such spirits. The manacled effigies of other classes of spirits (Tib. btsar~,rr~dird,darn sri, for
example), are depicted being devoured by scorpions in
which are used as
drawn protective diagrams (Tib. lir~g~yn),
charms against their malevolence.
The dnrrr sri spirits appear as dwarfs who inflict plagues
and cattle diseases. Amongst the spirits and demonic forms
that inflict plagues (Tib. gri.ynynn), many are represented in
the form of scorpions. In certain necromantic rituals the bone
of a plague victim may be carved into a plr~rrbato cause the
death of an enemy. The wrathful female deity Palden Lhamo
or 'liemati', in her form as the 'goddess of plagues' (Tib.
dPal ldan Iha mo gnyan gyi re ma ti), holds a human corpse
and a scorpion-hilted sword in her two right hands. One
form of the wrathful goddess Ekajati also wields the scorpion-hilted sword. Both of these goddesses emanate a
poisonous mist from their mouths, nostrils, and lower orifices.The wrathful warrior-protector, Begtse, also wields the

scorpion-hilted sword, representing his destructive activities of spreading disease and pestilence upon the battlefield.

Plate 123

This illustration depicts drawings of the ~ ~ o r p i o n - h i l t ~ d
sword, the scorpion, and various examples of both magical
and wisdom swords. Across the left of the top row are five
examples of the flaming scorpion-hilted sword, held by deities such as Begtse. The blade of the sword emerges from
the mouth of the scorpion like a sharp double-edged iron
tongue, whilst its pincers may grip the base of the blade
forming the cross-guard of the hilt. In the first two drawings on the left the six or eight legs of the scorpion are not
depicted on the sword's grip or handle. The fourth drawing shows an eight-legged scorpion with eyes all over its
body. The vnjrn-flames which envelop these swords entwine,
like serpents, around their blades.
In the upper right hand corner are three drawings of
scorpions. The image on the left shows the two halfs of a
scorpion's body forming the vnjra-hook and ring of a noose
(Skt. pnsl~a;Tib. zlrags pn) or snare (see also Plate 130).The
scorpion in the upper right corner is depicted in its 'natural' stylised Tibetan form with eight legs. The large scorpion below this has nine heads and eighteen pincers, and
devours a naked male and female figure in his nine mouths.
This image represents the destructive activity of the nine
ritual pl~trrbns,which are nailed into the centre and eight
directions in kilnnn rites of spirit subjugation.
Below this large scorpion are four illustrations of swords.
The first drawing on the left shows an example of a flamescroll coiling around the tip of a sword blade. The second
drawing depicts a short i~njrn-hiltedsword with a mass of
wisdom fire blazing around its tip. The third drawing shows
a long flat sword with a straight blade and ziojra-tipped grip.
The last drawing on the right shows a long double-edged
sword with a tapering blade.
The first drawing on the left of the bottom row depicts a
sword fashioned from threaded and tied Chinese coins. Such
'spirit swords' were used in China to protect newborn children from the spirits of deceased barren women, who were
believed to be abductors of small children. This sword is
often hung above babies' cots, and may also be found in
Tibetan protector chapels. The blade, cross-guard, and pommel of the sword are constructed from the overlapping of
flat coins bound tightly together through their central holes,
whilst the handle is made from stacked and strung coins. In
k r ~ gslr~rithese swords are used to deflect evil spirits away
from a building.
The second drawing depicts an iron sword which has
been bent into a loop by an oracle. The ps)~chictechnique of
'metal-bending' was oftcn demonstrated during the trances
of Tibetan oracles, who would often tie a knot in a thick iron
sword blade, or rapidly twist the blade into the shape of a
Tibetan syllable. Twisted or knotted swords arc commonly
found in protector chapels, and are hung above doorwa~~s
or entrances to repel c\,il spirits.
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The tllird and fourth drawings show two examples of the
flaming rakshsn sword wielded by male and female demons
(Skt. rakshasn/rakshasi; lib. srirr po/srirr mo) or malevolent spirits who ofkn take the form of goblins. The first sword has a
blade made of fire,a flaming trident cross-guard, and an eightfaceted handle sealed with a half-z~ajra.
Thc second is depicted
with small tongues of flame Licking around its blade.
The fifth drawing depicts a sabre (Tib. shni~glang), with
a curved single-edged blade and sharp tip. The sixth drawing depicts a curved ~rtnkara-handledsword being drawn
from its sheath or scabbard. Virudhaka, the great blue guardian-king of the south, is often depicted unsheathing such a
sword with both hands. The seventh drawing depicts a flaming sword of wisdom with a parallel-sided blade and eightsided handle. The eighth drawing shows a cutlass with an
acutely angled tip.
The last tluee drawings on the right show three variations of the flaming wisdom sword with z~njrn,jewel, and
zwjra handles, respectively. The flames commonly coil
around the blade, enveloping it in a blaze of wisdom fire.
Ten tongues of fire are often painted in the upper flame mass
to represent the sword's wisdom radiating to the ten directions. Amongst artists it is believed that the sharper the point
of the wisdom-sword is painted, then the greater will be the
wisdom achieved by the artist.

THE TRIDENT-PIKE, CADUCEUS, DART, A N D
OTHER BLADED WEAPONS

Plate 124
Illustrated in this composition are examples of the tridentpike, the trident-caduceus, darts, fish or water-knives, sword
blades, daggers, scissors, and scythes.
On the left side of the page are a group of four tridents
or pikes. The first and fourth drawings from the left depict
two trident-pikes with impaled human heads and flowing
flags. These wrathful tridents are held by protective deities,
such as Trakshad Mahakala and the blue 'Soul Releasing'
Four-Faced Mahakala. The trident-shaped head of this
weapon incorporates the three blades of an axe, a spear, and
of
a curved knife or iron hook; it performs the f~~nctions
cleaving, lancing, cutting, and hooking. The spear tips on
both of these weapons emanate vnjrn-flames, and the upper
shafts of the pikes impale the decapitated head of an enemy
through the mouth. The first drawing shows the flayed skin
of the enemy coiled below its head and trailing in the wind
as a flag. The fourth drawing clearly shows the combined
forms of the axe, spear, and hooked blade emanating from a
flame-enveloped skull. The tongue of the enemy's severed
head protrudes in this drawing, indicating that the enemy
is a resurrected corpse (Skt. vetaln; Tib. ro lang). A long battle-flag streams from below its head. The shaft-ends of these
two pikes are sealed with half-vnjrns.
The second drawing from the left shows a double-bladed
trident (Skt. trislrrrla; Tib. rtscgstrrrr), the outer blades of which

are sharpened in the form of a double axe. Below the t"dent's iron top is a central skull-hub with a small red bloodstained yaktail hanging below. To the right of this trident is
a smaller pike (Skt. shlrla; Tib. rtst.) with twisting prongs a t
its left and centre, and an axe-head as its right prong. A
bloodstained yaktail and black pennants hang below. ne
fifth drawing from the left shows a small double battleaxe
or 'axe-lance' (Tib. dgrn sta ~irdurlg),with its three blades
emanating from a rectangular iron hub. This hand-lldd
weapon functions primarily as a battleaxe, which may also
be used for lancing.
At the top centre of the page is an entwined serpenttrident (Tib. sbrul rtscgsuriz) or caduceus. The trident in this
form is an emblem of Shiva as Lokeshvara, the 'Lord of the
Realms'. It was adopted into early Mahayana Buddhism as
an emblem of the bodhisattva Avalokitesh\lara in his form
as Simhanada or 'Lion's Roar'. Simhanada's trident - which
rises behind the right side of his body - has a green shaft,
with a white snake coiled around it that drips red blood
from its mouth. Shiva's serpent-trident is also green or blue
in colour and has two symmetrically entwined serpents
coiled around it. These two serpents are red and white, symbolising the solar and lunar channels coiling (Skt. krrnrlnln)
around the green or blue central channel. The red yaktail
pennant and white skull at the top of the shaft symbolise
the ascent of the red serpent-goddess Kundalini, rising to
unite with her white lord, Shiva, in the crown centre of the
skull. Emerging from the skull's crown centre is a flaming
trident, which symbolises the solar and lunar channels dissolving into the fire of the central channel.
The caduceus, as an emblem of the alchemical god Mercury or Hermes, first originated within the ancient Assyrian,
Hittite, and Phoenician cultures as a sun-moon symbol, consisting of a central rod crowned by a sun disc with two lunar
horns on either side. As the Greek staff of Hermes, the 'messenger of the gods', it aquired the entwined serpent and wingtopped motif now familiar as a healing symbol. Through its
magical power Hermes was able to resuscitate the victims of
Hades. Medicinally the two serpents symbolise poison and
its antidote, or venom and serum as the homeopathic pruiciple of 'like cures like'. Alchemically the two serpents symbolise cinnabar and mercury, or menstrual blood and semen,
which through their transmutation create the 'elixir of immortality'. The Creek caduceus is described as being fashioned from green olive-wood and adorned with gold
ornaments of sun, moon, wings, and serpents.
Across the top right half of the page are four drawings
of the peacock-feathered dart or slrnkti-dagger,held by deities such as Yamantaka and the goddess Palden Lhamo, in
her form as Somo Remati (Tib. gTso mo rc nla ti). Yamantaka's dart (Skt. l~lririili~ialn;
Tib. lilri rllri pn In), consists of a
three-sided iron iilrrrrbo blade with a flight of three peacock
feathers. The three-sided blacie symbolises the pinning do~'11
of tlie three poisons of ignorance, desire, and hatred, and
the three peacock feathers represent Yamantaka's triumph
over tlie three realms. The triangular blade ancl its feathered flight also symbolise thc pul.ificaticln of both objecti\'e
and subjective conceptualisation, Palcicn Lhamo's clart is
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identified as a shakti-dagger (Tib. shag ti), and likewise symb0li-s her k-ictory over the three poisons (triple-sided blade)
of the three p a l n ~ (three
s
peacock eyes). The term skakti refers to a spear (described in Plate 125);and the shakfi-dagger was probably fashioned from a conventional spearhead
sealed with a peacock-feather handle or flight, which could
be used both for stabbing and throwing.
The Sanskrit term bkiit~iipalarefers to a short javelin or
arrow, thrown either by hand or from a tube (see also Plates
121 and 125).This suggests that the dart could be launched
from a thick bamboo throwing-tube, to give it greater velocity and distance, though probably less accuracy. In ancient lndian warfare the 'iron dart' (Skt. aynshula; Tib. lcags
gsrrm), could be hurled at an opponent with great precision,
or cast skywards to fall into the massed ranks of the enemy.
The peacock-feathered dart or bhilrdipala is often misidentified with the phurba, as both these weapons are held
by different forms of the goddess Palden Lhamo. In Yamantaka's iconography the blrii~dipnlnis sometimes identified as
the conical peacock-feather sprinkler (lib. klm) w h c h crowns
the ritual vase or bump0 (see Plate 103).
The four upper drawings of the blriizdipaln illustrate its
various forms, with the last drawing on the right depicting
the dart as a sword blade. Below these and to the right are
three drawings of the iron dart's head, with the central image having a flight of three long eagle or vulture-wing feathers. To the left of these three drawings is a 'sword-knife'
(Skt. khadyakartrikn; Tib. ral gri glrg), a weapon combining
the thrusting and slashing powers of the sword and razor.
To the left of this is the Lndian sacrificial cleaver known as a
kartrika; a weapon wielded by the wrathful Hindu Mahavidya goddesses, Kali and Tara. The kartrikn is used in ritual
sacrifices to the Hindu mother goddesses (Skt. itmtrikas),on
festival days such as Durga Puja, when male goats, buffaloes, oxen, and chickens are sacrificially beheaded. The single eye on the blade of the kartrika symbolises the wrathful
wisdom aspect of the goddess.
Below these weapons and across the central right area
of the illustration are five examples of the razor known as a
'fish knife' or 'water knife' (Skt. churikn; Tib. chir gri). The
clrrcri or clrr~~.ika
is still used in India for gutting, heading,
tailing, and scaling fish. Around the coastal fishing villages
of the subcontinent, regional variations of the cllurikn as a
c ~ ~ r v eord wave-shaped knife are commonly found. These
knives are often mounted upon a wooden base which can
be held between the feet, leaving both hands free to manipulate the slippery fishes. In Tibetan art this knife appears
as a long wave-shaped razor, which emerges from the crocodile grip of a ilzaknra's mouth, with a short embellished handle often terminating in a vajra or jewel insignia. The blade
is depicted in the dark-blue colour of iron, and its decorative r~mknrahandle is made of gold. The Tibetan form bears
a strong resemblance to the meteorite-iron Balinese 'kris' or
'spirit-knife', which must draw blood when it is unsheathed.
The water knife is held by deities such as Yamantaka, and
many of the attendant spirits that form the retinues of wrathful and protective deities. As a razor it symbolises the 'shaving away' of evil karmas and defilements. As a water or fish

knife it symbolises the cutting away of 'cyclic existence1(skt,
sainsara; Tib. 'khor ba). The Sanskrit term samsara literally
means 'to flow or pass through', and implies the endless c,.
cles of births and rebirths as the metempsychosis of suffering. Fishes are symbols o f samsara, representing the
abw~danceof beings flowing aimlessly in the ocean of cyclic
existence (see Plate 83).The symbolism of the fish knife,whch
cuts away the guts (the emptiness of inherent existence),scales
(phenomenal appearances), heads (the cycle of births and
rebirths), and tails (karmic propensities) of sentient beings,
represents the severing of the repetitive cycle of existential
suffering which imprisons beings within samsara.
Below the caduceus and water-knives is a row of sixteen
different sword-blades, such as are held by the vast retinues
of spirit-warriors of the various classes of spirits (see page
284), who accompany warrior deities such as Gesar, Begtse,
Tsiu Marpo, Tsangpa, and Pehar. The first, fifth and twelfth
of these blades are shaped like a sabre (Tib. sharrg Inng). The
second, third, and eighth blades from the left have a shape
akin to the Western scimitar or cutlass. The bifurcated fourth
blade is used for blocking and breaking an opponent's sword.
The sixth, tenth and eleventh blades are shaped like the water krufe. The seventh, ninth, and thirteenth blades are shaped
like the 'butcher's knife' or cleaver (Tib. gshatl gri). The last
three blades on the right are shaped like the double-edged
sword (Skt. khadgn; Tib. ral gri).
On the left of the bottom row are two daggers. The first
depicts the Indian and Islamic dagger known as a katari,
which either has a handle with two finger-rings (as illustrated), or a small ladder-like hand grip with two crossrungs. The second drawing shows a 'gutting-dagger' (Tib.
rgylt gri) used for disembowelling. Next to this is a pair of
Indian scissors, which are held by the Hindu Mahavidya
goddesses, Kali and Tara. To the right of the scissors are
seven examples of the curved sickle (Tib. dgrn zor), which is
used as a weapon to sever limbs and decapitate opponents.
The sickle symbolises the cutting away of all evil karmas,
'overturning the world above the ground' in the process of
reaping, in contrast to the ploughshare which 'overturns the
world below the ground' in the process of sowing. The sickle
has a sharp blue-iron blade and is mounted in a golden handle, often with nrokora and vajra embellishments.

THE SPEAR, LANCE, JAVELIN, HARPOON
A N D PIKE
The hand-held or hurled spear or lance was one of the most
important weapons of ancient Indian warfare. It appears to
have had many specific forms, judging by the many Sanskrit names given to it (slinkti, rntllnsl~nkti,tori~arn,k ~ ~ ~ t f l .
slrarrkrr, l~hirzdipa/il,knrrapo, karrrpnrln, slr~rln,pnttishn). These
weapons are no longer identifiable though, and one can only
speculate about how they differed.Slrnkti (Tib. slrn~ti) was
the most common name given to the long hand-held lance
or spear. The r~rtlroslraktiIncans 'chariot-spear', and appears
to have been a long thrusting-lance, possibly bearing a small
pennon or triangular flag. The torrrnril and krrrrto are simply

Plate 125:The spear or lance
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defined as lances, clubs, or spears. The sll~~llku,
knilapn, and
bhiirdipnla appear to have been short javelins or throwi~lg
dark. The kniiipnrra, meaning 'shaking' or 'trembling', appears to have been a bamboo-shafted javelhl, which trembled like an arrow when it struck its target. The ynttishn may
have been a hident-topped spear, and the shula or 'blade'
was a singlepointed lance.
Tibetan uses two terms (lib. itidring, slrr~xti) for the spear,
lance, javelin, or pike. Artistically the spear is usually depicted with a sharp blue-iron tip, shaped either like a pointed
sword, a zll~jrn-spike,
or an arrowhead. The spearhead is commonly mounted in a decorative golden hub, from which
hangs a small yaktail that is usually stained red with blood
and billows to one side. Hanging from the shaft below may
be a long triangular flag, made from coloured silk with serrated cloth, skin or leather edges. This triangular flag whose shape symbolises the destructive or wrathhil activity (Skt. krodlrnknrrrin) of war - is known as a 'military insignia' (Tib. rlr ~lnr),a 'divisional standard' (Tib, rtr ri~tslioir),
or
a 'spear-flag' (Tib. nrdrrii): dnr).
The triangular spear-flag is the common military standard of the Tibetan army, and forms the battle-ensign for
mounted warrior-deities SLICII as Gesar, Vaishravana, and
Karmaraja. The colour or material of the flag is not usually
specified, although Ganapati Mahakala is described as brandishing a trident-topped spear-flag which is 'poppy coloured'. Yarnantaka likewise holds a spear with a red
cloth-flag, and Vaishravana holds a red-jewelled spear. The
dlinrninpnln, 'Treasure Club Mahakala' (Tib. mGon po beng
gter ma), is described as holding a long spear made from
the thighbone of a rnkslrnsi (Tib. sriii iiio) - tall ogresses or
cannibal dernonesses, and one of the Tibetan 'eight classes
of spirits' (the original inhabitants of Tibet are said to have
descended from a monkey emanation of Avalokiteshvara
who mated with a rakslinsi dwelling in a mountain cave).
The hand-held spears or lances carried by multiplearmed yidan1 deities are usually depicted with a sharp blueiron point, a small golden hub, a red yaktail and flag pennon,
and a long red sandalwood shaft tipped by a zinjrn or jewel.
The battle-spear is usually equal in height to the warrior
who bears it, and in Kalachakra's description his spear is
described as equalling the height of two or three men.
The specific lances of protective deities may be fashioned
of precious substances, such as gold, silver, copper, lapis
lazuli, crystal, or coral.
The lances held by other spirits of the 'eight classes' are
variously described, such as: the 'red lance of the red btsnii
demons', which has bloodstained pennants; the 'white lance
of the dbnl demons'; and the jewel-fashioned lances of the
r.g!/d 110, or treasure-guarding 'spirit-kings'. The iconographic forms of the various listings of the eight or nine
classes of spirits creates the most complex pantheon of ethereal beings, and cannot be included within the scope of this
book; Nebesky-Wojkowitz's monumental work provides a
very good introduction to the complexities of this subject.
The eight classes of spirits most commonly listed are: Ilm,
btsnii, bdtid, )::a, drrr~r,sriii po, r<p!ynl170, r i m rrro. The Bon tradilion lists nine classes of demons, only four of which appear

in the list above. Essentially these eight or nine classes embody the pantheons of major spirits, but the categories of
minor spirits are said to number up to 84,000 - corresponding to the 84,000 dhartiias of the Buddhas.
The sharp point of the spear symbolises the piercing or
impaling of all false notions and distorted views.

Plate
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Illustrated in this drawing are various examples of the spear
or lance and its iron spearhead. The first drawing on the left
depicts a long lance with an iron vnjra-spike, a decorative
gold hub above a flowing yaktail, a triangular spear-flag
(Tib. iiid~rilgdnr) of war, and a long shaft tipped by a golden
half-vujra.
The second drawing to the right and below depicts a
harpoon (Tib. ka nn yn), or 'fishing spear', with a long rope
line attached to its shaft. The harpoon is held in one of the
right or 'method' hands of Yamantaka, and symbolises the
piercing of ignorance with discriminating awareness or wisdom, which overcomes the faults of body, speech, and mind.
The I Clrii~):describes pigs and fishes as being the most difficult creatures to influence, and the fish - with its shortterm memory and tendency to be easily caught - was
possibly an early symbol of ignorance. Coincidentally the
main prey of the Western hunting-spear was the wild boar.
The sharp point of Yamantaka's harpoon - which is described as a single-pointed vojra - symbolises penetrative
insight, and the rope represents the power of mindfulness
or recollection.
The next drawing on the right depicts a light spear or
javelin (Skt. sharlku or knizapn) with a vnjrn-flame tip. The
javelin, as the Olympic Games reveal, is a weapon that can
be cast far into the ranks of the enemy. As a simple and disposable weapon it probably consisted only of an iron spearhead and a short wooden or bamboo shaft. The notched
javelin, launched with a knotted string (see Plate i z l ) , had
a much greater trajectory than the hand-thrown javelin.
The fourth drawing depicts another spear with a short
sword-like spearhead. To the upper left and right of its tip
are three examples of spearheads with different forms of
barbs. The fifth vertical drawing depicts a z~njrn-tippedspearflag piercing the abdomen of a demoness. Across to the right
of this are a barbed triple-pointed spearhead; another spearflag with a short head and large yaktail; a long spear-flag
with a small z~njrn-pointedspearhead; and the top of a spear
with a sword-bladed head.
To the right again is a sword-pointed spear with a rectangular flag adorned with three silk valances. Below and
to the right are three further examples of spearheads, the
first with a z~njrn-point;the second with a sword-point; and
the third with a flaming sword arising from the crown of a
skull. To the right again is a long spear-flag with a ilfljrflflame spearhcad; an impaled skull; a golden mount and
flag, securecl with silk ribbloodstained yaktail; a triang~~lar
bons; and a long shaft, tipped with a half-i1njr.n.On the far
right art, two further examp1t.s of a spear and a spearhead.

The Tr~dent
THETRIDENT (Skt. tnshula; Tlb. rtse gsum)
In Western mythology the trident was the attribute of the
Greek god Poseidon, the aquatic god of the seas, storms and
earthquakes, who later became the Roman maritime god,
Neptune. The watery planet Neptune is represented astrologically by the trident, which as a fish-spear formed the
most versatile implement for spearing fish. In early Christian art the trident formed a symbol for the trinity of Father,
Son, and Holy Ghost, but later the trident was identified
with Satan or Lucifer, and his trident became the pitchfork
of the denizens of hell.
The symbol of the trident - meaning 'three teeth' - first
appeared on Mesopotamian clay seals, and on early Shaivite
seals unearthed from the ancient Harappan civilisation of
the Indus valley. In Vedic mythology the three points of the
trishirln - meaning 'three iron spikes or stakes' -are identified with the three prongs of Lndra's vajra or 'thunderbolt',
and early representations of Indra's vajra often depict i t as a
double-ended trident. The three points symbolise the Hindu
trinity of Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva, and the three vibrational sounds - A U M - of the sacred syllable Om. As the
main emblem of Shiva, the trishirla's three points represent
his transcendence over the three Xrrilos or qualities of nature: rajas - the dynamic or passionate quality of Brahma as
creator; snttz~n- the wisdom or pure quality of Vishnu as
preserver; and tainas - the inert or dark quality of Shwa as
destroyer. Shiva's trident also symbolises his control over
the three realms of heaven, earth, and underworld; his triumph over the three times of past, present, and future; and
his form as the 'Lord of the Three Rivers' or 'triple braid'
(Skt. triveni). Triz~eiiirefers to the sacred site of Prayaga (niodem Allahabad), where the two rivers of the Ganges and
Yamuna unite with the hidden underground river of
Sarasvati. Esoterically this symbolises the 'third eye' point
between the eyebrows, where the lunar and solar channels
unite with the central channel. The shaft of the trishuln represents the central channel of sushirinrin, by which the goddess Kundalini ascends to unite with her lord, Shiva, in the
'thousand-petalled lotus' (snlinsrnra clrakra padiiici). As the
median nerve, or as the axis of Mt Meru, which rises from
the earth into the heavens, the shaft ser\.es as a conduit between the devotees of Shiva and their lord. The iron trislrrrla
is found in every Shaivite shrine scattered throughout Lndia, and is often adorned with the bangles of female devotees as a supplication for fertility, the birth of a son, or as a
symbol of betrotl~alto Lord Shiva. The e\rolution of the
Shaivite kliotznrigi and trislrirln into the Vajrayana klratilnii~a
is decribed in Plates I 1 5 and I 16.
In early Indian Buddhism the trident formed one of the
first aniconic representations of the Buddha image, occurring as the emblem of tlie 'cl.own of Brahma' on Buddha's
footprints, and as a finial surmounting the crowning
rfl~arrrrnslrokr[r
on the g ' ~ t e ~ ' ~ of
j y sthe great stupa of Sanchi.
Here the symbolism essentially represents the ThreeJewels
(ti.irrilrr(~)
of Buddha, ~iharma,and sangha; or the 'three baskets' (tripitrrbr)containing the Buddha's collecti\.ediscourses
on ethics, meditation, and wisdom.

In Vajrayana Buddhism the Shaivitc and Kapalika hident was adopted as a weapon, particularly in the hands of
semi-wrathful yidarrl deities and wrathful protective ddtim
with an affinity to Shiva. Such dcitieb include Chakrasamvara, Vajrabhairava,and Mahakala. The dry skull of the
khtzrnnga, and the yaktail pendant and flag of thespear, are
both commonly incorporated into the form of the Buddhist
trident to identify it as a klratzmnga-trident, trident-spar, or
trident-staff.
As a weapon the trident symbolises the destruction of
the three poisons of ignorance, desire and aggression within
the three realms; omniscience over the t h m realms and the
three times; the union of the three 'divine bodim' ( k a p ) ,and
the unified emptiness of body, speech, and mind; the teachings of the Buddhas of the t h time; and the Three Jewels
of Buddha, dharma, and sangha. The Tibetan term for the
trident means 'three points' (Tib. rtupurn), and is linked to
the term meaning ' t k roots or veins' (lib. rtsagsuni). Here
the three roots refers to the Mahayana trinity of Buddha,
dharma, and sangha, and to the Vajrayana trinity of girru,
yidaiil, and dakiiri. Esoterically the shaft represents the central
channel; the flaming ccqtral prong r e p m t s enlightenment
as the unified energies of the two subsidiary charnels dissolving into the fire of the central channel; the dry white skull
represents the full increase of the white Mliicl~itta;the red
yaktail pendant the ascent of the red bdlikhitta; and the flowing silk ribbon the union of relative and absolute l~odIric!rilta.
The r~njrn-flamecrowning the cenhal prong symbolivs the
wisdom-fire which completely immolates ignorance as the
primordial poison. The hanging links which may descend
from the two side prongs of the hident symbolise the breaking of the twelve links of dependent origination or karmic
causation. The two side prongs uniting in the flaming central
prong ako symbolise the unity of method and wisdom; the
abandonment of the hvo extremes of samsara and nirvana;
and the ultimate union of absolute and relative truth.

Plate 126
This illustration depicts nineteen examples of the trident,
showing its stylistic variations. The first drawing on the left
shows a full-length trident, with a half-ivzjra at its base, an
upper dry wtute skull, golden lotus pedestal, red yaktail
pennant, and a flowing silk ribbon at the shaft's top. I 6 flaming blue-iron head is adorned with two small jewel pendants. Across to the right of this drawing are two simple
trident heads, the first with a flaming central prong and the
second with two leaf-shaped side prongs.
Across to the lower right of the first drawing is a tridentflag (Tib. rir riits\mii rtsc.gslrilr), with an angular in>nhead surmounting a red yaktail pennant, and a long hiangular pennon
or ensign coiling below. The hident-flag is held by many protective deities, and the flag is usually coloured red with a
green edging, and mounted upon a red sandalwood staff.
One form of Trakshad Mahakala is described as holding a
trident with a black flag and a hanging human head; this form
of trident is illustrated on the left of Plate 1-
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TO the lower right of this trident-flag is a trident-banner (Tib. rgyal mtshan rtsegsum), which may adorn the roofs
of protector temples (Tib. wrgon khang). The cylindrical form
of this banner is commonly fashioned of a bronze frame
draped with black silk, and with a green, red, or black hanging silk ribbon or apron. Across to the right of this is an
iron trident with a short tubular base, mounted upon a skull
yaktail. Above and to the left is a large skull-topped
trident, with a flaming sword-shaped central prong and
its two side prongs ascending like horns from within the
crown of the skull.
The second full-length trident to the right of these drawings has a flaming wisdom sword as its central prong, from
which emerge two stylised side prongs with leaf-shaped
decorations. Three green and blue silk valances hang from
a small golden lotus pedestal beneath the trident's head,
and a tied green silk ribbon flows below. To the lower right
and at the centre of the page is an ornate skull and yaktail
trident, with a long conical base rising above the skull and
supporting the flaming sword-shaped central prong. Three
chain-links hang from each of the two side prongs, symbolising the six perfections.
The third full-length trident or trident-pike to the right,
has a head formed from the combined weapons of an axehead, a sword and an iron hook, and is similar to the pikes
described in Plate 124. A long triangular flag is knotted
around the trident's staff and billows upwards towards the
right. Above this flag is the ornate head of a skull-marked
trident, with intricate and delicate prongs. Two jewelled
chain-links hang from each of the lower curves of the side
prongs, and a tongue of flame coils around the slender waist
of the central prong. In the upper right corner is another
ornate trident-head, with leaf-shaped decorations on its side
prongs.
Below the triangular flag are two small drawings of stylised trident-heads; the one on the left has five prongs symbolising the Five Buddha wisdoms as the transmutation of
the five poisons of ignorance, desire, hatred, jealousy, and
pride. To the right of this is a long trident with stylised
prongs, and mounted above a skull and small yaktail pennant with a long billowing silk ribbon hanging below. To
the upper right of this drawing is another skull-marked trident with single chain-links hanging from its side prongs.
In the lower right corner are three further drawings of
trident-heads. The first drawing on the left depicts an intricate trident similar to the drawing in the upper right, and
with d pair of hanging jewelled earrings symbolising renunciation. The second drawing depicts a sturdy iron trident
with a pennant red yaktail. The third drawing in the lower
right corner shows )let another variation of the many stylised methods of depicting the trident.

T H E CLUB
(Skt, dn17do.gadu; Tlb dbyug to, dbyug pa, beng)

The club or cudgel M-asman's earliest weapon. A tapering
stone, a bog-presented or petrified tree root, or a simple

heavy branch could serve both as a tool for bn-aking (A hammering, and as a hand-held weapon. In anrient Indian warfare the heavy club was a chosen weapon of the physically
swong and robust - a tradition which still finds expression
in the training techniques of Indian wrestlers, who use a
pair of wooden clubs for strengthening e x e r c i . . Hanuman,
the powerful monkey god who wields thegada or mace, is
commonly the patron deity of Indian Vaishnavik m t l e r s .
Street-juggler's also wield the wooden clubs with gpat dexterity. Indian warfare employed four distinct methods of
fighting with the club: r~ikshepa,or p a i d combat; ab/r;shrpa,
or singleilub combat;parishepa, or circling of the club amidst
the throng of enemies; and yrakshrpa, or the throwing of the
club. A large number of Hindu deities bear the heavy club
or mace: Vishnu's mace was named Kaumodaki, Balarama's
mace was named Saunanda, and Shiva's club was the
kliatvaitga. The stone club of epic warfare was known as a
lakutlm or laglcdlm, the iron mace was known as a sthuna,
and the heavy wooden club as a danda, gadn, bhusundhi,
wrusnln or mudgara.
The staff or stick carried by sadhus and mendicants of
the various Hindu sects is commonly known as a danda (staff)
or slrnkta (stick).The Shaivite Kanphatas may bear a clothbound dailda made of straw and known as a sltdnrsharr, or a
bamboo staff, or a metal trident, or a staff of tinrur wood.
One sub-sect of the Shaivite Pashupatis are known as the
Lakulishas or 'club-beams'.
In the iconography of Vajrayana Buddhism the club,
baton, cudgel, or mace is represented in a large variety of
different forms. As a hand-held weapon it is most commonly
depicted as a long tapering wooden staff, crowned by a halfzlalra or flaming jewel. In its most complex symbolic form it
appears as the khntz~arrgaor 'tantric staff' of the Dandakapalins or 'bearers of the staff and skull - as described in
Plates 115 and 116 - where the basic form of the klrnkla or
'bed-leg' evolved as a club. The skull-club (see Plates 127
and 129), and the trident (see Plate 126), are derived as variations of the khntnarlga.
Of the Tibetan terms for the club (Tib. dbyug to, d b y u g l a .
be chon, garr di, gan ti, brng) the most common is yngpa (Tib.
dbyug pa), meaning stick, baton, cudgel or club. The thick
wooden club (Tib.gair ti) that is held horizontally across the
forearms by certain forms of Mahakala, derives from the
wooden plank (garrdi), which is struck with a mallet as a
monastic gong. The majority of the clubs held by Buddhist
deities are described as being fashioned of red sandalwood,
and marked with a rgnjm, a trident, or a jewel. The notched
baton or 'tally stick' of the wrathful goddess Palden Lhamo,
is similarly fashioned of red sandalwood. Red sandalwood
is perhaps the most sacred of lndian woods, and symbolises by its colour and fragrance the activity of subjugation.
Certain deities, such as Hayagriva, bear a club fashioned
from acacia or klmdira wood; certain other deities are described as bearing a club made of Chinese briar (lib. shal nra
l;); and many minor deities in the retinues of dlmrrrm~~alns
may brandish clubs made of iron, copper. silver, gold, CVstal, coral, turquoise, lapis lazuli, bone, and Chinese oak. The
S ~ U I I - C I skeleton-clubs,
U~S,
and corpse-clubs carried by
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certain wrathful deities, such as Yama, Yamari, Yamantaka,
Chitipati, Mahakala, and Ekajati, are commonly fashioned
fmm human bone; mummified, fresh, or flayed corpses; or
the skeletons and corpses of spirits such as rnksltnsas.
The club or mace is usually depicted as a hand-held
weapon in the right or method hands of multiple-armed
deities, such as Yamantaka, Yamari, or Kalachakra. As a
weapon that breaks and pulverises, the club symbolises the
pounding or annihilation of the veil of defilements created
by karma. The club may also be held with both hands, as in
the case of the triple manifestation of Mahakala as 'Three
Excellent Brothers of Virtue' (Tib. mCon po legs ldan mched
gsum).Here the club represents both the retribution exacted
upon demons, enemies, and the breakers of tantric oaths,
and the destruction of the pride of the gods and asrrrns.
Plates 127-129depict various examples of tally sticks,
batons, clubs, maces and skeletal-clubs.

Plate 127
This drawing shows various examples of tally sticks, clubs
and skull-clubs. The first drawing on the upper left depicts
the long red sandalwood 'tally stick' or 'scored magcal stick'
(Tib.klrrnrir slring),also known as a 'crossed stick of the bdrld
demons' (Tib.bdrtd kyi khrnin bnnr). The complexity ascribed
to the notched stick is evident in its etymology. The Tibetan
term 'klrmm' has a variety of meanings, one of which refers
to a speaker of falsehoods, an oath breaker, or a cunning
person. It also refers to a magical diagram used in witchcraft or necromancy; to the crossed lines or marks scored in
a piece of wood; and to notches. The term khrnrrr slrirrg also
refers to the wooden board onto which a criminal was
chained for flogging. As a club the klrrnri~shing is defined as
a wooden baton, carved with crossed squares containing
mystical signs or seals that have the power to nullify curses
and render witchcraft ineffectual. The term 'bnrrr' which appears in the expression bdrrd kyi khrnrir bnrrr or 'crossed stick
of the t~drrddemons', also possesses a variety of meanings.
Its literal meaning is 'gathered together as a series', which
refers to the klrrnirr barir as a tally stick. But the term bnrrr also
means stale or decaying; the term bnnr ril refers to a fresh
and undamaged human corpse; and the term bnnr ro refers
to the constructed effigy of a slain enemy of Buddhism.
The red sandalwood baton forms one of the 'five magical weapons' of the goddess Palden Lhanio (Skt. Shri Devi),
who is also known as Remati, and is either represented
tucked into the girdle of serpents at her waist, or wielded in
her right hand as a club. It is depicted as a tapering red sandalwood baton, often with a pyramidical top. The notched
designs upon its shaft may be depicted as crossed or hatched
designs in gold or dark red, or as mystical insignia composed of geometric or intersecting lines.
1hc- notched tally stick appears in many cultures as a
seal of agreement or pledged transaction made between two
parties; just as a chiselled inscription, a knotted rope, or a
hammered nail have evolved such figures of speech as 'written in stone', 'bound by oath', or bought and sold 'on the

nail'. Palden Lhamo's scored cross-stick records the tally of
the punishment due to oath-breakers and the spirit enemies
of the dharma; upon whom she casts spells of retribution,
and counteracts the curses and witchcraft inflicted upon the
faithful who are under her protection. As one of the five
magical weapons of Palden Lhamo, the tally stick is also
illustrated and described on Plate 134.
The second drawing from the left depicts the long Sandalwood club (Tib. tsarr dal~beng clrrr~)held by certain forms
of Club Mahakala (Skt. Danda Mahakala; Tib. mGon p0
beng). This heavy sandalwood club has a triangular iron
phlrrba blade at its base, surmounted by a knurled handle, a
long hollow shaft, and a flaming jewel or triple gem at its
top. The hollow sandalwood shaft of the club is described
as a fortress (Tib.dzorlg) in which the entire army of the gods
and aslrras are engaged in battle, or in which their combined
forces are prepared to be unleashed for war. Four half-open
gates or wooden doorways are depicted along the shaft, and
on very fine thangkas the small images of hordes of armoured gods and nslrra warriors may be visible behind the
fortified panels of the doors. Held by its knurled handle in
the right hand of Dandadhara Mahakala, this club is described as jewel-studded, with a mass of fire blazing from
its top and a torrent of water gushing from its base. Its effectiveness AS a 'weapon of mass destruction' is clearly revealed from its description.
The third drawing depicts a variation of Club Mahakala's
sandalwood club, with flames emanating from its phrrrbn
blade, and three forhess gates upon its knurled and embellished gold shaft. A lotus-mounted flaming triple gem is at
its top. Below the tip of its plrrrrbo blade and across to the
left are two small drawings of the notched stick (Tib. khrnnr
shirrg) of Palden Lhamo.
The fourth drawing depicts a long ylr~irbn-tippedsandalwood club with a single flaming jewel at its top. The long
shaft is divided into twelve sections which bear gateways
or insignias shaped as the four elements, four activities or
knrrnns, and the four cardinal continents surrounding Mt
Meru. The circular gateways represent water and the activity of pacifying, the square gateways represent earth and
the activity of enriching, the bow-shaped gateways represent air as magnetising or subduing, and the triangular gateways represent fire as destructive activity.
At the upper centre of the pige is the conventional tapering vnjm-marked club (Tib. rdo rjc dbyrr,y), which is
wielded by a host of Vajrayana deities, including Palden
Lhamo, Mahakala, and Hayagriva, and occurs as a handheld implement of many multiple-armed deities. The shaft
is usually fashioned of red sandalwood, with a large golden
half-ilnjrn at its top, and a smaller half-zlnjro or jewel at its
base. The silk ribbon tied around its shaft may be specifically coloured according to the activity the deity performs,
or the Buddha Family to which the deity belongs. Certain
deities, such as Niladand,l and Mahabala, carry a club with
a full r1ojr.n at the top, whilst other deities may bear a
z~islrilozlnjr-rr-to~7~7ed
club. On the lower left sidc of this central club is a sevrn-cioorecl tapering sanclalwood club containing the arniics of gods and rrsrrr.rr~.On the lower right

Plate 127.Tally-st~cks,
clubs, skull-topped clubs and transverse clubs
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side is a tapering sandalwood club marked with circles and
lines, and known as a 'pledge-stick' (Tib. dnrii shing), which
bean the m o r d of the tanhic oaths made by practitioners.
~ a o s the
s upper right side of the drawing are six examples of the skull-club (Skt. k a f ~ ldnirdn;
a
lib. thod dbug) which
is wielded or held by many deities. The skull-club derives
from the Kapalikas' skull-topped staff or Wrotzlarrgn, and is
usually crowned by a jewel or half-z~ajrn.The slender tapering shaft of the skull-club is commonly fashioned of either
red sandalwood or white bone, and is often sealed with a
jewel or half-vajra at its base. A white or coloured silk ribbon may be tied around the upper part of the shaft. The
skull-club is particularly an attribute of Yama Dharmaraja,
and of the skeleton 'brother and sister of the charnel grounds'
(Tib. Dur khrod bdag po lcam dral), known as Chitipati or
Shmashana-adhipati. These two skeleton deities stand upon
a white conch and cowrie shell respectively, the pointed and
open forms of which symbolise the sexual organs of the
brother and sister. The deity Red Yamantaka (Tib. gShin j e
gshed dmar po), holds a club topped by a fresh yellow head,
which like the skull-club symbolises the victory over the
three realms and the realisation of the emptiness of phenomena. Skull-clubs and skeleton-clubs are also illustrated
on Plate 129.
In the lower area of the drawing are four examples of
the transverse wooden club held by Panjara Mahakala (Tib.
Gur mgon po), and known as the 'magical wooden gong'
(Tib. 'phrulgyignrr di) or 'sorcerer's gong'. Panjara Mahakala,
as the 'Lord of the Tent', is sometimes erroneously believed
to be of Central Asian origin, due to h s identification with
the indigenous nomadic tents or yurts of Tibet and Mongolia. His form as 'the protector of the vajrn-tent', however,
derives from the Indian Buddhist Vnjrn Pairjara Tnntra.
Panjara Mahakala is depicted in the form of a 'fleshy dwarf'
(Tib. tiri'rc tlrung gel bn), who squats upon a corpse, bears a
curved knife and skull-cup before his heart, and carries the
long wooden 'magical gong' horizontally across his forearms. ln the light of the highly sophisticated and innovative military tactics developed in Indian warfare, it is quite
possible that this method of wielding the parallel club as a
horizontal battering-beam was assigned to dwarfs. With his
muscular body and short sturdy legs, the dwarf was a symbol of great strength, stability, and endurance, and was identified with the lndianynkshn (Tib.girodsbyirr)or 'dwarf-spirit'.
In battle, the dwarf warrior may have undermined the stability of the enemy by swinging the beam-club back and
forth, or by charging the legs of the enemy.
The 'wooden gong' Qandi) is a thick wooden plank
which is struck with a mallet as a monastic gong. I t usually
measures around six feet in length, with a width of around
twelve inches, and is commonly fashioned from white sandalwood or deodar. As a monastic gong thegnndi was struck
to summon the sangha to a religious discourse, and was
employed during the lifetime of Shakyamuni Buddha, where
its sound is described as 'terrifying the hosts of Mara'. With
the later evolution of Vajrayana Buddhism thegnrrdi became
an attribute of Panjara Mahakala, who was the protector
deity of the great monastic academy of Nalanda.

Panjara Mahakala's 'magical wooden gong' (Tib.
gyisnn di), is commonly depicted as a red sandalwood beam,
with gold ornamentation and ornate jewel or vajra bosses at
either end. The first upper drawing of the gnrldi shows a
horizontal red beam embellished with gold decorations and
a half-nr~jraat each end. The second horizontal drawing depicts a larger example, omamented with gold roundels and
with jewels encased in golden nmknrn-tail scrolls at either
end. The third drawing depicts the gnirdi as a square-sectioned fortress, with tluee doorways enclosing the armies
of the gods and aslrras, elaborate gold decorations upon its
shaft, and large jewels at either end. The bottorn drawing
depicts a similar gandi, with three half-open gateways and
nmknm-scrolled vnjrns at each end.

Plate 128

This drawing illustrates various examples of the club, mace,
pledge-stick, tally stick, forked stick, and plough. The first
drawing on the upper left shows a variation of Club
Mahakala's long red sandalwood club (Tib. tsan dnrr bens
clieir), as described in Plate 127.This flaming jewel-topped
club has two fortress gateways on its upper shaft containing the massed armies of the gods above, and of the nsurns
below. Its long tapering sandalwood shaft is sealed by a halfvnjrn at its base. The 'Three Excellent Brothers of Virtue' (Tib.
mGon po legs ldan mched gsum), comprising the identical
trinity of Ajita, Bhagavan, and Narayana Mahakala, hold a
similar club which is usually sealed with a jewel at its base.
The second and third drawings from the left depict two
examples of the bladed Indian mace (Skt. gado, nrcrsaln, or
pnri,ghn). This heavy weapon has a large iron bulb at its top,
from which radiate a circle of sharp iron blades or spikes
that are capable of pulverising armour. The first mace is
topped by a jewel, and has crested or inward curving blades.
The second mace is topped by a vnjra, and has radiating
crescent-shaped blades.
The fourth, fifth, and sixth drawings depict examples of
Mahakala's 'treasure club' (Tib. berlg gtrr m ) , with a flaming three or eight-faceted jewel at its top. The first of these
three treasure clubs is sealed with a small vnjrn-spike at its
base, and has seven fortress doorways ascending along its
sandalwood shaft. The second drawing depicts a large
square-sectioned sandalwood club that may typically be
wielded by man)! deities besides Mahakala, and which may
be crowned hy a flaming jewel, a zlnjrn, or a trident. The thrd
drawing shows another example of the phrrrba-tipped sandalwood club held by Danda Mahakala (see Plate 127). but
with a shaft that is not adorned with fortress gateways.
The seventh drawing depicts a sandalwood 'pledgestick' (Tib. dnrir slrir~g),which is marked with the seals of the
tantric vows (Skt. snrirn!/n; Tib. dairr tslrig), or 'oath-bound
words', of the Vajrayana practitioner. The breaking of these
vows or commitments may cause serious obstacles to arise
in the practitioner's path, and if broken must be reinstated.
A practitioner of the Vnjrn!lc~giriiElrrtrn, for example, must
never denigrate women.

.
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The eighth and ninth drawings fmm the left illustrate WO
examples of the forked stick (Tib. ldciri shi11g).AS a hand-held
implement this weapon is more commordy found in the hands
of &)npo deities, or in examples of early Buddhist art, although its iconographicform is frequently painted in the complex array of weapons presented to the wrathful deities as a - ~
'assembly of offerings' fib. rgyan tliogs). The forked stick was
probably a rudimentary weapon fashioned from a sharpened
or fire-hardened hardwood branch, or perhaps also from the
shaft-mounted antlers of a deer. As a weapon a three or fivepointed forked stick is most commonly illustrated. NebeskyWojkowitz mentions a three-pointed forked stick (lib. srid
f~a'i
ldrni sliirig) as being held in the right hand of the earthspirit (Tib, sa bdag), Khyim nang h a , the 'god of the interior
of the house'. Gega Lama describes the forked stick as a
gsal slling) made of dry, poisonous wood
wooden spear
with sharp tips. The forked branch of a tree was also used by
Tibetan disciplinary monks (lib. /dab ldob) to control crowds
at religious gatherings.
The tenth drawing in the upper right corner depicts a
hand-held plough (Skt.Inifgnln, lmln; lib. thong), as the weapon
whch 'overturns the world beneath the earth'. The plough is
held in one of the left or wisdom hands of the yidnin deity
Yamari, and when coupled with the sickle (Tib. dgra zor) w h c h is also held in one of Yamari's left hands -symbolises
control over karma, as the activities of sowing and reaping.
The pictorial activities of sowing and reaping are illustrated
in the 'wheel of life' painting as symbols of the generation
and huition of karma as cause and effect. The plough or
ploughshare (Tib. thong gsliol) is also held as a left-hand implement by several of the wrathful Heruka deities of the Bardo
Thodol cycle. Two other ploughs are depicted below and to
the lower left of the upper plough, the second of which has a
lcngs), the angle of which
more complex iron blade (Tib. tl~or~g
may be adjusted by a pegged rope.
In the bottom right corner is a pickaxe (Tib.stagri), which
also symbolises the overturning of the world beneath the
earth. Across to the left of this is a T-shaped wooden crutch,
which is used as a support for the chin or arms by yogins
practicing prolonged seated meditation. In Sanskrit this
crutch is known as an 'immovable staff' (nchaln danda), and
in Trbetan as a 'meditation stick' (Tib. sgom sliir~g).Certain
mahasiddhas or yogins may be depicted with this
meditational crutch. The 'meditation belt' (Tib. sgorrr tlrng) which is worn by yogins (Tib. ri~nl'byor pa) such as Milarepa
- serves a similar function to the meditation stick by holding the body in an immovable yoga posture. The meditation belt is commonly depicted as a sash, and usually worn
saacross the right shoulder in the manner of a bral~ri~iii's
cred thread, or it may be bound around the shins when the
yogin sits with his knees raised. The small drawing above
the meditation stick depicts an obscure weapon made from
a millstone (Tib. lug 'khor) on a wooden axle-pole. This
weapon is sometimes depicted in the 'conquest of Mara'
painting (see Plate 1 3 1 ) .
n ~ first
e drawing in the lower left corner depicts a short
'scored magic stick' (Tib. klirnnr sliir~g),which may be represented tucked into the serpent-belt of deities such as Yama

and Palden Lhamo, and is described in Plate 127. TO the
right of this are three examples of the jewel-club (Skt. ratlla
danda; l i b . iior bu be con), held by many deities - and particularly those associated with wealth such as Jambhala and
Vaishravana. The crowning jewel may sometimes be specifically identified as the wish-fulfilling gem.
The fifth drawing from the bottom left depicts a lotustopped club representing the Padma Buddha Family. The
implements of each of the Five Buddha Families may bear
their specific 'seal' as an emblem.
The sixth and seventh drawings depict two further examples of Palden Lhamo's scored stick, which are both
shown with a part of the serpent-girdle worn as a waist-belt
by this goddess. The eighth and last drawing depicts another example of the vnjrn-sealed skull-club, as described in
Plate 127.

Plate 129

This drawing illustrates examples of the skeleton-club,
corpse-club, and the impaled corpse of a criminal. Across
the top row are seven examples of the skeleton-club (Tib.
krr~grris dbyr~g),which iconographically often appears as a
more wrathful form of the skull-club held in the right hand
of deities such as Yama, Yamantaka, or Chitipati. The skullclub held by Yama, as the 'Lord of the Dead' (Tib. gShin je),
is sometimes described as having a shaft composed of thirteen spinal vertebrae, which brings to mind the thirteen
umbrella-wheels of the stupa's axle-pole, as the 'spine' of
Mt Meru.
The seven drawings of the skeleton club are depicted
without arms: the shoulder-bones, rib-cage, and pelvicbones form the central bulb of the club; the parallel leg-bones
or extended spinal column form the lower handle. The 'grinning' or 'haughty skull' (Tib. gying bn thod) at the top may
be crowned by a gold-encased jewel or a half-zlajrn. The ribcage of the human skeleton consists of twelve pairs of ribs,
which may symbolise the karmic release from the twelve
links of dependent origination (see page 240).The skull-club
or skeleton-club essentially symbolises the destruction or
'death' of karma, and the ultimate emptiness of all phenomena. In the hands of wrathful deities such as Yama, this
weapon terrifies all demons, and subjugates all of the vic i o ~ spirits
~s
of the three realms. In its most wrathful form
as a weapon, the dry skull may be described as emanating
flames from its mouth, smoke from its nostrils, and trickles
of blood from its eye sockets.
The first and third drawings from the left of the top row
depict the skeleton-club without a crowning ornament; the
second and sixth drawings show a jewel-seal above the skull's
crown; and the fourth, fifth, .lnd seventh drawings depict a
half-rlnjro seal - which is typical of the club wielded by Yams.
The sixth drawing depicts a flayed human skin adorning the
club as a scarf, symbolising both the cleat11 of desire and the
insubstantiality of outer and inner phenomena.
On the left of the centre row is a skull mounted upon a
staff o f seven vertebrae, with a lu~ottcdhuman skin and scalp

Plate 129: Skeletons and skeleton-clubs, corpses and corpse-clubs
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behind, and with its eyes pulled out of their sockets. The
second drawing shows a jewel-topped skeleton-club
with a human skin, and its lower shaft formed from
a single bone handle. The third drawing shows a jeweltopptd skull-club with a shaft made of eight stylised vertebrae. The fourth drawing depicts an elegant jewel-topped
skeleton-club, with leaf-shaped shoulder blades, twentyfour spiked ribs, sixteen spinal vertebrae, and a lower handle formed from the joined leg-bones of the skeleton.
The highly stylised representation of skeletons in Tibetan art often reveals the creative genius of an individual
artist's expression and innovation. This is especially apparent in certain black-background thangkas (Tib. r ~ n g
thniig) depicting the assemblies of offerings (Tib. rgynir
tshogs) to wrathful deities, where gracefully dancing skeletons may bear the attributes of a particular deity; or in
charnel-ground scenes, where a retinue of skeleton-spirits
delight in the necromantic activities of dismembering,
disembowelling, and devouring human corpses; or in the
depictions of the skeleton mandala palaces of wrathful
deities, such as Palden Lhamo, Chitipati, and Yama. These
skeleton palaces are constructed of human skeletons in
various stylised and exaggerated postures forming the
walls, pillars, and arches. Rows of skulls form the horizontal beams; rib-cages or thighbones form the tiled roofs; and
crossed thighbones, shin-bones and shoulder blades form
the decorative friezes. The delicate embellishments of the
palace - projecting eaves, water spouts, crowning roof finials, and banners -are constructed of skulls, small skeletal
bones, and gracefully curving limb, foot, and hand bones.
These thangkas, which date from the late seventeenth century, represent some of the most refined imagery found
within the pictorial history of Vajrayana art. The more
macabre - and fashionable - aspects of Western art, which
probably find their greatest expression in the 'charnel
ground imagery' of the modern tattoo parlour, are very stiff
and crude in comparison to the subliminal grace of the
skeletal forms expressed in Tibetan art.
On the right of the central row and in the lower right
corner are five drawings of corpses impaled upon stakes.
The 'corpse-club' (Tib.zhing dbyrrg, ro dbyug), is a hand-held
implement of certain wrathful deities, such as Yamantaka,
who holds it in one of his left hands. I t is also borne as a
weapon by many of the spirits that form the retinues of major
wrathful deities. In this form the corpse-club consists of the
body of a criminal, impaled upon a wooden stake (Tib.gsal
shiirg) through his anus. This horrific form of execution was
probably a common method of retribution after a war, where
the victors would humiliate the vanquished. Western parallels can be found in the activities of figures such as 'Vlad
the lmpaler'. The impaled corpse was also known as dlrvojn,
the term for a victory banner erected upon an Indian battlefield. In Yamantaka's possession this implement symbolises
the intuitive realisation that all phenomena are empty or
deprived of substance. On an inner level the stake symbolises the central channel, which arises in the 'secret place',
and ascends to the crown of the head.
The first drawing of the impaled corpse, on the left of

the middle row, shows a woman with her legs apart and the
stake implanted in her vagina. The second drawing depicts
a triple-forked poisonous stake impaled through the mouth
of a criminal and exiting through his heart. The third drawing depicts a male criminal, with his arms upright and hair
standing on end in terror as the stake is impaled through
his anus. The last two drawings in the lower right corner
depict male corpses with their legs open and the stake again
impaled through the anus. The smaller drawing in the right
corner depicts a criminal bound in 'corpse posture' (Skt.
slraz~nsnna;Tib. ro 'dlrg stnirgs) as a sacrificial victim (Skt.balj;
Tib. i ~ y o60, lii~ggn),with his arms bound behind his back.
On the left of the bottom row are six drawings of the
dead human body as a 'corpse-club' (Tib. zhiilg dbyug), which
is held by deities such as Ekajati, and Remati as the 'plague
goddess'. Wielding the corpse-club in their right hands, these
goddesses destroy the lives of all enemies and demons harrnful to the Buddhist teachings. Their corpse-clubs also syrnbolise their control over various classes of spirits, such as
the disease-causing demons (Tib. ri~nmo).
The first drawing on the left depicts a flayed humanskui
w h c h is wielded as a club. The second drawing depicts a
hard corpse-club made from a mummified human body;
this club may be wielded by the feet or the neck. The third
drawing shows a fresh male corpse. The fourth drawing
depicts a corpse-club fashioned from the body of a seven or
eight-year-old child, born from the incestuous union of a
father and daughter, or a mother and son. Such corpses were
believed to possess magical qualities in the left-hand tantric
tradition. The fifth corpse is of a mummified human body,
which may be wielded as a club, or may form one of the
beams or pillars in the mandala palaces of wrathful deities.
The sixth and final drawing depicts another fresh human
corpse.

THE SNARE, NOOSE O R LASSO
(Skt. pasha; Tlb, zhags pa)
The rope noose or snare is a hand-held implement or weapon
of a large number of Vajrayana deities. It is usually held in
the left 'wisdom' hand, and is frequently paired with the
nilk~rslznor iron hook, which is held in the right 'method'
hand. This pairing is shown in Plate 60, where the monk
holds the lasso in his left hand symbolising niindfulness or
clear recollection, and the hooked elephant goad in his right
hand symbolising mental alertness or clear understanding
(see also Plate 132).
As a weapon the snare or noose represents the activity
of catching or binding. In its more peaceful aspect i t represents the 'binding' of wisdom or true awareness into the
minds of sentient beings, or the binding of the highest wisdom into the mind of the tantric practitioner. In its more
wrathful aspect it is a snare to bind and destroy all harmful spirits or demonic enemies o f the teachings. The rope
snare is invariably adorned with an iron ring at one end
and an iron hook at the other; its more benign symbolism
represents the p ~ ~ l l i norghooking of 1' 11 beings towards lib-

The Iron Chain
eration, and its more wrathful symbolism the snaring of
the 'life-veins' (Tib. srog rtsa) or vital energies of hindering
demons.
The z~ajrn-snareor noose - which may be sealed at its
ends by a hook and vajra, or a hook and ring - is commonly
fashioned of twisted twine and painted in the green colour
of hemp rope. Certain deities may, however, bear a rope of
a specific colour. Hayagriva, for example, may wield a
golden noose, whilst in certain forms Mahakala brandishes
the black noose of the bdrtd demons (Tib. bdrrd zhags pa nag
po), or the red noose of the btsun demons (Tib. btson zhugs pa
dnrar po). The wrathful aspect of the noose is usually emphasised by the hand of the deity making the threatening
tarjani gesture (Tib. sdigs mdzub), with the forefinger raised
in menace and the noose coiled around the finger.
In its more benign aspect the rope may be coloured white
as the 'noose of the gods' (Tib. lha'i zlugs pa dkar PO). The
noose may also be described as a poisonous black serpent,
as the great serpent Vasuki, as a noose of fire, wind, lightning or pestilence, as a noose of flowers, lotuses or rrtpaln
root, or as a noose of intestines, leather or woven corpsehair. The flower noose of the goddess Kurukulla is illustrated in Plate 122.
Metaphorically the noose may be used for 'snaring' the
ego, symbolising discipline; for 'binding' the ego, symbolising meditation; and for 'hanging' or strangling the ego,
symbolising wisdom.

THE IRON CHAIN
( S k t . shr~nkhola;Tlb. lcogs sgrog)
The iron or oajm-chain is a hand-held attribute of only a
few major Vajrayana deities, although it may appear within
the hands of the various classes of spirits who form the retinues of protective deities. As a weapon of subjugation or
imprisonment the vnjra-shackles are held in one of the left
wisdom hands of Kalachakra and his protector Vajravega.
They appear as an iron chain adorned with a z~njm-hookand
ring. Kalachakra also holds the rope noose in one of his other
left hands as a separate implement: here the iron chain represents the sun, and the rope noose the attribute of form. In
Kalachakra's astronomical symbolism, the sun - with its
twelve zodiacal houses and interlocking 'wind-wheels', created from the equinoctial orbit of the sun in each of the
twelve months of the year (see page 106-107) -may represent the twelve links in the chain of dependent origination
(see page 240). This symbolic interpretation is revealed in
the iconography of Palden Lhamo, who wears the broken
black iron shackles around her ankles, signifying that she
has broken the karmic fetters of the hvelve links of dependent origination, and abandoned the extremes of samsara and
nirvana in her a b s o l ~ ~and
t e unconditioned freedom.
In rituals of subjugation and dest~uctiveactivity the iron
shackles bind the arms and ankles of the imprisoned or captive effigy (Tib. lirr~,pi)of the subjugated spirit or demon.
Although eight classt's of spirits are commonly listed in the
Tibetan Buddhist tradition (see page 284), and nine classes

a* Listed in the Bonpo tradition, there are many subsidiary
classes of spirits which are not included in tbw listings;
these include local spirits of mountains, lakes, earth, sky
and the underworld, and the various hybrid spirits drawn
from foreign cultures. Nebesky-Wojkowitz's Orac/ps and
Demons of Tibet reveals the incredible complexity of these
spirit realms. Nebesky-Wojkowitz was killed in an automw
bile accident shortly after completing this monumental work
in 1956, and some accredit his untimely death to the sectarian retribution of one of the wrathful protective deities described in his text.
h rituals of subjugation the iconographical images of
the four attributes of an iron hook, a rope noose, an iron
chain, and a ritual bell orgharrta, are often represented. These
four attributes are held by the four guardian goddesves of
the gateways of Vaishravana's mandala, in his form as
'Vaishravana with a red spear and blue horse' (lib. rNam
sras mdung drnar rta sngon can).
The iron chain is also an attribute of 'Avalokiteshvara
who protects from the eight fears', where his chain represents protection from the fear of captivity or imprisonment.
Tara, who similarly protects from the eight great fears - of
lions (pride), elephants (ignorance), fire (anger), serpents
(jealousy), robbers (false views), captivitv (greed), shipwrecks (attachment), and demons (doubt) - may also be
depicted in her form as 'Tara who releases from captivity',
releasing beings from the chains of bondage. The goddess
Dombhini who accompanies the manifestation of 'Fourfaced Mahakala with the cruel face', also bears the attributes
of a rope snare and a small tethering-chain (Tib. lu $11 r'911d).
Although only a few major Vajrayana deities bear the
iron chain as a ritual implement, i t is nevertheless prominently represented as a weapon of subjugation amongst the
array of weapons contained in protector chapels. It is also
commonly depicted upon paintings of the assembly of offerings (Tib. rgynrl tshogs) to wrathful deities, particularly in
those dedicated to Palden Lhamo and Yama, or those displaying the wrathful weapons of subjugation and destructi\,e activih - which sometimes combine the attributes of
Palden Lhamo and Yama.
An iron chain is also held in the right hand of the Xhetan siddha Thangton Gyalpo (1385-1464)~who was also
known as the 'iron bridge builder' (Tib. lcogs mm pn).
Thangtong Gyalpo was one of Tibet's great 'renaissance
men': as a scholar he developed his own doctrinal system,
as a poet he introduced the fibetan opera, as an architect he
established the great stupa of Riwoche which a h o s t rivals
the Gyantse Kumbum in its architectural splendour, and as
a bridge-builder he established many iron suspension
bridges, some of which still exist in Bhutan and Tibet. His
attribute of an iron chain marks this aspect of his multifaceted versatility.

Plate 130
This drawing shows examples of the various forms of snares
and iron chains. In the upper left corner is a rope or leather
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depicted in the form of a coiling green or black snake, and
snare, folded within a sheath of rhinoceros hide (Tib. bse
is often brandished from a deity's left hand in tarjalli or
k(~),
the tough armoured plates of the Indian rhinoceros bethreatening gesture. The first two upper drawings of coiled
ing the most appropriatematerial for defensive armour such
serpent-nooses
are held by deities such as Rahula, Garuda,
as the shield, sheath, and cuirass. The ends of this lasso or
Palden Lha~no,and Virupaksha - the great guardian king
snare are sealed with an iron hook and a small curved knife.
of the west. Rahula usually holds a poisonous green snake
To tlie lower right of the leather snare is a long rope snare.
in his left hand, which is held in tnrjarti gesture. Rahulajs
sealed with an iron hook and ring; and to the right of this a
serpent-noose is described as having the head of a r i ~ a k ~ ~ ~
shorter looped rope snare, with an iron hook at its extremand binding the body of an enemy, symbolising the bindity and its ring threaded as a noose.
ing of the five 'enemies' or poisons of ignorance, desire,
The next drawing to the right shows a captive spirit behatred, pride and jealousy. In pictorial representations of
ing snared and pulled along by a protective deity, such as
Rahula, however, neither the ~irnknrohead, nor the enemy,
Tsiu Marpo (Tib. Tsi'u dmar po). The deity's left hand makes
is usually depicted, and his serpent-noose is commonly
the threatening tarjarii gesture, with the index finger raised
illustrated as a coiled green snake with the conventional
and the thumb extended. The rope snare is coiled twice
'ox-shaped head' of a python. Palden Lhamo, in her fouraround the lower phalanx of the deity's index finger, as dearmed form as the 'Self-arisen Queen' (Tib. Rang 'byung
Such precise iconographiscribed in Tsiu Marpo's sadl~urln.
rgyal mo), is described as wielding a black serpent-noose
cal details are often given in the descriptions of specific
that trails for a length of 990 fathoms, and binds all endeities; White Achala, for example, is described as wielding
emies and vow-breakers; this symbolises the extent of her
a noose which twists three times around his raised index
control over beings afflicted with hatred and malevolence.
finger. The upper end of the snare depicted is sealed with a
small half-iwjri~,and its lower hook-end is knotted around
The third drawing of a long snake at the bottom of the
the throat and hands of the bound spirit. To the right of this
page depicts the great serpent Vasuki (see pages 71 and
log), which is held by the twelve-armed form of Vajrais another drawing of a captive spirit which has been snared
garuda Samvara (Tib. bDe mchog rdo rje mkha' Iding).
around the neck, with tlie parallel ropes of the snare extendBelow this drawing are two further details of the iron ring
ing upwards. This spirit has been manacled in sacrificial
and hook.
posture, with its ankles and arms shackled by an iron chain
behind its back.
Above Vasuki's tail is a coiling noose of intestines (Tib.
rgyu 11117 :hags), which is held as a left-hand attribute of a
Above this spirit is a long rope snare that has been looped
six-armed form of Red Hayagriva. The intestine-noose aptwice and coiled around its centre like a noose. The ends of
pears as a coiled length of human entrails without a hook
this snare are marked by a vajra and an iron hook. Above
this is a drawing of a large hook in an ornate design. To the
or ring. It is identical in form to the entrails held in one of
right of this hook is a long coiled rope snare, sealed with an
Yamantaka's left hands, symbolising his realisation of the
iron ring and a hooked knife. In the upper right corner are
empiness of inherent existence within all phenomena.
details of a ring and hook that are mounted upon lotus bases.
Above tlie entrails is a noose formed from the root of
To the left of the page's centre is a left hand making tlie
the red ~rtpnlnflower (Tib. ut pa /a zhags dr~rar),such as is
tnrjar~igesture and trailing a rope snare adorned with a ring
held in the left hands of the goddesses Kurukulla and Red
and a hooked, iron blade. The snare in this illustration is
Tara. Although Kurukulla's ~rtpoln-nooseis described as a
not coiled around the raised index finger, as described above.
root, i t is usually represented as a noose of flowers. Red Tara
To the left of this hand is a detailed drawing of a snare's
holds the stem of a red rrtpaln at the level of her heart, which
iron ring.
blossonis at the level of her left ear, whilst its root forms a
Descending from the central left edge of the page are
small noose within the fingers of her left hand (see Plate
three drawings of the red rrtpaln flower noose held by the
122).Above the bifurcated rrtpaln root are four details of the
goddess Kurukulla, whose flower attributes are illustrated
snare's hook and ring, with a vfllrn, two hooks, and a ring
and described in Plate 122. The first of these three drawings
depicted from left to right.
shows a long noose made entirely of red lrtpnla blossoms,
Above these are several drawings of the iron chain of
which are threaded upon a string like a flower garland. The
subjugation. The large iron chain at the top is sealed with a
ring of this noose is formed from small red rrtpnln flowers,
rnjro and hook at its right and left ends. The smaller ufljrfland the hook from curling leaves. The second drawing
chain within and below, is sealed with rlr~jrnsat both ends.
shows a noose of red ~rtpolnsand leaves, threaded upon a
Within this chain is drawn a snare formed from the body
long stalk with a flower ring and curved-leaf hook. The third
segments of a black iron s c ~ r p i o n(Tib. lcags sdg pfl ~llflss
drawing on the lower left shows the two noose ends as utpala
IIIIX PO),with the lower half of its body and sting forming
stalks, leaves, and flowers, and with both the ring and hook
the hook, and the upper half of its body and pincers formfashioned from leaves. Below this drawing is the end of a
ing the ring. Across on the lower right of the page are bra
noose formed from interlocking hooks of fire (Tib.rrrc~zlm,ys); more drawings o f iron chain sections; the upper wit11
and below again, the end of a noose of lightning (Tib. ~10s eliptical links, and the lower with circular links depicted in
ilm~s).
an alternating plan and ele\,ntion sccluencc,.The uppt-r drawBelow and to the right are three drawings of serpenting is typ~calof thc iron chain held in thtb right hand of the
nooses (Tib. sbv~rlzlra~s).The serpcnt-noose is invariably
iron bridge builder Tliangtong C;),nlpo.

Plate 130: Snares and Iron cha~ns
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THE SHIELD (Skt.khetoka;T~b.
The sword and shield are commonly paired as weapons of
attack and defence: the penetrating sword is held in the right
male or method hand, and the defensive shield in the left
female or wisdom hand.
In Tibetan art the iron shield is represented in a small
circular form and is usually decorated with lotus-petal designs, or as an eight-spoked wheel, perhaps emphasising
the wisdom aspect of the shield. Concentric radial rings may
also be depicted behind the eight spokes of its hub, giving it
the appearance of the rattan shield which is still commonly
used by the riot-police of India and South East Asia. The
hidian warrior's shield was usually fashioned from rhinoceros hide that was riveted onto a circular iron hame, and
often adorned with four central iron or bronze bosses.
Kalachakra and his protector Vajravega both hold tlie
sword and shield in their paired second right and left hands,
where the sword represents the element of wind and the
shield the torso of the body. The shield basically symbolises
both protection and the conquering of one's enemies.
Yamantaka's shield represents the Buddha's triumph over
the attack of Mara, victory over his enemies, and his protection towards all sentient beings.

THE DISCUS ( S k t chakra;Tib. 'khor 10, be rdo)
The deployment of the hurled iron discus or chakra as an
ancient Indian weapon dates back to the Rig Veda, where it
is first mentioned as a weapon of Vishnu. Vishnu's discus
was named Sudarshana, and is described as a revolving iron
disc with sharp edges which could cut through anything it
hit. Krishna, as the eighth of Vishnu's incarnations, inherited Vishnu's Sudarshana chnkrn from the fire god Agni, and
in Krishna's hands i t was known as Vajranabha, meaning
'the indestructible destroyer'.
h sculptural form Vishnu's chakrn is commonly represented as a six or eight-spoked wheel, often with four tongues
of flame emanating to the cardinal directions. In pictorial representations it is more commonly represented as a flaming or
radiant ring of light - known as a brnhrrmchakra - which encircles the upraised first finger of many multiple-armed Hindu
deities. h this form i t appears as a quoit, or a flattened ring of
sharp-edged iron which is hurled in the manner of a modem
frisbee or boomerang. The game of quoits, wherein a sharp
iron ring is skilfully thrown to encircle a metal peg, probably
originated from the discus in this form. The Greek discus,
still used in the Olympic games, was originally a heavy disc
of sharp iron which was thrown as a weapon.
The six-pointed chnkrn, formed by two intersecting triangles, is one of the prime symbols of Hindu tantra. It represents the union of the goddess as the downwards-pointing
female pubic triangle, with the upward-pointing male triangle of the god, formed by the testicles and erect penis. In
Hindu tantra the yni~trnformed from the intersection of these
triangles is also known as a clmkrn, the most famous being
the sl~ricltnkrnof tlie goddess Tripura Sundari or Shri. The

shriynntra is composed of five downward-pointing Shakti
triangles and four upward-pointing Shiva triangles, creating a perfect pattern of forty-three interlocking triangles (see
illustration on page 136).
The eight-pointed chakra was absorbed into Buddhism as
the dharrrudlakra - the absolute emblem of altimsa or non-vialence - where its eight spokes symbolise the proclamation of
the Buddha's sovereignty throughout the eight directions, and
l i s teachings upon the Noble Eightfold Path. The dlarmaclmkm
combines the elements of the ring of the discus or quoit, with
the eight vnjra-spokes of the clrnkrn as a weapon. Even as a
wrathful weapon, held by such deities as Yaniantaka, the
eight-sided fire-chnkra peacefully symbolises the turning of
the 'wheel of dharma' and the setting in motion of the Noble
Eightfold Path. The dharn~ncllnkroappears as a divine mark
on Buddha's palms and soles, and as an emblem of the
chnkravnrtin. In Hinduism this symbol corresponds to the
Vaishnavite ideal of the nzakap~lrusllaor 'great man', who is
said to be born with the marks of Vishnu's Sudarshana chnkrn
on his palms and soles (see Plate 76 and page 160).
The clakra or wrathful-wheel (Tib.dragpo'i 'khor 10)is also
used as a symbolic weapon or device (ynntrn) to subjugate,
imprison or destroy malevolent demons. The illustrated
manuscript of The Secret Visrons of the Fifth Dalai hlna depicts
some extremely fine examples of these clmkras, which imprison the effigies (Tib. linggn) of hindering spirits with iron
shackles. When a spirit is successfully 'captured' in a triangular receptacle or 'iron prison', a clrnkrn is symbolically used
to seal the prison gate and subdue or destroy the spirit. In
certain rituals of spirit subjugation an open triangular box,
decorated with ritual weapons and insignia, is buried in the
ground. The spirit is then enticed with specific offerings to
enter the box, which is then sealed with an iron cllnkrn or a
bolt of lightning which is conjured forth from the sky.
As a six or eight-pointed iron weapon the Buddhist
clrakra has in recent years become well known as theshurohn
or 'throwing-star' of Hong Kong's 'Kung Fu' movie spectaculars. Until recently these small weapons were available
from martial-art shops, but as they had a nasty habit of falling into the wrong hands and lodging into the skulls or
cheekbones of opposing football supporters, they were subsequently withdrawn from sale as lethal weapons.

Plate 13 1
This illustration shows examples of the shield, the cllnkm,
and several of the various weapons that are depicted in the
Tibetan 'conquest of Mara' painting.
Across the top row are four examples of the circular iron
shield. The first drawing shows Kalachakra's shield, which
appears here as an eight-spoked wheel fashioned from concentric rings, and with an inncr handle adorned with a silk
ribbon. Kalachakra's shield in this form was depicted in both
the large applique and painted thangkas displayed in the
recent Kalachakra initiations given by His Holiness the Dalai
Lama, but was det,mcd to be iconographic all^ incorrect as
tlie protective shield faced inwards rather than outwards.
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The secon J drawing shows the h n t view of a concenhicr i n g 4 shield as an eight-spoked wheel, with a fur edge and
a silk ribbon behind. The third drawing shows a tigerskin
shield with a golden central hub and outer ring. The fourth
drawing shows a shield with a clockwise-turning 'joy wheel'
(Xb. dxa' 'kl~yil)at its central hub, and with a twelve-petalled lotus design surrounding it. Shields and armour designs are also illustrated on Plate 161.
On the left of the second row is a drawing in Hindu style
of Vishnu's discus radiating as a circular metal ring positioned
above the raked index finger of the deity. The second drawing shows the Indian clrnkra as a circular disc of iron, with a
raised central hub and many sharp points around its circumference like a circular saw. The third drawing depicts a Buddhist eight-pointed chakra, geometrically formed from the
intersection of two squares, with an open circular centre and
small open circles where the edges of the blades meet. This
form of chakrn is drawn as a 'wrathful wheel' (Tib. dray po'i
'klu~rlo), and used to imprison the effigies of malignant spirits. The fourth drawing shows the iron clmkrn as a star-shaped
weapon with eight triangular points. The fifth drawing on
the right shows another eight-pointed chakra, with projecting
triangular blades and an open centre.
Below in the third row are three small drawings of the
open-centred clrakra in the form of the Chinese or Japanese
slrlrroknn or 'throwing-star'. The first appears as an eightbladed chnkrn formed from two intersecting squares, and the
second and third as six-bladed clmkras, foimed as prztrns from
the geometrical intersection of two equilateral triangles.
The fourth row depicts four variations of the clmkra as a
'wheel of sharp weapons'. The first drawing on the left is of
a cllakr[r fashioned from eight sword-blades with sharpened
triangular points. The second drawing shows another eightsided clrnkrn with sharpened edges. The third depicts eight
sword-blades emanating from eight triangular points, and
is known as a 'wheel of swords' (Tib. rnl gri'i i~rtslroir'kl~or).
The fourth drawing on the right shows a wrathful eightbladed ilajra-chakra (Tib. rdo rjc 'klror lo), with eight sharp
ilfljrtl points.
Across the fifth row are five drawings of the clrnkro
mounted upon a staff as a hand-held weapon. The first drawing shows an eight-pointed iron clrnkra mounted upon a spear
or shula, with a sword-tip, a skull, and a bloodstained yaktail
pennant. The second drawing depicts an eight-bladed clrnkra
impaled upon a lance with a sword-tip. The third drawing
shows a wheel of eight sharp swords mounted upon a jeweltopped staff. The fourth drawing shows a wheel of eight
swords surmounted by a rlajra. A flat wheel of either fivc or
six swords, surmounted by an upright central sword, is visualised in the generation of wisdom deities, such as Manjushri
or Yamantaka, who arise from the syllable Dlrih. The fifth
drawing on the right shows a wheel of eight flaming wisdoni-swords radiating from a jewel-topped staff.
In the lower area of the drawing are several illustrations
from the 'conquest of Mara' painting, which depicts
Shakyamuni Buddha seated in meditation beneath the bodhi
tree and encircled by the armies of Mara, who assail him
with a variety of weapons. As each weapon or niissilc pen-

etrates the serenity of Buddha's aura, it miraculously transforms into a flower through the power and resolve of fie
Buddha's wisdom and compassion.
The drawing in the lower left corner depicts a fire-wheel
machine, with thirteen rotating blades that are driven by a
pulley from the chassis of its carriage. As the blades rotate
they draw up burning tar from a resevoir on the carriage,
which is mounted upon an axle with dhnrlrrachakrn wheels.
Mt Meru and its surrounding universe is illustrated at fie
bottom centre of the page, and this disc of the entire universe is hurled as a weapon towards the Buddha by one of
Mara's demons. Above Mt Meru is a drawing of a metal
tray of boiling oil, which another demon pours down upon
the meditating Buddha. The pouring of boiling oil, burning
coal, or molten lead was used extensively as a defensive
tactic in Indian warfare, as a visit to the fourteenth-century
fortified hill fortress of Daulatabad in Maharashtra will reveal. Here the most ingenious configuration of defensive
walls and juxtaposed gates eventually lead into a hill citadel, which may only be approached through a winding tunnel carved into the hillside. At strategic turns in this
lightless and ascending tunnel are apertures where boiling or burning liquids could be poured down upon invaders. In spite of the most elaborate defensive devices - which
reveal the explicit genius of Indian warfare - Daulatabad
was eventually conquered by the bloodless Indian technique of 'baksheesh', through bribing the guards at its doorways.
The drawing in the lower right corner shows a flaming
thirteen-bladed clrnkra, with an eight-spoked wheel at its
centre and mounted upon a vnjrn-handle. The small drawing in the corner shows a rimless eight-spoked dhoriirnclrakrn
as a hand-held weapon.

THE AXE ( S k t . parashu; Tlb, dgro sto. sto re)
The function of the axe or hatchet is twofold: it may be used
as a tool for cutting timber, or as a weapon of war. The Tibetan term (Tib. dgrn stn) means 'enemy axe' or battleaxe,
and symbolises the severing of all negative notions from
the mind; it cuts through birth and death, root and trunk.
In ancient Indian warfare the battleaxe (Skt. pclraslrrr,
pornslr~~ah)
formed one of the main weapons of assault. Its
heavy semi-circular blade was fashioned from cast iron and
honed to a sharp cutting edge, capable of decapitating the
head of a11 enemy. Its hardwood shaft - symbolically hewn
by its bldde - w a s joined to the axe-head through an aperture in the style of a woodcutter's axe, and probably secured
by a wooden or iron wedge hammered into a split at the
shaft's top.
The Tibetan representation of the battleaxe reveals it as
a far more docile weapon than its Indian prototype. The
sickle-shaped blade of the Tibetan nxc is small and delicate,
coloured in the dark blue tone of iron, and embellished with
a leaf-shaped golden ~iiountthat attaches i t to a central hub
at the top of the shaft. At thc top and back of this central
hub are usually two go1dt.n half-ilajros, tvhich bestow

Plate 132: Axes, Iron hooks and elephant goads
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on weapons such as the elephant goad and hammer the
qualities of the rrisl~z~nrlnjra,
representing the Buddha's four
activities or knrn~s,with destructive activity as the blade's
c u t t i n g d g e of expression. The shaft of the z~ajra-axe(Skt.
r~njraprashu;Tib. rdo rje dgra stn) is often depicted in the red
colour of sandalwood, tipped at its base with a jewel or
smaller half-z~njrn,and often adorned with a tied silk-ribbon coloured to represent one of the Five Buddha Families.
The axe and saw are also depicted in the hands of the
demonic denizens of one of the eight hot-hell realms. This
is the 'Black Thread Hell' (Skt. knli~sutrn;Tib. this ring), where
victims are continually chopped or sawn along the lines that
a black thread has marked upon their bodies.

THE ELEPHANT GOAD OR IRON HOOK
(Skt.ankusha;Tib.lcogs kyu)
The elephant goad or nnkusha is known in Tibetan as the
'iron hook' (Tib. /cogs kyu),and is used by an elephant driver
or mahout to control and steer his elephant. Its symbolism
as an instrument of control -as wisdom or clear understanding - is revealed in Plate 52 on elephants, and in Plate 60 on
slmnrafl~nmeditation where it is coupled with the lasso, representing mi~idfulnessor recollection. As a hand-held
weapon the elephant goad symbolises both the hooking of
negativities or evil beings, and the pulling or driving of all
beings out of samsara and towards liberation.
The hooked blade of the elephant goad is shaped like the
blade of the curved knife (Tib. gri giig), as described in Plate
I 18,with a sickle-shaped blue iron blade which terminates at
its upper extremity in a sharp hook. Like the axe and hammer the elephant goad is commonly omamented with a pair
of Ilalf-vajras or jewels at its top; with a imjra or jewel-sealed
red sandalwood, hardwood, bone, or metal shaft; and often
adorned with a coloured silk ribbon tied around its shaft.
The wrathful activity of the iron hook perhaps realises
its most potent expression in the form of Black Hayagriva
(Tib. rTa mgrin nag po), who is described as wielding an
iron hook in his left hand that blazes with fire. This left hand
makes the threatening tnrjorli gesture, with a black, iron scorpion poised to sting on the tip of Hayagriva's raised index
finger. The simulacra of the raised and curved index finger,
the raised and curved sting of a scorpion, and the curved
point of the iron hook, revcal the wrathful malice replicated
within this forceful gesture.

Plate 132
In the upper half of this illustration are seven examples of
the axe (porasli~r),and in the lower half are seven examples
of the elephant goad (nrikrisha).
The four large axes depicted across the top of the illustration all have coloured silk ribbons tied around their shafts.
Three of thc axes are sealed with golden half-valrns at the
bases of thcir shafts, and with double half-nnjrns or halfz~ishz~nr~njras
at their tops. The third drawing from the left is

ornamented with jewel insignia. Each of these axe blades
are painted in the dark-blue colour of iron, and reveal some
of the variations in the crescent-shaped blade of the Tibetan
axe. The first three drawings on the left show variations of
the thin leaf-shaped golden mounts that embellish the two
sides of the axe-head, whilst the fourth drawing depicts a
golden rnnknra-head mount, symbolising the tenacious
power of the crocodile's vajra-grip.
Below are three smaller axes, which are more simply
adorned. The first axe on the left depicts a mason's axe or
pickaxe (Skt. tanku; Tib. sfn gri). The second drawing shows
a pointed battleaxe, with two heavy lotus-shaped iron bulbs
(Skt. knndn) embellishing the central hub. The third drawing shows a hand-axe, with its jewel-topped shaft secured
into the aperture of its rectangular hub.
Four large elephant goads are similarly depicted across
the lower half of the page, with three small stylised goads
below. The second large drawing from the left displays a
nmknrn-headed goad with jewelled insignia, whilst the other
three are ornamented with half-vajros, representing the adamantine qualities of the goad's wrathful activities. The stylised and slender hooks of the two lower goads on the left
resemble more closely the true shape of the traditional ironhooked Indian elephant goad, than its common Tibetan depiction in the form of a curved knife.

MISCELLANEOUS RITUAL IMPLEMENTS AND
WEAPONS

Plate 133
This composition depicts an assembly of miscellaneous
ritual implements and weapons, including animal-banners,
whips, slings, hammers, and objects associated with fire or
the ritual fire offerings of honrn.
On the left of the top row are two drawings of the fireTib. rrzc r?r,qnl),which may
brand (Skt. ngnidarrda, j~~nladnrzdn;
be wielded by attendant or minor deities as a hand-held
weapon. The first drawing depicts the firebrand as a buming juniper branch, and the second as a burning pole that
has been tipped with tar. The Vedic sacred fire was kindled
from the friction-heat produced by rubbing together two
wooden sticks - known as nrnrzi sticks. These sticks were
obtained from the nshiintflm or pippala tree, better known as
The motif of two crossed flrnrii
the bodhi tree (Ficlis rc~li~yiosa).
sticks creating fire is believed to be one possible origin for
the swastika symbol.
The third drawing to the right of the firebrands shows a
Tib. S \ I I / ~ IkiWr ~ ! / d~rrtshnrl),
wolf-banner (Skt. ~~~~ikndlrilnjn;
which is carried as a battle-standard by minor deities or
spirits. The fourth drawing depicts a bull-banner (Skt.
r~rislrnbhi~dlrrinjo;
Tib. kll!,rr rrrrlrc~~y
XI,;v!/nl rrrtslrarr), which is
carried by the lion-mounted dcity Ganapati Mahakala, and
alsoappearsas n battle-standard of attendant spirit retinues.
Both the wolf and bull-banner are depicted as the head and
flayed skins of these animals draped over a silk victory ban-
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ner, The standard poles of these banners are sealed with
vajras at their lower extemities.
The next four drawings on the right show four examples
of the nrakara-banner (Skt. rimknradlrz~ajn;Tib. chu srin
rgyal
lnts/nil),held by the deity Rahula. The rnhrndliz~ajaas a crocodile, water-spirit, or sea-monster (Tib. dru srirr)banner, is fashioned from the combined elements of the nlakara's skin and
the silk aprons of the victory banner. The first two drawings
on the left show the banner mounted upon a wooden pole as
a battle-standard. The third and fourth drawings show the
rrrnknrndhvnjn impaled upon a sword, which is sealed at its
pommel with a five-pronged zlajra. The n~ahradhzlolain this
form is held aloft in Rahula's upper right hand, and symbolises his severing of the five poisons with the innknra-banner
sword of the Five Buddha wisdoms. The nraknrod\~~~nja
was
originally an emblem of Kamadeva, the Vedic god of love,
who is also known as Makaraketu (see Plate 122).The nrnkor~~
is described in Plate 45; its symbolism as a stupa embellishment, representing the Buddha's victory over the four Maras,
is referred to on page 135.
Below, and in between the shafts of the four nrnkorndhvajos, are two drawings of clubs and a bamboo staff. The
first drawing shows a jewel-topped club, with a silk ribbon
on its shaft forming hvo folded wing-shapes. The second
drawing shows a staff surmounted by a lotus and flaming
triple gem, with a triple valance descending from the lotus.
The third drawing depicts the simple bamboo staff (Skt.
danda) carried by a mendicant.
On the left centre of the page are two drawings of the
horse-whip ('lib. rtn Icng), which is wielded in the right hands
of many horse-mounted warriors or protective deities, such
as Gesar, Vaishravana, and Nyenchen Thanglha. The horsewhip of these di\rinities is fashioned from gold (Tib.gsrr kyi
rtn Icag). and is usually crowned at the end of its staff with a
jewel or vnjrn, from which emanate the long rope strands of
the whip in the form of a curving rainbow.
To the right of the horse-whips are two drawings of the
Tibetan sling (Tib. 'rrr rdo), which is used both as a physical
weapon for casting stones, and as a metaphysical weapon
for the hurling of ritual substances, or offering cakes (Tib.
8tor nm), against ghosts or demons. The Tibetan sling is
woven from yak-hair, with a central diamond-shaped cradle and narrow braided ends. Its extremities are woven into
looped ends, with a smaller loop for the thumb and a larger
loop for the fingers. In the hands of a nomadic Tibetan herdsman a small stone can be cast from the sling with great accuracy, often hitting a herded yak precisely on its right or
left horn. Geonietricg,-i-stoneor folk designs are commonly
woven into the Tibetan sling, w h c h bear almost identical
patterns to the Peruvian Indian slings used in the Andes.
To the right of the slings is a male figure, bound with
foot and arm shackles in the sacrificial corpse-posture of a
captive spirit. An effig!. (Tib. lir1,qgn) of a hindering spirit is
often depicted in this form, and may be drawn within '1
wrathful ~.lrnh-r.~i
as an imprisoning destructive device or
!/(lllf~.o.
Scorpions, or an array of sharp weapons, may be
depicted within the blades of the cllnkro, penetrating the effigy at the ps!.cliic centres of head, throat, heart, gut, and
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genitals; or at the shoulders, elbows, thighsand he-. h
manacled effigies are constructed for rituals of slaying, subjugating, and exorcising or casting out.
Below this drawing is the inverted effigy (Eb. / i n ~ ~ofa )
a captive spirit, with his arms and legs outstretched within
a burning triangular 'iron prison' or a triangular fire-pit.
An effigy in this posture is usually specified for the destructive I10mor fire activity of 'burning' (seethe wrathful lroma
ritual described in Plate 144).
Beneath this downward-pointing fire triangk are three
drawings of sacrificial triangular fire-pits (fib. ' h u b W~ung),
as iron receptacles or prisons. The first two drawings on the
left depict a mass of flames emanating from the iron receptaclesasthe wrathful substances are burned. The third drawing shows a wrathful triangular lamp, fuelled by burning
human fat instead of clarified butter, and with a wick made
from the twisted hair of a corpse or a widow.
To the right of this lamp is a triangular clay or stone fire
hearth ('lib. nil, thnb), mounted upon a vajra-sealed handle.
This hand-held brazier is held in one of Yamantakii's left or
wisdom hands, and symbolises that the essence of all phenomena is 'clear light' ('lib. 'odgsal), as whatever substances
are offered into the lrorna fire-pit, they burn with the same
flame and are reduced to the same ashes. Yamantaka's triangular brazier is described as having a door on one of its
sides - in the manner of a conventional furnace - through
which fuel was added. In one of his lower left hands
Yamantaka holds human entrails, which along with the brazier, symbolise the attainment of the 'illusoy body' and
'clear light' respectively. The drawing above shows a variation of the triangular hearth, with the triangular brazier
mounted upon a jewel-topped staff with a single tongue of
flame emanating from its centre.
The group of five \-ertical drawings to the right of the
triangular hearths depict the two forms of ladles used in
I~oriraor fire rituals. The first and third of these drawings
show the smaller circular ladle (Skt. slrruzm; Tib. blicg p r ) ,
which is used to pour melted ghee or clarified butter directly onto the lroirro fire, or into the ritual funnel. This circular ladle is fashioned as a small bronze bowl, mounted upon
an ornate metal handle sealed with a zlnjro at its base. The
interior of the bowl is engraved with a five-pointed ilajrn,
and is commonly omamented with a rvjrn-boss at its top.
The first drawing of the circular ladle has a full rlnjrn at the
base of its handle and an ornamental coiling snake at the
handle's top; the inscribed vjrn is drawn within the circle
of the bowl. The third drawing shows a half-rlnjra
omamenting the top and bottom of the ladle's handle, with
the inscribed i8njr.o depicted within the bowl. The second,
fourth, and fifth drawings depict the pouring-funnel (Skt.
pntri; Tib. dgarrg p r ) . The pouring-funnel has a square receptacle at its top, with an upper cavity or channel which
extends into a pouring-spout, so that the melted ghee which
is poured into it by the ladle will drain through this upper
spout. The square interior of the funnel is usually inscribed
with a central ilnjrrl, enclosed by the inscribed shapes of a
triangle, semi-circle,square, and circle, representing the four
lrorrm acti\.ities of wrath, magnetism, enrichment, and peace
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(see Plates 143-145). Alternatively only the square and circle may be represented as engraved designs or ledged recesses, as enrichment and peace are the two main auspicious
functions of the /tomu ritual. The second drawing shows the
hnnel
forming a matching pair with the first drawing of
the ladle. A full vajra seals its lower handle, two snakes are
entwined around its upper handle, and the pouring-funnel
of the square receptacle extends from its top. The fourth
drawing shows an ornate funnel, with a full vajra at the base
of the handle and an entwined snake at the top. The square
receptacle of this funnel is ornamented as a vishvavajra,with
its tubular funnel extending at the top. The fifth drawing
depicts a vajra-sealed funnel, with a hollow central prong
on the crowning vajra that serves as a pouring spout.
To the right of the ladles and funnels are four drawings
of the hammer (Skt. nrltdgara; lib. tho ba). The hammer or
vajra-hammer (Skt. vajramudgara;Tib. rdo rje tho ba), is a righthand or method weapon of many deities, and essentially
symbolises the smashing or pounding of evil dispositions,
especially avarice, covetousness, and miserliness. In the
raised right hand of the deity Damchan Doj e Legpa, in his
form as the 'dark blacksmith' (Tib. ingar ba nag po), the hammer is described as a foundry hammer (Tib. khro chu'i tho
ba) made of solid cast iron with a jewelled-handle decorated
with a vajra. As an 'oath-bound' (Tib. dani can) protective
deity, Doj e Legpa's hammer symbolises the pulverising of
vow-breakers and the 'enemies' of emotional defilements.
The head of the hand-held hammer is usually depicted in
the dark-blue colour of cast or meteorite iron, although
bronze or gold hammers may be specified in certain deity
descriptions. The first drawing shows a hammer ornamented with a scrolling jewel-insignia and zrljrn at its top,
and with a tapering shaft decorated with a silk cloth and
sealed with a jewel. The second drawing depicts a
~islrvavnjra-crownedhammer with a zlajra seal at the shaft's
base. The third drawing depicts a small jewel-ornamented
hammer. The fourth drawing depicts the vajra-hammer in
its most common form, with two half-zlajras surmounting
its crowning hub, a silk cloth tied around its shaft, and a
half-vnjraat the base of the shaft.
Below the braziers, ladles, funnels, and hammers are two
horizontal drawings of the cannon. The long-barelled cannon on the right is a primitive form of the shoulder-held
gun or mortar, used to launch missiles or fire-arrows (the
fire-arrow is described in Plate 121). The second drawing
on the left shows a carriage-mounted double-barelled cannon, which may appear in thangkas depicting the great battle between the 'barbarians' or Muslims and the Buddhists,
which in the Kalnclrnkrn li~irtrais prophesised to occur in the
year A D 2327. At this decisive battle Rudra Chakrin, the last
of the twenty-five clinkrnvartii~kings of the Kingdom of
Shambhala, defeats the barbarians and establishes a new
golden age of the Buddhist teachings. The Knladrc~kroK7i1tra
describes in some detail the great vehicles and weapons that
will be en~ployedin this battle- chariots, seige towers, zlajrotents, catapults, fire-arrows, and the 'cutting machines' of
cleaver, sword, harpoon, and wind. Some of these war engines bear n striking resemblance to the military machines

devised by Leonardo da Vinci, and which he drew more
than four centuries after the introduction of the Kalaclukra
Tantra into T~bet.
In the recorded history of fire warfare, the Byzantine
Greeks first employed a 'fireball-weapon', made from a petroleum-jelly compound of naphthenate palmitate (~lapalm),
which was projected from a largecatapult or flame-throwm
as an inflammable missile known as 'Creek-fire'. With this
weapon the Byzantinessucceeded in destroying the wooden
ships of the Muslim Arabs, who beseiged Constantinople
between A D 716-18, thereby halting the advance of the Muslim invaders into Eastern Europe. The use of the @antcatapult and crossbow by the ancient Greeks is believed to date
back to the fifth century BC.
Gunpowder was probably first produced in China during the seventh century, and initially used in the manufacture of firecrackers, rockets, fire-wheels and other fireworks,
by paclung the gunpowder into rolled paper and bamboo
tubes. The first recorded use of the Chinese gun dates from
A D 1162, and the use of the cannon by the Mongolian warlords dates from AD 1232. The Western discovery of gunpowder is attributed to the thirteenth-century monk and
alchemist, Roger Bacon, and the first recorded deployment
of the European cannon dates from 1326, and the first European gun to 1354.
On the left of the bottom row are three drawings of the
skin bellows (Skt. bhnstra; Tib. sbud pa), which are held in
the left hand of the blacksmith deity, D o j e Legpa (Skt.
Vajrasadhu). The first drawing shows a tigerskin bellows
with a long metal nozzle protruding from the tiger's mouth,
and the upper part of the wind-bellows formed from two
sbapped wooden struts. The second drawing shows another
tigerskin bellows with a short nozzle, and with wind gushing from its end. The third drawing shows a leather bellows, with handled upper struts and an attached nozzle (Tib.
zharn din). With this 'black weapon' Doje Legpa blows all
enemies into dust. Below the leather bellows is a pair of foundry tongs (Tib. iiir leii), and across to the right a fire-hearth
(Tib. rile thnb) with a cooking pot being fanned by bellows.
Above are two drawings of the wrathful triangular firehearth, in the form of three-sided pyramids as the
dhnriirodayn or 'reality source' (see page 348).

Plate 134
The upper area of tlus illustration depicts the 'five magical
weapons' of Palden Lhamo. The lower area depicts an assortment of ritual implements: the needle and thread, the
pestle, the emblems of wind and fire, sun and moon, the
head of Brahma, feathers, horns, and Mt Meru. The five
magical weapons of Palden Lhamo are:

The 'crossed stick of the demons' (Tib. bdlrd kyi khram banr)
The 'bundle of red curses' (Tib. bynd dnrarpyyyr khrrs po)
The 'black and white spotted dice' (lib. sho rdc7'rc dkar ilag)
The 'bag of diseases' (Tib. irnd kyi rhynl pn)
The 'ball of thread weapon' (lib. ~iitsltor~
kyi prlr pit)
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formed the only permissible oracular medium for the
These five magical weapons are common to many of the
elation of the will of God to his people. The golden breastforms of Palden Lhamo or Remati, and to many of the retiplate, as a syllable-inscribed divination mirror, is also worn
nue of spirits or 'deaonesses of diseases' (Xb. inn m0) who
by
the many oracles of Tibet.
accompany her.
To the right of the two dice are three drawings of the
The first drawing on the upper left depicts the short
bag of diseases (Tib. nad rkyal), which also hangs from Palden
notched or 'crossed stick' (Eh. khrani bnir~,khrnm shin@, as
Lhamo's mule-saddle, as the fourth of her five magical weapdexribed in Plate 127.A longer version of this tally stick is
ons.
According to a legend, the bag of diseases and the
drawn horizontally in the upper right corner of this illusnotched
stick were the two weapons which Palden Lhamo
hation.
took from her mother in order to subdue the gods and nagas.
Nebesky-Wojkowitzmentions that the notched stick was
Along with the poisonous mist which emanates from this
used in Tibet before the introduction of the Tibetan alphagoddess's mouth, the bag of diseases forms an early exambet to record details of trade agreements. As the magical
ple of 'germ warfare'. The sack or bag of diseases was prob~ srin po, inn
weapon of various spirit deities (Tib. g s l ~ i rrjc,
ably an early Indian siege weapon, which could rapidly
nio, btsni~),he mentions two important varieties, the one black
spread pestilence through a besieged city, especially if it
(Tib. bdlrd kyi klirairi sliing), and the other yellow (Tib. srirr
could be secretly cast into a well or source of drinking wayo'i khrain shing),both of which have red notches, often numter. The bag itself is described as being made of diseased
bering seven, nine or thirteen. When it is used to slay an
human skin - probably of a leprosy, plague, or smallpox
enemy, the number of notches should correspond to the age
victim -and containing the raw body-tissue or vital organs
in years of the intended victim.
of those who have died from the most virulent of contaThe four drawings to the right of the short tally stick
gious diseases, such as the plague, typhoid, cholera, hepatidepict Palden Lhamo's 'bundle of red curses', with which
tis, leprosy, smallpox, and dysentery. Dropsy, leprosy, bile
she casts binding spells and inflicts deadly curses upon the
disease, blood fever, insanity, jaundice, and dysentery are
enemies of the buddlmdhnrr~ln.The bundle of red curses is
some of the diseases inflicted by disease-causing spirits (lib.
usually depicted as a red-covered text, bound with red cloth,
nza mo). Nebesky-Wojkowitz mentions that several of these
or serpents, to the bag of diseases and the pair of dice that
may carry the bag of diseases as the 'germs of leprosy' (Tib.
hang from the front of her saddle. Three of these four drawrndze nad hji rk!yaI pa), and that other goddesses may carry a
ings depict the red curses as texts, whilst the fourth drawsack full of blood, a water sack, or a sack full of lightning
ing shows them as a pair of red cylindrical scrolls.
and hail. The three upper drawings of the bag of diseases
To the right of the bundles of red curses are the two black
are depicted as tied bags of green human skin.
and white spotted dice, which usually hang from a serpentThe next row of illustrations begins on the left with two
thread on Palden Lhamo's saddle. According to one of the
drawings of Palden Lhamo's dice threaded upon venomlegends of Palden Lhamo- as recorded in Ladrang Kalsang's
Tile Glrnrdint~Deitirs of Tibet -these two dice were obtained
ous serpents. The next drawing shows a human being as a
from her human consort, who was a dice player. In Palden
skin bag full of contagious diseases, and bound at the wrists
Lhamo's possession the dice are a divination device,
and ankles as a sacrificial victim. Around this flayed corpse's
whereby she can determine the karmic outcome of any situneck hangs a serpent-noose threaded with three divination
ation. In the system of dice divination (Tib. ino) ascribed to
dice. The next drawing shows the disease-packed skin of a
Palden Lhamo, three dice are used, which gives numerical
cannibal-demon (Tib. srin po), or a disease-causing demoness
prognostications between three and eighteen. According to
(Tib. ilia iiio), with its arms and legs knotted around its neck
the nature of the question posed the combination of numand a pair of small dice hanging from a serpent-noose. The
bers thrown is interpreted through a divination text, in a
next drawing shows the disease-filled skin of a woman,
manner which bears a resemblance to the Chinese l C h i i ~ g . knotted as a sack by her limbs and a dice-laden serpentPalden Lhamo's two dice are usually depicted with tlie white
noose. The next two drawings show the skin as a plain sack
dice above and the black dice below, and often with the two
tied by a serpent. The last drawing on the right shows the
extremes of the highest 'six' on tlie white dice and the lowsack of diseases, the bundle of red curses, and the pair of
est 'one' on tlie black dice, symbolising the scope of her
divination dice bound together with serpents. These three
karmic judgement and retribution.
magical weapons of Palden Lhamo are represented in this
Many varieties of stone and bone dice have been uncompound form, hanging by a serpent from the roksllasa's
earthed at the ancient site of Mohenjo-Daro, 'the city of the
skull at the front of her mule's saddle.
dead', in the Indus valley. In Vedic times dice were tradiThe next row of drawings depicts eight examples of
tionally made from camel-bone, and in later times black
Palden Lhamo's fifth magical weapon, the ball of thread (Tib.
and white dice were commonly fashioned from ebony and
grlr ~ 1 1 ) .This ball of thread is plaited or twisted as a string
ivory.
tllng), that are
made from five-coloured threads (Tib.~yzir~igs
Interestingly, the black and white dice bear a strong resaid to embody the essence of all wrathful weapons. A
semblance to the two black and white divinatory stones
similar thread is used in the more peaceful rituals of Vajraworn within the golden breastplate of the high priest of the
yana empowerment, where the thread is wound around the
Temple, as mentioned in thr Old Testament. These stones,
ritual master's zlnjrn, and the wisdom-deities are invoked
named Urim and Thummim, were of Babylonian origin, and
along its length. The Tibetan term for the coloured thread
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( n b .~ ~ u ithng),
r p also refers to a string that holds mystical
powers or spells, and as Palden Lhamo's magical weapon it
is used to bind enemy-demons or the forms of malignant
spirits with invoked curses of subjugation and destruction.
This ball of thread hangs from a serpent's tail at the back of
Palden Lhamo's saddle, and may be represented in a variety of styles as illustrated in the drawings.
The first drawing on the left depicts the ball of thread
as a three-coloured 'wheel of joy' (Tib. dgo' 'klryil), which
may be coloured red, green, and yellow, or blue-black. The
second drawing shows a green or red ball formed from
concentric circles. The third drawing depicts the ball coloured in the four directional quadrants of blue, yellow, red,
and green. The fourth drawing shows a cross of red thread
wound around a green ball, or vice versa. The fifth drawing shows a plaited ball of blue, yellow, red, and green
threads adorned with a black silk ribbon. The sixth drawing depicts two small balls of variegated thread, entwined
with a serpent. The seventh and eighth drawings show two
wound balls of variegated thread, which are commonly
depicted in the five colours or in an alternating sequence
of red and green.
In India the variegated ball of thread is still used in certain religious festi\fals known as rakshabnildhn or 'thread
binding'. The most popular of these festivals is held before
the rainy season in the month of Savan, when sisters traditionally tie protective threads around their brothers' wrists
in return for small gifts of money. Another festival is Guru
Purnima, held at the first full moon (purrziina) of the rainy
season, when the guru is honoured and protective threads
are given to the guru's disciples. Traditionally, white, red,
yellow, or black threads are given, which originally corresponded to the fourfold Hindu caste system. Another group
of lunar festivals are known as pniicltanri, meaning 'the fifth',
and fall on the fifth day of certain months. The spring
panchonli is known as nyt~dlinptrja,meaning 'worship of
weapons', when ritual implements, weapons, and tools are
made the objects of worship. Traditionally a five-coloured
ball of variegated thread is used in this pnnchami ritual to
protect the weapons from possession by evil spirits. In Hinduism the number five (pnrich) is especially sacred to Shiva
and the mother goddesses. The term rnksho means protection, especially from evil spirits, and is a Sanskrit prefix for
all manner of talismans and charms that protect against
demons. The sacred ash (vibh~rti)made from burned cow
dung, for example, is derived from five colours of cow; and
nzkslln vibhrrti, from the dung of a variegated cow, specifically protects from evil spirits. The lndian ball of variegated
thread is wound from extremely long strands of cotton
which are dyed white, yellow, red, green, and blue, at
handspan intervals along its length.
Tibetan protection cords, worn around the neck or wrist,
are most commonly made from red thread with a single knot
at the centre. Five-coloured threads are often plaited for
specific protective purposes or woven around an astrological amulet to protect from malevolent planetary influences.
On the left of the next row is a drawing showing a detail of Palden Lhamo's face, with a human corpse in her

mouth and a lion and snake rising from her right and left
earrings. Her mouth is described as an open hearth for
destructive burnt offerings (Tib. drag po'i hon~klzurlg), which
conflagrates the enemies or rudrns who pervert or destroy
the teachings. Tongues of fire blaze within her mouth,
which symbolically dries up the ocean of cyclic existence.
Apoisonous mist billows on the wind of her breath, spreading pestilence to the r~rdrasand demons. Her red tongue
twists like lightning as she experiences the divine taste of
the food of nectar, symbolised by the human corpse which
represents the consumption of desire, and the emptiness
of inherent self-existence. Her four sharp canine teeth symbolise her channelling of emotional energy, which bites
through the four Maras of emotional defilements, passion,
divine pride and lust, and death. The roaring white lion
which rises from her right 'method' earring, symbolises
the lion's roar of the Buddhas proclaiming the sound of
emptiness, which controls the emotion of pride. The green
and black snake which rises above her left 'wisdom' earring, conquers the poisonous emotional energies of anger
and hatred.
To the right of the snake earring is the single eye that
appears on the left rump of Palden Lhamo's mule. According to a legend, this eye spontaneously appeared when the
goddess pulled out an arrow, fired by her cannibal husband
as she was fleeing from h s lungdom of Lanka. The three
eyes of Palden Lhamo's mule represent her victory over the
three realms and the three times, with the eye on the rump
gazing backwards over the underworlds and into times past.
To the right of the mule's eye are two drawings of ritual
cloth implements which I have copied from the illustrations
to The Secret Visions of the Fifth Dnlai Lnnrn. The first drawing
shows a piece of woven yak-hair that may be used as a cover
for the effigy (Tib. ling xa) of a demon, to be burned or destroyed in rituals of destructive activity; or which may be
used in the honla rite as a fan (Skt. dhnvitra; Tib. rlrrngg.yab)
to energise the sacred fire with wind. The second drawing
shows a folded rectangle of overlapping coloured cloth inscribed on its inner surface with mantras, and identified as
a 'crown' (Tib. cod pail).
To the right of these cloth implements are two drawings
of the needle (Skt. sticlri; Tib. khnb) and thread (Skt. srrlrn;
Tib. sknd pa). The needle and thread are attributes of the
goddess Marichi (Tib. 'Od zer can ma), who along with
Ekajata (Tib. Ral gcig ma) is one of the two attendant goddesses of Khadiravani Tara. Marichi holds the needle and
thread (Tib. khnb sk~rdmii) in her right and left hands respectively, symbolising the union of method and wisdom,
and sews up the mouths and eyes of harmful spirits and
binds their limbs. The threaded needle illustrated in the second drawing occurs in one of the ritual cycles of Palden
Lhamo, as illustrated in Tlir Sccrct Visioris c!f tlrc FiffllDolfli
Laiira, where they are described as a copper needle and a
red thread.
On the left of the next row are nine drawings of the
wooden pestle (Skt. rirlisnlo; Tib. gturl slrirrg), which is an attribute of a number of Shaivite Hindu deities, and is similarly found in the right hands of Vajrayana deities with an
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affinityto Shiva, such as Vajrabhairava, Krishna-Yamari, and
Ganapati. In one of Yamantaka's right or method hands, the
bone-shaped wooden pestle symbolises the revitali~tionof
memory as the concentration of intuitive perception or knowledge, through the grinding of a compound to a paste 'of one
taste' (Skt. ekarasn). This symbolism highlights the relationship between the sense of smell and rekindled memory, or
'the destruction of the decline of memory', as of all the sense
organs, the nasal nerves of the olfactory bulb travel directly
to the limbic area of the brain, which controls the unconscious
intuition of memory and sexuality. Three of the nine wooden
pestles illustrated are marked with a vajrn-top,whilst the other
six are drawn in the shape of a bone.
To the right of the pestles are two drawings of a windwheel (Tib. rlrrr~g'khor) on the left, and a fire-wheel (Tib. lrre
'klror) on the right. These destructive 'wheels' may be unleashed from wrathful weapons such as the vnjra or trident,
to blow into dust or conflagrate the hindering demons of
the five poisons - ignorance, desire, anger, jealousy, and
pride. A blazing wind-wheel emanates in this destructive
form from the left hand of the wrathful deity, Red Karma
Yama, annihilating the poisons of the five emotional defilements. In the symbolically war-like rituals of destroying an
enemy's fortress or stronghold, seven kinds of magicalwheels (Tib. 'phrril 'khor) are described: a circle of stone missiles, of boats, fire, swords, wind, vajrns, and arrows. The
blazing fireball or 'army of wisdom-fire' (Tib. ye shes rile
dpung) that emanates from the left wisdom hand of
Vajrakilaya is illustrated in Plate 135.
On the left of the next row are three drawings of red fire,
green wind, and a white cloud, which occur as hand-held
symbols of the elements, as held by deities such as Yamari.
To the right of these are the two discs of a white full-moon
and a red or golden sun, which also occur as hand-held
emblems of Yamari, or rest above the right and left shoulders of Vaishravana. On the far right are small discs of the
moon and sun - worn as earrings or upper ear adornments
-which symbolise the unity of compassion and wisdom as
the lunar and solar channels of white and red hodlridrittn.
On the left of the second row from the bottom are two
drawings of the severed four-faced head of Brahma (Skt.
brnhrnashirns; Tib. tshnrlgs pa'i ngo bo). The yellow head of
Brahma is one of the attributes of Shiva, and in his hand
represents the Four Vedas, the four aeons or y~rgns,the four
Hindu castes, and the four directions. In Vajrayana iconography it is held in the left hands of Shaivite-related deities,
such as Chakrasamvara, Kalachakra and Vajrabhairava,
where it symbolises both the severence of all conceptualisations and the development of altruistic love through the 'four
immeasurables' or 'abodes of the divine' (brnlrrimr~iharns:
'temples of Brahma') of compassion, loving-kindness, sympathetic-joy and equanimity (Skt. rlrnitri; rlrlrditn; knrrrrin;
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~The
k s ldrawing
ro).
on the left shows the yellow fourfaced head of Brahma in its more correct iconographical
form, with beards and flowers adorning his hairline. The
drawing on the right sIio\vs the later Tibetan stylisation of
Bmllma's head, tvithout beards and wearing the jewelled
tiara of a bodhisatt\,a.
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To the right of the heads of Brahma are
drawings of specific bird feathers that are used as riha] ~ b p c ~
in the cycles of certain protective deities to remove &*acles or subdue harmful spirits. The first drawing s
h the ~
~
speckled feathers of an owl (Skt. uluka; n b . 'ug p);and h
s e ~ drawing
~ d
shows a pair of vulhtre (Skt. gridhra: Tib.
byn r~od),or raven (Skt. kaka; Xb. bya rog) feathers. The third
drawing depicts the peacock-feathered parasol (Skt.rnayura
chattra; Tib. rma bya'igdugs) which crowns Palden Lharno's
head, and is illustrated and described in Plate 84. The -t
drawing shows a group of three peacock feathers (Tib.m
hya'i rndoirgs), which symbolises the transmutation of the
three poisons of ignorance, desire, and aversion. ThE next
drawing shows the feather of an owl, with painted eyes.
The owl is an important 'messenger' of the protective warrior deity Begtse; and as a prophetic bird of ill omen, its
nocturnal hoot - like the baying of dogs - often portends an
inauspicious event, such as the death of a Dalai Lama, or
the invasion of the Chinese army. In Hinduism the owl is
one of the mounts of the wealth-goddess Lakshrni, and as a
'ghost or spirit bird', the medium of an owl's body is used
to invoke prophetic spirits in the left-hand tantric practice
of the 'owl ritual' (Skt. uluka sadlrana).Theeyes are painted
on the feather to represent the peculiarity of the owl, as the
only species of bird with forward-facing eyes. The last drawing on the right shows a bundle of kusha grass, which is
combined with a bundle of peacock feathers to create the
sprinkler (Tib. kha rgyari) for consecrated water.
The feathers of certain birds are used in the construction of threadirosses (Tib. mdos) or 'spirit-catchers' to subdue harmful spirits, and in the steering-feathers of magical
arrows (Tib. tlrrrrr mdn') which are used to destroy spirits.
Each of the various classes of spirits are accorded the feathers of specific birds, such as the peacock, goose, white-hen,
owl, raven, and vulture. Birds of ill omen, such as the raven
and crow, are the messengers of Mahakala; the 'iron falcon' is the messenger of Ekajati; and other birds of prey the garuda, vulture, eagle, hawk, and owl are associated
with other deities. The eight birds which are trampled under the left feet of Yamantaka - the vulture, owl, raven,
parrot, hawk, garuda, myna bird, and swan - are the vehicles of the eight forms of Yama (Tib. gShin je). The eight
mammals under Yamantaka's right feet - a man, buffalo,
bull, donkey, camel, dog, sheep, and wolf - are the eight
messengers of Yama.
On the left of the bottom row are two drawings of the
sorcerer's horn (lib. thurr rzun),employed in destructive rituals of exorcism or black magic. It is carved in relief from the
horn of an ox or yak with the images of poisonous creatures, such as snakes, frogs, scorpions and other venomous
insects. The tip of the horn is canred into the form of a makarahead, and its open end is usually sealed with a wooden stopper decorated with skulls, a crossed vnjrn or clrakra, and a
surmounting knot. In rituals of exorcism the horn may be
filled with magical substances (Tib. thrrr~)-such as empowered minerals, or grains of barley, sesame or mustard seed which may be cast or hurled towards hindering spirits or
obstructive ghosts. The mouth of the maknrn at the horn's
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tip may have a small orifice through which the magical substances may be scattered or expelled. Nebesky-Wojkowitz
describes in some detail how a necromantic death-bringing
horn (Tib. rrgarr gtacf) may be used in its most destructive
form to cause the death of an enemy.
To the right of these two carved horns are three drawings of a plain ox horn (Tib. ~ l n r i sru) or yak horn (Tib.g.ynyng
nun),which are filled with magical ingredients (Tib. tlr~rrr)
and used in rituals of exorcism or subjugation. The first two

drawings show the horn filled with the 'dry' thltrl of empowered grains or seeds, and the third drawing shows a
horn filled with the 'wet' thrltr of blood.
Across from the horns in the bottom right corner are
drawings of Mt Meru, which arise as the hand-held at.
tributes of certain deities. The first drawing shows Mt Meru
in the form of a four-tiered base with Indra's palace above,
and the second drawing shows the plan of Mt Meru as a
disc. Mt Meru is illustrated and described in Plate 61.

Chapter Eleven

Wrathfu I Offerings,Tormas, and
Ritual Fire Hearths

This chapter illustrates and describes various symbols and
offerings which I have provisionally grouped together as
follows: wrathful attributes and adornments; skulls and
bone ornaments; thread crosses and tornras; the wrathful
offering of the five senses; the 'inner offering'; an assembly
of wrathful offerings and weapons; and a concluding section on the various hearth designs employed in the sacred
fire offering of the liornn ritual.
The offerings presented to wrathful deities essentially
fulfil the same functions as the benign offerings presented
to peaceful deities described in some of the earlier chapters,
that is, 'to please' the deity with its favoured offerings, and
to represent the sacrifices niade by the practitioner to both
e the deity. Many of these
appease and gain the a l l e ~ a n c of
sacrificial objects and substances are derived from the blood
sacrifices and necromantic rituals performed in the extreme
left-hand practices of the early Indian tanhic traditions, and
in the ritual magic traditions of pre-Buddhist Tibet. However, in Vajrayana Buddhism - which evolved within the
advanced altruistic context of the Mahayana's boddhisattva
path -these sacrificial objects and substances are offered on
a purely symbolic level, usually as sacrificial cakes or torrrias,
sculpted from barley flour, butter and dyes, and mixed with
symbolic substances that substitute for the actual sacrificial
substances described in these ancient rituals.

DISMEMBERED BODY PARTS AND OTHER
WRATHFUL ATTRIBUTES
The drawing un r1a te 135 illustrates the dismembered body
parts - heart, I~mg.s,intestines, skull, hair, and limbs, along
with examples of the cotton fan, funeral shroud, torjnrli
gesture, tire rni,inatinns, and scorpions - that occur as

hand-held attributes of particular wrathful deities such as
Mahakala, Yamantaka, and Vajrakilaya.

Plate 135
The heart is usually depicted like a red lotus bud or mango
fruit, with a red bulb at the top, a serrated white sheath of
muscle below, and a lower sheath of green petals. A single,
double or triple stem of channels or veins hangs down from
its base. Here the red heart and white muscle sheath represent the indestructible drop at the heart centre. the lotus of
green petals represents the eight nadi that emanate from it,
and the three veins represent the three main rtndis.
In the upper area of the drawing are nineteen examples
of the heart (Tib.sriyirrg), three of which are depicted with a
pair of plucked-out eyes. The tom-out and blood-dripping
heart of a human (lib. mi srlyirig), or the heart of an enemy
(lib. dgra srlyirrg), or the heart of Mara ('Lb. hdiid t;nyirrg),are
clutched in the left hands of wrathful deities such as Yama,
Ekajati, Begtse, and Trakshad Mahakala. Begtse and several
of the forms of Trakshad Mahakala are described as 'feeding the steaming heart and life veins of an enemy into his
mouth'; and the wrathful d e i h Black Servant-demon Yama,
holds the blood-dripping heart of an enemy with two \,enomous black serpents sucking upon it. The warm heart, or
heart and lungs (Tb. glo sri!ling),of an enemy or evildoer are
also held within the skull-cups of deities such as Maha-kala,
and paired with the chopper held above in the right hand.
The cutting and consuming of the heart s)mbolises the severing of the roots of the five delusions, and their transmutation -through eating - into the Five Buddha wisdoms of the
deity. The severence and consuming of the heart, life channels, and lungs in the 'generation stage' (Tib. bskyc'd rirrt) of
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visualisation, symbolises the activation of the drops, channels, and winds in the 'completion stage' practice (Tib.
rdzogs rim).
On the left below the hearts are four drawings, the first
and third of which illustrate the kidneys, and the second
and fourth the lungs. In the Tibetan medical tradition the
heart is compared to an enthroned king; the diaphragm to a
silk curtain; the liver to a senior queen; the spleen to a junior queen; the lobes of the lungs to the home ministers and
royal offspring; and the kidneys to the foreign ministers.
To the right are four drawings of a fresh or moist skull
(Tib. thod r l o t ~ with
)
the hair and scalp attached. This form
of skull-cup is known as a 'piece of skull' (Tib. tllod tshal),
and as a left-hand attribute of Yamantaka symbolises that
he is full of the nectar of great compassion.
Below these skull pieces are three locks of hair from a
corpse or a widow. The hair of a corpse (lib. shi skra), which
continues to grow after death, is employed in various lefthand tanhic rituals of subjugating or destructive activity - as
for example when a plug of hair from a corpse is used to seal
the 'death horn' (lib. rzgon gtad), as illustrated on Plate 134.
The Hevajra Tantra allegorically describes how an image of
the deity may be painted, using a brush of corpse's hair and
a skull-pallettecontaining five colours obtained from the charnel ground. To become a widow in traditional Indian society
has always carried a cruel stigma of social ostracism. The main
cremation ghats of Benares are surrounded by hostels full of
pious and abandoned widows, who uncomplainingly await
their moment of liberation on the funeral pyre. With the death
of her husband the widow is considered 'unclean', and may
easily be branded as a witch. The strict social rules of orthodox Hinduism prescribed that a widow should wear a white
cotton sari, and that her hair should be cut short. If she were
suspected of witchcraft her head would be shaved in order
to remove her power. The hair of a widow (lib. yrrgs skra) is
used in many left-hand tantric rituals; in the destructive fire
ritual of honra, for example, the hair of a widow may be used
to bind the firewood, and the flame used to light the fire may
be taken from a widow's house. The upright lock of hair depicted below shows the single iron hair-lock of the wrathful
goddess Ekajati, whose name means 'one ( e h )hair-lock (iata)'.
Ekajati's single hair-lock symbolises the indestructible certainty of her resolve to protect the teachings; in contrast to a
witch the iron-lock of her personal power cannot be severed.
On the left centre of the page is a drawing of one of
Yamantaka's left 'wisdom' hands holding a length of human intestines (Tib. rcwlr rr~n),symbolising his realisation of
the insubstantiality of the inherent existence of all phenomena. This symbolism relates to the intestines' activity of digesting the most delicious and appealing of foodstuffs and
transforming it into excrement. At the centre of the page are
three drawings of coiling entrails, which as a noose, hanging ornaments, or a necklace, symbolise the emptiness of all
phenomena (see Plates 1 3 0 , 1 3 6and 137).
Across the centre of the page are four drawings of severed arms and one drawing of a severed leg. Dismembered
limbs and se\rtxred body parts are commonly depicted within
the imagery ot the eight great charnel grounds, and may be

wielded by many of the legions of spirits who accompany
wrathful deities, such as Begtse, Yama, and Mahakala.
Yamantaka holds the attributes of a human leg and two severed arms in three of his left wisdom hands. Here the 1%
(lib. r b n g pfl) symbolises the practitioner's rapid 'walking'
or Progms along the path to enlightenment. The right hand
(lib. pa) symbolises his dexterity at performing the four
powerful activities of pacifying, increasing, subjugahg, and
destroying. And the left hand, with index finger raiscid in
the threatening tnrjani gesture, symbolises the dominance
and terror he evokes over all obstructing demons.
Below the severed Limbs are three drawings of the white
or green cotton fan (lib. rlung ras), held in the lower left
wisdom hand of Yamantaka. This cotton cloth is mounted
upon a jewel-topped staff or Kapalika trident, and symbolises by its changeable form the illusory nature of all phenomena. On an inner level this fan symbolises the nine
'transference of consciousness yogas' (lib. 'pho ba) of the
Guhyasnrnaja Tantra. Across to the right of these three fans is
a drawing of the white cotton cemetery shroud or 'corpse
cloth' (lib. ro ras) that is held in one of the upper left wisdom hands of Yamantaka. This white shroud symbolises
Yamantaka's triumph over death: Yarnantaka is the 'Slayer
of Yama' (Skt. Yanra-nritaka; Tib. gShiri rje gshed); and Yama
(Tib.gShirl rje) is the 'Lord of the Dead'. As the taking away
of the cemetery shroud reveals the reality of the naked
corpse, the shroud also symbolises the elimination of the
veil that obstructs the realisation of emptiness, or the removal of the veil of ignorance that perceives all phenomena
as being independently self-existing.
In the lower area of the i~ushationare images of a rope
snare, two drawings of flame-emanating left h d s in trlrjnni
gesture, tongues of fire, the h o r n of Yamantaka, and scorpions. The symbiotic relationship between the snare, iron hook,
scorpion, and the raised index finger of the tnrjarii gesture,
have already been discussed (see Plates 13o and 132). Here
the two hands in tnrjat~igesture iXb. sdigs nrdzub) depict examples of Vajrakilaya's upper left wisdom hand, which unleashes a blazing ball of wisdom-fire (lib. ye shes tne dprrrig).
This 'host or army' (lib. dpung) of wisdom-fire either emanates from Vajrakilaya's palm, or coils from the root of his
index finger, and symbolises his total incineration of the five
delusions or obscuring emotions. To the right of these two
hands are three drawings of a blazing mass of wisdom-fire,
then WO drawings of the right horn of Yamantaka's central
buffalo head. Yamantaka's hvo long horns are sky-blue in
colour and tipped with wisdom-fire; their sharp points symbolise the realisation of the relative truth (left horn), and absolute truth (right horn). To the right of these h o r n are
scorpions and another mass of wisdom-fire.

FLAYED SKIN FRIEZES OF WRATHFUL OFFERING
ASSEMBLIES
The illustrations on Plate 136 depict three drawings of the
upper frieze or canopy of flayed human and animal skins
that crown wall paintings or thangkas of the assembly of
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wrathfulofferings (Tib. rgyan Ishogs). AS thangkas the assembly of wrathful offerings are most commonly painted
on a black background and often take the form of long horizontalbanners, with red brocade borders on the upper three
sides and hanging silk valances along the bottom. In t h s
form they are hung upon, or represent, the walls of protecti\re deity chapels (Tib. mgon klrang), and are used in sacrificial ceremonies (Tib. bskang rdzas) to appease the wrathful
deities. These skin, gut, blood, and bone friezes essentially
represent the mandala environments of extremely wrathful
deities; where the slain enemies are offered as quivering
mound of skin and flesh, representing ignorance, a shimmering ocean of blood and desire, and a glistening pile of
broken and dry bones representing hatred.
The central images of these black thangkas depict only
the attributes of the deities and not their bodily forms. Several deities may be represented on a single horizontal painting, with only their mounts, hand-held implements, ornaments and attire depicted against the subtle shading of the
deities' wisdom flames. A host of animal offerings - black
horses, mules, yaks, buffaloes, dogs, goats, bears, camels,
lions and tigers - with silk ribbons adorning their backs may
stampede around the deities' invisible forms, showing that
they have been ransomed from the butchers' h v e s and
presented to the deities as a sacrificial offering. Above are
depicted a flock of black birds of ill omen with human organs in their beaks. In the foreground are the wrathM outer
offeringsin skull-cups, along with sacrificial offering cakes
(Xb. gtor mu) and an array of specific offerings. At the sides
are assemblies of weapons, and the musical instruments
used during the ritual invocations to the protective deities.
Across the top of the wrathful assembly of offerings - as an
applique banner, painted thangka, or wall mural - is depicted the canopy of flayed human and animal skins. This
canopy represents the upper wall and ceiling of the protector chapel, which is commonly hung with iron weapons,
and stuffed animals and birds.

Plate 136

The upper drawing shows a wrathful canopy with a flayed
elephant skin on the left, and flayed human skins and skulls
across the rest of the frieze. All of the sacrificial animals and
humans are male. Twisting and hanging garlands of human
entrails entwine amongst the skins, supporting flayed limbs,
plucked-out eyes, and dripping human hearts. Hearts dangle from the jaws of the two skulls, pulled out through their
throats; the right skull has its eyes pulled out also. The severed human head on the right has intestines both stuffed
into its mouth and pulled out of its throat.
The second drawing shows a canopy of flayed animal
skins with a single human skull and heart at the centre. The
skins of a horse, leop,~rd,tiger, and elephant are depicted
across this frieze, festooned with hanging garlands of human
entrails. These animals represent jealousy, envy, anger, and
ignorance, and .ilong with tlle human skull, representing
desire, s\~rnholisc~
the death and ultimate emptiness of the five

delusions. The third drawing depicts a canopy mademtirely
of h m a n skins, limbs, hearts, lungs, eyes, and intcstins.
Below to the left are three drawings of black crows or
vultures, with a human heart, intestines, and eyes in their
beaks and talons. These scavenger birds are partaking of
the 'feast offering' (lib. tshogs) of the 'great meat' of human
flesh. Below in the left corner are several drawings of the
flayed arms and legs of a human corpse. Wrathful deities
conimonly wear a human skin as an upper garment, w i h
the hands and feet either knotted over their shoulders or
hanging freely from behind their backs.
The two drawings to the right of the birds show the cadaver of the 'corpse seat' (Skt. shavasarra; Tib. barn gdan) on
which many semi-wrathful and wrathful deities sit or stand.
The corpse seat symbolises the emptiness of inherent selfessence from which the deity arises as pure light. The form
and posture of this corpse is often specified within the deity
description. Vajravarahi, for example, stands upon a corpse
that lies upon its chest, whilst the goddess Nairahna tramples upon a corpse lying on its back. The forms of the two
corpses depicted illustrates these examples. The third drawing in the lower right corner shows a disembowelled female
corpse. Such a corpse may be depicted in charnel ground
imagery, being devoured by vultures and animals.
The use of a corpse or a flayed human skin as a rneditation seat is specifically mentioned in many of the tantras.
The biographies of many of the mahasiddhas explicitly describe how they used such corpses to both gain and manifest their accomplishments or siddhrs. A flayed human skin
may also be stuffed with cotton, or wool, as a cushion, the
prime function of whch is to senreas a reminder of impermanence, suffering, death, and the ultimate emptiness of
samsaric existence. The drawn effigy of a corpse may also
be used as a meditation seat. But tantric practices which
specfi the use of a corpse are most commonly performed
through the visualisation of a corpse seat. This visualised
corpse is that of an enemy of the dharma who fulfils ten
conditions. He or she is someone rvho has destroyed the
dharma; abused the Three Jewels; stolen from the sangha;
vilified the Mahayana teachings; harmed a teacher or guru;
caused a schism in the sangha; hindered others' practices;
who has no love or compassion; holds no pledges or \lows;
and holds wrong views about karma.

THE EIGHT ATTIRES OFTHE CHARNEL GROUNDS
Wrathful deities, and many of the semi-wrathful yidnnl deities, wear as omaments the 'eight attires of the charnel
grounds' (Tib. d ~ r rkhrod kyi clins b r a d ) . These consist of
three facial omaments - marks of cremation ash, blood, and
human fat, applied to the 'bulges' of the face like war paint;
three body ornaments - the flayed male skins of an elephant,
human, and tiger; and two 'head' and 'snake' ornaments a crown of five d~ skulls and a garland of skulls or severed
heads, and the 'revolting ornaments' of coihng snakes. These
eight attires are said to have been tom from the slain body
of the destructive Vedic god, Rudra, and worn as the 'spoils
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of war'by the wrathful and victorious Buddhist deities. Two
further adornments are sometimes added to this list to ereate the'ten magnificent attires' of the most wrathful Heruka
deities, corresponding to the Herukas of the ten directions
who dwell withn the yogin's inner body mandala. These
two adornments are a blazing mass of kalagni wisdom-fire,
and the vajrn-wings of Garuda.
The first facial ornament is a mark of human bone ash
applied as a dot to the forehead (Tib. tlml clren gy1 tshorn brr).
It symbolises the ultimate conflagration of all chmgeable
emotional defilements reduced to the same unchangeable
ashes. On a more esoteric level it represents the 'seat' of the
white hdhiclrittn in the crown cliakrn. Sometimes human
ashes are described as being smeared all over the deity's
body, symbolising the blissful spreading of white bodlzichitta
drops throughout all the channels of the subtle body.
The second facial ornament consists of drops of fresh
blood (Tib. khrng xi thig le) applied to the 'three bulges' of
the nose and cheeks, symbolising the overcoming of desire,
the transmutation of self-centred passion into boundless
compassion, the cultivation of great bliss as the essence of
the red bodlrichitta drops, and the realisation of the stage of
'clear light'.
The third facial ornament consists of smears of human
fat (Tib. slrng gi 20 ris) applied to the bulge of the chin or
neck, symbolising the emptiness of phenomena, the empowerment of the absolute truth of no self, and the realisation of
the 'illusory body'. Collectively the war paint of human fat,
blood, and cemetery ash also symbolise the destruction of
the three poisons of aggression, desire, and ignorance; the
deity's power over the three times of past, present, and future; and control over the three realms of knilrnlokn (the desire realms), rllpo/okn (the form realms), and ar~rpnlokn(the
formless realms).
The three bodily attires consist of the freshly-flayed and
bloody skin of an elephant stretched behind the deity's back,
a freshly-flayed human skin worn as a shawl, and a lower
loincloth or dhoti made from a tigerskin. The stretched elephant skin (Tib.glnrr po clrt,'i po'ys pa) represents the deity's
'expanse of reality' as the dlrarnrnrlhatu, and the overcoming
of ignorance, which is described as the deity's 'having torn
the elephant of ignorance assunder'. The bloody interior of
this elephant skin is frequently held by its two flayed right
feet in the outstretched upper arms of the wrathful deity,
with its head and front left foot appearingat thedeity's right
side, and its tail and rear left foot at the deity's left.
The flayed male human skin of an enemy of the dharma
(Tib. slrirr ljlags k!/i !/nrrg ,p;;), symbolises the removal of the
'veil' of the five aggregates or skoridlras, the deity's power to
eliminate the darkness of delusion, and the overcoming of
desire. This human skin is frequently draped around the
shoulders of the deity with its right arm and leg knotted at
the breast, its head and left arm appearing to the deity's
right, and its left foot hanging to the left.
The tigerskin loincloth or dhoti (Tib. stnx Ij~qyskyi
slrnrrr thnbs) provokes terror in all enemies of the dharma,
and symbolises the overcoming of anger or hatred. This
loincloth is usually bound about the waist of wrathful

deities, with its tail towards the front, its paws to either side, and occasionally with its head depicted over
the right or left thigh. Deities in yflb yuni have loosened
their tigerskin loincloths for sexual intercourse, and this
loosening symbolises the casting aside of the dualistic
belief in phenomena a s outer object, and conceptual
thought as the inner subject. The loosened tigerskin
represents the deity's courage in having overcome the
four Maras, and his rejection or 'casting aside' of the
conceptual notion of subject and object.
Essentially the skins of the elephant, human, and tiger,
symbolise the destruction of the three root poisons of ignorance, desire and hatred. Wrathful male deities wear a 'male'
tigerskin, which symbolises by its phallic stripes the male
emanation of zmjro-wrath. The female consorts of these
wrathful Heruka or protective deities wear loincloths of 'female' leopardskin, symbolising by its womb-shaped ovals
or spots the female aspect of vnjrn-wrath and pride. However, many goddesses or dnkirris, such as Vajravarahi,
Nairatma, Kurukulla, and Simhamukha, also wear the
tigerskin loincloth, though the consorts of wrathful Heruka
forms such as Vajrakilaya, Yamantaka, Chemchog Heruka,
Hayagriva, and Mahakala, wear the leopardskin loincloth.
The seventh attire of the charnel grounds comprises the
'revolting snake ornaments', and the eighth comprises the
five-skull crown and the long necklace of fifty or fifty-one
severed heads. The seventh and eighth attires are described
in detail below.

Plate

137

This drawing illustrates the necklaces of skulls, severed
heads, flowers, and snakes worn by wrathful deities, and
the lower parts of the tiger and leopardskin loincloths worn
by these wrathful gods and goddesses.
At the centres of the two drawings are shown the tail
of a male deity's tigerskin to the left, and the female consort's leopardskin to the right. Surrounding the tigerskin
on the left is a garland of small flowers. Certain deities wear
Tib. rrre fox 'phrrrig),
these flower rosaries (Skt. prrslrpo~~rnln;
which are derived from the Indian custom of honouring a
guru or respected person with a flower garland. The goddess Vajravarahi, for example, wears a long rosary of red
knrarlira (Oleander) flowers, which in ancient India were
presented to the corpse of a person killed by a king, and
here symbolise the overcoming of concepts, or the 'death'
of conceptual thought.
Surrounding the tail of the leopardskin on the right is
the seventh of the 'eight great attires of the charnel grounds',
the 'rexrolting ornaments' of rr,lgns or serpents. The iconography and placement of thesc serpent ornaruents are described on Plate 47, where the castes, colours, and names of
the eight great rrfl<yos
art- listed. Thr long green, or blue-black,
serpent depicted here as a nrck garlanzl or sacred thread is
thc rznp king Vasuki, who formed the rope in the Vedic
'churning of the ocean' legend, and whom Shiva later took
as his girdle.

Plate I37:Tiger and leopardsk~ndhotis, the garlands of severed heads and skulls

The eighth of the 'eight attires' are the 'head ornaments'
of the five-skull crown or tiara (see Plate 138), and the long
necklace of fifty or fifty-one skulls or severed heads. The
necklaces of skulls and severed heads are depicted in the
outer arcs of Plate 137, with the individual head of an enemy at the lower centre.
The necklace or garland of severed heads (Skt. clriiriminrrilda iirala; Tib. dbri bcad nin 'phrrrlg ba) essentially represents
the masculine principle of form; and the necklace of skulls
(Skt. rlrundo innla; Tib. irri ingo s h n r po'i phreilg bn), the feminine principle of emptiness. Although there is no definitive
rule governing whether these attributes should be worn by
gods and goddesses respectively, the garland of severed heads
is predominantly assigned to male deities, and the garland
of skulls to female deities. The description given in a particular deity's sndlrniln always specifies which of these garlands
are worn. Certain deities are also described as wearing both
the severed-head garland and the garland of skulls.
The garland of skulls may be described as dry, moist, or
dripping, although no visual distinction is made between
these three categories in their artistic representation. The
grinning or 'haughty' skulls are painted white, and may either appear in an upright sequence as depicted on the left
of Plate 137,or in a cont~nuouscranium-to-jawbone sequence as shown on the right. The eye-dots within the skulls'
sockets may gaze penetratingly forwards, or glance towards
the five directions - up, down, left, right, and centre. The
skull's four canine teeth may also be sharply bared, symbolising the biting through of the four Maras.
The garland's severed heads are described as freshly
severed and dripping \vith blood. The heads are male, as
are all sacrificial victims, and ma), be individually characterised with beards, sh~bble,moustaches, wrinkles, long hair,
short hair, sha\.ed h.lir, or a h,jlding head. Their startled eyes
are wide open, and may occasionall!. be pulled from their
sockets. In certain traditions the heads ma!. be sequentially
coloured pale rtd, grern, and \,ellow, paralleling the symsc\.ered heads (see Plates I 15 and
bolism of the klir~t:r~ii~ci's

116). Although the heads are described as dripping with
blood, this blood is rarely depicted in Tibetan art. It is however explicitly illustrated in Hindu tantric art, especially in
the forms of the wrathful rnahnz~idyaand rnntri goddesses,
such as Kali, Tara, Chinnamasta, Chamunda, and Durga.
Here a garland of eight, blood-dripping, severed heads is
commonly depicted, representing the eight mundane obsessions or 'worldly dharmas' of praise and blame, pleasure and pain, loss and gain, infamy and fame.
The two garlands of severed heads shown in Plate 137
are strung upon a thread made from twisting human intestines, which symbolise the illusory nature of all phenomena, with the heads representing phenomena as form. The
main symbolism of the garland of fifty severed heads or
skulls is the purification of speech, since the garland hangs
from the neck or throat clrakrn. The purification of body is
represented by the five-skull tiara at the deity's crown, which
symbolises the drying up, exhaustion, or death of the five
aggregates (Skt. skarrdhns) of the personality. The purification of mind is represented by the eight-spoked bone wheel
at the deity's heart, symbolising the eight channels or nndis
emanating from the heart centre.
The garland of fifty skulls or severed heads representing purification of speech, is derived from the combination of the sixteen vowels and thirty-four consonants of
the Sanskrit alphabet. As a complete rosary or ttiaittrn-nrnln
encompassing the whole spectrum of phonetic sound, the
se\rered heads and skulls have a double meaning. They may
represent the vowel and consonant sounds as utterances
made by each individual head, which are then decapitated
or 'sacrificially purified'; or in the case of skulls, purified
from the 'flesh' of conventional sound. Alternatively they
hang, as 'characters', from their unifying thread in the same
manner that the Sanskrit characters 'hang' from a horizontal upper stave.
Mnr~trais the most subtle form of the deity, and every
form generated or visualised arises from its own specifically coloured seed-syllable or bgn. The numerology and
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symbolism of the Sanskrit vowels and consonants is profound and complex in Vajrayana or 'Mantrayana' (Skt.
nmtitranuya) Buddhism, especially in theariuttarayogn tantras.
n e rosaries of white vowels and red consonants may also
correspond to the white and red bodlriclritto drops, and their
melting and movement through the subtle channels or iladis
of the body.
The sixteen white vowel sounds (Skt. ali, slmra; Tib.
d b y a n p can) commonly form a fixed list in both the Sanskrit
and Tibetan alphabets, but the thirty-four fixed consonants
(Skt. knli, vynnjailn; Tib. gsnl byed) may sometimes be extended to include a listing of forty consanants in the Tibetan alphabet. When these sixteen vowels and forty consonants are doubled, as clockwise and anticlockwise 'rosaries' of thirty-two white vowels and eighty red consonants,
they correspond to the thirty-two major and eighty minor
marks of a Buddha or enlightened being.
When a long necklace (Tib. do shal) of fifty-one severed
heads or skulls are described, they symbolise the purification of the fifty-one mental factors or thought processes.
These mental factors (Skt. chaitasika; Tib. selrrs byrrilg), or
mental events, are listed and described in the early Buddhist nbliidlrnriirn texts, and occur as the fifty-one ways in
which awareness as 'primary mind' (Skt. chitta; Tib. s e w s )
relates to perceived objects. The philosophical nuances that
differentiate these fifty-one mental factors appear as a
rather obscure list in English translation, yet their metaphysical importance in nblridl~nriirnpsychology is extremely
profound. The Ablridlrarirrasarnrrclrnya, compiled by the
fourth-century Indian Buddhist master Asanga, explains
in great detail the philosophy of the Chittamatra, or 'Mind
Only' school, on the division of primary mind and the fiftyone secondary mental events. The Abhidlmmrakoslta, compiled by the fourth-century Indian philosopher Vasubandhu, presents the Vaibhashika school's philosophical
division of primary mind, and only forty-six secondary
mental factors are listed. However, the Chittamatra listing
of fifty-onemental factors or defiled thought processes prevails in the descriptive symbolism of the long rosary of fiftyone severed heads or dry skulls.
Thus a necklace of fifty or 'half a hundred' freshly severed heads or dry skulls symbolises purification of speech
as the sixteen vowels and thirty-four consonants of the Sanskrit alphabet; and a necklace of fifty-one heads or skulls
symbolises purification of mind as the severance of the fiftyone defiled thought processes.

THE SIX BONE ORNAMENTS AND
THE FIVE-SKULL CROWN
Wrathful male deities, and semi-wrathful yidanr deities, wear
six different bone ornaments, representing the essence of the
six transcendental perfections or pamiirittrs. The deity's bone
earrings represent the perfection of patience or fortitude; the
bone necklaces represent the perfection of generosity or charity; the bone bracelets, armlets, and anklets represent the perfection of discipline or morality; the bone belt represents the

perfection of effort or energy; the bone wheel, worn upon the
crown of the deity's head, represents the perfection of meditation; and cemetery or bone ash, either smeared over the
body, or marking the forehead, represents the perfection of
wisdom. The first five perfections are classified into the male
'accumulation of method', and the sixth perfection is class,fied alone as the female 'accumulation of wisdom'. The perfection of wisdom is represented by cemetery ash, as undifferentiated ash is the one substance that remains when the
whole of phenomenal reality has been conflagrated in the fire
of wisdom. Female wrathful deities or dnkinis only wear the
first five of these bone ornaments, as their bodily form itself
represents the perfection of wisdom.
In the highly symbolic iconography of the major yidanr
deities of the anrrttarnyoga taiitras, such as Chakmsamvara,
Hevajra, Guhyasamaja, Kalachakra, a profound numerological interpretation is applied to the six bone ornaments in
relationship to the channel wheels and nadis. This numerological symbolism is described on page 146.
The six bone ornaments of male yidnii~deities, and the
five bone ornaments of female dakiriis, are worn as part of
the elaborate ritual costumes used in Tibetan sacred dances.
These dances are performed during major sacred festivals
which have often been revealed in 'visionary transmissions'
by great Tibetan masters. In general these dances are classified into the highly symbolic and slow dance movements
(Tib. gar) of the yidnirrs and dakii~is,and the more forceful
and dynamic masked dances (Tib. cham) of the wrathful
deities. The bone ornaments worn in these ritual dances are
exquisitely carved - especially the netted bone apron and
belt, which are commonly adorned with intricately carved
images of dakiriis.
The six perfections are also symbolised in the jewel ornaments worn by peaceful deities or bodhisattvas. Collectively these jewel ornaments are known as the 'eight precious ornaments', and with the 'five divine silk garments'
create the 'thirteen saiirbhognkaye ornaments' of peaceful
deities - symbolically corresponding to the thirteen umbrella
emblems of the cliakrauartin (see page 128).The eight jewel
ornaments are the tiara, earrings, short necklace around the
neck, medium necklace hanging to the level of the heart,
long necklace hanging four finger-widths below the navel,
bracelets, anklets, and jewelled belt. The five divine silks
are an upper white silk bodice embroidered with gold, a
multicoloured silk dhoti or loincloth, a yellow scarf worn
as a sash, a multicoloured ribbon under the tiara, and a long
blue or green scarf draped over the shoulders.
The five-skull crown of wrathful and ~lidoriideities (Tib.
tlrod sknili <qyi d b ~ rr<y,ynri),represents the undifferentiated
union of the Five Buddha wisdoms. Each of the five skulls
is commonly surmounted by a black iron onjrn (Tib. rd(1 "l''
itog 1 1 ~ 1 ' 1 rtsc plrrarr), or a precious gold-encased jewel (Tib.
rill pn rlrr'i rtsr, ~ ~ l i r a iThese
i).
f i \ y jewel finials are often coloured to correspond to the Five Buddhas; the central jewel
represents the Lord of the Buddha Family to which the deity belongs. In the case of a deity belonging to ~kshobhya's
Vajra Family, for cxample, ,I blue jc~,t.lis dcpicted abo\'e
the central skull of Akshobhyn, with thc yellow and white

Plate 138: Skulls and skull offer-~ngs
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jewels of Ratnasambhava and Vairochana to the left, and
the red and green jewels of Amitabha and Amoghasiddhi
to the right. This mandala sequence is also represented on
the jewel tiaras (Tib. cod pnr~)worn by peaceful deities, although more comnlonly these jewels are simply depicted
in an alternating red and blue sequence.

Plate

138

This illustration depicts examples of the stylistic variations
of skulls and skull offerings.
At the upper centre are two drawings of groups of three
skulls, which form the central motif of the five-skull crown
worn by wrathful deities. The diadem of five dry white
skulls symbolises the qualities of the Five Buddhas as the
'death' of the five poisons and the five aggregates of the
personality. These five skulls are usually joined by a chain
of golden or black five-pronged z~njrns,and usually rest upon
small red lotus flowers. Esoterically the white skull and red
lotus represent the male and female bodhiclritto drops; the
white skull and z*alajra-chainsymbolises the arising of the 'illusory body' from the state of 'clear light'.
The upper drawing of the three central skulls of the fiveskull crown shows the central skull mounted upon a large
open lotus, and the two side skulls mounted upon flowers.
Emanating on either side and behind the central skull are
two golden nlaknra-tail jewel ornaments. The lower drawing of the three skulls depicts the delicate jewel-chains,
whch hang below the skulls and adorn the forehead of the
deity wearing the skull crown. The eyes of these skulls all
gaze downwards, although as a stylistic innovation the eyes
may also glance towards the five mandala directions - forwards (centre), downwards (east), to the left (south), upwards (west), and to the right (north).
Below these three skulls is a single skull with its eyes
gazing forwards and flames emanating from the corners of
its jawbone. To the upper left is a skull with a human heart
in its mouth. To the left again are two drawings of freshlyskinned and inverted blood-filled skulls, with their scalps
and hair uitact. Below and to the left of the lower of these
two fresh skulls is a skull-lamp full of human fat, with its
tongue burning as a wick. This symbolises the purification
(flames)of the body (skull), speech (tongue),and mind (fat),
and derives from the Hindu cremation ritual and the
necromantic 'corpse practice' of shnvasndlror~n.In the rest of
the upper half of this illustrated page are other stylised drawings of the skull, with a skeleton-club (Tib. k~i1,yrlts db!/~rg)
on the right of the page.
Just below the centre of the page is a large drawing of a
skull-cup full of boiling blood upon a flaming skull tripod,
with the two inverted skulls on either side also full of boiling blood. An offeringof a skull-cup full of blood or alcohol is said to boil in the presence of a wrathful deity. For
female dokirris this symbolises the blazing, melting, and
dripping caused by the increase of the inner heat (Tib.gtrrrrr
rno). To the left and right of this central skull-cup are two
drawings of skull-lamps (Tib.riror lilt7 tlroti) fuelled by nleltcd

human fat, and with wicks twisted from the hair of a corpse
or a widow. The lamp on the left appears as an inverted
skull with three blazing twisted-hair wicks; this symbolises the three psychic channels or nadis, and the transmutation into wisdom-light of the three primary poisons of
ignorance, desire, and aversion. The lamp on the right appears as a skull-cup mounted upon three skulls and four
vertebrae, with a thick twisted-hair wick terminating in
three flaming points.
Surrounding these drawings in the lower half of the page
are various examples of inverted skulls, full of hot and swirling blood. Six of the drawings in the bottom area are depicted as 'fresh skulls' (Tib. tlrod rloil), adorned with hair
and partially peeled scalps. The remaining four drawings
depict inverted 'dry skulls' (Tib. tlrod sknrii).
As a 'swirling offering' the blood orniiiritn within a skullcup circles in a clockwise motion in the symbolism of the
father tantras, and in a n anticlockwise direction for the
mother tantras. In the three activities of pacifying, increasing, and subjugating the liquid also swirls in a clockwise
direction, whilst in the fourth activity of wrath it circles in
an anticlockwise direction.

RITUAL OFFERING CAKES (Tlb. gtor mo) A N D
THREAD CROSSES (Tlb, mdos)
In ancient India the offerings presented to the deities were
known as bnli, meaning a sacrificial offering or a gift. As
food offerings the bnli usually consisted of fruit, medicinal
herbs, grains, sweets, rice cakes, and various auspicious
ritual substances. In certain rituals the prescribed sacrificial offering consisted of meat, blood, or alcohol; animal
sacrifice often constituted the ritual bnli. The left-hand
Hindu tantric ritual of pnnclinrrrnknro - meaning the five 'M's
- prescribed offerings of wine (rirad!/a), meat (nrnmsa),fish
(rrrots!jn), parched g r a i n (rrrlrdrn), and sexual union
(~irnitlirrrrn).
Several legends are recounted of how during the lifetime of the Buddha his disciples were advised to present
sacrificial food offerings to the hungry ghosts in order to
placate their hindering influences. One early legend describes how an ogress with five hundred children took to
stealing human children in order to feed her offspring.
Shakyamuni Buddha took one of the ogressess's children
and hid it in his alms bowl, and with increasing grief, having searched everywhere for her child, the ogress approached the Buddha for help. Shakyamuni revealed to her
the extent of the suffering that she had caused by pointing
out to that she had only lost one o f her fi\,e hundred children, whilst many of lier victims had lost their olll!~child.
The ogress vowed thdt she would stop killing children if
her own child was found, and taking the child from his
alms bowl the Buddha gave her a piece of kneadecl do~lgll
that he held in his h'lnd, pronlising that every day his disciples would present a sinlilnr cake, of dough from their
midday meal. This tradition of presenting a portion of the
meal as a food offering to the spirits ,lnd hungry ghosts

Ritual Offering Cakes and Thread Crosses

has been maintained in many monastic traditions since the
time of the Buddha.
As the early Indian Mahayana and later Vajrayana traditions evolved, the bali offering composed of the pleasing
substances of grains, fruit, the 'three whites' of milk, curds,
and ghee, the 'three sweets' of honey, sugar, and molasses,
medicinal herbs, flowers, water, and incense, became an indispensable preliminary offering for all ritual practices.
With the advent of the Indian Buddhist traditions into
Tibet, and the scarcity of many of the prescribed substances
as freshly or freely available products, the Indian ball took
on the form of the Tibetan sacrificial cake or torma, made
primarily from the indigenous ingredients of barley flour
and yak butter. According to Bonpo histories the practice of
making sacrificial cakes from a dough of moulded barley
flour was already well established in Tibet before the introduction of Buddhism. Both of these Tibetan traditions have
many written texts which specify the designs and ingredients for a multitude of torma offerings.
The Tibetan term torma (Tib. gtor n u ) , meaning a sacrifical
object or offering, is derived from the verb (Tib. gtor ba)
meaning to cast, throw, scatter, or break up. n i e term '$or'
also implies the act of giving without attachment as an expression of pure motivation; the suffix 'ma' means mother,
and implies the selfless unconditional love that a mother
bestows upon her children.
There are three main types of tornra. The first is the offering torma that is presented in mundane rituals such as
pacifying, increasing, and eliminating hindrances. This form
of torrna is broken into pieces after the ritual and scattered
as food for birds, wild animals, spirits and hungry ghosts.
The second type of torrna is the conical food tornra (Tib. tsllogs
gtor), which is distributed and eaten by the participants after a ritual as a medicinal or spiritual substance. The third
and largest category of tornras are the deity tormas, which
are usually uniquely constructed to represent the symbolic
form or mandala of a particular deity.
Although there are a limited number of basic shapes for
torma designs, there are a trast number of decorative designs
and embellishments that occur within the different schools
and lineages of libetan Buddhism. Some tormns are extremely
simple, consisting only of a small unadorned tapering cone
or triangular pyramid, whilst others are extremely elaborate
and may measure more than a man's height.
The colour and shape of a tortnn is related to the form
of the meditational deity being propitiated, or to the activity being performed. Peaceful torrrms for deities such as
White Tara and Avalokiteshvara are commonly white with
a rounded conical form. The tornras for semi-wrathful yidart1
deities, such as Chakrasamvara or Vajrayogini, are commonly red with a circular base, a heart-shaped body with
shoulders, and a 'i~ajra-tip'shaped like Mt Meru. The torrrms
for wrathful deities, such as Mahakala, Yamantaka, or
Vajrakilaya, are commonly red with an upper triangular
flame embellishment, and often with the main attributes
of the deity modelled as butter sculptures. For directional
protectors the tclrrirr~is round and coloured according to
the direction of thc deity E~rtrrasused for destructive ritu-

als are commonly triangular in shape and coloured red or
black. White, yellow, red, and black tormas may also be
employed to correspond to the four activites or kurmas. ~ u t
in general the body of a tonna is usually coloured white
(Tib. dkar gtor) or red (Tib. d n ~ a rgtor), representing the
peaceful and wrathful deities as compassiona te activity and
blood sacrifice.
Various ingredients are mixed with the dough - which
is moulded like plasticine from barley flour, butter or water. These include the twenty-five substances (see Plate I O ~ ) ,
black tea, alcohol, or meat, to accord with the 'taste' of the
meditational deity. For the wrathful and semi-wrathful
nriuttarayoga tantra deities the ingredients prescribed may
include grains, pulses, meat, fish, alcohol, garlic, sweets,
milk, and water.
The body of the torma is usually heart-shaped with three
sides and represents the body, speech, and mind of the deity. The heart-shaped centre also represents the central channel, and the 'wings' which are placed upon the two outer
sides, represent the lunar and solar channels. This symbolism is often repeated at the finial of the torma, where the
emblems of a crescent moon, sun, and dissolving point or
nada, are displayed. The pointed tip or riada of the tormm represents wisdom, and the round lower base represents the
activity of pacification. The triangular base of red or black
tonlms which are employed as symbolic weapons to exorcise evil spirits, and which are caste away at a crossroads
after the ritual, represent destructive activity. A four-tiered
square base represents Mt Meru, and the four elements of
earth, water, fire, and air. A five-tiered base represents the
five mental and physicial constituents, and the five elements
which are to be purified.
A single, coloured, or multicoloured sculpted lotus, which
commonly has eight petals and often supports the base of
the tonflu,represents both the lotus throne of deity tormas and
the eight petals of the heart centre. The heart-shaped body of
the tonna which arises from the lotus represents the ascent of
the central channel embodying the indestructible drop as the
most subtle consciousness of the deih.
The front faces of many tornlas are commonly decorated
with a series of flat butter-sculpted discs which either ascend \.ertically or are arranged in a cross formation in the
cardinal directions. These discs represent the petals of flowers, and are commonly coloured white with variably coloured central dots or seed-syllables. A cross of four petals,
with a central fifth petal, is usually orientated with the easte m petal at the bottom, and either represents the mandala
directions in deity torrlms, or the five aggregates of form,
feeling, perception, motivation, and consciousness, which
form the bases to be purified in offering tormas. Often four
small auxiliary tonnos are placed in front of, and below, the
main torrrla, representing the four directional guardians positioned in the east, south, west and north, from left to right.
The top petal of many torrnas is often extended into a pointed
,~ndnat its circular tip. Multicoloured and multi-petalled
flower and lotus designs are meticulously sculpted on the
most elaborate torrnas. Circular jewels - fashioned from flat
discs of coloured butter of decreasing size creating a series
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- often adorn the bases and sides of
such highly decorated tornins.
The red or black tormas offered to wrathful deities are
usually embellished with decorations of white, red, and
black. Elaborate wrathful tormns may be decorated on their
red or black bodies with meticulous designs in a large palette of colours. The emblems of the deity, such as the skullcup and chopper in the case of Mahakala, may be sculpted
within the upper triangle of fire at the toriita's summit. The
outer flames of these wrathful torinas are most commony
coloured in the five-colour sequence of the mandala's
'mountain of fire' (Tib. rile ri). On the torriins of semi-wrathfill yidani deities this five-coloured flame band represents
the 'rosary of light' (Xb. 'od phrcrig) which encircles the deity's aureole as the Five Buddha wisdoms. Wrathful torrnas
may also be decorated with the face of the deity at its centre, and the wrathful ornaments of skulls, flames, hearts,
and friezes of dots and threads in its surrounding areas.
Wooden moulding boards (Tib.zaii par) are used to impress
the small forms of animals, spirits, humans, effigies, weapons, and magical symbols, which form the retinues or assemblies of the most complex tormas used in rituals of
ransoming and exorcism (Tib. gllrd tshab), or where complex mandalas are constructed with toriiias representing the
deities of the mandala and a thread cross (Tib. indos) representing the mandala palace itself.
Deity tornzas may also be classified into female torinas
(Xb.,?tor ino) with a slender form, and male tornlns (Tib.gtor
yo) with a more substantial or angular shouldered form.
Some of the main classes of torillas are: the main deity torinn;
the yidorii, dnkiiii, lama, and protector tormns; the initiation
torinn; the red toriiin (Tib. dnmrgtor) and the white torma (Tib.
dknrgtor);the long-life torina; the tornia for the wrathful offering of the five senses (see Plate 140); the torinns for worldly
guests, lundering forces, local deities, earth lords, spirits, itaxns,
and the fire god Agni; the torinas of the four activities which
are cast into the sacred fire in the lionin rituals; the feast offering torinn (Tib. tsltogs star); the tornins of the great prayer festival, the end of year, and new year festivals; and the multitude of auxiliary tormas that are specifically constructed for a
vast number of ritual purposes.
Four levels of torri~asare esoterically described in the
Highest Yoga Tantra systems. The first is the 'outer offering toriiza', which either takes the form of the main deity
toriiln or the form of eight skull-cups containing drinking
water, water for washing the deity's feet, flowers, incense,
light, perfume, food, and musical instruments, representing the substances which are pleasing to the deity being
propitiated. The second is the inner offering' torina as described on Plate 141. The third is the secret offering torina,
which arises as the visualisation of the merged white and
red bodliicl~ittadrops in the lotus of the heart centre. The
fourth is the 'excellent offering' which arises as the coincidence of great bliss and emptiness, or as the direct and
spontaneous realisation of Mahamudra - with no distinction between offerer, offering,and deity. In the realisation
of Mahamudra there is no meditator, no meditation, and
no object of meditation.
of ascending crescents

Plate 139
In the upper area of this illustration are examples of threadcrosses (Tib. mdos; nanr mkha') which, like tornms, are constructed to function as a temporary abode of a deity during
the performance of a ritual, or serve as 'spirit-catchers1 to
ensnare harmful spirits. The employment of the thread-cross
in magical rituals is common to both the Bon and Buddhist
traditions, and is believed by the Buddhists to have been
introduced into Tibet by Padmasambhava. Similar traditions
of constructing crosses of coloured thread for the magical
purposes of exorcism, healing and the worship of ancestral
spirits are found throughout many indigenous cultures and
folk traditions around the world.
The ceremonial construction of a Tibetan thread-cross is
often an extremely elaborate procedure, involving much
preparation of tormas, offerings and substitute images as
ransom offerings. Nebesky-Wojkowitz devotes a whole
chapter to this subject in Oracles and Denioi~sof Tibet, and
Stephan Bayer includes a section on the employment of the
thread-cross in h s book The Cult of Tarn.
In its simplest form the thread-cross is constructed of
two pieces of wood tied into the shape of a cross, around
which is strung a diamond-shaped arrangement of coloured
threads creating the appearance of a spider's web. The
threads are arranged in a specific colour sequence depending upon the ritual being performed, and u p to six coloursblack, white, red, yellow, green and blue - may be used.
More complex thread-crosses are constructed in a large variety of geometrical forms. These include a diamond with
four smaller directional crosses, a knot-shaped form, an inverted kite-shaped form, a hexagonal form, or a combination of various geometrical forms. The most elaborate threadcrosses are often constructed in three-dimensional form, with
a foundation of horizontal hexagonal discs representing the
element bases, a four-walled mandala palace with a triangular roof, and a complex two-dimensional thread-cross
construction arising above the roof. The lower base of the
thread-cross is usually constructed on a four-tiered representation of Mt Meru, with directional lamps, food offerings, dough stamped images of animals and weapons, and
representations of a host of ransom offerings and effigies
placed upon the tiers. The ends of the supporting sticks may
be decorated with feathers or white cotton tufts representing the sky and clouds. A small image (Tib. tsnk 11) of the
propitiated deity may be placed at the top of the threadcross and the symbolic face of a man or woman may be
drawn or modelled at the centre of the cross.
In rituals of subjugation and destructive acti\~it)lthe
thread-cross functions as a web into which evil spirits are
enticed by specific offerings and become ensnared within
the maze of the threads. These thread-crosses are then destroyed by breaking, burning, or casting away at a crossroads, and serve a similar function to the wrathful torillns
that are specifically molded to ensnarc different classes of
spirits. As a protective de\rice a thread-cross is oftcn erected
upon the roofs of d w e l l i ~ ~ gors monasteries to ensnare the

Plate 1 39:Thl-ead crosses, torrncls, ransom offerings
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wandering spirits and ghosts that may afflict these establishments.
AC~OSSthe top of the illustration are three sections of
diamond-shaped and hexagonal-shaped crosses, with balls
of coloured thread in the upper right corner. In the upper
left is a knot-shaped cross formed from eight sticks creating a pattern of five diamonds. In the upper centre is the
most common form of a thread-cross arranged as a large
central diamond with four surrounding smaller diamonds.
To the the upper left of this cross are two small drawings
of crossed sticks with the syllables of the four elements
(Lnrn,Yaiil, RR111, Vnm) represented by small circles. These
crossed sticks are used for pinning down and enclosing
evil spirits. To the right of the upper central cross are two
six-pointed stars forming a dhnriirodaya or 'reality source'.
The lower interwoven dlinririodaya is commonly represented
upon the torinn of Vajrayogini. In the upper right corner is
an inverted kite-shaped thread-cross, and below on the
right edge is a section of a complex thread-cross formed
from several geometric shapes. Across to the left of this is
a thread-cross shaped in the form of an interwoven endless knot. Across again to the left of the centre is an interwoven knot of nine crossed swords which is held in the
left hand by the Bon protective deity 'Red Razor Takla' (Tib.
sTag la spu gri dmar po).
Across from the swords on the left edge of the illustration is a drawing of the shouldered base of a male protector torinn with a squared 'vnjrn-tip'. The curved front of this
triangular torinn and its two straight sides are decorated
with circular discs, jewels, emblems and embellishments
which correspond to the particular deity being evoked.
Below this is a long-life tormn (Tib. tslicgtor),molded in the
form of a longevity vase with a lotus base and a conical
lotus-mounted tip. Below again is the toritin ornament of a
jewel fashioned from overlaid discs of coloured butter
sculpture. To the right of this is a heart-shaped 'feast offering' toriirn (Tib. tskogs gtor) placed at the centre of a bowl of
fruit. This tornin is made of barley flour mixed with ingredients such as barley beer (Tib. cllniig), the three 'sweet substances' and the three 'white substances', and meat in certain rituals. The front of this tortiia is decorated with a butter-sculpted lotus, an eight-spoked wheel, and with the
emblems of a crescent moon, sun and nndn at its tip. At the
end of a feast offering ritual (Tib. tshogs l~iijn)the toriiln is
broken into pieces and distributed as a medicinal food offering to the ritual participants. Above this food tornra is a
bell-shaped tor.iira with a triangular front used in rituals of
spirit subjugation. To the right of this is a stupa-shaped
torini~with a four-tiered Mt Meru base, and below this a
group of three flame-topped tornins.
To the right of the lower handle of the crossed-swords is
a conical torinn with two discs and three 'fingers' (Tib. inthrb
kyir) or buttons of dough at its base. This form of torirm is
offered as a group of three toriiras to a specific category of
goddesses (Tib. btsnii iirn). These three toriiins are depicted
below in a tray, and are coloured red, white and black respe~ti\~ely,
with triangular, round and square-shaped bases.
TO the right of this conical toriim is a larger drawing of the

front of a red tornra (lib. dmar gtor) offered to a protective
deity. This tornra has two discs on its front and is Ornamented
with triangular friezes of black and white. Across to the right
is a drawing of the back of this red tornza showing its ornamental triangular sides and rounded conical top. Between
and above these two drawings of the red tormn is a conical
white tornrn (Tib. dkar gtor) which is presented to the 'lords
of the earth' (Tib.so bdng) as a preliminary offering, requesting these spirits to allow the ritual to be successfully performed. Across to the right of the back of the red tornin is a
small drawing of two 'fingers' (Tib. nith1.b kyu) of barley
dough topped by a round pill (lib. ril bu), commonly placed
around torriias as an additional food offering to the deities
or spirits.
To the right of the handle of the endless-knot threadcross are three conical triangular tormas in offering bowls.
The first tornra with an enclosing bud or vaginal-shaped base
is the black tormn for another group of goddesses (Tib. srnaii
1110). The second is a general red tornin offered to female demons. The third is a black torirm presented to the four Maras.
Above these three tornrns are two drawings of triangular
receptacles or 'iron prisons' containing crossed sticks and
grasses which are thrown as magical weapons (Tib. thuir) or
hurled offerings (Tib. zor rdzos).
Across from left to right in a row beginning beneath the
vnjrn-handle of the crossed-swords are nine tormas. The first
is a triangular red torina enhaloed in flames, used for dispelling hindering forces (Tib. bgegs gtor). The second, third
and fourth drawings show the basic shapes of three auxiliary torinas which are employed for general purposes. The
fifth drawing depicts the shape of the red triangular torinn
which is common to many classes of spirits. The sixth drawing depicts the principal tornm (Tib. rtsn ba'igtor) of the goddess Palden Lhamo, with a hiangular receptacle at its base
and a triangular flame-enhaloed body decorated with flowers, discs and jewels. The seventh and eighth drawings depict the shapes of several offering torinns (Tib. iircllod gtor)
which are presented to the main deity. The ninth drawing
depicts the shape of the presentational food tornin (Tib.gsol
gtor) which is employed for concluding rituals.
In between the seventh, eight and ninth toriiias are two
drawings of toriiins formed by the simple procedure of
squeezing a piece of rolled dough in the fist to create wavelike indentations. This 'fist toritin' (Tib. clmirg blr) occurs in
two forms: when i t is pressed at one end by the thumb it
represents an abundance of food; when it is pressed at both
ends it forms a specific offering for the irngns.
In the row below are another group of nine toriiin offerings. The first drawing on the left depicts a bowl containing
the three (Tib.bstnil rim) goddess toriiras described pre\,iousl)'.
The second bowl contains three triangular fire torrrias which
are coloured black, white and red, and function as a wrathful variation of the former The third drawing shows a triangular loriira decorated with a human heart, which is presented t o the lira iiio goddesses. The fourth smaller triangular toriirn is pierced with poisonous thorns, and is used in a
ritual of destroying malignant spirits imprisoned within the
torinn by symbolicallj. hacking them to picces with w'eap-
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ens or burning them in fire. The next two conical tornlas
depicted in bowls are the red torrtias presented to Rahula.
The first is decorated with the slanting rows of wrathful eyes
that cover Rahula's bodily form. The second is decorated
with slanting bands of colour. h between these two formas
is the black tornra for the nlnras (Tib. bdud gtor). To the right
of this is a triangular nnga tornra (Tib. klrr gtor) encircled by a
snake. The last torma on the right depicts the form of the red
or black auxiliary tormn employed in the ritual cycles of
many wrathful deities, such a s Palden Lhamo and
Vajrakilaya.
Below the torrnas of the human heart and Rahula's eyes
are two tormns specifically dedicated to Shwa as Mahadeva,
'the great god'. The upper drawing depicts Mahadeva's erect
penis encircled by a rosary of smaller penises and with three
vulture feathers inserted into the tip, symbolising the trinities of Shiva's trident and the three main psychic channels.
The lower drawing depicts a triangular torrrrn with Mahadeva's penis and testicles at its apex, again crowned with
three feathers, and his consort Parvati's vagina discharging
menstrual blood below.
Across to the right is a large heart-shaped deity tornin
(lib. rirckodgtor), resting upon a lotus base and embellished
with flowers. Below this is a magical weapon (lib. thrrn)
which is cast and broken as a 'hurled offering' (lib. :or rdzns).
To the right of this is a heart-shaped black tormn with five
discs, mounted upon a lotus above a square four-tiered Mt
Meru base. In the lower right corner is an offering tornrn to a
principal deity, such as Chakrasmvara, with three small
entourage tornras placed in front of it. Above is a drawing of
the main torrirn for Chakrasamvara and Vajravarahi, and
above to the left is a small entourage tornra for the retinue of
these two principal deities.
Across the bottom right corner is a drawing of a wooden
molding board (Tib. znn par) which is used to stamp out the
dough impressions of the multitude of animals, weapons,
diagrams, and ransom offerings employed in both threadcross and torrvn rituals.
In the bottom left corner are two drawings of the 'ransom offerings' (Tib. glird tsliabs) which are used as substitutes or decoys to divert the maligiant influences of spirits
away from human beings, their property and possessions.
The wooden tablet on the left depicts the image of a man
above, with the male symbol of an arrow in his right
'method' hand. His property is depicted in the lower half of
the tablet and the symbol of the male rrnjrn crowns this kiangular plaque. The tablet on the right depicts the image of
a woman holding the feniale symbol of a spindle in her left
'wisdom' hand, and the woman's property and livestock
depicted below, with the symbol of the female lotus at the
plaque's top. To the right of these hvo tablets are two smaller
plaques bearing the images of the male arrow crowned by a
uajrn, and the fcniale spindle crowned by a lotus. To the right
again are three drawing of spindles (Tib. 'plu~i~);).
The first
depicts the long elegant Central Asian spindle. The second
shows a typical Tibetan spindlc, consisting of a wooden rod
weighed down with a drilled-stone or a clay or wooden
weight. Thr tlii1.d drawing shotvs a conical Tibetan wooden

spindle. As a magical weapcm the spindle is wound with
multicoloured thread and is known as a 'variegated spindle' (Tib. 'phanx bkra).
Ransom effigiesare commonly made from dough in the
likeness of the person afflicted by evil spirits, and includes
amongst its ingredients the nail clippings, hair, and a piece
of clothing from the afflicted victim.

THE WRATHFUL OFFERING OFTHE FIVE SENSES
The 'wrathful offering of the five senses' (lib.
bo'idban~
Ishogs) is also known as the 'garland of fie five'-S
( x b . dbang p0 lnga yi me tog), or the 'flower of the senses'
(lib. me tog dbang po).
This offering is commonly depicted as a t o m presented
to wrathful deities, and corresponds to the peaceful offerings of the senses which are presented before peaceful deities (see Plates 9 2 9 5 ) . Here, however, instead of the beautiful objects of the senses - a mirror, a musical inshument,
perfume, fruit,and sdk - the actual sense organs themselves
are represented. The base of the wrathful sense offeringconsists of a skull or skull-cup - which may be mounted upon a
tripod of three small skulls or severed heads - containing
the five sense organs. These are the heart (Tb. snying) or
body (Tib. lus), representing touch; the eyes (Tib. mig), representing sight; the ears (Tib. rna uu),representing sound;
the nose (Tib. snn), representing smell; and the tongue (Tib.
Ice), representing taste.
As a tornin this offering is hand-moulded from a dough
made from parched barley flour and water, and colourhlly
glazed as a butter sculpture with mineral pigments or vegetable dyes. Specific ingredients are mixed with the dough
in order to please the deity being propitiated (see torn~ason
Plate 139).
As an outer offering tornin the wrathful offering of the
five senses is commonly depicted on thangkas of wrathful
deities, and is usually positioned in front of the centre of
the deity's lotus throne, or it may be placed to one side of
the deity's throne with a blood-filled skull-cup on the other
side. Symbolically the presentation of this offering of the
five sense organs represents the most subtle level of consciousness.
When the wrathful offering of the five senses is pictorially depicted on a thangka, the fivesense organs of the heart,
eyes, ears, nose, and tongue are represented as having been
tom or ripped from the body, and assembled as a 'flower
offering' (lib. rrre t(?p tslrogs). The sixth sense faculty of consciousness is represented by a silken arrow penetrating the
heart. This silk arrow symbolises the body, speech, and mind
of the deity as empowering the organs of the five senses.
The arrow's shaft represents the central channel or body of
the deity; the arrow's flight and silk banner, the mnntrn or
speech of the deity; and the arrow's tip penetrating into the
heart represents the mind of the deity, manifesting as the
most subtle consciousness of the 'indestructible drop' at the
heart centre (in ritual use the arrow is removed from the
tornm before it is cast away).
,V0 Illga

Plate 140:The wr-athful offel-~ngof the five sense5

The Inner Offerlng

Plate 140
The drawing illustrates nineteen different examples in which
the 'flower of the sense organs' may be depicted. The central heart is coloured red, and is commonly painted like a
lotus bud, with a lower sheath of muscle from which the
naked 'bud' of the heart arises. Theears and nose are painted
in flesh tone, with the ears attached to the sides of the heart,
and the nose tilted back to reveal the nostrils in hont. The
tongue is painted pink or red, and usually lolls over the front
of the skull-cup. The eyes and optic nerves are painted as
long white stalks, which usually arise behind the heart and
gaze towards either side. The eyeballs are usually coloured
yellow and brown or blue-black on their pupils, with a red
tint on the white of the eyes to show that they are bloodshot. The red bloodshot eyes of wrathful deities symbolise
their vigilance, wrathful compassion, and vajra-anger. The
silken arrow (Tib. n t d a ' h r ) that penetrates the centre of the
heart, is usually adorned with a red or black silk canopy,
banner or ribbon, symbolising the subjugating or destructive activity of the wrathful deity. Fresh red blood usually
fills the edges and centre of the skull-cup, and flames may
emanate from around the skull.
Seven of the skull-cups depicted in this illustration rest
upon tripods of skulls or severed heads. Three of the drawings in the lower right corner include an arm and a leg within
the skull, symbolising the body and the sense of touch. Two
of these arms make the threatening tarjani gesture. The drawing in the bottom left corner shows two smaller skull-cups
of blood and nmritn placed before the central offering, symbolising the union of the mother's fecund blood and the father's semen with the sense faculties of a being seeking rebirth. Three fresh skulls are shown in the lower area with
their hair and scalps still intact.

THE INNER OFFERING (Tib. nang chod)
Specific and common to all of the nnlrttamyoga tarttra practices or sndhatras is the 'inner offering' -so named because it
consists of the visualised offering of the inner substances
derived from the bodies of humans and animals. These substances are the 'five nectars' of human faeces, marrow, semen, blood, and urine; and the 'five meats' of a cow or bull,
a dog, an elephant, a horse and a human being. These ten
'impure' substances are visualised as boiling and melting
within a skull-cup to create a pure elixir of consecrated nectar or arrrritn, which is then used to bless the outer offerings
and torrnns, and to transform the five impure aggregates and
elements of the practitioner into the wisdoms of the Five
Buddhas and their consorts, the Five Mothers.
In actual practice the symbolic material representation
of the inner offering takes the form of a skull-cup, or similarly shaped \fessel, containing black tea or alcohol, into
which is mixed a nectar pill (Tib. hdtrd rtsi ril brr) compounded from the 'synthesised essence' of the 'five nectars'
and 'fi\.e meats', and blessed by the lineage guru. Black

tea is generally employed as the liquid for a monastically
ordained practitioner, whereas alcohol -as a symbolic substitute for antrita - may be used by the lay practitioner.
During the consecration of the inner offering thc ring fingers of both hands are placed together and circled thme
times within the liquid of the skull-cup - in a clockwise
direction for father tantra practices, and in an anticlockwise direction for the mother tantras. The left and right
ring fingers symbolise the sexual organs of the mother and
father as wisdom and method, which when 'churned' produce the red and white bodhichitta drops. The skull-cup or
vessel of the inner offering is placed upon the left side of
the practitioner's altar table, and accompanied by the practitioner's vajra, bell, damaru, action vase, and rosary, respectively placed to the right.
There are four stages of consecration of the inner offering: the elimination of hindrances; the purification of a p
pearances and conceptualisations; the generation of the visualised offering; and the transformation and increase of the
offering substances into divine nectar.
On account of its symbolic and ritual importance within
the Highest Yoga Tantras this complex and highly esoteric
visualisation practice is described in full below. This visual
description is based upon the Hcruka Chakrasan~vuramdharra
according to the system of the Mahasiddha Ghantapa, and I
have compiled the visualisation description mainly from a
commentary on this practice given by Lati Rinpoche. My
reasons for including this sadlzana are twofold: the first is
that it reveals the deep inner symbolism of a Vajrayana
sadhnru~and is far more concise than the visualisation practice of deity generation; the second is that it reveals the incredible beauty and sophistication of the Vajrayana's many
visualisation practices. The inclusion of several passages
from David Snellgrove's Hrrwjra Tatrtm that pertain to the
inner offering also reveals a little of the enigmatic and symbolic 'twilight language' (Skt. snrrdhnblraslm) in which the
Tantras are written.
Following on from the visualised description are mentioned some of the variations which occur within other
tantras such as the Vnjrayogir~i,Kalnclrakra, G~rhyasnrtrnjnand
Yamantaka Tar~tras.Next is presented the symbolism of the
inner offering,as explained in both the generation and completion stages of arrrrttarayoga tnrrtra practices. Finally the
possible origins of the enigmatic symbolism of the five meats
are discussed.
The V~sualrsedGeneration of the lnner Offerlng
According to the Chakmsamvara Tantra
Out of the blissful expanse of wisdom and emptiness arises
the blue syllable Yarn of the wind element, lying flat with its
head towards the practitioner in the east. The Yarrt dissolves
into light and transforms into a vast bow-shaped blue wind
mandala, with its semi-circular expanse lying flat and its
straight base facing forwards. At each edge of the wind
mandala are two white vases filled with nectar, from which
rise red sandalwood poles crowned with a golden rlcljro and
a yaktail pennon. A victory banner is attached to each pole
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in the form of a triangular flag adorned with three ships,
and decorated with the symbols of the 'four supernatural
animals' and the 'three harmonious creatures' (see Plates 42
and 48). The billowing of these banners activates the wind
mandala, causing a powerful wind to arise.
Above the centre of the wind mandala arises the red syllable k l m of the fire element. The Ranr dissolves into light
and transforms into a blazing red h i a n y l a r Are mandala,
with its lower point touching the centre of the wind
mandala's straight base. The convection of the wind below
the fire mandala causes the flames to blaze.
At each of the fire mandala's three corners arise the three
syllables On1 A Huirr coloured white, red, and blue respectively. The white Orrr arises on the right northern corner, the
red A arises on the left southern corner, and the blue Hlrin
arises on the eastern corner to the front. These three syllables dissolve into light, then transform and converge into a
tripod of three freshly severed and moist human heads.
These heads are coloured to correspond to the syllables they
arise from. The heads face forwards, with their eyes wide
open and their long hair hanging down to their eyebrows.
Above this tripod of human heads there next arises a
large white A syllable, which dissolves into light and transforms into a vast 'unified' skull-cup with a single red cranial fissure at its centre. This vast skull-cup is large enough
to contain the three realms. The skull-cup is white on its
outside and red on its interior, and rests upon the tripod of
three moist heads.
Within the skull-cup the ten syllables Onr Khan1 An1 Trarn
Hltirr LRRIMain Pani Taiii Bnirr, spontaneously arise. The
white On1 syllable of Vairochana's mirror-like wisdom
arises at the eastern front of the skull-cup, and transforms
into yellow human faeces marked with the white syllable
Oiir. The green Khnin syllable of Amoghasiddhi's all-accomplishing wisdom arises in the north (right), and transforms
into flesh-coloured marrow or 'great meat' (Skt. ninirrsn)
marked with the green syllable Khani. The red A syllable of
Amitabha's discriminating wisdom arises in the west
(back), and transforms into white budliichitta or semen
marked with the red syllable A . The yellow Tranr syllable
of Ratnasambhava's wisdom of equanimity arises in the
south (left), and transforms into red blood marked with
the yellow syllable Trarir. The blue Hlrrrr syllable of Akshobhya's all-pervasive wisdom arises in the centre of the skullcup, and transforms into blue urine marked with the blue
syllable Hlrrii. The syllables that mark these 'five nectars'
are half-submerged in their respective substances, and drip
with the nectar of blessings.
The white syllable Lnnr of Vairochana's consort, Lochana,
arises in the south-east (left front) as the nature of Heruka's
loving-kindness, and transforms into the corpse meat of a
black bull marked by the white syllable Lnnr. The blue syllable Manr of Akshobhya's consort, Mamaki, arises in the
south-west (leftrear) as the nature of Heruka's compassion,
and transforms into the corpse meat of a red or blue dog
marked by the blue syllable Mniri. The red syllable Pnrir of
Amitabha's consort, Pandara, arises in the north-west (right
rear) as the nature of Heruka's joy, and transforms into the

corpse meat of a white elephant marked by the red syllable
Pnnr. The green syllable Tarn of Amoghasiddhi's consort,
Tara, arises in the north-east (right front) as the nature of
Heruka's equanimity, and transforms into the corpse meat
of a green horse marked by the green syllable Tnm. Finally
the red syllable Barn of Heruka's consort, Vajravarahi, arises
at the cenhe of the skull-cup as the union of HerukaJsgreat
bliss and emptiness, and transforms into the red corpse meat
of a human being marked by the red syllable Banr.
The five nectars are visualised in an anticlockwise formation, and the five meats in a clockwise sequence. The
corpses of the five animals are visualised lying upon their
right sides with their heads positioned towards the centre
of the skull-cup. The human corpse at the centre lies above
the blue urine with its head pointing backwards towards
the west. The upright syllables of these five meats penetrate
into the left shoulders of their corpses, and drip with nectar. Although these five animals appear as recognisable
corpses from the outside, their interiors are boneless and
full of small chopped pieces of their respective meats packed together as pellets the size of a thumb-joint, so that
they will 'melt' easily.
On the lotus and moon disc at the practitioner's heart
, the case of
there next arises the syllable Hlrnr ( B a i i ~ in
Vajrayogini), which radiates light rays that converge upon
and activate the wind mandala. This causes the fire mandala
to blaze ferociously, melting and boiling the five meats and
the five nectars into an orange coloured liquid resembling
the rising sun.
Above this melted liquid arises the white syllable Hlrrn,
which dissolves into light and hansforms into an inverted
white khatvanga made from the pure white bodhichitta, which
is the essence of Heruka's mind. The steaming heat from the
molten liquid causes the white khntvnnga to melt and drip
into the skull-cup. With its full melting, the white liquid of
the khatzionga swirls three times in an anticlockwise direction
and then completely merges with the boiling liquid, cooling
and sweetening the elixir into the colour of liquid mercury.
Above the elixir there now arise three horizontal rows
of the sixteen Sanskrit vowels and thirty-four consonants,
beginning with the additional syllable Oni, and ending with
the syllables Hrtrri H~rirrPhat. These fifty-four syllables are
arranged in three horizontal rows. Those in the first row
above the liquid are coloured white, the second red, and the
third blue. Then the syllables at either end of each row simultaneously merge towards the centre, and finally resol\le
into three inverted syllables above the skull-cup's elixir, with
an inverted white Ortr at the bottom, red A in the middle,
and blue Hrrnr at the top. Light rays emanate from these
three radiant syllables towards the ten directions, touching
and transforming all beings into Heruka and ~ajravarahi.
Throughout the univcrsc these countless manifestations of
Heruka and Vajravarahi enter into sexual union, and from
their blissful firc of passion they mclt into pure hodlriclrittfl.
Again as light rays this infinite l~orll~iclritt(~
returns and dissolves back into the three syllables, t,inpowering them with
thc pure essence of great bliss and e~iiptinrss.These three
syllables thcn desccnd onc after the, other and melt into
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the nectar within the skull-cup, transforming the elixir into
the three rlnjrns of zwjm body, z~njraspeech, and vnjra mind;
they manifest as the deities of Heruka's bod), Sp eech and
mind mandala wheels. These three syllables purify, transform and increase the nectar into an inexhaustible panacea of alchemical medicine bestowing bliss, vitality, immortality and wisdom.
The triple repetition of the syllables Onr A Huri~concludes
the visualised generation of Heruka Chakrasamvara's inner offering.
Certain variations arise in the inner offering visual-isations
of different czi~uttcirayogntnntrn deities - or even of the same
deity within the various lineages of transmission. In the
Vnjrnyogiiii Tairtm, for example, the three severed heads arise
from three coloured A syllables, and transform into a tripod
of heads with a red, blue, and white sequence from left to
right. The Kulachnkm Tniltrn, with its unique cosmology, contains many variations in the colours and placements of the
ten syllables, which here arise upon an eight-petalled red
lotus within the skull-cup. The G~tlr!~asninnjnTni~tragives a
colour sequence of a white cow, a yellow dog, a red elephant,
a green horse, and a blue man, and again changes the sequence of the severed heads and reverses the order of the
Oirr A Hunr syllables. In many of the tantras the human meat
at the centre, representing the element of space, is not mentioned, though i t tends to be included in most visualisation
practices. In general, the colour of the human corpse at the
centre corresponds to the colour of the principal goddess or
the deity's consort.
In the Girhynsainnjn, Hevnjrn, and Ynnrailtnkn Tar~trasthe
syllables of the five nectars and five meats are derived from
their Sanskrit names. These are as follows: Vi for faeces (ziit);
Mn for marrow or 'meat' (nrnnrsn); S h ~ for
i semen (shukrn) or
white bodlriclritta; Rn for blood (rnktn); and Mu for urine
(iirutrn).The five great meats are similarly marked: Go or Gn
for the cow Qo); K11 or Shun for the dog (kukkrrrn, slrvnn); Hn
for the elephant (hostill); Slrvn for the horse (nshvn);and Na
for the man (nn1.o).
These few variations reveal a little of the levels of complexity contained within the esoteric symbolism of the inner offering.

Plate 14 1
This drawing depicts the iconographical representation in
which the inner offering is drawn and painted. The drawing is based upon a very fine wall painting at Likhir Gompa
in Ladakh.
On either side of the inner offering and at the two corners of the blue bow-shaped wind mandala are the two vases
filled with nectar. These vases are painted white in the
Heruka and Vajrayogini tantric systems, and gold in certain other tantric systems. The red sandalwood poles are
crowned with red yaktail pennants and golden half-vajras.
The billowing victory banners are represented by triangular
flags which b l o ~ towards
l
the inner offering. These flags are

painted white in the Vajrayogini systems, or blue witha red
edging in the Guhyasamaja system.
The red triangular fire mandala points downwards with
its lower apex just touching the central base of the blue, bowshaped wind mmdala. The three freshly-severed heads that
support the skull-cup are coloured red, blue, and white,
left to right in the Heruka and Vajrayogini systems, and red,
white, and blue in the Guhyasamaja system. The eyes of
these three heads are wide open and their hair hangs down
to their eyebrows.
The vast white skull-cup arises above the three heads as
a 'unified' skull, that is, a single bone structure not divided
into segments by the five red cranial fissures. A single central fissure rises from the 'aperture of Brahma' at the base of
the skull and terminates at the skull's centre. The rim of the
skull-cup is embellished with a golden leaf-shaped edging,
and its interior is coloured blood red. The five great meats
are depicted in their directional positions with their heads
facing outwards - unlike their description which specifies
that their heads face inwards. The five nectars are positioned
between the five meats, with three lumps of yellow faeces
to the left of the cow at the front, four curved ovals of marrow to the right of the cow, blue urine behind the central
man, red blood to the left of the elephant's head, and white
semen to the right of the elephant's rump.
The Symbolism of the Inner Offering
The visualised consecration of the inner offering symbolically encompasses both the generation and completion
stages of Highest Yoga Tantra. Thus whilst an accomplished
practitioner is visualising the progression of the inner offering in the generation stage of practice, he or she may be
simultaneously experiencing the blessings of the inner offering within the completion stage of practice.
Within the generation stage symbolism the wind
mandala, fire mandala, skull-cup, and the contained substances which melt and liquify, symbolise the four elements
of wind, fire, earth, and water. The three severed heads coloured white, red, and blue, and which arise from the three
syllables Oiir A H U ~-Nsymbolise the practitioner's body,
speech, and mind as the three bases to be purified, and their
transformation into the three i~njrasof an empty body, pure
speech, and an unchangeably blissful mind. The white S!']lable A from which the skull-cup is generated symbolises
emptiness, and the skull-cup itself symbolises great bliss.
The white exterior of the skull-cup represents the white
bodhiclritta of the father, and its red interior the red bodhi~l~ittfl
of the mother. The single fissure of the unified sk~111-cup
symbolises the inseparability of method and wisdom, cornpassion and tranquility, form and emptiness. Thc generation of the five nectars and the five meats from the seedsyllables that form the first letter of their Sanskrit names,
symbolises that all of these substances exist by designation
and arise through conceptual thought.
The five nectars symbolise the Fivc Buddhas, the fi\'e
senses, and the five aggreg'ltcs (Skt.sknirdlms) to be purified.
Human excrement represents Vairochana, sight, and the
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of form; marrow or 'flesh' (Skt. mamsa) represents
AmOghasiddhi, touch, and the aggregate of motivation or
semen represents Amitabha, taste, and the aggregate of perception or discrimination; blood represents
~ ~ m a s a m b h a vsmell,
a,
and the aggregate of feeling; and
urine represents Akshobhya, sound, and the aggregate of
consciousness.
The five meats symbolise the Five Mothers or consorts
of the Five Buddhas, the five elements, and the five delusions or poisons. The cow or bull meat represents Lochana,
the element of earth, and the delusion of ignorance; the dog
meat represents Mamaki, the element of water, and the delusion of aggression; the elephant meat represents Pandara,
the element of fire, and the delusion of passion or desire;
the horse meat represents Tara, the element of wind, and
the delusion of jealousy; and the human meat at the centre
represents either the consort of the meditational deity or
the goddess Vajradhatvishvari, the element of space, and
the delusion of pride. More commonly only four of the Five
Mothers are symbolised by the four directional meats, representing the elements of earth, water, fire and air - with
space as the fifth element, placed at the centre, permeating
all of the other elements.
In the completion stage symbolism the wind mandala
symbolises the downward-voiding wind, located below the
navel clwkra. The fire mandala symbolises the inner fire, located at the navel clmkra. The three severed heads, coloured
white, red, and blue, symbolise the three signs of white appearance, red increase, and black near-attainment, whch
arise as the fifth, sixth, and seventh signs occurring in the
death process as the winds dissolve into the central channel
(see page 141). The fluttering of the banners on either side
of the wind mandala symbolises the concentration of the
downward-voiding wind, which causes the fire mandala of
tlrnirno to blaze upwards, dissolving the winds within the
central channel and giving rise to the three signs of white
appearance, red increase, and black near-attainment. The
white skull-cup that arises above the three severed heads
symbolises the mind of clear light, which arises as the eighth
and final stage of the death process after the winds have
completely dissolved within the central channel.
The five nectars and five meats represent the five impure aggregates and elements, which are transformed into
the Five Buddhas and the Five Mothers through meditation
upon the clear light. Their melting and transformation into
nectar symbolises the distillation of these ten substances, as
purified wisdoms, into an elixir of 'one taste' (Skt. ekaraso).
The four surrounding nectars of faeces, marrow, semen, and
blood - which circle in an anticlockwise direction around
the central urine - symbolise the four serial joys experienced
as the bodkiclrittn drops descend from the crown to the throat,
heart, and navel clrnkrns. The four surrounding meats of cow,
dog, elephant, and horse- which circle in a clockwise direction around the central human - symbolise the reversal of
the four joys as they ascend from the navel to the heart, throat
and crown c1rnkl.n~.
Within the Highest hg.1Tantras the 'four joys' (Skt.
cjmturnrinniin) arc accorded a metapholical sexual symbolism.

The first of the four joys is known as 'by' (Skt. h)
and
symbolises the contact of the waira and lotus as the e n q of
the penis into the vagina. The second 'perfect joy' ( ~ k t .
paramawndo) represents the duration of mud intprcourse
and the arising of the desire for more joy or passimate pleas
ure. The third 'cessation of joy' (Skt. tliramnanh)
orgasm and the m a t i o n of the incmased pa~sionateurge.
And the fourth 'innate joy' (Skt. sahajannnda) r e p m b the
blissful transcendental experience which arises a8 the 'akrglow' of orgasm and springs forth from the pmeding joy.
The four joys are also identified with the 'four moments'
and the 'four mudras', which also posstss a sexual symbolism. The four moments are: variation (Skt. vrchitra); development (Skt. r~ipaka);consummation (Skt. vimardha); and
signlessness (Skt. vilakshana). The four nrudrus am: the laction symbol' (Skt. karnlnrnrrdra) symbolising joy as the consort; the 'commitment symbol' (Skt. sanmyamudra) symbolising perfect joy as meditation upon the union of the deity
and his consort; the 'truth symbol' (Skt. dhnrmamudra) symbolising the cessation of joy as the realisation of the absolute truth of emptiness; and the 'great symbol' (Skt. nrahamlrdrn) as the attainment of Buddhahood.
The alchemical transformation of the boiling orange Liquid into a cool and sweet elixir, coloured like mercury, and
caused by the descent and melting of the inverted white
kliahianga, symbolises the purification (heating) and transformation (cooling) produced by the melting and spreading of the bodhichitta drops through all of the channels or
nndis. The arising of the white vowels and red consonants,
as the w h t e and red bodkichitta drops which dissol\.e into
and increase the nectar, symbolises the attainment of the
four 'bodies' or kayas - the r~irnmriakaya,sanrb/rc?phakaya,
dlmrnrakayn, and the sr~nbhavikakayaor rlajrflka.va - -S the indivisible essence of the previous t h ~
T h e Possible Origins o f the lnner Offer-~ngSubstances

In the Hezlajra Tnntra it is written:
For the snke o f jre~fectiorr irr Heilajra Iw sl~orrlti
the~fivcfoldsacrarrrerrt ofirritial Na, initial Ga, illitin1 Ha,
final Shva and iriitinl Shva. SoJiilt anrbrosias onr shorrld
consrrmi~,forthe s a h ofj~rr/l.ct;or~
in Htvnjra.
Tllose u1llo keep to the conitattion of Hmnjra slro~rld
eat nccordirrg to the extmr~nlirrteryretntion arid hc ~clntc/ijcl nccordirrg to the iritmrrnl.
As for this the,first Ietbr of the rrnnre mnrr fnara) is
Na, thefirst letter of the rlnrrre corcl (go) is Ga, t k f i r s t
letter of tire lrnnre clepllnrrt fhastin) is Ha, the Ins! lettrr
of the rranre horse (ashva) is Shva, nrld thefirst letter of
the rranre dog (shvan) is Shva. Prrttirig thesc rrrati.rinls
togetlrrr. orie shorrld rnakr the111into pellets the s i x of a
~IIIIIIIE-joint,
then purl& thern, rrrix thenr together nrld
blrrrr t1rc3rrr,n i a k tlrem into or1 i.lixir nnd eat ~ / I P Iby
I I !Iris
;
rrr17nrtsone gains external peIfrction. Likri~liseby saying
that these nre thefirrefacrrlties tfsense, thr ( y e nnd so orr.
rc,itIr the rrnrnc of c o ~ o(go), etc., uillich are trrrrred o7l1fly
frfronr their spheres and kept so, tlrere is prodlrced the
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heads'. Here the corpses of five animals are used to create
a raised platform as a meditation seat (asana) or an altar,
Many of the sacred shrines of ancient India -and certainly
many of the Buddhist and Hindu temples of the Kathmandu valley - have been erected over pits where the
corpses of five animals have been ritually buried. This
seemingly bizarre practice has certain parallels with other
cultures, where the bodies of young children, for example,
Here the five nectars and five meats of the sacrament are
may be interred within the foundation of a building, or
literally described as substances, which when purified,
even the European tradition of burying a faithful dog or a
burned, compounded and eaten, bestow miraculous powtrusted stallion with its lordly master, within the sanctity
ers or siddhis upon the tantric practitioner. Human meat is
of
a church or cathedral.
specifically described as the flesh of a 'seven-timer' (Skt.
ritual are usually
The five animals of the pnncharrrrc~~da
saptai~arta),or one who has been reborn seven consecutive
listed as a man, a dog, a horse, a jackal, and a monkey. The
times in human form. Consuming the flesh of such a perfirst three occur in the Buddhist inner offering, and the last
fectly endowed human being is said to bestow the siddlli of
two replace the cow and elephant. The term paiiclzan~ui~da,
a r~idyadlmrnor 'knowledge holder', who possesses a knowlmeaning 'five heads', refers to the arrangement of a buried
edge 'as vast as the sky'. Symbolically a seven-timer also
human corpse at the centre which is surrounded by the
refers to the seven embryonic stages of conception, and the
corpses of four directional animals with their heads pointsequential formation of blood, flesh, skin, veins, bones, and
ing towards the centre.
marrow.
In the extreme left-hand Indian tantric practice of
The five nectars (Skt. ynr~clmrrrrita)form the liquid subnr~rr~dnsiddhi,
the corpses, heads or skulls of five animals are
form the solid
stances, and the five meats (Skt. pai~clroriranrsn)
used as an asniln or corpse seat upon which to perform the
substances. The incorporation of the five bodily 'nectars' slrar~asadl~at~a
or corpse ritual (see page 249). The purpose of
excrement, marrow or flesh, semen, blood, and urine - are
this necromantic practice is to gain the siddhis of certain spireasily explained, as they form the impure 'left-hand' tantric
its, who are 'conjured forth' through the medium of these
equivalents of the orthodox Hindu 'right-hand' nectars of
corpses. Different human and animal corpses are used
the pnr~clzanrritaor 'five nectars'. These 'pure nectars' are
within the various practices of il~uiidasiddhi.
milk, curds, ghee, honey, and molasses, which are mixed
The tantric performance of the pallcharn~rildnrite has its
together in a vase and used as a divine nectar to bathe and
origins in the Vedic ritual of pai~chantrrndn.Here the corpses
quench the thirst of sacred images or statues.
The five meats, or the 'five great meats' (Skt. n~aliapor~cli- of a human and four animals, which had either died sinrrrair~n),are not so easily explained and have presented themmultaneously from 'natural causes', in battle, or had been
selves as an enigma to Buddhist scholars. Their placement
ritually sacrificed, were buried together in a clay pit. When
withn a vast fivefold 'ocean of nectar' immediately calls to
these corpses had decomposed, the sanctified clay obtained
mind the Vedic legend of the churning of the ocean (see page
from the pit was used to fashion the sacred pot (kuilrbhn) or
log), where Airavata the elephant, Surabhi the cow, and
vase (knlasha),employed as the ablution vessel in Vedic rituUchaishravas the horse, emerge from the cosmic ocean as
als. The clean decomposition of these corpses into clay
three of the great meats. Vislmu, who presses down on the
might also suggest that the bones were removed, so that
central churning stick of Mt Mandara, represents the human
the chopped mea ts of the carcasses would decompose more
meat at the centre of the skull-cup, and Halahala, as 'poison
rapidly. The tantric skull-cup essentially replaced the earincarnate', symbolically arises in the form of a rabid dog.
lier Vedic clay pot, which is referred to in the Vedas as a
The five meats of a man, an elephant, a horse, a cow or
'piece of pottery'. Male goats, fowl, oxen and bulls were
bull, and a dog, can also form a symbolic equivalent for the
the common animals of sacrifice, and are still ritually befivefold Hindu caste system. The man represents the brnlrrtriri
headed at certain temple festivals in India and Nepal. The
or 'twice-born' priestly caste; the elephant, the kshntriya or
sacrifice of dogs and elephants was not religiously prewarrior caste; the horse, the r)nisl~ynor merchant caste; the
scribed, and the sacrifice of horses was only performed for
cow or bull, the shudrn or labourer caste; and the dog, the
the most sovereign or sacred of reasons. The main pilgrim'untouchable' outcastes, referred to as shunpakas or 'dog-eatage thoroughfare of Benares city leads down to the central
ers', literally 'the cookers of dogs'.
ghat of Dasashvamedh on the liiver Ganges, and DasashvaThe sacrament of the five meats is also specifically remedh Ghat means 'the place of the ten horse sacrifice'.
ferred to in the early Buddhist tantras as the gor~nlmslivaor
Human sacrifice was certainly performed in many Indian
,yok~rr~nlrasl~i~n
ritual, and this points towards a deeper esoleft-hand tantric rituals, and with the later debasement of
teric meaning. The term itself is compounded from the iniHindu tantra into material rather than spiritual acquisitial syllables of the Sanskrit names for these five creat~~res
tion, such murderous sects as the 'thugees' or ' t h ~ ~prog~'
cow &o), dog (klrkkrrrn), man (rinra), elephant (hastiii), and
liferated. The thugees strangled many thousancls of innohorse (ashun).
cent people with a knotted handkerchief in honour of their
The sacrament of the ~okrriirrliosh~)o
rite forms a strong
wrathful goddess, Kali. Bt>twccn1830 and 1840 the British
parallel to the Indian tantric practice of pniiclinn~rrirdnor 'five
Raj took stringent measures to suppress the 'thugees',

extreme state qf watcllfirlness.Likniise tlrrfivr arnbrosias,
Mu (mutra), Ma (mamsa),Vi (vit), Ra (rakta), and Shu
(shukra) are to b treated wit11 tlw distirlction ofexoteric
aiid esotrric sigi~~ficatic~~,
siicll is the teaching of the
'Ibtlrrlgata.
(Ht.z~ajraTantra, trans. Snellgrove, Part I p. 86)
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whose name derives from the Sanskrit sthaga, meaning a
deceiver or robber.
The Vedic preparation of sacred clay, as described above,
is still used in many traditional Vedic and tantric rituals,
and the broken fragments of the sacred clay vessels are returned to their site of origin, which are known as a pitltas or
'sacred sites'. Interestingly, the sacred sites of many excavated stone circles or neolithic burial mounds invariably
reveal the consistent debris of broken pieces of pottery and
various charred animal bones.
The Heuaira Taritra further states that the bones of certain animals and certain 'nectars' may be used for various
tantric activities:
"The bone of a human causes hatred; the bone of a dog
is used for driving away; the bone of a brahn~inis used for
conjuring forth [see Plate 1171; the bone of an elephant causes
rain; and the bone of a buffalo is used for slaying. The nectar of milk is drunk for petrifying; blood is drunk for slaying; excrement is used for conjuring forth; human flesh
causes hatred; and urine is used for bewitching. Or one may
use the flesh of a horse, a dog, a man, a cow and an elephant."

AN ASSEMBLY OF WEAPONS AND WRATHFUL
OFFERINGS

Plate 142
The last drawing in this section illushates an improvised
assembly of weapons and wrathful offerings.
In the upper left corner is a tornia or sacrificial offering
of the five senses, consisting of a skull-cup containing the
sense organs of eyes, ears, nose, tongue, and a heart pierced
by a silk arrow. Two further drawings of this wrathful offering are depicted at the centre and to the upper right of the
page. The wrathful offering of the five senses is illushated
and described on Plate 140.
Across the top edge of the drawing are a curved knife,
hvo}~h~trbns,
a crescent-shaped chopper, a dnrrraru,and a small
skull with a riajra-snare threaded through its eye sockets. Below tlus skull is the four-tiered base of Mt Meru, and below
this a hiangular receptacle full of swirling blood. Below again
is a metal tripod, upon w h d i is mounted a uairn-lidded skullcup containing the melted substances of the 'inner offering',
as described on Plate 141. The three legs of this tripod represent the three i1njrns of body, speech and mind.
At the upper centre is a large drawing of a ilnjrn-sealed
skull surrounded by a rosary of small skulls; outside these
are drawn four further skulls, the lower two of which are
crowned with jewels. Below these are two triangular receptacles; the left one contains fresh blood, and the right one is
depicted as an in\rerted pyramid or hearth containing fire.
TOthe left and right of these are hvo skull-cups filled with
blood and mustard seed; above these are two details of the
'ocean of blood' through which Palden Lhamo's mule gallops. Across to the left is a skull-cup of blood rno~lntedupon
a square rrccptacle full of ~~rrrritfl.

To the left and right of the wrathful offering of h e five

senses at the upper centre are hvo skull-cups full of bid
and alcohol, representing the menstrual blood and seof the mother and father as red and white bodhjchjtta. This
trinity of skull-cup offeerings symbolises the three primary
causes for human conception as the conjunction of the fCrtile drops of the mother and fathcr merging with the five
sense faculties of the being seeking rebirth. The tripod of
three severed heads supporting the blood-fill4 skulliup
on the left represents the three wjras of body, speech, and
mind as the bases to be purified, and the arising of the 'clcar
light' of the mother. The tripod of three dry skulls supplrting the anrrita or alcohol-filled skull on the right represenb
the purification of body, speech and mild, and the arising
of the 'illusory body' of the father.
To the left and right of the protruding eyes of the central
offering are two small drawings of the iron rings and vajrahooks of the rope snare. Across to the left of the rings is a
human heart drawn in the shape of a lotus bud, with two
further drawings of hearts depicted below the central offering. Drawn in line with the two lower hearts are three small
jewel-ornament chains, and on either side of these jewelchains are two saaifi cjal offering cakes or tormas. The one on
the left is a food offering torrna (lib. tshogsgtor), the rounded
conical shape of which represents the heart of a male deity or
the breast of a female deity. The tetrahedron-shaped t o m on
the right stands upon a flat metal tray, with decorative flames
emanating from its sides and three smaller torrrms arranged
in front. The upper pyramid of this tornu is ornamen ted with
a butter-sculpted image of a skull-cup and curved knife. To
the right is a drawing of a thighbone trumpet.
Below the central offering is another blood-filled skullcup supported upona tripod of three skulls, with four divination dice depicted below. To the right of this skull-cup is
an inverted human skull, blazing with fire and with tongues
of flame emanating from its eye sockets. To the right of this
is a flame-enhaloed divination mirror, which stands within
a metal bowl with a silk ribbon tied around its base and
three small conical tnrnms positioned in front. Below this
tray are two small drawings of thread crosses (lib. rrdos), as
illustrated and described on Plate 139.To the left of the
thread crosses are a 'sack of diseases', and a butter lamp
with a wrathfully twisting flame.
To the left of the divination dice is a triangular flaming
torrim, held within a skull-cup mounted upon a lotus pedestal; above and to the left again are three red triangular 'Mt
Meru' torrrms, held within a skull-cup full of nnirita. Across
to the left is a skull-cup of nnrritn placed upon a lotusmounted Irase, as described and illustrated on Plate 119.
Below this vase and to the right is a small triangular hearth
or brazier (Tib.111e tlmb), as described on Plate 133. Descending horn the centre at the left edge of the illustration are
three drawings of a rope snare coiled into a noose; the maQcal crossed-stick (lib. klrrnrr~shing) of Palden Lhamo; and
the point of a spear.
Across the bottom row of tlus page are four drawings of
torrrms. The first drawing on the left depicts a wrathful
hiangular tonno sculpted with the face of Mahakala, and with
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flames emanating from its mouth. The tip of this black t o m
is embellished with fl-s
and surmounted by a silk victory
banner. Positioned to the right of the main torm is a smaller
red triangular torma symbolising the consort of Mahakala.
The drawing at the bottom centre depicts a lotus-based
torma, supported w i t h a metal hay with three small heart
or jewel-shaped tormas positioned in front. The circular centre of this torma is designed as a small thread cross known
as the 'mouth of the sky' (lib.gnain kh'), with five coloured
butter-sculpted discs at its centre representing the five constituent elements and aggregates to be purified. To the left
and right of this central tray are two small drawings of conical tormns.
In the lower right corner are two drawings of groups of
three triangular tormas, with their main central points
ornamented with the motif of the crescent moon, sun and
dissolving point or nada. The first of these tormas rests witlun
a metal tray, and the second in a skull-cup. Between the
lower row of tormns are small drawings of 'iron-mountain'
peaks. Scattered around the page are small drawings of
flame motifs.

THE RITUAL FIRE OFFERING
(S&. homa: Tib, sbyin sreg)
At the end of a long Vajrayana retreat it is traditional for the
practitioner to perform a ritual fire or homa ceremony in order to purify any faults or transgressions that may have
arisen during the course of the retreat.
The worship of the sacred fire and its presiding deity,
Agni, dates back to the origin of the first and foremost of
the four Vedas, the k g Veda (circa 1500 BC), which begins
with the written name of the fire god, Agni. Throughout
Indian history the complex ritual worship of the Vedic sacrificial honla fire, or ynjna, has remained unchanged.
Of all the elements fire was most readily worshipped,
as i t provided the swiftest and most effective conduit between the worshipper and the deity. Agni, as the god of the
sacrificial fire, acted as the mediator who delivered the offerings of men directly to the gods. The Vedic yajna or homa
site was constructed as a raised platform or pavilion that
was specifically dedicated to the worship of fire.
One of the most important early Vedic rituals was the
sonln sacrifice (Skt. sornnynlnn) in which a sacred beverage
was extracted from the pulp of a vine (Sarcosteirla rliirrinnlis
or Asclcyin ncida) and consumed by the presiding brnhiniil
priests before being offered to the gods as a libation. In 1996
a group of brahnriii priests from the sonln-zvdn tradition of
south India came to London to perform thesoiilnynjnn ritual
over a three-day period. This was the first time that this
ancient ritual had ever been performed outside of India.
During the course of this ritual when the sky god h d r a was
invoked to make his presence known to the 'king of the
realm', a bolt of lightening struck and caused minor damage in the gardens of Buckingham Palace!
The performance of the Vajrayana Buddhist llunrn ritual
can be just as complex as its Vedic prototype, and follows

many similar procedures. Extensive homa rituals may take
several weeks to perform, and involve great exfor the
donors. The Chinese business community in Hang hg
for example, frequently employ libetan lamas and monks
for lavish rituals of enrichment and prosperity. But traditionally a homa ritual is more commonly p e r f m e d at the
end of a practitioner's meditation retreat, in order to purify
the faults commited and increase the merits g a i n d . Here
the practitioner becomes the ritual master, and self-identifying with the meditational deity, brings to completion the
fruits of his or her long retreat practice.
Plates 143-145 illustrate six designs for the sacred hearth
(Skt. honlakunda; lib. sbyin srcg mu t h b ) used in the lronla or
ritual fire offering. Plates 143 and i~ show the hearth designs employed in the four activities (Skt. chturkriya; lib.
las bzhi) of tantra, with the circular hearth for pacification
(lib. zhi ba), and the square hearth for enrichment (Xb. rgyas
pal illustrated on Plate 143, and the bow-shaped hearth for
subjugation or influence (lib. dbang), and the triangular
hearth of wrathful or destructive activity (lib. drag po) illustrated on Plate 144.The upper drawing on Plate 145 depicts
a variation in the square hearth design employed for enrichment or increase, and the lower drawing depicts the
hearth design employed in the Vajrayogini homa ritual.
The designs for the fire hearths of the four activities, illustrated on Plates 143 and 144, occur in the same shapes,
and order, as the four continents surrounding Mt Meru: circular, square, semi-circular or bow-shaped, and triangular
or trapezoid. These shapes also correspond to the four elements: the pacifying circle of water, the square of the element earth, the bow-shape of the wind element, and the
triangle of fire. Water cools and calms, earth enriches, wind
subjugates, and fire destroys.
"For pacifying the fire hearth should be round, for enriching square, and for slaying it should be hiangular and
used only for others. For pacifying the fire pit should be
one cubit across and half a cubit deep; for increase two cubits across and one deep; and for slaying twenty fingerwidths or nlzgltlas across and ten deep. For pacifying the
colour is white, for increasing i t is yellow, for slaylng black,
and for subjugating red. Conjuring forth is the same as for
subduing, and causing hatred is the same as slaying. For
pacifying one uses sesame oil, for increase curds, for slaying and causing hatred one uses thorns, and for subduing
and conjuring forth one uses a blue lotus." (Ht.zlajra Tnntra )
Originally there were six activities within the tantras, as
indeed are still prrscribed within many of the Hindu tantras.
But in Vajrayana Buddhsm the two activities of conjuring
forth and causing hatred were absorbed into the latter two
categories of subjugation and wrath.
Most commonly the l~oinnrituals of pacifying and enriching are
either for oneself or others. The pacifying activity removes faults, defilements, and illnesses, and
clears away obstructions in one's future path. The enriching activity increases one's merit, wisdom, wealth, prosperity, and longevity. The rituals of subjugation and forceful
activity are only performed in adverse or extreme circumstances, and may only be performed for the altruistic benefit
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of others. Subjugation isemployed to control harmful forces
that aM.ct other beings, such as the activities of malignant
spirih or the virulent 'possession' of human beings by the
five poisons. Destructive activity is only employed when
subjugation fails,such as for the conflict caused by extremely
malignant spirits, the persecution of the dharma, or the invasion of hostile forces.
Unlike the established Vedic horlza site, the Buddhist
hearth is temporarily constructed either near the place of
retreat, or in a secluded open area -such as a garden, courtyard or m f t o p . The kurrda or fire pit is built as a low square
structure of brick plastered with cow dung, and aligned
along an east-west axis. A stepped wall, about a metre in
height, is constructed in front of the throne of the ritual
master to protect him from the fire. This wall is coloured
according to the ritual activity being performed (white, yellow, red or black), and marked at its centre with the syllable
Barir or Vanr of the water element. On a brocade-covered altar to the left of the master's throne are the four 'purifying
waters', three waterbowls, and three conch-shell receptacles. On a separate altar to the right may be the ritual implements of the master, including the inner offering, the action
vase and kitslrn grass sprinkler, and a bowl of consecrated
rice. On a large table to the right of the throne are arranged
the substances to be offered to the sacred fire. Several accomplished attendants usually assist the ritual master with
the elaborate procedures of the ritual, such as tending to
the fire, presenting the offerings, handling the ritual ladles,
playing the ritual music and reciting prayers. Throughout
the performance of the hortrn ritual the master holds the vajra
and bell in his right and left hands.
The colours used and worn for the honra ritual correspond
to the activity being performed. For pacifymg, the master
wears white clothing, the ritual implements are marked with
white silks, and the ritual offerings are predominantly coloured white. For enriching, yellow clothing is worn, and the
offerings are predominantly yellow. For subjugating red is
worn and offered; and for destructive activity black is the
colour. If the practitioner is a monk or lama, brocade robes
and a crown of the Five Buddhas are traditionally worn, representing the attire of the meditational deity.
The firewood (Skt. sninidh; Tib. yanr slzing) used for pacifying and enriching is described as 'milk-wood' - a white
sappy wood that symbolises the bodhi tree of enl~ghtenment, although sirisa wood may be prescribed for rituals of
increase. Klrodirn (acacia), rosewood or sandalwood are
employed in rituals of subjugation. Thorny black woods or
poisonous woods are used for wrathful activity. These thorn
branches may sometimes be tied together with the hair of a
corpse or a widow. The flame used to ignite the fire for pacification may be kindled from the friction of two sticks, or
taken from a previous llonrn fire, or from the hearth of a virtuous householder. The flame for enrichment may be h d l e d
by a jewel or crystal magnifying glass, or taken from a monastic kitchen, or from the hearth of a king. In certain rituals
of subjugation or bewitchng the flame may be taken from
the hearth of a notorious prostitute, and in destructive rituals
the flame is usually taken from a blacksmith's furnace, from

a fimeral pyre, or from the hearth of a widow. Since the rituals for subjugation and wrath are only rarely performed in
extreme circumstances, the particular offering substances aw
kept secret and not openly described. Red flowers, red cloth,
copper filings, and red substances are employed in rituals of
subjugation. For wrathful rituals the liquid offerings may
consist of alcohol, animal fat and blood, with meat, iron filings, earth from a cemetery or crossroads, black cloth, and
black substances forming the solid offerings.
The two ritual ladles illustrated on Plate 133are used in
all of the four activities of hoinn. The circular ladle (Skt.shravo;
Tib. blrrg gznr) is used to pour the melted ghee and liquid
substances into the square pouring-funnel (Skt. patri; Tib.
rlgarl gzor), and a bowl or scoop is used to pour the grains
and solid substances into the fire.
The substances used in the pacifying and emichinghornn
rituals are as follows:
The firewood (Skt. sonridlz; Tib. yanz shing) used to fuel the
sacred fire should be as thick as the circle formed from
the joined thumb and ring finger. The firewood represents strength and courage.
The milk-wood offering sticks are twelve finger-widths long
and as thick as the little finger. These sticks are cut from
the barked ends of branches, and are fresh, straight and
unblemished. The ends of the sticks are dipped into ghee
and honey, and their burning symbolises the perfect illumination of the bodhi tree. The sticks are presented in
pairs and eliminate all transgressions and broken vows.
The clarified butter or ghee (Skt. ghrita; Tib. shuil mar)
used to combust the sacred fire, symbolises the
removal of all obstacles to prosperity and the increase
of wealth.
Sesame seeds (Skt. tiln; Tib. til) symbolise the elimination
of all misdeeds and impure actions.
Dlrrvn grass stalks (see Plates go and 91) are presented in
pairs with their tips dipped into ghee and honey.
Dlrrvn grass is offered to increase the lifespan.
Unbroken rice (Tib. 'buns) is offered to increase the merit.
A sweet of barley flour mixed with curds (Tib. zho znrr) is
offered, representing the increase of wisdom and
supreme bliss.
Kusha grass stalks (see Plates go and yi) are presented in
pairs with their tips dipped into ghee and honey.
Kushn grass is offered for purification and protection.
White mustard seeds (Skt. sarslmpn; Tib. yirrrgs dknr) pacify
all hindrances and eliminate all obstructive spirits.
Unhusked barley (Tib. rins) removes all obstacles to
prosperity and brings abundant harvests to fruition.
Husked barley increases the development of the mental
powers.
Lentils or peas (Skt. rinrfrrli; Tib. srnrr rrro) increase the
vitality and physical strength.
)
to remo\.c illnesses.
Wheat (Skt. gocllrrr~rrn;Tib. ~ r ohelps
All of these offering substances are rubbed with honey
and ghee to enrich their qualities, as honey and ghee are considered the most nourishing of foods in the Indian Ay~~r\,edic

Plate 143: Designs for the horna fire hearths employed
in rituals o f pacification and increase

Wrathful Offerings,Tormas, and Ritual Fire Hearths

mdical tradition. Additional offerings may include boiled
rice; puffed rice and wheat; the 'three whites' of milk, curd
and ghee; the 'three sweets' of honey, crystal sugar and molasses; fragrant flowers; cloth; perfume and incense. White
flowers and cloth an? offered in pacifying rituals, and yellow
flowers and cloth in rituals of increase. Two pieces of silk cloth
are offered as representations of the deity's upper and lower
garments. A specific offering to please the deity's sense of
taste is the Indian paan offering, which is symbolically made
of three substances mixed with ghee. Paan - consisting of
chopped betel nut or supari, mixed with powdered lime and
tobacco in a folded leaf - is traditionally chewed in India as a
mild stimulant and digestive tonic.
Sacrificial cakes or tornius - coloured white, yellow, red
or black, depending upon the activity being performed are offered to the local spirits, the 'mundane' fire god Agni,
and the 'supermundane' yidaiii deity or protector to whom
the honia ritual is propitiated. The offerings of water to bathe
the face and feet of the deity, perhmed water to anoint the
breast, flowers, incense and a lamp are also offered into the
sacred flame.
In the performance of the horiia ritual the hearth becomes
firstly the seat of the fire god Agni. Agni rides upon a gelded
goat and appears in different forms according to the ritual
being performed. Agni, as a 'mundane' deity, is invoked to
intercede between the practitioner and his 'supermundane'
yidam deity, and to ensure that the offerings are consumed
through the divine fire of the yidain deity rather than in the
flames of the conventional fire. To attract Agni to the hearth,
a proportion of the offerings (usually one tenth) are first
mixed together and offered to the fire simultaneously. The
blazing core of the fire represents the open mouth of Agni.
After Agni has been propitiated the main offering to the
yidaiii or protector deity is performed, with the individual
offeringsubstances being presented in the order listed above.

Plate 143
The upper drawing shows the design for the fire hearth
employed in the honru ritual of pacification. The square base
of the hearth, which theoretically measures forty-four finger-widths across, is firstly evenly sprinkled with white
earth, sand or powder pigment. Traditionally a string line
is used to create the axial brnlirna lines and diagonal lines of
the design. This string is streched taut across these lines,
and snapped from its centre to leave an impression in the
white earth base. The string is also used as a compass to
inscribe the circles of the design. The large central circle enclosing the eight-petalled lotus measures one cubit (lib.kliru)
in diameter, or twenty-four finger-widths or anxrrlas. At the
centre is a small circle measuring eight finger-widths in diameter, within which is drawn an upright yellow unjro. A
card stencil is usually used as a template for the sprinkled
powder designs of the uajrns and the crescent-moon and uajrn
motifs at the corners. Light blue powder is usually used to
outline the basic design, and five coloured powders are used
to fill in the coloured sections. These powders may either

be applied by hand or more meticulously drawn with a serrated conical powder sprinkler (Tib. clmqy pu).
Outside of the lotus circle is drawn a surmunding cimle
four arzgulas wide, and measuring thirty-two angulns in diameter. This is the inner circle ('lib. nrlr rm) upon which the
firewood is placed. Outside again is drawn an outer circle
(Tib. kha khyer), upon which are stencil-sprinkled eight yellow r~ajrasin the eight directions. Between the uajras are placed
five or seven small circles of coloured powder. Two anxll/~s
outside of this outer circle are drawn the square 'root lines'
that form the boundary of the fire hearth design. In each of
the four comers are drawn the emblems of a white crescent
moon surmounted by a yellow half-uajrn. Originally these
emblems were placed upon the four comers of an established
and tiered fire pit, and were represented three-dimensionally by a white hemispherical moon crowned by a half-vajra.
The lower drawing depicts the design for the hearth used
in lioinn rituals of enrichment or increase. Here the flat earthbase of the hearth is coloured yellow. At the centre of the
hearth is an eight or nine-faceted coloured jewel, measuring either six or eight arzgulas in height. Surrounding this
jewel circle is an eight-spoked yellow wheel, inscribed within
a square measuring one cubit across. Outside of this is drawn
the square (Tib. nil1 rm) upon which the firewood is stacked.
Outside again is the square (lib. klm khyer), embellished with
the emblems of coloured jewels or white wheels (see Plate
145).These two outer squares usually measure eight angirlas
in width, but on the drawings illustrated they are drawn in
a four angilln width. The square root-lines marking the
boundary are drawn two nngirlas beyond the lines of the
outer square, and are marked with the emblems of a white
crescent moon and yellow half-uajra.
The white hearth for peace is sprinkled with white nectar and white perfume, and fragrant white flowers are scattered around the perimeter of the hearth. Similarly the yellow hearth for increase is sprinkled with yellow nectar, perfume and flowers.

Plate 144
The upper drawing depicts the most common hearth design for the lzoinn activity of subjugation. The base of this
hearth is coloured red, with a bow-shaped centre. The central
area of the design is fashioned as an eight-petalled lotus,
with a unjrn, flower or hook at its central hub. Outside of the
central hearth is the bow-shaped inner surround (Tib. !!it1
rcn), and beyond this is an outer bow shape (Tib. kha khyer),
which is commonly decorated with flower or hook designs.
In each of the four corners are the emblems of a crescent
moon and half-vnjrn.
The lower drawing depicts the hearth design for thehorrrfl
activity of wrath or destruction. At the black triangular centre of this hearth is an eight-bladed iron rlmkrn, with a wrathful rmjrn at its centre. The triangular surround (Tib. rim rc.11)
encompasses this, and is usually decorated with red flames.
The outer triangle (Tib. klrn k1ryc.r) is either decorated with
wrathful three-pronged oojr,ls, or an arrav of wrathful

Plate 144: Designs for the homo fire hearths employed In rituals of subjugat~onand wrathful activity

Plate 145: A v a r ~ a t ~ oonf the square hearth design for
r~tualsof Increase, and the Vajayog~n~
hearth design

The Ritual Fire Offering

weapons. Again the emblems of a crescent moon and halfmjra are placed in the four comers.
No dimensions are given for the two fire pits illustrated
in this drawing. The width of the triangular hearth is sometimes described as an arrow's length, and the wrathful fire
pit usually consists of three tiered ledges, coloured black,
red and white.

Plate 145
The upper drawing depicts a variation of the fire hearth for
increase, as described on Plate 143.Here the outer square
surround (Tib. kha khyer) is decorated with eight-spoked
yellow wheels instead of jewels.
The lower drawing depicts the specific hearth design
for the Vajrayogini llorna ritual. The outer circular design
and measurement of this hearth is the same as for the hearth
for peaceful activity, as described on Plate 143. The two

overlapping triangles at the hearth's centre form the 'mality source' ordllormodaya (lib. chos 'hyung)of the Vajrayogini
mandala, as described on Plate I 54. The triangles are geu
metrically measured by inscribing twelve angula a m from
the upper and lower points where the central axis intersects
the enclosing circle. When these four arc-pints arc joined
with their two axial tips, a double intersecting triangle is
created. An inner line of o n e a n p l a thickness is drawn within
both triangles, and the upward pointing triangle is drawn
on top of the downward pointing triangle. At the centre of
the hearth is a circle measuring eight a n p l a s in diameter,
within which is drawn either a white vojra or the red seedsyllable Barn of Vajrayogini. In each of the four left and right
corners of the dharnrodaya ~ I V drawn four 'joy wheels' (lib.
dga' 'klryil). The dharmodaya and joy wheels are coloured
white against a red background. The rest of the hearth is
coloured white, and within the inner circle may be drawn
flames or curved knives. The outer circle is decorated with
a rosary of eight white rwjras.

Chapter Twelve

Geometric Borders, Patterns,
Designs, and Motifs

The chapter illustrates a variety of the geometric borders
and patterns that commonly occur as ornamental designs
in both Tibetan and Chinese art. Many of these designs are
derived from the swastika, key, knot, wave and scroll patterns of Chinese art and architecture.
Like the swastika, the geometric ke); knot, wra\.e and
scroll designs that occur in many of these drawings are common to many cultures. The eternal or endless knot, for example, appears in an infinite variety of Celtic knot designs,
especially in manuscript illumination. The mathematical
precision of Islamic designs, which are often based on complex combinations of centred and repeating grids, re\,ral
both the scientific genius of their discovery and the artistic
genius of their creation.
All of the geometric designs depicted are drawn on two
basic grids of intersecting squares bisected by diagonals, and
equilateral triangles forming composite hexagams. The majority of these designs either create inhnjte repeat patterns, or
infinite Ihiear borders. Many of these geometrical repeat designs are quite difficult to draw. Hou-e\,er all of the drawings
illustrated here have been created with a pen and brush, and,
with the exception of the last four drawings (Plates 166-1691
which I drew as 'half-drop' repeat patterns for Tharpa Publications, none ha1.e been mechanicall!, or computer generated.
The double outer lines of all these lattice drawings have been
drawn with a fine rapidogmph pm, and then filled in with a
paintbrush to create the required thickness of line. %me of
these designs are basecl upon the ivork of my friend, David
Wade, \v110 has spent many years collecting, collating, analysing and reconstructing geometric patterns from all o\-er
the world, and i3 undoubtedl!. one of the greatest li\,ing exponents of this subject.
Follo\vin): th~.gcurnetrical drawings, Plate 158 illustrdtes
Tibetan s\,llables and motifs. Plates 159 and 160 illi~strate

Chnese sliolr or longevity designs, and other Chinese auspicious symbols which are commonly found as silk brocade
designs. Plate 161 illustrates Tibetan armour designs and
the repeat patterns of oriental armour. Plates 162 and 163
depict a variety of cumilinear and geometric border designs.
Plate 164 shows examples of brocade designs, and Plate 165
depicts examples of rrrabrn-tail scrolls. This section concludes with four endlessly repeating motifs of the lotus; lotus and iri~jnl;lotus, ijnjra and bell; and lotus, book and sword
(Plates 1 6 6 1 69).

THE SWASTIKA
The swastika (Skt. sznstih) is a common symbol found in
many cultures and ci\,ilisations.It occurs in Egyptian, Trojan,
Roman, Teutonic and Celtic stone carvings; as a s)mbolic
motif of the American Indians, throughout North, Central
and South America; a i d in Persian, Central Asian, Indian,
Chinese, Japanese and South East Asian art. In ancient Greece
the swastika was known as a 'Greek Cross', or a ~nrrrrnndiorl,
formed from four clock\z,ise-rotatingGreek~nrrrrrrnletters. In
early Christianih the Greek letter gniriirrcr symbolistd a cornerstone, and the gnr~rrrmrliorior swastika became a symbol
for Christ as the 'cornerstone of the Temple or Church'. A
similar sylnholism is found in Buddhst art, where the w a s tika represenk the stabilih of the element earth. In later Christian art the gn~rrrrrrrdiclrrbecame known as a 'flyfot', which
occurs as a geometric design on the lower areas of stained
glass cathedral and church windows.
The Indian symbol of the swastika first appears amongst
artifacts unearthed from the ancient Harappan tit!. of
Mohenjo-Daro in the Indus valle!. (ciri-n 2500 BC). The swastika was first indentifie~lwith Vishnu, as a solar or fire
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s!mL>ol of his rlrnkrn, or as the auspicious mark which adorns
Vishnu2sbreast - known as the slrriirllsr~- meaning 'beloved
01
fortune'. In Indian art Buddha, as tlie ninth o f
vishnu's ten incarnations, is also comnionly depicted with
the
orsl~rjiilll.<~~
adorning his breast. Later the swastika \\,as .~lsoidentified with Shiva and the snake cults ot
the Naga civilisation, originating possibly from the markings on a cobra's hood or tlie entwined knotting of serpents.
The Sanskrit word srlrrstikll derives frorn the root si1-fl.st1,
meaning \<ell-being, good fortune, success or prosperity.
The precise origins of the Indian sw,istika symbol are unknotvn, and various theories have been postulated regarding its deritration. The most con~monlyheld view is that
the swastika is a sun symbol, cicrived from the clockwise
motion of the sun in the four quarters atid seasons. As a
fire symbol it is also thought to have originated from the
Vedic fire-sticks, known as nrn~ri,which are rubbed together
to kindle tlie flame for the sacred fire. Another theory ascribes the motif to the interlocking of the syllables of the
ti,
in the characters of tlie Ashokan alroot ~ i ' - ~ l ~written
phabet to form the monogram of the swastika; or to the
Pali s!,llables 511 and ti, which together form the shape of a
s\vastika, and are derived from the Sanskrit szl - meaning
'well', and nsli - meaning 'it is'.
In the Tibetan Bon tradition the swastika (Tib. g.!/~rrr~
~frlrrlg),meaning eternal or unchanging, essentially corresponds to the Buddhist zwjro, and likewise gives its name to
the Bonpo tradition @.!/rrr~gdrtrrig bo17). The Bon swastika
rotates in an anticlockwise direction, unlike the Hindu, Jain
and Buddhist swastika, whose sacred motion is clockwise.
For this reason practitioners of the Bonpo tradition circumambulate sacred buildings or pilgrimage sites in an anticlockwise direction. In Indian symbolism the right (Skt.
dakslrilro) or clockwise-rotating swastika is identified with
tlie male principle of the god, and the left (Skt. ~~~irrro)
or anticlockwise swastika (Skt. snlrzlnstikn)with the feminine principle of the goddess.
In China the swastika (Ch. icrlrr) was originally a Taoist
symbol of eternity and divinity, and as the ionn tzrl, or 'ten
thousand character sign', it represents the Taoist principle
of the 'ten thousand things under heaven'.
Whatever its origin the swastika was essentially an ancient and widespread auspicious symbol of good fortune,
though its adoption by the German Nazi I'arty as tlir symbol of theThird Reich has recently bestowed the most sinister impression of nationalism upon it.

Plate 146
This complex Chinese pictograph combines the slro~rsymbol of longevity the trrrtl,y symbol of destiny, and the doublc
hr symbol of h'lppiness. The circle rcprcscnts heaven, thrs
squarc. at the crntre earth, and the eight o~1tc.rdi\.isions the
eight directions. The ninc divi.;ions of the circlc represent
the ninr Ilrricn.; or numbers, and tlic ninc provinces of China.
The central square also represents earth surrounded by tlic.
pight l~clrkl~r~s
01- trigramb. The sj.mbolism of 'the squarcbof

earth within the circle of heaven' is also found in the traditional design of Chinese coins.

Plate 147
The repeating pattern of the endless knots at the centre of the
upper design is based upon a hexagonal grid formed from
equilateral triangles, and creates a three-dimensional illusion
of cubes. The repetitive meander pattern in the circle surr o ~ ~ n d uthe
i g central hexagram is drawn in a T-shaped wave
or fret pattern. The outer square surroundi~igthis circle has
endless knot designs on its lower corners, and a meandering
upper border enclosing two earth squares. Below the upper
square are four repeat border pa ttems- the first as a T-shaped
wave or fret design, and the lower three as endless scroll designs. h Chinese art the auspicious endless knot is known as
the 'fish entrail' design, and the continuous wave or fret line
is known as the 'thunder-scroll' or 'cloud-band' designs. The
term 'meander' derives from the Greek Maiandros- the name
given to a winding river in Phrygia, Greece.

Plate 148
The upper area of this drawing shows five endless border
designs based upon T-shaped, S-shaped and U-shaped
cloud-bank and thunder-scroll designs. These fret or key
patterns are also commonly found as decorative motifs in
classical Greek art and architecture. The lower area of the
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drawingclepicts a fourfold swastika motif at the centre, producing tw0.f~symbols of double happiness or secular power.
The continuous arms of the swastikas lead into small knots
which then form cross-shapes, with crosses and intersecting lozenges at their centres.

Plote 149
On the left side of the page are various examples of interlocking chains and knots - with chains produced from two
meandering lines in the top three drawings, from three interweaving lines in the fourth drawing, and from four interweaving lines in the fifth drawing. The sixth drawing
depicts a chain of interlocking squares. The seventh, eighth
and ninth drawings show knots made from a continuous
single line, an interlocking double line, and a chain of endless knots which are united by their diagonal corners. The
two scroll borders in the lower left corner are formed from
single black folding lines, which create the illusion of overlapping diagonals against their white surrounds.
Across to the right are three vertical swastika motifs,
composed of alternating swastikas; a T-shaped wave border is drawn vertically on the far right. In the bottom right
corner are a T-shaped wave or thunder-scroll design, and
an alternating swastika border.

Plote 150
At the top left is a repeat pattern formed from alternating
right and left-facing swastikas within a grid of diagonal
squares. Below this are two endless knot patterns, the upper with white knots on a black background and the lower
reversed. Below this is a continuous frieze of endless knots,
and at the bottom two cloud-band or thunder-scroll
designs.
On the upper right are six small swastika borders on
black backgrounds. The first is composed of a cloud-band
of right-facing swastikas; the second of alternating swastikas with U-shaped keys; and the third of alternating swastikas with M-shaped keys. The fourth border shows an
intricate design of left-facing swastikas creating a frieze of
S-shapes, with outer bridging-lines creating T-shaped patterns. The fifth drawing shows a frieze of left-facing swastikas with alternating square windows; and the sixth drawing
shows a similar frieze with alternating knots. Below these
are three vertical swastika borders with offset designs. In
the bottom right corner are two more meandering wave or
thunder-scroll borders.

Plate 15 1
In the upper left corner is a vishvnvajra within a square of
cloud-band border designs. Below are six different swastika borders, the first of which is formed from the spiralling
arms of right-facing swastikas. The second, third and sixth

are reversed images of three of the borders on Plate 150. In
the bottom left corner are two small sections of continuous
swastika patterns.
In the upper right corner is a continuous pattern of alterna ting swastikas within slightly offset squares. Below are
two drawings of perhaps the most classical of Chinese swastika designs; the upper drawing appearing as a white pattern on a black background, and the lower reversed. In the
bottom right corner are two continuous patterns formed
from right-facing swastikas, the first of which is constructed
within a square grid.

Plote 152
In the upper area are eight repeating swastika patterns
drawn upon square grids, which create secondary shapes
of swastikas, double-barred crosses o r b symbols of happiness, and irregular key patterns. On the left of the third row
is an asymmetrically repeating swastika pattern, composed
of regular components that move upwards one grid-square
in their repetition. On the right of the third row is a symmetrical swastika design within repeating squares. On the
left and right of the fourth row are two identical swastika
patterns; the drawing on the left is outlined in white upon a
black background, and the drawing on the right is reversed
with a black outline on a white background.
At the centre of the third row is an off-axis repeating
swastika pattern that creates a secondary pattern of interlocking horizontal and vertical lines. Below this and at the
centre of the fourth row is the same design, filled in with
alternating black and white sections that create the illusion
of an interlocking basket-weave design.
On the bottom left is a diagonal swastika pattern formed
from four T-shapes within a square; this pattern also moves
asymmetrically by one grid-square in each repeat. At the
bottom centre is an endless swastika pattern that creates
secondary shapes of interlocking crosses. The drawing in
the bottom right corner shows the same design drawn diagonally and off-axis.

Plote 153
On the left side of this illustration are five examples of repeating swastika patterns, which are drawn upon the grid
of horizontal and vertical squares shown at the top. On the
right side are five diagonally repeating swastika patterns,
which are drawn on the grid of diagonal squares shown at
the top.

Plate 154
This drawing illustrates examples of knots and borders. In
the upper area are four entwined-knot corner designs, with
a simple cross-shaped knot at thc centre. Corner designs
such as these may be depicted upon Tibetan book covers,
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stitched tent designs, or upon carpet and furniture designs.
The ends of these knot designs terminate in leaf-shaped
decorations. In the lower left and right corners are two endless-knot borders, depicted in bold black on the left and black
outline on the right.
At the centre of the page is a large eternal knot formed
from the interweaving of nine crossing lines. To the left and
right of this are two smaller knot designs. Below is a frieze
of four entwined eternal knots, outlined in black on the left
and bold black on the right.
At the bottom centre is a six-pointed star formed from
the interlocking of two equilateral triangles, Like the Jewish 'Star of David'. In Hindu tantra this design appears as
one of the main yantras or 'devices' representing the union
of the god and goddess, with the upward-pointing 'male'
triangle representing the sexual organ or lingurn of the god,
and the downward-pointing 'female' triangle the sexual
organ or yoni of the goddess. In Buddhist tantra this yaittrn
appears as a six-pointed chokra, which may be depicted at
the centre of certain mandalas or form the lower seats of
deities such as Vajravarahi, Simhamukha, and certain forms
of Mahakala. In this form the triangle (or intersecting triangles) is known as a 'reality source' (Skt. dhnrntodaya;Tib.
chos 'byung). In visualisation practices the dhnr~nodoyoalways arises from the syllable E (evam), which in early Indian script was written in the form of a triangular letter.
The word evnm forms the opening term for early Buddhist
scriptures, which usually begin: "Ez~am,[thus] have I heard".
The visualised dl~armodayamay be coloured blue, red or
white, or may be described as white on the outside and red
within. In certain visualisation practices, such as Vajrayogiru,
the dhnrinodaya arises as the intersection of two three-sided
pyramids or tetrahedrons made from light, which appear
as a six-pointed star when viewed from above. The dl~armodaya appears at the centre of the fire-hearth used in the
Vajrayogini horna ritual, which is illustrated on Plate 145.To
the left and right of the six-pointed star are two further drawings of endless knots.

Plate 155
T h s illustration depicts examples of meandering-line and
endless-knot borders. At the top and bottom corners are two
designs of endless-knot borders, with swastika designs inside the upper border and meandering cloud-band designs
within the lower border. Within the upper swastika band is
a double-line border with complex eternal knots at its corners. Within this is a meandering fret or key design, with
three small key designs above and an earth-base square below. Within the lower cloud-band frieze is another complex
eternal knot border formed from a double line. Within this
again is another meandering fret or key design, with a small
eternal knot above.
Across the centre is a rectangular swastika border composed of double lines; this design is taken from an early
Tibetan wooden book cover. Within this rectangle are two
eternal-knot corners, and a triple key-shaped design.

Plate 156
Within the endless-knot border of this illustration are nine
drawings of knots. At the top left is a knot fonned h m five
interweaving lines, a r d on the top right is a knot fonned from
seven horizental and eight vertical lines. On the left of the
second row is an unusual knot formed fmm a square and
four interweaving loops. At the centre is a knot formed from
five vertical lines interwoven with eight horizontal lines. On
the right of the second row is a knot formed from four interlocking loops. Across the third row is a frieze of four joined
endless knots. In the bottom left is a knot formed from a fourcornered square intersected by a cross formed from two long
rectangles. At the bottom centre is a large knot formed from
nine interweaving horizontal and vertical lines. And in the
bottom right corner is an endless knot with curved corners.

Plate 157
This illustration depicts fourteen examples of the endless
knot, or 'fish enhail' design. Across the top row are three
drawings of circles interwoven within a simple 'five square'
knot composed of four interweaving horizontal and vertical lines. The five squares of this knot represent the centre
and four directions of earth, and the circle represents heaven.
Across the second row are three drawings of the most
common Tibetan form of the endless or 'glorious knot' (Skt.
sl~rizlatsn;Tib. dpal be'u). The first drawing on the left shows
a symmetrical knot formed from the interweaving of seven
horizontal and vertical Imes. The second drawing shows a
knot composed of five broad horizontal and vertical lines
against a black background; and the third drawing shows
the same knot in its most common libetan form.
At the left and right of the centre are two drawings of a
complex knot formed from the combination of a simple fivelined knot with a secondary knot formed from four intersecting rectangles. This design is drawn in black on the left
side, and as a w h t e interwoven knot against a black background on the right side. Centred below these two drawings is a three-dimensional knot, drawn like a raised
enclosure or a maze. Below to the left and right are two fivelined knots which are drawn upon a grid of equilateral triangles. At the bottom centre is a setpen-lined knot with black
interior squares. In the left and right corners are two innovative variations of the sl~rizntsnor glorious-knot.

Plate 158
Within the repeating endless-knot border of this illustration
are symmetrically arranged motifs and syllables. At the top
centre is an endless-knot with extending leaf-shaped scrolls,
and below a pair of angular corner designs enclosing two
endless-knots and a swastika. These designs are commonly
used as applique motifs on libetan tents and door-hangings
(Tib. sgo ras).

Plate 156: Endless knots
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Descending fmm the upper right and left corners are
five symmetrical variations of the trefoil cloud-scroll or jrri'i
design. &low' these are the three libetan syllables 0111
A
Hurrl, representing body, speech and mind. These syllables,
which are visualised in a white, red and blue sequence, are
commonly inscribtd on the back of a consecrated thangka
at the positions of the forehead, throat and heart clrakrfl of
the main deity. Between the two lower Hlrrrr syllables are
two drawings of the rotating 'wheel of joy' (Tib. dgn ' 'kl~yil)
or 'jewel-wheel' (Tib. rror b~rdsa ' 'kli!/il) symbolising the
Three Jewels.Above are the wisdom emblems of a flamingsword and the text of the Prajnaparamita Sutra, with a ilojrn
and bell positioned to the left and right. Across the bottom
is a continuous frieze of clockwise rotating swastikas.

Plate 159
This illustration depicts ten circular examples and three
upright examples of the Chinese slrolr symbol of the Chinese god of longevity, Shou-lao (see page 96). This Taoist
design is created from the stylisation of the Chinese written
character slrolr, denoting longevity, and its representation in
a circular form symbolises the immortality of the Taoist heavens. There are believed to be more than a hundred stylistic
variations of this symbol, and it is commonly found on Chinese porcelain and seals, Tibetan tent decorations, carpets,
and as a motif on implements and furniture. But its most
common application is found on the designs of Chinese silk
brocade, w h c h is extensively used by Tibetan tailors to create silk banners and hangings, secular and religious costumes, and to frame brocaded thalrgkns.
Three of the circular sllorr designs depicted incorporate
the auspicious motif of the swastika. The double upright
Chinese pictograph at the top centre shows a form of the
Chinese frr character of 'double-happiness'. The upright or
'long' shot1 character at the centre of the page is copied from
a brocade design of a Chinese Emperor's 'dragon robe' of
the eighteenth century Qing dynasty. The shape of this symbol represents the 'mountain of heaven'. The two symmetrical slrorr characters depicted at the bottom corners are
described in Plate 160.

Plate 160
This page depicts examples of Chinese symbols that are
drawn in a bold black line. Across the top row are five variations of the slrorr character drawn in the form of a bat or a
butterfly. The butterfly is a favoured symbol in Chinese art,
and recalls the dream of the Taoist philosopher, Chuang Tzu,
who having dreamed that he was a joyously flitting butterfly, posed tlie question, "Did Chuang Tzu dream lie was a
butterfly? Or is the butterfly still dreaming that he is Cli~lang
Tzu?" Thecaterpillar, chrysalis and butterfly, as unified spmbols of transmutation, resurrection and immortality, are
perhaps best described in the aphorism, "What the caterpillar perceives of as the end of all things, the rest of the world

perceives as the beginning of the butterfly". The horizontal
central bar of this design represents the body of the butter:)lf the two concave sides represent its wings, and the central axis represents the wing markings.
On the left and right ends of the second row are tw.0
drawings of the stylisedfir character representing double
happiness - the material and spiritual happinesses of earth
and heaven - with the squares and horizontal bars representing earth, and the vertical bars representing heaven.
On the inner left and right of thefir characters are four drawings of the Chinese !/a character, created from two back-toback rlli or 'self' characters. The ya symbol represents the
ability to discern between good and evil -and along with
the sun, moon, stars, mountain, dragon, phoenix, libation
cups, pond weed, fire, rice, and axe-head - formed one of
the 'twelve ornaments' of the Chinese Emperor's silk brocade robe. Here the sun, containing the three-legged bird;
the moon, containing the hare; the three stars; and the heavenly mountain, represent the four annual sacrifices of the
Emperor. The dragon and 'flowery bird' (pheasant or phoenix) represent dominion over heaven and earth, through
the powers of inspiration and virtue. The pond weed, libation cups, flame, rice and earthly mountain symbolise the
five elements of water, metal, fire, wood and earth, and
the five qualities of purity, piety, effort, abundance and stability. The doubleflc or yn symbol represents the Emperor's justice, a n d the axe-head his punishment. Two
drawings of the axe-head are depicted to the inner left and
right of the !/a symbols.
In the upper centre is a circular drawing of the eight
trigrams or parkas (Ch. po klro; Tib. spar klrn), as illustrated
and described on Plates 64 and 65. ? h e origin of the eight
trigrams, which consist of continuous or unbroken ynng
lines, and divided or broken yirl lines, is believed to have
been realised from observations made on the markings
of a tortoise-shell bp the legendary Chinese Emperor FU
Hsi (circa 2850 BC). The arrangement of the trigranis depicted in this drawing follows the Chinese 'FLI Hsi' system, as follows:
the 'creative' trigram (clr'ilvl)of heaven at the top;
the 'joyous' trigram (trri) of the lake anticlockwise at the
upper left;
the 'clinging' trigram (11) of fire at the centre left;
the 'arousing' trigram (clrrn) of thunder to thc lower left;
the 'gentle' trigram (srrrr)of wind clockwise from the top on
the upper right;
the 'abysmal' trigram (k'rrrr)of water is o n the centre right;
the 'keeping-still' trigr,l~n(krrr) of the mountain is o n the
lower right;
the 'recepti\,e' trigram (k'rrrr) of earth is at the bottom
The arr,ingcBmcntof tliesc. trigrams arouncl a central llirl!/clr~gsymbol is used as a protecti\re plaquc or talisman agijinst
harrnful influences in tlie Chinese geomantic s),stc,m of
slrrri. This plaque or 'mirror' is oftcn hung abo\re a iloo~.~~'l)'
to repel and divert evil spirits from entering 1' building. The
yi~r-!/~~rr~
symbol is composed of hvo ~ o r n r n a - s l ~ ~ ~
bcctihns
ped
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of a black yin and a white yang, which are derived from the
'first cause' (Ch. t'ai chi) of creation, represented by the yolk
and white of an egg. The terms yin and yaiix originally referred to the shaded and sunlit slopes of a mountain or valley. The black comma of the yin symbol represents the dark
feminine principle of the earth, the moon, passivity, the north,
shadow, even numbers, and the symbol of the tiger. The white
comma of the yang symbol represents the light masculine
principle of heaven, the sun, creativity, the south, light, odd
numbers, and the symbol of the dragon. Alchemically each
of these two polarity symbols contains the seed of its opposite at its strongest point, represented by the white and black
circular seeds within the centre of the yin-yang commas. Below this upper drawing is a hexagonal plaque containing the
yin-yang symbol, surrounded by the eight trigrams arranged
in the 'King Wen' sequence of the 'I Ching', as described beIOW and on Plate 64.
Surrounding the upper drawing of the eight trigrams are
the silhouettes of five bats. The bat (Ch. yieilfu) is a Chinese
auspicious symbol of happiness and longevity. The second
character p)of its name is synonomous with thefu &macter of happiness. The symbolism of the five bats represents
the 'five blessings' of a long life, health, wealth, virtue, and a
natural death. The five bats are found as decorative motifs
on Chinese porcelain, carpets, silk brocade and hmishings.
They are commonly painted in the auspicious colour of vermilion red, and often represented with curved 'embracing
wings' (Ch.fu'i) that form the shape of a Chinese sceptre (Ch.
jui'i). The sceptre is described as a 'short blunt sword', but is
commonly fashioned as a triple-eyed gem, a triple cloudscroll, a lotus, or a fungus of immortality.
On the left and right of the third and fourth rows, beneath thefir and ya pictographs, are twelve variations of the
swastika design, with six clockwise or right-turning swastikas on the left and six left-turning swastikas on the right.
Across the fifth and seventh rows, which are divided by
a frieze of spiralling and alternating thunder-scroll patterns
to the left and right, are block drawings of the eight trigrams.
The upper fifth row displays the 'Fu Hsi' sequence of: heaven
(ch'ien),wind or wood (sun), water (k'an), and mountain (ken)
on the left; and earth (k'un), thunder (clien),fire (li), and lake
(t'iri) on the right. The lower seventh row displays the 'King
I ) , or wood (slrii), fire
Wen' sequence of; thunder ( c ~ L ~wind
(l;),and earth (k'lrn)on the left; and lake (t'ui), heaven (ch'iei~),
water (k'n~r),and mountain (ken) on the right.
In the bottom left corner is a rectangle containing the
eight trigrams arranged in the 'King Wen' sequence described above, and following the clockwise sequence of the
trigrams displayed in the hexagonal parkn plaque above. In
the bottom right corner is a swastika design forming key
patterns within a square, and representing the four directions and stability of the element earth.
Not illustrated in this drawing are the two Chinese collectives of the 'eight treasures', and the 'eight symbols of the
Taoist immortals'. The 'eight treasures' are most commonly
listed as: a lozenge or painting, a stone chime or gong, two
golden coins, a mirror, a pearl, two books, a pair of rhinoceros horns, and an artcmisia leaf. The 'eight Taoist symbols'

are; a flower basket, a lotus, a sword,a farr, a flute, a gourd,
bamboo castanets, and a musical bamboo tube. A third collectiveof 'antique treasures' may include: a chess orgo board,
a flaming pearl, a triple-eyed gem or jui'i sceptre, a coral
branch, a peach, a bat, musical instruments, rhinocm horns,
elephant tusks, a pair of scroll paintings,fu, ya and sltou characters, and interlockingjewels or earrings. These symbols may
also be found on all manner of Chinese artifacts, including
porcelain, brocade, carpets, jade and wood carvings.

Plate 16 1
This illustration depicts examples of armour (Tib.go khrab,
go clm) and chain-mail designs, and interwoven lattice or
basketwork patterns. In the upper left and right corners
are four details of armour designs as depicted on the forearms of warrlor-deities, such as Begtse, Vaishravana, Gesar,
or the four guardian kings of the four directions. The literal meaning of the name Begtse is 'hidden coat of mail'.
The armour of warrior-deities is commonly fashioned of
small rectangular or tongue-shaped iron plates, which have
small holes at their overlapping ends enabling them to be
bound together with a leather thong. The most vulnerable
parts of the body, such as the shoulders, breast, upper forearms, wrists and thighs are usually protected by separately
shaped metal plates that provide additional cover to these
areas.
The upper left drawing shows a forearm covered in rectangular plates of chain-mail. The wrist is protected by a
cuff of lotus-shaped iron plates that serves to deflect sword
blows. The upper forearm is covered by a curved iron plate
with a leaf-shaped upper bar. The lower forearm is protected
by a similar bar with a decorative jewel at the elbow. Just
visible on the upper arm is a circlet made of rhinoceros hide
that again senresto protect against sword blows. The drawing below depicts a foream with its armour patterned in a
'fish-scale' design, and with the same protective elements
as described above. The t h r d drawing from the upper left
shows a section of 'fish-scale' armour, with a base fringe
made of rhinoceros hide.
The forearm drawing in the upper right corner is again
fashoned from overlapping rectangular iron plates, and the
drawing helow depicts a variation of armour in a 'fish-scale'
design. The third drawing from the upper right is fashoned
from rectangular iron plates that are threaded onto a leather
cuirass in separate rows. The frieze at the bottom may be
made of sword-shaped iron plates or of coloured silk valances. Although the armour of deities is commonly fashioned of iron and leather, it may be described and coloured
as a precious substance, such as gold, silver, copper, crystal,
lapis lazuli, ruby, coral, emerald or conch shell. The armour
of wrathful deities may include black silk robes adorned
with the designs of magical weapons, or armour made of
copper, foundry iron, meteorite iron, black rhinoceros skin,
or the scales of a black iron-scorpion.
At the top centre are five examples of breastplate designs that are drawn against a background of elongated
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honeycomb-patterned armour. The breastplate on the upper right is fashioned from concentric circles enclosing two
sixteen-petalled lotuses. Below this is a kirtinluklm-faced
breastplate, with garlands of jewels hanging from its mouth.
The small breastplate in the centre has an outer ring of lotus
petals, and an inner hub of a four-petalled lotus enclosing a
three-spoked 'triskele' (Tib. dgn"khyi1) or 'wheel of joy'. The
breastplate on the upper right has a lotus hub surrounded
by a radial wheel of overlapping lotus petals. The last breastplate on the lower right has a lotus hub with six leaf-shaped
ornamental bars curving inwards towards the centre.
The lower half of this page shows chain-mail and lattice-weave designs. Across the top row are three chain-mail
designs drawn against a black background. The first drawing on the left shows the interlocking rings of the Chinese
'coin design' chain-mail. The second drawing shows iron
rings interlaced with a double Y-shaped lattice of iron strips.
The Y-shaped strips interweave from the top and bottom
with the iron rings to create a complex pattern of triangles
and hexagons. The third drawing shows chain-mail fashioned from interlocking squares.
The first drawing on the left of the lower second row
shows a basket-weave of horizontal and vertical strips, with
two layers of diagonal strips behind. This pattern is often
used to depict woven straw mats, or the palm-leaf huts in
which yogins or mendicants live. The two drawings at the
centre show two variations of the Y-shaped designs of leather
or metal armour. This design of chain-mail is quite difficult
to draw, and thus is usually only found on the finest tl~angkas.
The Y-shaped design of interlocking sections, which provides flexibility in six directions, proved to be a popular
model for Chinese and Japanese armour. The drawing on
the right of the second row depicts X-shaped armour plates
interwoven by overlapping squares. This complex armour
pattern is only rarely depicted in Tibetan art. On the left
and right of the bottom row are blacked-in links of ring and
square chain-mail. At the bottom centre are two separate
designs of Y-shaped plates that converge into a triangular
formation from the top and bottom.

Plote 162
This illustration shows examples of geometric border designs and linear brocade patterns. At the top left and right
are two border designs based upon the triangular grids at
the top, with a simple design of parallel lines on the left and
alternating floral motifs on the right. Below these are two
groups of three floral and cloud designs, which are based
upon the meandering wave grids above. Next are two diagonal swastika patterns to the left, and a composite cloud
motif to the right. Next are two triangular patterns to the
left, and two diagonal patterns to the right. The two wide
diagonal bands below show friezes of auspicious symbols
decorated with silk ribbons and separated by geometric
borders on the left, and cloud motifs with 'fish-egg' decorat~onson the right. In the bottom left corner is a common
interlocking swastika pattern, and in the bottom right corner

is a three-coloured sequence for painting this pattern, with
the three separate colours depicted as white, cross-hatched,
and black sections.

Plote 163
This illustration depicts examples of geometrical border
designs that are based mainly on swastika, meandering key
or thunder-scroll designs, and repeating squares. The fourth
and fifth drawings from the top of the left hand column show
lotus petal designs, and the seventh drawing a c m s all three
columns shows examples of concentric semi-circular patterns. The fifth drawing from the top of the middle column
shows a 'pine tree' pattern, such as may be used on the decoration of monastic ceiling beams. The eighth drawing in the
central column shows a border of triangular-tipped silk valances, with small silver bells at their ends. A 'herring-bone'
pattern is shown in the fourth drawing from the top of the
right column, and the eighth drawing shows a hexagonal
'honeycomb' pattern.

Plate 164
This page shows thrty-six various brocade pattern designs
drawn within separate ovals. These brocade designs are
painted in gold outline on the silk clothes and robes worn
by Buddhas, deities, human gurus and lineage lamas. The
finest of these gold patterns are often underpainted with a
gradated gold wash, which gives a radiant depth and luminosity to the patterns final gold outline. Each Tibetan artist
had his own repertoire of favoured brocade designs, the simplest consisting of groups of dots as 'fish-egg' patterns, and
the most complex being intricate swastika patterns or the
cloud-enhanced motifs of the dragon and phoenix. Early
Tibetan paintings often display the most meticulous and
innovative of brocade designs, which may consist of gracefully dancing goddesses, subtle floral motifs, or creatures
such as lions, deer, swans and mythological animals. These
miniature designs were usually painted in full colour, and
often with several hundred different designs in a single composition. It was through such details that the artist was able
to express his conception of the 'heavenly silks' worn by
deities. But the most common brocade motifs in later Tibetan art consisted of stylised flower and leaf compositions,
with their alternating spaces filled in with groups of dots or
fish-egg motifs.
Between the ovals depicted here are individual patterns
of circular brocade designs. Between the ovals in the three
bottom rows are three square designs and three examples
of the Chinese shou character of longevity.

Plate 165
This illustration depicts thirty-four drawings of the mnkamtail scrolls and jewel-finials that commonly adorn the thrones

Plate 162. Border des~gnsa n d l ~ n e a rbrocade pdtterns
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Plate 164: Brocade pattern des~gns

Plate 165. Makora-tall scrolls and crests
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or throne-backs of seated gurus and lamas. These thrones
usually consist of a cushioned seat upon which the figure
sits, with an oval or aura-shaped back support (lib. rgynb
yol) behind, draped with silk cloth. The cushioned base of
the throne may rest upon an ornate throne-base with four
short legs, rather like a low table or raised plinth. The arched
top of the back support is commonly fashioned from a sandalwood and gold crest-bar, which terminates at either end
in an encased-jewel or golden rirnknra-tail scroll.
At the bottom centre of the page are two examples of
these golden crest-bars. The upper drawing shows two phoenix or peacock heads at the ends of the bar, with a silk cloth
draped over its centre. At the bases of the bar are two lotus
and moon disc pedestals, which form the capitals to the two
vertical pillars that support the crest-bar. The heads of lions, dragons, gnrl~dns,or other mythological creatures may
alternatively be depicted at the ends of the bar, often with a
jewel-chain or tapering silk valance hanging from their
mouths. Surrounding these these two drawings are various
examples of golden rrrakr7rn-tail scrolls, many of which are
inset with precious gems.
Above the heads of the birds are three jewel-finials that
may crown the top of the bar, but more commonly the six or
eight-faceted jewel, as illustrated on Plate 98, forms the
crowning iewel. Across the top row are five intricate

examples of rlmknrn-tail scrolls with floral and leaf-shaped
decorations. Across the second row are two symmetrical
pairs of scrolling crest-bar ends, and across the third row
and below are further examples of nrnkarrl-tail finials.

Plates 166- 169
The four 'half-drop' repeat patterns depicted on these four
plates were drawn as book cover designs for Tharpa Publications, London. Half-drop patterns are commonly designed
as repeating patterns for fabric or wallpaper designs. Here
only one central motif and its connecting surrounds are initially drawn; then this image is mechaucally duplicated and
connected to create an endless repeat pattern. These four
drawings are the only images in this book that have entailed
the use of computer scanning technology.
Plate 166 shows a repeating peony-style flower in a circular scrolling-vine surround. Plate 167 depicts a unjrn and
lotus in an oval scrolling-vine surround. Plate 168 depicts a
z1njr.n and bell upon a lotus, which again is contained within
an oval scrolling-vine surround. Plate 169 depicts the emblem of Manjushri, as a sword and book upon a lotus, contained within a diamond-shaped vine surround.

Plate 166: Repeat~nglotus
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Plate 169 Repedtlng sword and book upon a lotus, a s the emblem of Manjushl I
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